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A Near View of Prof. Woodrow Wilson,
PRESIDENT OF PRINCETON

UNIVERSITY AND AUTHOR
UNITED STATES."

OF

THE HISTORY

THE SERIES OF UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS.
From a Personal Examination
To be a successful president of a
popular university one needs to have a
many sided character to be able to
adapt one's self to the requirements
of such a position.

PRESIDENT

WOODROW

If

by

J.

A.

No.

OF THE

4.

Fowler.

university required a figurehead
president, or one possessed of
wealth or influence of a popular char
acter, and not an organizer, scholar,
profpssor, or man of any distinguished
as

a

a

WILSON, AS HE APPEARED

A FEW YEARS

AGO.
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learning, it would be an easy task to
select one of this character, but wliere
a man has to be an organizer, or dis
tinguished for some definite line of
thought, he has to be chosen according
to his fitness for this particular line of
study and the work that is paramount
in the college or institution over
which he is to preside.
In our mind's eye, we. at this mo
ment,

can

recognize

the

reason

why

Professor Eliot is at the head of Har-
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orous work, but where he will need to
take more care will be in taking on too
great a variety of work, without allow
ing himself time for sleep, food, or
rest, to accomplish half what he wants
His temperament
will not
to do.
tempt him to take much leisure or en
Had he more of the
joy idleness.
Vital Temperament such might be the
case, and personally it might be an ad
vantage to him to add ten or fifteen
pounds avoirdupois to his weight by

THK CAMPUS OF PRINCETON

vard University; Professor Hadley is
President of Yale; Professor Butler is
Chancellor
President of Columbia;
MacCracken is President of the New
York University; Miss Irwin is Dean
of Radcliffe; Miss Caroline Hazard is
President of Wellesley; Miss Laura D.
Gillis is President of Barnard, and
Miss Lillian W. Johnson, President of
the Western College for Women.
In the case of President Woodrow
Wilson we find a man who is a peer
among his fellows for organizing abil
ity and for his power to superintend,
direct, and mark out work. He is es
sentially a man of action, and one who
can work easily in many directions.
In temperament we find he is large
ly of the Motive-Mental type, which
enables him to use his brain with less
fatigue than is possible with the aver
age man, for he can keep up his ner
vous energy and his supply of arterial
circulation largely through active, vig-

JOURNAL
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indulging in a little more leisure, and
avoiding a too strenuous life.
The activity of his brain, however,
absorbs a large proportion of his circu
lation, and his nutritive system is not
so much to the fore as we would like
to see.
He is wiry and possesses un
usual grit; hence his muscular system
and framework are sustained, and he
shows much tenacity of body and mind.
His height of stature and distinct
outline of features also denote the mo
tive, energetic,
perceptive,
fact-gathering faculties. His active brain shows
a percentage of the Mental Tempera
ment and the professional tendency of
his mind. He is eager for knowledge,
and is not satisfied unless he can sur
round a subject, and take everything
exhaustively into account, for a smat
tering of a subject will not satisfy him.
He always likes to go to the root of any
question that he studies, and on this
account he will be thorough in the ap

1900]
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plication of his ideas to the subject he
handles.
He has two phases of character, or a
duplex intellect that serves him in the
direction of gathering knowledge; and
at the same time he reasons about his
work in a philosophic way and wants
to find out everything from its primary
cause and source to its ultimate climax.
He reasons from cause to effect, and

PRESIDENT

OF

HEALTH

may be of a literary rather than of a
commercial character.
He is not a man to be carried away
by his appetites or passions, but he is
cool, collected, matter-of-fact, business
like, and capable of interpreting ideas
in a very cogent, practical way. Few
men have a better mental equipment
for diagnosing facts than he has, for
his reflective faculties know what to do

WOODROW WIMON, A8 HE

Photo, by Rockwood.

3

LOOKS TO-DAY.

Profile taken specially for the Phrenological Journal.

when he has gathered matter for his
he then shows originality
deductions,
in putting his ideas together.
He has a wonderful memory for as
sociated facts and historical events, and
does not allow anything to escape his
notice of what is going on around him,
or even what has taken place in the
He knows how to draw infer
past.
ences, make comparisons,
and analyze
a subject with great force and clear
ness.
He is just the man to differen
tiate between qualities, and the latter

a subject,
however intricate it
Some professors attend only
may be.
to the scientific side of their profes
sion, without dipping into the philos
In Dr. Wilson
ophy of their work.
we have a man who is gifted in both
aspects of study, and His head indicates

with

this very prominently.
He is intuitive, but he may not trust
to his intuitions, preferring rather to
reason things out for himself, and get
hold of data before he allows himself
to be guided by his intuitional judg

4
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Yet when he analyzes his own
mind he must find that his first im
pressions were the ones that eventually
guided him, even although he gave
himself time to consider the pros and
cons of the subject.
His moral brain is indicated by the
fulness in the superior development of
his top head. Conscientiousness makes
him very scrupulous in carrying out
any line of conduct or any agreement
that he has made, and were he at the
head of a large establishment,
where
character and principle were at stake,
he would be very practical in utilizing
every influence that was for the wellbeing of the young.
In speaking he should have a prac
tical kind of eloquence, not the flow
ery, wordy type of expression, but that
in a
eloquence that says something
His Constructforcible, telling way.
iveness helps him in the use of lan
guage very considerably, and enables
him to always use the best words to ex
Thus he will never
press his meaning.
be at a loss for a word, and young men
who listen to any speech of his will
invariably feel that they have received
some thoughts, data, or encouragement
which they could not gather from an
His ideas form
ordinary speaker.
themselves quickly in his mind, and
when he has a topic to speak upon he
is able to cover the whole ground of the
subject, so much so that no one else
needs to speak on the same topic on the
ment.

same occasion.
He is independent in spirit, manly
in his bearing, and persevering in his
way of doing work, for he knows how

JOURNAL

impediments in his way.
and differential, cour
ageous and thoughtful of the needs of
others, and is not carried away by arti
ficial hopes. He does not build castles
in the air, and dislikes compliments
and flattery.
He is economical when economy is
necessary, but he is extravagant when
he wants to gratify his friends.
He is
forgetful of self when he is doing any
special work, and when he is engaged
in literary pursuits he is inclined to
forget his personal needs.
His social nature is largely under
the direction of his intellect.
Thus,
in expressing his sentiments, he is
thoughtful of the wishes and needs of
those around him.
Thus he should be known for his lit
erary gifts, through his fact-gathering
faculties; for his oratorical powers,
through his practical way of present
ing a subject; for his classical knowl
edge, through his reflective and rea
soning faculties; for his organizing
ability, through his far-sightedness
and availability of mind in using up
material at hand, in adapting himself
to circumstances,
and in using his op
Thus as a speaker, wri
portunities.
ter, and organizer he should rank with
to overcome

He is respectful

the best men of the day and compare
well with those of past history.
He has a retentive memory and a

masterly way of getting through work
which enables him to accomplish more
in one day than many do in two. His
influence is broadening all the time as
he becomes more and more in touch
with life and character.

Live, work on, O Earthy!
From the low earth round you.
Reach

[January

the heights

above you :

From the stripes that wound you,
Seek the loves that love you!
God's divinest burneth plain
Through the crystal diaphane
Of our loves that love you.
— E. B. Browning (The Drama of Exile).
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Phrenology and Moral Evolution."

Address given by Charles Wesley Brandenburg, M.D., at the Closing
Exercises of the American Institute of Phrenology.

the

governing

power

over

the

whole
mind.
Man
existed

Photoby Rockwood.

long before anything was definitely
known concerning the existence of the
moral faculties.
"Moral evolution is a very important
Through man's faculty of
subject.
imaginative genius he can see the
earth's deep foundations and the blue
vault that covers it.
When man was
called into being there was introduced
into the world a psychological plan of
existence, and to-day, in order to make
a thorough study of his moral, intel
lectual, and social character, we must
take him as we find him. Human life
is first parried on by the useful pow
ers of the mind and the muscles of the
body in building up the animal nature,
which is represented in the base of the
brain around and above the ears. With
this part of the brain barbarous na
tions conquered and crushed less vig
orous ones, and enjoyed but little peace
as a result of the ignorance that ex
isted everywhere.
"In modern civilization we find a
large brain in the temporal ridge, but
it is more properly restrained by the
of the moral
siiperior development
qualities, as well as by the anterior and

is

it

if

Love Labor: For
thou dost not want
for Food, thou mayest for Physick. It
wholesome for the body, and good for th«
mind.
It prevents the fruits of idleness,

a

the

faculties
which constitute

is

of

a

lance

moral

posterior regions which preside over
the intellectual and social elements of
man's nature.
"Health and vitality are essentials
at the commencement
of life to give
a
for the proper
good foundation
growth of the brain, and this vitality
should be maintained throughout life,
in order to keep up balance of power.
"Man has a higher conception of his
duty in life by developing and then
keeping under control his animal na
ture.
The crown on his head indicates
the esteem with which he holds in re
gard all the other qualities of his mind.
A man of moral principle has a head
that is high, long, and wide on the top ;
but one who lacks Conscientiousness
and is flat or low in this region never
will occupy a position of high moral
standing. But when the head is low,
and the organs of Causality and Con
scientiousness are lacking, a man with
such an organization should never be
in the church, for his moral evolution
has not been sufficient to allow him to
teach the highest spiritual truths to
his fellow-men.
however,
"There
difference be
tween
moral man and
spiritual
one.
The former, while he
sincere,
does not see with the light of his
differences
nature.
These
spiritual
manifest themselves in the practical
application to which the faculties are
developed and used. Thus man's moral
evolution shows itself in various ways
and in various stages, just the same
as the other parts of the brain, say the
intellect and social groups, manifest
their evolutionary processes."
is,

doctor

a

The

said in part :
"More stress
should be placed
upon the impor-

which many times comes of nothing to do,
and leads too many to do what is worse
than nothing. — William Penn (17th Cen

tury).
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The Neurological Side of Child Life.
By Dr. Cora M. Ballard.

I

congratu

late the class of
1905 for taking
up the study of
Phrenology at
the present time,
because the sci

entific,

thinking

educators

and

humanitarians of
to-day have come
to
realize the
need of every branch of learning that
help them to solve the great social
and economic problems of life.
There opens to you this great child-

will

study question.
In this city there are about two per
cent of children in the public schools
mentally deficient.
There are about eight thousand ac
tual feeble-minded children unpro
vided for by the State.
Now, if these atypical or subnormal
children of the public schools are not
looked after by conscientious educators,
they will soon become inefficient, un
men
and
balanced,
non-supporting
women whom the State will have to
take care of.
The normal child is a complex study,
but the abnormal and subnormal child
is a gigantic study.
No other question in pedagogy, says
E. W. Bohannon, manifests such a
crying need for intelligent, sympa
Scores of thou
thetic, patient study.
sands could testify to the truth of this
out of their own bitter, even tragic ex
periences.

Many are they who have been need
lessly, almost criminally misunderstood
by those from whom they had a natu
ral right to be properly appreciated.
The truant is a discouraged boy, one
who has fallen by the wayside of school
life; a boy whose ambition, hope, and
self-respect have been crushed by the

open ridicule and continuous comparision with brighter children in school.
From truancy to tramp, from tramp
to crime, thence to a reformatory or

prison.
Ah, the pages of sad histories that
are found in these institutions !
The State has not yet learned the
need of prevention of crime.
There is
no board of health to quarantine places
of vice and its most deadly diseases.
My friends you are needed in this
work, for child study is in its infancy.
The field is broad and the laborers are
few.

It is almost a blot upon the history
of the educational system of this great
America, that it has just awakened to
the need
care for

of

special

this

child.
We need
laboratories

classes and special

atypical

small

or subnormal

schools, with
manual - training
all over this coun
equipments,
try; for the separation of these chil
dren from parents and home, be it ever
day

and
located

is a serious question.
are needed as specialist not only
for the abnormal and subnormal child,
but for the normal child.
It seems strange that the Phrenolo
gists have been and are the only spe
cialists to be consulted as to what course
to pursue in disciplining a child, and
what special line of study to fit chil
dren for their proper vocation in life.
It is amazing to know how little ad
vice the family physician can give par
ents as regards the mental side of child
life. Yet mental, moral, and physical
defects go hand in hand.
and
Many a child's backwardness
bad disposition is due to some physical
defect or auto-intoxication of the in-'
testinal tract. We are just beginning
to learn the serious results to a child's
nervous system that these poisons pro
duce.
so humble,

You
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My hearers may have in mind that
unfortunate child, born with a chain of
degeneracy worse than a mill stone
around his neck, or children of down
trodden parents whose only hope was
to keep a shelter over their heads and
starvation from their door; until the
only inheritance the child has is a neu
rotic unbalanced mentality.
But this
sad picture of mental incapacity may
come to your child and to mine.
That beautiful boy or girl who but
yesterday was the light and pride of
the home, may by a slight infectious
disease to-day be in need of a skilled
teacher.

I

hope to see every member of the
class of 1905 become Phreno-Pedagogians.
Study the psychosis of these
unfortunate children; give them your
scientific care and deepest sympathy.
Let me close by giving you Char

lotte

You"

Perkins Oilman's poem,
parting message.

"For

as a
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Shall you complain who feed the world,
Who clothe the world, who house the
world ;
Shall you complain who are the world
Of what the world may do?
As from this hour you show your
power

The world must follow you.
The world's life lies in your right hand,
Your strong right hand, your skilled
right hand;
You hold the whole world in your
hand,
See to it what you do !
Or dark or light, or wrong or right,
The world is made by you.
Then rise as you never rose before,
Or hoped before, or dared before,

And

show as was never shown before

The power that lies in you.
Unite as one, see justice done
Believe and dare and do !

Phrenology and the Medical

!

Profession.

Paper read at the Annual Conference of the American Institute
Phrenology, 1905, by F. W. Brown, M.D., Graduate.
The attitude of the medical profes
sion toward Phrenology, it would seem,
is similar to the Irishman's
parrot.
Pat bought

it

a

bird in market, thinking

to be a parrot, but in reality it was
an owl.
He was telling some friends
about his parrot, and, after he had fin
ished, one of them asked him if it
talked much.
"No," said Pat, "it

don't talk much, but it kapes up a divil
of a sight o' thinkin'."
Medical
science
includes
really
everything affecting human life. There
are several branches, of course all im
portant, but which one of them is most
important, if any one of them can be
so ?

Anatomy embraces simply the dead
works, devoid of the energy and power
of life, or the structure.

of

Physiology is the science of the
mechanism in motion, as in life.
In the watch the source of power is
the mainspring.
In the locomotive
the steam.
What is the source of energy in the

human being?
It is called vital force.
What is vital force?
All we know of it is by its effects,
on the ceasing of which death ensues.
The vital force moves the mechan
ism, but the direction in which it shall
move, what it shall do, and the end to
which it shall work is dictated by the
intelligent mind within.
A locomotive under full steam is
only an agency for good when it is
under the controlling power of the engineman in the cab; when it is other

of destruc

In every human life, normally, the
"intelligent mind shifts the warp and
the woof at its pleasure, and inter
poses the colors of its fancy, and the
result is a cloth that embodies in a pict
ure the conception of the mind that
had controlled the mechanism."
This power is exercised by means of
the will, through the brain and ner
vous system of man.
It may be done
consciously or unconsciously. It should

at least until the
and desirable hab
its, so that, acting even unconsciously,
the working will be in the right direc
be done consciously,
formation of correct

tion.
Phrenology

it

it,

points out the relation
between the developments of the brain
and body, and the manifestations of the
Mind, the living principle within.
Phrenology says, as is the visible or
ganization so is the invisible organizer,
the real personality that inhabits
that builds it, and that uses
to ex

Bain, Dr. Galton, Dr. Maudsley. Dr.
Ecker. Dr. Benedict, Dr. Forbes Winslow, and others are statements in har
mony with the principles of Phrenol
ogy as advanced by Dr. Gall more than
one hundred years ago.
The force of mind as
causative
cura
factor in disease, and also as
tive agent, has long been recognized
by the medical profession, yet this
force not demonstrable
by laboratory

by

observation.
alone
can
Observation
detect where its methods or modes of
application are faulty: and observation
must perfect it.

a

is

of

peutics.

but
What
suggestive therapeutics
elaboration of the principle em
ployed by the first mother who kissed
away the pain of her hurt child
The personality of the physician has
silent, forceful
been
therapeutic
power, unconsciously exercised by him
since the healing art has been prac
!

an

tised.

pendent

patient.

a

fact, but not de
Force of mind
of
on laboratory
methods
demonstration.
Personality
practically everything,
both in the patient and his disease, and
in the physician and his ability to cure,
hence the necessitv of the physician
possessing the ability to at once know
the personality he has before him in his
is

a

In disorders of the mind and of the
brain and nervous system, which are
so extensive
as to cause organic or
structural changes, these are capable of
demonstration by laboratory methods.
But in the normal individual, or in
one whose disordered mental manifes
tations are of such
harmless nature
as not to justify surgical interference,
mental functions cannot be demon
strated
laboratory methods.
The science of Phrenology is. there
fore, necessarily and essentially one of

comparatively recently recognized
medical science founded on
branch
this force of mind
suggestive thera

is

well.

methods.

is

is

is,

Through the study of the visible or
ganization Phrenology unfolds the in
visible force behind it.
It
then, certainly not the least
important branch of medical science or
human science.
not concerned alone
Phrenology
with pathological conditions of mind.
It unfolds the normal individual as

is

a

press itself.

In considering many diseases, the
ories concerning them have been pre
sented to the profession, and ideas ad
vanced by workers along these certain
lines, and the profession has accepted
these theories and ideas for the pur
pose of study and observation, only re
jecting and discarding them after posi
tive demonstration that they were false.
'
merits the
Phrenology
certainly
same fair consideration at the hands of
the profession.
The observations and investigations
of such eminent men as Dr. Ferrier.
Dr. Gowers, Dr. Landois, Lombroso,
Mantegazza, and others clearly show
that they arc working along the lines
laid down
Phrenology and in their
piiblishod works, and in those of Dr.
;

power

a

is a terrific

a

it

tion.
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The best text-book on the force of
mind and suggestive therapeutics is a
text-book on Phrenology.
As a means of knowing the person
ality of his patient, as a means of clas
sification and treatment
of mental
defectives, and as a text-book on char
acter building, a text-book on Phrenol
ogy is unequalled.
What am I ? Why am I what T am ?
How can I change and improve my
These
condition?
are questions
of
vital importance to every human being.
No other science answers these ques
tions so satisfactorily and completely
as Phrenology.
believe that any physician who will
conscientiously investigate Phrenolo<rv
with an open and receptive mind, anrl
apply its teachings in his daily rounds,
"will be convinced of its truth.
Every observing student of human
nature must necessarily be convinced,
after even only superficial observation,
that there is a relation between certain
hrain developments and the disposition
and character of the individual.
In the physician's daily routine of
contact with his patients;
in the ad
vising of parents relative to them
selves and their children, their health,
education, occupation, everything that

concerns

Artistic Illustration

Adjunct

I
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their mental
anrl physical
welfare, he will find Phrenology of in
estimable value.
For the purpose

of cerebral localiza
tion, in brain surgery, and in various
mental and nervous derangements,
aa
well as physical, he will find it of great
val uc.
In the physician's work a« medical
examiner in the selection of life-insur
ance risks, and also in the selection of
employees for large employing com
such as railway companies,
panies,
where both the physical
and mental
dualities should bo taken into consider
ation, he will find great aid in Phre
nology.
Indeed, every physician fails to
avail himself and hi* patients or clients
of all the moans obtainable for their
advantage when he neglects the appli
cation of the principles of Phrenology.
The medical profession claimed its
founder, Dr. Gall, and he was an emi
nent member of it.
His discoveries should bo an insep
arable part of medical science, and the
profession should honestly and consci
entiously investigate his theories, use
their own observation in their applica
tion, and they will surely be convinced
of their truth and value.

to

Phrenology.

Address Given at the Annual Conference by F. B. Utley, Graduate
of the American Institute of Phrenology, 1905.
We will divide our subject into two
parts: Phrenology and Art. and Art
and Phrenology.
We will consider
Phrenology and Art first. I have long
been a firm, tenacious, and even stub
born believer that Phrenology should
be a part of our public-school curricu
lum. I am convinced that the intro
duction of Phrenology into our schools
would be a potent factor in accomplish
ing many social and moral reforms.
It is unfortunate that our educational
systems deal only with the organs of
the anterior portion of the brain. The

posterior faculties are allowed to run
wild, as it were.
While they may be
developed so far as size is concerned,
they are neither trained nor educated.
If the bare rudiments of Phrenology
were taught, such as the temperaments,
groups of faculties, etc., it would be
well, and if the subject of mating and
heredity were taught from a phreno
logical standpoint, it would do much
toward reducing the number of di
vorces and would lessen the number of
imbeciles.

In higher

education.

Phrenology

is

10
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equally as important; the artist and
the sculptor need to know its princi
Im
ples in order to do correct work.
agine an artist drawing the picture of

a benevolent man and making him de
ficient in the region of the faculty of
Benevolence.
Imagine a sculptor mak
ing a statue of some minister and giv
ing him the propensities of a pugilist.
say, therefore, that the man who will
introduce Phrenology into the schools
of this and other lands will be greater
than he that taketh a city. You may
have your great reformers, but the man
who will introduce Phrenology into
schools should have his statue carved
in pure gold and placed upon the high
est point of the pinnacle of fame.
Art and Phrenology. — Of course
every phrenologist cannot be an artist.
But every phrenologist will at some
time feel the need of being able to draw

JOURNAL
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in order to illustrate some point or fac
ulty. It is much easier to draw a head
than is generally supposed or imagined.
A few principles will therefore be ap
In drawing a head always
preciated.
start at A (see Fig. 1) and draw the
Then,
face right down to the chin.
beginning at A, draw the back head. It
should always be remembered the top
of the neck or bottom of the back head
should be level witli the bottom of the
ear and the bottom of the nose (see
line C. Fig. 1). The ear should be the
same length as the nose and on a level
In
with it (see lines B C, Fig. 1).
phrenological examinations one should
be careful to observe if the ear be below
these lines, and if so it may give area
to the propensities instead of height to
the
moral qualities.
Prize-fighters
sometimes have low ears. An eye in a
Two
profile is very easily drawn.

I

marks in a sort of cross (see D, Fig. 1)
is all that is necessary.
Note these
two marks which form the eye in the
drawing of the head.
A few very crude drawings can be
made to illustrate the beneficial effects
of a smile.
The lines of a smiling
countenance
turn upward while the
opposite turn downward (see Figs. 2
and 3). These are drawn in the sim
plest manner, and can easily be learned

with

a

For

little practice.
illustrating ethnological

sub
jects to be able to draw is a great help.
The national characteristics can be ac
centuated as in Figs. 4 and 5.

In concluding his remarks Mr. Utley
paid a tribute to the Institute and the
He said all education was
Faculty.

V
'«
v
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not contained in books. There was an
influence for good in meeting such
earnest
and conscientious people as
composed the Faculty, and he hoped
the class would go forth and radiate

it with the tiny stream that ran on and
on, giving to the streams and fields and
and finally reached the
woodlands,
ocean, then was picked up by the sun
and carried by the winds back to its

some of the lessons learned and influ
ences gained during their stay at the
He closed his remarks with
Institute.
a graphic word picture of an old pond
which hoarded all the showers and gave
nothing to better others, and compared

mountain home, where it descended in
raindrops and started on its course of
The pond
giving again' and again.
spread disease, the stream gave life.
Shall we be ponds or shall we be
streams? •

PRIZE OFFERS AND AWARDS.
The prize for the
"Do Animals Think,

best article on
and if so, What
Use?" has been

do Thev
The prize
awarded to Mr. Spaven.
for December is for the best article on
"Is Phrenology an Aid to Photogra
phy, and if so, How?"
For January we offer a prize for the
best description of a holiday the writer
has experienced.
For February the prize is for the
most successful surgical operation that
has been performed on the brain.
For March a prize is offered for the
best description of the character and
work of the four men whose foreheads

Faculties

upper features are submitted in
this number. Number 1 is "the 'wiz
ard' plant-breeder of America"; Num
ber 2, a popular London journalist;
Number 3, a popular American judge
of the Supreme Court, who has re
cently written a work on "The United
States a Christian Nation"; Number
4, a popular Norwegian explorer of the
polar regions.
We are anxious for our readers to
form the habit of studying the con
trasts that various heads present, and
from time to time we shall take oppor
tunity of showing these differences in
our columns.
and

(See page

12)
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Encouraging Definition of Human Greatness.'*

Report of an Address Given by the Rev. Fred Clare Baldwin, D.D.,
at the Closing Exercises of the American Institute of Phrenology.

REV. FRED CLARE BALDWIN,

D.D.

Dr. Baldwin said in part :
"Every one, more or less, has his
own ideas of human greatness, but a
great deal of time and money are
wasted on the wrong definition of this
In days gone by the idea of
subject.
greatness was instilled into the minds
of children (some may even indulge in
that thought to-day), namely, of en
couraging children with the idea that
they may some day be President of
the United States.
So many a Johnny
goes to school with these words ring
ing in his ears. Others consider that
to be great one must be an author,
statesman, general, or philanthropist,
but I wish to prove to you that a person
may be placed among this great cate
The
gory without being truly great.
great man is a great man whether he
is a writer, sculptor, actor, coal baron,
or coal heaver.
"The first duty of every man is to
properly understand himself, of what
he is composed, what he can do, and

study the opportunities around him.
He should consider what kind of body
he possesses, and take into account the
He should also give
strength of it.
of his
thought to the development
mind, soul, and spirit, and to the spir
itual consciousness
of the present
world that is around him, and the
world that is to come. He should learn
what his bodily tools are, and how to
use them.
Just as a surgeon learns
how to use his tools with great preci
sion and accuracy, in like proportion
a man should study his own organism.
From the spiritual side of his nature
man looks out of the windows of his
mind and thinks, feels, and knows.
Aristotle was an embodiment
of a
thinker, but you cannot set a pig down
as a thinker.
By the law of progres
sion, however, one generation after an
other should produce a greater man
and a greater thinker.
Hope should
be the spirit of every Church and Insti
tute.
The greater the thinker, the
Triviali
greater will be his thoughts.
ties will not trouble him. Man should
never mistake oddity for genius.
"One definition of human greatness
showed
itself
in independence
of
A man to be truly great
thought.
should not be a mere imitator of others,
though he may absorb ideas from
others who have passed away, but who
have
left their inspiration
behind
them.
The man, however, may use his
greatness in one direction to the shut
ting out of other claims or the growth
of other powers of his mind.
Thus
Darwin, who was a great scientist, re
gretted that through his absorption in
one line of science he had neglected to
continue to cultivate his interest in
music and poetry.
These had become
A man may become truly
atrophied.
without a college education.
great
Abraham Lincoln was an example of a
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No one had
great man of this type.
to correct his work, but he possessed
a personality
that projected itself
throughout the confines of his work.
He possessed great strength of will and
recognized his mission in life, and bent
his career to the fulfilment of it.
"Sir Walter Scott was another ex
ample of true greatness, and I will
close by referring the graduates to his
work, 'The Lady of the Lake,' and
quote Sir James Roderick's words as
applicable to them in their studies of
the brain.
They will remember Sir
Roderick's words,
'Come one, come all, this rock shall fly
From its firm base as soon as I.'

He was a great man, true and virtuous.
"May you all have as high an ideal
of human greatness as he had."
Dr. Baldwin is a man who has the

strength of his convictions, and he is
therefore not afraid to acknowledge his
belief in Phrenology, as we heard him

Some Facts

that

I

several instances.
examined a young man a few years
said of him
Among the things
ago.
was that with a little practice he could
become an expert sleight-of-hand per
former. Whereupon he took a twentyfive-cent piece from his pocket, palm
ing and juggling it in almost a profes

I

sional degree of perfection.

[January

do not long ago.
He is a man who
stands about five feet ten and a half
inches, and possesses an intellectual
scope of mind, a high forehead, and
He has height of
large Causality.
head above the ears, which indicates

strength of will, determination of
mind, independence of thought, dignit}' of bearing, conscientious scruples,
and versatility of mind. He also has a
large development of Language, which
he uses to express his ideas in a copious
and beatific way.
He possesses a high
ly sensitive mind, a fine quality of or
ganization, and a strong development
of the Mental Temperament. Had he
more bodily power to balance his men
tality it would be to his advantage, for
his brain .absorbs a large amount of
nourishment which should be retained
by the body to build up its fibres and
tissues.

He is a man of deep penetration of
mind, of spiritual insight, and of log
ical ability.

Sustain Phrenology
Science.

said to a gentle
A short time ago
man that he had inherited largely from
"mother's side of the house," physical
ly in particular, and at the same time
he had inherited from both father and
of Acquisi
mother his development
tiveness.
Hence, at times, he would be
close in money matters almost to penuriousness; at other times he would
be liberal almost to extravagance.
He
admitted the soft impeachment, giving

I
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This young man had a fair knowl
He asked me if
edge of Phrenology.
his moral nature was strongly devel
said this: "Your
In answer
oped.
moral and animal natures are about
equally strong; hence there is danger
of the moral being dominated by the
Therefore you
passions and appetites.
must be very careful as to the company
Should you
you keep, and your habits.
get to drinking alcoholic liquors and
smoking, going with habitues of gam
bling and other evil resorts, you will
surely go to the dogs.
Inside of two or three years this
same young man was arrested for tak
ing part in robbing an elderly lady,
sent
to state pris
and
convicted,
on. — George Markley, "Phrenological

I

Era."
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World of Endeavour.

AN APPRECIATION OF ISABEL F. HAPGOOD.
By

J.

A.

Russia has had many interpreters
and historians, but few persons have
studied the Russian people and their
language

or worked

them out in such

MISS ISABEL

F.

Fowler.
a practical and forceful way and in
dividual style as the subject of our

sketch.
She certainly

HAPGOOD, TRANSLATOR

looked

OF TOLSTOI.

queenly

as

we
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interviewed her in her apartment.
There was something in her rare mag
netism that was interesting. There is
so much strength connected with her
writings, that were she to use a nom
de plume, like George Eliot, one could
easily be deceived

by her sex.

Her perfect command of

language,
the ease with which she communicates
her ideas, and the masterliness of her
work, all convince one that she has an
uncommon type of head. The moment
saw her I found that she possessed
unusual and original powers for a
Yet need we be surprised at
woman.
this in the present day of advance
Is she not the
ment among women ?
herald of many women who are taking
advanced places in the world of litera
ture ?
Her character manifests an inde
pendent spirit, executiveness of mind,

I

intellectual capacity, literary power
through her originality of mind, organ
izing ability in mapping out work to
accomplish, and the strength of will
it possible to carry
which makes
through a purpose, if allowed to do so,
even if there are great odds against
her.

Few women can so well fill the place
of a man as she can; yet she has no
lack of womanly attributes of charac
ter, and is highly sensitive and suscep
tible, as well as sympathetic and kindhearted to a fault.
Her use of language is remarkable,
and she should interest an audience?
and carry them with her.
Three of her strongest characteristics
show themselves in her Conscientious
ness, Firmness, and Comparison.
The
first makes her very particular about

her work; the second enables her to
show an iron will in carrying her point ;
and the third assists her in differentiat
ing between qualities and materials,
that
ideas
and
facts— everything
touches her life.
She has a fine quality of organiza
tion, and a full sized head, the measure
ments being twenty-one anil a half in
circumference by fourteen and a half
and
thirteen and three-quarters in

JOURNAL
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length, while her height of stature is
five feet six.
Some of her published works are:
"The Epic Songs of Russia" (obsolete

Russian), published in 1886; "Russian
Rambles," published in 1895; "Service
Rook of the Greco-Russian_ Church"
(from Old Church Slavonic into Lit
urgical English), publishers, The Holy
Synod of Russia ; and Translations of
Tolstoi, Gogol, etc.
In "Public Opinion" of April 22d
she published a very interesting article
on "Russia's Many Races," in which
she speaks of the fact that the popula
tion of Russia embraces a vast mass of
tribes, speaking almost as many lan
guages or dialects as that of the Brit
ish Empire, with a decided preponder
ance of the Russian element, which
constitutes
three-fourths of the in
habitants. She says that certain forms
of religion and peculiarities of life gen
erally correspond to the language; and
that the languages of Russia fall into
the Aryan
two chief divisions:
(or
and the Ural- Altaic.
Indo-European)
She thus furnishes us with a very clear
account of the many peoples found in
the 8.500.000 square miles of territory
which cover one-sixth of the land sur
face of the globe, and having a popu
lation between one hundred and forty
and one hundred and fifty millions.
"In the first group, or Aryan family,
is embraced the Slavonic or Slav. The
Russian division has three principal
branches: Great Russian, Little Rus
sian, and White Russian.
Two-thirds
at least of the population, including
the majority of the Siberian Russians,
speak Great Russian. . . . Little Rus
sia stands out as a most instructive
example, illustrating the problems aris
ing from race and language exagger
ated by indiscreet and mistaken patri
otism. Little Russia, so called because
of its size when it was the cradle of
the empire more than a thousand years
ago. but now means only the govern
ment (states) of Poltava and Tchernigoff. . . . Its inhabitants, while Rus
sian at the base, have a mixture of
Polish, Lithuanian, and even of Turk

AND SCIENCE
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ish blood, which is physically appar
and renders them more vivacious
than the Great Kussians.
They also
have the reputation of being very keen
in business and mentally alert. . . . The
White Russians occupy the least terri
tory of the three, in Vilna, Mohileff,
and other western governments.
''Next come the Poles, who are
Roman Catholic by religion, and pos
sess a Slavonic language.
'Tinder the Aryan family come also
the Letto- Lithuanians, the Roumanians
in Bessarabia, Greeks in South Rus
sia and the Caucasus,
Iranians and

ent,

in

others

the

...

Caucasus,

who

speak

In the Indian group of
Russian.
the Aryans belong the gypsies of Bes
Turke
sarabia, the Trans-Caucasus,
stan, Finland, the far north, and Si
beria.
In the Semitic are the Jews,
whose language is preserved only in the
Scriptures, and who live chiefly in the
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Pale of Settlement, in the western gov
ernments.

"The Caucasian tongues spoken by
many people who bear a physical re
semblance to the Semites and Aryans
fall into two groups, northern and
southern.
In the southern group are
the Gruzians (Georgians), whose royal
house claims descent from King David,
but does not reckon itself as Jew
ish. . . .
"The Ural-Altaic division of blood

language embraces Russia's Fin
nish, Hungarian, and Samoyed groups,
and is divided into three branches."
The above condensed account gives
an insight into the masterly way that
she goes into everything concerning
Russia and her people.
Aside from writing on mere facts,
she has much
literary imagination
which we are sure she will ultimately
use to good purpose in literary work.
and

An Analysis of General B. F. Tracy.

a

is

by

it,

promote the greatest benefit to the
largest number of people.
You are up-to-date in your views of
the present way of doing things, and
your constitution has supported your
brains above the average capacity of
man.
A person with a large brain re
quires a healthy organization to sup
and you have been endowed
port
nature with good circulatory power
and
excellent
breathing
capacity.
These have enabled you to generate
life and rebuild your wasted energies
and tissues.
On this account we find
that your brain
in
healthy condi

A.

Fowler.

is

able to assume
tion, and
of responsibility.

a

J.

good deal

You will never feel as though you
were growing old, for you will have the
young spirit with you as long as you
live.
You are able to generate life,
and with your wiriness and compact
ness of organization you ought to live
more healthily than ninety-nine men
out of
hundred with your size of

brain.

You

come from good
have been behind
you
generation or two of persons whowere able to live healthy lives, and you
betoken that element of character that
will be able to live to good respectable
old age.
stock.

must

have

There must

a

will

Given by

a

Yours is an organization that is
healthy, strong, vigorous, and execu
tive in type; hence you ought to be
known, and will be recognized as long
as you live, for your power to gener
ate interest in whatever work you un
dertake to do.
You are not one to
lag behind, but are in the foremost
ranks of work, thought, or ideas that

as

a

From a Personal Examination

Your basilar brain

strengthens your
by giving you executive force
of mind in carrying out whatever pro
gramme or plan of work you will have
in hand.
You have always been able
to set an example of industry to others,
character
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because you have enjoyed work for its
own sake, work, too, with an object to
accomplish something with the time
you had at your disposal.
You have also been able to econo
mize time.
You have known how to
cut off angles, and get hold of the prin
cipal object that you had before you,
and condense your efforts into as small
a space as possible.
You can do two
days' work in one, and must have done
this many times.
You ought to be
where
you can superintend, guide,
control, and mark out work for others
to do in detail, for your Causality and
Comparison, your Order and Time en
able you to do this with facility.
Thus

your intellectual brain governs, guides
and controls your emotional nature to
a large extent.
We judge that you have used your
moral and intellectual faculties in
such a way that you have lived with an
object, that you have had a motive be
fore you constantly, that you have en
larged and broadened your interests,
and have had many irons in the fire at
once.
Sometimes, we judge, your Con
tinuity has allowed you to undertake
more interests than you ought in the
time you gave yourself to accomplish
your tasks, but it has been hard for
you to hold yourself back, for you have
seen so many things that you have
wanted to do that it has been easier for
you to do things than to get other peo
ple to accomplish them for you.
You have strong will power which
has enabled you to show perseverance
in your efforts.
You have been un
bending and unyielding when you have
undertaken to do anything, even if it
has been of an arduous type ; thus you
have been able to conquer many im
pediments that have stood in your way.
You have fought for a cause, or for
an opinion ; in fact, when many men
would have given up under trying cir
cumstances, you have been able to show
that there is a way out of the trouble,
and have taken that road that has led
to success on many occasions where
others would have failed.
You have a combination of qualities
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from your father and mother.
From
your father, your large and active
brain, your independent spirit, your
will power, and your scientific and ob
From your mother
serving faculties.
you have received your fine sensitive,
nature and your attach
sympathetic
ment to your friends.
With this duality of power from
both sides of your family, you should
have a stronger mind than as if you
had been wholly positive or wholly
negative.
You are a prudent man in looking
ahead.
You see just about how things
are going to shape themselves,
and
what the result will be. We judge that
you have been able to give advice to
the young man just going into the
world, and you have been able to sug
gest many valuable plans to him, and
we would be much surprised if many
did not come and consult you with re
gard to their future. Your mind is so
clear to see the outcome of things that
vou are able to predict beforehand
what is likely to transpire.
Another phase of character
shows

itself in your intellectual ingenuity.
Constructiveness works with your in
tellect; therefore you can lay out plan*
for others, while some people invent,
and they simply devote themselves to
mechanical
apparatus and inventions.
Your ingenuity and inventiveness will
show itself in the way in which you
propose to carry out certain formulas
or schemes for the benefit of others.
You cannot very well extricate your
self from the rest of humanity.
You
would never do to live a hermit's life —
Your sympathies attach
by yourself.
you to your fellow-men, and it will be
a great surprise to find that you have
not interested yourself in the affairs
of considerable moment and public in
terest.
Benevolence is a ruling moral
factor in your character, and hence
many people have asked you to do fa
vors for them, and it has been difficult
for you to refuse.
Your Intuition with your Benevo
lence would have enabled you to diag
nose disease as a physician; it would
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have enabled you to get in touch with
the various lines of treatment neces
sary for the sick, and therefore we
judge that in your family yon have had
some influence that has been at work
which has given you a stimulus in this

direction.
But while you

have

tenderness

of
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through their union of mental forces,
combining as they did their large Be
nevolence with
their keen intuitive
grasp of mind and intuitive judgment.
Your Comparison has ever been a
very strong factor in administrative
work, and in law or finance, in business
matters or in scientific attainment you

liEN. BENJAMIN

K. TRACY.

Photo by Kockwood, siKjolally taken for the Phhxnolouical

mind, kind-heartedness,
liberality, and
sympathy of thought for others, we
think your intellectual powers join
with your sympathies in giving breadth
and scope of mind in the direction of
administrative matters and reforms,
rather than in strictly technical ways,
as in the profession of medicine.
Law has its humane and sympathetic
side as well as medicine, and much has

been done in the past by such men
as Lincoln, McKinley,
and
others,
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have been able to store your mind to a
much better account through its aid
than you would have done without it.
You see in a moment where compari
sons can be drawn, and in examining
witnesses you would do so with telling
effect without wasting time or words.
In fact, you know how to handle men
and bring them in line with yourself.
You are logical, and should be able
to touch the button with telling effect
that will open the minds of those with
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Thus you will
whom you are talking.
make friends rather than enemies as
you pass along in life.
(1) In a word,
should
be
known
as
a leader, for
you
yours is a mind that never could be a
subordinate.
(2) You should be known

for your administrative power; (3) for
your keen discernment of men, and the
handling of the same; (1) for your
capacity to gather facts and data ; (5)
for your interest in reformatory move
ments; (6) for your social affinities
and attachment to your friends as well
as your patriotic spirit; and (7) for
your professional attitude of mind, es
pecially for law and interest in munici
pal and international matters.
Biographical.
General
was born

Benjamin

in Oswego,
New York, April 26,

Franklin Tracy
Tioga

County,

1830.
Tic took
a strong interest in law, studied it, and
was admitted to the bar in 1851, and
ever since that time has filled on? dis
tinguished position after another, and
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will

always be remembered as the exSecretary of the Navy.
He held the
position of district attorney of his na
tive county in 1856, and in 1861 was
elected to the Legislature.
He raised
two regiments for the army in 1862,
was colonel of the 109th New York,
and received medal of honor for gal
In 1861 was United
lantry in battle.
States district attorney in New York
and rendered signal service to the Gov
ernment for seven years, and then re
sumed the practice of law in Brooklyn
and New York. He was judge of New
York Court of Appeals in 1881 and
1 882 ; Secretary
of Navy in Cabinet of
President Harrison in 1889-93; was
president of committee which drafted
the new charter for Greater New York.
As a lawyer General Tracy has been
connected
with
many
conspicuous
trials, and as a patriot, statesman, sol
dier, lawyer, judge, citizen, and friend
General
Tracy has sustained a high
rank and manifested an efficient char
acter, which is in keeping with his
'
i : i re n ol og i ca 1 developments.

"
The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and
with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

act*

The Psychology of Childhood.
BRIGHT AND PROMISING.
By Uxcle Joe.
No. 646. Daisy Lee Bonham, Chilhowie, Va. — This child has a fine bal
ance of the Mental and Vital Tem
peraments, and a superior quality per
vades her whole organization ; hence
she is quick to receive impressions,
carry out ideas, and give advice to
older people as well as to little girls
She has taken
younger than herself.

the maturity of her parents, and
will not care to be treated like an ordi
She will feel as though
nary child.
some respect should be paid to her that
children do not ordinarily receive.
She will advance well with her stud
ies, will pick up knowledge quite eas
ily : in fact, has the commanding type
of head.
She will show an advance
on
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ment of mind beyond that of the chil
dren in her class.
Her Causality, Comparison, Human
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by her own force of character

dustry.
She

and in

will

excel as a teacher, medical
reformer, writer, and phil
anthropist, and could devote herself to
the study of a physician.
Her intuitive faculties joined to her
Benev
Vital-Mental
Temperament,
olence, and large social faculties, en
able her to fit herself to the work of a
physician, while her large Causality

missionary,-

NO. 646.

DAISY LEE BONHAN, CHILHOW1E, VA.

Akf, 9 years; weight, tin lb*.; height. \ ft. a in.: hnir,
liure gold: eyea, blue.

will draw
Nature, and Benevolence
her out into public life, and she will
make a career for herself, even if she
has to work her way through college

NO. 647. — EAHL

A. HASTY, KALONA, IOWA.

10 montha; circumference of head, above ear*.
in.; circumference under armn. 16( in.; waittt,
l?i in.: height, 5i7J in.; weight, ]0|lbs.; complexion,
fair; eyes, blue.

Age.

brain will enable her
herself
for a medical mis
prepare
sionary. Thus, as a medical mission
ary she will link the two fields of study
and active moral
to

together.
No. 647.

Earl A. Hasty, Kalona,
Iowa. — Considering that your little
child is ten months old, we think that
the photographs

NO.

64".

— EAHL

A.

HASTY.

are very good, and we

certainly have before us a fine head.
It is large and active; hence you must
take considerable pains in calling out
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his physical activity, as his thirst for
will overstep the boundary
line if you do not take care.
His moral brain is marvellously de
veloped for one so young, and we be
lieve this is the result of pre-natal cul
ture, and a preparation of the father
and mother for parenthood.
We wish
more thought and attention were given
to this subject by parents, for as a re
sult we should find that the principles
laid down and worked out by Professor
Burbank would be applicable to the
new-born child.
Let him feed on pure air and give
knowledge
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Nourish his body
possible way, and his brain
day manifest an intellectual
ity of a superior type. Few heads toda}7, we are sorry to say, are so fully
rounded out in the upper story as is
his.
Benevolence,
Thus, Areneration,
Conscientiousness,
Hope, and Spiritu
ality will direct a large share of his
and Causality will reason
thoughts,
things out along philosophical lines.
As a professor in a theological col
lege, or a president of a theological
seminary he will be in his right sphere

him

a

simple diet.

in every
will some

in life.

Health Topics.
By E. P. Miller, M.D.
SPREADING
VEGETARIANISM
AMONG THE UPPER TEN IN
LONDON.

A

recent cable despatch to the "New
from London states
has spread to the
that vegetarianism
Numerous titled folks now
peerage.
insist that no matter where they go for
dinner a separate menu of vegetarian
dishes must be prepared for them.
"The majority of the notable vege
tarians are known as 'Wallaceites,' or
devotees of the system of food reform

York American"

introduced by Joseph Wallace. Their
pet aversions are salt and all kinds of
fermented foods. Lady Henry Somer
set has been an ardent follower of the
new diet for the past year.
Her menus
include only bread, fruit, and vegeta
She believes that a vegetable diet
for the masses would eliminate the
drink evil.
"Lady Paget strongly advocates the
use of apples as food.
Lord Charles

bles.

Beresford has become a convert to vege
tarianism and attributes his youthfulness of spirit to a well-regulated diet.
George Bernard Shaw has made him
self famous as a vegetarian by his flings
at the meat-eating
He has
public.
called meat foods 'scorched
corpse,'
and has said when he dies he wants
all the animals he has not eaten to at
tend his funeral.
"Other prominent vegetarians
are
the Countess of Essex, Lady Windsor,
Lady Gwendolen Herbert, Lady Ham
ilton, Mrs. C. Leigh Hunt, and the

Earl of Buchan."

OCTOGENARIAN

CONVENTION.

During the month of October the
of London held a con
octogenarians
vention at Memorial Hall of that city
at which no less than seventeen hun
dred people assembled to see, hear, and
welcome
the speakers.
Among the
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speakers were Dr. Samuel Saunders,
and
age ninety-one; an agriculturist
health reformer, C. A. Hanson, age
eighty-six ; Joseph Wallace, age eightyfour, the founder of Physical Regen-

eration Society, author of "Physianthropy" and several other publica
tions; Mrs. Mary E. Metcalf, age
eighty-six, widow of Rev. Wm. Metcalf,
founder of the church he presided
over; Mr. Thomas Wylis, age eightyeight, sixty years a teacher, and several
others over eighty years of age, all of
whom were vegetarians.

A report of this meeting in "The
Christian Commonwealth" by a flesh
eater, states that nearly half of the au
dience wore a white rosette, denoting

adherence to the vegetarian cult; and
that it was a highly respectable and in
telligent gathering, many members of
which fell short by a few years only
of those present on the platform. This
report stated also that:
"As a non- vegetarian I am the more
free to admit that the meeting was a
highly convincing proof of the health
and longevity possible to those who
avoid the use of animal food.
The
speakers were as ready in debate and
more clear in argument than most peo
The ad
ple several decades younger.
dress of Mr. C. P. Newcomb. the chair
man, was a remarkably able effort.
On this occasion he excelled himself in
a well-reasoned
argument, the manu
script being read without spectacles in
a voice that everybody heard.
Discuss
ing the question of old age. he quoted
the case of a Frenchman who lived to
be one hundred and fifty-eight years,
and fed on cheese and goat's milk; an
Arab, who died at one hundred and
forty-five; and Dr. Adam Ferguson,
who adopted a vegetarian diet at sixty,
and lived to be ninety-three. The best
part of Dr. Newcomb's deliverance
was a poem on the joys of old age,
which brings up old memories of music,
of flowers, of sunset, of intellectual
while its philosophy ex
comradeship,
alts and chastens the mind.
He re
called a review in Paris after Austerlitz, but felt vegetarian veterans, like
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Newman and Sir Isaac Pit
of a nobler warfare.
"Professor Mayer, of Cambridge, an
old veteran in the business, quoted from
memory some of the most recondite
and phases on vegetarianism.
facts
Mr. Hanson, who is eighty-seven, has
roamed over Asia, Africa, and Amer
He broke his
ica, as well as Europe.
leg at seventy-five, and the doctor who
attended shook his head, but Mr. Han
son felt that he could dance a horn
At eighty-four he broke two
pipe.
ribs, but they soon healed.
So with a
smiling face he believes that serenity
and endurance are the perquisites of
the participants of a reformed diet.
"Mr. Samuel Saunders, who boasts
of ninety-one years, came to the front
and gave many particulars of one of
the busiest lives man has ever lived.
He was a miller and fruit-grower,
while he has been foremost in all true
philanthropy and progress.
"Joseph Wallace, the founder of a
system of hygiene, asked where Mother
Eve got brewer's yeast and baking-pow
der?
When he adopted vegetarian
principles his flesh-eating relatives said
'But they are
he would kill himself.
all dead now.' Mr. Wallace made a
very interesting speech on longevity,
which will be noticed in subsequent is
sues.
He is a well-posted physician,
although not a graduate of any medi
cal college.
He and his wife, Mrs. C.
Leigh Hunt Wallace, are doing an im
portant work in London not only in
curing disease without drugs, but in
educating the people as to how to live
and prolong life without being sick.
They are the publishers of the "Herald
of Health" and numerous pamphlets
and booklets on health topics, all of
which are of great value."
Cardinal

man, were soldiers

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S
THANKSGIVING TURKEY.
Horace Vose, of Westerly, R. I.,
donor of Thanksgiving
turkeys to
Presidents, has broken his records this
year by sending to President Roose
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velt a forty-one pound bronze gobbler,
which he declares is the finest the coun
Vose has sup
try has ever produced.
to every
the
turkey
plied
Thanksgiving
President since Grant's first term.
The "New York American." in com
menting on this gift, makes the follow
ing statements:
Day affords one of
"Thanksgiving
the best illustrations of the way in
which time and changing ideals con
vert the 'Holy Day' prescribed by the
Church into the holiday celebrated
more outside
than in
the churches
them.

"The day of fasting and prayer has
been converted into the day of feast
A forty-one-pound
ing and sport.
turkey at the White House sets the
pace for the gormandizing efforts of
the nation.
All over the land indiges
tion, college football, and their accom
panying ills will attend the religious
holiday established
by our Puritan
forebears for pious purposes."
Thanksgiving, instead of becoming
a day of fasting and thanks to the
Lord God for the blessings of life and
health, the reward for

"obeying

his

voice and keeping his charge, his stat
his commandments,
his
and
utes,
laws," has become more a day of feast
ing, gormandizing, and serving the
Devil instead of the Lord God.
The Prophet Isaiah has told us
what the final results of such feasting
come to as follows :
"Behold joy and gladness, slayhv
oxen, killing sheep, eating flesh, and
drinking wine. Let us eat and drink,
for to-morrow we die!
"Rut it was revealed in mine ears by
the Lord of Hosts, surely this iniquity
shall not be purged from you until ye
die. saith the Lord God of Hosts."
Fasting for twenty-four or thirtysix hours even one day in a year by
every human being would be of im
mense value; it would give the organs
of digestion a day of entire rest; it
would greatly lessen the labor of the
heart and greatly purify the blood by
increasing the red globules from an in
creased supply of oxygen, thus reduc
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CALIFORNIA AND CUBA FRUIT
SHIPMENTS.

of
New York "Commercial"
30th says: "A special de
spatch from Los Angeles informs us
of oranges
that thirty-five carloads
of lemons were
and fifteen carloads
shipped from southern California yes
The season's total of citrous
terday.
The

November

fruit

shipments

to date is 464 carloads.

"Cuba sent during the month of Oc
to
tober 3,993 crates of pineapples
New York. These sell at wholesale at
from $2.50 to $4.50 a crate, according
to the size and quality of the fruit.
The pineapples and other citrous fruits
raised in Cuba are among the most de
licious that come to the New York
market.
By the close of 1906 the De
Company, of Cuba, will
velopment
have about 300.000 citrous fruit trees
planted, and nearly half of them bear
ing. When these trees are three years
in bearing they will doubtless average
five boxes of fruit to the tree, making
an annual production of 1.500.000
boxes, worth in New York City from
The company that is
$2 to $5 a box.
managing this industry is located at
Ceballos,
Cuba, and I am told that
they have about 165,000 acres of very
choice land that will be devoted to
md
citrous fruits and sugar cane
Over
other
agricultural
products.
13,000 Americans have made invest
ments in Cuba since the SpanishAmerican War ended. There is being
at Ceballos
this year about
planted
2.000 acres of sugar cane, which will
be ready for the sugar mill the last
of the year 1906. A new sugar factory
is to be constructed
in 1907.
A new
hotel is being built there that will cost
$50,000.
will in the near
Ceballos
future become one of the most desir
in the world.
able
winter resorts
There are hot sulphur springs near
there, and the climate cannot be ex
celled for either the sick or well, for
the air is perfumed with orange blos
soms and fanned

by ocean breezes."
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We know for we have been there and
are going again.

SKIN DISEASES:
CAUSES

THEIR

AND CURE.

A prominent dermopath
York City claims that there

in New
are about

different varieties of skin dis
each one demanding a different
form of treatment.
The average physi
cian gives those remedies which are
necessary to meet the objective symp
toms only, overlooking that vital point,
the removal of the cause. In the treat
ment of all cases of skin trouble we
first remove the cause, and in ninetynine cases out of one hundred the pa
tient is well in a very short time.
He
claims that seven-eighths of the skin
diseases are caused by internal disturb
ance.
"The chief causes are a faulty
diet, overeating, bad water, foul air,
1.100

ease,

or lack of proper ventilation.
Intem
perance in eating as well as drinking is
often the cause.
"There is nothing so harmful, and
conducive to eruptions of the body, as
If the skin breaks out,
constipation.
the diet, is probably at fault.
One
should stop eating the following: All
fried foods, all fatty foods, and all
or sweets.
and
tea
Coffee
sugars
should be drunk in moderation, if at
all, and a mild laxative should be
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taken at night before retiring.
Plenty
of exercise in the open air and a body
bath every day, using tepid water."
Now if 1,100 different varieties of
skin disease are caused by faulty diet,
by fried and fatty foods, sugar and
sweets, and too much tea and coffee,
and ninety-nine cases out of one hun
dred can be cured by removing the
cause, why, as stated above, does "each
case demand a different form of treat

ment."

All skin eruptions are undoubtedly
caused by poisons and impurities in the
blood which the excretory organs can
not remove as fast as they accumulate,
and hence a special effort is made to
get them out through the skin. Every
thing that human beings eat or drink
or breathe that contain poisons of any
kind may be a cause of skin disease.
I'ure food, pure water, pure air, pure
homes, and pure bodies will aid in the
eradication of skin disease.
Drugs as
a rule cause more skin disease than
Theatres,
almost any other agent.
churches, lecture halls, schools, colleges,
public meetings, crowded and dirty
streets may all contribute to poison the
blood and develop skin eruptions.
The carbon dioxide generated in a
crowded audience of a church, theatre,
or lecture hall may do immense harm
unless extraordinary efforts arc made
to secure perfect ventilation.

Public Turkish Baths.
By Chaulis H. Shepakd,
At an informal gathering on the
forty-second anniversary of the opening
of the first Turkish bath in this coun
at 81 Columbia
try, October
6th,
Heights. Dr. Chas. H. Shepard read a
paper on "Public Turkish Baths." say
ing of them:
"The establishment of several beau
tiful public baths in our city marks a
new era in the history of our munici
pality. Those who have promoted that
work have builded better than they
knew and accomplished
more than we
can at present realize toward improved

health

M.D.

and

nity.

" It is all

sanitation in our commu

very well and highly desir
able to provide sanitary surroundings
in our streets and houses, but that is as
nothing compared with the necessity
of personal sanitation. True, this calls
for careful attention to the daily hab
its in eating, drinking, and sleeping,
but the right manner of bathing is as
important as any of the others.
"During the past forty years and
more
have frequently taken occasion,
and would now again call attention to

I
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the great value of public Turkish baths
and of their desirability, which is un
Their adoption as a
questionable.
habit once a week by our people would
place the community on a higher plane
of health and banish from our midst
a large list of what may be called filth
diseases.
From an economical point
of view it would be a paying invest
ment for the city to provide a suffi
cient number of these baths so that
every individual could enjoy its privi
leges once a week or oftener, as the case
may need, and thus prevent a large
amount of expense to the city or to

their friends.

"It is always more desirable to pre
vent disease than to wait for its arrival
and then attempt to cure it. Again it
would render life more enjoyable.
Every one would be more agreeable to

his neighbor, life would be prolonged,'
and the latter years the happiest years
of life, as all would be able to care
for themselves instead of burdening
This combined with the li
others.
brary facilities now being provided
will ultimately render our city one of
the foremost,
while the increase of
population going on as of late will
place New York among the most at
tractive cities of the world. Let us not
therefore relax any effort to realize a
majrnificent ideal.

"The Turkish

bath

has been estab

lished in the community long enough
to

will

convince
examine

the

most

sceptical

who

its working and study its

philosophy. It comes as a blessing to
every man, woman, and child, for it
addresses itself to the personal condi
tion of every individual.
"The Turkish bath is preeminently
the people's bath.
As soon as its mer
its are known its success is assured.
During the Augustan period of the
Roman Empire the Romans developed
the bath to a condition of magnificent
and great popularity, never equalled
before or since.
At one time there
were over 900 baths in the city of
Rome alone. But the success of their
armies was the cause of the Roman de
moralization and downfall, for they
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lived too much on the material plane
of life, adopted the vices of the con
quered countries, and then resorted to
They finally sank so
hireling soldiers.
low as to feast and then relieve their
stomachs of the food in order that they
And the bath was
might feast again.
In
treated much in the same way.
stead of using it to promote their valor,
it was used for the enjoyment to be de
rived therefrom, occasionally several
times a day.
With the advance of our
civilization this bath will become an
element of refinement as well as a pre
ventive and cure of disease, and by
thus promoting the health and longev
ity of the community it will conduce
to render the body fit for the indwell
ing of a nobler spirit, thus helping to a
liappier life on a higher plane.
"The Japanese are one of the clean
est people in the world, and they have
lately given us a remarkable example
of their sanitary work with their ar
One of their prominent physi
mies.
cians, Surgeon-General Suzuki, of the
stated
that before
Japanese navy,
the men were or
every engagement
dered to bathe and put on clean under
clothing, as a preventive of blood poi
soning in case of wounds.
the
"When the Turks conquered
about five centuries ago, they
adopted this bath in their daily life
and have preserved it in its original
purity [during the Dark Ages, when
Europe was given up to anarchy, and
decimated
as
thousands,
pestilence
Gibbon stated "a century without a
bath"] , hence comes the name Turkish
bath.
To promote the efficiency of
their armies, even while in a hostile
country, they provided baths sufficient
for every soldier to bathe daily, and
it is a historic fact that the Turks have
been able to go through a campaign
with less loss from sickness than any
Greeks,

civilized nation.
"This bath would lessen the danger
from epidemics and decrease the de
mand of the dependents upon the pub
lic. It would obviate the danger from
blood poison and render extinct many
classes of disease, besides many other
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advantages which we have scarce time
to enumerate, and we would eventually
have a superior race of mankind.
"Of course this bath has encountered
but
opposition and discouragement,
that only comes from those not know
ing or realizing its many merits and
Yet it has rapidly grown
advantages.
in spite of all opposition, and now

By
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scarcely a city of any consequence but
has one or more baths of this kind,
some of them being very elaborate.
This growth has been gained through
the practical demonstration of its effi
Most certainly the time will
ciency.
come when our country will be blessed

baths." — From

with public Turkish
the Brooklyn Eagle.

Being Done to Make Children
Stronger, and Morally Nobler.
the Late Dr. Thomas J. Baenardo.

What Has and
Better,

HEALTH
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is

is

it

are so heavily handicapped at the start.
We do all we can for these children,
and
surprising what can be done
for them.
Numbers of them are
helped to acquire such modes of indus
try and employment as enable them to
earn their own bread, although the ma

jority must

I

a

is

if

is

a

be helpless incurables all
their lifetime.
For the latter we can
Our
only secure
happy childhood.
main principle
that no destitute
child shall ever be refused admission
on any ground whatever — age, sex,
creed, color, race;
destitute, that
claim upon us that
never
child has
denied.
have been working for forty
years in the slums, and during all that
a

I

is

—

said that
not my business, but that
of the great Christian public to see that
our work
not dropped for want of

is

it

means."
He goes on to say: "The unique
this—
principle 'of our work
has not any parallel
only one, but
that
know of in the world — we not
only admit all the destitute that come
to us, but we seek them out.
We are
at work in sixteen cities, with expert
is

work.
When speaking of his work just be
fore he died he said: "I have nearly
nine thousand children in my care, and
none of the books published by us are
sufficiently up-to-date to tell you that.
Of these, over one thousand are little
babies and about fourteen hundred are
cripples or incurables —children refused
practically at every other door, whose
chances of life or of succeeding in the
battle of life are practically nil, they

have never refused
destitute
even when we
often the case
have always
doesn't affect us.

it

it,

as it appeals very closely to character
and the moulding of little lives by
wise training, we would like to call
that others may be en
attention to
couraged to follow the doctor's good

time

child on any ground;
had no money — which
is

J.

Barnardo,
before he died, gave the following de
scription of his work in London, and
The late Dr. Thomas

is

BARNARDO.

it

J.

I

TH0MA8

it

DK.

I

THE LATE

agents working day and night, and
have been so for forty years searching
in the slums and the lowest parts of the
city where children would otherwise
escape our notice, and we find those
who would never apply of themselves.
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"On an average thirteen permanent
admissions are made every day to the
Last
homes, or about ninety a week.
year we admitted three thousand eight
hundred and twenty-seven fresh cases,
which is a little lower than our average
maintained during
admission.
We
1904 in the homes about ten thousand
We
nine hundred and five children.
have admitted up to the last day of
July this year fifty-nine thousand two
hundred children — that is to say, that
number have been rescued and passed
through my hands and have been
A
trained and placed out in life.
vast number of these go to situations
in England, others go to sea, while
others are placed in callings for which
In addition, we
they are suitable.
one
send abroad
every year about
thousand
two
hundred.
We hive
placed out successfully in Canada and
seventeen
our other
colonies
large
thousand
five hundred and ten chil
dren.
Of these, not two per cent have
failed. When you remember the class
from which they are taken, the degree
of success they have attained is per
fectly marvellous. Numbers of them
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have educated themselves, and by their
own natural merit have forced them
selves to the front.
have two mem
bers of provincial houses or Parlia
ment, several doctors, many clergymen
of all denominations, barristers and so
licitors, and merchants in various colo
nies.
But of course the vast majority
are either agricultural laborers or farm
ers. The girls have married well."
Dr. Barnardo attributes his success
in training the very worst specimens of
humanity to the strong humanizjng
effects of Christianity.
Nothing else
would have the permanent influence
upon the children as the belief in God
as their heavenly Father and the efficacy

I

of prayer.
This influence with nour
ishing food, right habits, and kind
treatment, weigh in the balance toward
mora*l betterment,
and make a valu
able endorsement against the training
of some parents who do not believe in
teaching their children to pray to or to
know or understand their divine Par
ent. It is not enough to raise children
to be human animals, he thinks, they
must have their divine rights culti
vated as well.

The Knowledge Organization Bureau, England.
The

Knowledge

Organization

Bu

reau is a voluntary society for the or
in thought
ganization of knowledge
and action.
It recognizes that such or
ganization is one of the greatest of
needs; and the establish
contemporary
ment of it is the society's main object.
The society will survey all the fields
of knowledge and action of our time ;
and its method of presenting an anal
ysis and synthesis of these, and of giv
ing them that interrelation that is so
much needed, will be based upon ;\
of the individual — of n
conception
Theoretic Unit — in all his parts and
functions, as the only efficient link be
tween them, and indeed, as their raison
d'etre.

This Theoretic Unit

its main sections.

is divided into
These are:

1.

The Spiritual (Intellectual,

Mor

al, Esthetic, Emotional).
2. The Vital (for the individual, the
vital organs and functions; for the so
cial body, economics, commerce, etc.).
3. The Physical (for the individual,
the structural parts of the body; for
the community or nation, army, navy,
police, etc.).
4.

The Sexual.

By such a classification society and
the individual are brought into close
relation with each other, and the socio
logical bearing of the thought and ac
tion of our time made clear.
It may be added that the society is
at present engaged upon an analysis of
the large question of the unemployed,
which will be valuable to Phrenologists.
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The one serviceable, safe, certain,
the

munerative. attainable quality in every study and pursuit is
quality of attention. — Charles Dickens.

GKEKTING.
Through all the many seasons,

A welcome to the New Year

Just standing
It

at the

door;

On bright or stormy days,
May all it e'er discloses

has so much to tell us

We have not heard before.

Have light from Friendship's

rays.

S. E. Bakek.

AN APPEAL TO MEDICAL
No.

In

last

month's

MEN.

II.
JoUHXAL

we pub

lished an editorial on the above subject
and showed some of the use of Phrenol
ogy in diagnosing disease where every
other means had failed. This month
we wish to call the attention of our
readers to a fact that has been brought
before our notice through the medium
of the "Evening
Item," Richmond,

Ind.

As the

case deals

with the char

acter of the patient operated upon we
consider it appropriate to our present
and

topic,

of the
Tbe
been

we submit below

the facts

case.

art

of

resorted

successfully

has certainly
in
many cases
(and
in the hope of sav

surgery
to

so)

Madison County boy from the
a criminal.
An operation was
performed in September upon Henry
son of
Hosignal, the twelve-year-old
highly respectable parents of Alex
andria.
The lad's parents consented
to the operation, believing that by this
means the reputation of their son
would be saved.
The lad was brought before Judge
McClure charged with incorrigibility.
Mrs. De Wiss, of the juvenile court, ac
him to White's Institute,
companied
where the best surgeons connected with
ing

a

life of

that institution

to perforin

consented

The lad
certainly
operation.
more to be pitied than condemned, and
is

the

is an obedient
stealing.

boy, but of
of mania for

and truthful

late has developed

a sort

His thefts

about

the stores
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and shops of Alexandria have amounted
to a considerable
he spent

in

sum of money which

car rides or gave to other
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facts known to the writer
ences which came
whose veracity

in

experi

unsought to one
unquestioned

and

from the records of the Psychic So

wjll

change

the boy's

disposi

is

tion in that respect and make an en
tirely new person of him.
It the first time in the history of
Madison County that surgery has been
resorted to in dealing with incorrigibles, and with probably one or two ex
ceptions, the first in the State.
We venture to believe that this will
ing era

a

of very interest
in brain surgery in Indiana.

prove the beginning

We shall watch for results in this and
similar cases.

?

by

Can any of our readers tell us what
faculties were affected
the fall

REVIEWS.

is

"Mysteries of To-Day." By Anna 01cott
Commelin.
This story was
written from the study and research
of many years, and
founded on

&

a

A

for

the

The subject that
considered in the
pages of this book has to do with not
only the present generation, but also
the rising generation.
His object
the elevation of public opinion regard
ing the question of personal purity and
the maintenance of the same standard
for men and women.
To those who
understand the question the best, and
who are thoroughly acquainted
with
the position held in regard to it.
an all important topic that ought to
stand foremost in all branches of soci
ety, demanding to be heard above all
others of the present day.
Why so?
It
because there
at the present
time an immoral tendency growing in
society, and in the whole race, and this
needs to be curbed.
Unfortunately,
children are allowed to educate their
minds largely
or from the light,
There
trashy literature of the day.
fore they are brought in touch with
harmful ideas concerning morality.

is

is

believe,

Book

By Charles Wesley Waddell.
Published
Blakely
by the
Printing Co. Price 25 cents.
Masses.

it

a

is,

the fracture that the surgeon's
knife was sought.
that the
The theory of the doctors
in
fracture
the skull has caused
pres
sure on the lad's brain, thus exciting
the tendency to commit theft.
The
relief of that pressure, so the doctors

Purity."

'•Social

There
not enough literature circu
lated on this question, and this little
book should be heralded as
safeguard
against the evils that have arisen, like
the octopus, that has many branches
from the main body, and stretches out
its limbs in many directions.
a

lief of

the

is

fall which has never
it was for the re

and

interest in psychic
writer to issue the
itself which some years ago
story
was published in the Phrenological
Journal. It should be read to be ap
New Year's gift
preciated, and as
would be very appropriate. Price 25
cents.
To be obtained from Fowler
Wells Co.
led

is

been remedied,

The increasing

research

by

the time of the

ciety.

by

the boy was a

old he sustained a
hard fall, alighting on his head.
At
the time apparently nothing devel
oped to indicate that he was seriously
hurt. Later, however, it was noticed
that the concussion caused by the jolt
had been sufficient to press out the
breast bone. It is now believed that a
fracture of the skull was produced at

is

seems that when

babe of two years

is

boys.

It
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CORRESPONDENTS.

Cleveland, 0.—
William Pinch,
Many thanks for your letter and an
swer to our query in September num
ber, concerning the little girl's picture.
The long upper lip means versatility
of mind and concentration of thought
when accompanied by personal inter
est. She will show persistency of char
acter, and will not let a thing drop
without an effort.
We are glad you are interested in
the subject.
Why do you not compete
for the prize offered for the best arti
cle on "Is Phrenology an Aid to Pho
You
tography, and if so, How?"
should be able to give a satisfactory

E. C, New York City.— There are
different reasons why persons have
beauty of features, but mere beauty of
face and outline does not always mean
There are many
beauty of character.
things that should be chosen before
beauty of face, but where we find the
latter accompanied with or by a true
nobility of character, then the result
is a cause for admiration. We do not
think that one rule can be set down as
the cause of personal beauty, for there
are so many reasons for it. We would
like to see the subject discussed, and if
you have ideas yourself you might like
to forward them to us.

reason.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
No. 801.— R. H., 195.— The photo
of this child indicates impressibility,
as well as large imagination.
He will
construct his own fairy stories without
the aid of Hans

Christian Andersen.
pictures in the clouds, in
the sunsets, and in the fire.
He is a
lad who will have ideas of his own for
the working out of his plans. He is
an idealist, and will some day engage in
writing poetry, stories for children, etc.
He i3 a very sagacious child, is con
stantly making comparisons and work
His analytical mind
ing out designs.
may lead him to the study of law, ar
gument, and debate ; to public speaking
and public life generally.
He should
be held back rather than pressed for
ward.
No! 802.— D. E. V., Newark, N. J.
— This gentleman must not expect to
come to his full maturity right away,
for he has a large brain, and as he
grows older and matures he will find
himself possessed of more ability than
he appeared to possess at the com
mencement of his career.
This remark
is particularly applicable to him, and
we trust that he will give himself
not only to con
every encouragement,
tinue in his business, but also to take
He will

see

up public speaking, and even prepare
himself in literature. It would be well
for him to study the latter through a
course; he could then
correspondence
take his own time in working out his
progress.

He should
for

be a good constructive
'
he will enjoy engaging
in work where he can use his ingenuity.
The trouble with him is that he has
so many resources that he cannot carry
them all to the extent of perfecting
them.
He had better, therefore, fol
low our advice and continue his pres
ent business while he is preparing him
self for a public work as a speaker or
debater.
No. 803.— A. C. K., Missouri.—You
are able to store away more knowledge
than you are able to explain or enlarge
on.
It is a trouble to you to talk in
society, but you must try to do so, or
you will be kept in the background and
not appreciated
for what you are.
There is a great deal more to your
character than what comes out on the
surface, and consequently you will be
in your element when you can work
out things for yourself rather than
where you have to appear well before
others.
engineer,
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You

have a good scientific type of
and would make an excellent
surveyor or real estate agent, for you
could buy up property with more than

mind,

Your constructive
average sagacity.
power is also good, and in working out
designs or plans you would do remark
ably well, especially if allowed to have
your own way about things, or if you
were your own master.
You are quite firm and positive, and

Under

the auspices of the aboveCon
society a Phrenological
was held on November 9th.
An afternoon and evening meeting was
arranged, and a large number of Lon
don
and
members
and
provincial
friends attended.
The speeches were
up to their usual standard, and the
practical demonstrations were particu
larly convincing. The latter were con
tributed by Mr.
Millott Severn,
President of the Society; Mr.
W.
Taylor, and Mr. T. Timson.
Mr. A. Hubert spoke on "Phrenol
ogy a Necessity," Mr. James Webb on
"The Measurements of the Head," Mr.
C. Burton gave a blackboard address
on "The Divisions of the Brain," Mr.
G. A. Dutton spoke on "Phrenology
and the Love of the Truth," Rev F.
Simmons gave a metaphysical
contri
P. Blackford and
bution, and Mr.
others made further remarks on Phre
nology.
named
ference

J.

J.

J.

FIELD NOTES, ENGLAND.
Mr. D. T. Elliott, of London, recent
ly visited Maidstone, Harpenden, IIford, and New Southgate, and was well
received, his lectures drawing large au
diences, and the public delineations
being greatly appreciated.
Mr. A. Daves. F.F.P.L, of Wool
wich, gave his popular lime-light lec

[January

when your mind is made up you do not
often change it.
You could succeed as a merchant, in
the wholesale department better than
sell goods behind a counter, and in an
executive position you will feel more
at home than in an indoor sedentary
one.
Therefore, in wholesale trading,
importing, or as a surveyor or real
estate agent you would succeed re

markably well.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOG
ICAL SOCIETY, LONDON.

JOURNAL

ARE DOING.

ture before a large audience at the
People's Hall, Woolwich, his descrip
tions of representative men as shown
This
on the sheet were well applauded.
atten
lecture
attracted considerable
tion and was largely attended.
The
public delineations were well received,
and the lecturer was heartily thanked
for his services.
Mr. John Asals, F.F.P.L, lectured
in Walthamstown in November and
was very successful.
At the close of
the lecture Mr. S. E. Berry, a student
of the institute, gave several public de
lineations with marked ability.
Mr. D. T. Elliott visited Maidstone
in November last and delivered his
popular lecture on "The Use of Phre
nology."
At the Central Hall, Leicester, re
Mr. Timson delivered a lec
cently
ture on Phrenology, and illustrated
the same with lime-light views.
He
showed how Phrenologists mapped out
the human brain, and said that a
brain must not only be judged by its
size, but by its quality also ; that
the brain of a human being possessed
a higher
substance of brain growth,
and for this reason man was at least
three stories higher than the animal —
He
mentally, morally, and socially.
stated that the Americans considered
Phrenology so important that Phrenol
ogists were engaged as officials in their
institutions of learning, so that they
might select the proper course to be
pursued in the future lives of pupils.
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schools all children took
same course, and this method of
training was unscientific, occasioned
great waste of time and money, and
spoiled many men in their life's work.
— Leicester Evening News.

the

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
PHRENOLOGY.

OF

The second meeting of the season
was held in the hall of the above in
5th.
stitute on Tuesday, December
The lecturer for the evening was the
Rev. Thomas A. Hyde, who spoke on

"The

of Phrenology."
chair was taken by the viceIn introduc
president, Miss Fowler.
ing the lecturer she said they were glad
to be able to welcome him at the first
lecture held in their own lecture room,
as on the last occasion they had met at
This evening Mr.
Miller's Hotel.
Hyde was to give them an address on
his popular subject, "The Sphere of
She felt that there was
Phrenology."
very little need, except on behalf of the
strangers
present, to say much con
cerning Mr. Hyde's work, as he had
been so long connected with the Insti
tute as a lecturer, and his writings,
such as "Christ the Orator," "A Natu
ral System of Elocution and Oratory,"
and "The Study of Character" had
been before the public for many years
They were proud to recognize
past.
him as a man of deep thought, reflec
tion, and further, that he was so ear
nestly imbued with the importance of
the science of Phrenology, for she was
that his influence
fully persuaded
would have considerable weight with
the learned professions in proving the
usefulness of Phrenology.
Mr. Hyde, on rising, said:
"I place this science at the head of
every other for its usefulness and im
portance.
Archbishop Whately has
given the science his endorsement by
saying, 'All moral and religious objec
tions against the doctrines of Phrenol
ogy are utterly futile'; and Henry
Ward Beecher, that universally recog
The

Sphere
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'If

nized genius of the pulpit, has said,
1 have had any success in bringing the
truths' of the Gospel to bear practically
on the minds of men, any success in
the vigorous application of truths to
the wants of the human soul and where
owe it to the
they are most needed,
have
benefits which
gained from this
could not ask for the
science, and
members of my family or the church
any better preparation for religious in
doctrination than to put them in pos
session of such a practical knowledge
of the human mind as is given by
This was said at a time
Phrenology.'
when Phrenology was in its compara
tive infancy.
Had there been no Fow
ler & Wells Company there might
have been no Institute which we repsent this evening."

I

I

I

Mr. Hyde gave a strong and power
ful address on the various avenues con

nected with the sphere of Phrenology,
and we regret that space will not en
able us this month to give a full report
of it. It was a grand appeal to those
who did not know the full value of the
science to look into it and study it for
themselves.
He covered a great deal
of ground, and we trust and believe
that he may be called upon to repeat
it on many future occasions before
large and influential audiences.
At the close the vice-president said
that it had seemed as though Spurzheim himself had been with them, for
Mr. Hyde had reminded her of the
time when the great pioneer had lec
tured in Boston to a large concourse
of medical men. While thanking Mr.
Hyde for his lecture, she must not for
get that they had with them a pioneer
from Philadelphia, namely, the Rev.
Henry S. Clubb, who is president of
the Vegetarian Society of America, the
national organization of the cult. He
has been a vegetarian longer, probably,
than any other member of the society
which he heads, for he has practised
a

strict

vegetarianism for

sixty-nine

having adopted that dietary
years,
when only nine years old.
During
nearly the whole of that period he has
abstained from the flesh of animals,

4
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eating meat only when he could not get
anything else, at the time of his service
with the northern army in the Civil
War. Mr. Clubb is the pastor of the
Bible Christian Church, of Philadel
phia, the members of which are all
He has presided over this
vegetarians.
She said that no
church since 1876.
doubt many present had read in last
Sunday's "Sun" an account of his re
cent
Golden Wedding
anniversary,
which took place in his home at Phila
delphia. On this occasion his church
presented Mr. and Mrs. Clubb with a
purse containing fifty gold dollars.
The house was decorated with flowers,
and Mr. Clubb read a poem which he
had written for the occasion, and a
"Vegetarian Golden Wedding Song,"
composed by Edward Metcalfe, was
sung by all present.
On rising to address the meeting,
Mr. Clubb said he was glad to be pres
ent to hear such a profitable and ex
haustive speech on Phrenology, and he
wanted to be recognized as an adherent
to its principles.
He recalled the time
when he had heard Mr. L. N. Fowler
speak on the subject many years ago.
At the close of his speech the meet
ing was thrown open for discussion,
several present
taking part, among
them Mr. C. Delancy Allen and Mr.
B. Kline. After Mr. Hyde had replied
to the remarks and questions present
ed, Miss Fowler examined two gentle
men, one was Mr. Henry Clubb, who
showed the reflective type, and another
gentleman who represented the per
ceptive, observing, and scientific form
of head.
Mr. Piercy announced that the next
meeting would be held on January 9th,
when Dr. Charles W. Banks would lec

ture on "Personal Hygiene."
Miss
Fowler would commence her Wednes
day morning talks on January 3d, tak
ing up the subject of "Phrenology as
an Aid to the Training of Children,"
beginning with the subject, "Tempers,
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How to Control Them."
He spoke of
the Phrenological Journal, the No
vember copy of which contained a
sketch of the Rev. Thomas A. Hyde,
and the December number which con
tained a sketch of the gentleman whom
they had with them that evening, the
Rev. Henry S. Clubb.
The fourth meeting will be held on
February 2d, when Mr. Benedict Lust
will give a lecture on "The Kneipp
Cure, or the New Claims of Naturop
athy."

Mr. Dudley Field Malone will give

an

of

appreciation

Patrick Henry.

Phrenological

the

character of

examinations will be

given at the close.

WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS.
Miss Fowler will begin her Wednes
Talks on January 3d at
These are short inspi
rational meetings when the subject of
Phrenology will be discussed in its vari

day Morning
eleven o'clock.

ous aspects.
During January the sub
jects will be upon "The Tempers of
Children, and How to Control Them,"
"The Studies of Children, and How to
Select Them," "The Talents of Chil
dren, and How to Direct Them," "The
Recreations of Children, and How to

Guide Them,"

"The Habits of Chil

dren, and How to Govern Them."
Ladies and gentlemen are both in
vited to be present.
A number of dis
tinguished ladies have promised to be
guests of honor at these meetings.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
The third meeting of the season in
with the American Insti
tute of Phrenology will be held on
January 9th, when Dr. Banks, a spe
cialist on the question of health, will
give an address on "Personal
Hy
giene."
connection
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CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros
ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells*
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
All remittances should be made pay
business, or in its general management.
able to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE

of the Phrenological
Magazine is $1.00 a

Journal and Phrenological

year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Orders,
Money
Express
Money Orders. Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters.
All Postmasters
arc required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.
SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

will be received for fractional parts
The larger stamps are preferred ; they

P08TA6E-3TAMP8

of a dollar.

should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANQE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
Notice should be received the first of the
information.
preceding month.
LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.
ALL LETTER8 should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way oniy can prompt and careful attention be
secured.
ANY BOOK. PERIODICAL,
CHART.
dered from this office at Publishers'

Etc.. may
prices.

be or-

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrknological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURKENT

EXCHANGES.

"Human Nature"— San Francisco,
Cal. — This is an interesting Phreno

logical Monthly which contains bright
short articles, and tells of what is going
on in the western part of this great
continent. Its editor is Professor Had
dock.

"Phrenological Era" — published by
Mr. M. Tope, Bowerston, 0. — is tak
ing on more bulky proportions, and is
adding to its importance every month.
It recently contained an article on
"The Teacher's Guide-Star,"
which
showed how Phrenology is better than
psychology or old-time metaphysics.
Its editor has given considerable time

to the study of Phrenology, and has
lectured on the subject before schools
and institutions for many years.
"Review of Reviews" — New York. —
This journal contains an immense
amount of interesting news, and gen
erally has an up-to-date character
sketch.
It reviews the best current lit
erature; consequently keeps its readers
well informed of what is taking place,
as well as what is being thought in
various sections of the globe.
"Business-Man's Magazine and the
Mo. — This
Bookkeeper" — St. Louis,
magazine is strengthening its reading
matter every month.
Its Christmas is
sue this year is a credit to it.
The
paper on which it is printed is fine to
the touch, while its colored sections are
printed upon the beautiful plate paper
that adds to their picturesqueness and
Its matter is made interest
beauty.
ing, even if the subject is on the dryest
It should have
question of accounts.
a wide circulation.
"The Printer's Ink"— New York.—
This magazine contains a specimen of
different types of print, as well as dif
ferent styles, which makes it interest
ing and valuable to publishers.
"The Normal Instructor and Teach
ers' World"— Dansville, N. Y.— Con
tains songs for the children and artis
tic copies for the primary department j
also hints and helps of many kindswhich can be utilized by teachers.
"World's Events"— Dansville, N. Y.
— This monthly magazine contains an
epitome of what is going on in various
parts of the world, a little of college
life, a little of the mechanical inven
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tions, a little about the war events,
something upon the most recent litera
ture, and thus the reader is brought in
touch with much that is educational.
"The Literary Digest" for Decem
ber 9th contains a fine picture of
England's late premier, Arthur J.
Balfour, and contains an article by
Mr. Frank Fowler, N.A., on "The Les
son of Bougereau's Failure"; also one
by Dr. A. T. Still, the 'Father of Os

PUBLISHERS'
A Bright

divisions: "The Compromise," "The
Hygienic Dietary," "The Reason Why."
Price, $2, postpaid.

"Christ the Orator," by Thomas A.
Hyde, M.A., presents the expression or
pattern of the truth, in that Christ
achieved the most wonderful event in
history. "The organization of oratory
as a continuous and abiding force for
of character," thus
the development
making the history of His life a com
not heretofore
understood,
pleteness
presenting Christ in His most fascinat
ing character as a great orator and
teacher." Price. $1, postpaid.

In conversation with a student re
cently on various text-books on Phre
nology, he said that "The Manual of
Mental Science" had taught him what
he did not know before, and he thought
it was the most helpful book he. had
ever read on the subject of Phrenology,
it

the glossary and the
of
the
action of the brain,
explanations
which may be easily understood and
200 pages; price, $1.
comprehended.
as

contained
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teopathy," on "The Claims of Oste
opathy."
We have also received "Maxwell's
Talisman"; "Neuropath"; "Sugges
tion," the new psychological magazine;
"The Nautilus"; "The School Physiol
ogy Journal"; "Mind," which has now
been
reduced
to
fifteen
cents;
"Health," which has a very fine col
ored cover of a picture of two young
people skating, among others.

DEPARTMENT.

and Prosperous New

"All who love good health as well
as good eating" will- find in "Hygienic
Cookery" the way to cook foods without
robbing them of their luscious flavors
and rich juices by soaking, under
cooking and burning, with vain attemps to compensate by adding butter,
pepper, sugar, salt, and other season
This book is divided into three
ings.
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to all our Readers.

Mrs. Shepherd,
author of "True
Manhood" and "For Girls," has pro
vided two complete manuals for young
men and ladies in their early life for
the attainment of moral excellence,
force of character, and purity.
The
clergy, college professors, and doctors
encourage the publishers to advertise
them, as they are the best books on the

subject in America. The scientific in
struction is drawn from the ablest au
thorities, while it is devoid of technical
terms
and complicated
descriptions.
Parents having growing boys and girls
should have a copy. Price, $1.25 and
$1 each, postpaid.

The "Standard-Union" of Brooklyn
of "Not in It," by Anna Olcott
Commelin: "It is of sincere purpose,
of excellent ideals, and evidently writ
ten with the desire to inspire and de
To
velop a higher thought and life.
say that 'Not in It' is a book of mysti
cism and socialism might, perhaps, be
taking it too seriously, but certainly its
lines run into the debatable country in
which those themes find the largest de
velopment." Price. 75 cents, postpaid.
says

"The Better Way."
An appeal to
in behalf of Human Culture
through a wiser parentage.
By A. E.
men

Newton.

Price,

25 cents.

"Deep Breathing," or Lung Gymnas
tics, as a means of promoting the art
of song and of curing various diseases

1906]
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of the throat and lungs.
By Sophia
M. A. Ciccolina.
Price, cloth, 50c.
Mrs. Commelin has written a book
of "Poems," the edition of which is ex
hausted, and her later one, "Of Such
is the Kingdom."
received numerous
The "Re
press notices of great praise.
view of Reviews" mentions that "some
of its sonnets and lyrics are of com
mendable quality."
The "New York
Observer" stated that if the author had
written nothing else but her lines about
the children, she would deserve to be
ranked with the poets, adding that it
is a sweet and tender poem about them.
Libraries would find this book a valu
able addition.
Price, $1.50.
"Human Nature," by L. N. Fowler,
10 cents, may be read with interest and
Never was
profit by young and old.
the development
of human nature so
necessary as at the present time.
"Tea and Coffee," price, 25 cents;
Fowler & Wells Co., New York. The
inebriety is the very question which is
before us.
Tea and coffee, it is now
believed, not only stimulate but pro
duce dyspepsia,
nervous
prostration,
disturbance of the heart, sudden death
in many cases, and not the slightest
Health, the most
good in any case.
natural of all attainable good, is easily
lost through ignorance of the laws of
nature.
This work will aid and assist
any one who has become addicted to
tea and coffee drinking.
"The Throat and the Voice." Ed
ited by George Black, M.B. Price, 50
cents.

"Twos and Threes" and Other Sto
By Anna Olcott Commelin.
Price, cloth, 75 cents.
"Tocology for Mothers." A Medical
Guide to the Care of Their Health and
Bv Albert
Management of Children.
Westland, M.D. Price, cloth,
"Three Years and a Half in the
Arm}'"; or, History of the Second
Bv Mrs. Ellen Williams.
Colarados.
180 pages. Price, cloth, $1.
"The True Temperance Platform*' ;
or, An Exposition of the Fallacy of
Alcoholic Medication ; being the sub
ries.

OF

HEALTH
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of addresses delivered in the
Hanover
Concert
Rooms,
and in Exeter Hall, London,
during the session of the International
Temperance Convention, September 2,
By R. T. Trail, M.D.
3. and 4, 1862.
Price, 50 cents.
Diseases
and
"Uterine
Displace
ments"; A Practical Treatise on the
Various Diseases, Malpositions, and
of the Ute
Structural Derangements
rus and its Appendages.
Bv R. T.
Trail. M.D. Price, cloth, $2.
"Work of Phrenology in Education,"
with Addresses delivered before the
American Institute of Phrenology, Oc
tober, 1900. Price, 10 cents.
"Windows of Character," and Other
Studies in Science and Art. By Rev.
Edward Payson Thwing, M.D., Ph.D.
Price, paper, 50 cents.
stance

Queen's
Square,

"Young Wife's Advice Book"; A
Guide for Mothers on Health and SelfEdited by George Black,
Management.
M.B. Price, paper, 50 cents.
"Your Mesmeric Forces, and How to
Develop Them"; Giving Full and Com
prehensive Instructions How to Mes
merize.
This
By Frank H. Randall.
book gives more real, practical instruc
tion than many of the expensive socalled "Courses of Instruction" adver
tised at $10. Crown 8vo. 150 pages.
Price, $1.
"TTncle Sam's Letters on Phrenol
ogy." A new book. Bright, attractive,
Written in a clear and
interesting.
symmetrical style, at times rising to
the plane of eloquence and melody.
Is
one of the best books for general read
ing. There is a brightness and life in
the descriptions and illustrations rarely
found in the literature relating to the
Some descriptions of the fac
subject.
No more im
ulties are unsurpassed.
pressive and interesting manual can be
named as an introductory book to the
200
more careful study of the subject.
pages. Price, 25 cents.
"Human Science," or Phrenology;
Its Principles, Proofs, Faculties. Or
gans.
Temperaments, Combinations,
Conditions, Teachings, Philosophies,

6
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Health; its Value,
Laws, Functions, Organs, Means, Pres
ervation, Restoration, etc., Mental Phi
Human and Self-Improve
losophy,
Civilization,
Home, Country,
ment,
Commerce, Rights, Duties, Ethics, etc. ;
God, His Existence, Attributes, Laws,
Worship, Natural Theology, etc.; Im
mortality, its Evidences, Conditions,
Relations to Time, Rewards, Punish
ments, Sin, Faith, Prayer, etc.; Intel
lect, Memory, Juvenile and Self Edu
cation, Literature, Mental Discipline,
the Senses, Sciences, Arts, Avocations,
a Perfect Life, etc.
One large volume,
1,211 pages, containing 214 illustra
tions.
By 0. S. Fowler. Price, $3.
etc., as applied to

"Souls in Pawn"; A Story of New
York Life. This is one of the best
selling books ever written. Everybody
wants this extraordinary story of New
York life. It is one of the most thrill
touching, and soul-enthralling
that ever came from the press.
It is a new book, being out only a few
months, and it is written by Margaret
Blake Robinson, a woman who was for
many years a newspaper reporter and
who saw the seamy side of life, in slum,
mission, and midnight dive, as well as
the side where wealth and splendor are
found.
It has 308 pages. Bound in
best English cloth. Price, $1.25.
ing,

books

The New Model Manikin is the best
It contains more than
yet published.
one hundred views of the human body.
The figure is one-half life size, and in
many of the special manikins, of which
there are a large number, the parts are
It is very strong
greatly magnified.
and durable, and colored true to nature.
It is adapted for the school, office, or
home study.
Price, with comprehen
sive manual, $10 by express.
"Sober and Temperate Life" is also
off the press. We shall be pleased to
receive orders for the same. Price, 50
cents.

Ten
"Phrenology in the Home."
cents. The study of Phrenology in the
home is one of vital importance. Where
can it be better adapted than in the
home, the center of the heart's most
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dearest treasures?
Long before our
birth this knowledge can exert an im
mense influence.
The mother's con
sciousness of that which is right, good,
and true can give a wonderful impetus.
A father's love of home and sympathy
and affection for the wife can bring
kindly thought and tenderness to the
mother, and such a satisfactory return
as no investment of fortune has ever
succeeded in doing. A hopeful feeling
in the mind gives such a buoyancy and
joyfulness of spirit that the bodily ef
fect is of the happiest description in
the family circle.

A

"The

Hydropathic

system of Hydropathy

Encyclopedia."
and Hygiene.
Designed as a

By R. T. Trail, M.D.
guide to families and students, and a
text-book for physicians.
Two vol
umes in one. 966 pages, 461 illustra
tions. Price, cloth, $4.
This work treats the subject under
eight distinct heads, embracing Out
lines of Anatomy, Physiology of the
Human Body, Hygienic Agencies; and
the Preservation of Health, Dietetics
and Hydropathic Cookery; Theory and
Practice of Water-Treatment; Special
Pathology and Hydro-Therapeutics, in
cluding the Nature, Causes, Symptoms,
and Treatment of all known Diseases;
Application of Hydropathy to Mid
It contains
wifery and the Nursery.
a Glossary, Table of Contents, and com
In the general plan and
plete index.
arrangement of the work the wants
and the necessities of the people have
been kept steadily in view.
While al
most every topic of interest in the
of Anatomy, Physiology,
departments
Pathology, Hygiene, and Therapeutics
is briefly presented, those of practical
utility are always put prominently for
ward.
The theories and hypotheses
upon which the popular drug practice
is predicated are contraversed, and the
why and wherefore of their fallacy
clearly demonstrated.
"Looking Forward for Young Men."
Their Interest and Success. By Rev.
G. S. Weever.
Extra cloth.
About
200 pages.

Price, $1.

ADVERTISEMENTS

$10

WORTH FOR, $1.50

I f we could offer you ten up-to-date books such
as here pictured at one-third off for any One
or $5.00 for the lot, you would gladly send us an
order; but^the real fact is that all the useful information'which could be judiciously and properly
included in such a Set of books has been com
pactly arranged in One Great Work of over 1200
paces with over 500 illustrations, including a series
of Elegant Lithographic Plates, 18 in All, with
80 fine color pictures of vital or other parts, in
health and disease, so that it is the most modern,
complete, interesting and useful book for the av
erage man and woman seeking health and hap
Of
piness by knowledge that is of most worth.
course it is a book "for Private and Considerate
Heading" and it would hardly be permissible here,
if we could take the space, to present in full its
most attractive features
for rightly inquisitive
adult minds. All new and true; copyright, 1900.
That we are NOT offering you ten separate volumes for $5.00, because
we did not pad out our material in that expensive style, but we guar
" Home Cyclopedia of Medical, Social and
antee our ONE well bound
in
its
1200
words
to the page) as much as ten ordinary
Sexual Science" contains
pages (500
books selling at $1.00 or more per copy, and if the price were $5.00 it would be "right," but
our "asking price" is only $2.00, and to rush orders for a short time we now make this special,
cut-rate coupon offer: i. e.: Send us %a.oo, less one-third, say % 1.33,
and 17 cents to pay postage, that is $1.50 IN ALL, with coupon,
ys OFF COUPON
and we will send Dr. Foote's New Home Cyclopedia, in hand
1.1th binding, with the further proviso that if you say it is
67 Cents some
not all we claim, full money's worth, you may
you wish, re
Plir. J 'I Jan. '06
turn it 11*/ get your money back.

NOTE

Worth

if

MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING CO.

Mail With Order

129

EAST 28th STREET, NEW YORK

"NEW MODEL ANATOMICAL MANIKIN."
Price Reduced to SIO.OO.
ras ma

UfcWDNL

BUSH.

HpHE

New Model Anatomical Mani

kin is in many ways the best made,
containing over one hundred views of
the body, each fully subdivided, prop
erly numbered and lettered, hinged to
lay over each other and be opened or
dissected, with a comprehensive manual
which is much more than a mere key.

It

lithographed in colors, on fine
cloth-lined material, showing the adult
human figure, one-half life size, with
some special
parts enlarged and of
When
ample size for all class work.
not in use, folds and closes like a strong
cloth-bound book and is eighteen inches
is

square.
nvuiivcma

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24 East 226 Street,

In writing; to advertiser* please mention The Phrenological
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ADVEBTISEMENTS

For 20c. Stamps or Silver
I will

send
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late

numbers

my

of

monthly magazine

HUMAN NATURE

•

TEACHES by PEN and PIC
the art of reading character scientifically
and by the simplest rules, or ;
SUB
you will remit the ANNUAL
SCRIPTION of 50c. the above 5 copies shall be
Each number

1/

*If
sent

FREE.

ALLEN HADDOCK

Phrenologist and Physiognomist
San Francisco, Cal.
1020 Market Street

OF PHOTOGRAPHS

FRONT AND SIDE-VIEW POSITIONS
PREFERRED

A MIRROR OF

TURE

MILLER

THE MIND.

S HOTEL

87, 39 & 41 West 26th St., NEW YORK
Dr. * Mrs. E. P. MILLER, Proprietor!
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Also Electro-Thermal,
health.
Salt-Rubs, Needle
and Roman Baths ; Massage,
Bath, etc. A home place for ladies and families.

Term*: Room, SI. 00 to 93.00 per day; with
Hoard, 92.00 to 94.50 per <lay. Pernianuut,
910 to 930, according to room.

Teaching Truth
Series

....

Extent 0/ Education
Occupation

of

By Dr. Mary Wood- Allen

Nationality

Complexion

the center

Galvanic, Turkish,

Name of Person
Citcum/erence

In 1870

Convenient to electric
the city.
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
Excellent
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Elec
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
;
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city same
vigorous
that restored King Edward of England to
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Rev. Henry S. Clubb
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A Talk With Boys The Wonder of
Life
About Themselves A TALK WITH CHILDREN ABOUT
SEX

BY)

KIRK

EDWARD BRUCE

By MARY TUDOR POLE

Editor of " Papers on Health "

Author of "Fairies'*

with introduction

With an Introduction

BY

Canon the Hon. Edward Lvttelton
headmaster op eton college

This book is intended for young chil
dren of both sexes.
It shows in simple

Subject* Treated

language the analogy

Origin of Life; Puberty, its meaning
and responsibilities;
Evils of Self-Pollu
tion; Love and Marriage; Perfect Man
hood; Health and Strength.

Price,

Fowler

ductive

processes

between the repro

in plants

and

human

beings.

Price,

25 Cents Net

Cents Net

50

Publishers

Wells

&

by

LADY ISABEL MARGESSON

Company

FOWLER

new york city

&

WELLS

CO.

NEW YORK CITY

Right Selection in Wedlock.
MARRIAGE

NOT A FAILURE.

Marriage is a failure only when the persons
are not properly mated, and this is likely to be
the case only by a want of knowledge.
In this

work Prof. Sizer tells who should marry and who
should not, giving portraits to illustrate the tem
peraments and the whole subject fully. The right
age to marry, mental and intellectual aspects ot
marriage, feelings and sentiments adapted, step
mothers, mothers-in-law,
divorce,
cousins, etc.
Price 10 cents.

marriage

of

Choice of Occupation, by Prof. Sirer: this
number has already been distributed to the ex
tent of 100,000 copies, and still there are thou
sands more who should read it.
10 cents.
Are they well mated?

SY ONE WHO
HAS

DONE

GETTING MARRIED

BOTH.

Under the titles "Finding

a

Mate" and "Keeping a Mate

AND KEEPING MARRIED,
" the author gives points of interest

Those who wish to be loved and those who wish some one to
lore, will find numerous suggestions of value in its pages and illustrations.
By mail, to cents.
to both married and unmarried.

THE THREE AT ONE TIME,
FOWLER

&

WELLS CO., Publishers,

25 CENTS.

34 East aad Street, New York.
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All

The Water Gap Sanitarium

forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here, by
water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and other
natural and scientific methods.
No drugs.
A Christian family home. 44 years in this work.
2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. Two lady physicians.
No insane.

Address F. WILSON

HURD, North

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich,

Conn.

Attractive. homelike. and first class in all respects.
Correspondence
solicited.

H. M. Hitchcock. M.D., Prop.

A New Design in Callipers

These are aged (or measnrlDg heads In various ways,
as from the opening of the ear to the location of any
given organ, also the width or length of the head.

PRICE, S2.BO

THE EASTON SANITARIUM
EASTON, PA.

Physicians, parents
rdiaat, or friends who desire to
place any mental or nei
patients in a quiet, wellfurnished home where lb.L,
care,
. , And,
rcceire good
„.
Homeopathic treatment,should visit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. 0»er twenty years' experiencelu
the Middletown (N. Y.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, 1661. For circulars address

C. SPENCER

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
Phrenologist and Lecturer

J.

CALVERT. KANSAS

1
ledge to Profit.
Reading is $$
Agents wanted.
Grand Crossing

CHILDREN

WHILB

has been used for
over FIFTY YEARS

WkWvSl
THEIRCHILDREN
_
_
TEETHING WITH PERFECT
SUC

IT SOOTHES THE CHILD, SOFTENS
THE GUMS, ALLAYS ALL PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and Is the BEST REMEDY
CESS.

FOR DIARRHOEA.

Sold by
world.

druggists

la

every

part

of the

Twenty-five Cents a Bottle.

,n

FITZGERALD

DIXON'S

OBsi

FOR HIGH QUALITY

If

>EETHINQ
Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup

M.

KINNEY, M.D.

Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago reference!
Suite 1405-8
126 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet

Learn Mind Ke ding for Profit
or Pleasure. Our book gives you

facts that enable you to become
expert in a short time. Clear,
concise, complete directions and
full information
teuching you to
do the feats of Mind Readers now
before the public,
and explicit
directions for turning this know"Knowleduei» Power" and Hind
makint: know ledge. 2flc. postpaid.
(Jeo. L Williams «fcCo., Box -45.
Station. Chicago, U. S. A.

Wateh Gap, Monrok Co., Pa.

you don't know DDCON QUALITY send 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PERCH GUIDE. Mention this adv.

[
| JOSEPH

DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jer«ey City,

N.J.

FREE to F.A.M. A beau
tiful Masonic Calendar, also

large Catalogue of Masonic
books and goods with bottom
Regalia, Jewels,
prices.
badges, Pins, Charms,
and
Lodge Supplies.
Deware.of
spurious Masonlo books. <~s
REDDING i, CO.. Publishers
and Manufacturers of Ma
sonic Goods, No. IIS Broad
way, New York City.

Common School Elocution
anb ©ratoq?,

the title implies, Professor Brown has endeavored to
present
the science of human expression in a manner so
simple, so
concise and so reasonable, that no student with average zeal
and
ability would experience difficulty in comprehending and
apply
ing its principles. One hundred Choice Readings.

JJs

328 pages, handsomely bound in Green Cloth,
$1 00.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 24 East 22d St., New York
enilon The Phrenological
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Science and
Religion.
BY

BENJAMIN

F.

LOOMIS,

Graduate of the American Institute of Phrenology
Class of 1886.

JUST PUBLISHED

PRICE
ABOUT

339

-

81.50

PAGES, ILLUSTRATED

SHOWING THE HARMONY OF THE SCIENCES, AND THEIR
RELATION TO RELIGION ; OR THE RELATION OF
MAN TO THE UNIVERSE.

THE MACROCOSM AND THE MICROCOSM.
SHOWING THE HARMONY BETWEEN PHRENOLOGY AND
ASTROLOGY, OR THE INFLUENCE OF THE PLANETS
ON THE HUMAN MIND.
SHOWING THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD AS EXPLAINED
BY THE PRINCIPLES OF PHRENOLOGY.

HARMONY BETWEEN SCIENCE AND RELIGION; THE
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN; SPIRITUAL
KNOWLEDGE; THE BOTTOMLESS PIT.

"HOLY MATERNITY," BY ESTELLA

M. LOOMIS.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SALVATION SCIENTIFICALLY CONSID
ERED.

PHILOSOPHY OF SACRIFICE.
THE BULL, ETC

TAURUS

FOWLER & WELLS COMPANY
24 East 22nd Street,

New York.
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Fowler's

New Phrenological
Bust

With upwards of
100 divisions, in
Newly dis

china.

covered organs are
and

added,

the old

have

organs

subdivided

the

cate
phases

to

been

indi

various

of action

which many of them
assume.

It

is a per

fect model, beautiful
as

work of art,

a

and

is

undoubtedly

the latest contribu
tion to Phrenologi
cal Science, and the
most complete bust
ever published.
Price, $5.00
By Express Collect

Fowler

£v

Wells Co.

24 East 22d Street

New York
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THE WALTER SANITARIUM
PARK, PA.
WALTERS

The nearest, large**, bent of the Wernersvllle
Resorts has it* own Post-office.

Only 94 minutes from Reading Terminal, Philadelphia,
and 4 hours from New York— without change. Booklet.

Address ROBERT WALTER, M.D.

is a magazine to
make you Think.

THE MAZDAZNAN

For Advanced
Thinkers for Mental and Physical Development.
OTOMAN-ZAR-ADUSHT-HANISM, Editor
Writings and Teachings
Whose
have aroused the
World.
Send fora sample copy and descriptive literature of his
Work and become acquainted to
THE

MAZDAZNAN

PUBLISHING

301* Lake Park Avenue, Dept.
1 There is

COMPANY
S, CHICAGO, ILL.

no portion of Colorado that gives
than the Sugar Loaf mining district,

greater promise
in Boulder county."— Denver Post.

The Venltla Gold Mining Co.

this district, is a tunnel
course of development.

proposition,

is located in
and under rapid

Dr. H. A. MUM AW, Elkhart, Ind.
Address
for circulars and the "Switzerland Trail"

UNCOOKED
FRUIT,

DATENUT

NUT AND CEREAL FOODS
FIG HAZEL FRUIT BREAD

Sample of either by mall, 10c ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other "Good Things to Eat," made without
lard, auet glue or other dead-animal matter. Write
—. cooked
for lint or Hend Si for Mb. box of -an ij •]«
and uncooked.

STRAIGHT EDGE KITCHEN

Being the Com mi wary Department of the Straight
Edkre Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon Sq^, N. V.
Write for information aboutthe Straight Edge I ndnstries ami way* in which you can co-operate with
us for human betterment, physical, moral, industri
al, social, financial.

CALIFORNIA LIFE,

Souvenir.

25c.

Big Illustrated magazine— telle all about California.
Especially interesting to home seekers. One year
trial. 86c. CALIFORNIA LIFE, San Jose. Caf.

NEW PHYSIOGNOMY
-:OH:-

SIPS

OF

CHARACTER,

As Manifested in Temperament and
nal Form, and especially in the
Human Faoe Divine.
By Samuel R.

Wells.

800 pages, 1,000 Illustrations, with frontispiece, por

trait of author.
by mail. $3.00,

Heavy tinted paper, muslin;

thorough, practical
a comprehensive,
which the subject la Syxtemlzed,
Ex
plained, Illustrated and Applied.
Physiognomy in
here shown to be no mere speculation, but a con
sistent and well-considered system of CharacterReading, based on the established truths of Physi
ology and Phrenology, and confirmed by Ethnology,
as well as the peculiarities of individuals.
It is something to be made useful; to be prac
ticed by everybody in all places, and made an effi
cient help in that noblest of all studies— Man.
"Knowledge Is power," this Is emphatically true
of a knowledge of man— of human character. He
who has it is "master of the situation;" anybody
who will may have it, and find It the "secret to
success," the road to the largest personal
int.
provement and usefulness. Sent by mail, post |
>aid, on receipt of price.
FOWLER & WELLS CO., Nbw You.

This Is
work. In

lM

wrltlBf

to NdverllNcri

plt-n

LARGE.

IDEALITY.
FORM.
COLOR.

SUBLIMITY.
This introduces Phrenologv into a new game on the
• i - of the old and well kDown game of Authors, with
additions that will render it one of the moat popular
games ever published in the hands of those interested in
I'tireuology, and it will be a great noveltv and of interest
i o those not familiar with the subject. The sample shown
ibov* will Kivo an idea of it. but some new and novel
leatures have been added to the methods of playing.
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price,only 'Zo cents.
Adilress
L. N. FOWLER Sl CO.
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
Publishers,
Publishers,
London, E. C.
NEW YOKE.
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FLESH FOOD

DR. CHARLES

is recommended by the leading physicians
continents because it has merit.

It

medicine applied
taken up by the thousands
is

a

of two

which is instantly
the skin and its healing

an ointment

as

of pores of

nutrient properties are readily absorbed by the underlying tissues,
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Differences Among Men.
Sttoy of Character In

House of Lords: Lord Burghley; Mr.
John Morlcy, Mr. James Bryce, Mr.
Herbert Gladstone,
and Mr. H. H.

a

is

Sin Henry Campbell-Bannerman.

a

a

is

The Prime Minister
Scotchman
like Mr. Balfour and Mr. Gladstone.
For thirty-seven years without
break
he has sat for the famous Scotch town
of Stirling. He
sixty-nine years of
age, and was selected as leader of the
opposition in the Commons on the re
tirement of Sir William Harcourt in
1897. Since then he has kept the par
to its present
together and led
He was fiercely denounced
victory.
by the Tories for the uncoin promising
way in which he opposed the war in
South Africa.
'Tie
stout, tough,
imperturbable, honest Liberal of the

it

is

a

it

being appointed to the posts which they
said that
particularly fancied, and
there was not
single instance in which
any of the incoming ministers made
the appointment to any particular post
the condition of his adhesion to the
ministry; nor was there any hitch in
the program.
Of his former colleagues the Prime
Minister could only secure the allegi
ance of Lord Twoedmouth who will be
recognized as the liberal leader in the

Ascmith.
Thus
good chance has been
afforded for the introduction of new
blood, as the Cabinet contains from six
teen to nineteen members.
Mr. W. T. Stead, whom we had the
pleasure of meeting about twenty-five
thorough stu
years ago, and who
dent of Human Nature and believer of
Phrenology, has given his impression
of prominent liberals who are at the
parliamentary helm of Great Britain,
in the American Monthly, from which
article we make some quotations.

is

a

by

ly

it,

Wtliin the short period of seven days
after the resignation of Mr. Balfour
as premier of the English parliament,
Sir Henry
Bai.nerman,
Campbell
whom it
customary to describe brief
as "0. B.," succeeded in forming his
new cabinet, although confronted
many perplexities. Thus on December
11th the new administration was prac
His colleagues ral
tically complete.
lied around him with perfect loyalty
and in
in the
way unprecedented
They showed
formation of cabinets.
no selfish disposition to insist upon

Fowler.

a

A.

a

J.

Foreheads.

is

By

ty

A
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old-fashioned school who has always
played the game and played it straight.
He is devoted to peace, is a good friend
of America, has always been a strong
advocate of the French alliance, detests

thought that he will be Sir Henry
Bannerman's successor as leader of the
House when Sir Henry goes to the
House of Lords.
He is cool and un

the attempt to make bad blood between
England and Germany, is in favor of
entente with Russia, and loathes militarianism with his whole soul." He is
much more of a typical Englishman
than Mr. Balfour, and represents the
Vital-Mental Temperament. He is or
ganized after the type of John Bright
and everything about him indicates
health, vigour and the following out of
the motto, "The round peg in the round
hole, and the square peg in the square

leading lawyer is supposed and allowed
to be.
He is a very active man of af
fairs, having combined his law practice
with social and political life.
He has a Mental Temperament and
lives very largely on the mental plane
of affairs and is less demonstrative and
enthusiastic than his coadjutors.

hole."

Sir Edward Grey.

Sir Edward

Grey, the secretary of
for foreign affairs, comes next
in importance to the Prime Minister.
He is a Northumbrian whose estates
lie within a few miles of the Scottish
border.
He is forty-three years of age,
and is chairman of the Northeastern
Railway, which is one of the three
He has his
routes through Scotland.
hobbies the same as had Mr. Gladstone
when out of politics, only Sir Edward
Grey is more interested in his gardens
and in fishing than in felling trees.
He is a member of the Liberal League,
and has declared himself in favor of a
Japanese alliance and the French en
It is considered that he will
tente.
make as steady and as good a foreign
secretary as Lord Lansdowne, and he
is pledged to carry on the policy of his
State

predecessor.

Mr. Herbert H. Asquith.
Mr. Herbert H. Asquith. Chancellor

of the Exchequer, wrho says that a
home-rule bill will not be a part of the
Liberal program, is deputy leader of
the House of Commons.
He is fiftythree years old, and a Yorkshireman,
hut sits for a Scotch constituency.
He
is recognized as a capable man of law,
with good forensic capacity for debate.
He is an able home secretary in the
last Liberal administration, and it is

demonstrative

as

a

lawyer,

and

as a

Lord Elgin.
Lord Eigin is Secretary of State for
"He is a staid, sensible
the Colonies.

Scottish peer who was Viceroy of In
dia, 1894-99, and a painstaking presi
dent of the Royal Commission on the
He resembles
South African War."
the premier in his temperament,
and
hence possesses balance of power be
tween body and brain which the purely
Mental type does not possess.

Mr. John Mobley.
Mr. John Morley, Secretary of

State

for India, has twice been Chief Secre
In this cabinet his
tary for Ireland.
interest will be given to affairs further
He is a distin
away from home.
is
an influential
guished
politician,
man and a gifted writer, and it was
probably a rather difficult task to pro
vide a high enough office for so dis
tinguished and all-round type of man.
He was Mr. Gladstone's
right hand
lieutenant, and is Mr. Gladstone's biog
There is no doubt about his
rapher.
to
be a painstaking administra
proving
tor and an admirable platform speaker.
He was a staunch pro-Boer, and is a
stalwart home ruler.
In serving his
country in this capacity lie will, at the
turn his attention
age of sixty-seven,
for the present to Indian affairs. His
forehead indicates that he is a man of
letters and is known for his deep re
flection and capacity to acquire knowl
edge.

Mr. Richard B. Haldane.
Mr. Richard B. Haldane, Secretary
of State for War, is another Scotch
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man, but he has had a "German train

ing, and possesses a Jesuitical tempera
ment with a natural gift for intrigue,

by much
exercise — a man
ripened
whom many people believe and more
people distrust, but who believes su
in himself."
He possesses
premely
some of the characteristics of the Irish,
particularly the oratorical mouth, the
broad forehead, in the region of wit,
and height of forehead in the region of

37

He left Ireland
sits for Aberdeen.
many years ago and many people be
It is
lieve him to be a Scotchman."
said that he is one of the ablest men in
the government, but that he is hardly
tough enough for the Irish office. He
is sixty-seven years of age, has deep set
and a powerful overshadowing
eyes
brow, which makes him a practical,
hard thinker.

Mr. Herbert

J.

Gladstone.

4,

THE PAST AND PEESENT PEEMIEBS.
THE

HON.

SIR HENKV CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN

AND THE HON.

ALFRED J. BALFOUR.
Human Nature.
of age.

He

is

forty-nine years

Mr. Henry Bryce.

Mr. Henry Bryce is
tary for Ireland, and
only Irishman in the
a Scotch Presbyterian

the Chief Secre
is in reality the
cabinet.
"He is
from Wales, who

Mr. Herbert J. Gladstone, Secretary
of State for Home Affairs, is the son
of Mr. W. E. Gladstone, and one of
the few English members of the cabi
net.
He is fifty-one years of age, and
is a member of Parliament for Ix;eds.
"He was whip for the opposition, and
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is a hard working, straightforward
Liberal, "but has not the Scotch tough
ness of his father, but has more of the
English temperament.
Sir Robert T. Reid.
Sir Robert T. Reid is Lord Chancel
lor "is a Scot of the Scots, a pro-Boer
of the pro-Boers, and a Liberal of the
Liberals, and probably no more stal
wart radical ever sat on the woolsack."
He has the head of a politician and the
keenness of a lawyer.
LoiUT TWEEDMOUTH.

Lord Tweedmoutb, first Lord of

the

and Leader of the House
is a Scotchman, and has
apprenticeship as Liberal
He is
House of Commons.
•'■a versatile
man, well able to adjust
himself to many changes and condi
tions of preferment in political life,
and is well connected socially. He is
fifty-six years of age.
Admiralty
of Lords,
served his
.wjiip in the

Mr. David Lloyd-George.
Mr. David Lloyd George, President
of the Board of Trade, "is a very

witty, wiry Welshman, who has fought
his way up by indomitable spirit and
He is leader of the Welsh peo
energy.
of' the nonple and the spokesman
Conformist revolt.
No one put up so
gallant a fight as he did for the' Boers
in the late war."
HiB forehead is
broad and spacious, which indicates his
humor and his versatility of mind. He
is forty- two years of age.
Mfr. John .Burns.
Mr. John Burns, President of the
Local Government Board, is a wellknown and able labor leader.
He is a
Scotchman, but sits for a London con
He is well-known to the
stituency.
American people and "is a sound proBoer, a staunch f ree-trader,
an ex
tremely good speaker, and a downright
honest man."
He is forty-seven years
of age and is the first labor member to
enter an English Cabinet.
As Presi
dent of the Local Government Board
he will have to deal with the unem
ployed and poor-law reform, and is
considered,

on this

account,

to be the

Hons.:

Earl Grey,

Herbert II. Asquith,
The Earl of Elgin,

John Mohlet,
Richard B. Haldane,
James Bryce.
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The Earl of Aberdeen.
The Earl of Aberdeen, Lord Lieu
tenant of Ireland, is the one man in
our collection who is not a member
of the Cabinet. He returns to Dub
lin with the Duchess of Aberdeen and
his charming family.
He and the
Duchess are popular wherever they go,
and there are very few English colo
nies he has not represented as Lord
Lieutenant.
He has always
been
known for being a tactful, thoughful,
of Eng
philanthropic, representative
lish rule, though a Scotchman by birth.
In the accompanying illustration we
wish our readers to study the distin
guished types of the foreheads of these
popular men who are now "in the pub
lic eye," and who are rested with par
liamentary power to preside over Eng
lish politics.
It will be readily seen that Sir Hen
ry Campbell Bannerman, the present
Premier, and Alfred J. Balfour, the
former Premier, the respective leaders
of the two great parties drawn up in
battle array in the United Kingdom,
are vastly different in temperament,
in constitution, and in general make
Ex-Premier Balfour possesses a
up.
Mental Temperament with evidences
of close study, deep thought, and great
anxiety or foresight. He is a man of
philosophical mind, of scholarly at
tainments, of spiritual insight into the
mysteries of the present and the future,
and a capable organizer along the lines
of his belief. He is quick witted, keen
in repartee, decidedly tactful, diplo
matic, and he adds to the foregoing
the idealistic as well as the artistic
qualities of mind.
The two men, however, differ in as
'
much as the one has an oval, round
and a full appearance of face and head,
while the other has a long, narrow and
high face and head. The one is broad
across the brow, the other is narrow in
that portion. The one has a good bal
ance between the lower and the upper
portions of the forehead ; the other has
a predominance
of the upper region

Hons.:

Herbert J. Gladstone,

Sir Robert T. Reid,
Loud Tweediioutii,

David Lloyd-George,

John Burns,
Earl

op Aberdeen,
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when compared with the lower.
The
cmheeks of the one are full; those of
the other are sunken.
It remains to be seen after the same

period of parliamentary
experienced

Sir Henry

life,

as

that

Mr. Balfour whether
Bannerman will not also
by

lost much of his constitutional frshness that he presents to-day. Of course,
if we presume that the Liberals will be
able to hold the reins of government
for that length of time.. He would
then be eighty-six, and a leader of the
true type of the grand past master in
parliamentary aifairs, W. E. Gladstone.
No one can bear the strain of parlia
mentary life that Mr. Balfour has lived,
especially since his uncle, Lord Salis

]February

bury's death, without its telling unmis
Still, being
takably upon his health.
wedded to the political life as he has
been, it would seem a strange divorce
for him to give up, or pass out of, the
realm of public duties at this juncture.
With the strain of leadership taken
from his mind he will be able to recup
erate his energies, while in Mr. Bannerman we see a man so well preserved
that the strain and stress of political
affairs will not have the same bainful
effects as it has with many.
Let the torch of Phrenological light
and research illumine the lives of our
public men that we may see them as
they really are; then we shall know
what to expect from them.

Electrons and the Resurrection,
By William Hemstreet.
Dr. Lane's (of Chicago) Materialistic
mind in brain cells.

is,

of

it

must be connected with matter, as we
understand matter to be — something
antithetical and extraneous
objective,
to mind. We have not only never seen
consciousness not connected with mat
to exist
ter, but we cannot conceive

a

is

is

is

any other way.
an ethereal
Second.
But there
the parmatter, not atomised, which
?nt of physical matter. Modern science
says each atom
composite of nearly
thousand electrons.

Third.
ethereal

The physiology contains this
matter,

called the nerve

fluid;

electricity, life, vitality; and the
mind makes its outward manifestations
through electrical phenomena.
Fourth.
All matter eternally per
sistent and indestructible.
Fifth. Ethereal matter
primary,
ultimate and more persistent than phy
sical matter, which
only composite
or secondary —'the result of primary
electrical matter.
Sixth. The mind allied with morals
more persistent and continuous than
is

is

is

If

on the Origin

is

If

Article

a

Paul,
asked Saint
agnostics
are the dead raised up and with
what body do they come?" He an
a spiritual
swered, "We are raised
That inquiry has been made
body.
every day since, but Paul's successors
have never answered.
In no religion
or philosophy have we another rational
word about our living beyond the grave.
The majority of business men, even
those who lease church pews for family,
business and society, are secretly ma
terialists.
This acute and matter-offact age is tired of demands upon
faith ; it wants to hear about a concrete
soul, not a conjectured soul.
we are
raised a spiritual body we want to
know the essence
of that body —
whether it is a real entity connected
with the objective phenomena of the
apparent universe or a present dream.
there be a soul it is connected with
science and can be traced out with cer
tainty, making this earth a paradise.
Our first self-evident premise is that
consciousness
always has been and
The

"How

it

to

is

A Reply
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a

a

is

is

is

is

it

it

;

a

a

is

This ether and its conscious
ology.
ness make the soul, as well as the oversoul — the omnipresent God.
The most attenuated, subtile, power
ful, persistent and immortal substance
the luminiferous ether.
we know of
That fills the bill with qualities we
It
would require to make
soul-body.
wall
can travel
can go through
the
with the speed of thought;

mechanical
agent
powerful
known
connects all the universe in
impeccable
sympathy and action; its
On its waves we
and invulnerable.
communicate sensuously with the speed
of angels.
Our soids are bits of this
cosmic ether, each animated with an
unknown force — mind. If atoms make
physical organism to contain
up
mind, then electrons, which make the
atoms, can also make an organism
When Pro
which would be an angel.
fessor McKay said to an audience that
made up of
thousand
an atom
an
auditor
electrons,
asked,
shooting
"And what are electrons?"
quiet
answer
from another auditor came,
"The Holy Ghost." This refers us to
the Pentecostal tongues of fire that
came with the ''sound of
rushing
Henry Ward Beecher,
mighty wind."
referring to what scientists call the
God."
energy of nature, said "I call
And DeWitt Talmage exclaimed, "Oh,
God in the atom
It by the incon
ceivable power of electricity, which
the ether in motion, that we partially

is

is

it

a

A

a

is

a

is

it

;

most

!"

I

it

I

if,

must be a there — an elsewhere.
So
exist after
according to Christianity,
this body
must be at some place, and
there will be other directions, places
and things besides me. That means
shall be an embodied substance.
Now
that we have discovered the non-phy
sical ether we can easily and rationally
imagine we have
body there as well
as here, occupying metes and bounds.
Although thinking and willing are not
matter, they are qualities of matter as
attraction is. We always see attraction
with matter and therefore we suppose

to be

see

It

As we see mind is in con
and controls the physical
body it cannot consistently be denied
that mind can be in contact with and
control ethereal matter, both in the
God's mind
body and out of the body.
controls His body, which is the luminiferous ether, as our mind controls
our body.
Eighth.
Assuming the mind to be
allied to, connate and joined with a
persistent and indestructible ethereal
substance, it points to a mutual persist
ence of these two allied indestructible
phenomena
beyond the dissolution of
the physical body. The mind keeps its
electrons together while the atoms and
molecules of the body disperse.
Each of the above premises is selfevident and irrefutable.
Let them be
analyzed: Consciousness must be con
nected with something
else than its
abstract self, and there is nothing else
for it to be allied to but matter.
We
cannot conceive of a conscious entity —
a spirit — without at the same time con
ceiving of its location in space, its isola
tion from all other things. Location
implies material qualities, such as
shape and bulk, which we can ascribe
to matter only.
It will not meet the
intellect for theologians
to project
into the future a mere ipse-dixit, a
faith, a promise, a hope and call it an
immortal soul.
"1 think, therefore I
exist."
And I exist here, within this
If I am here there
skin, not yonder.

a

quality of matter. We always
mind with matter, therefore we sup
quality of matter.
pose mind to be
not the physical matter of the
immediately con
body that the mind
nected with, but rather this ethereal
the immed
matter in the system that
also the
iate body of the mind and
nexus between the will and the physi

it

the body.
Seventh.
tact with
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realize

the power of God.

Now assuming the probable connec
tion between mental phenomena and
and the ether, as the first medium be
tween mind and body, we will predi
cate our resurrection by the natural
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persistence of this ether joined to the
natural persistence of morals and love
our present physical bodies
of life.
were primal and elemental, we would
live forever from the mere joy of ex
istence.
So we would protect the ether
eal form by love of personality and
This joy of exist
social attractions.
ence is natural to a correct and normal
"In righteousness there is eter
life.
nal life." To moral stamina and per
sistence we can assign no more of a
limit than we can to bounds of the
ether.
The two phenomena are well
Faith, hope and love have a
mated.
reflex power that carries the individu
ality across the coma of death.
Hope
is the cement of the soul's substance.
Saint Paul said, "We are saved by

If

hope."

Even "Bob" Ingersoll

had

a

The reason that the brute has
hope.
no resurrection is because it has no
hope ; it is a creature without instinct
of futurity ; it lives only in the present.
It will, with momentary anguish, see

its offspring suffer and die and then in
stantly turn away to eat. If some peo
ple are without hope at the immediate
passing the}' yet have latent the germs
of hope and forward impulse.
The
dying infant in the slums may be with
out hope, but it lias the conserving
It has
power of its paternal hopes.
somewhere a helping hand, for all na
ture is connected — without
chasm,
vacuum or discontinuity, and is vibrant
from the one heart — God.
Even the
uncounted myriads of barbarians have
personal love and hope, and there is
more room and convenience for them
in the Beyond than here.
A most terse and mischievous decla
ration, spreading and confirming scien
tific materialism, is this of Doctor Lane
of Chicago, "The brain cells make the
mind; all stimuli come from without;
were there no matter there would be no
mind; when the brain cells die the man
dies." Besides such inferences amount
ing to common fatalism, making a man
a mere marionette, without that free
agency or responsibility upon which all
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human and divine law and social har
mony are based, it denies the common
experience of mankind that the mind
is master of the body, energizing the
body and driving it to weariness, pain
and death.
But opposed to these cellworshipers are other scientists who are
Professor Ladd has
quite as learned.
said, "The phenomena of human con
sciousness must be regarded as activi
ties of some other form of real being
than the molecules of the brain." What
can that other "real being" be but the
brain-ether that is known as the nerve
fluid? Doctor William A. Hammond
has written, "The utmost degree of
mental abberation may exist without
the slightest change perceptible in the
normal structure of the central organ
of the mind."
This flatly contradicts
the cell theory by which sick cells would
make a sick riiind.
A class of mathe
matical students,
some with a bad
morning head, will arrive at the same
results.
There can be clear mental
concepts in muddy brains. Brown Sequard lias said that he has noticed
cholera patients in his hospital, bright
minded to the very last, even when the
blood lias decayed.
We often see the
soul struggle desperately against leav
ing the body at the instant of death.
If the will were the product of the cells
the will would decline with the body
The
and be incapable of struggling.
materialists must be consistent — have
In death
no mechanical paradoxes.
from electric shock there is no injury
In the case of nervous
to the cells.
shock the mind kills the cells instead
of the cells killing the mind. Vacher,
a noted criminal and murderer of Paris,
was in his lifetime supposed to have
a mal-formcd brain, but upon the au
topsy the doctors declared his brain was
"perfect in form and texture." What
made the mental difference
between
him and the pious cure who attended
him?
God's grace in the ether, with
All anatomies are so alike
out cells.
that one is taken as a model for all in
the text books and class rooms, and yet
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there is in human
difference
abilities and characters.
Something
exterior to brain cells builds them up
as sap builds the cells of the tree.
Another fallacy of the scientific ma
terialists is their claim that mental and
bodily growth and decay are parallel
On the contrary,
and synchronous.
there is nothing more familiar to hu
man experience than the constant fight
of the mind against bodily deteriora
tion and death. Old, cultured men are
ambitious to the last. The sensibilities
of the aged are acute to love and at
tention.
they have this unimpaired
mental concept it refutes the theory
of cells making mental concepts, for
the cells of the aged are admittedly
weakened.
We should not take the
expression of the mind for the whole
what

a

If

mind.
The discovery of electrons aids us in
understanding the inspired writings on
We know that the body is
theology.
made up of atoms, and we know with
equal certainty that the atoms are made
The body
up of material electrons.
and the atoms dissolve, but the elec
trons arc beyond the borders of physi
cal matter. They are in their electrical
phenomena, agents of divine and hu
If a mental entity
man expression.
"here require an organism of atoms, a

fortiori the electrons (that are the ma
terial basis of the atom) can also form
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enduring organism, there, that
Then we have the
"immortable" mind becoming an im
mortal soul, by righteousness.

a more

will contain mind.

So, one of spiritual and esthetic as
piration contemplates with lively feel
ings this discovery of an entity that is
devoid of all disease and hampers or
of dissolution, with its illimitable fields
of ambition, achievement, love and all
(he joys there can be to existence. The
known facts of ethereal, or wireless,
telegraphy
open the door to spiritual
realms.
This ethero-spiritism explains
the New Heavens and New Earth so
by Doctor Chal
creates a faith and hope
there were none before.
It ex
plains how God and our guardian an
gels are with us. Dr. Edward Beecher

rapturously expounded
mers.
where

It

prayed, "We know that thou art around
us like an atmosphere."
It proves free
agency and shows us the universal
medium of human sympathy.
It is a
new religion that all can stand upon.
With it we prove man is as good as a
caterpillar, which, crawling with face
to the dank earth, contains the new
being that mounts into the air and
sunshine.
Science will yet see the
butterfly in the caterpillar and also our
soul in our body.
By this we may not
have developed a clear proof of immor
tality, but we can see a light ahead.

Lead, kindly light.

Marriage not a Lottery.
By Otto H.atry, Pittsburg.
fools spurn Hymens gentle
powers,
We, who improve his golden hours,
By sweet experience know
That marriage, rightly understood,
Gives to the tender and the good
A paradise below.
Though

— Cotton.

Improvement is the watchword in
the efforts of Nature to compel all
creatures to mate and reproduce their

kind.
Among animals the "law of
proper selection" has been at work
through all times and generation, since
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the beginning of life upon this planet.
Animals instinctively select the finest
specimens of their kind to mate with,
crowding out the poorer individual and
often compelling it to perish without
the opportunity to reproduce
itself.
The reproductive act is here only a
blind instinct, and in the majority of
cases the individuals drift apart after
the consummation of the act.
In man of all nations and through
out all generations
love between the
sexes has been a divine attribute of tbe

God-power that distinguishes him from
the lower animals. But "love is blind,"
and, alas ! too often we see parties
joined together, whose physical and
mental peculiarities are of such a nat
ure that their union could not be pro
ductive of harmony or of perfect off
spring. Certain chemical constituents
in their make-up do not mix together,
and the result is shown in sickness of
one or both parties incompatibility of
temperament, and, worse yet, in sickly,
deformed and miserable children. This,

MR.

JACK
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no doubt, is considered plain talk, but,
friends, we must be plain in this mat
ter in order not to be misunderstood..
to give here a few simple
1 proopse
rules devoid of all scientific terms,
rules that are stirctly in accordance
with the most accurate scientific facts
to be learned from the study of Physi

and
Phrenology.
Anatomy
ology,
These facts are further borne out by
the existence of many happy marriages
in whom, through accident or design,
exists a scientifically correct combina
tion of physical and mental conditions.
Man is composed of three principal
sets of organs

—

Motive or Mechanical Sys
tem : Bones, Muscles, Ligaments.
System:
2. The Vital or Nutritious
Organs of Digestion, Assimilation and
Purification.
3. The Mental or Nervous System:
Brain, Nerves and the Senses.
Few persons living have an equal
development of these three sets of or
Nearly all have one or th»
gans.
• 1.

The

MISS

STRONG.

TWO ILLUSTRATIONS OF
HOW TO KNOW YOUR

[February

DRIVA FORCE.

THE MOTIVE TEMPERAMENT.
PARTNER'S TEMPERAMENTAL
CONDITIONS.
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other set stronger developed than the
We are either "Motive,"
other two.
"Mental" or "Vital." The physiologi
cal term for the condition is called the
"Temperament" of the organization.

DISTINGUISHES THE
MOTIVE TEMPERAMENT.

WHAT
In
bones

the "Motive Temperament" we
and generally strongly marked

find a tough, strong body, large front
teeth, a large, heavy bony frame, angu
lar form, prominent joints, high check
The hair is usually dark,
features.
stiff, and abundant; the complexion is
dark ; the voice is usually strong, harsh,
Their char
gruff and commanding.
acter, like their constitution, is marked
by strength, simplicity of manners, di
rectness, plainness,

positiveness,

seldom

polished or refined in taste or manner.
They are the men who go where the
work is hardest; they have strong and
vigorous passions; positive likes and
dislikes; they have great force of char
acter, generally an unbending will and
fearless courage.
According to their

MR.

PAUL
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of inherited refinement, social
position, or early educational advan
tages, they may choose high or low
But they will surely choose
callings.
some work where they may show their
strength of body and force of mind.
We find them in the front ranks of the
workers everywhere, from the pioneer
who blazes the way through the track
less forest, through all stations of ener
getic, executive effort, to "Lincoln" in
the highest executive office in the land.
degree

Of course, females are subject to the
same temperamental
conditions as are
the males, though as regards the "Mo
tive Temperament" the angularities of

form may be slightly modified by the
more graceful outlines peculiar to the
sex, but the characteristics are quite
similar in both sexes.
Among the fe
males of this type we find that the
hard-working, thrifty housewife, busi
ness women and workers in niany fields
of literary and artistic pursuits. They
are nearly always hard workers with
hand and head, and
hut stamp
nobodies,

GOODFELLER.

TWO ILLUSTRATIONS

MISS

ROSALINE

are never

their

PLUMP.

OF THE VITAL

TEMPERAMENT.

mere
character
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upon everything they touch.

WHAT

DISTINGUISHES-

VITAL TEMPERAMENT.

THE

In the "Vital Temperament" we find
bones rather small and round, and large
and round muscles, a large and wellnourished body; short, plump and ta
pering limbs; round, full, florid feat
ures generally a head rather round, and
large around and behind the ears; the
cheeks are well rounded out; the chest
is broad and deep; the voice mellow;
the complexion either dark or light, ac
cording to. the nationality broad and
well-set teeth.
The whole appearance
of the person suggests the "Good Fel
low," and, as a matter of fact, they are
of genial, happy and easy going dis
love good living and an oc
that
requires activity rather
cupation
than hard work.
According to their
natural intelligence, education,
etc.,
they will from choice adopt some oc
cupation that does not require heavy
You find these everywhere
labor.
positions-;

Ml?.

JEAN

FINEGOI.D.
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among
professional men, merchants,
salesmen,
politicians, policeagents,
jnen, artists and athletes.
They are
generally industrious, practical and

thrifty.

WHAT DISTINGUISHES THE
ME NTAL TEM PER AM ENT.
The slender, delicate frame; the sen
refined expression ; sharp, clearcut features; quick, active walk; large
head and small face; long front teeth;
small cars ; long and slender limbs, be
long to persons of a "Mental Tempera
ment." You will find them among the
brain workers eveiywhere.
They are
the students, clerks, teachers, literary
men and women in every country on
the globe.
Here we have the predomidance of the brain and the nervous
system, and a character marked by re
finement, taste, delicacy and purity of
emotion.
They are generally interested
in literary or artistic pursuits, and
often prematurely exhaust their small
stock of life force through overwork.
sitive,

HISS LOUISE EXQUISITE.

TWO ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE VITAL

TEMPERAMENT.
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SUMMING

UP OF THE
PERAMENTS.

TEM

Of course, a perfect "Balanced Tem
perament*' is best and most desirable,
but not one in a bundred can consider
himself

so

fortunate.

is that you belong
three temperaments.

The probability

to either of these

Among historic personages, we find
President
McKinley and President
Roosevelt have temperaments as nearly
"Balanced*' as possible; President Lin
coln and Commodore
Yanderbilt hav
ing extreme developments of the Mo
tive Temperament; President Cleve
land and Governor Pingree, of Mich
igan, representing the Vital Tempera
ment, while Edgar Allen Poe repre
sents the Mental or Nervous type.

SHOULD
In

MR.

STRONG

MISS FORCE?

MARRY

the Motive Temperament wo find

of the acid fluids, as
predominance
well as the strong, harsh and exacting
elements of human nature.
Take no
tice of these two illustrations; note the
similarity of strength, force and acidity.
In thewTsketches it is even impossible
to illustrate fully the severity of the
positive elements
in
predominating
each.
is practically impossible that
two persons of this temperament could
a

It

dwell together happily and healthfully.
They grate on each other; they have
the same kind of sexual magnetism
and consequently
inferior
experience
enjoyment; they soon tire of each other,
like two acids each trying to neutralize
the force of the other.
If children
are bora of such a union they inherit
a double portion of each parent's ex
cesses and angularities, and they us
ually lack the finer, softer elements of
human character.
No person like Mr. Jack' Strong, in
whom
the Motive Temperament
is
strikingly developed, should mate with
one of similar organization like Miss
Force. He needs Miss Plump, of the
soft, genial Yital Temperament, or one
in whom there is a happy blending of
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the Vital and Mental Temperaments,
and Mr. Goodfeller would make an
ideal husband for Miss Driva Force.

SHOULD MR. FINEGOLD WED
MLLE. EXQUISITE?
In the Mental Temperament we

have a predominance
of both the Ner
vous and the acid fluids, while the Yital
Elements are usually lacking. Two of

this type frequently marry, being
drawn together by some similarity of
taste, intellectual inclinations, or mu
tual regard for each other's talents.
They may derive great consolation in
each other's companionship, and fre
quently do appear to get along fairly
well, but it is the most unfortunate
combination for the Lealtti 01 eacn par
ty, and if children are the result of the
union they are usually too precocious,
too highly intellectual and die
young.
In them the brain and Nervous System
are developed at the expense of the
body, and the health of such parents
is never as good after marriage as be
fore.
Persons of this type need to unite
with a partner in whom the Vital and
Motive Temperaments
are
stronger
than the Mental, though good sense
should teach them that intellectually at
least the parties should have some in
clinations in common so as to furnish
material for mutual entertainment. No
persons should ever marry who have
not some or even many tastes hi com
mon; and the person with some special
hobby or special accomplishment should
not wed one who lias an utter distaste
for them.

TENFOLD
I

BASIS TO A HAPPY
MARRIAGE.

have for many

years explained to
practice
conditions essential to a
happy marriage, and state them here
for the benefit of the reader who is
anxious to avoid the pitfalls that beset
him on his way in quest of a happy
marriage. Marriage to be successfully
my patrons
the following

in Phrenological
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must have a tenfold basis — five
equalities and five differences.
made

EQUALITIES IN MARRIAGE.
SOCIALLY.

They should stand on an equal foot
ing, socially ; one should not be the ex
"This "Princess
treme of the other.
and Coachman falling in love" and
marry, is too mucli of a gap, and the
chasm separating their mutual training
is too wide to be bridged by that frail
span,

"Infatuation."

IXTELLECTDALLY.
The highly intelligent should mate
with one similarly organized, though
one might be a compliment of the other,
v°rul is very theoretically
i. e.. if-*1—
inclined, the wife should be more prac
tical. And then their lines of mental
effort might take a little different di
rection, but there must not be a wide
variation.
ESTHETICALLY.
They should have some or many
tastes in common ; if the one is artistic,
the other must be at least appreciative ;
though if one was inclined to go to
extremes in the pursuits of his hob
bies the other should be so organized
as to act as a restraint, not a direct
opposition.
MORALLY.
The highly moral can never hope to
raise the low, immoral, to their own
higli standard. The only way for such
parties to get along would be for the
i>ne to come down to a level with the

Never marry one of a low moral
scale in the hope of working a reform
he does not
in him after marriage.
reform before marriage he never will.

other.

If

QUALITATIVELY.
Those who are refined and delicate
in texture should only marry those sim
The fine-grained
ilarly organized.
Count of ancient lineage
(though
poor) soon tires of the coarse-grained
daughter of Mr. Porkenlard (though
rich). We know of countless unhappy
marriages of that description, but his
tory tells of few happy ones.
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TEMPERAMENTALLY.
There should be a decided difference
in their physical make-up; the lean
should marry the robustly formed;
the short should marry the tall; the
tall the short; the pale the rosy; the
delicate should find himself a healthy,
well-nourished partner; and the con
vex roman nose should wed the con
cave celestial

nose.

COMPLEXIONALLY.
People of exactly the same com
plexion should not marry, as that would
indicate similar condition of blood, as
The blonde should
in near relatives.
marry the brunette; the auburn the
brown ; the pale blonde the very black ;
and the sallow, bilious person the rosy
Correct sexual conditions are
cheeked.
produced in this way.
LINEAL.
marriage
x\pplicants to successful
should not be too closely related, un
less all other conditions of tempera
ment, complexion, health, hair, eyes,
ets., are met correctly. We know of a
few happy cousin marriages; in each
case there is absolutely no resemblance,
and in a few instances they have re

ceived

the

writer's

professional sanc

tion.
NATIONAL.
Marriages between different branches
of the Caucasian race are highly bene
The many-sided
ficial to all parties.
mixtures of Dutch, English, French,
German, Irish, Hebrew, Spanish, etc.,
have resulted in our country of that
distinct national type which has made
the American nation the greatest of
all nations and the most manj'-sided
one.

SELFISH PROPENSITIES.
Lastly, but not leastly, they should
differ in the Selfish Propensities.
As
if one is close and miserly the other
should be more liberal.
They should
neither be both stingy, nor both be
too extravagant,
for the financial as
pect of the union must be constantly
considered.
The "prodigal son" must
wed an economic wife.
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Interviews with Presidents of Women's Clubs.
NO.
MRS.

5

BURNS, PRESIDENT
CLARENCE
OF
MOTHERS' AID ASSOCIATION.
By

J.

A.

One of the most unique societies that
exist in New York City is the one pre
sided over by the subject of our sketch.
We have our Social, our Literary, our

"Don't Worry" Clubs, as well as our
"Rainy Day" and "Sunshine Societies,"

but hardly any one of these appeals to
the heart of the mother as does that of
the Little Mothers' Aid Association.

THE

LITTLE

Fowler.
explain how wide reaching are its aims.
It promotes the welfare of the little
daughters of wage-earning mothers by
providing schools for the instruction of
these little girls in hoine-making, in
cluding lessons in the making and
mending of clothes, in the selection and
prepaartion of foods, in the knowledge
of their own health and that of the in-

MRS. CLARENCE Bl'KNS.

Some people may not quite under
stand what this term stands for. In a
word, therefore, we will endeavor to

fants in their charge, for it is the work
of these little girls to take care of
Hence, many responsiyoung babies.
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bilities which generally only fall to
the lot of older and more experienced
persons have to be accepted by these
young housekeepers of twelve, thirteen
and fourteen years of age.
Many of
these little mothers have to do the
cooking, scrubbing, washing and mend
ing for the members of the household.
Their little feet do the errands and
are kept busy in looking after the
toddling babies all the long, weary days.
This is just a resume of one of the
lines of work with which Mrs. Clarence
Burns has been connected for many
Nor is this all she stands for.
years.
She organized the West End Woman's
Eepublican Club and has been inter
ested in municipal matters for many
years.
Sometimes

a work is fitted to an in
dividual, but in this case the individual
is distinctly fitted to her work, for she
has the personality that kindles en
thusiasm in all the philanthropic work
she touches.
In one individual you do
not always find that personal philan
thropy and business capacity go hand
in hand. We have an exception in Mrs.
Burns, for she has the mental caliber
that enables her to stand for large
She knows how to carry them
things.

out.

When interviewing

Mrs. Burns for
we found
that her head eclipsed the usual meas
In fact, she comes up to the
urements.
status of a man's developments, and a
superior man at that, for her circum
ference of head measures 23 inches by
15 inches in height, and with her qual
ity of organization she is able to ma
nipulate her brain power to a better
the

Phrenological Journal

than those who have size
advantage
of head without a general equipment

for work.

She has also constitutional health
and vitality which supports her large
and executive brain. Nature has not,
in her case, given the brain power with
out the complement of physical equip
ment.
Executive work to her is no ef
fort, and were she standing at the base
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of the pyramids in Egypt with a party
of women who were andecided as to
whether to climb to the heights of the
top or not, she would very soon settle
the question and say, "Ladies, let us
make the attempt and show what we
can do."
Courage, in other words, in
times of uncertainty or doubt comes
to her in a very forceful way, and her
brain denotes her readiness of action,
her capacity to labor and her willing
ness to be used for the uplifting of her
fellow creatures.
To any one versed in the art of read
ing character her portrait is one that
must command respect and admiration
for what she is capable of doing. For
instance, her head is broad above the
ears, which indicates the executive type.
She is not like those women who,
in the early histories of women's
work, were willing to spend their days
in spinning flax and weaving it into
She would have been in
garments.
clined to have followed her husband
rather than to have quietly stayed at
home and have had no executive work
to do. But in these days of peace, or
comparative peace, she still finds work
to do, to educate women to be thrifty,
forceful and philanthropic.
Life is a joy to her, inasmuch as she
is able to acomplish something through
her efforts, and when ishe is called to
give a record of her time spent here
below she will be able to say,
have
tried to do my part." And her record
will not fall short of what is expected
from one so superbly organized by Nat
ure.

"I

Notice, if you will, the development
of her perceptive faculties, those around
the brow or above the eyes.
She is
capable of eolecting facts and data and
is one to take advantage of circum
stances when called upon to use her
influence.

Order, method and system are dismarked
in her character.
stinctly
Hence she can economize time and set
other people to work, as well as do
her own share.
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Joined to her fact-gathering quali
which
ties, she has large language,
enables her to understand how to pre
sent a subject in a feasible and prac
tical way.
Her height of head indicates a
strong resolve, charitableness, persever

Her
ance and devotedness to a cause.
sympathies are large and she is true
to her convictions, whether they agree
with those of others or not. Thus, she
is more of an organizer and one to
block out work than one to follow dic

tation.

Her

social brain is her right-hand
She sees through social life
avenues for the promotion of
She cares less for hollow social
life which has for its object mere com
petition in the following out of eti
quette, social customs or fashionable
life than many do.
She believes in striking while the
iron is hot. Thus, if by inconvenienc
ing herself to some extent she can bene
fit another, she is ready to make the
sacrifice.
She has strong ambitions, and these
more
have enabled her to accomplish
than the ordinary woman who is con
tent to take things as they are without
pressing forward for a change of con
ditions. Hence, when there are diffi
culties in her way and obstacles are
set up by those of the opposite sex,
they may as well come to the fore
gone conclusion that they will have to
change their tactics so as not to impede
the march of progress for women and

lever.
many
good.
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children, especially in the work of free
kindergartens, public playgrounds for
children and increased faculties for
working out advantages for the "Little
Mothers."
Such a nature as hers may rub up
against some who do not agree with
her philosophy, or her broadcast way
of looking at things, but, as a rule, they
generally come around to her way of
thinking on all the essential points of
She knows how to set
government.
people to work, and no one will long
feel happy if idle in her company.
She organized the West End Wom
an's Eepublican Club and represented
it as its President for many years. She
has been deepely interested in citizen
ship in connection with the New York
Woman's Press Club; she has taken an
active part in the New York Federation
meetings and Sunshine work, beside a
number of other interests that per
tain to woman's work among the clubs.
But dearer to her heart than any
other is perhaps the work of the "Little
Mothers," for in this she seems to have
a particularly well-adapted mind to see
the needs of these little creatures; in
fact, they appeal to her more than
those of maturer growth, for she feels
that she is laying the foundation for
those
respectable
citizenship among
who cannot help themselves and who
cannot act alone.
To our minds, this is one of the
grandest club efforts to which any one
can turn her attention, and Mrs. Burns
is in her element at the head of it.

Mind or Soul?
By M. Tope, Bowerston, 0.
Psychology was once defined as a
treatise on the soul, but in modern
times writers on the subject seem to
have found out that the "soul" and
"mind" are one and the same thing;
hence they now define 'Psychology" as
the science of the mind.

We think this change is a correct one
in refernce to the identity of the mind,

considered as a whole, but it requires a
new name for the science, to be cor
rect; and so we suggest the abrogation
of "Psychology" and the employment
of "Phrenology" instead.
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The science and philosophy of Phre
A
nology, then, are very important.
person who wishes to work on human
minds should know something about
the mind.
And being immortal, it is
all the more important to understand
it.

But

some persons

are very

careless

in the use of words to explain the mind,
in that they say it is a "force."
Any
one of thoughtful intelligence knows
that a force is merely a product, and
the mind considered
as such has no
foundation for immortality.
Phrenol
ogy positively teaches that the mind is
an organized substantial entity, invisi
ble to us in our present life, but which
produces this "force' and will continue
to produce it after death in a "spiritual
In this day of the world, when
body.'
so many pretend to a loaning toward
skepticism, this idea ought to be stated
with care and emphasis as throwing
some new light on the minds of doubt
ers.

A glance into the history of mental
and religious philosophy reveals a won
derful ignorance and confusion with
reference to the nature and location of
the mind.
This, of course, gave rise
to the use of conflicting and erroneous
terms, and the growth of knowledge
relating to it has been steady, but very
slow, and at times quite amusing and
ridiculous from our present point of
view.
Demoeritus, Epicurus, Lucre
tius and others first taught that life
was merely a physical phenomenon.
But Plato and Aristotle thought there
was an "incorporeal substance'' in the
world of life and thought, and hence
advocate the anima mundi.
Plato ar
gued that there were three facilities of
this "soul" in human beings having
distinct seats, viz., the concupiscent in
the liver, the irascible in the heart, and
While Aris
the rational in the brain.

totle added two more — the motive and
appetitive; but he claimed the "seat of
the soul" was in the physical heart.
Hippocrates located the mind in the
Willis, in
left ventricle of the heart.
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the seventeenth century, was the first
to argue the existence of two "souls"
in man — the rational and the corporeal,
the latter the "animal soul" of brutes.

Prof. Goodsir claimed a "psyche,' a
distinct essence possessed by plants and
animals; and a ''pneuma," which was a
higher spiritual essence that distin
guished the huban from the animal.
Peid and others used "mind" as mean
ing the intellectual part merely, but
Webster defined the term as signifying
the entire mental make-up or "soul."
Van Helmont said the "soul" was in
the stomach because, as he claimed,
there was no blood in the brain, and bad
news made people lose their appetites.
Prochaska averred that the nervous
system was the "seat of the soul" and
the link that unites it with the body.
And this has been about the extent of
the knowledge upon this great subject
even down to the persent day.
The
early church fathers considered such of
the mind as was commonly exercised in
desires and emotions
as the "soul,"
while the reasoning and intuitive pow
ers they called "spirit."
Hence the
different terms found employed to-day.
And it was but natural that the Bible
would partake of this same medley of
notions and language.
W hile these various guesses and con
have been the
flicting misconceptions
cause of untold errors and trouble gen
erally, they have been most disastrous
in the educational and religious en
deavors of mankind.
Much of the dis
interestedness that now prevails in ref
erence to religious matters is largely
owing to the lack of knowledge and indefiniteness of opinion on the part of
so-called educated people in regard to
the mental constitution and its laws.
And while we wonder that our systems
of religion and education are as good
as they are under such conditions, there
is certainly need of more satisfactory
light on this question.
We believe Phrenology, as the only
correct system of mental
philosophy
— discovered, set forth and demonstrat
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ed by Dr. Gall and his coadjutors and
It
Buccors — is adequate to the task.
shows and demonstrates that the mind,
or whole mental nature, is an aggre
gate of primary genetic elements hav
ing their offices in the brain, whose
functions are adapted to the world
around us and one to come. And not
understanding this fact, it was very
easy and natural for those who gave
the matter any attention in the past to
be mistaken and to accept the action of
different classes of mental faculties for
apparent forms of "soul.' But the idea
of another actuating entity back of, dif
ferent from, and superior to, the mind
in its totality exists only in imagina
tion, and the assumed entity is purely
a myth.
The real mental constitution
as a counterpart of the physical or
ganization, and which will have a spir
itual body in the future, has been the
mysterious, indefinable source alike of
varied mental activity and of specu
lative theories about it in the past, but
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which may be properly designated by
the word "Mind.'This view does not render mankind
any the less immortal, but at the same
time benefits all by furnishing a cer
tain, definite, understandable and re
liable foundation to base human con
duct upon and a happy standard by
which to formulate and carry on any
system of endeavor intelligently and

It does not leave us
more successful.
in the dark of guess-work and experi
mentation, to b»l»ld perhaps on a bank
of sand.
Is there anything objectionable
this explanation of this subject?

have

truthfully

stated

the

facts,

to
We
and

must be acceptable to
The mis
every fair-minded thinker.
application of a number of terms is
here shown by the account of their be
clouded origin, and the misconceptions
are set aside, concerning the constitu
tion and abode of the mind.
the conclusions

Prize Offers and Awards.
Last month we gave the result of
the judges on the prize offered for the
best article on "Do Animals Think ;
and if so, What Faculties Do They
Use?"
During the month, however,
we have received an interesting article
from Mr. H. W. Smith. Calvert, Kan
sas, and although it came too late for
competition, we wish to thank him for
his effort in this direction, and we hope
to be able to publish at some future
time his experiences with buffaloes, the
mink and woodchuck.
What we say to
him we say to all our competitors,
namely, try for some other award. The

effort will do everyone good who takes
the trouble to compete.
The January prize has been awarded
•to S. M. Biddle, Monmouth, 111., for

Honorable
description of a holiday.
mention is extended to Mr. Thomas
Spaven, Buffalo, N. Y., for his inter

esting account

of

For February

a

holiday.

the competition is for
an account of the most successful sur
that has been per
gical operation
formed on the brain that the compet
itor has read about or seen performed.
For March the competition is for
the best description of the character
and work of the four men whose fore
heads and upper features, beards and
chins (which have been separated) ap
pear in the January number, to which
we refer our readers, and we wish each
competitor to state whether he gathers
more of the real character from the
upper or the lower part of the face
and head.

For April the competition is for the
best ideas on improving the Phrenolog
ical Journal. One month's entire eonalso the
tents table may be given,
Continued on Page 59.
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Development

of a Childs Mind Shown

in

[February

Photographs at Successive Ages.

The Psychology of Childhood.
BRIGHT

AND PROMISING.

By Uncle Joe.
No. 648.
111.

Samuel Laird, Springfield,

This little

lad is five years ond,

and on the authority of his grandfa
ther, father, mother and pastor of the
Methodist church where he goes to Sun
day School, as well as the World re
porter, he can read the Bible under
standing^ aloud in church; the news
papers for his own amusement; enjoys
Lyt ton's novels, and translates Latin
with ease. This seems incredible for a
child, so young, and without the en
dorsement of his parents, minister and
others, one would be inclined to doubt
the validity of the statements.
His
parents are quite puzzled to know ex
actly what to do with him, or how it
is that he has attained his advance
ment in study, for he has never been
to school, and his grandmother has
been his only teacher.
His mother says
he learned his letters when he was two
years old and that he learns very rap
idly and retains what he is taught.
An amusing little story is told of him
when he was three years old, of how he
won a bunch of bananas.
His grand
father, the Rev. A. A. Miles, whom the
child was visiting at his home in Ken
tucky, was one day in the garden with
Samuel, when a man threw an adver
tising bill over the fence. The grand
father picked it up and jokingly told

Samuel he would buy

him anything

on it if he could read it.
The boy took the bill and read it over
will take a bunch of
and then said,
bananas," pointing out the paragraph
in which the fruit was advertised.
Another astonishing story is told by
the lad's pastor, who says that he re
cites so well that his services are in
for church entertain
great demand
ments.
The pastor also says that the
lad reads so well that he sometimes
asks him to read the lessons in church.
To do this the lad faces the large au
dience gravely and without excitement.
He never stumbles in his reading, even
in long words of four syllables, and
always pronounces them correctly and
Words like the following,
distinctly.
which even older people find a difficulty
mentioned

"I

in

Maherpronouncing:
and
Jegarsahadutha
Beth-diblathaim.
His parents say that he is too ad
vanced for a kindergarten school, or
even for the first reader class, and
they do not want him to begin study
in the company of lads who are much
older than himself, and it has become
quite a serious problem with his par
ents to know how they can keep him
back so that his brain and his eyesight
need not be overstrained
by constant
correctly

shalal-hash-ba,

no;.]
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They find it difficult, however,
study.
to restrain him, as reading is so inter
esting to him.
It is further said that during the
late Eusso-Japanese War he used to
take a deep interest in the progress of
the conflict and read the newspapers
regularly, and what surprised his par
ents so much was the facility with
which he read the jaw-breaking names
of the towns and generals.
His pictures indicate that he has a
It will be noticed
precocious brain.
that all of the upper part of his head
seems fully represented, hence the abil
ity that he shows to comprehend at an
early age such intricate problems that
generally are only understood by per
sons of mature growth. Many persons
may remember hearing the boy preacher
at Ocean Grove, New York City and
elsewhere when lie visited this country.
They were amazed at the rapidity with
which he could take a text and explain
it in an extemporaneous way.
We have also heard of musical gen
iuses who are five and six years of age
were able to interpret music in a very
advanced way.
Why should we there
fore be surprised that the mind of this
boy could comprehend
and translate
Latin and read the Bible before a con
gregation ? He is certainly gifted, and
it is to be hoped that his brain will
not be forced with a great deal of study.
He is apparently a healthy boy, and
he has this much in his favor.
We
shall watch his development with con
siderable pleasure.
His father writes us :
"Samuel knew his letters and had
begun to read some by the time he was
He began to talk
eighteen months old.
at a little less than six months old, and
our girl, now about two, began to talk
at three months old.
am teaching
them both Latin, and they are making
remarkable
can not en
progress.
ter into that fully here. Sammy spells
as well as most adults. We have taught
him to spell and learn to read in that
way, so when he meets a new word he

rarely has much difficulty in getting
the correct pronunciation.
He wants
to read all the time, books, magazines,
handbills,
signs — every
newspapers,
thing is grist that comes to his mill.
Of course, he has many invitations
to and does often perform in public,
but I do not try to make any especial
display of him. I do not want him to
get to be big-headed."

I

I
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INFANTS PRATTLE
DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

CAN

IN
?

No. 649.
Wilhelmina Lutterhaus,
Anna Lutterhaus and Catherine Lut
terhaus, New York City.
It is gen

SO
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erally supposed by persons who have not
had much to do with children that all
infants talk alike and show no special
desire to select a language of their own.
We have recently been made aware of
the fact that three children of a New
York citizen have shown the influence
of heredity to such a degree that each
in
has chosen a different language
which to make its baby wants known.
It is interesting to know that the
father is the son of a German, while
His wife,
his mother was Spanish.
Mrs. Lutterhaus, is the daughter of
There
English and French parents.
fore, there are four languages which
the parents have evidently introduced

NO. 04!i.-\VII.HKI.MINA.
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thing new, we must not be surprised
take up the cue and follow
their example in order to get just a
little ahead. In spite of a marked pref
erence on the part of each infant for

if children

it is said that
one special language,
each can understand perfectly when
spoken to in any other of the languages.

BETTER BABIES NOT

SO

MANY.

A good deal has been said of late
upon the much-mooted theme of "race
suicide," and it is interesting to note
that at Des Moines there is a woman's
society called the "Chauncey Depew
Club," who have had the boldness to
discuss the above subject and do not

ANNA AND CATHERINE M'TTKRH AIS.

to their children without any apparent
thought that they would take any no
tice of this fact at so early an age.
It
is said, however, that Wilhelniina prat
tles in German and must have a gutteral accent. Anna coos in French and
must have a light artistic temperament,
and Catherine howls in the good old
Saxon tongue. Did any one ever hear
of such a thing before? It strikes us
as
innovation
being rather a novel
babies.
But wonders never
among
cease, and as older people are now try
ing to break the record in doing some-

if other people know it. After
animated session at a meeting held
in December it was unanimously agreed
that the sentiment of the club upon
this subject should be henceforth ex

mind
an

pressed in this motto:
"Quality rather than quantity: fewer,
but better, babies."
The theme for the
afternoon discussion was, "Is the Wom
for
an's Club Movement
Responsible
Race Suicide?"
Nearly every speaker
took the affirmative and argued its jus
tification. The chairman. Mrs. George
W. Ogilvie, said:
"As woman have

1906.
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begun

to

be

educated,

they

begin

to

think more carefully in regard to chil
dren.
They want more means for edu
cation and they know they cannot do
as well for many as they can for one
She likened children to
or two."
stock and declared
that if
blooded
in
the
were
as
careful
rearing
people
and development of their progeny as
some of the stock raisers were of their
prize animals there would be a speedy
uplifting of the human race.
No. 650. Wilhelmina Worth, Baby
lon, L. I. Children vary the same as
plants in their texture, constitution and
combination of powers, and the child
whose pictures accompany
these re
marks is one who represents two very
distinct talents which are the result or
outcome of several characteristics.
Not
the least is her quality of organization,
which is particularly marked, and man
ifests itself throughout her nature. She
is very susceptible and sensitive to sur
and to every
rounding circumstances
word of encouragement
that is given
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which registers an interest
in musical affairs, in tones, harmonies
and melodies.
To compose would not
be difficult work for her when a little
older, for with her large Constructiveness and Ideality, as well as large Spir
ituality and Comparison, she would' be
able to improvise and construct many
new ideas on the keyboards
of the
piano, or away from the instrument;
or improvise upon the violin.
the curve,

to her.

Her features are distinctly formed,
her complexion is fair, her hair a very
Her mind is sharp, keen
light flaxen.
and electric,

and

her body

is healthy,

though she is organized on a high key
and does not need to be encouraged or
drawn out to manifest great mental
In fact, she should be held
expertness.
back rather than pushed forward, for
in the natural course of events she will
attain to a position of distinction
through her natural ability.
She has gifts for teaching
which
manifest themselves through her large
Conscientious
Causality,
Language,
ness.
Firmness and
Executiveness.
These give her force, perseverance, de
sire to do her duty on all occasions and
to reason, power to understand the
philosophy of subjects, and talent to
present her ideas in a fluent and grace
ful style.
Her second special talent shows it
self hi music. She is broad in the outer
corner of the eye about an inch above

NO. 860— WILHELMINA

WORTH.

She could make a first-rate kindergar
ten teacher, and will make all her dolls
go through and experience what she
has done herself or read about in books,
and will pretend that her dolls are real
persons, and she will pass from the
imaginary to the real art of teaching.
She should devote herself to the study
of the violin, for it is an instrument
that she will be able to master in a de
cidedly effective way.
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Miss Roosevelt's Marriage at the White House*
In

this country of a republican gov
the people are interesting
ernment,
themselves in the wedding that is this
month to take place in the White
House between no less distinguished
persons than Miss Alice Roosevelt, the
daughter of the President, and Repre-

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT,

place this month is therefore
and
exceptionally aspicious

to be an

brilliant

affair.
Miss Alice, whose name has been
brought prominently before the nations
of the world during her recent trip to
the Philippines and China, is a young

MISS ALICE ROOSEVELT AND REPRESENTATIVE
NICHOLAS LONGWORTH.

sentative Nicholas Longworth.
There
has not been a marriage at the White
House since that of President Cleveland, and the one announced to take

lady of marked

ability in several reShe is bright, musical, artistic,
entertaining, besides being considerable
of an athlete; while the gentleman
spects.
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whom she is to marry is the <mly sen
of the late Nicholas Longworth, of
Cincinnati, one of the wealthy men of
the Ohio metropolis. He was born in

Cincinnati, November oth, 1869. After
graduating from Harvard in 1891, Mr.
Longworth was admitted to the bar of
Cincinnati, and he is now serving his
second term as Representative
from the
First Ohio District.
Mr. Longwortli is five feet eight
inches in height, with a sanguo-mental
temperament which gives him his oval
his head forehead,
face,
and his
healthy constitution.
His family is one of the oldest in
Cincinnati.
When he left college he
settled down and went into politics,
and has been quite a champion golfer.

PRIZE OFFERS AND AWAR
names of suggested articles for other
numbers.
For May the competition is for the
best article on "How to Improve the
Memory and Cultivate Eventuality."
For June the competition is for the
best account of any Biblical incident

illustrating Phrenology.
The last two subjects have been sug
gested
Tester.

by

a

competitor,

Mr.

George

The Prize winners will be given a
subscription to the Phrenolog
Journal
ical
or one of the following
year's
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He is generally

spoken of by those who
know him as being "a good fellow."
He is gentlemanly, affable, polite, and
understands his own capacities as well
as his own limitations, which lead him
in the direction of politics united with
the spice of society.
Though he has
not attracted so much attention in pol
itics, yet he has the ability to under
stand measures he is voting for, which
is more than one can say of a good
He is a favorite of
many Senators.
Cannon
and
has places on the
Speaker
Foreign Affairs and Pensions commit
tees.

We trust and believe that there is
in store for these
happiness
young people, and we heartily wish
much

them every blessing.

3.

— Continued
from Page 5 J.

Self Culture and Perfection of
Character,, by 0. S. Fowler; A Manuel
of Mental Science for Teachers and
Students, by J. A. Fowler; The Prin
of
Andrew
Physiology,
by
ciples
Combe, M.D. ; Marriage, by L. N. Fow
ler; Memory and Intellectual Improve
ment, by 0. S. Fowler; Man in Gene
sis and Geology, by Joseph P. Thomp
son, D.D.
Competitions should be written on
one side of the paper only and in ink,
and sent in before or on the first of

books:

each month.

REVIEWS.
Mister Bill, "A Man."
By Albert E.
Published by the Gorham
Lyons.
Press, Richard G. Badger, Boston.
Price $1.50.
This is a book that deals largely on
the questions of strnkes and mining
matters, but the romance is so cleverly
interwoven that the book is pleasingly
written and interest is maintained to
the last.
The hero of the book is Mis
ter Bill, a man in every sense of the
term, but one who is emphatically mis
understood.
There
is
considerable

character
introduced into the
study
show.
book, as the chapter headings
While circumstances and people are all
against the man, there is one individ
ual, and that one a woman, who intu
itively understands the hero, and be
fore the book closes the latter finds
this out.
True, some men are strong,
gentle in their strength, quick to for
give, slow to condemn, giving but ask
ing nothing in return, doing because it
is for them to do. The world is better
that they have lived. Such a man was
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Mister Bill.
That such persons are
not always understood is tine, from
the fact that they are comparatively
rare to meet with and one often judges
friends by one's surroundings and one's
friends. 'But this is not a
j>ersonal

fair way to treat the exceptional per
son who happens to cross one's path,
and this book teaches this important
lesson of being on the lookout lest one
unawares entertains angels.
Some of
the headings of the chapters are "The
'Old

Man;"' "The Man;" "The Great
Daughter;"

.Ahm's

"The

Test

of

the

Metal;" "Woman's Intuition;" "When

Men are Tempted ;" "Those who Watch
and Wait;" "As Men are Made;" "A
Friend in Need and Deed;" "Man
Must
"Woman
Must
Conquer;"
Choose;'' "Men of Iron Nerve;" "The
Law that Rules the Universe;" "Love
The book is well printed in
Indeed."
clear type on good paper and contains
320 pages of reading matter.
It is
nicely gotten up and makes a good gift
book.

"Right

to Be Born Well."
By Moses
Harman. Published by M. Harman,
Fulton street, Chicago, 111. Price 2">

cents.

Gerald Massey has said: "We must
begin in the Creatory if we would ben
efit the race, and woman must rescue
herself and consciously assume all re
sponsibilities of maternity on behalf
of the children."
The booklet contains
many thoughts to mothers which they
would do well to know, and there are
many fine quotations
throughout the
book which add to its potency.
Among
the chapters arc the following:
"PreNatal

Endowment

vs.

Post-Natal

Training" "What Woman should De
mand:" "Power of Suggestion;" "Pas
sion a Needed Factor;" "The Doctrine
of Auras;" "Superstitious Use of Vir
tue;" "Hypocrisy. Deception,
Intri
gue:" "Importance of Free and Re
Motherhood ;"
"Pre-Natal
sponsible
Thus it will be seen that
Impression."
■many

interesting

phases

have

been

touched
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"Health Building:

or, Health Without
Fads."
By Joseph Ralph, Author
of "Brain Building." Published by
L. N. Fowler & Co., London, and
Fowler & Wells Co., New York City.
Price 50 cents.

The booklet is a working outline of
the principles involved in health-build
ing; also a little common sense talk
on some current fallacies. The writer
does not pose as an expert in matters
hygienic, but he believes that a liberal
endowment of common sense and ap
preciation of a few hygienic principles,
with a working proportion of
faithful application to their observ
ance, are the only features demanding
any substantial premium of attention.
The matter, therefore, contained in this
little book consists of practical instruc
tions for systematic health building.
The measures outlined are simple, sen
In addition to the
sible and costless.
laws of hygiene, the writer has written
briefly on some subjects of popular in
terest along relative lines, such as the
ascribed virtue of the drug, the ubiquit
coupled

ous and much advertised

microbe,

fads,

and the relation of mentation, that is
what is commonly designated as imag
ination in therapeutics
in general.
These
are ideas which he thought
would not be out of place by incorpor
ating them with hygienic matters.
Among the chapters is one on Metabol
ism, which states that every particle
of food taken into the system has to
be accounted for, and there is no possi
ble manner of evading the inventory ;
.and again, in the same chapter we read,
"Never eat unless there is natural hun
ger present, no matter whether one
"If there
meal is missed or twenty."
is not a 'dry bread' appetite present
wait for it," is the advice of the writer,
"for except in cases of acute organic
ailment, the absence of hunger is a
direct sign that the taking of food
.will work a hardship on some aliment
ary organ."
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The Sphere of Phrenology.
Report of an Address Given by the Rev. Thomas A. Hyde, B. D., A. M.,
at the American Institute of Phrenology.
Rev. Dr. Hyde speaks entirely
notes.
Seldom pauses for
He
words, ideas, or general heads.
thus gives no time for a reporter to
his
keep up writh him or recover
if
lost.
The
can
once
thoughts
report
give only an imperfect idea of the
strength of his arguments or the power
He spoke for an
of his expression.
hour and challenged his audience to
meet his assertions or to controvert the

(The

without

proofs of Fhrcnology.)
Mr. Hyde said, in part, that he recog
nized the Science of Phrenology at the
head of all sciences claiming to under
stand the human mind, and he placed it
on a par with medicine, law and theolo
A
gy for its usefulness to mankind.
physician is consulted concerning a pa
tient who has a chronic disease, and
the doctor finds he can do nothing for
him, but advises him to take a change
of air and charges a large fee for his
A lawyer demands his fee headvice.
fore he begins his work, but a phrenolo
gist is expected to give valuable advice
for next to nothing, yet Phrenology
is able to so delineate
a child's char
acter as to make the father and mother
better acquainted with him and point
out the method of education that will
make him successful in life. Phrenolo
gy understands the workings of the
mind of that little one and the influ
ence of that mind upon his body so
well that it is able to interpret his true
of
character, his veritable inwardness
life, his capabilities and his possibili
ties in such a way that a physician and
in their
a lawyer are left far behind
A
diagnosis of the same disease.
a
child
from
the
studies
phrenologist
crown of his head to the sole of his
foot.

of

Phrenology has had the endorsement
men in all phases of literature.

Hence we
learning, science and art.
have not far to seek to realize that we
do not stand alone when considering
the great problems
concerning the
mind.

Lord Salisbury, that

great English
coined the phrase "sphere
of influence," and said that each na
statesman,

tion should recognize its individual
sphere, and through this speech he was
instrumental in preventing at that time
a war between Russia and China.
It
has been evident that in the recent war
Russia has outstepped her sphere.
As with

nations,

so

with

various

sciences and individuals.
We must ac
knowledge and recognize the sphere of
Phrenology, and he invited all to look
at the skull at his right.
By decapi
tating the lower part below the ears
all will recognize that the skull con
taining the brain matter represents a
Thus man embodies in his
spheroid.
head a sphere in form, and represents
or embraces all that is, or has been
created in the world. The spheroid, or
globe, represents all the progress of the
human mind. The head was not de
signed
merely for an ornament or
sponge or cooling pot, as celebrated an
cient Doctors thought. It was designed
to carry out a purpose, and consequent
ly it is the paragon of excellence when
it is proj)erly understood and appre
ciated.
All the activity of the body
has its different centres in the brain.
The convolutions, nerves, fibres and
cells interpret every emotion, thought,
power and action of the mind, and
these have all their telegraphic force
in the brain, which influences every
part of the body.

It is altogether foolish to build up
any process of education without con
sidering the sphere or constitution of
man.
What does education mean?

It
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proper sphere in life? Colleges from
the very beginning have had associated
with them great names, but colleges
are still in barbarism, and it is only in
recent years that they have begun to

understand a little of their proper
were
first
When colleges
Latin, Green, Hebrew and
Mathematics only were taught, because
they were the only branches of learning

sphere.
opened,

in

existence,

and

professors

confined

their whole attention to these subjects.
In fact, in the early days professors
could not be found to teach anything
else.
To-day, by popular desire, the
college curriculum has been increased,
so that Botany, Geology and Natural
Science are included in the college
course.

But colleges and universities are
still behind because their curriculums
or haphazard,
not upon a scientific classification of
The aim is not to
faculties in man.
develop man as a spheroid, but only
some of his qualities. At present there
is no teaching of the emotions, or those
great powers that make men honorable ;
no subjects that lead up to moral ethics
or heroic passions. There is nothing in
the public school to-day that leads up
to the heroism of the Roman, that made
Regulus tell the Carthaginians that he
had returned to keep his promise to let
them put him to death because he was
But if we could teach such
a Roman.
heroism in our schools, do you suppose
we should have such corruption as has
been brought to light of late in the
commercial world, such corruption of

are arranged by custom

(To

moral integrity among men of high
standing? If a proper basis had been
formed at the beginning of an educa
tion it would not have allowed such a
code of morals to be encouraged or even
thought of.
The sphere of Phrenology is tremen
dous in its purport, for as presented by
its great founders its teachings were
founded not only upon Phrenology, but
upon the internal structures of the
brain and upon Physiology and every
of science having a rela
department
tion to man's organization.
If properly presented Phrenology
would be able to build up every part of
man and supply the basis of every hu
manitarian study. The papers are full
of misdeeds which show that men have
not a proper control over themselves.
This is because the system of education
from the cradle to the grave is secular,
There is no
commercial and selfish.
provision made to educate the emotions,
passions and desires and the moral cen
and
character
tres which influence
without which even the greatest intel
lectual attainments cannot inspire jus
tice, honor and goodness.
Has Phrenology anything to offer
that is useful to the profession of law,
in the court room? Has it any power
in the ministry?
One of the great di
vines,
Henry Ward Beecher, whose
is imperishable, acknowledged
fame
that a third of all his sermons was pure
Phrenology : he was the Shakespeare
of the pulpit, and possessed a genius
that stirred the hearts of men from one
He
end of the globe to the other.
in
which
the
whole
gospel,
preached
cluded the whole spheroid of man.
But Phrenology has given to the
world a true insight into the innermost
halls of man's nature.
Man's character
may be compared to a house with three
stories,
basement,
parlor and upper
chambers.
Just as no man could be
so foolish as to live entirely in the
basement of his house and neglect the
view end of his parlor and sky cham
bers, so man must live in his higher
nature, that
in the moral chambers
of his brain spheroid.

be C Continued.)

is,

comes from the greek work educo, to
draw out. What do we wish to draw
out if it is not the intelligence of the
The science that analyzes the
child?
elements or innate faculties in man
not only is but must be the foundation
of all methods of education.
Text-books on mathematics and the
do not educate one
dead languages
fully. What are you appealing to in a
young man when you teach him simply
mathematics and the dead languages in
What are colloges for, if they
college?
are not to prepare young men for their
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The one serviceable, safe, certain, muneralive,

suit is

the quality

attainable quality in every study and pur

of attention. — Charles Dickens.

IN REMEMBRANCE.
For the Father and the Saviour
Of our Country ever dear,
Twine the laurel and the ivy
For remembrance we revere.
S. E.

FOR BUSINESS MEN.
HOW TO STUDY PHRENOLOGY
AT HOME.
No knowledge is so useful as that
which reveals one's own possibilities
and limitations.
It is possible for you
to have this knowledge, and it is your
right and privilege to possess it.
A
knowledge of Phrenology can be ob
tained in the following ways by busi
ness men.

By a course of correspondence
les
sons, so adapted to teach the pupil all
the important points in reading char
acter, through the mail. This work can
be carried on at home, and it has the
added benefit of having the assistance
of a teacher to correct one's preparation
of the lesions.
Private study is all
very well, but if a person can have his

BAKER.

and his ideas
knowledge systematized
corrected by a competent authority he
will not go astray however omnivorous
a reader he may be.
We are anxious to put business men
in touch with their employees in such
a way that they may not make mistakes
when selecting help in their offices or
any department of their work. We are
therefore prepared to give a business
course for busy men and women who
want to find out whether a clerk is
going to show Enthusiasm, Honesty,
Persistence, Economy, Enterprise, Tact,
Energy, Adaptability of Mind, and a
Concentration of Purpose.
We are prepared to teach business
men how they can draw correct con
clusions concerning the character of
those they employ from the outline of
their faces and how to trace a corre
spondence in their heads.
This is a
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subject and it fits a demo
hence, such knowledge can
amiss to any enterprising
business man who may wish to cut out
from his business any risks which are
likely to be taken when insufficient
knowledge is not at hand to help one
out of the problems that stare one in
the face at every turn in the employ
ment of reliable business superintend
ents, bookkeepers, cashiers, confidential
clerks, buyers, or importers, etc.
Who. then, we ask, can afford to be
democratic

cratic age
not come

;

without this knowledge if with a very
little trouble and expense one may save
thousands of dollars every year?
We
to business men to
appeal, therefore,
accept our offer at the commencement
of the new year, that they may not be
the losers in their commercial game of
chess, or be checkmated when the year
comes to a close by having made a mis
take in not gaining the knowledge that
was just at their hand.
By having a prescribed course pre
pared, on such an extensive subject, one
gains considerable time, and the knowl
edge of expert teachers helps a business

man considerably in arranging his
thoughts on the subject.
All who wish to know more particu
lars about this work which is con
stantly being remodelled to keep it upto-date, should write at once, and lose
no time to commence the study for
themselves.

AX APPEAL TO EDITORS.
The Toledo Weekly Blade took oc
in one of its issues to show its
ignorance about Phrenology in trying
to write something "smart" upon the
Professor Haddock, of San
subject.
Francisco, when considering the same
article, states that this particular Blade
has a keen edge that resembles its ed
itor — "keen on one side and dull and
blunt on the other."
In reply to a subscriber to that pa
per, concerning the truth of Phrenolo
gy, the editor writes to B. R. C. : "You
need to get fifty yearsc closer to the
casion
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progress of the age and the develop
ment of accurate modern investigation.
You are just about that far behind the
times.
Orson Squire Fowler was born

in Stuben County, New York, in 1809;
in 1887.
He read the writings
'
of Gall, Spurzheim and other German
visionaries and became a convert to
In
the Pseudo-Science of Phrenology.
1835
he
and
his brother Lorenzo
opened an office in New York to fur
ther 'Phrenology.'
In 1838 they start
ed the. American Phrenological
Jour
nal, a monthly publication intended to
advance the interests of phrenological
folly, etc., etc.
"To you — B. R. C. — living in the
community which lacks persons of
scientific attainments, the urgent ad
vice of the editor — of the Blade is to
Modern investiga
drop Phrenology.
tion into the mental and nervous sys
tem has utterly disproved all the no
tions which Mr. Fowler so strongly ad
vocated with regard to so-called 'Phren
died

ology.'

"

In

regard to the above unjust criti
cism concerning Phrenology we would
remind the editor and those who adopt
his views that every fifty years bring
men to a clearer understanding of the
workings of the mind as explained by
Phrenology, and every fifty years suc
in more fully banishing the
ceed
doubts that have existed against the sci
ence of Phrenology, and every fifty
years of study by scientific men in lab
oratories
bring them fifty per cent,

nearer, through their modern investiga
tions to the light of the German Phren
ologists, who were not visionaries, but
exceedingly practical men. Instead of
weakening the platform of Phrenology
scientists
modern
have strengthened
the position held by these German sci
entists, to whom we might add the
names of Broussais, Bouilland, Jules

Cloquet, Augusts Comte, Ferrus, ViYoisin in France ; in Great Brit
ain, Dr. Elliotson, Dr. Macnish, Sir
William Ellis. Dr. William Gregory,
Professor Bain, and Herbert Spencer;

mont,
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in America Henry Ward Beeeher, Hor
Mann, Emerson, and in his latter
3'ears, Oliver Wendall Holmes.
Nor is the editor right in stating
that Fowler was a "dreamer" and en
thusiast wedded to a theory which mod
ern investigations have proved utterly
wrong," and we would like to refer
the editor of the Blade, in answer to
his criticism, to the following writers
and their works : as men who are fav
orable to the localization of cerebral
functions, and when he has finished
reading these works he will, according
to our judgment, if he is at all a prac
tical reasoner, form a very different
Alex
opinion concerning Phrenology:
ander
Ecker in his work on "The
Cerebral Convolutions of Man;" Dr.
William R. Gowers, F. R. S., in his
work on "The Diseases of the Nervous
System;" Dr. D. Ferrier of London, in
his work on "The Functions of the
Brain;" Prof. G. H. Humphrey, in his
treatise on "The Human Skeleton;"
Prof. Galton, in his "Inquiries into
Human Faculties;"
and "Hereditary
Genius;" Prof. G. H. Lewis in his
"History of Philosophy;" Herbert
Spencer, in his "Principles of Psychol
ogy;" Dr. Carpenter, in his "Physiolo
gy;" George Combe in his "Constitu
tion of Man;' Sir Charles Bell in his
"Anatomy' of Expression;"
Charles
Darwin in his "Expression of the Emo
tions;" Prof. Mattieu Williams in his
"Vindication of Phrenology;"
Dr.
Maudsley in his "Brain and Mind;"
also to the following quotations from
such men as C. Otto, Prof, of Medicine
who has
University of Copenhagen,
said : "I not only consider Phrenolo
gy as a true science of the mind, but
also as the only one that with a sure
success may be studied in the educa
tion of children and in the treatment
of the insane and criminals."
Or A. J.
Davis, author of the "Physician," who
says:
"Phrenology has done more to
advance the human race than any sin
Or the
gle thing of modern times."
Rev. Thos. Chalmers, D. D., who said:
ace
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''Phrenology has added a new and ver
dant field to the domain of human in
tellect."
Or Robert Hunter, M. D.,
Prof, of Anatomy in the University of

Glasgow, who has said : "For ten years
I have taught Phrenology publicly in

connection with Anatomy and Physi
It is a science founded on truth
ology.
and capable of being applied to many
practical and useful purposes."
Or
Richard Evanson, M. D., Prof, of Phy
siology, Royal College of Surgeons,
Dublin, who says:
"I have long been
acquainted with the science of Phren
ology and feel no hesitation in declar
ing my conviction of its truth. It sur
passes all former systems in practical
utility, being that alone which is ade
quate to explain the phenomena of the
mind."
These are just a few of many more
we could give from eminent men. And
yet are they all mistaken, and is the
editor of the Toledo Weekly Blade cor
rect in saying that modern investiga
tion into the mental and nervous sys
tem has utterly disproved all the no
tions which Mr. Fowler so strongly ad
vocated with regard to so-called Phren
ology? One of the greatest living au
thorities on cerebral diseases told me
that he was just reviewing again the
wonderful charts published by Dr. Gall,
and he must confess that we owe a debt
of gratitude to Dr. Gall for his valua
ble investigations on the brains of men
and animals, and added that Phrenolo
gists should go on taking measurements
of the head and tabulating statements.
This celebrated authority was no less
than Dr. David Ferrier, of London.
We hope therefore that our critical
editor will study the subject himself,
and not wait for fifty years before he
changes his attitude toward the sub
Mr. Haddock has truly said, in
ject.
commenting on the same article: "Ed
itors of newspapers are only human,
and some of them are apt to become
egostical when readers look upon them
as centers of light on all subjects.
The
editor of the Blade is not an authority
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on Phrenology.
He has not studied
men and animals in relation to charac-
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There are editors and editors ; but
not every editor writes himself an ass."

ter.

HIS VALENTINE.
t. B. UTLEY.
Say, Mandy, it's jest forty years to-day, I do declare,
Since I drove 'round and took you fer that ride with our old mare.
You wore a home made flannel dress. I 'member jest as well,
The way the stripes run around the skirt. And say, you did look swell.

Your cheeks were red as roses then; your skin was snowy white.
An1 proud — say, I can feel it now, how proud I was that night.
An' bashful, too. I won't ferget the courage that it took,
To ask you to be mine, an' you jest answered with a look.

I

knew, tho, what you said, altho you
Your eyes spoke loud enough, and
That night you were my valentine. It
Tho many changes certainly since

didn't speak a word,
so it was them that I heard.
seems like yesterday,
then have come our way.

Yes, forty years hev come an' gone, an' brot their joy and care,
An' left their marks upon your face, and whitened all your hair.
But you are jest as sweet to me as you were at that time,
You're still my valentine.
The forty years hev done their work.

CORRESPONDENTS.
H.
ter.

S. D. — Many thanks for your let
We quote a portion of it.

Dear Editor :
Have just looked over the contents
of the late number of the Phrenologi

cal Journal.

It

seems to me excep

I note several
tionally interesting.
The Dinner and Exer
good things.
cises that closed your Conference were
a decided

success.

H.

S.

Drayton.

C. F. D. — We thank you for your
letter and publish it with pleasure at
your suggestion.
117 East Fifteenth Street,

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 28, 1905.
To the Editor Phrenological Jour

nal :
In his article

Medical

on Phrenology and the
in the January

Profession

Phrenological Journal, Dr. F. W.

Brown says he "believes that any phy
sician who will conscientiously investi
gate Phrenology with an open and re
ceptive mind and apply its teachings
to his daily rounds, will be convinced
of its truths."
I agree with the doctor in this, and
that "the discoveries of Dr. Gall should
be an inseparable
part of medical sci
ence."
Complete instruction, however.
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in Phrenology would hardly fit into our

curriculum, but the founda
tion principles could well be taught
and medical students be encouraged to
This instruction would
investigate.
naturally fall to the professors of An
In both posi
atomy and Physiology.
a
tions I have for almost score of pears
urged the following proposiaions :
First — That the brain is the organ
of the mind.
Second — That each faculty Or
mind has probably a particular part of
the brain, through which, in the normal
condition, it habitually acts or mani
fests itself.
Third — These parts, areas or cen
tres, are certainly located for sight,
hearing and word memory for move
ment of groups of muscles and for the
group divisions of the pyschic faculties.
Fourth — The larger any one of these
parts of the brain, and the better the
quality, the more efficient is the men
tal faculty which acts through it.
Fifth — Parts related in function are
grouped together in the brain.
Sixth — These parts exist in pairs —.
right and left — one in either hemi
sphere of the brain.
Seventh — If these parts exist they

medical
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must have a location, which, by ob
servation, may be discovered, and from
their size, other things being consid
ered, the efficiency of the mental facul
ty acting through each may be inferred
and the aptitude of the person deter
mined.

The evidence in support of the truth
of these propositions I regard as inconand the chief reason why
trovertable
Phrenology is not generally accepted is
l^"se its teachings, when they were

^""^

first Pu£ TniriT— iiTTrn i iiiiffl nr»
years ago, so pitted against the accept
ed Theological views of that time that
they were at once unpopular and were
Organic Evolution would
antagonized.
have suffered the same fate and been
smothered, no doubt, had it been ad
vocated at that time.
This prejudice
has not yet disappeared from the pub
lic mind. Among those, however, who

carefully study scientific Phrenology
and its application, there is little
chance for escape from the conviction
that it is a great and useful fact. Those
who denounce it simply voice a preju
dice; they have rarely studied it. They
almost invariably know not what it is.

Yours

sincerely,

Charles F. Dight, M.D.,

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
Miss Fowler's first Wednesday morn
ings talk took place on January 3d,
when Mrs. Hastie, of California, was
Miss Fowler spoke
the guest of honor.
on the progressive development of char
acter from infancy, childhood to young
manhood, and presented a fine type of
The sub
the latter for examination.
ject of illustration was a young man of
twenty-three
years of
great promise,
inches
in
with
a
head
twenty-three
age,
circumference by fifteen in height and
fourteen in length. The widlth of his
head measured seven inches with calip
His
ers by seven and a half in length.
weight was a hundred and ninety-nine
pounds, and his height, five feet nine

inches.
He was well equipped for the
battle for life and could succeed as a
medical practitioner along the newer
lines- of thought.
He will eventually
show quite a distinct interest in litera
ture and we believe that he will de
velop quite a talent for writing.
His
mother, who was present, said that she
had these two linos of work laid out in

her mind for him.
Miss Fowler illustrated the subject
of evolution in child, life by showing
how this young man had developed
point by point. One lady came from
Milton, N. Y., to attend the meeting.
The other talks during January were
upon

the

10th,

17th,

24th

and

31st,
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and the subjects discussed were upon
the "Studies of Children and how to
select them appropriately"; "The Tal
ents of Children and how to direct
and make the most of them"; "The
Recreations of Children, Indoor and
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The March meeting of the Institute
will be held on Tuesday evening the
6th, at
o'clock, when E. B. Foote,
M. D., will give an address on "Health
and Character How United."
All our
friends and readers who have read Dr.
Foote
writings will we are sure, be
interested to attend this meeting, and
M-e are anxious to give the doctor a
hearty welcome.
Phrenological dem
onstrations by the Vice-President will
8

£8

.

It-

's

Outdoor Gymnastic Work, Football,
etc."; and "The Habits of Children
and how to govern them, the Importtance of Forming Correct Habits."
Miss Fowler's morning talks for Feb
ruary will be on "Character as Repre _b.e^iiPu^t AJ^ cj0b^_
rjJ-<^v\
sented in the Fare/ 0"
Maurice Warren, the boy violinist,
^..u.e .L-V— Ou u.U ui, What
(j1
has promised to come and give us some
Express Themselves in
-Characteristics
of his exquisite playing.
the Nose;" the 14th, "The Eyes;" the

"The

to

is

both

A

THE MONTHLY MEETING.

A

The third meeting of the season in
with the American Insti
connection
tute of Phrenology was held January
9th, when Dr. Charles W. Banks, of
East Orange, gave his popular lecture
The chair
on "Personal Hygiene."
Rev. Thos.
the
was
man of the evening
of
Delineations
President.
A. Hyde,
character were given at the close by
report of this meet
Miss Fowler.
ing will appear in the next issue of the

Journal.

The fourth meeting of the Institute
be held on Tuesday evening, Feb
ruary 6th, when Mr. Benedict Lust will
lecture on "The Kneipp System,
give
or the New Claims of Naturopathy."
too well known to need any
Mr. Lust
for
special introduction to our readers,
has
he
Naturopath
of
The
as editor
been before the public for many years.
Mr. Dudley Field M alone will give
appreciation of the character of Patrick
Henry.
will be
Delineations of character
A.
Fowler.
Miss J.
given
by

a

is

a

will

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

the monthly meeting of the So
ciety on December 12th, in London,
interesting papers were
Eng., two
Millott
read on "Continuity," by M.
named
of
the
above
Severn, President
Mr.
Blackford.
M.
L.
Society, and
At the
Webb was voted to the Chair.
close of the papers, which were carediscussion took place
fullv prepared,

At

J.

in which Mr. William Cox, Dr. WithWebb and Mr.
Mr. James
inshaw,
The his
George Ilart-Cox took part.
of this
the
locations
torical evidences of
Gall,
of
Dr.
writings
the
from
faculty
Dr. Spurzheim, Dr. Yimont, George
Combe, 0. S. Fowler, Charles Bray,
and others, were given and various
those present were ex
views held
patiated

upon.

F1KL0 NOTES.

Mr.

II. II.

Texas,

writes

Hinman, of Fort Worth,
continuing his
that he
Phrenological work in this center and
doing considerable business at the
having fine sue
State Fair; in fact,
is

extended

number of
gentlemen.
have
promised
well-known club ladies
the
to be guests of honor during
season.
and

ladies

holding its
The Fowler Institute
monthly students' meetings under the
able presidency of Mr. D. T. Ellliott.
These meetings are highly interesting
and helpful to past and present stu
source of inspiration
dents, and are
to all who attend them.

is

An invitation

is

marks.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE.

a

28th,

a

the

by

Ears;"

Chin." Illustrations of these features
will be pointed out to illustrate the re

is

"The

21st,
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cess there.

Mr.

Mrs. George Morris, of
Portland Heights, Oregon, took part in
a grand entertainment in Artisans Hall
Mrs. Morrris gave a
December 10th.
recitation, "How to Preserve a Hus
band,'' and Prof. Morris' topic being
Scien
"Phrenological
Match-Making,
tific and Amusing, but Not Binding."
Prof. Morris writes: "We often wish
we could attend some of the meeetings
and

mentioned

Journal,

in

the

Phrenological

but we are at the other end
of the long line. Good luck to you all."
T. E. Dickey, of Hesperus, Colo.,
writes: "I received the china bust all
It is very nice and will be a
right.
great help to me in my studies."

Mr. Alexander is meeting with suc
cess in his phrenological work in Win
nipeg, Canada.
Mr. Mobius is doing some phreno
logical work in and around Winnipeg,
Canada, and his phrenological lectures
meet with scientific support.
Mr. George Cozens is giving lectures
and making examinations in North
Dakota, and is receiving his usual en
couragement.

Mr. Harris has been occupied dur
ing the last month in spreading phren
ological knowledge in Missouri.
Mr. Black has been kept busy with
his phrenological examinations and
lectures in Iowa.
Mr. Edcns, of Texas, is preparing to
do considerable work in the phrenologi
His work on
cal field this Spring.
"Mental Groups" is now off the press
and will, we are sure, call for a ready
sale.

Mr. A. A. Tanner is an indefatigable
worker and has been converting the
people of Idaho to the principles of
Phrenology.
Mr. J. Thornley has opened an of

No. 804.

This young

fice in Patorson, New Jersey, where he
is receiving callers ami open to give
lectures on the subject.
He is an en
thusiastic student of the subject and
his given considerable time to the pre
paration of his present work. He is a
conscientious
exponent of the subject.
Miss Fowler attended the Fair in
connection with the Homeopathic Hos
pital in Montclair, November 17th and
18th.

The Orange Memorial Hospital Fair,
November 23d, 24th and 25th.
The Pascal Institute Fair, Decem
ber 2d, at the Waldorf-Astoria.
The Little Mothers' Fair, December
9th, at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Mr. F. B. Utlcy, of Gait, Ontario,
is entering the lecture field this month.
He is an artist as well as a phrenolo
gist and will therefore have ample op
portunity of illustrating his subject
from crayon portraits of celebrated peo
ple for the enlightenment and amuse
He is both
ment of his audiences.
grave and witty, and as a humorous
thrust has often a more successful is
sue! than a serious debate, we believe he
will charm his audiences in more ways
than one.

THE UNIVERSAL IMPROVE
MENT SOCIETY.

The Universal Improvement Society,
which is a Phrenological humanitarian
at
association having its headquarters
Seattle, Washington, has changed its
name to the United Manculture Socie
ty. Mr. George Cozens of Canada, and
Mr. Levi Hummel, of Pennsylvania,
have recently been appointed members
of the general Board.
Mr. Levi Hummel, of Pennsylvania,
has been lecturing
throughout the
State and making good headway in
convincing his clients of the usefulness
of Phrenology.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
that he has
Amilcare, Kenton Man. —
man's photograph indicates
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an enterprising disposition.
see through things and

He is quick to
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is economical in the laying out of mon
ey, is ingenious in the working up of
material, and if properly drawn out in
society, or surrounded by the right kind
of company, he would be quite so
cial and domesticated.
He does not
care so much
for flippant society,
but he has comma/! sense m his views,
the gaiety that amounts to nothing,
both as regards home life and busi
ness. People will ask for him to wait
on them because he will be able to un
derstand their wants and will not count
a little trouble too much to take when
he knows he can please them and get
what they want,
lie is in his element
when taking on new work and when

preparing himself for untried but prac
tical business lines.
He has a hope
ful disposition and does not allow fears
or forebodings to get in his way.
No. 805. C. A. N., Three Forks,
Canada. — You have a good equipment
to carry out your life work and you
must be ready to take responsibilities
and do your best to make the most of
life.
The latter will not be an idle
one, for you have no desire to cheat
nature, but will do jour share toward
benefitting the world; hence will make
things fly, or hum, as they say, whereever you are working.
You are a live,
active man and have the organization
to do your own thinking, planning and
organizing ; in fact, will be able to keep
a hundred men employed
if circum
stances necessitated your doing so.
one path is choked up another will open
to you ; or in other words, you will open
the gate and make businesss, even if
you have competition to contend with.
No. 806. L. W., Halifax, Canada.—
This child is a sweet little cherub, and
he will keep someone busy most of the
time when he is awake in answering

If

his questions and satisfying his curios
He has a distinct individuality
ity.
of his own and will show not a little
ingenuity in contriving and devising
ways and means for doing things. We
say this because his head is well de

[February-

veloped in the temples, and he shows
capacity to use up material, to work
out designs, and will take quite an in
terest in this work when he is older.
His originality should be preserved and

not destroyed by forcing him into a rut
at too early an age. He will like to see
order better than keep it himself, for
his mind will pass from one thing to
another so quickly that he will not al
ways think how lie has left his books
or his playthings in the other room
when his attention has been turned in
another direction.
No. 807. M. W., Halifax, Canada.—
This little girl has the forcefulness or
executiveness of a boy, and she will
push her way in some scholastic and
educational direction. She will defend
older children than herself and show
courage to take the part of those who
It will be
cannot defend themselves.
rather amazing to see how readily her
mind will respond to any appeal that
is made to her concerning her work or
She will give good
the work of others.
advice to older people and will say,
"Mamma, why did you not do so and
so?" or "Why do you want me to do
so and so ?" She will reason things out
for herself, as well as ask questions;
in fact, will have an answer ready when
She has the
she is doing her work.
imagination of a boy and
extravagant
will want to do large things and will
not really be content to do the little
things of life. This will be noticeable
as

she

older.

grows

"Notes on Health" and other articles
have been reserved until the March issue.

CHILD CULTURE.
Wilhemina Worth, Cir. of Head, io$4;
Height, 13*4; Length, 12H; Weight,
43]/. lbs.; Height, 3 ft. n& in.; Caliper
measurements
length. Age,

s'/*
7

yrs.

width

by

6

in.
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All remittances should be
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Money Orders, ExpreFs Money" Order*, Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letter*. All Postmastcn* are re
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The larger stamps are preferred: they
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CURRENT EXCHANGES.
"Human Nature" — San Francisco,
Ca. — The January number contains an
illustrated article on "Character Cor
It explains
responds to Organization."
why the man in the illustration was
stout, plump and mellow as a ripe
and
why he died before he
peach
reached forty years of age.
"Discour
agement and the Law of Cure" is an

article by Dr. Gilford in two parts. The
first part is given in this number and
is calculated to do considerable
good

it is read.
"The Phrenological

wherever

ton, Ohio. — Opens

Era" — Bowerswith an article on

"Theodore Roosevelt, the Twenty-sixth
President of the United States," illus
trated.
Other articles are on "The
Universality of Life," by George Markley; "Mistakes of Halleck" and "Ani
mal Phrenology," by Allen Haddock,
and "Reform," by 0. S. Fowler, and
make up an interesting number.
"The Character
Builder" — Salt
Lake City. — "What
Some
People
Should Know" is the title of a short
article on the first page of the Decem
ber issue.
Another useful sketch is on
"Culture of Better, Brighter, Stronger
and Nobler Children."
The depart
ment for children is very interesting.
"The Delineator"— New York City.
— Contains some excellent
reading
matter as well as useful designs for
home use or the ingenious dressmaker.
AVe heartily recommend it.
"Review of Reviews" — New York
City. — Contains as usual its fine gal
lery of portraits. Its topics deal with
the current literature of the day, con
sequently its matter is thoroughly Upto-date.

"Farm

Home" — Springfield,
much useful informa
varied character; hence in the
and

Mass. — Contains

tion of
home

a

it will

be a welcome
'

guest.

No

farmer can afford to be without the
hints that it gives.
"Medical Talk"— Columbus, OhioContains a number of good sensible
articles.
One is on "Rheumatism in
Children."
The hints given in this
article recommend
that children be
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dressed in warm flannels; that their
feet be kept dry by wearing overshoes
when outdooors; that cheap candies, sy
rups and sugar tend to the production

of rheumatism which should be avoid
ed; also that a child should be encour
aged to drink freely of pure water. The
habit of taking a glass of water before
each meal is a very good one. Its prac
tice should be especially encouraged in
the winter as the child is less inclined
to think of taking it in cold weather,

while in hot weather the inclination
''The Laughter
goes largely that way.
that Cured Him" is another article
with considerable common sense to it,
"Should One
by Edgar L. Vincent.
Live One Hundred Years?" is another
title of a short article which is highly
readable.

"The
is
don,
matter.

Etiological Journal," Lon
full of interesting
always

"The Naturopath and Herald of
Health" —New York.— This Monthly
is edited by Benedict Lust and is de
voted to natural healing and living
■methods
on the basis of self-reform
and popular hygiene, hydrotherapy, os.teopathy, heliotherapy (sun, light and
air cure), diet, etc. These subjects
■introduce one to the questions
of selfimprovement and home reform.
"The Eclectic Review"— A Monthly
Journal devoted to Eclectic Medicine
■and
Surgery — New York City. — Its
editor is Geo. W. Boskowitz, who is

as

PUBLISHERS'
"Health Building

or Health With
By Joseph Ralph. 64 pages,
paper. Price 50 cents. Fowler & Wells
Co., 24 E. Twenty-second street, New
York ; or L. N. Fowler & Co., 7 Im
perial Arcade, Ludgate Circus, Lon
don, Eng.
This is a new book by the author of
"Brain Building," notice of which ap
peared in a recent issue of "Bible Re

out Fads.
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by the faculty of the Eclectic
This Journal con
Medical Colllege.
tains interesting reading matter on
medical matters, and it is broad in its
to do not
principles and calculated
a little good work in medical circles.
An article in the December number on
"Early American
Psycho-Therapeu
tists" is very interesting and shows that
American writers have not been suffi
ciently credited with their early inves
tigations on practical psychology.
"Mind" — New York. — This magar
zine for December has many interest
ing articles in it. One is on "A Visit
to Luther Burbank," by Albert J. At
kins, M. D., who says that Luther Burbank's influence will not stop at the
beautiful and useful things which his
hands have created, but will extend to
the thought and action of the world.
An article on "Peace on Earth, Good
Will to Men," by Ursula N. Gestefeld,
is a highly interesting one.
Its price
has been reduced to 15 cents, but its
quality is as high as ever.
"The Woman's
"Max
Tribune,"
well's Talisman,"
"Concord"
(Lon
don), "The Bible Review," "The Nor
mal Instructor and Teacher's World,"
"Christian
Work
and
Evangelist,"
"The Gentlewoman," "Good Health,"
"The Beacon
Light," "Our Best
Words," "The Church Militant," "The
White Door Messenger," and "The St.
Louis Globe-Democrat" have been re
ceived and are herewith acknowledged
with thanks.
sisted

DEPARTMENT.
view." The following subjects are well
treated: "The Power of Mentation on
the Body": "Metabolism";
"Liquids"
"Breathing" "A Prevalent Evil and Its
Remedy." These cover only a portion
of the book.
It is evident that the
author has gathered from all available
sources, and added his own thought
and experience;
the result is a con
densed, thoughtful system of right liv
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ing, from

moral and hygienic point
believe that this book,
with
Butler's
"Practical
together
Methods to Insure Sueess," offer the
most complete and practical working
system of mind and health that could
be found — and, further, they offer the
basic principles for the highest unfoldinent of the soul. The last-nmed book
can also be obtained ,from the above
address; and we mention it because the
methods in these two books should be
The price of the
practised together.
latter is only 25 cents.
"I Wants and Wants Me." A Book
of Affirmation.
By K. T. Anderson.
41 pages, paper.
Price 25 cents. To
be had from same address as above.
It is to be regretted that such an
important subject as Affirmation or
Suggestion is so difficult to present in
Hie most that is usually
language.
done is to offer a list of suggested Af
firmations, and to advise the readers
to practice them ; that is all this book
does. It is a subject out of which value
«an be derived only by earnest prac
tice, but the field of results is limitless
and of the most vital importance to
those in the regeneration; for, by the
practice of auto-suggestion and affirma
tion one is best able to come to a knowl
edge of the now unknown depths of
his own nature, and to awaken every
•dormant faculty of mind, and cause
the whole self to respond to and effec
tually carry out the aspirations of the

of

view.

soul.

a

We

•

"Uncle Sam's letters on Phrenol
ogy." A new book. Bright, attractive,
Written in a clear and
interesting.
systematic style, at times rising to the
Is
plane of eloquence and melody.
one of the best books for general read
ing. There is a brightness and life in
the descriptions and illustrations rare
ly found in the literature relating to
the subject.
Some descriptions of the
faculties are unsurpassed.
No more
impressive and interesting manual can
be named as an introductory book to
the more careful study of the subject.
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Price 25 cents.
"Fowler's New Chart," for Giving
Delineations of Character, according to
Price,
Phrenology and Physiognomy.
200 pages.

paper, 25 cents.

"Forty Years in Phrenology." Em
bracing Recollections of History, An
ecdotes and
Experience, by Nelson
413 pages.
20 illustrations.
Sizer.
Price $1.50.
"How to Head Heads; or Practical
Phrenology Made Easy." By J. Coates.
Illustrated.
Price 50 cents.
"The Science of Mind Applied to
the
Human
Teaching."
Including
and their influence up
Temperaments
on the Mind; the analysis of the Men
tal Faculties, and how to develop and
train them ; the Theory of Education
in the School ; and Methods of Instruc
tion and School Management.
By U.
J. Hoffman. 379 pages. 100 illustra
Price $1.50.
tions.
"How Nature Cures." Comprising
a new System of Hygiene and the Nat
ural Food of Man. By Emmet DensPrice $2.50.
more, M.D.
"Phrenological Bust." Showing the
location of the Organs of the Brain.
Shows each individual Organ on one
side ; the groups properly classified, on
Price, large size, $1.00, by
the other.
express.

"The

Exact Science of Health,"
By
upon Life's Great Law.
Robert Walter, M.D.
Price $2.00.
From
"Rational Physical Culture."
the Standpoint of the Physcian.
By
C. F. McGuire, M.D. Price 25 cents.
"Reminiscenes of Spurzheim and
Combe" ; and a Review of the Science
of Phrenology, from the period of its
discovery by Dr. Gall to the time of
the visit of G. Combe to the United
States, 1830-1840, with portrait.
By
Nahum Capen.
Price. $1.25.
A
"Phrenology and Temperance."
Price
Lecture by Jessie A. Fowler.

based

10 cents.

"Our Girls."
The

Girls"

By Dio Lewis, M.D.
success
of "Our

phenomenal
rests upon

the

extraordinary
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of the work. It treats the
question of a girl's health scientifically,
and has helped numberless invalid girls
into good health, but it does it all in
a spirit so genial and fascinating that,
while learning the most vital truths,
you seem to be listening to a delightful
202 pages. Illustrated.
Price,
storv.

character

cloth, $1.50.
or
"Our Digestion;
My Jolly
Friend's Secret." By Dio Lewis, M.D.
This work treats each and
407 pages.
every part of the digestive machinery,
and discusses foods, drinks, and all the
other elements an conditions of "My
Jolly Friend's Secret." Price $1.50.
"Weak Lungs, and How to Make
Them Strong; or, Diseases of the Or
gans of the Chest with Their HomeTreatment by the Movement-Cure. By
Dio Lewis, M.D. This work explains
the origin of consumption, the symp
toms of its several stages, the simple
means by which it may be known, and,
when possible, cured.
Profusely illus
trated.
Price $1.50.
"Five Minutes Chat with Young
Women and Certain Other Parties."
Written in a lively and attractive style,
exposing errors without fear or favor.
Bv Dio Lewis, M.D. 426 pages. Price
$1.50.

"Prohibition a Failure; or, the True
Solution of the Temperance Question."
Bv Dio Lewis, M.D. 2(>6 pages. Price,
cloth, $1.00.
"In a Nutshell."
to
Suggestions
American College Students. By Dio
Lewis, M.D. Filled with the informa
tion that all students so much need in
regard to the care of their physical
and mental health.
178 pages. Price,
extra cloth, full gilt, $1.00.
"Return to Nature." The True Nat
ural Method of Healing and Living,
and the True Salvation of the Soul.
Paradise Regained.
By Adolph Just.
Translated bv Benedict Just.
Price
$2.00.

"Massage." Principles and Remedial
Treatment by Imparted Motion.
De
scription of Manual Processes.
By G.

H. Taylor.

203 pages.
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Price, clothr

$1.00.

"Hygienic Treatment of Consump
tion." This work aims to give the best
hygienic treatment for prevention and
It is divided into three parts,
cure.
viz., Nature and Cause of Disease, Pre
vention and Treatment of Consump
tion in its Earlier Stages, Treatment in
More Advanced Cases. By M. D. HolPrice $1.00.
brook, M.D.
"Fruits and How to Use Them." A
practical manual for housekeepers,
containing nearly 700 recipes for the
wholesome preparation of foreign and'
domestic fruits.
By Mrs. Hester M.
Poole. 242 pages. Price, cloth, $1.00.
"How to Raise Fruits." A hand
book, being a guide to the cultivation
of fruit treees, and!
and management
With de
of Grapes and small fruits.
scriptions of the best and most popu
lar varieties. By T. Gregg. Illustrated.
Price, cloth, $1.00.
"Fruits and Farinacea." The Prop
er Food for Man. Being an attempt toprove by History, Anatomy, Physiol
ogy and Chemistry that the Original,
Natural and Best Diet of Man is de
rived from the Vegetable Kingdom. By
John Smith. With notes and illustra
tions. Bv R. T. Trail, M.D. Price
$1.50.

"Spiritual Spices." The Scriptures
upon which is based: The Teaching of
Deliverance From All Sin, or Sauchfication.
Price 25
By I. S. Tate.
cents.

"A Talk with Girls About Them

B. Edward Bruce Kirk, ed
itor of "Papers of Health," with intro
duction bv Lady Pagett. Subjects
treated: "Hints on Health"; "Diet";
"Pure Air"; "Evils of
"Exercise";
Tight Lacing, etc."; "Health and
Beauty, Their Inseparability"; "Court
ship" ; "Marriage" ; "True Woman
hood" ; "What Men Admire" ; Vice, Its
Terrible
Punishment" ;
"Reproduc
tion"; "Pregnancy";
"Reading and
Education."
Price 50 cents.
Fowler
& Wells Co., New York.
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Do Animals Think?
DO

ANIMALS THINK?

IF
By

SO

WHAT FACULTIES DO THEY USE?

Thos. Spaven.

Yes, animals think. Their thoughts
not so diversified, numerous, or
changeable as the thoughts of man—
but for their
their
requirements,
and
their
thoughts are sufficient,
thoughts do not bring to them the un
easiness that man experiences from his
diversified thoughts. Many animals go
through life without experiencing an
unpleasant thought. Domesticated an
imals are considerably influenced in
their mode of thinking, due to the un
natural conditions that man subjects
them to.
Hence their thoughts are
quite different to the thoughts of natu
ral animals, on the same principle that
a trained or civilized man thinks differ
ently to an untrained or natural man.
It is common for man to consider that
animals are void of thought or reason,
but the acts of some animals, at times,
if performed by man would be called
reason.
Many illustrations could be
I will instance a few: Setting
given.
geese have been known to become sick
on their nest, and leave it to bring from
the flock another goose, put her on the
nest, then settle herself beside the nest
are

The installed goose hatches
and expire.
and cares for the goslings as her own.
This surely is an act of thought and
reason.
Almost all kinds of animals
will remove their young from places of
danger to safety, or hide them until a
danger is past, or they will guard them
at all hazards to their own lives, if dan
ger be near, if they have not had an
opportunity to secret them away. Who
will say that such acts are not the out
am inclined to
come of thought?
believe that animals are endowed with
reasonable
intelligence of greater or
less degree according to their consti
it
that they exercise
tution, and
thoughtfully for their individual ad
vantage, and also for the advantage of
dislike
their herd, flock or family.
the word instinct, as applied to the
It is
motives and acts of animals.
far
de
and
so
as
vague,
meaningless,
scribing the intelligence of animals is
concerned.
It only signifies an impulse
to act in a certain way in ignorance of
the cause, or motive of the act.
Con
sciousness would be a much better word
than instinct, as applied to the motives

I

I
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or acts of animals. Simply because we
do not understand animals we conculde
that their acts are not prompted
by.
thought, or intellect.
As to the faculties used by animals
in an action of thought, it depends what
their thoughts are centered upon . They
use the faculties necessary to fulfill the
desires thought of — causalty is the cen
tre of thought in animals, as well as in
and intuition
man — comparison
(hu
man nature) are usually active when
If animals require
causality thinks.
food they use the Faculties of Causal
ity, comparison, intuition, alimentiveness, acquisitiveness, continuity, and if
carniverous, they also use firmness, destructiveness, combativeness, and secretiveness; and caution in animals is al
most constantly in activity, as self-pres
ervation is their greatest incentive.
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Their safety depends largely on their
cautiousness.
It is hard to catch a
weasel asleep.
Their caution scarcely
ever rests, it is their constant sentinel,
and the same is true of almost all ani
mals, unless it be that they feel secure
in their individual strength, or in the
strength of their herd; and even herds

will station individuals of their number
on guard, while the others rest, or feed.
And every herd or flock have .their
leader, that acts as chief or champion.
It is common for animals to be trained

by man (educated) so that they will
almost equal a low order of man in in
Especially is this true of
telligence.
the monkey, elephant, horse, dog, lion,
tiger, bear, beaver, fox, and cat fami
lies.
But in all animals there is intel
ligence necessary for their requirements
they all think more or less.

— and

The Sphere of Phrenology*
Report of an Address Given by the Rev. Thomas A. Hyde, B D., A.M.
at the American Institute of Phrenology.
Continued from Page 61.

Gall called Destructiveness
murder,
fear, and Acquisiteand Cautiousness
ness theft; but Spurzheim, his pupil,
modified these terms.
He recognized
that the constitutional elements of
man's mind were not to commit mur
God has created
der, theft, or to fear.
in man energy, which is shown in the
base of the brain when actively
de
Then come Constmctiveness
veloped.
and Ideality, which give a use for the
energy that is resident in the brain,
and should be properly educated and
called out.
Docs Phrenology tell you of reli
gion ? Yes ; through the moral quali
ties.
Does it tell you of art or of
paintings on the canvas? Yes; through
Ideality and Sublimity.
Phrenology
also gives us an imaginary glimpse of
the future state and lifts the mind out
of the passions.
A man can shape for
himself a heaven or a hell, according

to whether he lives in the upper or the
lower rooms of his mental citadel.
Through the development of Venera
and Benevolence,
tion, Marvelousness

all

skepticism

should vanish.

They

help him to look into the very apex of
heaven.
With his moral and spiritual
faculties he can imagine the existence
of heaven far better than this world,
for this world has to do with the fac
ulties in the basilar part of the brain.
The sphere of Phrenology is repre
sented in man through his religious
views.
In fact, all the different dog
mas of every church can be accounted

for by Phrenology.
But Phrenology
Thifl
recognizes only one true Church.
Church is not recognized by one class
of faculties only, but for the whole
spheroid or element of man's mind.
The coming church will be within the
Phrenology is
sphere of Phrenology.
of religion, and there
independent
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would be less sleepers in the church if
Phrenology was properly introduced
and understood by every preacher of
Christianity.
The true church should make pro
vision in its services for every element
in man.
The mother's love for the
growth and perfection of her child,
through Philopro-genitiveness ; chari
ty and sympathy through Benevolence ;
reverence and respect for the aged
through Veneration, and I might go
on and enumerate what each element
represented, in order to show the secret
of the true Church.
Christianity is
interested
in character building, and
Phrenology is interested in character
There is no sectarianism in
building.
Phrenology; it recognizes harmony in
the midst of diversity.
I believe there
is a God because there is a faculty to
see God.
History confirms the teach
ings of Phrenology.
Every intellectual fire kindled in the
mind leads to success, and every nation
needs such a fire in order to lead up to
permanent success in the working out
of its plans.
The mind of man is a spheroid, and
the upper zones are the temperate and
must rule. The religious nature is the
All history reveals
strongest in man.
that truth, scepticism and unbelief are
incidents, accidents, not principles nor
elements, in man's constitution.
The
god force. is the very life of progress,
All
perfection, and of immortality.
nature struggles from the base to the
top. Perfect equilibrium is found only
in the sphere, so the spiritual faculties
in man are the windows of his opening
soul into zones of perfection and im
mortality.
Phrenology has a sphere in one hun
dred directions. I cannot imagine any
great writer who existed years ago, even
the greatest of this land who has not
had an intuitive conception of Phrenol
Do you suppose that Shake
ogy.
speare could have originated all his
plays had there not been the inspiration
of Italy before him? Do you suppose
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that Milton could have written his
great epic had there not been a Homel
and Virgil before him? What a tre
mendous memory the great historanic
It was because of the
poet possessed.
great men that preceded Shakespeare
and Milton that enabled them to work
up the material side of their prose and
poems, until they readied the climax
of the Himalayas, and were made fam
ous.
Phrenology enables the author
to describe his characters, not in a hap
hazard way, but in all the fulness of
Heal men and women speak
Nature.
and act and truth becomes not only
stronger than fiction but more powerful
and persuasive.
There are many who disbelieve in
Phrenology, but these kind of people,
if they carried out their objections,
could hardly be convinced of the truth
of our science.
Phrenology has a
greater hold on the human mind than
ever before.
We find that Phrenology
is constantly brought before our minds
in the daily papers, for why are so
many illustrations put into them withreference being called to the shape of
the head and the proportions of the
In magazine
face in each individual?
articles we find the portraits of promi
nent men and women illustrating the
What does Phrenology see in
pages.
the man or woman thus represented?
Not so much paper and ink, but in the
forehead is represented the man him
self, what he is and in what he in in
terested.
When you see a good face
you know that it is such.
We ought not to say we believe in
Phrenology; we ought to say we know.
For its main principles are all accepted
in every success. Phrenology has got
The same meth
beyond a mere belief.
ods of demonstration have founded the
success of Botany, Geology, and Physi
ology, and even Medicine.
'
"But why is it asked," said the
speaker, "is not Phrenology accepted
and taught in the colleges?
Because
there are no inducements
offered, as
there were in the middle ages for the
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But Hebrew, Greek
languages.
and Latin are not so valuable to stu
dents as the study of Phrenology, at
least not as a general thing.
If we could only induce a philan
thropist like Carnegie to start and en
dow a college organized on modern
plans, not modelled after the middle
ages, but one that would appreciate the
proper kind of knowledge that would
be of service in the present day as well
as in the future, what a grand result
would accrue from such practical help.
He had a good deal of experience
concerning colleges, Dr. Hyde said, as
he had been through Harvard and se
cured his degrees there, and though he
may not have used his brains as much
as he might have nued them, yet he
had used them more than his degrees.
The latter had been practically of no
use to him, with the exception of the
knowledge that he gained in obtaining

dead

them.

It was time we had schools modelled
At Harafter a different curriculum.
varod electroids were used upon cats
and dogs, and they studied Bainy Phil
osophy ; but his, as well as that of other
scientists, including Ferrier, fair to
give a practical description of charac
ter.
Golt and Ferrier, among others,
all agree that the intellectual faculties
are located in the forehead, but the
electroid receives no response from the
locates the spiritual organs.
This may
be because this region is the highest
development and is almost independent
of physical stimulation. The organs in
this region are above the senses and
may have already reached direct com
munication with the unseen world, for
Spirituality places man in a land of
moral consciousness.
Phrenology has become the greatest
of all the sciences for the interpreta
tion of the mind.
A great sculptor
stood here last season and told us that
the art of the Greeks did not observe
the true form of head; that they often
carved a retreating forehead
on the
heads of persons who were known for
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philosophic reasoning, while the study
of Phrenology would have helped them
very much to understand the full signifiicance of the models they were
moulding.
In the histrionic profession Phrenol
ogy plays a very important part, but
Elocution was not taught with the
proper understanding of the human
constitution. Those who have had the
intuition to apply unconsciously the
principles of Phrenology in the inter
pretation of Shakespeare's plays have
Garrick, Forrest and
been succesful.
Booth maintained the true art of elo
Those were wonderful plays
cution.
for the introduction of the light and
shade of character; but the players
need to be especially trained to inter
pret those fine passages and to bring
out the sublimity, the beauty and the
analytical skill to be found in them.
There is still room for the science of
character to be studied in the emotions,
for even in this respect Phrenology,
while making valuable suggestions, is
the classification
woefully deficient,
and description originated by the au
thors of the natural system of elocu
tion being the only contribution in this
direction.
One argument against Phrenology
has been that it was contrary to ac
But Pope has
cepted religious views.
declared that 'the proper study of man
kind is man," and when we understand
Phrenology aright we shall see that it
does not interfere with any man's reliigous views.
When Mr. Hyde was nine or ten
old lie remembered
reading
years
"Combe's Philosophy," and no romance
entertained him better than this work.
The higher qualities of man are all
explained or interpreted in "The Con
stitution of Man," as well as the ani
mal propensities or evil tendencies from
perverted

passions

and desires.

The higher qualities, such as Kind
liness, Beenvolence, Respect and Ven
eration, for a good, benign and Fa
therly God, teach us not only to have
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love toward one another and a desire
to have freedom of speech and free
dom of thought, but such faculties
draw us up to contemplate our near
ness to God, and that enables us to
realize that God is our Father.
They
help us to train children in the way
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they should go while they are young
and to entertain a realizing sense of
the Creator.
In short, the sphere of Phrenology
should enter every department of our
study, among our business men as well
as in all the professions.

What
On Charles A. Peabody,

the Papers Say.
Alex. Orr and the late J. A. MoCall

and how
THEIR REMARKS CORRESPOND WITH THEIR PHRENOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS.

The Literary Digest comments as fol
: "That the same man who became
president of the New York Life In
surance Company in 1892 to re-organize
it and restore public confidence in it
should now resign, only fourteen years
later, to make way for another re-or
ganization and house cleaning, is con
sidered by some newspapers an eloquent
testimonial to the blightening effect the
proximity of unguarded millions may
have on human character.
When the
New York Life faced a similar crisis
fourteen years ago we read in the news
paper accounts it was necessary to ob
tain the services of a good man, ex
perienced, and a good financier and Mr.
McCall was the choice, his prompt re
organization of the company's discour
aged and disorganized forces was a work
of tact and ability. In the present in
vestigation the disclosures regarding the
use of the company's funds by its of
ficers in speculation and politics be
came so sensational that the State of
Missouri
the
suspended
company's
privilege of doing business within its
borders until President McCall should
Simultaneously
quit the presidency.
with his retirement, says the press, Mr.
McCall has re-funded to the company
the two hundred and thirty thousand
dollars, which had been given to An
drew Hamilton, the legislative agant
and was unaccounted for by him. Al
exander E. Orr, who is chosen to suc
ceed Mr. McCall, is considered to be
an excellent choice and one that will
lows

restore confidence in the company.
He
has been many times chosen President
of the New York Produce Exchange;
is a worker for Civil Service Reform
and now President of the New York

Transit Commission,

his age
is considered
the only
point against him.
"The retirement of Messrs. Alexan
der and Hyde from the Equitable, the
McCurdys from the Mutual, and Presi
dent McCall, his son and George W.
Perkins, from the New York Life, leads
Rapid

(seventy-five

THE LATE MR. JOIIN A. MoCALL.
the New York Times to moralize as fol
lows on the fraility of the great in the
presence of gold:
"The source of the trouble is plain
The New York Times says:
enough.
'It lies in the fact that in a great in
surance company money is generally
piling up until it reaches a prodigious

A big railroad corporation pays
total.
out its money almost as fast as it comes
in;

or

a
a

large manufacturing corporation
'rust' is frequently a borrower of
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It does not accumulate. Ex
money.
actly the reverse is true of the insurance
So far from being a borrower
company.
it has at all times a superabundance of
cash for which it is the incessant oc
cupation of its officers to find suitable
investments.
They are surrounded
with money.
It confronts them on
every side until, being finite men, they
come to hold it a cheap thing.
With
so much money all about them, why
should their own personal
fortunes
languish?
They are in a position to
know the investment markets intimately
— nobody more so. Profitable oppor
tunity always confronts them. We know
now how they yielded to the temptation.
"It has all come out now, and he
would be a very unfeeling man indeed
who would not admit that the penalty
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It was a viola
ficers of the companies.
tion of trust to use insurance funds in
speculation, either for the company's
benefit or for their own, and, of course,
the sale of the securities to the company
by its own officers is a transaction that
nobody could defend, nor can paliation
or excuse be found for the building up
in
about the companies of financial
stitutions in which their profit is in
cidental to the gain of officers and
trustees."

The Equitable has given out the fol
lowing statement : "Reform in the life
insurance business has commenced in
earnest.
The three big companies — the
Life, the Equitable and the
York
New
Mutual — have entered into an iron-clad
agreement with one another that re
All
bating of premiums must cease.
-.N^'V

>

\

If"
'{mm \¥

MR. CHAS. A. PEABODY.

MR. ALEXANDER E. ORR.

already visited upon the chief offenders
been grievious.
Men of great
prominence have been struck down. Ir
reparable disaster, the loss of position,
the loss of reputation, has come upon
them.
How insidious were the tempta
tions of insurance management is shown
by the fact that men of hitherto un
questioned integrity are among the fal
len. As to some of them the conviction
is general that they were conscious of no
wrong doing and intended none. The
'syndicate* operations, so far from di
minishing the assets of the companies,
The policy
actually increased them.
holders profited by the operations that
yielded an illicit gain to the managers.
The fault was that no such operation
should have been entered into by of

questions of dispute in regard to such
matters will be referred to the Hon.
Grover Cleveland, who has been chosen
as referee.
This is a position once oc
the
Rev. Thomas B. Reed.
cupied by
The salary for such a position is to be
paid ."jointly by the three companies,
and amounts to $i 2,000."
The characteristics of the three men
whose pictures are here given are clear
Charles A. Peabody, new
ly defined.
President of the Mutual, who took
charge of affairs the first week in Jan
uary, receives $50,000 a year, and takes
the places of Mr. McCurdy, who re
ceived $150,000.
His head indicates
that he has large Conscientiousness and
also large Acquitiveness, which should
enable him to value property, and be a

has
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Mr. McCall,

worthy custodian.

John A. McCall, who re-organized
York Life fourteen -years ago,

the New

and now steps aside to make way for
Alexander E. Orr for another ro-origanization. His head has evidently un
dergone some change during the past
fourteen years, for the organ of Con
is not now highly de
scientiousness
the
while
faculty of Acquisit
veloped,
iveness is strongly accentuated.
Alexander E. Orr, who has been made
President of the New York Life, at the
age of seventy-five, receives a salary of

of

$50,000 a year, and takes the place
The above article
-death.

before Mr. McCall'a

was written

7.7

who received $100,000 per

The head of Mr. Orr shows a
large development of Conscientiousness
and a small development of Acquisitive
ness. He should, therefore, show a con
scientious mind in superintending af
fairs, and will not manifest greed for
the accumulation of personal wealth. As
a person whom the public will have con
fidence
in he is likely to win many
friends. The width of the base of his
head does not indicate that he will be
annum.

so much interested

in seeing how he can

build up his own fortune through the
interests of others, as his predecessors
have been.
The sketches have lieen made by Mr. Frederic

Clan 1SWJ.

EXCESS VERSUS MODERATION; OR THE ORGAN
COMPARISON.

Ella Hale

By
Excess

is from the Material,

Moderation
Excess

is from

Excess

Moderation is natural.
1

Excess

Moderation is health.
Excess

is discoid,

is always

Moderation can
inborn.

be

promotes
velopment.

not

developed

Excess shows emotions

in

and

is

master,

Moderation shows mind masters.
Excess

shows much

lack of no self-

control,
Moderation showns great self control.
Excess excites the nerves,

Moderation quiets the nerves.
Excess

weakens

retards the highest develop

Moderation
developed

born,

the blood,

ment,

Moderation is harmony
Excess

poisons

the muscles.

Moderation purifies the blood.
Excess stupifies the brain,
Moderation invigorates the brain.

is unnatural,

Excess is disease,

OF

GonuoN.

Moderation strengthens

the Spiritual.

Koch

the muscles,

the

highest

de

Excess spells damnation — loss,

Moderation spells peace— gain.
Excess breeds vice,

Moderation manifests virtue.
Excess is followed by retribution,
Moderation is praised.
Excess reveals foolishness,

Moderation is wisdom.
Excess ruins man,

Moderation preserves man.
Excess

destroys,

Moderation creates and preserves life.
" Naturopath."
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Mr. Dudley Field Malone.
A PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION

J.

A. Fowler.

Since the days of Patrick Henry we
have had a number of brilliant orators
who have graced the bar and given to
the world their fine oratory. But, un
fortunately, court oratory (as was once
stated by our Professor in the New
York Law University) does not pay as

well to-day as a practical line of argu
ment.
Consequently it is not so much
and Idealism in public
encouraged,
speaking, and especially in defending
cases before the bar, is not so universal
ly studied.
In Dudley Field Malone, however,
we find an innate ability which will
naturally come to the front and show
itself in his professional labors.
The
accompanying portrait, (taken by Rockfor the benefit
wood and reproduced
of our readers, gives the student 'the
idea that Mr. Malone is an excellent
He
fact gath
moreover,
speaker.
erer, and this
easily discerned by
glance at his perceptive faculties which
overshadow the eyes and protrude over
the lower part of the forehead.
His organization as
whole makes
very interesting study, as there are
many lessons to be learned from it.
Were we to classify these we would
first explain to the student of human
nature that his temperaments
were
quite harmonious, there being an ample
well sup
development of brain which
ported by the activity of the Motive
and Vital elements and these made a
good foundation for his professional
work.
Secondly, we find
combination of
his father's and mother's characteris
tics, which are represented as follows:
His physique, his perceptive intellect,
his will power, and his superior, energy,
are all inherited from his father; while
his Vital
Temperament,
delicately

features,
strong sympathies,,
analytical mind and large Intuition he
has inherited from his mother.
He
thus able to adapt himself to many
and kinds of
circumstances,
people
work.
He uses his anterior brain in his
professional work, and although he
could succeed in promoting a business
yet his mind will succeed the best when
engaged along professional lines, and
he will be of great help to others in
giving them ideas and in planning out
chiseled

a

a

is

a

a

a

is is,

LESSON IN PHRENOLOGY.

is

By

OR

Photo,

by Rockwood.

MR. DUDLEY FIELD MALONE.

(1) The motive temperament.
(8) The vital temper
ament. 0) The mental temperament.
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work on a practical basis. Hardly any
thing pleases him more than the effort
to get hold of facts, to trace coincidences
and prove statements.
Another important lesson shows it
self in his strong analytical mind. He
differentiates between facts, ideas and
principles, and his intellect is greatly
helped by the force of his moral brain.
He could be quite daramtic as a
speaker, for he would call upon his
large Sublimity and Spirituality to help
him in using his magnatism when ad
dressing an audience and drawing to
gether the sympathies of his hearers.
When standing before an audience one
very qiuckly realizes whether one has
the attention and interest of those be
fore him, and Mr. Malone would be able
to hold an audience and inspire special
interest in what he had to say, and
would not be likely to leave a subject
until he had touched every phase of it.
His Human Nature is like an open
door that shows him exactly where he
can meet people half way.
Thus he
will adapt his oratory to the needs of
his audience.
The fourth important lesson to be
culled from Mr. Malone's head and face
is the fact that his head is particularly
high from the opening to the crown.
This presents to us strength of char
acter in a very marked degree, for
the moral qualities are accentuated,
giving him ethical pose and altruistic
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ideas and definiteness of thought. He
is not one who is swayed against his

opinions, conclusions or conscience, in
other words, he is guided in his work
He has a
by his ideas of principle.
spring of inspiration from Hope and
His Imagination also
Spirituality.
starts in these faculties, and he lives
more in the upper part of his brain than
in the basement.
Therefore, he appre
ciates the atmosphere that enables him
to look out into the world in a broad,
sensible and practical way, and he will
find, as a rule, that his efforts will en
able him to succeed rather than to fail
in his undertakings.
He is very independent, and he will
fight his battles alone, but he will fight
them with gloves on and conquer his
difficulties without showing any desire
to recant from the stand he has taken,
or manifest any weakness in his argu
ments.
He will work for drastic re
forms and, like Mazini, Kossuth, and
Garibaldi, will show fevor, fire and em
He should make
phasis in leadership.
a fine success of his work, for he is one
who will build well and will lay his
foundations upon granite rather than
on the sand.

The above photograph has been
marked off with the object of showing
the
various temperaments
and the
strong points of this gentleman's
character.

Science of Health.
HEALTH NOTES
By E. P. Milleb, M. D.

INTERESTING ADVICE ON
LIGHT EATING.
The Hotel Register of Nov.

15

has

on light eating, which,
coming from Oscar, the famous chef
of the Waldorf-Astoria, is most excel
the following

lent advice:

"He

declared

in an interview recent

ly that one meal a day was plenty.
more
Oscar is solidly built, weighs
than 200 pounds and has a glow on
He is alert and his eyes
his cheeks.
are bright.
"As a rule," he said, "New Yorkers
This is especially true
eat too much.
in
men
the
Wall street district.
of the
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the morning they get up late and
have only time to snatch a hurried bite
Noon
before going to their offices.
time sees them bent over a table in one
They
of the downtown restaurants.
cram enough food into their stomachs
in five minutes to last them until even
ing. Then they rash back to the hotel
and get here only in time to change
their clothes, fly into the dining-room
and partake of a hearty meal and then
After the
they are off to the theatre.
theatre they eat again and then go to

In

bed.

"I eat only one meal a day and sleep
At 2:30 p. m.
from five to six hours.
I have my only meal. It consists of
either a half of spring chicken or a
It has been
piece of fish or an egg.

several months since I ate real meat.
of sweets, never drink
1 never partake
My du
wine and never smoke cigars.
ties require me to be constantly upon
am at work from 9
the move and
o'clock in the morning until 1 o'clock
never feel tired
the next morning.
When
and
always enjoy my work.
sum
in
the
home
to
my country
go
follow the same system, for it
mer
While on my
is a system with me.
work as hard as any farmer."
farm

I

I

I

I

I

I

DANGER FROM USING FISH.
Dr. W. H. Wilesy, the leading chem
ist in the Agricultural Department at
Washington, in a work on Pure Food
Products, claims that beef, poultry and
game may be improved by keeping
them under proper conditions of tem
perature and protection from decompo
sition germs for a proper length of
time.
But the reverse is true of fish,
oysters, lobsters and crabs, they never
being so wholesome as when used im
mediately after their death following
capture, and it would be better if they
should be killed instead of being al
lowed to die of removal from their
He cautions partic
natural element.
ularly against eating fish which have
been frozen down and thawed out and
sea food which has been kept for any
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time.
considerable
Such articles of
to develope
food have a tendency
ptomains that are extremely poisonous.
Canned fish is pecularly liable to
this danger, for when the cans are
opened even the best quality soon developes ptomains on standing in a
He says no canned fish
warm place.
showing signs of fermentation should

be used on any account.
No canned
potted fish should be put on the table
the second time, and what cannot be
used at one meal should be destroyed,
for the consequences of eating that
which remains over night are danger
ous in the extreme.
Now, the above are the teachings
and advice of one of the ablest chemists
of this country. What he says about
fish is unquestionably true, but it
shoul be applied, in a measure, to all
kinds of flesh. The moment life leaves
a fish or an animal, fermentation and
putrefaction set in, and in a mild or
warm temperature it progeresses rapid

If

the temperature surrounding it
ly.
is freezing cold, the fermenting germs
or ptomains do not propitiate so rap

idly.
The reason fish, oysters, lobsters and
crabs putrify more rapidly than beef
and the flesh of other animals used as
food, is that the fish and other sea food
are scavengers and devour dead or live
worms, insects, bugs, etc., and hence
are more contaminated with filth than
those vegetarian animals. But whether
eaten immediately after they are killed
or canned or kept in cold storage, they
contain more or less ptomains and pu
trid matter, which, if daily taken into
the human system gradually accumu
lates in the blood and tissue, which
sooner or later clog the cappillars,

causing
congestion,
inflammation,
pain, suppuration and other conditions
detrimental to life. The first command
of the Creator to Adam and Eve, the
father and mother of the human fam
ily, in regard to what they should eat,
gave no permission to eat fish, flesh or
fowl. Eating such things is one of the
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mam
causes
death.
Fish,
that contain
ments, and it
the good and

of sickness, pain and
flesh and fowl are foods
both good and evil ele
is the evil that overcomes
destroys

life.

PROVES WHAT IT
CAN DO.
Makes Actual Demonstration of
What its Land Will Produce.

CEBALLOS

There may be much good land in
Cuba that will grow fruit some time,
but prospective purchasers want land
that will produce fruit now, with other
to interest the
necessary advantages
producers and the homeseekers.
■ The American
colony in Ceballos is
one tlrat is entitled to impartial investi
gation to determine what industry and
organization will do by men who know
how to manage it in order to produce
what is profitable in fruit and vegeta
bles in this country.
In the district of Caballos there are
nearly 40,000 acres of the finest fruit
and vegetable land in Cuba.
The rap
idly growing town of Ceballos, being
in and about the centre, with 2,000
acres already planted in oranges, lem
ons and grape fruit.
Ten thousand of
these trees were twenty-six months old
when the writer saw them, and were
as large as trees grown in Florida
would have been at double that age,
many of them being twelve feet in

height with a corresponding spread of
branches that were quite heavy with
bloom and young fruit, and giving
abundant promise of a big crop, which

will

8t
fall

and winter.
to a
chocolate color, and is free from the
stiffness common to bo much Cuban
land.
This is due to the 20 to 25 per
cent, of silicious matter so desirable
in soils for fruit and vegetable grow
Mile after mile of orange tree
ing.
rows that are in all stages of growth
and fruit bearing may be seen, and
the sight is certainly an inspiring one.
Pineapples and bananas grow to per
fection, in size, color and yield.
In vegetables, those crops that Cu
bans thought impossible to raise grow
tos uch perfection here as to compel
every Cuban planter seeing such vege
tables raised to at once start to pro
duce Irish potatoes, cabbage, onions,
in fact, almost any
and,
cumbers,
be shipped

next

The soil varies from

a reddish

known vegetable, in place of import
ing these crops to feed 2,000,000 people

a year..

To these agricultural and horticul
tural advantages must be added those

which
are quite essential to homeseekers in Cuba.
There is a good
school, a store, bank, hotel, town hall,
telephone, railroads and proximity to

Interested promoters of Cu
ban land may take a lesson from Ce
ballos by first proving what their lands
are capable of producing before offer
ing them for sale.
It is customary with many of the
promoters of Cuban lands to offer their
stock for sale and representing in their
prospectus in glowing colors the profits
which can be made from certain crops
sea ports.

NEWLY ERECTED HOTEL AT CEBALLOS. CUBA.
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which they think can be grown on these
lands. As a rule, however, they do not
seem to take their own medicine, and
their faith in their own
demonstrate
propositions by first spending their
own money to develop the property,
and to demonstrate beyond controversy
that these things can be done just as
they represent in their prospectus, as
most of them seem to prefer to let the
other fellow do this while they engage
It seems
strictly in the land business.
to the writer, however, that a wiser
course is pursued by the people who
own the magnificent tract of land at
Ceballos, as they have spent several
hundred thousand dollars to prove that
their statements are correct and true,
homeseeker going there to investigate
can see at a glance that it is not neces
sary to depend upon anybody's word
that certain things will grow, as the
company has gone to the trouble and
expense of making this demonstration,
and on the most extensive scale that
has probably ever been attempted in
the world, as there is probably no other
company in the world which has 2,000
acres of orange trees already planted,
with probably as much more to be
This work has
planted very shortly.
been ably managed by Mr. M. E. Gillet, of Tampa, Fla., one ofthe oldest
and largest fruit growers and nursery
men in Florida, and he has fully prov
en that an acre of land in Cuba can
grow crops to such an extent as to
return the purchaser his investment in
the way of profits in less "time than in
other part of the word.
By W. J. Thompson,
Representing Swift & Co., agricultural
chemist.

THE ANTIQUITY

OF

RIANISM.

VEGETA

Some of the most intelligent vege
tarians claim that vegetarianism is a
cult that originated over 3,000 years
In Asia and Africa there are
ago.
races of people who have never eaten
There are some tribes
animal flesh.

[March

of cannibals, however, thai are more
fond of human flesh than any other
because it is sweeter and better.
The
worshippers of Bhuda in India, China
and Japan are nearly all of them vege
tarians, and there are several million
of them. This question of diet was in
telligently and scientifically established
nearly 6,000 years ago. The first and
oldest record on the diet question is
found in Geneses Fist, 29th, and Sec
The true and
ond, 16th and 17th.
most perfect food for human beings
was made known to the first pair of
the human race, when they were first
from the hands of their Creator. They
were told and had especially prepared
for them just the kinds of food that
their digestive organs were made to di
gest and assimilate, the nutriment best
calculated to supply the elements re
quired for their health, happiness and
long life.
The intelligent races that live ex
clusively on vegetable products are
longer lived, more healthy and enjoy
life much better than those who live
exclusively on flesh or on a mixed
diet.
Plutarch, who flourished in early
years of the Christian Era, in an essay
on flesh eating,

says:

"Indigestion is most to be feared
after flesh eating, for it very soon clogs
us and leaves ill consequences behind
it. It would be best to accustom one's
self to eat no flesh at all, for the earth
affords plenty enough of things fit not
only for nourishment but for delight
and enjoyment."
All species of lower animals, accord
ing to their kind, feed upon one sort
of food which is proper to their nature
— some upon grass, some upon roots,
and others upon fruits.
Neither do
they rob the weaker of their nourish
ment.
But man, such is voracity, falls
upon all to satisfy the pleasures of his
appetite; tries all things; tastes all
things ; and as if he were yet to seek
what was the most proper diet and
most agreeable to his nature, among
all animals, is the only all-devourer.
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He makes use of flesh, not out of want
and necessity, seeing that he has the.
liberty to make his choice of herbs and
fruits, the plenty of which is inex
haustible, but oat of luxury, and be
ing cloyed with necessaries, he seeks
after impure and inconvenient diet,

Charles

W.
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by the slaughter of living
by this ahowing himself more
cruel than the most savage of wild
beasts. For blood, murder and flesh
are proper to nourish the kite, the wolf
and the serpent; to men they are su
perfluous viands.

furnished
beings

Banks,

M. D.

THE AMEEICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

a

it,

hygiene
clusively how by personal
health could be built up and main
tained.
At the close of his remarks,
-in
well received
which were
by
audience that appreciates a good thing
discussion was held
when it gets
in which several members took part.
Dr. Brandenburg, ex-President of the
Institute, came to the platform and

mented on the advice given

by

gave some lengthy remarks on the sub
ject of the evening in his usual prac
tical and forecful way.
Mr. Klein,
Mr. Delancy Allen, Miss Fowler, and
Dr. McGuire,
others,
com
among
the lec-

C'HAKLES W. BANKS, M D.

turer. At he close of the discussion
the President thanked the speaker for
treating the subject in such
practical
and scientific manner, and said that
no student of the brain, or of Phrena

The third meeting of the season in
connection with the above institute was
held on January 9th, when Dr. Charles
W. Banks, of East Orange, gave his
popular lecture on "Personal Hygiene."
The Rev. Thomas A. Hyde, President
of the Institute, presided, and in in
troducing the lecturer said, that this
was the first occasion he had presided
at the regular meetings of the Institute
since his inauguration as its President,
as at the previous meeting he gave his
address on "The Spehere of Phren
ology," and, therefore, could not as
He said
sume his duties as chairman.
he was pleased to be with them in this
capacity and desired to emphasize the
and
importance of these meetings,
trusted that the public would become
more and more alive to their value.
Dr. Banks, on commencing his ad
dress, laid weight upon the importance
of proper knowledge on hygienic mat
He pointed out the fundamental
ters.
principles of health, and showed con
clusively how modern science had aided
the public during the last twenty-five
years in encouraging free discussions
upon health topics. He explained each
department of health and showed con
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ology, could well afford to do without
the up-to-date knowledge with which
the distinguished physician had pre
sented them.

At

the close,a lthough the hour was
a vote was taken as to
should have practical
whether
they
demonstrations
of Phrenology, and as
the audience expressed willingness to
remain the chairman called upon Miss
Fowler to make the examinations.
She said on rising she thought it would
be appropriate to call upon Dr. Banks
to. allow his character to be defined ac
cording to the principles of the science
which they were there to promulgate.
Thereupon Dr. Banks took a seat and

getting late,

Miss

Fowler

characteristics.

organization,

pointed out his salient
She spoke first of his
which she remarked had
designed by the Creator
in every respect a true
mentality as well as in

been grandly
for he was
nobleman in
physique, the head measurement being
above the average, which was accom
panied by a superior constitution. He
represented the Scotch ancestry in both

his equipment of body as well as of
mind. She said he had a well balanced
though the Mental and
temperament,
and
Vital i were largely accentuated
united favorably with the Motive ele
ments, and crowned by a large and ac
tive brain; height of stature; a well
The in
developed body, firm muscles.
dications of health marked him as a
man who had been particularly for
and he
tunate in his environments,
presented a fine example of the sub
A
ject he had under considers tion.
dyspeptic

doctor

cannot

now expect

(o

gain much

[March

popularity and Dr. Banks

was one who cliou'd cany not a little
personal influence with him into the
skk room.
He could inspire confid
ence and faith wherever he went, and
this was greatly in his favor.

His mentality showed that he had
'no rooms to let," and no striking de
fects to overcome.
He possessed a
quiet persistent energy, which was able
to carry more weight with it than the
bombastic enthusiasm of those who are
not able to manifest the scientific at
tainments that they
to
pretended
demonstrate.

He represented a man of exceptional
culture, insight into character, analy
tical power as a specialist; intuitional
capacity to understand and appreciate
the needs of people wno consulted him ;
sympathy in looking broadly into the
affairs of men and moral discernment
in adjusting matters of justice. Thus
on a Board of Works, or Board of
Health he should be of immense value
in deciding on technical matters.

His social qualities enabled him to
understand the needs of family life ;
hence he should be able to get in touch
with the requirements
of domestic
practice as a family physician.
Few men were able to combine in one
practice the work of a family physician
and that of a medical statician or medi
cal analyst, and it required a man of
marked ability and general scope of
mind to be able to do both. With his
of character
Dr.
comprehensiveness
Banks was just the man to fill such a
position.

Large Heads not Always the Best.
OLIVER B. TITUS WHO WEARS A SIZE iO HAT, THE
LARGEST WORN BY ANY MAN AROUND GREATER BOSTON
Has Puzzled Doctors. Medical Men Cannot Explain How He Has Out
lived Infancy. His Mental Faculties Clear.
Oliver B. Titus,
well known in
Charlestown and Somerville, without

doubt wears thel argest sized hat of
ni" man in greater Boston, if not in

1906.]
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Around
the United Statesa size 10.
the top his head measures exactly 30
inches.
His last hat, a soft felt, was
made to order by the Roxbury firm.
Leading Boston hatters say they
know of no other man who wears as
large a hat.
During the last few years the com
mon report has been that Mr. Titus
has willed his head at death to Harvard
Medical School for the purpose of med
ical inquiry relative to its abnormal
growth.
Many people believe the
rumor true, but Mr. Titus, while ad
mitting that he has made a will, em-

MR. OLIVEK B.' TITUS, OF SOMERVILLE. M ASS.
Drawn by F. Kock.
'

ft

X

t

'

piratically denies that he has done anything of the kind, or that he at present
has any idea of inserting such an inter"< esting provision in his will.
The medical fraternity, however, is
interested in the unusually large size
of his head, in view lx>f the fact that
he has lived to the age of 56 and re
tains his mental faculties to a remark
able degree.
Relative to the case a
•
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''Medical men familiar with the case
of Mr. Titus are unable to explain sat
isfactorily to themselves how it was
medically possible for him to outlive
erville says:
leading physician and surgeon in Somhis infancy.
It is probably a case of
the formation of water
hydrocephalus,
on the brain in early infancy, when the
child was two or three monthe old. In
most cases a child thus afflicted dies
long before it reaches its maturity."
During most of his life Mr. Titus
has enjoyed good health, although in
later years he has frequently been an
Up to last
noyed by sick headaches.
spring he was actively engaged in busi
ness as a clerk in the employ of his
brother, Frank A. Titus, who for the
past eight years has been engaged in
the real estate and insurance business
at 48 Broadway, East Somerville.
For three monthe last summer he
was treated at the Somerville Hospital
for a double hernia and since his dis
charge lie has not been as well as be
fore and consequently has for the time
being retired from active business life.
He was never married, and since the
death of his parents has made his home
with his brother, Frank, at 34 Flint
street, East Somerville.
Oliver B. Titus was born in Wolcott,
Vt., July 12, 1849, the son of Lyman
Titus and Ilvira Walbridge. When a
youth his parents removed to Charlestown, where he graduated
from the
Prescott grammar school in 1863, and
later attended the high chool for sev
eral months.
After leaving school he
was employed
for 33 years by his
brother Frank, who carried on the busi
ness of gas fitter and plumber, with a
The family lived
shop on Main street.
in Charlestown 41 years, and then re
moved to East Somerville.
Forwarded by Horace Eaton.

My heart! do not complain of the even
ing, for the morning comes after it; even
as sting and honey, and descent and ascent,
come together. — Hafiz.
(Ghazel 27.)
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Child Culture.
Maurice Warner,
By

J.

A

Boy Violinist.

A. Fowler.

651. — Maurice
the
Warner,
No.
young American boy, whose marvelous
playing on the violin has attracted the
attention of the greatest and best
musicians of the country, has an un
future before him in the
doubted
musical world.
He has a delicate but remarkable or
ganization in several respects, and one
cannot help but be attracted to his per
sonality and to his unconscious ability
in playing the violin at so young an

His brain takes the lead of his Motive
and Vital forces; hence his Mental
Temperament predominates.
We do
not mean to say by this that he is weak
in musclar strength, yet so intense is

age-

Being endowed by nature with a good
hold on life and alhtough delicately
constituted yet he has wonderful abil
ity to overcome fatigue and is able to
throw off disease and unfavorable en
vironments that might otherwise upset
his susceptible nature, were he not pos
sessed of large Vitativeness.
As he is old for his age, he shows
a remarkable amount of control and
power to hold his own, even to abstract
ing his attention from his surroundings
and concentrating his whole mind on
what he is doing. His quality of or
ganization is very exquisite, rendering
his touch much above the average, and
giving him innate ability to put feeling
It
and light and shade into his music.
is not surprising to find that he inherits
much of his talent from his mother,
who is a violinist, and from his grand
mother on his mother's side; hence he
is the third generation of fine violinists,
and his head indicates more than or
dinary capacity to live a long and active
life.
In his face is the indwelling of an
inspirational spirit capable of receiving
from the higher and holier influences of
life much that would be lost on an or
dinary mind, but which this lad can
take up and interpret in the right way.

C

0

fi rtf/(k.H

/ ?.£■

T

T* < ST.

No. 861.—MAURIC WARNER.

his mind that healmost

forgets that he
has a body, and it needs stimulating in
order to prevent him from losing sight
of it altogether.
he makes any men
tal effort he gives instinctively all the

If
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vitality at his command and on this ac
count few people will be aware of how
much he gives out in everything he

for he is earnest, conscientious
and does nothing by
executive
halves.

does,

and

S7

strong and he is a true artist in every
of the term.
He will know how
things should be adapted and properly
arranged,, and he should have a very
good sense of color, power to arrange
decorations, as well as combine shades
sense

MAURICE WARNER.

The intellectual and spiritual regions

of his brain claim most of his attention,
hence he will give his best interest, his
whole mind and energies to the work
that he performs.
The artistic taste in him is very

and hues in flowers, in drapery, in the
arangement of a garden, or flowers in
a

room.

The central faculties of his forehead
are strongly developed; hence he is an
analytical boy.
Things will not suit

S8
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him unless they are just right, for he
is a born critic in an artistic sense, and
discovers any error in his work, or even
in the work of others. He could act as
Thus
an expert or as a musical critic.
in literature and in art, as well as in
music, he will show a great deal of
technical ability as well as soul expres

[Marca

play better on this instrument- than
many would do on a fair superior one.
He has resourcefulness
of mind, and
in an emergency he will use it to ad
vantage.

He will be equal to many trying cir
cumstances and will show a cool ex■-terior when others are agitated, excited
■
and concerned;
He loses himself in his
sion.
work so that he has not much time to
Human Nature gives him intuitional
spend in useless fears, and in this re
power in music, and as he has a remark
able development of Time, Tune, Idealspect he is not like many persons of tal
and
ent and when he has any musical task
Benevolence
itl, Comparsino,
Intuition
in
to preform" he will forget his surround
will
use
his
he
Spirituality,
ings and become engrossed with his
arranging his work, and these qualities
work, and will almost forget that peo
will enable him to understand tones,
the light and shade of music and how
ple are listening- to his playing.
HIS
to produce certain effects and give cer
Spirituality will lift him above or
tain expression to the piece of music he
dinary circumstances and help him to
is playing.
catch many inspirations that will come
There is evidence of a remarkable
to him on the spur of the moment.
him
to
sus
and
this
will
help
memory
In technqiue he will show consider
tain his musical gifts, as well as assist
able individuality, and there are many
him in recalling names, incidents, facts
He will thus be able
and experiences.
things in music he will not need to be
to store his mind with the best litera
taught, for he will sense them himself
and add them to his musical education.
ture and will recall where he has read
The light and shade in his character
a certain thing that has interested him,
will show iteelf in his adaptability .of
and he will turn to the page of the book,
mind and his ability to change the cur
for the latter will impress itself upon
rent of his thought when the opportun
his mind the first time he reads a story,
a biography, or a bit of history.
ity offers. Thus he will see the humor
ous effect of a thing as well as the
There is more than one side to his
nature and he will be able to give him
pathos of another phase of his work.
He will approach the serious side of
self relaxation of mind by changing his
his work
with considerable
work from music to art or literature.
gravity.
Yet, on the other side, if he were asked
There are some persons who are solely
to play a humorous piece or a touching
and entirely bound up in one direction ;
ballad, he would enter into the spirit
that is not the case with this lad, for
of these different harmonics with
while music will be his prime interest in
He will thus be able
life, yet literature and art will also
genuine interest.
claim a share of his interest and at
to prevent himself from wearing out
in any one direction of his work. Patention.
HIS CONSTRUCT1VENESS. >
ganini was a great artist, but we have as
His constructive power is very pro
great a genius rising in the horizon to
take his place.
nounced.
It enables him to unite vari
ous thoughts and to invent contrivances
HIS ENERGY.
that will be for his own profit and
The energy that he wil show in his
We believe that if he were to
work will be surprising, and the larger
benefit.
lose his favorite fiddle through some
the task the better he will rise to the
unforscen accident he could improvise
occasion, for his strengtli will come
oen with a few materials at hand, and
along the line of his interest.

SPIRITUALITY

A

HIS

ND SCIENCE OF

VENERATION

The organ of Veneration will not al
low him to trifle with any subject that
he thinks to be sacred, or that calls out
his respect, and in this characteristic he
appears to have more than ordinary
of things.
sense of the appropriateness
and if
lad
is
a
conscientious
He
very
he promises to do a thing he carries out
He is old
his agreement to the letter.
for his age, and older in the manifest
ation of his character, in his thoughts,
and sympathies than the ordinary boy.
He seems the culmination of many
of talent, and just as
generations
Beecher was a concentration of many
preachers, and as John Quincy Adams,
Daniel Webster and others mark a
number of generations of growth and
ability, so he is a composite character
of musical
of several
generations
talent.

HIS TEACHERS
Maurice Warner is an American boy,
born in Fort Scott, Kansas, November
He inherits much of his
24th, 1895.
talent from his mother, who is a fine
violinist, and in her turn she inherited
Thus
her talent from her mother.
from two generations he has culled his
interest in the violin.
It was from
his mother that he received his first in
struction on his favorite instrument,
theviolin. He began studying when he
was four years old.
Later he studied
with the Wincenz Von-Rolla Macielinski, of Kansas City. At the age of six
from memory
years Maurice played
Concertos by Rode, Viotti, De Beriot,
and others.
In a letter written by Carl
Busch, the noted composer of Kansas
City, to the boy's first teacher, Macielinski in regard to his pupil, Mr. Busch
'In all my experience
have
says:
never seen a prodigy who could compare
with this little fellow and to think that
he is only six years old and already
plays such works as De Beriot's, Rodes."
This is considered the greatest feat
of memorizing ever known in the violin
world and his bow-arm is remarkable.

I
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Afterward he studied with Professor
E. Jacobsohn, of the Chicage Musical
and
the famous Jacobsohn
College,
After the death of Prof.
School.
Violin
Jacobsohn the boy studied with Michael
Banner, of New York City.
His playing in New York City and
S.

wherever he lias apeared has created a
sensation.
It is through the efforts of Mr. C.

Jerome Ehrlieh, of New York City,
Maurice's friend and adviser, that this
gifted boy is to be educated musically
by the greatest masters in the world.
As Mozart was to the piano and Han
del to the organ; as Shakespeare was
to poetry and Ericcssou to invention;
as Emerson was to epigramatic writing
and Franklin to statesmanship; as Irv
ing was to the drama and .Jenny Lind
was to song, so Maurice will create
around himself a halo of greatness in
the playing of the violin.
On March the 6th Maurice is to play
the following selections :
Fourth Grand Concerto, D. Minor,
Vieuxtemps ; Hejre-Kati, Hubay, at the
Hall of the American Institute of
Phrenology.
After this great prodigy is heard in
all of the large cities he will go into
retirement for some years, as the great
est masters in the world will be engaged
to teach the boy the finer arts of his
profession.

It will be remembered that last sum
mer Maurice played in the great audi
torium at Ocean Grove, N. J., before
an audience of over 10,000 persons, and
the boy was one of the greatest attrac
tions of the season.
He has appeared at many musicales
given by the "400" and is well known
in all musical circles.
The following
carefully prepared
family tree has been forwarded to us,
since we made our examination and
proves the foregoing remarks.
Maurice Warner's father was born in
Iola, Kansas.
His grandfather on his father's side
was born near Buffalo, N. Y.
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His grandmother on his father's side
born in Brown County, Ohio.
His great grandfather on his father's

was

side was of English
ents.

parents,

His great grandmother on his father's
side was of Scotch parents.
His great grandfather's father was
of American and Scotch parents.
His great grandfather's mother was
of American parents and descendants
of the "Mayflower."
Maurice's grand-parents were pioneer
settlers in the year 1857.
Maurice Warner's mother was born
in Coyville, Kansas.
His grandfather on his mother's side
was born in Ohio, and is now eighty

l

[March

years old.

His grandmother on his mother's side
was born in Arkansas; is quite old and
has musical talent.
His great grandfather on his mother's
side was of French parents.
His

on his
grandmother
great
side was of Welsh parents.
great grandfather's father was

mother's

His

of Irish parents.
His great grandfather's mother was
of German parents.
Maurice's two uncles on his mother's
side made their own violins and played
upon them, and have remarkable mem
ory musically.
Maurice's
brother
grandmother's
made his own violin also.

Prize Offers and Awards.
For February

the competition for an
of the most successful surgical
operation that has been performed on
the brain that the competitor has read
or seen performed has been
about
awarded to L. P. Henderson, Pa.
account

For March

the competition is for
description of the character
and work of the four men whose fore
heads and upper features, beards and
chins, which have been separated, ap
pear in the January number to which
we refer our readers, and we wish each
competitor to state whether he gathers
more of the real character from the
upper or the lower part of the face and
the

best

head.

For April

the competition is for the
on improving the Phreno
One month's entire
logical Journal.
contents table must be given, also the
names of suggested articles for other
numbers.
best ideas

For May

the competition is

for

the

best article on "How to Improve the
Memory and Cultivate Eventuality."
For June the competition is for the
best account of any Bibical incident

illustrating phrenology.
The last two subjects have been sug
gested by a competitor (Mr. George
Tester).
The prize winers will be given a
year's subscription to the Phrenological
Journal or one of the following books:
"Self Culture
and Perfection
of
Character," by 0. S. Fowler;
"A
Manual of Mental Science for Teachers
and Students,' by J. A. Fowler; "The
Principles of Physiology," by Andrew
Combe, M.D.; "Marriage,"
by L. N.
Fowler; "Memory and Intellectual Im
provement," by 0. S. Fowler; "Man
in Genesis and Geology," by Joseph P.
Thompson, D.D.
Competitions should be written on
one side of the paper only and in ink,
and sent in before or on the first of
each month.

I have been set free by God, I know His
commandments, henceforth no man can lead
me captive. — Epictetus.
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Benjamin Franklin.
A

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
is told of

Franklin

as
follows : Being born a Democrat he
abhored all forms of snobbishness.
On
his being sent to France in 1776 as a
Commissioner from America, he was
On
obliged to go before the Senate.
the morning of the opening of the ses
sion that was to hear him he appeared
in the ante-room in his well-known
plain clothing and without a wig. In
the midst of the wigged and powered
good story

DR. FRANKLIN

autocrats, dressed in all the spangled
glory of their age, he presented a rare
contrast.
One
of the lackeys ap
proached him just as he was entering
the Senate Chamber,
tapped him on
the shoulder and said:
"Excuse me, sir, but have you for
gotten your wig?"
'Maybe so," replied Franklin,' "but
I did not forget my head."
He was the only American who
united twenty-seven men in one.

IN PARIS.
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Homeward Bound*
An Enjoyable Holiday.

A summer holiday spent at that cen
tre of inspiration, Chautauqua, N. Y.,
then on to Jersey City, seeing great
and greater New York had given my
sister and myself a wholesome intellec
tual feast of good things. During a
five months' absence from home we had
seen and heard much to make us men
tally stronger and better for a number
of years to come.
We learned much that was valuable
but we thought the best and most use
ful knowledge was gained at the Phren
ological Institute located at 24 East
York City.
Better than fairy or genii is "The
Twenty-second street, New

Mother of Modem Phrenology," there
who possesses the gift of making people
know themselves as they are in reality
and not as they may appear to others,
or sometimes imagine themselves to be.
Comparatively few persons understand
the gift that is in them and are not
an enlightened knowledge of self and
A
using aright their best talents.
course taken in this Institute will give

of human nature in general.
When in
New York it will pay many fold to
visit this place and find out some inter
esting things about one's self.
of the numerous
The panorama
things seen and heard by us passed
temporarily into the background as we
One diffi
turned our faces homeward.
culty had presented itself, this was an
unlooked for illness of my sister mak
ing it impossible to return home within
the limited time of our excursion tick
ets.
The manager
of : the railroad
gained our gratitude for his kindness
in extending the time until we were
able to travel.
We gratefully apprecia
ted such an expression of great-heartedness and will always pleasantly re
member our ride over the N. Y. Central
and Michigan Southern and C. B. &
Q. railroads, the comfortable and hand

the magnificent scenery
cars,
the way, the kindly courtesy
shown us on the train and the contin
uous delights experienced on the trip.
A good night's sleep before starting
refreshed us in body and soul, making
our minds readily receptive to every en
joyment along the way. Early on the
morning of our journey we were awak
ened by the sound of a slamming shut
ter on our window as the wind whirled
around the corners of the house, ap
pearing to end up, with a flourish, the
small thunderstorm of the night.
arose and looked out.
There was a
glimmer of light in the eastern sky,
but overhead dark clouds hid the stars
and the rain pattered on the window
pane just like an April shower, al
though it was the tenth of December.
We dressed in our travelling suits, com
pleted the last night's packing, then
went down stairs, where our friend had
prepared a hot breakfast for us.
At 8 a. m. we were in the New York
Central depot, ready for the train. We
took the Empire Express, which is
called the fastest long-distance train in
the world.
Winding along the Hud
son we sped swiftly on to Albany, with
out a single stop along the way.
The coach in which we rode was re
as
markably clean and eomfortable,
warm as summer inside, and when we
began to see snow outside it appeared
like only a picture of winter with the
breath of a June day about us. Nearly
everyone has some idea of the charm
of the scenery along the Hudson with
its many charming retreats and places
of historic interest, and we kept our
eyes wide open to see all that we could.
Seated by a window
looked out and

some

along

I

I

glancing upward a surprise of beauty
from an unanticipated source broke on
my view. The rain of the night before
had freshened and brightened every
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thing even to the clouds that were now
breaking away and tumbling about.
the
sunshine
Suddenly
gleamed
through an opening, tinting all in the
great round dome of sky with exqui
site coloring.
I looked with delight at
the vast, beautiful picture.
In spots
the clearest, deepest blue of the heav
ens shone through black clouds which
The sun,
grew thin and scattered.
tipped with brightness, huge, highpiled masses of gray clouds, while near
the horizon were long streaks of light
blue and a lighter blue that merged
into a light green color. Higher up
there were deep purple clouds and
others tinged with a dark blue.
Such
varied colors with their many tints and
shades changing in panoramic view
above the earth were so absorbing and
full of a keen enjoyment to me that it
seemed for a little while as if my spirit
was up there, too, in that clear, pure
atmosphere, revelling with the rollick
ing clouds.
Dropping my gaze to the earth the
Catskills came in view. A purple mist
overhung their rounded tops and a
white covering of snow lay on their
sides.

I

It

appeared

Resolved

will

be

:

sombre and dream

I

my natural self

be it always, then
will appear at my best. —
I will control myself then,
will influence and control others

I

I

I

see

the

peeple. —

bad

come to me. —

people

I

I will give the best, then
will get the best. —
I will have in my mind only

One aim at one time, then
will learn the first requisite of

I
I
I

whatsoever,

then

will be healthy and happy. —
I will do for others, then
will forget self and learn that

more than meat." —
have faith in myself
And not in fate, then
will be self confident and
will Succeed.

I

will

I

in

tellect— concentration. —
will be moderate in everything

"Life is

qualities in

will be hopeful, then
will be optimistic, and

from everyone,
But give advice to no one, then
I will keep in harmony and out of
trouble. —

I

—

I will piit others at ease
By knowing what not to say. —
I will be kind, then
I will make and keep friends. —
I will look for the good, then
won't

I

WILL; OR THE ORGAN OF FIRMNESS.
I will take advice

Always for their best good. —
will cultivate repose, then
I will have strength and power.
I will be tactful, then

I

like, away off there, and I didn't won
der that Rip Van Winkle took his long,
restful sleep in a region like that.
Arriving in Albany at 11 a. m., we
had twenty mniutes for lunch. From
here we turned westward, running be
side the Mohawk River, in which broken
slabs of ice mingled with the rushing
waters.
Comfortable
looking farm
houses and leafless apple orchards were
scattered along our way in the Mohawk
At 5 p. m. we arrived in Buf
valley.
falo, where we waited three hours for
the fast mail to take us to Chicago,
which we reached after a restful night
in the car, at eight o'clock in the morn
ing. An hour's delay here then on a
fast train we skimmed over the Illinois
prairies a distance of nearly one hun
dred and eighty miles, reaching our
destination at one o'clock in the after
noon.
One mile's drive in a hack and
we stood once more on our own door
had
step. Through the open window
caught sight of the dearest woman in
She opened the
the world, my mother.
door to receive us, and in the gladness
of welcome I said, "It pays to go away
on a long visit just for the happiness
one feels in getting home again."

Sara M. Biddle.

And try to

I

$3

will

—
I
— From Naturopath.
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A

Conclusion About Gravitation.

SUPPLEMENT TO "ELECTRONS
these

is

it

a

is

a

a

it

a

is

as an unenergized corpus
caused in them will
be spiral, according to their construc
tion. Place them in
bag in contact
and shake.
They will immediately
form into solid ball, all hooked spiral
The more shaken
into one another.
This
the more compact they become.
ball may be called an atom of cork
The more cor
screwing
corpuscles.
force, orpuscles the more whirling
the whole law of at
This
weight.
traction and of the building up of the
Now imagine the whole field of
atom.
the luminiferous ether to be myriads
be regarded

Any motion

a

a

cle.

is

of these electrified little spiral corpus
cles in motion. They take all physical
sim
matter with them. Gravitation
ply the propulsion of an etheric wind.
is

is

is

is

it

is

is

is

:

is

is

is

is

unatomized

ly

a

is

universal ether which
matter and the parent of
all physical matter."
"The motion of ether
electricity."
"Matter
electricity."
"An atom
made up of hundreds
of corpuscles."
"Electric and magnetic
currents
move spirally."
Upon these concrete premises the
mind
naturally led into the follow
about
gravitation —
ing conclusions
The
attraction — cohesion — weight
ceaseless spiral motion of this ether,
which
as material as water or wind,
and which motion
called the energy
of nature, in all atoms and out of them,
pulls everything together, by mutual
corkscrew appliance.
The magnet and
the armature are involved in these
counter corkscrew currents of irresisti
"at
ble substance.
The armature
tracted" by the operation of the spiral
current of thereal substance behind the
as muscle pushes
armature, pushing
All nature, from corpuscle
any weight.
thus hugging and gripping
to sun,
itself by this spiral intertwining; all
filled with this swirling spiral
space
and
corkscrewing grip. This
energy
the spirit of God.
Atoms and their
products are coagulated (or crystalized)
bits of this living ether and are carried
along in its mighty flood. This energy,

The truest wisdom is a resolute de
termination. — Napoleon
The one serviceable, safe, certain, re
munerative, attainable quality in every
study and pursuit is the quality of at
tention. — Charles Dickens.
NeTer don't do nothin' which isn't your
fort, for ef you do you'll find yourself
splashin' around in the kanawl, figura
tively speakin*. — Artemus Ward.

I.

is

or motion,
the immanence of God's
relaxed an instant, would
will, which,
let all things dissolve into darkness and
void as in the beginning. Gravitation
no more of
mystery than wind
sail, for
simply the me
upon
chanical power of
moving substance
involving the object moved. The only
in the original force.
mystery
The mind can be somewhat helped
in this suggestion by the following sim
Take
spiral steel
ple illustration:
spring about two feet long and one-half
until the
inch in diameter; stretch
coils separate enough to cut the spring
into little sections of two or three coils.
Each of those hundred little coils may
is

established

if

Science has already
several canons:

"There

AND THE RESUKECTION/

By William Hemstreet.
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Thought is health; thought is achievement; thought is success.
Thought is the preparative process by means of which one comes to be able to
— Lilian Whiting.
take advantage of opportunity.

THE STUDY OP CHAKACTER
It

FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.
has been stated

by some persons

not know sufficiently of the
business of reading character from pho
who

do

tographs

that this work cannot

be done

satisfactorily.
From long experience and the testi
monials we have repeatedly received,

to the head, which

pert to

see the

will

enable the ex

full outline of

the front,

erafot m

op, and back andnphreshowb
top, back and side regions.

This work is

more and
becoming
interesting and more and more
important, but we wish to add to its

more

we wish to inform all inquirers on this

during the present year and
hundreds
who have not previously
help
thought of this means of studying

subject that the work can be done cred

character.

potency

itably and without prejudice or error
in such a satisfactory way that all can
afford to give it a trial when they are
unable to present themselves for a
phrenological

examination

in

Many persons are anxious to know more
the peculiarities and traits of

parents wish to know
about the capabilities of their children ;
sweethearts are anxious to know about
friends;

the dispositions of their intended part
ners.
couple

The People's Registry Co. puts oat
facts:

the following

"We furnish

What is easier than to have a
of portraits taken (a front and

side view) with the hair brushed close

the following:

$1,00 for loss of life.

person.

about

their

STRONG FACTS.

$1,000

or

for

loss

of both

hands,

feet

eyes.

$1,000 for loss of one hand and foot.
$250 for loss of one eye.
$5 per week non-fatal injuries.

if struck, or
run
over
knocked down, or
by a com
mon carrier.
$500 for loss of life if burned by fire
$500

for

loss

of life
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cr suffocated by smoke in a burning
dwelling house, store or license hotel,
or theatre.

If

the life, limbs, eyes, etc., are worth

the above price we would like to com

facul

of the following
ties with them:
pare

the loss

students

by

its magic

and scientific methods

•'Know thyself

The loss of Conscientiousness,

$5,-

for the

loss of such valuable mental qualities,

is the ever helpful

Reason, Energy, Mem

by

do not know ourselves

we cannot make

proper improvement. Some people do
not know that they have lost their Con
science, Reason,

Memory and Will, and

do not try to redeem them.

ory, and Will.
What will bring back these priceless

blind to their own defects.

qualities ?
We can recommend

see

insurance companies

potency

to do the same

knowing ourselves we are
able to cultivate and restrain the pow
ers that are weak or abnormal. If we

000.

as a Conscience,

other

motto;

The loss of Memory, $3,000.
The loss of Energy, $4,000.

are small percentages

the loss.
The study of Phren
from
reliable
sources has restored
ology
to a person these elements of character,
and we believe it can help thousands of

deem

again.

The loss of Causality, $1,000.
The loss of Will, $2,000.

These

[March

certain mental

who can help re

They are

Put

a men

tal looking glass before them and they
themselves

as

others

them.

see

What

is this mental looking
Phrenology.

glass?

CHARACTER SKETCHES IN THE PAPERS.
The Face and Its Fortune, or the Law of Contrast in Relation
ing in Love.

to

Fall

By George Meyers.
The above is the title of an inter
esting article in the Strand Magazine
for February, 1905.

The article is

lustrated

throughout

with

made

Miss

Woodward,

by

Alice

il

sketches
an

GREELY AND THE FARM.
Great Editor a Lover of the Soil All
His Life.

"I would have been a farmer, had any
science of farming been
known to those
among whom my early boyhood was passed,"
Horace Greely wrote in 1868.
"Farming, as
understood
and practised
by those among

artist
drawn

in black and white,
the

illustrations

who

has

admirably,

of the sketches being taken by
permission from theLady's Pictorial."
A similar article appears in our
last number by Mr. Otto Hatry.
many

whom I grew up, was a work for oxen ; and
for men the life of an ox had no charms."
And, in temperament, Horace Greeley was a
farmer all his life.
He was born on a poor
little farm in New Hampshire, and his child
hood experiences of the vocation were those
of terribly hard work, and a meager living
as its reward.
It is no wonder that printing
seemed
more promising to him. — Mr. Oliver
Rronson Capen in "Country Life in Amer

ica."
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ANSWEKS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Brooklyn. — In answer to your
many of the mental attributes,

Grace,
^juery as to what mental habits, emo
tions, passions and affections have a
favorable influence on the female sing
ing voice, and those which have an un
favorable influence, we would say that
in regard to the lirst, a person should

guard well her thoughts, being sure to
cultivate the purest, most exalted and
highest mental conditions, and control
the emotions so as to know how to use
them when expressing the voice in sing
ing. We heard a fine female voice once
-sing in a church choir, but she did not
know how to control her emotion,
which was the greatest defect that she
had.
Love, amiability, gentleness, are
all requisites to give attractiveness, but
energy,

executiveness,

force,

courage,

precision, are also necessary to make
the voice harmonious and to enable the
singer to make a favorable impresssion
A lack of concen
upon her audience.
tration has an unfavorable influence,
also a want of energy, precision, definiteness, courage and sympathy.
Emo
tion, then, expresses itself through

and we

would advise you to study the defini
tion of the Phrenological organs in
order to be able to add power to your
own singing voice.

E. S. Sloane, Brooklyn. — In reply
to your query concerning delicate cheek
bones and the facial arches and how
persons differ from them who have
In the first
large broad cheek bones.
case a person is weak, undecided, vacil
lating and inclined to lean upon others
when they have small cheek bones;
while in the latter case, those who have
broad prominent cheek bones have the
Motive Temperament and are positive
hard hearted,
sometimes
enduring,
cruel and revengeful, when they accom
and
DeCombativeness
pany
large
structiveness.
Wlien broad cheek bones
accompany large Benevolence and keen
sympathies they help a nurse to be en
Every
during, constant and efficient.
one should have a good supply of the
facial arches, especially executive men
and women.

NEW SUI
it,

a

a

secured.

809.— H. W., Sargent, Neb.
strong Motive Tempera
ment which gives you energy, executive
power and pluck to carry out your
work. It would not do for you to sit
in an office all day. You will be weary
of your work before the month
over.
Some executive business will suit you
wholesale house
better, connected with
or in
hardware business, for in the
a

is

have

a

No.

You

a

has had time to reason them away. Her
are strong, and she has a
on life, probably coming
from a long-lived family.
is
She
"helped by a word of praise and if mar
ried her husband should remember this.
She is energetic, tactful, and should be
a good manager of a home or school.
The photograph of the gentleman
indicates that he is a practical observer.
He is quite energetic, thoughtful and
The dimple in the chin
•systematic.
indicates that he will appreciate the
sympathies
good hold

attention of Ins friends and will do
or secure their good
He must cultivate Eventu
opinion.
ality or verbal memory of names and
dates, as he will need this faculty to
He will appear
help him in his work.
to
married man
good advantage as
settled down in the right envoronments, and we trust that these will be
much to arouse

if

No. 808. — K. C, Owatonna, Minn.
The photograph of the lady indicates
a strong fusion of the iVtal Tempera
ment, but she must cultivate more
Hope. She is too much influenced by
her emotional nature, and therefore
fears loom up in her mind before she
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latter you would be able to use your
ingenuity to some purpose, especially

if

you

have machines

to sell and

are

called upon to set them up. You would
make a very good traveling salesman,
and you will enjoy seeing many new

people

If

[March

every day.

you will give some time to the
study of Phrenology you will be fortu
nate in the selection of your friends
and acquaintances, if you will allow it
to guide you in your choice.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS AEE DOING.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
perial Buildings, Ludgate
The American Institute of Phrenolo
will hold its fifth monthly meeting
of the season on Tuesday evening,
March 6th, when E. B. Foote, M. D.,
will lecture on "Health and Character ;
How United."
All' our friends and
who have read Dr. Foote's
readers
writings will, we are sure, be interested
to attend this meeting.
Phrenological demonstrations by the
Vice-President will be given at the
of the meeting, which
commencement
will be followed by some violin solos
to be given by the promising young
boy violinist, Maurice Warner, known
gy

to Ocean Grove audiences and
select "At Homes" given by the

Hundred" in New York
programme on

the

will

Fourth

Grand Concerto,

be as

mentioned

above

evening

follows

some

"Four
His
City.

:

D Minor,
Vieuxtemps

Chopin
(a) "Nocturne"
- Hubay
Kati"
"Hejre
(6)
The Chair will be taken by the Pres
ident, Rev. Thomas A. Hyde.
Miss J. A. Fowler receives callers
for Phrenological examinations daily

at 25 East Twenty-second street, and
is open to receive a few invitations to
speak at "At Homes," or "House Par
ties" during the coming months.
Mr. Owen Williams, Phrenologist
and Lecturer, is agent for the Phreno
logical Journal and all of Fowler &
Wells' publications, care Fowler &
Wells Co., 24 East Twenty-second
street.

Mr. D. T. Eliott gives daily Phreno
logical examinations and holds classes
at the Fowler Institute rooms, 4 Im

don,

Dr.

E. C.

Alexander

is

Circus, Lon

still lecturing in

Canada.
Mr. Geo. Cozens is located

in North
Dakota, doing Phrenological work.
Mr. Fitzgerald is busy with Phreno
logical examinations, etc., in Chicago.
Mr. Allen Haddock, the pioneer
Phrenologist has his time more than
full with Phrenological and editing
work.
Mr. M. Tope gives his whole time to
Phrenological work in Bowerston, 0.
He is the editor and publisher of the
Phrenological Era, a journal on Hu
man Science.
(35 cents a year.)
Mr. H. W. Richardson, LL. D., is
examining and lecturing at Bowling
Green, Ohio, and is assistant editor of
the Phrenological Era.
We have recently heard from Mrs.
S. R. Capen, of Philadelphia, and are
glad to know that she contemplates
writing many of her observations on
We trust to hear
Phrenological lines.
often from her.
Mr. V. F. Cooper, of Lind, Wash
ington, Mr. P. F. Fanigan, of Provi
dence, R. I., and Mr. C. A Tyndall,
of Des Moines, Iowa, have been doing
work of
considerable
Phrenological
late, and
charts

have

sent

large

orders

for

Mr. C. B. Manning is making Phren
ological examinations and lecturing on
the sub ject at Exeter, New Hampshire.
Mr. Youngquist is doing satisfactory
work in Stockholm, Sweden, where he
is lecturing on Phrenology and giving
Phrenological examinations. We wish
him every success in his Phrenological
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efforts.

Mr. Wm. McLuen, of Perry, Iowa,
is engaged in Phrenological work.
Mr. H. W. Smith, of Calvert, Kan
sas, is engaged in Phrenological work.
H. H. Hinman has been doing some
Phrenological work in Hillsboro, Tex
as.
We are glad he is keeping up his
interest in the subject.

MISS FOWLEK'S TALKS.
Miss Fowler's Talks during Janu

ary have been upon "The Psychology
•of Childhood,' and have been adapted
to the needs of parents and teachers in
guiding the "Tempers," in directing
the "Studies," in developing the "Tal
ents," in encouraging the "Recreations," and in fostering the right
"Habits" of the young.
On the first morning Mrs. Hastie,
of Pasadena, California, was her guest
of honor. On the 10th the Rev. An
toinette Brown Blackwell and Mr.
Owen H. Williams were the guests of
honor, and gave some valuable remin
iscences of their experiences
in the
bringing up of their children. On Jan
uary mh Mrs. C. G. Miller, Mrs. H.
E. Fox, Mrs. R. C. Penfield were guests
of honor. On January 24th Mrs. E.
M. Ferris, Mrs. Sarah R. Lloyd, Mr.
G. W. Grimm were guests of honor.
On January 31st, Mrs. Dye, Miss J. G.
Miss
were
Lange,
Agnes Tierney
guests of honor, and all made a few
remarks bearing upon the subject un
der discussion.
At the last named lec
ture Miss Fowler examined the head
of a little boy, demonstrating 7nany
facts that presented themselves to her
notice.
She used the blackboard to
present many of her ideas in tabulated
form, bearing upon the faculties and
the measurements of children.

FEBRUARY TALKS.

The February Talks were held on
the

_

7th,

14th,

21st,

and 28th.

The

topics were "Character in the Face."
She illustrated her talks by showing

various classes of Noses, Eyes, Ears,
and Chins, and point out at each meet
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ing the characteristics that were
found in each class of face. The Talks
are

open

to

ladies

and

gentlemen.

Among the gentlemen present have
been Mr. John Drew, Mr. Blauvelt,
Mr. Muhlebach, Mr. John C. Hastie,
Mr. G. W. Grimm and r. Owen Will
iams.
Among the ladies who have
been present are Mrs. Caroline Munch,

Mrs.

Coffin, Miss

Alice

Drew,

Miss

M. C. Hammann, Mrs. Carpenter, Mrs.
A. Johnson, Mrs. S. R. Lord, and Mrs.
Henry F. Kiddle, Mrs. E. Glanzmann.

THE FOAVLER INSTITUTE
LONDON, ENGLAND.

The Fowler Institute held its usual
monthly students' meeting at Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E.
C, under the able Presidency of Mr.
D. T. Elliott. Discussions of a highly
to
character
beneficial
pertaining
the
the
order
of
were
pro
Phrenology
gramme.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

At their January meeting,* in Lon
don, Eng., the British Phrenological
Society discussed the subject of ''Wom
an, Her Brain, Mental Capacity, and

Character."

The points brought out

were that woman is not inferior to
man.
She is only dissimilar, and a
sensible woman has no desire to be
When her intellect was de
like man.
veloped by education, and she excited
her powers to the utmost, she could
The emo
equal and even excel man.
tional side of the nature of many wom
en was being put into the background
by the increased development of their
reason and self-control, and by their
living an outdoor life. They were, for
instance, as a sex less subject to hys

teria than their great grandmothers
used to be. The danger was that wom
en should starve their hearts or emo
tions by nourishing their intellects too
much, and so become incapable of love,
the women
whom men most
and
wanted for wives, were restful, happy
women.
The advice given to omen by
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Dr. Hollander

as, don't starve your
Be womanly. Let your emo
tions develop freely. A woman's na
She
ture longs for companionship.
must have someone to talk to.
In times of trouble no amount of
work can make a woman ill. A man
in love is in a hurry ; he rushes through
all the stages of emotion as if he wanteo.
to have done with them. Woman wants
to linger on each step.
The man who
is really in love will glory in submit
ting to the demands of the woman he
loves, and will be as patient as a bi£
Man may take the
dog with children.
lead, but it the woman who guides.
A number of the members took part

hearts.

in

the discussion.

EIGHTY-ONE YEARS YOUNG.

Mr. Abraham Barnes is eighty-one
years young, -and has been a subscriber
for many years of the Phrenolog
ical Journal, and writes to know
how many subscribers we have who are
Will our octogenarian
eighty-one.
friends kindly let us know their ages,
that we may gratify our own curios
ity, as well as answer this query? We
trust that our friend will live to be a
hundred.

He writes

a good

letter for

has age.

Mrs. C. Leigh Hunt, the wife of
Joseph Wallace, is the author of a
work, "Physianthropy ; or the Home
Cure and Eradication of Disease." and
she is the editor of "The Herald of
Health," a monthly magazine devoted
to bringing about "The Physical Re
generation of Man" by means of edu
cating its readers in such ways of
living as will enable them to cure, erad
icate, and prevent disease, and at the
same time maintain and develop the
highest possible standard of health.

THE KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZA
TION BUREAU, ENGLAND.
The spiritual division is put first as
being the most important of all ; but it
is related at all points, by means of the

bureaus which the society
in the work of classifying
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will employ

and organ
izing knowledge and action, to all the
other divisions; for it is recognized
that the Intellectual, Moral, Esthetic,
and Emotional faculties and functions
each and all largely depend for their
health and effective action or expres
sion upon the health and effectiveness
of all these other divisions of the indi
vidual or of the body social and politic.
While the aims of the society go be
yond the aims of Phrenology in attach
ing more importance to the functional,
structural, and sexual sides of the in
dividual, they yet include the taking
advantage of all the results established
The society as a body
by Phrenology.
is not committed to a belief in Phre
nology; but as it seeks to organizeit must take account of
knowledge,
that science. While most of the mem
bers are more directly and keenly in
terested in psychology
than in Phre
nology, all have a sufficient apprecia
tion of the value and the actual
achievements of Phrenology to wish tosee its results recorded, and both these
and its methods tested.
An experimental chart for recording

measurements as to the fitness, etc., of
the organs, faculties, etc., of the indi
vidual has been designed.
The divi
sions and terms for the spiritual sec

tions

of

this

may readily

be

those-

and when
adopted by Phrenologists;
the society has got properly set to work
(it is only a few weeks old) charts will

worked out in detail from thePhrenological point of view.
The purpose of this chart is to aid
in the analysis of the whole nature of
the individual.
It is believed that as
all the various sciences which bear
upon the structure, faculties, func
tions, and general life of the individ
ual are perfected in their methods,
made more delicate
and reliable in
their measurement or their analysis, it
will become increasingly possible — itsadvisability is beyond dispute— to erect
a chart of the individual
which will
show his relative fitness for life in gen
be
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for any particular pursuit.
Such a chart, made early enough in
the life of the indiv idual, and corrected
from time to time by comparison with
would
his growth or degeneration,
trace, as it were, the evolution of the
individual, and be no small aid to the
•effecting of a higher development.
The society has no dogmas beyond
1he sound one that the knowledge and
action of the present day require to be
The claims and the actual
•organized.
results of Phrenology would therefore
recorded, and their
be as impartially
intellectual value and their social ap
plication as impartially tested, as those
•of any other department of thought.
eral

or
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It

is obvious, then, that there is here
for the Phrenologist. There are
many difficulties to be overcome before

a field

the end desired

is reached,

many

ex

periments must be made, and lessons
of failure be learned ungrudgingly.
The Phrenologist is a specialist in the
reading — or, say, in the measurement
— of the mental faculties; and as the
organization of knowledge, which, as
has already been stated, is one of the
main aims of the society, is largely but
the organization of isolated specialisms
to a common end, the theories and the
claims and the practice of Phrenology
fall within its purview, and there is
thus room in its membership for the

Phrenologist himself.

BOOKS.

ON THE PKESS.
Aso-Neith W. Cochran is about to
publish a book on the "System of Num
bers and Letters, and Their Relation
The applica
to the Individual Life.'
tion of this science will help one to
adjust the affairs of life, both physical
and material, the physical by knowing
the number of the life vibration, mak
ing it possible to understand and be
come master of the law; in the material
SUNSHINE
A laugh

is just like sunshine,
It freshens all the day,
It tips the peaks of life with light,
And drives the clouds away
The soul grows glad that hears it,
And feels its courage strong —
A laugh is just like sunshine
For cheering folks along!

the business life harmon
iously through establishing the vibra
tion of the key number of the life,
thus attracting prosperity and health.
The book will also contain three or
four plates of the geometrical signs
and colors corresponding to the num
bers and letters in the system.
One
chapter will be upon the naming of
children and the giving of them of a
and
proper corner-stone,
key-stone
Another
cap-stone in their "names.
chapter will be on diseases and their
diagnosis through number and color
vibration.
The book will be neatly
bound in cloth and will be sold by sub
scription. Price $2.00, and can be or
dered of the Fowler & Wells Co., where
subscription blanks can be obtained, or
at 415 West One Hundred and Fif
teenth Street, New York City.
by adjusting

AND

MUSIC.
A laugh is just like music,
It lingers in the neart,
And where its melody is heard
The ins of life depart;
And happy thoughts come crowding
Its joyful notes to greet —
A laugh is just like music
tor. Malting- 'livjrj£ sweet!
'
"
-

*-.

"How to Teach Vocal Music." The
Teacher's Electric Manual and Course
of Study in ocal Music, for Public
By Prof. Alfred
Schools and Classes.
Andrews. Price 50 cents.
"Nature's Household Remedies" ; for
the prevalent disorders of the Human
By Felix L. Oswald, M.D.
Organism.
Price $1.00.
229 pages.

•— .tfiDley D. Saunders.
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REPORT OF THE AMERICAN

INSTITUTE OF

At

upon. The speaker said the
responsibility of this republic's per
petuation depended upon the patriotism
and zeal of each citizen. He spoke of
the lesson of the greatest of all re
formers,
namely Patrick Henry, and
our national longevity as a republic will
be assured by a return to the teachings
and emulation of the lives of such men
as Patrick Henry, and a birth of a new
idealism fashioned on the old.
In short, the speaker contrasted our
own great republic in its conception
and founding with the first French re
public, bora in the blood of awful atro
cities and with leaders like Voltaire and
While our republic was
Robespierre.
founded not on anarchy, but on just
laws, grounded in Christian ethics and
by statesmen and patriots, as Washing
ton, Franklin, Jefferson, Adams, Ham
ilton and Patrick Henry.
Mr. Benadict Lust explained the
new aims of Naturopathy and gave his
hearers a fine dissertation on the prin
He
ciples of Father Kneipp's system.
said that :

of the Am
of Phrenology, Feb.
Cth, when Mr. Benedict Lust gave his
address on "The Kneipp System or the
New Claims of Naturopathy,"
Mr.
Dudley Field Malone, gave an appreication of Patrick Henry. He spoke of the
batter's boyhood,
his common school
education, his early marriage at eigh
teen, his fondness for music and pleas
ure.
As a young man he was generally
esteemed lazy.
His mind and powers
explained his seeming laziness. He was
a dreamer.
But he had ability to grasp
and formulate broad principles.
He
was always impatient of dry details and
gloried in systhesis, but avoided the
His
drudgery of concentrated analysis.
was the mind of a great orator and
His, we are told, was a great
poet.
soul.
He glowed with love of God, of
country and of man. The proper study
of mankind is man.
erican

the February meeting

Institute

We were shown how he had business

failures, how he was passed in law be
cause of hjs native talent, of how he
became a powerful pleader, and of Jef
ferson's tribute to him. In politics he
leaned
toward the conservatism
of
Washington and Hamilton rather than
the radical democracy of Jefferson.
The latter called him "the greatest
orator of any age."
He was the first to give public utter
ance in America to colonists' claim of
"Vested Rights," and was one of the

first great American political reformers,
and the first to formulate, enumerate
and emphasize
the doctrine of the
sovernity of the states "State Rights."
We learned that Patrick Henry was a
man of courage which was proved by
his great speech in the hostile Assembly
of Burgesse.
Patrick Henry was not only a man of
but one of zeal and a real re
former a statesman of consummate
wisdom, an orator of surpassing el
oquence, a patriot of purest motives.
The value of his life to.us fo-day was
courage,

PHRENOLOGY.

enlarged

"In no branch of science have such
great changes in the views of compe
tent students lately taken place as in
that of healing. While for centuries,
with the increasing development
of
chemistry only medicines were used in
order to give relief to the sick organ
ism, and the number of remedies sup
posed to cause recovery were unlimited,
a reaction seems now to be taking place
which aims to lead the healing science
into those channels which Nature itself
offers to mankind, using those means
as healing agencies
which are most
suitable for the body.
we look back
to the history of medical science as
practised in oldon times, we find that
the observation of the elements of Na
ture and their effects on man early
taught him to use them as remedies
for sickness.
Fresh water, therapeutic
herbs and healthy fresh air formed the
principal factors which were used to

If
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help relieve sickness and to keep health.
With the development of chemistry
as a science and the discovery of the

effects of chemical ingredientsjin the
human body, people began to make use
of them and this has brought medical
science to its present stage, with its socalled remedies for the relief of sick
ness.
The unreliability of many of
these remedies, and their destructive
effect on the organism, however, at last
startled experienced practitioners who
then formulated a new healing science
which, in opposition to the generally
called allopathic science, was named
While the allopaths tried
homeopathy.
to directly affect the disease by putt
ing into the organism remedies w hich
an opposite effect, the homeo
act
against the diseases with such
paths
means as cause an action similar to
To ensure the entire ab
the disease.
sorption of the substance and a bene
ficial effect from the remedy, which of
ten acts only in its very minutest par
ticle, the homeopathists prescribe it in
caused

minimum

doses.

An entirely different

course from
either of these is followed in relieving
sickness by Naturopathy.
All the pois
ons of which the allopathic and homeo
consist
are
pathic medicines
mostly
discarded, and it follows the principle,
that Nature, in its numerous forms,
offers better and more effective re
The real and true Natural
sources.
treatment therefore is founded on the

103

observation
of the powers of Nature,
and the utilizing of their effects. All
that has afforded benefit at all ages and
to all nations is condensed in this sci
ence and offered to suffering mankind.
The new natural treatment should not
be confused
with the one-sided argu
ment of an extreme and the expecta
tion of all relief from one principle.
The true Naturopath is not so narrowminded, and every one who has ever
had an insight into the epoch-making
work Bilz on "The New Natural Treat
ment" (das Neue Naturheilverfahren)
— which has been distributed in hun
dreds of thousands of copies all over
the world, will find that it does not rep
resent a one-sided standpoint, but the
only right principle "to take the good
wherever it comes from."
In reading
that book this will become apparent.
Naturopathy is no quackery.
It is
no scientific problem failing to meet
with success, as all who have practiced
it would be willing to admit, and the
successes gained
by Father Kneipp
Priessnitz, and other representatives of
this method, have not only put Natu
ropathy on a high plane, but have se
en red followers and friends for it all
over the world. He hoped the day was
not far distant when those physicians
would turn to it who to-day are still

against it or impartial, as a reasoning
man cannot but be convinced
of its
merits when the facts are proved to his
satisfaction.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE.
At the Fowler Institute of January
31st Mr. Huntly Carter of the British
Hospital for Mental Disorders, and
the Knowledge Organization Bureau,
England, lectured on the science of in
dividual character considered as the
basis of Sociology.
He pointed to the
need of a Sociological Observatory and
Labtaory ofr the correlation of the
human sciences, so that individual
character could be thoroughly observed
and recorded by the chemist, biologist,
physician, phrenologist, and psycho-

logist working independently and to
By no other means could a
proper study of character and tempera
ment be made, and in no other way
could sociology as the science of society
be founded.
He demonstrated
how
definite results might be obtained from
this proposed science of character by
means of an Autometer, or series of
charts drawn upon the lines of the
whole man and analysing, measuring
and recording all £he individual char
acters of the irrdiyitlual.
This Auto

gether.
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would give the Phrenologist the
of the observations, and re
cords of specialist working in other
fields of investigation while leaving
him free to devote himself exclusively
to his own sphere, and would be
advance
in comparative
a
further
methods and notations of character.
The lecture was greatly appreciated
and called forth an interesting discus
sion. Mr. Carter very ably replied to
several questions put to him and was
heartily thanked for his instinctive
meter

advantage

paper.

The lecture will appear in an early
number of the Journal.

PHRENOLOGY IN BELFAST.
In the month of November last

a

well organized bazaar was held in Bel
fast, in which Mr. P. J. Dawson took
an active part and secured the services
of Mr. J. W. Taylor to give Phreno
logical readings, these were highly ap
the large
number of
preciated by
clients who consulted Mr. Taylor.
We are glad to note that the work
of such an enthusiastic student of
Phrenology as Mr. P. J. Dawson is
bearing good fruit, and we hope
through his instrumentality a wider
interest in Phrenology as a practical
science will be the result.
WHAT DID I HEAR YOU SAY?
What did I hear you say, little bird?
What did I hear you say?
"My cheery chirp is never heard,
Save in a sweet, thankful lay."
What did I hear you say, fair flower?
What did I hear you say?
"I send forth my fragrance every hour
And render the dull earth gay."
What did I hear you say, green tree?
What did I hear you say?
"I spread out my branches fearless and fre«
So all that can shelter may."
What did I hear you say, bright sun?
What did I hear you say?
"I find food and raiment for every one
And chase the dim darkness away."
And, what have you to say, oh, man?
Ah! what have you to say?
Are you the only selfish one
That travels this earthly w>y.?
> --;0"Kobg£ Tester.

[Muivh

To grow straight in the strength of thy
spirit, and live out thy life as the light.
— Swinburne.
God created us, not to contemplate,
but
to act.
He created us in His own image, ami He
is Thought and Action, or rather in Him
there is no thought which is not simulta
neous Action. — Joseph Mazzini.

Rarely promise: But,
stantly perform. — William

tury).

if Lawful, con
Penn (17th Cen

The Universe is a thought
Universe therefore is also One.
All things spring from God. Man is the
noblest of created things.
God has given
to man more of His own nature than to tha
God

of God

others.

is One.

; the

— Dante.

Let each man direct himself first to what
is proper, then let him teach others; thus a
wise
man
not suffer. — Sayings of
may

Buddha.

A test of life is that others are helped,
or comforted by the
cheered, strengthened,
things in us which are beautiful, good, and
lovable.
To live is to love, for Love is God's
very nature. Love destroys selfishness, the
root of every evil quality. — E. P. B.
Whether you be men or women, you will
never do anything in the world without
It is the greatest quality of the
courage.
mind — next to honor. — John Lane Allen
(Choir Invisible)

.

Forward, forward let us range,
Let the great world spin forever down the
ringing grooves of change.

I see the crescent promise of my spirit
hath not set.
Ancient founts of inspiration well thro' all

0,

my fancy yet.
— Tennyson

(Locksley Hall

).

On that day when all qualities shall re
ceive their recompense,
Thy worth shall be in proportion to thy
wisdom,
Strive after good qualities. . . .

— Omar Khay'yam.

"There is nothing better than to master
anger." This is a wise saying, for pain fol

lows anger, as it does when one has been
scorched with fire. — Sayings of Buddha.

How well a swoet verse
heavy heart! — Ghazel 20.

can

comfort

a
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler

&

Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management.
made payable to the order of

The Subscription
Price of the Phrenological
JOURNAL AND PHRENOLOGICAL MAGAZINE it $1.00 &
In
advance.
year, payable
Honey, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders*, Express Money Orders. Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters are required to Register Letter** whenever requested to do so
Silver or other coin should not l>epent by mail, as i t
is almost sure to wear a hole in the cnvelnpeand be lost.
Postage-Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger stamp** are preferred: they

should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.
Change of mist- office add rent*can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
Notice should be received the first of the
information.
preceeding month.
Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
All Letters should be addrensed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the ofllcc.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.
Any Book, Periodical, Chart, Etc., niay be or
dered from this office ut Publisheis' prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
to whom liberal terms will
and our Book Publications
be given.

CUEEENT EXCHANGES.
Human Nature.

— Contains

San Francisco, Cal.

several important articles
and is always abreast of the times. Its
editor is a fearless writer when the
truth has to be vindicated and right
principle defended.

New York. — Stands
Naturopath.
for the things that should claim our
attention in relation to right living.

Battle Creek Mich.—
illustrated articles which touch
D.r J. H. Kel
every phase of health.
logg is an advanced writer and a post
graduate in the art of making scientific
inquiry into the chemistry of food. His
monthly has always some good health
Good Health.

Has

rules.

All remittances should

be

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

llie Character Builder. Salt Lake
City, Utah. — Contains a fine article on
"Industrial Education," taken from
The Progressive Thinker; another on
"The Slavery of Every-Day Life,"
from Medical Talk; another on "The
L'sef ulness of Fads," which has the
right ring about it.
Vaccination.
A journal of Health,
Justice and Liberty. — It tells the truth
about vaccination.
If people want to
know both sides of the subject of vac
cination they had better subscribe to
this monthly.
It is only twenty-five
cents a year.
A free discussion of the
merits and demerits of the subject is
certainly to be recommended.
Review of Reviews.
New York. —
Contains some interesting reading mat
ter and many beautiful portraits.
It
saves much literary research and should
be used as a reference monthly by every
one who is an omniverous reader of
magazines.

Medical Talk for the Home.
Col
umbus, 0.- — This magazine helps to live
happy and useful lives, and contains
facts that every parent ought to know
and teach, and explains truths that
boys and girls should read and heed.
One article is upon "Rheumatism and
Let all who have these trou
Gout."
bles read this article.
Another article
is on "Do Papered Walls Breed Dis
ease?"
The question is answered in
the affirmative.

4
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Christian at Work and Evangelist.
New York. — We are glad to note that
the subscriptions for this excellent pa
per are increasing, and trust that the
same experience will go on throughout
the year.

The Business Man's Magazine. De
troit, Mich. — Contains an article on
"Accounting Methods in the Poultry
This is
Business," by C. C. Brainard.
a comprehensive article and should be
"Retaining
of considerable interest.
the Right Man in the Right Place" is
an article which should cause men to
think when they employ their clerks.

Jersey City. — Contains
Graphite.
an article an explanation of Dixon's
graphite lubricants for marine service,
Dixon's waterproof graphite grease and
Dixon's graphite pipe joint compound.
Maxwell's Talisman.
Chicago, 111.
in
"The
on
Irrigation
Has an article
A.
Hadand
the
W.
Soudan,"
by
Egypt
ley ; another "To Train Men of Pow
This article should do special
er."
It is stated that the present ten
good.
It in
dency is toward mere learning.
cludes Professor Tyler's views in his
He says :
recent lectures at Amherst.
of
needs
of
education
"One
the crying
is to train men toward power and char
acter rather than toward mere uearning." Professor Tyler is a biologist of
note in the faculty of Amhert College,
and therefore this warning comes with
considerable emphasis.
Delineator. New York. — No family
can afford to be without this excellent
journal, and when the ingenious mem
ber of the family lias finished turning
over the pages on which the designs
are given she will find some attractive
articles on "Child Culture," by Mrs.
Birney, or a fairy story to interest her.
The Phrenological Era. Bowerston,
Ohio. — This excellent little magazine
is growing in importance every month
and we congratulate the editors on their
and useful labors.
energetic
The American Medical Journal. St.
Louis, Mo. — Contains an article on
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"Cerebro Spinal Meningetis," by John
P. Rice, M. D., which he says is the
Its
puzzle of the medical profession.
origin has only been guessed at, and
the nature of the disease is only a mat
He quotes many au
ter of conjecture.
thorities, and the article as a whole is
a valuable one.
Another article is on
by
"Appendicitis,"
(Mrs.) W. M.
Tucker, M. D., of Flatonia, Texas, be
ing one of the papers read at the twen
ty-first annual meeting of the Texas
Eclectic
Medical
Association.
The
article is short and to the point.
The Pacific Medical Journal. San
Francisco, Cal. — "Milk, Drugs, and
Tuberculosis" is the title of an article
written by Emil Weschcke, M. D., Pro
fessor of Materia Medica, College ©f
Physicians and Surgeons, San Fran
This paper contains some
cisco, Cal.
valuable
hints concerning the above
The article on "The Rational
subject.
Use of Wines in Health and Disease,"
by Charles A. Wetmore, San Francisco,
is calculated to do more harm than

If

his advice was taken, and the
good.
whole of the American republic were
to form the habit of using wine as a
table beverage with the object of pro
moting "health and good morals" doc
tors would soon find that they would
have a greater increase of disease to
fight than those that confront them at
present, even in fever-stricken and ma

laria districts.
Unfortunately people
do not need to be encouraged to drink
wine, but the opposite is generally the
case.
No wonder the writer says that
he has received
from the California
Wine Association a demand for two
thousand five hundred copies of this
publication to be circulated pro bono
publico.

The Eclectic Medical Review.

New

York. — Contains an article on "The
Use of Olive Oil in Tuberculosis," and
another one on "Diphtheria."
The lat
ter is by P. Nilsson, M. D. Both of the
above named articles are valuable in

their way.
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RS NOTES.
The Christian Household.
By Kev.
G. S. Weever, Embracing the Christian
Home Husband, Wife, Father, Mother,
Child, Brother, and Sister, 160 pages.
Price, cloth, 75 cents.
Moral and Religious Development of
Thomas Carlyle.
By Rev. Ewald
Flungel, of the Universit of Leipsic;
translated from the German by Jessica
A new, full length,
Gilbert Tyler.
striking portrait of Thomas Carlyle, for
the American edition. Price, $1.00.

A Natural System of Elocution and
Founded on an Analysis of
Oratory.
the Human Constitution considered in
its threefold nature— Menta, Physio
logical, and Expressional. By Thomas
A. Hyde and William Hyde. 653 pages.
Illustrated.
Price, $2.00.
Common School Elocution and Ora
A practical and comprehensive
manual of Vocal and Physical Culture,
treating the subject of Respiration,
Action, Grouping, Original Discourse,
and Extemporaneous Speech, from a
scientific standpoint. By I. II. Brown,
A.M. 328 pages. New and enlarged
edition, 1897. Price, extra cloth, $1.00.
tor)'.

Have you seen this new cook book?
The Hygenia Cook Book. It is the lat
est thing published in hygenic cook
ing. Every seeker for health will be
delighted with the recipes which it
contains good, healthful, appetizing
Price, 50 cents.
food.
Principles of Physiology. Applied to
the Preservation of Health and the Im
provement of Physical and Mental Edu
cation.
By Andrew Combe, M.D. To
which are added Notes and Observa
tions.
Printed from the 7th Edinburgh
edition. Price $1.50.

A Familiar
Popular
Physiology.
Exposition of the Structures, Functions,
and Regulations of the Human System
and their Applications to the Preserva
tion of Health. By R. T. Trail, M.D.

223

pages,

191

illustrations.

Price,

cloth, $1.00
Sexual Physiology and Hygiene; or
Revised edition.
T. R. Trail, M.D. Price, $2.00. This
is considered the most perfect book of
its kind published, and the fact that

the Mysteries of Man.

over 50,000 copies have been sold at
tests its popularity
The style of the
work is adapted to the popular rather
than to the professional reader.
Its
sole object is to instruct the masses of
the people on those subjects which have
hitherto been to them, in great part,
a sealed book.
It contains 20 chapters,
extending over 344 pages, illustrated by
111 engravings.
Gives the Complete
Anatomy and Physiology of the Sexual
Organs, Origin of Life, and everything
connected with Impregnation and Gen
eration, according to the latest Discov
eries in Science.

Mesmerism, Philosophy of. Six lec
delivered in Marlboro Chapel,
Boston, by John Bovee Dods.
12mo,
82 pp.
Paper, 50 cents.
tures

Human Magnetism, Its Nature, Phy
and Psychology.
Its uses as a
remedial agent in disease, in moral and
intellectual improvement, etc. Bv H.
S. Drayton, LL.B., M.D. 12 mo," 203
Cloth, $1.00.
pp.
siology

Electrical Psychology, Philosophy of.
course of twelve lectures.
By John
Bovee Dods.
12mo, 252 pp. Cloth, $1.

A

"A Talk With Girls About Them
Bruce Kirk.
By Edward

selves."

Pages, 66. Price, paper, 50 cents. Fow
ler & Wells Company, New York. 1905.
The subjects treated are : "Hints on
Health"; "Diet"; "Exercise"; "Pure
Air"; "'Evils of Tight Lacing";
"Health and Beauty"; their insepara

bility;
"Courtship";
"Marriage";
"True Womanhood"; "What Men Ad
mire" ; "Vice," its terrible punishment ;
"Reproduction":
"Pregnacy";
ing and Education."

"Read
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"A Talk with Boys About Them

Bruce Kirk.
By Edward
Pages, 71. Price, paper, 50 cents. Fow
ler and Wells Company, New York.
This is a valuable little book, and
treats the following subjects:
"Origin
of Life"; "Puberty ,....„ its meaning and
responsibilities; "Evils of Self-pollu
tion"; "Love and Marriage"; "Re
"Perfect
Manhood" ;
production" ;
"Health and Vigor."
selves."

"The Wonders of Life." By Mary
Tudor Pole. Pages, 30. Price, paper,
25 cents.

New York.

Fowler

& Wells

Company,

This is a talk with children about
sex, and is intended for young children
of both sexes.
It shows in simple lan
guage the analogy between the repro

ductive processes in plants and human
beings.
— Gospel Advocate, Nashville, Tenn.
How to Magnetize; or, Magnetism
Clairvoyance. A Practical Treatise on
the Choice, Management,
and Capabil
ities of Subjects, with Instructions on
the Method of Procedure.
By James
Victor Wilson. 18mo, 10-i pp. Paper,
25 cents.

SOME

OPINIONS

OF

THE ORATOR."

"CHRIST

By Thomas A. Hyde, B.D., A.M.

The Treasury of Religious Thought,
New York. Price $1.00.
No one who reads this book can fail
that its author has thor
oughly studied his subject, knows how
to touch the chords of human nature,
is conversant with the best methods of
oral address, and has well presented the
Christ as the One who not only perfect
ly understood all these things, but was
Himself the model Orator. It is a very
suggestive and refreshing book.
This unique book is a new turn of
that wondrous kaleidoscope, the historic
Christ. The author fully justifies the
to be convinced

designation, and abundantly, eloquently
sustains the thought.
It is a new as
pect of Christ and of the means of pro

[March

The book is
pagating His Kingdom.
written in a high, affluent and finished
style and cannot fail to interest and
profoundly to stimulate any earnest
Christian.
It is worthy of a place in
the library of every minister, and can
not fail to elevate the tone and exalt
the ideal of Christian preaching.
We
advise every minister to read and study
this book, no layman will find it dull.
and
with
Childbirth,
Pregnancy
Cases, showing the remarkable Effects
of Water Treatment in Mitigating the
Pains and Perils of the Parturient
State.
By Dr. Shew. Price, 50 cents.
Full directions for the use of Hygienic
Treatment
and
during
Pregnancy
Childbirth; Prevention of Nausea and
Headache,
Vomiting,
Constipation,
Teethache, Heart-burn, Piles, Cravings,
and Longings, and all other Disorders
of Pregnancy, Causes and Prevention
of Misscarriage, or Abortion and Barenness; Management before, during and
A book which every
after Childbirth.
woman, married or unmarried,
read and have for reference.

should

Hints on the Reproductive Organs;
Their Diseases, Causes, and Cure. 25
A brief treatise, which is popu
cents.
lar rather than professional, and adapt
of all. The
ed to the comprehension
reader will learn from this, of the use3
and abuses of the Reproductive Organs,
and to hove a care thereof.

Miracle and Law, a study in Scienti
fic Religion by
H. Tuckwell.. For

J.

The Reign of Law; 2 What
is a Miracle; 3 How Events Appear
Miraculous ; 4 Laws Translated ; 5 "Be
low the Threshold."
The author says:
There is abundant evidence of man's
There are embryo
spiritual destiny.
faculties within him that are prophetic
of his future. Well nigh boundless are
the hopes which, not only the promises
of religion but the new psychology holds
out for our race. 25 cents, postpaid.

ward.

The

1

Mental

Groups.

Eden, (illustrated.)

N. S.
25 cents.

By

Price
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NO TWO HEADS AR.E

EXACTLY ALIKE

Outline Profllea of different

shaped Headl.

I. Alexander VI. 2. Zeno. the Stoic. 3. Her.
Dr. Oberlin. 4. Phillip II, of Spain, a tyrant.

PhrenologicaJ Examinations,
setting forth all the strong and weak points of character and disposition,
what to cultivate and what to restrain.

showing clearly in each case

Will aid Young Men a.nd Women

just starting in life, who are full of zeal, strength and courage in selecting proper pursuits,
in which their abilities can be used to the best advantage, thus securing the best
results of their efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young La.dies and Gentlemen of Wea.lt h a.nd Leisure
will find Phrenology

an infallible guide to the proper use

of their

best powers.

Parents Will be Shown How
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and selfish children, and how to bring their moral and
intellectu tl powers into the ascendant ; also ho w to deal with the delicate, tender and precocious so as

To Secure the Best Results.
These examinations are given verbally and in Charts, with all the candor and faithfulness of confiden
In every examination the quality ot the brain, the strength of the con
tial communications.
stitution, the disposition, natural tendencies and capabilities will be described.
Also
a lull description of the complexion, temperament, height, weight, features ot
face, and shape of head of the lady or gentleman best adapted in
to the person examined.
marriage

FOWLER. & WELLS COMPANY
24

E. 22nd

In writing to advertisers,

Street."

New York

please mention the Phrenological

Journal.
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PSYCHOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
OF HANDWRITING
BY MAGDALENE KINTZEL -THUMM
Translated from the German by MAGDALENE

KlNTZEL-THUHM

significance of a graphological sign increases in proportion
intensity of its form and the frequency of its appearance.
Sub strokes connecting letters within a word can be equally re
garded as starting or ending sub strokes; sub strokes connecting
parts of a letter are called connecting sub strokes.
Nearly all of the graphological observations published in this
book are of an original character ; but few of them — those pertain
ing to Part Ethic exclusively — can be found in other books, and
these few even had to be intensely modified.

to the
THE

VOLUNTARY THINKING
The most perfect form of voluntary thinking is logical thinking — i.e., the
capacity of deducting from one or more known facts an unknown cause respect
The graphological sign of this capability is omission of starting
ively consequent.
and ending sub strokes. Examples for this manner of writing can be seen in
Scheme A. I. and B. I.
Illustrated Examples from handwritings
YIRCHOW
GLADSTONE

of famous personalities
DU BOIS REYMOND
SALISBURY
HAUPTMANN

:

TALLEYRAND
GERHART

It must be emphasized that many signs do not show intellectual gift, but in
tellectual training onlv, and indicate a mind that has learned to exercise its powers.
The most perfect form of undertaking will power is called energy — i.e., the
capacity of discerning amongst several possible actions of seemingly equal worth
one as the most important, and of carrying it out without delay.
The grapho
logical sign of such will power is enlargement of left-handed ending and connecting
intermediate strokes.
Examples from handwritings

BISMARCK
WAGNER

of famous personalities

HAESELER

:

McKINLEY

WASHINGTON

LIVINGSTONE

In contrast to these energetic handwritings
weak characters mav be given.

a few examples

of writings

of

undecided,

NIELS GADE

LOUIS XVI
Price, $2.00 Net

FOWLER & WELLS CO, ^ PUBLISHERS
24

EAST

22d STREET
:
:
In writing to advertisers, please mention

:

;

NEW YORK

the Phrenological

Journal.

ADVERTISEMENTS
MINING STOCKS that almost sell themselves, viz..
The Wy»ndot, Summit. Toledo-Cripple CreeK,
Gold Coin, aii<l Commercial Men's. Guaranteed O.
K. or Subject to exchange. Write for terms and ten
Mining Rules. Address Dr. H. A. Mumaw, Elkhart,
.
Ind.

I

Will Mail You

Five (5)

OSTEO PATH Y

DIFFERENT COPIES OF

Osteopathy ia the best paying profession
of to clay. Our college offers a complete and
up-to-date course in this progressive science,
conducted in a scientific manner.
NOT A
DIPLOMA MILL. Every one with ord
inary intelligence is able to become a com
petent Osteopathic Physician in less than a
year's time. Learn of our special offer, and
send for our catalogue NOW.
Address

For )0 C«nt. IN SILVER

HUMAN

A SUCCESS IN HOME STUDY.

ALLEN HADDOCK

PHRENOLOGIST,
PRACTICAL
SAN FRANCISCO,

WEST I25TH ST., NEWYORK CITY
SQ
^^H,

jKT

FOR HIGH QUALITY
If you don't know DIXON
send 16ct.

'f^^^^p
^7

QUALITY

in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of Dixon' t Pencil Guide Mention this ad.
JOSEPH DIXON CUCIBLE CO..

to

JERSEY CITY N. J.

all friends

NATURE

Monthly, explaining
Human Nature is a Phrenological
by pen and picture every phase of human character,
appreciates the highest wisdom of the ancient hayseed,
who declared in open meeting, that "We aic not all
alike." Address the Editor.
CONSTIPATED!

New York School of Osteopathy.
HAMILTONBANK BLOC ,

i

\

1020 MARKET

ST.,

CALIFORNIA

FREE to F. A. M. A beautiful
Masonic Calendar, also large cata
is
loguc of Masonic l>.M.k- and g
Kegalia, Jewwith bottom prices.
els, Badges, Pins, Charms and Lodge
Beware
Supplies.
sonic Isxiks.

of spurious

REDDING & CO., Publishers and Manufacturers
of Masonic Goods. No. Mi Broadway, New York City,

of The

Welcome Guest

ONE TIME, BARGAIN DAY, HALF PRICE OFFER
THE BEST SORT OF LIFE INSURANCE FOR ONLY

$1.00
Ignorance kills, — knowledge saves, — be wise in time.
Men weaken, sicken, die— not knowing how to live.
'•Habit* that enslave" wreck thousands— young and old
Contagious (avoidable) disease destroy as many more.
Fathers fail prematurely, mothers are '■bedridden," babies die.
Family feuds, marital miseries, divorces. — even murders —
All coiild be avoided by self-knowledge, self-control.

We can have lots less "hell on earth," and discount
heaven, if you (and others) will wake up. know thy
self, live right, love wisely, live well, marry, prosper
and quit race suicide (or "born better babies.")
"Here's to yonr good health and your family's" bv
reading
and applying
the wisdom in Dr. Foote's
HOME
CYCLOPEDIA of Sanitary. Social and
Sexual Science.— the celebrated, popular book of l.aoo
PAGES. 400 ILLUSTRATIONS. 80 KlTHOOIiAPIIS I
on 18 COLOR PLATES. OVER 860 PRESCRIPTIONS
and 1,000 HYGIENIC SrGGESTIONS forCOMMON

The Best
Yet

AILMENTS.

Nearly
a million "Plain Home Talk1' fold in 10
years, and this "revision'* is the author's latest, ripest
of
long study.
fruit
"There are others!"
Yen. but Dr. Foote led for 25
years, wheie others follow— and no other one book
elves so much for the money. Why j>ay $H.OO for
Medicoloiry, $0 for "Family Medical Guides," $2 for |
8exoiogy, and $1 eaeh for half a dozen, "What You
Ought to Know." books, when you can yet it nil.
know H all— as much as any ordinary |>erson needs to
know for onlv One dollar. Now is your chance— the offer may never come to you again.
Get the latest, best, biggest, fuller*!, plainest book ever or your money back if all this is not true.
THE REGULAR PRICE IS $2.00 but we with to pet out 10.0 0 sample eopi.-H quickly, so make this
bargain counter offer.
Send $1.00 money order and this ad. cut out for the other dollar, and we ship
the book.
(If yon want it by mail, se'nd 20 cents to pre-pay postage, as It is n big heavy pook.)
Agents wanted; libera] rates.
%
The

above

MURRY HILL PUB. CO.. 129 EAST 29TH ST.. NEW YORK.
firm is

reliable

and

Ma-

the book gives general
offer."— THE WELCOME

satisfaction.

GUEHT.

We

consider it a very literal
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

AH forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. 2 lady physicians.
Address F. WILSON HUED, North Water Gai>, Monbob Co., Pa.

—J

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM

Greenwich, Conw.
Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects,
Correspondence solicited.
H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.
-For the treatof Catarrh,
Asthma, Hay-fever, and Incipient Phthisis.
Price with medicines for six weeks, by mail, $2.50.
Address. Dr. H. A. MI MAW, ELK
Agents wanted.
linent
THE PERFECTION INHALER,,

Bronchitis,

HART,

THE EASTON SANITARIUM
EASTON. PA.

Physicians, parents, guardians, or friends who desire to
place any mental or uerrous patients in a quiet, wellfurnished home where they can receire pood care, *nd
Homeopathic treatment,should visit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. Orer twenty years*experiencein
the Middletown (N. Y.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, 1661. For circulars address

C.

SPENCER KINNEY.

M.D.

INI).

J.

SMITH, Ph. D.

H.

I PHRENOLOGIST AND

LECTURER
KANSAS.
CALVERT.

*

Learn Mini Re din? for P/oftt
or Pleasure. Our book gives you

ledge to Profit.
Reading is $$
Agents wanted
Grand Crossing

facte that enable you to become
expert in a short time. Clear,
concise, complete directions and
full information
teaching yon to
do the feats of M Ind Readers now
before the public,
and explicit
directions for turning this know"Knowledge jc Power" and flind
making knowledge.
25c. postpaid.
Geo. L Williams & Co., Box-46.
; Station, Chicago, U. S. A.

TfllLLER'S HOTEL

37, 39 & 41 West 26th St.,

M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
126 State Street, Chicago
Semi for Pamphlet.

UNWRITTEN

MEANINGS OF WORDS.

is the latest startling
It lays bare the hitherto
proof of scientific phrenology.
It
elusive sense and meanings of sounds and words.
The first true guide to
simplifies effective language.
word choice for "reason why," or for emotional and
psvehic effects; to acquiring languages By the author
of 'Erbcs* Brain Hook.
$2.00 postpaid. Write to-day

Its new— Physical— principle

PROMETHEAN

NEW YORK

ST.,

PUBL. CO., 622 W. ROCKWELL
CHICAGO.ILL.

Dr. A Mrs. K. P. MILLER, Proprietors
Established

in 1870

In

Convenient to electric
the center of the city.
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
Elec
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city ; same
that restored King Edward of England to vigorous
Also Electro-Thermal, Galvanic, Turkish,
health.
and Roman Baths ; Massage, Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc. A home place for ladies and families.

Terms: Room, St. 00 to 83.00 per day; wllh
Hoard, S2.00 to 84.50 per day. Permanent,
810 to 830, according to room.

LEARN TO DOCTOR FEET
AMERICA'S FIRST CORRESPONDENCESCHOOL
teaching Chiropody
by
mail or at the sch
Graduates
receive di
plomas.
paving
profession
for
Either Sex.
Can be
studied without
inter
fering with present oc
Young or old can easily learn.
cupation.
Send
new Illustrated Prospectus.
Weekly payments.

WILLIAMS

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
Graduate of the American
Institute of Phrenology
Agent for Fowler
24 Eaat 2id Street.

& Wells Publications.
New York

for

SONS

Surgeon Chiropodists
481 Fifth Ave.
New York City.
Estab. 1868
Professional Services Rendered
Office Hours. 0 A.M. to 5 P.M.

City.

For Over 60 Years
Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup

been used for over FIFTY
YEARS by MILLIONS of Mothers
for their CHILDREN while TEETHIT
1NG, with perfect success.
SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS
the GUMS, ALLAYS all pain,
CURES WIND COLIC, and is the
best remedy for DIARRHCEA. Sold
by Druggists in every part of the
world. Be sure and aslc for Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup and take
no other kind. 25 Cents a Bottle.
nas

Excellent

DR. P. KAHLER'S

OWEN HUGH

=3

:
j
:
E
:
':
:
:
:
:

An Old and Well-tried Remedy

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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F. LOOMIS,
Amebicax Institute of Phrenology
Class of 1886.

BENJAMIN

Gbaduate of the

JUST PUBLISHED

PRICE
ABOUT

339

S1.50

PAGES, ILLUSTRATED

SHOWING THE HARMONY OF THE SCIENCES, AND THEIR
RELATION TO RELIGION ; OR THE RELATION OF
MAN TO THE UNIVERSE.

THE MACROCOSM AND THE MICROCOSM.
SHOWING THE HARMONY BETWEEN PHRENOLOGY AND
ASTROLOGY, OR THE INFLUENCE OF THE PLANETS
ON THE HUMAN MIND.
SHOWING THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD AS EXPLAINED
BY THE PRINCIPLES OF PHRENOLOGY.

HARMONY BETWEEN SCIENCE AND RELIGION; THE
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN; SPIRITUAL
KNOWLEDGE; THE BOTTOMLESS PIT.

"HOLY MATERNITY," BY ESTELLA

M. LOOMIS.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SALVATION SCIENTIFICALLY CONSID
ERED.

PHILOSOPHY OF SACRIFICE.
THE BULL, ETC

TAURUS

FOWLER & WELLS COMPANY
24

East 22nd Street,

New York.

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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THE WALTER SANITARIUM
PARK,
WALTERS

The nearest, larrfeit, bait of the Wernenvilla
Retorts, hai it« own Port-Office.

PA.

Only 24 minutes from Reading Terminal, Philadelphia
Bookb,
and 4 hours from New York— without change.

Address ROBERT

WALTER, M.D.

THE STUDENT'S SET.
The Temperaments

Considered In their relation to Mental
Character and Practical Affairs of Life.
By D. H. Jacques, M.D. 150 illustra
tions. Cloth, $1.30.

The New Illustrated Self-Instructor
Physiology and Physi
In Phrenology,
A complete Handbook for the
ognomy.
With over one hundred new
People.
Illustrations,
Including a chart for the
use of practical Phrenologists.
Revised
and printed from New Plates.
i2tno,
193 pages. By the Renowned Phrenol
5,
Profs.
O.
and L. N- Fowler.
ogists,
Cloth, $1.00.

Brain and Wind
Or, Mental Science Considered in Ac
cordance with the Principles of Phren
ology and In Relation to Modern Physi
By H. S. Dravton,
Illustrated.
ology.
A M., M.D., and Jambs McNeil, A.M.
Extra Cloth, $1.50.
Fowler's New Phrenological Bast
With upwards of one hundred divisions,
in china. Newly discovered organs are

added, and the old organs have been sub
divided to indicate the various phases of
action which many of them assume. It
is a perfect model, beautiful as a work of
art, and is undoubtedly the latest con
Science, and
tribution to Phrenological
the most complete bust ever published.
Privt, $5.00.

Lectures on Wan
A series of twenty -one Lectures on
delivered
Physiology and Phrenology,
by Prof. L. N. Fowler, during his first
tour in England, many of which are now
out of print and ean only be had in this
volume.
$1.50-

New Physiognomy
Or, Signs of Character, as manifested
through temperament and external forms,
and especially
in the M Human Face
Divine.
One thousand illustrations.
By S. R. Wells. Price, $3.00.
Hygiene of the Brain
And the Cure of Nervousness.
By M. L.
Holdrook, M.D. Part 1. contains chap
ters on the Brain, the Spinal Cord, the
Cranial and Spinal Nerves. H ow to Cure
Nervousness.
Value of a Large Supply
of Food in Nervous Disorders.
Fifty
Important Questions Answered.
Price,
fx.oo.

The Constitution of Wan
Considered in relation to external objects.
With portrait.
Bound

By Geo Combe.
in Cloth, $1.95.

Physiology, Animal and Mental
Applied to the Preservation and Res
toration of Health of Body and Power
of Mind.
Twenty-five illustrations.
By
O. S. Fowler.
Unabridged edition.
Price, $ 1.00.

A Natural

Oratory

System

Of

Elocution

and

Founded on an analysis of the Human
considered in its threefold
Constitution
nature— Menial*, Physiological,
and Expressional
By Thomas A. and William
Hyde. Price, $2.00.
The authors have studied the subject
closely, and present it from new and origi
nal standpoints. This is not a commonplace
book on the plan of numerous school text
books, but one well worthy the attention of
all who would excel as «pcakei s, readers,
etc.

Will send the STUDENT'S SET (Price $18.75) to any
address by express, upon receipt of $13.00.

FOWLER & WELLS

CO., Publishers,

24 E. 22d Street, New York.
In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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HOW TO GROW HANDSOME;
OS,

AJJD

PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN BEAUTY.
Showing how to Acquire and Retain Bodily Symmetry, Health and Vigor ; Secure Long
Life, and avoid the Infirmities and Deformities of Age. — 250 pages.
i2mo, extra
cloth. Price, $1.00.

BY

D. H. JACQUES,

AUTHOR OF THE "TEMPERAMENTS,"

Etc.

Thti work to very extensively illustrated with fine plates, containing upward* of 100 lllustra.
tions, taking up and elucidating distinctly the Structure of the Human Body, Including a brief Bysten,

of Anatomy and Physiology, amply Illustrated.
The Perfect Man and Woman Is held up to view,
with the contrasts which are found between the two acxes.
Our author briefly discusses here, the
with illustrations, also the Laws of Human Configuration, showing the effects
"Temperaments,"
of Education, Culture, etc A very important chapter Is that on Embryology, or Heredity, show
ing that Conditions are transmissible, with Important rules to be observed. Childhood, and the Cul
ture that should accompany It, to amply set forth ; the Relations of Body and Brain, the Moral and the
Emotional Influences as Affecting Beauty ; the Influences of tbo Fine Arts, Social Conditions and Occu
Then comes the Depart
pations, with Csuses of Deteriorations, the Effects of Culture and Location.
ment of

DIRECT PHYSICAL CULTURE.
Including proper position* for

SLEEPING, SITTING, STANDING, WALKING, RUNNING, SKATING,
RIDING, ROWING, DANCING, GYMNASTIC EXERCISES,
of Physical Culture, with the directions for remedying the defects
Practical Hygiene shows how Air Becomes Impure, the Abuses of the 8tomach,

and all oi the best means

found.

usually

WHAT TO EAT AND WHAT TO DRINK,
Rules f r Diet, Exercise snd Rest, Cleanliness, etc. A chapter devoted to Womanhood contains a
strong vtord for mothers, the marriage relations, etc. The Secrets of Longevity show the perils
of life, what Constitutes Vital Power Human Capacity for Life, or, How Long We May Live, etc. The
chapter on the

ARTS OF BEAUTY

t*<e receipts we And: How to Acquire a Beautiful Form, now to
Promoto Plumpness, How to Improve the Features, How to Acquire a Beautiful Complexion, How to
Obtain Rosy Cheeks, How to Beautify the Hair, How to Improve the Arms and Hands, etc Uresa to
discussed, with Hints on Colors and Ornaments. The work closes with the external Indications of
Figure, and a complete Index. Thla work has been out of print for several years, and believing this to
be the very beat wo'k on the subject, we have brought out a no-v edition.
The following gives an
exhibit of the
Is exceedingly

inte.ntlng; amo*g

T4.ULK OF CONTENTS
Dedication
Preface
Introduction
Structure of the Human Body
The Perfect Man and Woman
The Temperaments
Laws of Human Configuration
Embrvology
Childhood.
External Indications

:

run.

nam.

5
Effects of Mental Culture
6
Moral and Emotional Influences
11 Social Conditions and Occupations
19
Effects of Climate and Locality
81
Direct Physical Culture
44 Practical Hygiene.
54
Womanhood
04 I The Secret of Longevity
The Arts of Beauty
76
237
of Figure

88
08
113
ISO
140
178
301
307
831

q

The work is handsomely printed and bound, and should be in the hands of all, as it is
Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt ol
especially important and interesting to all ladies.
price, $1.00.
Ladies Wanted to act as Agents. Address

Dr. Charles' Flesh Food is the greatest beautifier

ever put on the market.
It is the only preparation known to
medical science that will create good, firm, healthy flesh,
and clear the complexion of every blemish, such as pimples,
blackheads, &c, without internal medicine.

FOR REMOVING WRINKLES it is without an equal.
FOR DEVELOPING THE BUST or restoring a wasted

breast lost through nursing or sickness, making thin cheeks
plump and filling the hollows of a scrawny neck, there is no
other preparation in the world that has any comparison.

SPECIAL OFFER.— The regular price of Dr. Charles'
Flesh Food is St. 00 a box, but to introduce it into thousands of
new homes we have decided to send two (2) boxes to all who
All packages
answer this advertisement and send us $1.00.
are sent in plain wrapper, postage prepaid.
—A
samPle
FRFF
i i\l>l.« p00j
fQr

box which contains enough of Dr. Charles' Flesh
anyone ^0 ascertain its great merits will be sent to
any address absolutely free, if 10c. is sent to pay for cost of mailing. Our
" Art of Massage," which contains all the correct movements for
book,
massaging the face, neck and arms, and full directions for developing the
bust, will also be sent with this sample.

DR. CHARLES CO.

108

FULT0N
STNREEWEJ0RK

On Sale at all Leading Department Stores and Druggists

Cents

NOLOCIGIL

m
INCORPORATED

WITH THB

Phrenological

Magazine

tab,
<I

88O)

--AN-

ILLUSTRATED

-

- MAGAZINE -

L.

N.

FOWLER & CO.

7 Imperial

Arcade. Ludgate Circus

LONDON

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
GENERAL HORACE PORTER.

24 East 22d Street

Copyright, 1906 by Fowler & Wells Co.
Entered at the Post Offer at New York as Second- Class Matter.

NEW YORK

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY
Incorporated April

SO, 1866,

of tbe

by special Act of the Legislature

State of New York.

" The people of the State of New York, represented In Senate and Assembly, do enact v
!
follows
" Amos
Dean, Esq., Horace Greeley, Samuel Osgood, D.D., A. Oakley Hall, Esq . Russell
T. Trail, M.D., Henry Dexter, Samuel R. Wells, Edward P. Kowler, M.D. .Nelson Sizer
Lester A. Roberts and their associates are hereby constituted a body corporate by the name
of 'THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY,' for the purpose of promoting
instruction In all departments of learning connected therewith, and for collecting and pre*
serving Crania, Casts, Busts, and other representations on the different Races, Tribes, ana
Families of men."

Anthropology, Study of Man.
Phrenology, Study of Character.
Physiology, Study of Bodily Functions.
Physiognomy, Study of Faces.
Ethnology, Study of Races.
Psychology, Study of Mind.
Anatomy, Study of Structure.
Hygiene, Study of Health.
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THE MIGHT HAVE BEEN'S.
By

J.

A. Fowler.

The more we study the character
as represented in the face and head
the more we realize that we are
constantly moulding our characters
by our life and work, and as the
fiercest conflict and the most im
portant contest waged throughout
life is that in which the prize to be
gained

is character

so

we need

to

understand ourselves properly to
well determine what kind of char
acter we wish to possess.
In Mr. Lawson's recently pub
lished work on "Frenzied Finance,"
he describes as no other man could
have described
half so' well, the
struggle that went on in Mr. H. H.
Bogers' mind when he was decid
ing what he wished to become — a

literary genius

or

a

financier.

He

chose the career of a financier. Our
artist has sketched for us a compari
son between the man himself and
the "might have been" represented
in the picture of Dante. Mr. Rog
ers' large Comparison, marvelous
active
memory,
imagination and

powerful

Human

Nature

would

have shown to a good account had
he chosen the career of literature.
But, having made a different choice
for himself, the choice has impressed
itself upon every feature of his face,
and we see him to-day as our picture
represents him, with sharpened in
tellect, keen eyes, powerful nose that
of
betokens resolve and strength
character to the extent of persist
ency in carrying through what he
has commenced and a chin that is
moulded from much hard struggle
All the deli
with circumstances
cate outlines of the face have been
changed into those of solid masonry
not to be easily changed again into
a sympathetic,
benign or generous
aspect.
Is not a definite lesson taught us
in this one man's career, and should
not a series of talks be given to

children

concerning

"Might

their

future,

out
before
"Might have
been's" take place?
Let us for a moment look upon
the face of Cicero, which our artist
and the
to them

he's"
the

pointed
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The oak
through youth to old age.
must first be an acorn; the flower a
little seed; the stream be fed with
tributaries to swell its
numerous
waters to sufficient depth for com
mercial navigation, and manhood or
must
be
womanhood
developed
varied
through
experiences of mind
and soul to win the ideal character.
Hidden beneath its velvet petals are
the thorns which prick and sting;
they are there for a wise purpose.
All the trials through which we may
pass are for a purpose — to broaden,
to elevate, to educate, to make a
one that is well worth
character,
is
the striving for.
character
formed early, rightly formed, the
victory is certain. We must build
well from the foundation and see
that the cornerstone of honor is well
laid and cemented to it. Each in
its own place, the solid blocks of in
tegrity, sobriety, faithfulness and
purity. No stone should have a flaw

If

He, it will be
of great
and learning.
In
comprehension
fact, he possessed an ideal head.
How manj' men have broken the
"Thou
commandment,
imaginary
shalt not covet thy neighbor's head
or his genius or talent" when look
There
ing at the head of Cicero?
would be some justification in per
sons envying such a character.
Yet
suppose for a moment that he had
devoted himeslf to frenzied finance,
what would the result have been?
His face and head would have taken
on the proportions of what we see
in our second portrait of him, whose
outline of head manifests not only a
of work, but a decided
change
change in features and in the con
tour of the head.- Let us look well,
to it, then, that we place high ideals
before our children and study out
the question of character building
before the lines are too well drawn
and the shape of the head moulded
from habits which are difficult to
has correctly copied.
was a
remembered,

man

break.

Character — How
Character must

Formed.
cultivated

be

in it; perfectly formed and prop
erly laid, there will rise for each a
temple of Character, but the pos
sessor must begin in the early years
of life.
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cold,

absolutely

certain.

Signs of Character.

You could read the story of it all
in the author of these visible mar
vels, a quiet, suave, kindly man,
polished, courtly, whose face under
its genial expression told of tremen
dous resolution and iron will. You
could hear it all again in the man's
voice, a low, gentle

voice, speaking

kindliness and genuine benevolence,
and underneath, in every word, iron,
ringing with the perfect assurance
of dominance and power.

His Build.

Another very important lesson has
been taught to humanity in the life
and character
of Marshall Field,
and for the sake of showing how
close an observer he was and how
great a believer in the development
theory of mind and character, we
quote the words of John Dennis,

He was a figure of the average
height, cleanly and compactly built,
still vigorous up to the time of his
last illness, for at seventy Marshall
Field had just reached his prime.
The hair and the short mustache
were white, the eyes blue and pierc-

Jr.,

in Everybody's Magazine. Thus
public is being educated (in
spite of itself) along phrenological
lines.
Mr. Dennis says: "Mr. Field
was the ideal of modern American
achievement.
He was poor and ob
scure; he became rich and famous.
What of the -man and his methods,
which are far more interesting than
anything in his great store?
Mr. Dennis asks, "Do you remem
ber in 'The Cloister and the Hearth,'
where Gerard, writing alone in the
the

Pope's closet, arises to see what is
behind the soft, beautiful hangings
of the room, and thrusts his hand
upon the steel halberd of a soldier
on guard there?
is so through
out the vast and wonderful enter
prise of Marshall Field.
Over all
is a covering of soft, genial beauty
and always underneath the steel of

It

rigid,
reaches

that
undeviating
system
from sub-cellar to garret.

77 nan C<er
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part of his equip
the rapid
dispatch of affairs. When he reached
his office his secretarv had prepared
for him the matters that demanded
his attention; with inconceivable
rapidity he disposed of them. Hav
ing a full knowledge of what he
to do, his decisions
wanted
were
made instantly and without waste of
A way of giving
valuable syllables.
instructions that combined infalli
ble courtesy with brevity of expres
sion was one of the curiosities of
his methods.
The sense conveyed
was, 'Do this, and do it with expedi
tion.'
The form of it so clothed
the sense that the recipient felt the
utmost incentive to the doing and
the least impression that he had
ment

THE LATE MARSHALL FIELD.

ing. The head was chiefly remark
able for round, even development —
a good head, high in the frontal re
The face was most interest
gions.

ing, with its complex indications of
qualities we are accustomed to re
gard as incongruous; kindness and
sternness, the well-schooled look that
comes of habitual and wide reflec
tion, and the chill immobility of
one accustomed to battle and vic
tor}-, something of the scholar, some
thing of the dreamer, something of
the soldier.
The dominant quality
was expressed in a jaw of extraor
dinary width, contributing a look of
determination that would have been
formidable but for the modifying
lines about the eyes. In a word, the
born commander,
and almost the
only one amongst the contemporary
captains of industry that realized
markedly the ideals of great men
derivable from Carlyle and dear old
Samuel Smiles, for this man was
always self-contained, always pre
for battle, always making
pared
moves on an invisible chessboard,
always

poised and calm.

was

a

a

facility for

A man able
been commanded
to.
so to frame orders is not less than
a bom genius; nothing but death or
disease could block his road.
Mr. Field's Mental Note Bool:
"As Mr. Field walked through

his store

he

observed

the faces

THE LATE CII AS. T. YERKES.

of
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the young men in his employ, and
stor
his mind labored assiduously
So long
ing up notes about them.
had he exercised his faculty of judg
ing men , that it had become preternaturally acute, as was Theodore
the qualities he
Thomas's ear.
wanted existed in any man he could
find them in that man's face. After
a time lie would ask of his manager :

If

" 'Where is
young Mr. So-andSo, who used to be in the silk de
partment? What is he doing?'
"If lie found the young man had

been advanced he made a mental
note of the fact; the qualities he
had seen in the face were being veri
fied.
Perhaps a year later lie asked
again; if the reports continued to be
favorable the young man was clas
sified in the mental notes as a future
candidate for high command, and
when opportunity opened that young
man was likely to find that for years,
without his own knowledge, he had
been borne along noted and well
in
remembered
this remarkable

mind.

"Not long

ago the general

man

after many years of service,
suddenly resigned to go into busi
ness for himself.
Mr. Field, whose
invisible chess-play included all pos
sible
moves in his business,
in
stantly moved up the young man
he had long before selected for the
position, and the next day sailed
for Europe.''
In the foregoing concise descr'ption of the man we feel sure that
our readers will see that Mr. Dennis
has written a very true description
and a phrenological as well as a
sketch of Mr. Field,
physiognomical
who was one of the most remarkable
men of this period, and his methods
of work are ,so concisely explained
that his example should be followed
by every other smaller business man
ager,

who wants

in life.

to make

Mr. Field

character

a great

success

was a great student of
and was a great believer
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in the theory that character reveals
itself in the head and face, and used
the science that interprets life and
character from these sources.
We
are gratified that such a representa
tive man should be so faithful an
of an infallible method,
example
which if our Universities of Learn
ing were to follow, they would find
that the same amount of success
would attend their efforts.

Tli c Late Mr. Charles T. Yerkes
Compared

with

Marshall

Field.

Again we refer to what the
papers have said concerning the
passing away of the life and work
of an influential man.
The Kan
sas
of Mr.
City Star, speaking
Charles T. Yerkes, says: "The late
Charles T. Yerkes was a representa
tive of a type of American business
man that is passing
The
away.
motto 'Be successful somehow' was
his, and it is doubtful whether he
saw anything immoral about it. To
him business was a game in which
it was
anything was legitimate.
necessary to buy legislatures to get
a traction bill adopted, he was as
ready to take the necessary steps
as he was to smoke a cigar.
a
man wanted to dispose of large cor
porate interests he saw no harm in
sending up values by paying large
dividends out of the capital stock.

If

If

It

was the buyers business to
careful not to purchase securi
ties at two or three times their real
be

value.

"Yerkes'

attitude Was perhaps
it did not differ essentialy from the position of nu
merous
winners of big fortunes.
extreme,

These

yet

men

have

played

the game

under rules that society is now de
Yerkes himself
claring inadequate.
encountered
the beginnings of the
new social movement in the opposi
tion by the Municipal
Voters'
League that drove him out of the
street-car business in Chicago.
If
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public sentiment continues to make
itself felt, the number of the Yerkes
They be
type will steadily decline.
long to the old order which is now
being supplanted bv the system of
the Square Deal."
The outline of the upper part of the
back region of Mr. Yerkes'
head
makes a strong contrast from that of
Marshall Field. The latter was full
and round in this particular group of
faculties, and he was known for his
in conducting busi
scrupulousness
ness methods. The face of Mr. Yerkes
shows also a strong contrast with that
of Marshall Field. The former shows
much more pleasure seeking inter
est than the other and this is no
ticeable in the fullness in the lower

[April

part of the face, the fullness of the
chin and the roundness of that ap
pendage.

But sympathy, kindness and hu
man charity were well expressed in
Charles Yerkes' large benevolence,
and aside from all public benefac
tions, his gifts to charity in private
were legion.
His heart was always
tender toward any one in trouble;
his hand was always open for the
worthy in need.
The reader has only to make his
own observations upon
these two
characters, as well as upon thous
ands of other public men, to draw
the proper inferences.
Sketches by Fred'k Koch.

The Different Temperaments.
Vital — Motive — M ental.
By
Paper

Read

at

J.

M.

the

Fitzgerald, of Chicago.
International Phrenological
New York.

Mind has its objective as well as
its subjective side; the former is
anatomical and physiological, the
latter psychological.
Nature everywhere reveals her
self in definite forms; everything
after its kind is a fundamental law
of creation.
All animal life is di
vided into orders, genera and spe
cies ; these classifications corres
pond to certain definite physical ap
pearances, the structural relations
of which are adapted to the expres
sion of 'the peculiar instinctive at
tributes of the animal. As an illus
tration of the foiwoinsr statement,
we will take three well-known types
of the canine species.
The shepherd, bulldog and grey
hound each have a structure in per
fect adaptation to their inherent men
tal demands.
The shepherd is char
acterized
strength

by a body adapted to both
and speed of an average

Conference,

degree, the skull is highly devel
oped in the forehead, the eyes are
large, intelligent and expressive of
He
great sweetness of disposition.
is a true friend and a sensible ser
vant.
The bulldog is of low and heavy
build, the legs bowed and powerful,
the skull low and very broad, the
jaws massive and repulsive, the eye
brutish and cruel; his entire appear
ance is as uninviting as it is typical
of untiring
strength and blood

thirsty ferocity.
The greyhound is extremely tall,
spare, slender
pointed and long.
His head is narrow between the cars
and relatively small for his size;
his look is one of restlessness, cau
tion and timidity.
Nature has
adapted him for speed and he makes
the most of it.
Man is governed by the same ex
act laws
(though more complex,
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the spiritual, the nervous, and the
The vital includes three
cephalic.
classes of organs — the lymphatics,
the blood vessels, and the glands —

which, through their function of ab
sorption, circulation and secretion,
are the source of the body's nour
Persons
ishment and purification.
of this temperament are character
ized by stature about the medium
and by breadth of body, rather than
The bones and muscles
by height.
are not so heavy and strongly de
veloped as in the motive tempera
ment.
The chest is full, the abdo
men rounded and large, the limbs
plump and tapering, the hands and
feet relatively small, the neck com
paratively short and thick and the
shoulders
broad and round.
The
head and face correspond with the
other parts and are well filled out
with adipose tissue, while the ex
pression is lively, frank and good-

PETER DAILY, Vital

Temperament.

owing to his higher mental devel
or organization, and can
opment)
be studied and classified into types

by his peculiar physical constitution,

or temperament.

In

0. S. and
classified all of the
organs of the body and their func
tions together with the brain, un
der three heads — the vital, or nutri
tive; the motive, or mechanical;
and the mental, or thought-produc
ing. These have an anatomical and
physiological basis and are also
and
quite
simple
comprehensive.
They, however, are general enough
to embrace the other divisions of
other authorsj for the vital includes
the arterial, the sanguine, the tho
racic, the digestive and the nutri
tive.
The motive includes the me
chanical, the muscular, and the
The mental in
bony, or osseous.
cludes the sensitive, the harmonial,
1839

Professors

L. N. Fowler

ANDREW JACKSON,

Motive Temperment.
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vere and stern.
In proportion an
there are good bones and good mus
cles, there is power in the constitu
tion, power to endure, to sustain
hardships, to overcome obstacles in
It is the machinery of
the way.
the body. A man who has a strong

muscular frame will walk rather
than ride, and will delight to take
active exercise.
The motive temper
ament is connected with action, mo
and
hardihood
tion, endurance,
in
This temperament
toughness.
clines a person to labor, to be in
dustrious, to desire constant em
ployment and to work without fa
They are not so polished and
tigue.
refined in their manner, with the
same opportunities for mingling in
refined society, the same amount of
training and the same discipline,
as those who have the mental tem
They are more thorough,
perament.
direct, plain.
plodding, tenacious,

REV. W,

H. THOMAS,

Mentnl Tempermment.

As Washington Irving
natural.
"Who ever heard of, or saw,
a fat man leading a riot?"
They
are very fond of variety and there
fore incapable of fixing the atten
tion long on one subject (unless it
be of the pleasures of eating, drink
ing, etc.), and so unfitted for pur
suits that require abstraction.
In
short, they are the jolly good fel
lows of society.
The motive temperament is indi
cated by large bones, strong, hard
muscles, prominent joints and an
angular figure, usually associated
with more than average height; the
says:

shoulders are broad, the abdomen is
moderate in fullness, the face is ob
long, the cheek bones are rather
high, the jaws large, the teeth
strong, the features in general rug
ged and prominent. The expression
of the face is striking; it is strong,
earnest, determined and, maybe, se

Pltolo by Rockwood

WII.I.IAM MiKlNl.KY. Bnluicul

Tumpenunrat
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practical, efficient and persevering;
they are most certain to do and say
bold things; to be connected with
reforms, machinery, and pioneer
ing work.
em
The mental temperament
braces the brain and nervous sys
tem and is the .instrument through
which mind is manifested ,and de
thought
velops sensation, emotion,
and feeling. A person in whom the
temperament
mental
predominates
has a very large head for the body.
The forehead is enormous, being
broad and high; the upper side
head is expanded, the base of the
brain is narrow or small; the face
is pyriform in shape ; the features
are delicately cut, if not sharp; the
•countenance is mobile and very ex
pressive the skull delicate and thin,
as are all of the bones of the body.

The figure is not strongly marked
like the motive temperament; sel
dom imposing, but may be graceful
and elegant; the muscles are small
and compact in quality, adapted to
rapid action rather than strength.
In short, the whole structure is dis
tinguished for its fineness and deli
Such persons are very quick
cacy.
in their motions and have great sen
to pain and suffering.
sitiveness
They will be inclined to study,
think, write, teach and speak; to
do indoor head work in preference
to manual labor.
The mind will
generally predominate over the bodv
and with fair culture the person will
be clear-headed, intense, susceptible
enjoyment and suffering, and to

4o

every
ence.
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internal and external influ
The brain makes the whole

body its servant and hence the whole
body is the medium of mental mani
festation.
the brain is larger in
proportion than the body it is lia
ble to exhaust the body, because the
exhausting power is the brain.
the brain is small in proportion to
the size of the body, the person is
liable to take on an excess of vital
ity, to generate life without exhaust
ing it through the mental suscepti
bilities. Such a person will not die
prematurely from nervous exhaus

If

If

tion.

We have spoken of these temper
aments where each has been pre

dominant and the other two rather
neutral in the individual.
It is a
very common thing for persons to
possess two of the temperaments
quite harmoniously developed and
the third very
Then,
deficient.
we
see
an
occasional man, or
again,
woman, who is blessed with a har
monious blending of the three.
These persons have what we term
a balanced
They
temperament.
have a good-sized, well-proportioned
head, rather large bones and power
ful muscles, and the vital organs
are large enough to round out the
Such as are thus fortunate
body.
in being, if properly educated and
trained to industry, are capable of
turning their head and hand to any
line of thought and work with al
most equal facility and success of
effort.

1 know
That Love makes all things equal: I have

heard
mine
own
heart this joyous truth
averred :
The spirit of the worm beneath the sod
In love and worship, blends itself with God.

By

—Shelley.
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in photographs at Successive Aqes.

The Psychology of Childhood.
BRIGHT AND PROMISING.
By Uncle Joe.

No. 652.
Emma Rhodes,
East
Springfield, Pa. — This child has the or
ganization that will enable her to live
a healthy, happy and useful life.
She
is well equipped to perform intellectual
duties and she will not shrink from
them.
an excellent
of
Having
memory
names, dates, events, people and places
she visits, and she will be able to store
her mind with incidents and thus en
tertain herself by passed records when
she has no one to talk to.
She has also excellent musical ability,
which shows in the outer corner of her
forehead, and her disposition will add
considerably to the effect of her musi
cal education.
Tune, Tune and Weight
are all well represented, and she should
6how not only ability to recall tunes
and play by ear, but she will also have
the patience to work out the theory of
music, and should, by all means, de
velop this talent.
As a teacher of music she could adapt
herself to the needs of pupils advanced
at different stages. She will show keen
sensibility to passing events, and is a
wide awake child to what interests older
She will not take things as a
people.
matter of course, but will throw joyousness into her work.
Were she to take up teaching as a
she would manifest not a
profession

little adaptation in understanding her
pupils.
She

will

show

a

very

affectionate,

loving and friendly nature if
and trained.
rightly understood

she

is

She
must not be spoiled by being allowed
to have too much of her own way, but
judgment must be displayed on her be-

No. 052. EMMA
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half, and she will make a most efficient
substantial and useful member of so
ciety.
She will be a companion to the old
and young; in fact, will take as much
pleasure in looking after old people as
she

will in playing with little girls of

her own age.
She is quite industrious and she had
better learn domestic science and help
her mother with the cooking, as well as
use her taste and originality in making
her own clothes after she has learned
to

for her dollies,
proficient in music.

make them

becoming

EEGINALD PAUL OF BANGOE,
NOETH WALES.

By D. D. Bees, F.F.P.T.

of this sketch — al
not
though
yet ten years of age —
has already astonished many of the
musical critics of Wales by his
the
on
marvellous performances
The subject

So. (153. REGINALD PAUL.

piano.

He is endowed with a fair-sized
brain, but of very high tone and
quality. If we would judge of size
only as a measure of power, we
would not expect anything great in
His head measures
this subject.
circumference, but
inches
in
20%
his high quality, activity and ex
citability combined with large force
and energy and also having a predominence of the mental tempera
ment — his body being comparatively
small — with prominent organs of
time, tune, form, size, weight even
constructivetuality,
comparison,
ness, ideality and language in the
frontal lobe and a very strong back
and side head, endowing him witli
much force and executive power,
firmness
and concentrativeness
be
Hence he
ing also well represented.
will manifest much stability, perse
verance and self-control, though he
is very active and often impatient
and even restless.
He has all the qualities necessary
to make a successful pianist or a
violinist and his success in the musi-

cal world is well-nigh certain; for
with the noticeable activity — to the
phrenologist —of the or
practiced
gans of tune and time, which would
scarcely fail to attract the attention,
one can see that he is a born musi
cian.

As

student he would learn with
has a quick, grasping, ac
tive intellect — which should, in fact,
be for a time restrained, rather than
He would learn his
encouraged.
tory and languages with remarkable
ease.
He also has all the qualities
necessary to make him a good allround scholar.
He has prominent self-esteem,
which will help him very much in
public life — give him confidence and
ease

a

— he

self-reliance.
He is very sociable, friendly and
warmhearted ; is ambitious, and anx

ious to please, sensitive to praise
and censure.
He has a high sense
of personal integrity, right and jus
tice.
He is conscientious, straight
forward and trustworthy, and will
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generally do all in his power to com
mand success.
He is endowed with strong ac
which will spur him
quisitiveness,
on to greater action for the love of
gain — whether of money, property,
or the pursuit of knowledge, "will
command much of his attention.

JOURNAL
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He is by no means idle, but
always up and doing, and there is
a greater
danger of his overdoing
rather than showing any signs of in
dolence, and should be encouraged aa
far as possible, in his younger days,
and avoid over work and exhaus
tion.

Scencc of Health*
NEWS AND NOTES.
By E. P.

Miller, M.D.

THE NATURAL AGE OF MAN.
A

from London, England,
reports that Sir James C. Browne,
a student of mental and nervous
diseases of that city, declares man's
natural life to be 100 years, and wo
man's natural age a little longer
than man's. Fourier, a French nat
uralist, estimates mans life at 140
It is claimed by different in
years.
that every animal ex
vestigators
cable

cept man lives at least ten times as
as it takes the animal to reach
the age at which it reproduces its
kind.
this was true in regard
to man he would live 150 years at
least.
But why limit the life of man to
100 years or 140 or 150 years?
Why should he not, or can he not,
live' to 200, 500, or even 1,000 years.
It would take an ordinary man
1,000 years to learn all there is to
be learned
about this grand old
earth of ours. We are informed by
the Bible which is considered
the
word of God, that some of the men
who lived before the Deluge lived

long

If

hundreds of years.
Enoch walked
with God for 300 years and Enocli
But
was not for God took him.
him?
what did
God do with
Where is he now? He may be alive
now on some other planet or fixed
star for what we know.
Enoch's
father, Jared, lived to be 962 years,
he
when
died.
Jared's
father,

Mahallabed, was 895 years old when
he died.

Enoch's son, Methuselah, the old
living man of which we have
any record, was 969 years of age
Methuselah was 187
when he died.
years old when he begot Sombok,
And Lamech
the father of Noah.
lived after he begot Noah 595 years
est

And
and begot sons and daughters.
Noah was 500 years old, and Noah
Ham and Japheth.
begot Shem,
"Noah was a just man and perfect
in his generation, and Noah walked
with God.' To walk with God sub
stantially means to live in harmony
with the laws, to "obey his voice"
and "keep his commands, his stat
utes and his laws."
The promise
to those that do this was freedom
from disease, good health and a long
life of happiness and prosperity. It
is disobedience of the laws of man's
organization that causes early death.
The Lord God permits diseases to
come upon humanity because they
violate his laws.
"He that doeth
wrong shall receive for the wrong
he hath done."
These things need
to be repeated over and over till the
people learn to appreciate the knowlto be derived from them.
The fol
lowing, found in the 28th Chap
ter of Deuteronomy, indicates what
will happen to those who do not
of the Lord
obey the commands
God.
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If

thou wilt not observe to
words of this law that
r.re written in this book, that thou
mayest fear this glorious and fear
ful name, THE LORD THY GOD;
59.
Then the Lord will make
wonderful, and the
thy plagues
of thy seed, even great
plagues
plagues, and of long continuance,
and sore sicknesses, and of long con
tinuance.
60.
Moreover, he will bring upon
thee all the diseases of Egypt, which
thou wast afraid of; and they shall
cleave unto thee.
Gl. Also every sickness,
and
every plague, which is not written
in the book of this law, them will
the Lord bring upon thee, until
thou be destroyed.
58.
do all

TO GROW

PLANTS WITHOUT

SUNLIGHT.

the

Examples of Old Age
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Reports from Washington on Octo
17th state that the Agricultural
Department is going to experiment to
see if plants cannot be raised without
sunlight.
They will plant cabbage,
beets,
turnips, parsnips, potatoes and
ber

other garden
vegetables, and expose
them to electric lights, to see if the
heat and light of electricity will not
promote the growth of plants similar
to that of sunlight.
they succeed,
will, it may prove
as they doubtless
to a possibility of the truthi of the
fifth verse of the last chapter of Reve

If

lations, which says:
"And there shall

be no night there;
need no candles; neither
light of the sun, for the Lord God'
giveth them light; and they shall reign
forever and ever."

they

WHAT THE DOCTORS SAY.
OLD AGE MAY BE KEPT AT
BAY BY THE USE OF BUL
GARIAN ZOGHOURT.
How (he Food is Prepared.
Perfect
and
to'

Nourishment, a Diuretic
Slightly Purgative, Owing
I fx Saccharine Elements.

I.
who wish to attain the age
of a hundred without having to
bear the inconveniences
attendant
on old age have only, it appears, to
follow
the
prescriptions of Dr.
Mctchnikoff of the Pasteur Insti
tute.
Some
have renewed
their
hope ; some regard themselves in the
mirror of time, under the alert and
pleasing aspect of comfortable old
men; others as crowned with the
of abundant hair;
snowy diadem
yet others as decked with the orna
ment of a fan-shaped beard, adding
to the elegance of a figure, always
and the aspect of a young
supple
man.
Those

The late Susan B. Anthony In her 8.1thyear.
Mrs. C. M.
Severance In her 88th vear.
Mrs. Rebecca B. Spring in her
With year, 1906. Lob Angelce, California.
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in

fact,

according

to
a necessity,
but an ancient law which weighs
on humanity; and recent discoveries
have proved that the numerous dis
eases of the intestines and the stom
ach which decimate humanity are
due to the existing alimentary re

Old

age,

Dr. Metchnikoff, is not

gime.

That

all eat too much is an
All scientific men
established
are agreed that those whose lon
gevity is remarkable live on very
different food from the majority.
Their diet is composed largely of
vegetables, fruit and milk products;
in a word,- of elements which con
stitute a refreshing diet, diminish
ing as far as possible the intestinal
flora — for the intestinal flora of the
forests among which we find side
by side eatable ccpes and venom
we

fact.

[April

as a powerful factor in de
stroying the microbes of putrefac
tion. The customs of primitive na
tions, it appears, are in this respect
more scientific than our own. Never
do Orientals, the wandering tribes
of Algeria and Tunis, or the blacks
of the South African continent ab
They only use
sorb raw milk.
boiled milk and "lait caille" (clot

garded

ted

milk).

Throughout the Ottoman Empire
every one understands the manufac
ture of that product, which is called
zoghourt, and, together with bread,
forms the basis of the food of the
entire rural population of Turkey.
The mountaineers of the Caucasus
have also used zoghourt from time
immemorial; and its beneficent ac
tion against anemia and tubercu
losis is well known throughout the
In Bulgaria,
whole of that region.
ous mushrooms.
are endowed
inhabitants
the
where
avoid
to
wish
if
we
In principle,
and are
virility
remarkable
with
intestinal
poi
to
due
disease
other
of
the pop
food
the
sole
sick,
rarely
soning, and to enjoy a green old
which
the
to
is
zoghourt,
of
ulation
marks
age, sheltered from the
(Bulga
caille
"Lait
Bulgare"
name
to
drugs,
resort
not
years, we must
rian clotted milk) is given.
but to an appropriate regime con
to
abnormal
fermentations
Zoghourt is milk, to which is com
of
sisting
municated by maza, or Bulgarian
the intestines, and thus defend our
ferment, a special quality of hydro
selves from the enemy which we
is
which
and
us
chloric fermentation resembling hycarry about with
ills
the
all
drochloro-peptic fermentation. This
of
nearly
the source
quality, which renders it very easy
which beset humanity. Birds, which
of digestion, results in its being
are lucky enough to have no large
old
from
readily accepted by the intestines. It
intestine, do not suffer
the
to
day
is prepared either with the milk of
They preserve up
age.
their
feathers,
their
the cow, the sheep or the goat,
death
of their
warmed over a slow flameless fire
bodily suppleness and their vivacity.
in as large a vessel as possible, at
The ideal for humanity would be to
Since
never exceeding 80
a temperature
be deprived of that organ.
endeavor
until it is reduced
us
let
Cent.,
degrees
this is not possible,
which
of
its original bulk.
two-thirds
of
the
to
it
poisons
to purify
action
the better
the
reduction
it
the
The
through
in
greater
collect
may
It should never, how
the zoghourt.
of microbes, which have such a pre
ever, be reduced by simmering below
ponderating action in causing vari
diseases.
half of its bulk. To assist evapo
ous intestinal
But how are we to exterminate ration it is stirred with a ladle all
the time it is cooking.
the deadly army of microbes which
As soon as the reduction is com
of
citadel
the
in
itself
has installed
plete, the milk is poured into bowls
For many years past
our being?
varying in capacity as required, and
the ferment of milk has been re
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set aside to cool, till it reaches a
temperature of 5.5 degrees Cent. At
that moment a small quantity of
zoghourt made on the previous day,
or the day before that, is introduced,
in a proportion of about two cubic
centimetres per litre — that is to say,
a coffee-spoonful
per large bowl.
The proportion, moreover, depends
upon its strength, and, if it is used
in large or even small quantities, the
coagulation of the milk
complete
ought to take place in five hours.
The mixture of the ferment with
the milk is effected by taking the
clotted milk of the previous day
and adding it to a small quantity
of the reduced milk taken from the
The mixture is then intro
bowl.
duced into the milk — without dis
turbing the surface, on which cream
has already formed — by means of
As soon as
a syringe or a tube.
the mixture is effected the bowl is
covered with a woollen cloth, so
about
as to keep the temperature
55 degrees Cent, for five hours. At
the end of that time the milk will
The cloth is re
be found clotted.
moved, and the bowl placed in a
cool place until it is quite cold,
that is to say in three or four hours.

The zoghourt is now ready for
It tastes sweet or
consumption.
sour according as the leavening sub
There are
stance is sweet or acid.
thus two sorts of zoghourt, each
prepared with a different ferment.
The sweet zoghourt becomes sour
by lapse of time as the sugar in the
milk turns acid ; but such acidity
only occurs in zoghourt prepared
with sour yeast. It would be inter
esting

to

investigate

and

ascertain

which of the two bacilli which co
agulates the milk turns it sometimes
acid.
The
sweet and sometimes
sour zoghourt is generally preferred
to the sweet. It can be eaten cither
with or without sugar.
As may be seen, a small portion
of the zoghourt (generally taken
of the bowl)
from the bottom

119

should

be reserved to serve as fer
ment.
In Turkey, when a family
has none, it is begged from the
But to obtain the fer
neighbors.
ment in a place where zoghourt has
not been made, the mode of proced
ure is as follows:
Clot natural
milk at a temperature of 30 degrees
Cent.; keep it till it becomes sour
and then skim it.
The cream will
serve for ferment for the first zog
hourt, the making of which will re
quire a somewhat longer time than
usual.

There is another manner of con
suming zoghourt; it is put into a
linen bag and buns; up to strain
off all tbe buttermilk.
At the end
of two or three hours only the curd
remains,
stiff enough to resemble
skim cheese.
It is generally sour
and is called Torba zoghourt (deriv. : Torba, sack).
It is eaten
with sugar or honey, according to
taste.
It can be forwarded by post
and must be dipped in milk on
reaching its destination.
The ordinary zoghourt is eaten
either alone or with any other kind
of food — with fried
aubergines
etc.
It is
pumpkins, strawberries,
in every case a wholesome, nourish
than
ing food — more nourishing
milk and especially suitable to those
who

are recommended

Zoghourt, which is

a
a

milk

diet.

perfect food,

is at the same time an excellent sup
plement to milk from a therapeutic
point of view.
It is a strong diu
retic and slightly purgative, owing
to the sugar of the milk which it
contains ; hence, its beneficial action
in dropsy.
When it is allowed to
over-ferment it becomes — owing to
the presence of a small quantity of
carbonic acid — a slight stimulant to
the mucous membranes of the stom
ach, as well as a sedative in the
case of gastric intolerance.
Its great qualitv, which renders
it superior to milk as a medicine,
consists in its exquisite taste, so that
it never causes repulsion when it is
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well prepared.
As already stated,
the taste, which is fresh and pleas
ant, varies according to the method

of making, either being slightly

piquant.
"When one has before one's eyes,"
said Dr. Tulbendpan in a lecture to
the Medical Society of Angers, at
which he communicated
the infor

[April

mation given above, "the enormous
number of persons who succumb to
uramic or other disease because the
taste of milk has become insupport
able, we can realize what a powerful
thereapeutic agent zoghourt may be
come in the hands of the physi
cian." —Forwarded by C. II. Shepard,

M.D.

JACOB KINNEY AT NINETY YEARS OF AGE MARRIES

THE SEVENTH TIME.

Spry

Xonagcnarian,

Father
of Forty-Four
Widow of Sixty Summers.

A Richmond, Va., Paper of March
7th Vouches for the Following

Children,

Weds

a

Ninety years old, six times mar
ried, and the father of forty-four
children, with grandchildren galore,
Jacob Kinney, of Henrico County,

Ann Green, a widow, who
admits having passed the sixtieth
mile-post.
The old man has been a widower
for some time.
He says now that
he feels the need of a helpmate, al
though he is as spry as he was

to-day secured
seventh bride.

twenty years ago, and is able to do
considerable work on his farm.

Statement.

a

license

to

The woman

take a
of his

choice is

A CURE FOR OLD AGE.
By E. P.

Dr. Thomas Darlington, Health
Commissioner of New York City,
has an article in the New York Tri
bune's Sunday Magazine of Oct.
loth on "Cure for Old Age/ in
which he announces six rules for
obtaining long life which are of so
much value we give them place in
the Science of Health, as follows :

I.

Proper Eating.— This

is the

first, the most important, of all hy
gienic rules, just as improper eat
ing is the most widespread cause of
disease
and
premature old age.
Probably all of us eat too much, and
many times too much, the members
of Beefsteak Clubs being not the
That a locomotive
only offenders.
will not work with too much coal
or an automobile
with too much
gasolene men can understand. They
should also be able to understand

Miller, M.D.
that the body cannot work properly
with an excess of food.
It cannot

A tremendous
handle the excess.
waste of vital energy occurs with
all large eaters, simplv in the body's
This ex
getting rid of the excess.
Food which is not
cess poisons us.
assimilated because it is not needed
The
decays and becomes poisonous.
body does its best to overcome these
poisons, and tires the man out by
its efforts.
When it cannot over
come them, these toxic elements
store as unhealthy deposits in the
walls of the arteries.
Sooner
or
later they set un disease ; in all
cases they harden
and destroy the
usefulness of the arterial coats up
on whose normal condition health
and long life depend.
Now, there are many reasonable
people who are not only willing but
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to eat properly, but they do
not know how. They will say that
they cannot measure their food for
themselves nor for their children,
because they do not know the proper

eager

quantities.

ulations can

will

Until
be

more specific reg

found for them they

be greatly assisted by two broad

rules.

Eat Slowly. — The first of
If a man
"Eat Slowlv."

these
eats
rapidly he mav eat twice or three
he
times as much as he needs.
The
this.
do
he
cannot
eats slowly
reason is that with slow eating the
sense of repletion makes itself felt
He can
when repletion is reached.
not eat any more, because he does
His' appetite
not want any more.
being satisfied, food has lost its at
In eating ranidly, how
traction.
ever, the excitement and the enjoy
ment and the haste prevent the state
of repletion from being observed.
In its place he is checked only by
In the former, reple
distention.
tion, his after-state will be one of
In
content, comfort and activity.
the latter, the state is one of sleepi
ness, fatigue, and discomfort. From
the standpoint of happiness and use
fulness alone, to say nothing of
health,, no better rule can be fol
"Eat
anv
man than
lowed
by
is

If

Slowlv."

Dessert.— The
to dessert,

a

of tempting
repletion is

after
further
indulgence.
hearty dinner, pudding, pies

the
appetite,
reached,
to

After

second rule is as

the custom

and all other sugary
compounds
cost every one who eats them far
more in comfort and pleasure than
the pleasure which he receives. They
are the most ingenious and most ef
fective causes of general overeating.
Sugar is rather a serious matter,
dietetically speaking.
According to
the experiments of the Italian Gov
ernment sugar contains and furn•*

(To

be C<
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to the body two and a half
times as much energy as any other
food known. Upon these results
the British Government used cho
colate for its troops in the Boer
War, and the Japanese greatly de
veloped the principle in the use of
a chocolate preparation in their
recent war.
Imagine, then, the strain put on
the "body by sugary
preparations
after a hearty meal, a mass of food
and concentrated energy that is not
needed, particularly by people lead
ing sedentary lives who have no
means of burning up the excess of
food in healthy exercise.
Sugar is
an excellent thing in itself; but it
might be much better if the dinner
began with sweetmeats, in the Chin
ese fashion.
In all cases where the
dessert is heavy the dinner should
be light and the relation between
the two intelligently considered.
A further rule of value may be
gathered from the fact that about
eighty-five
per cent, of the food,
taken in normal quantity, is used
up in maintaining the heat of the

isb.es

body.

of

our

In

summer,

when

the heat

environment nearly ap
proaches the heat of the body, sometiling like eighty-five per cent, less
of food is necessary.
These figures
cannot be laid down exactly for all
persons, but the fact suggests its
own course of action.

II. — Proper

Elimination. — If

the surplus steam of an engine was
not allowed to escape and the ashes
were not removed, its action would
soon cease.
The body is simply, in
one aspect, an automatic food-con
suming and waste-eliminating ma
chine.
The organs of elimination
should be looked to, watched and

maintained in regular daily action
at least as carefully as the million
aire watches his automobile in these
respects.
Regularity is of the high

est importance.

itinued.)
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General Porter.
A NEAR

VIEW OF THE MAN AND HIS CHARACTER.
By

J.

A.

President Mclvinley once said of
General Horace Porter that "he can
match the French in all the grace of
speech, wit and courtesy, which are so
valuable in diplomatic and social fife."
Few men sent to France from this

Fowler.
country have filled their mission with
such eminent success as General Por
ter, and we wish to emphasize McKinley's tribute to the subject of our sketch
by pointing out how he filled his posi
tion so completely.

Photo by\Rockviood.

GENERAL HORACE POBTER.
(J) Stability.

(3) Observation.
2) Revolution.
<b)_Ta<.'t. 01) Langnage.

(4) Longevity.
(5) Wit. (61 Adaptability
(10) Posiiivencse.
(11) Intuition.

(7) Sympathy.
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In

the selection

of foreign ambassa

dors great discernment is necessary in
recognizing the fitness of each man to
the country to which he is sent, and

General Porter, through his diplomatic
ability, his linguistic talent, and his
ready wit, which are noticeable factors
in his character and show in the devel
opment of his large Language, Wit,
Secretiveness and Imitation, has been
able to do what few men have accom
plished.

in him a man of unusual
of
He is constitu
strength
purpose.
and
tionally tough
wiry, and his head
and features betoken resolution which
we see (1) in the well proportioned
chin, (2) the nose, (3) the orbital arch,
and in the perceptive faculties which
We

see

are actively

developed.

These

take

a

far-sighted glance of all practical sub
jects.
Nothing escapes him. He is a
man who is sure of his game before he
fires his first shot.
He never wastes
his amunition nor throws away his en
ergy, strength or words on useless sub
He knows what he is about and
jects.
has the tact to use his knowledge with
economic discretion.

His head is broad in the anterior lobe,
making his forehead square rather than
high. All practical leaders of men who
have
been known for their quick in
sight into the comprehensive affairs of
life, such as (1) President Roosevelt,
Admiral
General
Dewey,
(2)
(3)
Tracey, have had a similar cast of head,
while our literary imaginative, highly
polished and philosophic leaders, like
McKinley, as a politician, Herbert
Spencer, as a writer, and the Rev. F. B.
Meyer, as a preacher, have a higher
forehead and a less prominent brow or
arch over the eye.

In General Porter's head there is con
siderable breadth above and behind the
ear which has given him courage to act,
speak and work in a forcible way. He
shows prudence without fear; hence he
would rather be connected with a large

123

concern, a difficult enterprise and a mas
terly piece of work than with that which
can be easily overcome or requires no

test of courage to accomplish, con
quer or surmount.
Constitutionally speaking he is made
of wrought iron, but possesses — singu
larly enough — the polish of cast iron,
He has the pluck of a hundred men and
the sympathy of double that number.
In this union of his character he com
bines the strength of his father and the
tenderness of his mother. There ar
comparatively few men who have been
better able to use their powers to a good
account than he.
Like Abraham Lincoln,
he
has
through his humor, resisted encroach
ments that another person, with less
tact and insight would not have been
able to do.
The outer corner of his forehead (5)
is noticeably active and represents his
Mirthfulness, and when this faculty
works with his Comparison and Combativeness it gives him a keen apprecia
tion for repartee, eloquence and appro

priate illustration.
He
the
Motive-Mental
possesses
Temperament which shows in his broad
shoulders, square chin, broad nose, long
ear, high cheek bones, and his percep
tive and executive faculties.
He must
have inherited some of his grandfather
Porter's fire, nerve and military spirit.
It is not strange that General Grant
should have selected him as Military
Secretary, and that he should have be
come one of that general's close trusty
and confidential friends and advisers.
General Grant himself had a similar
cast of intellect, and had General Por
ter been placed in a similar position to
that of Grant he would have served the
Union with similar ability.
His knowledge of military matter,
courage and pleasing manners, ready
tact, executive ability and tireless en
ergies were charactistics which com
bined to make him a most efficient Sec
retary, and every office he has filled
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since then lie has honored with the
•dignity of being a brilliant soldier, an
able lawyer, a distinguished writer, and
a fluent speaker.

[April

Now that General Porter has re
turned to this country we know that he
will still manifest the same earnestness
of purpose that he has always shown.

Prize Offers and Awards.
The prize for the March competi
tion has been awarded to Mrs. Coburn, North Water Gap, Pa., for
her description of the four men
whose pictures

uary number.

we gave

in

the

Jan

For April

the competition is for
the best ideas on improving the
Phrenological
Journal.
One
month's entire contents table must
be given, also the names of suggested
articles for other numbers.

Eor May the competition is for
the best article on "How to Improve
the Memory and Cultivate Eventu
ality."
For June

the competition is for
the best account of any Biblical in

cident illustrating

Phrenology.
the competition is for
the best article on "Scientific Mar
riage" (with advice on the same).

For July

Mr,

Benedict Lust,

The competition for August is for
the best article on "How to Culti
vate Self-Esteem."
The suggestion
has been forwarded by Geo. T. Byland, Class of '98.

The prize winners will be given
subscription to the Phren
ological Journal or one of the fol
lowing books: "Self-Culture and
Perfection of Character," by 0. S.
Fowler; "A Manual of Mental Sci
ence for Teachers and Students," by
J. A. Fowler; "The Principles of
Andrew
Physiology,"
Combe,
by
M.D. ; "Marriage," by L. N. Fowler;
"Memory and Intellectual Improve
ment," by 0. S. Fowler; "Man in
Genesis and Geology," by Joseph P.
Thompson, D.D.
Competitions should be written
on one side of the paper only and
in ink, and sent in before or on the
first of each month.
a year's

The Editor of "The

Naturopath/'
The American Institute of Phrenology.
The fourth meeting of the season
in connection with the above Insti
tute was held on February
6th,
when Mr. Benedict Lust gave an in
teresting lecture on "The Kneipp
He fol
System, or Naturopathy."
lowed the eloquent appreciation of
Dudley Field Malone, upon the life
and work of Patrick Henry, and
said on commencing his lecture that
he thought Patrick Henry must have
had a great constitution, and that in
every period of the history of this
country we have found that the right
man has stood up as an apostle to

give utterance to great truths. Hav
ing a fine organization, Patrick
Henry was backed up in his princi
ples by his vitality and health.
All through his address Mr. Lust
expressed his own strong personal
ity. Being a foreigner and having
a German accent, he expressed his
views in a straight-from-the-shoulder way, and thus kept his audience
in perfect good humor all through
his remarks ; in fact, they were often
convulsed
with laughter over the
cool, audacious advice that he of
fered and the comparisons he drew
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between what ought to be, and what
is.
He said it had become a public
fad to have operations and several
doctors. "A man cannot live, die or
be buried as he wants to; he cannot
be buried without a coroner's certifi
certificate
and
a
coroner's
cate,
must be obtained through a physi
cian or by a post-mortem examina
tion. This is worse than English

taxation." It will be readily seen
that Mr. Lust is a man who stands

12S

In Germany
receipts of the papers.
to
there are eighty-nine societies
take up the study of Nature-Cure,
and the simple life is studied much
more than it is in this country."
Mr. Lust

speaks with the force of
The Vital and Motive
elements are strongly combined in
his nature.
His quality is fine,
which shows itself in the delicate
texture of the skin and hair, and the
Vital elements manifest themselves

conviction.

quite distinctly in his rather round
but firm chin, small but well-shaped
The
ears, full but well-set features.
Motive in the dark eyes, square
forehead, high head, practical brow,
conscientious
bearing, anrole chest,
square shoulders and firm muscles.
He is the picture of health, and
lives up to and practices the views
that he preaches.
He therefore has
influence
over others, and people
feel convinced that what he is tell
ing them is true to nature, although
his views may be rather extreme,
and should be carried out and lived
up to if health is to be the prime
factor in life. He speaks with the
air of authority, and consequently
he will always have a willing audi
ence to listen to his ideas.

r

MR. BENEDICT

LI

ST.

for natural habits.
"But," said he,
"people do not want to follow natu
ral laws. The making of money by
fast methods is against natural laws.
As for fresh air, there is none of it
in New York; and if there was, men
have no time to breathe it.
We
need more Patrick Henry s to create
a revolution,"
he
"to
declared,
make people take care of their bod
ies and use their brains aright."
He said that "in Germany there are
many more parks that are the lungs
of the cities than here. In Germany
the press helps to increase the in
terest in health measures;
in this
country patent medicines fatten the

At the close of the meeting, Dr.
Brandenburg made some profitable
remarks concerning the points which
had been given bv the speaker whom
he had known for many years. As
a physiologist he had had- consid ■
erable experience, and as a lecturer
on Hvgiene he had studied the sub
ject of Therapeutics from A to Z.
He added some advice concerning
the kind of baths different temper
aments should indulge in and the
way they should be taken.

Before the lecture, two examina
tions of a lady and gentleman were
made by Miss J. A. Fowler; both
were interesting and representative
characters.
At the close of the meet
ing opportunity was given for some
examination
and
of
the
busts
museum.
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Burglar's Brain*

Study of Edward Dunlap's Remarkable Mental
Criminal Problems.
Professors in Wister Institute Plan
Deep Investigation of the Con
vict's Brain, Which Shows
Great Differences from
Others.

(Special Dispatch to the New York

Herald.)

Philadelphia, Pa., Saturday,
March 3d. — Edward Dunlap, re

formed burglar, was right in his es
timate of his brain, which has
proved the most extraordinary ever
examined by scientists at Wister In
stitute.

Dunlap was a remarkable crim
inal.
He displayed great mental
vigor and willed his brain to sci
ence, declaring that he felt certain
his brain would be found to be un
usual and that the study of it might
enable science to suggest a way to
combat criminal instincts in other
men.
Announcement was made to-day
that there are inexplicable features

in

Dunlap's

brain

[April

that render it

That is all science can say
unique.
at present.
Dunlap's brain is dif
It has aroused great spec
ferent.
ulation among the scientists, but
none as yet ventures the slightest
of its meaning.
The
suggestion
solution will require years of study
and years of comparison of this or
gan with others.
"Dunlap's brain is in many re

spects, the most remarkable
speci
men we have ever had here to ex
amine," said the doctor in charge
of the Institute.
"Hundreds
of
brains, even of notable men, of
fer little or nothing to distinguish
them from the average, but strangely
enough Dunlap's brain, which has
just been examined, bears out his
belief expressed before he died that
it was unusual.

Traits

May Solve

"In

no other brain we have ever
here have the fissures been so
wide and deep and strangely marked.
What does this mean?
cannot
may
say. It may mean nothing.
be full of meaning.
But the fact
that the brain is different remains
and is interesting to us in view of
Dunlap's announced conviction that
in it might be found the key to his
seen

I

It

long criminal life.
This is interesting, particularly
at this time, when the institute has
just been chosen as the Central In
stitute for Inter-academic Brain Re
Science
search in the United States.
lias at last awakened to the necessity
for brain study, and it is safe to
say there is no subject of anatomy
which is so little understood.
there
"Since this announcement
has been a great awakening of inter
It seems likely
est in the subject.
that we shall have practically an
unlimited number of brains here at
our disposal."
The above article is gratifying in
as much as it is the fulfilment of
long years of agitation on the ques
tion of Brain research, made by
But still very little
Phrenologists.
will be done in ascertaining the true
character of Dunlap, unless some of
the researches of Gall, Spurzheim,
Combe, the Fowlers, Sizer and Dray
Of course
ton are brought forward.
the examination of the fissures, the
depth of the convolutions, etc., may
prove something, but the width of
the basilar brain as compared with
other brains, the height of the brain
as compared with the height of other
brains, and the length may add some
thing even more pertinent . in ex
plaining the man's character than
The paper says,
the mere fissures.
"the solution will require years of
of
study and years of comparison
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this organ with others," that is so,
but we trust that the Institute will
be

willing

to use

A
In

a

the

experiments

New

namely the
following remarkable picture ap
peared, which we leave our readers
to dissect for themselves.
In the

"I WANT

KMK

CUICHt SAYS:I

not like this man, he is coarse and
brutal."
Of the second she said:
"Neither do I like this one, he is
cold and cruel."
Of the third one
she said: "This type I like, he is
fatherly and sympathetic." Of the

ONLY JUSTICE,"

"

TTSi

CLAICHE GIRL SAYS.

'
1

trial of Berthe Claiche,

she is re
to have said,
only want
justice," and in choosing her jury
she selected her jurors with con
siderable discernment of character.
Of the first subject she said:
do
ported

that have already been made, as
stepping stones toward further light
in this respect.

Study of Heads and Faces*

York paper,
New York Journal, the

recent
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"I

"I

m MS

■4*'vi'. OMfML1

fourth one she remarked: "I also
like this one, his is an honest, kind
face." And so she went on express
ing an opinion concerning every
juror, which showed her to be a
shrewd discerner of character.

Health and Character.
Report of the American Institute of
Phrenology.
A highly enthusiastic meeting
was convened on March 6th (Tues
day) to hear Dr. E. B. Foote lec
ture on "Health and Character;
How United," and Maurice Warner,
the gifted musician.
The meeting
was an auspicious one among the
many interesting gatherings of the
Institute.
The chair was taken by
the Bev. Thos. A. Hyde, and after
his remarks Miss Fowler made two
examinations.
Dr.
phrenological
Foote and Mrs. Trautman were se

from the audience, because
they represented different types of
Dr. Foote, Miss Fowler
character.
said, possessed a high degree of the
lected

Mental

Temperament, with hardly

enough of the

Vital

elements to give

physical stamina and vitality for all
the work that his brain was in
clined to do.
He was constantly
generating new ideas, planning out
new fields of work, dipping into sci
entific facts that bore upon the issue
of things that concerned mankind,
and therefore he needed a giant body
to support and sustain the activity
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He would be liable,
she said, to burn the midnight oil,
and remarked that she thought his
wife must have often to remind him
that he had a physical organization
that needed thought and considera
The dinner-bell was no sign
tion.
that he was ready to put down his
Miss Fowler
pen and obey its call.
asked his wife, Mrs. Dr. Foote, if
her husband did not pay more at
tention to his brain than his body.
To which she replied, "always."
The lady who was examined was
She inherited
•of the executive type.
in
a fine constitution, was large
build, solid and substantial, and well
capable of taking upon herself re
sponsibilities in life. She was told,
among other things, that she had
•executive ability, organizing power,
and a very industrious mind; that
she would organize work for other
people and be able to set fifty peo
ple to work; that she was very in
tuitive, and had good recuperative
were
power; that her sympathies
strong and as a nurse in watching
over the sick, or as a physician in
giving advice, she could be equally
helpful. When asked if she was en
gaged in any executive work, she
6aid, "Yes, all day long."
Although
she had never seen Miss Fowler be
fore, she had told her things which
would seem as though she had
known her all her life.
of his brain.

In introducing Maurice Warner,

wonderful little musician, Mr.
Hyde referred to the musical talent
that this boy evidently possessed,
and mentioned the organs of Time
and Tune, Ideality and Calculation
which were specially large, and re
ferred to the arguments he had had
at Harvard
when
sustaining the
theory that there was an organ for
He
Oratory as well as for Music.
said that children were great proofs
of Phrenology, and if we were to
go into the schools we would find
much confirmatory evidence of the
Science.
He was glad we had such
the

Continued
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highly gifted lad to play for us
Maurice Warner then
that evening.
played from memory the "Fourth
Grand Concerto in D minor," by
Vieuxtemps, also a "Nocturne," by
Chopin, and "Hejre Kati," by Huby Mrs.
bay, and- was accompanied
Banner, the wife of Mr. Michael
Banner, the celebrated teacher of
His playing was an
New York City.
intellectual treat; and as the Hall of
the Institute was full to its utmost
limit by this time, his playing was
received with great enthusiasm.
Dr. Foote was then called upon
He handled his
to give his address.
subject with great skill and gave to
his audience some well thought out
He said what we were all
ideas.
was good health and good
for
crying
character; that no argument was
They
needed to show their utility.
are the summum bonum devoutly to
be wished, which no one could deny.
While the theories of theologists he
did not pretend to know much about
a

and the cosmic and psychic science
problems were too deep for him, yet
utilitarian
the practical, pressing,
him
are what interested
problems
most, and it was these problems that
he wished to speak upon.
So full of points was the subject
that the lecturer found it difficult to
draw the line and close the subject.
On doing so, however, the chairman
remarked on rising, that they would
be glad to have Dr. Foote come some
other time and give them the re
mainder of his notes and state the
principles upon which these many
valuable facts had been based, and

He
propose a workable propaganda.
was sure that all had listened to the
valuable lecture with great interest.
Maurice Warner then completed his
being
the "Nocturne"
programme,
plaved in a most beautiful and ar
tistic way; while the last selection

namely "Hejre Kati," by Hubay.
It was quite,
was bright and joyous.
interesting to see the play of emo
tion on the boy's face as he plaved
these two different pieces,
i Page /jz.
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"There is one mind common to all individual men. Every man is an
inlet to the same and to all of the same. Let a man then know his
Emerson.
worth."

SPRING
The wild winds through the leafless trees
Are harbingers of birds and bees;
The tempest's breath, the moan, the sigh,
Foretell of gentle breezes nigh.
The mantle now so closely borne,
And over Nature's jewels worn,
Will soon be cast aside, and bring
To vision brightest hues of Spring.
S. E. Baker.

A LARGE BRAIN DOES NOT
PROVE INTELLECTUAL
POWER.
Two of the most eminent anthro
of Germany, Professors
pologists
Loewenfeld and Eyerich, have been
examining into the prevailing belief
that a large skull and a heavy brain
are indications of superior intellec
tual power, and find absolutely noth
ing in support of this tradition.
They have based their investigations
on careful studies of 935 soldiers of
the ordinary class

;

unteers, gentlemen's

education;
schools,

brains

312

and

of

.

the

300 one-year vol
sons of superior

pupils of national
examinations of

207

dead.

There

were

weakly endowed natures with fine
brain capacity; on the other hand,
some of the brightest of the onehad heads rather
year volunteers
less than the normal size. No mat
ter what way they went to work toget results in favor of their earlier
impressions,
they were confronted
with defeat.
No such rule can be

It is as irregular and
unscientific to say that a bigbrained or big-headed man is intel
said to exist.
as

lectual as to say that he is tall or
short or addicted to any particular
habit. — Modern Society.
The above statement is what Phre
nologists have endorsed repeatedly,
and only where size is accompanied
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by a fine quality of organization have
they indicated that size gave power.

Physiologists who have not studied
the localization theory, do not real
ize that the topographical areas of
the brain are of much more impor
tance than the size of a brain.
It
is where the brain is developed,
whether anteriorly, posteriorly, supe

riorly, or inferiorly, that concerns a
psychological and phrenological ex
aminer.

THE STUDY OF PHRENOLOGY
BY CLASS WORK AND PRIATE INSTRUCTION.
There are three methods of im
parting phrenological knowledge by
work.
One
is through
personal
classes in various localities, another
is through the
the

third

A. P. I. Institute;

is by private instruction.

All sources of study are preparatory
for the more extended Institute work
in the autumn, when both the prin
ciples and the art of character read
ing are fully explained and demon
When persons can give their
time to a lesson a week, the advan
tage of appealing direct to the
teacher is a benefit, though in the
lessons by mail, the same privilege
is granted, but, of course, on a slower

strated.

basis.

The "Straight-Edge" Industries.
To help a man to help himself is

a far greater and more praiseworthy
effort than to bestow a library, and
what we have heard of the "straight
edge" industries proves to us that

we have

among

us men

who

have

at the right principle of
things. As a rule, people do not want
A few
charity, but practical help.
grasped

persons, however, will always be will
ing to lean upon the efforts of

[April

But able-bodied men and
others.
women prefer to support themselves,
and the industries known as the
"Straight-Edge"
supply a long-felt
need.
Right in the heart of New
York City a school of methods exists
for the study of the highest art —
For
that of friendly co-operation.
several years a few persons have
been working to establish the abovenamed school, and it is worthy of
the support of all right-thinking men
The location of the
and women.
Straight-Edge Industries is No. 1
Abingdon Square, on the corner of
Greenwich Village.
Bank Street,
The Eighth Avenue trolley car
Connected with the
passes the door.
industries is a restaurant, bakery,
pure-food laboratory, printing estab
lishment, play workroom for chil
dren, a hall for public gatherings,
classes and lectures, and three floors
of living rooms for workers and
The Straight-Edge Indus
others.
tries have been partly equipped by
workers
and partly by interested
friends. These industries are held
in trust for the free use of co-opera
tive workers by a school of methods
which consists of persons who are
studying by practical and experi
mental methods how to translate
business
into terms
of human
brotherhood.
The investigators point
out that two thousand five hundred
dollars spent for meals, lodgings,
salaries, rent, and other expenses of
or unorganized charity,
organized
will support five thousand men and
women
in idleness for one day;
whereas two thousand five hundred
dollars spent to equip the StraightEdge Industries has afforded a hun
dred and fifty persons a chance to
work and earn their living, six
months each on an average, equiva
lent to a day's work for thirty thous
and people.
One of the points of
the practical creed of the members of
this colony is, "there is no orthodoxy
but the orthodoxy of loving our neigh
bors as ourselves, and doing unto
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them all things whatsoever we would
that they should do unto us." Any
information required by our readers
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on this important work we shall be
happy to supply, or inquirers can
write direct to the above address.

REVIEWS.

Cyclo
Tabcr,
Chicago; Assistant Editor, Nicolas
This little book is in
Senn, M.D.
tended to furnish the layman with a
more or less comprehensive
knowl
edge of the thousands of medical
words and subjects in general use
by the profession.

It

does not pre

a

work of this

use is invaluable.

It supplies the family with really
pertinent facts regarding the struc
ture and functions of the human
It also gives various diseases
body.
that are liable to affect the various
It
organs and parts of the body.
also provides
the family with a
means of discriminating
between
various symptoms so that it may be
known when a physician's aid is im
It also furnishes the diaperative.
tetic and hygienic treatment for all
diseases of vital import, together
with many suggestions for assisting
the nurse or physician, and fifthly, it
gives an extended list of poisons and
antidotes

and

the

and
symptoms
It is useful in
emergencies and will prove of un
told value to many a household. The
devoted
to accidents
departments
and "first-aid" treatment will also
prove to be extremely useful.
It
contains
a great deal of valuable
information relative to nearly every
subject embraced by the term "med
ical science," and current literature
often contains medical terms which
the layman knows nothing about;
words and terms not found in the
The
average English
dictionary.
book is furnished
with valuable
charts,
tables and cross-index
for
special subjects, and pages are left
for prescriptions and medical recipes.
It combines the important features
of a medical dictionary and ency
in fact, an epitome
clopedia, and
of general medical information. We
have no doubt about its being ap
preciated
by the general
public
wherever
introduced.

treatment of each.

is,

Taber'a
Family Medical
pedia.
Edited by C. W.

for

kind; in fact, its

is

new, and we cannot have too many
books on this valuable subject of
health, we believe that the writer
will be gratified by the distribution
and ready sale of his latest publica
tion.
Price, 20 cents.

"family doctor," but

tend to be a
there is room

it

How to Be Healthy, Wealthy
and Wise. By A. T. Story. L. N.
Fowler & Co., Imperial Buildings,
I^ondon, Eng., and Fowler & Wells
Co., New York." The writer of this
little booklet takes up the question
of health and what it means, the
feeding of children, happiness the
desire of all, youthful smoking, ex
ercise in the open air, the secret
of longevity, apples for health, the
misery of the millionaire, among
other thoughts, .and writes interest
So many books
ingly upon each.
nowadays are written upon health
that it is very difficult to find a
writer bringing forward any new
ideas, but the compilation of the best
literature upon health and the com
bining in one volume of much re
search which saves the reader's time
is what helps to sell many booklets
on this subject to-day.
The writer
of the above-named book is not un
known to phrenological readers, and
those who have read his other liter
ary works will be glad that he has
ventured
upon a new series.
As
every one is asking for something
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
Eng. — This child
capital memory and is very

Iris Nichols,
has a
observant

;

she is precocious

and

will

manifest more than average intelli
She will dis
gence for her years.
play an enquiring mind and will be
quick to learn, always taking a lively
She
interest in her surroundings.
will be very self-reliant and reso
lute in purpose, ouite, active and en
ergetic, also loving and sympathetic.
Keep her a little girl as long as
possible and do not be in a hurry to
tax her young mind with school les
sons. When older she should have
the opportunity of learning music.
When she reaches maturity, she
will give a good account of herself
and will aspire to a position where
she can have responsibility.
H. Pinchbeck, Lincoln, Eng. —
Possesses

an active
temperament,
intelligence and a self-reliant dis
position. He is fully alive to what
is going on in his surroundings,
and will take an interest in affairs
generally. There is much decisive
ness in his character, also versatility,
with an occasional display of im
pulsiveness.
See that he completes what he
more application will
commences;
be to his advantage; he is an af

fectionate boy, very sympathetic,
and can talk well, his general mem
ory is good. By the aid of constant

perseverance he will make a good
scholar, and eventually will succeed
where his quick perception and con

structive abilities will be called into
exercise, either in mechanical work
or commerce.
The necessity of ap
plication must be impressed upon
him.

J.
boy

Smith,
possesses

Darwen,
much

Eng. — This
strength

and

solidity of character; he is firm and
reliable, trustworthy and respectful ;
he will learn his school lessons with
comparative ease, particularly by the

aid of individual tuition, for he likes
to have a reason for everything and
will evince an enquiring mind.
He has ability for drawing and
will take an interest in mechanical
work and will be skilful in it.
should
We advise his education
directed along Scientific and
be
Technical lines, and when his age
permits apprentice him to a trade.
He is social and affable, respon
sive to good influences and will take
his own part well among his com
petitors.

He has inherited strong moral
tendencies and a good constitution.-

HEALTH AND CHARACTER.
Continued from Page

liS.

Mr. Picrcy then gave out the notices
for the future meetings, saying that
Dr. Robert Walter, of Wernersville,
would lecture on "The Constitution
of Man, or the Philosophy of Phre
nology in Connection with Science
and Health," on April the 3d. He
was sure that Dr. Walter was too
well known and had been too well
received at the Institute on previ
ous occasions to need more than a
brief announcement
to secure for
him a large and appreciative audi
ence. A musical quartette was also
expected to give some music on the
same evening, and it should be borne
in mind that the Phrenological Ex
aminations which were generally
given at the close would precede the
lecture and would be given promptly
at 8 o'clock.
A fuller report will appear next
month.

The Wednesday Morning Lenten
Talks arranged by Miss Fowler on
"Character in Personality" would be
given during the month, to which
ladies and gentlemen were invited,
particulars of which could be ob
tained from the printed programs.
A class for earnest, busy men and
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women
would commence its first
morning at
lesson on Wednesday
10
o'clock,
particulars of which
could be obtained at the close.
A vote of thanks was given to the
lecturer and musician by Miss Fow
ler and the meeting was brought to
a close. She suggested that each one
present should read the sketch of
Maurice Warner in the March Jour
nal, which also contained the line of
ancestry of the boy for many gener
ations and proved conclusively the
arguments of the lecturer.

THE

INSTITUTE,
FOWLER
LONDON, ENGLAND.

The Fowler Institute holds its
usual monthly students' meeting at
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus,
London, E. C, under the able presi
dency of Mr. D. T. Elliott. Discus
sions of a highly beneficial character
pertaining to Phrenology are the
order of the programme.

At the Monthly Meeting of the
students
of the Fowler Institute,
held on February 28, a pleasant even
ing was spent in discussing the men
tal requirements
of the mechanic.
The subject was introduced by Mr.
A. Dayes, F.F.P.I., who read an in
teresting paper, which will be given
in a future number of the Journal.
Mr. D. T. Elliott occupied the chair.
On going to press, we have received
the sad intelligence that the wife of
one of our graduates in London, a
member of the Fowler Institute, has
It will be remem
passed away.
bered that Mr. T.
Desai, Barristerat-Law. has taken quite an interest

J.

in the phrenolog-ical work and that

he has given considerable
time to
literature He sends us a poem he
has just written on the death of his
wife.

Mrs. Desai was born in 1874. We
extend to Mr. Desai our sincere sym
pathy in his bereavement.

Professor
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Taylor,

F.F.P.I.,

of

Morecambe, England, is now lectur
ing at the Y. M. C. A., in Belfast, on
one
Phrenology,
being
subject
"What to do for our Boys and

Girls."

On March 7th Mr. J. M. Fitz
gerald gave a lecture on "The Dif
ferences in the Cranium and Cere
bral
of Men and
Developments
Women" before the Senior Class of
Bennett Medical College,
Bishop
Fallows presiding. The lecture was
greatly appreciated. Another will be
given soon on "Muscular Stability
and its Relation to Moral and Men
tal Progress."

BRITISH

PHRENOLOGICAL
SOCIETY INCORPORATED.

The Monthly Meeting for Febru
ary was of a social character and
proved to be one of the most suc
cessful yet held.
The purely phren
ological items were supplied by Mr.
George Hart-Cox, Mr. A. Hubert,
Mr. James Webb, the President (Mr.
J. M. Severn) and Mr. T. Timson;
whilst some excellent musical con
tributions were given by Miss J.
Ticehurst, Master C. Windfall (whose
head was afterwards examined pub
licly), Miss Jessie Sarna and Mr.
C. Morgan. The President occupied
the chair, and the Hon. Sec. Mr.
Warren announced that thirty-three
new members had joined the society
since the beginning of the present
year, and he was certain from the
tone of things around that a wider
interest than ever was being taken
in Phrenology.
This society had
been working1 for twenty years and
was still vigorous nud nrospering.

FIELD NOTES.
C. A. Hewes is travelling in the
Southwest giving examinations.
D. H. Campbell is lecturing at

Sturgeon Falls, Ontario.
Annie M. Dewey is giving exam
inations in Springfield, Mass.
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J.

E.

O'Brien of Canada is now
the States and located in
Mt. Clements, Mich., lecturing as
well as giving readings and doing a
good business.
C. W. Tyndall is now in Omaha,
touring

Neb.,

J.

Black, Vinton, Iowa, says:
had a fine business this
winter, and if nothing happens I
will trv and pay you a visit next
summer in New York."
Dr. W. G. Alexander is touring
and is now at Calgary,
Canada,
Alberta.
Geo. Cozens is still doing business
in North Dakota.
Mrs. Viola H. Gilbert lias opened
a Phrenological
office in Asheville,
N. C.
Alva A. Tanner is giving examin
ations at Oakley, Idaho.
V. F. Cooper continues to give
examinations at Couer d'Alene,
Idaho.
J. W. Billman of Smithville, Ohio,

"I

E.

have

soon to give stereopticon
on Phrenology.
T. Byland, who has been laying
off and resting for three years is
now preparing to start out again in
the lecture field.

expects
lectures

J.

MISS FOWLER'S TALKS.
Miss Fowler's Talks on Wednes
day mornings at eleven o'clock, dur
ing February, have been upon char
acter in the face. The salient points
of eyes, ears, nose, chins, were given,
and blackboard illustrations
were
used to enforce

the speaker's mean
ing. Instances of each type are also
found in the audience of ladies and
each morning.
gentlemen
During
the month Mrs. Carrie Chapman
Catt, Miss Marv G. Ilav, Mrs. E.
Dye, Rev. Henry S." Clubb, Mr.
H. 0. M. Crosby, Rev. Albert B.
King, have been guests of honor.

J.

THE LENTEN TALKS.
The Wednesday
were
meetings
upon "Character in Personality," on

JOURNAL

[April

"The Science of Dress," "Character
in "The Walk," in "The Voice," and
These will be
the "Handshake."
in our next
more fully reported
issue.

The April Talks on Wednesdays —
4th, 11th, 18th, 25th— will be upon
Character in Handwriting.

A Morning Class

has been formed
busy men and women at ten
o'clock every Wednesday
morning.
A shorthand route to character read
ing is the object.

of

We can recommend Mrs. Reed as
one who has given not a little atten

tion to the study of the Music.
Address, Fowler & Wells office.

Subscriptions can still bo taken
for the Aso-Neith Cochran System
of Numbers and Letters, a book that
will shortly be published on the Sci
ence of Numbers, Names and Life
Vibrations. Cloth bound only. Price,
$2.00.
Subscription blanks can be
obtained from Fowler & Wells Com
pany-, 24 East 22d Street, or from
415 West 115th Street, New York
City. The book will contain much
interesting matter.

Mr. Utley, Class

'0(5

lecturing in

Canada has met with satisfactory
success.

MY SYMPHONY.
William Henry Ciianninq.
To live content with smnll

Means; to seek
Elegance rather than Luxury;
And Refinement rather than
Fashion; to be Worthy, not
Respectable; and Wealthy,
not Rich; to Study hard,
Think quietly, talk gently,

Act frankly;

to listen to Stars and Birds,
to Babes and Sages, with Open
Heart; to bear all cheerfully, do
all Bravely, await Occasions,
hurry never. In a Word, to let the
Spiritual, unbidden and unconscious
Grow up through the common.
This is to be my Symphony.
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work.

THE TWIG IS BENT.

A. B. Brecs, Lenawee County. Mich.,
illustrated what may be done
with a twig after persistent effort.
Mr. Brees trained a tree on his old
home in Allen County, Ohio, which
is but one of many illustrations of
the possibilities of tree training.
While perhaps of little practical con
sequence, the fact is an interesting
one, and applies with equal force to
the development of one's character.
has

FUTUEE ARTICLES.
We have in store many
interesting
answers to Phrenology, one on ''Some

Brain Fallacies;

or the Size

of Head
in Relation to Mental Capacity," being
an answer to Andrew Wilson, in "Black
and White."
Another on "The Human
Brain, Where Some of Its Powers are
Supposed to Reside," being an answer
to Dr. E. A. Spitzka, of New York
City, in the New York Tribune Farm
er/ Third, "The Relations and Devel
opment of Mind and Brain, or the Old
and New Phrenology," being an answer
to Prof. Elmer (iates in his little work
on the above subject.
And the "Crow

an answer to the Harvard
University Guide, and "Is Phrenology
Proven?" an answer to Prof. Henry
James in his last work on Psychology.

OBSERVATIONS AND RE
FLECTIONS.
By

Having

S.

had
spending much
ber of years in
fice, there were
for observation

Harmer.
'

the
privilege of
time during a num

Phrenological of
many opportunities
and reflection which
would apparently be useful as well
as interesting to the non-professional
mind.
The old saying of "Many
men, many minds" proved true in
regard to those who came for exam
inations.
The question most fre
quently asked was in reference to
occupation,
showing that Pbrenol
ogv was not considered a "fad," but
something of real, practical use.
Some jicrsons would make a half
apology, saying, "I have no faith
in it. but would just like an exam
ination for curiosity."
The Pro
fessor would erravely answer, "It is
not a question of faith —but facts,
I tell you just what see." Many
times a doubter would ask for a
simple, oral delineation of character,
but at the end would request a full
written description. Before leaving
the office it was not uncommon for
the person to say, "Thank you —
a

I

you have described me as if you
had known me all my life, instead
of only a half hour." Some would

come in, look over the printed
circulars of prices and say, "I want
to know only one thing ; I don't care
for a delineation of character nor
choice of friends, none of those
things, I just want to know what
will lie in;.- lies! occupation." (
>nly
one thing!
As
under the magic
sight and touch of the phrenologist
knob would rise on the scalp and
proclaim itself "Lawyer,
Doctor,
Engineer, Carpenter, Clerk!"
As
in many other sciences the mind
of
the laity
not well-informed.
One
if,

of

The systematic principles of draw
ing the head to reveal character
should be studied by all phrenolo
gists, and a series of lessons will be
commenced shortly for the benefit of
our readers on the above subject by
Mr. Frederick Koch. We are sure
that this subject will be profitable
for all who are interested in this
work.
Many want to sketch an
outline of a head, but do not know
how to begin.
The work is simple,
but one needs to know how to set
to work, and this series of articles
will reveal manv of the points that
are not properlv understood.
We
would advise our readers to get their
pencils sharpened and be ready for

AS
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young man, who was examined, was
remarkably well-fitted for clerical
work, but his digestive powers were
very weak and his general health
It seemed almost impos
very poor.
sible to find a suitable occupation
for him and throughout the entire
written description the question of
health was uppermost,
being con
sidered with every other subject.
A poor, hard-working woman
came into the office with her boy, a
lad about sixteen, and after a care
ful phrenological examination, she
asked, "What had he better do?"
The phrenologist went over the oc
ex
cupations he had mentioned,
plaining in simple terms the "why"
of it all. The woman asked again,
"What had he better do?"
Again
came the answer,
"Paper-hanger,
carriage trimmer, etc." "Won't he
make a doctor or lawyer?" burst out
Phrenol
the poor, fond mother.
Alas !
ogy does not give brains.
that there are too many square pegs

SCIENTIFIC
The

[April

in round holes and the reverse !
Phrenology helps to put the round
pees in the round holes, etc., and
show each stibject for what he is
best fitted.
One may succeed in any one of a
while
dozen different occupations
another has little choice.
One can work well only in quiet
and seclusion while another is fitted
to manage hundreds of employees
or an army.
After an examination
asked whether
he
a young man
would make a good telegraph oper
ator.
"Yes/ said the Professor,
"but you will not be contented, you
can do very well, but that is not
your best occupation." Having set
his mind on being an operator, he
did become one and in two years
to a high posi
he was promoted
tion with an excellent salary, but
was so extremely dissatisfied that he
gave it up and became as he had
been advised two years previously, a
private secretary.

ELOCUTION.

Faculties Required for this Profession.
By M. Tope, of Bowersto.v, Ohio.

Elocution may be defined as the
flcience and art of speaking or orally
reading wTith elegance, variety, en
The object sought
ergy and ease.
of
the
correct
is
presentation
thoughts and sentiments which some
one has in some manner previously
A great deal of so-called
expressed.
elocution is very poor work, for obvi
ous reasons.
And it is not every
person who imagines that he or she
is a good elocutionist that really is
such.
At a thriving college in Ohio,
where we were doing quite a busi
ness professionally examining the
students and others, a certain lady
called with some of her friends and
In summing
had an examination.
up her talents for occupation we as
signed her a different line from that
which she was trying to follow. On

handing her the chart, she surprisedly asked if we knew who she
We replied in the negative,
was.
and asked her name.
She said that
she was the teacher of elocution in
the college.
Then we said, "I can

not help it, Miss
; but your
qualifications are better for other
kinds of work, as you will find by
To be satisfied alxmt this,
trying."
we wrote at once to Prof. Nelson
Sizer of New York, and asked him
to state briefly the qualities required
for an elocutionist, which he did,
and corroborated
our own views.
The lady had, however, several natu
ral endowments that were all right,
as good lung power and a concentra
tion of mind which would give a
moderate
degree of success in a
number of things that she might set
herself to do. But she was not by
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any means a natural-born elocution
ist.

This

account not only confirms
statements, but illus
how people generally make

'our previous

trates
mistakes and get into wrong lines
of effort, and it shows how necessaryit is that young folks should be care
fully directed into proper channels.
To excel in elocutionary art there
are, therefore, two things that are

absolutely essential: 1st, Requisite
natural qualities: 2d, A thoroughly
practical knowledge of the princi
The
ples and laws of expression.
of
consid
and
importance
propriety
ering the subject phrenologically,
then, must be apparent; as it will
not only give the right constitutional
adaptation, but by an analysis of
the mental faculties it will show
what intonations, gestures, move
ments, looks, etc., express these fac
ilities, individually and collectively.
Nothing but Phrenology, carried out
in detail, can ever place elocution
scientific, sensible, correct
■on the
and attractive basis of Human
Nature, with all its variety of men
tal processes in intellections, af
fections, passions and foibles, and
trace these activities or outworkings
to their specific and primary sources.

Elocutionists should have a VitalMental Temperament, to give the
to
necessary ardor and enthusiasm
The
■enlist the feelings of hearers.
lung capacity should be ample, and
A little squeakythe voice good.
voiced elocutionist would tire any
audience.

The faculties of Self-Esteem and
Approbativeness should be strong,
and a desire
to give self-confidence
Human Nature and Im
to please.
itation should be well developed, to
enable them to mimic and impart
A full
the lifelike to their efforts.
or prominent eye is by all means
necessary, for a ready command of
and
"words
appropriate delivery.
Eventuality is essential, for a trusty
memory of events. AVhile the Social
faculties and Ideality, Tune, Indi
viduality and Mirth fulness need not
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With a com
bination similar to this, a person,
male or female, can be a successful
elocutionist, and might well adopt
be above the average.

if they can manage
the profession
to make enough money out of it.
The chief principles and graces
of elocution to be studied and prac
ticed are: Pronunciation, Emphasis,
Inflection, Pitch, Force, Rate, Qual
ity, Pauses and Gesture.

Particular stress should be put
It adds
upon clear articulation.
ornament to speaking, spelling, read
ing and conversation ; and much im
provement would be given to sing
ing, only another form of expres
sion, if singers would learn to articu
late their words
more distinctly.
Teachers should pay more attention
to this in teaching reading, spelling
and speeches.
Give drills on the
elementary

sounds

and words.

The fidelity with which inflec
tions or intonations correspond with
mental

operations

and specific

fac

ulties is astonishing to a practical
ear!
The loves, disappointments,
scolds,

the

amiable,

gross,

refined,

half-witted, religious, etc., can all
be told, though unseen.
Some fac
ulties
others
shorten,
lengthen,
these

tones.

Combativeness

and

Mirthfulness cut them off short, but
in different manners — the one fall
ing, the other rising.
Destructiveness gives a coarse, grating, or gutteral sound, while Ideality polishes
and elevates.
Love "vanishes" the
voice, and the affections generally
lengthen the intonations.
Venera
tion solemnizes them, and Causality
imparts weight to the words; and
so on, every faculty, in its very de
gree of excitation, being reported
faithfully in the vocal enunciations.
Understanding this, affords a re
doubled

pleasure

to the hearer.

Rut time and space forbid further
discussion.
We know of no better
treatise on this subject than the old
series of McGuffey's School Readers,
and Hyde's "Elocution and Ora
tory," to which the reader is re
ferred.
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Sense and Nonsense.
THE

FALL OF THE

LILIES.

In the sweet of the early morning,
Just after the first bird-call,

I

out at my golden lilies
time to see them fall;
For the reaper had entered early,
And his stroke was swift and sure,
Neither spared he a golden lily
Just because its heart was pure;
Prostrate, they one and all together
Bowed them down before the sun,
And swathed with the common grasses,
They died as the grass had done.
looked

Just in

And the buds which had never blossomed!
They were leveled with the rest —
Cut down ere the best within them
Could be yielded or expressed.
But what may be in the purpose
Which must hide behind it all ;
What it means to the golden lilies,
Or to Nations when they fall,
It is He of the endless apes.
Who sees them arise — then die —■
He only of all the universe,
Knows the Wherefore, and the Why.
Anna. J. Gbanniss.
BORN FOR A

LAWYER.

Why His Mother Recommended
to Colonel Ingersoll.
Among the stories which Colonel

Him

Bob In
gersoll delighted to tell was the following,
says the writer of "America's Most Popular

Men:"
While studying law with a firm out west

the colonel found himself alone in the office
one day.
He was interrupted by the
of a raw-boned,
entrance
sharp-featured
countrywoman, who ambled into the room
tenleading a freckle-faced,
watery-eyed
year-old boy by the hand.
"Air you the lawyer?" she began.
On being answered in the affirmative she
went on to say that she had brought her
boy Jim to town for the purpose of binding
him out at the "lawyerin" trade." She was
morally certain, she averred, that Jim was
a born lawyer and that all he needed was a
chance.
"But, madam," objected the colonel, "he
is entirely too young to begin the study of

law."
"Too

indeed!" sniffed the fond
young,
"You don't know
mother contemptuously.
Jim. He was born for a lawyer."
Much amused, the colonel asked her on
what grounds she based her hopes of a
future at the bar for her darling child.
"Why," said she, "when he was only

seven years old he struck work, and he
wouldn't do another lick if he got killed for
it. When he was eight he got sassy and
put on more airs than a prize horse at a
country fair, and now, Lor' bless me, he
jest freezes on to everything he can lay his
hands on."

THOUGHTS OF GREAT MEN.
In all debates, let Truth be thy Aim, not
Victory, or an unjust Interest; and endeav
or to gain, rather than to expose thy an
tagonist. — William Penn (17th Century).
There are but two states of Love, and
those are labor of love, and the zeal of
love: the first is duty, the second is perfec
tion.- — Jeremy Taylor (Holy Living).

This is the Comfort of
Grave cannot hold them,
as soon as they die.
For Death is no more
us over from Time to
Penn (17th Century).

the Good, that the
and that they live

than a turning of
Eternity. — William

State what you censure by the soft name
who would apologize for it.
— Hamilton.

of those

The Bright

,
in the lowest.

one in the highest

Is brother to the Dark

one

— Tennyson.

Men's minds are not so made as to grasp
— Max Mliller.
beginnings or endings.

Battle of Trafalgar, 1805.
The sea is our approach and bulwark ; it
has been the scene of our greatest triumphs

and dangers ; and we are accustomed in lyr
ical strains to claim it as our own.
— R. L. Stevenson.

Stand firm like a rock against which the
waves hatter: yet it stands unmoved, till
they fall to rest at last. — Marcus Aurelius.
Repeated resistance to the slighter phys
ical expressions of emotion must end in mak
ing self-control easy. — Weir Mitchell.

A

day's grief out of some a year's life
washes ;
Some shed it like ducks' bucks and "Mackin
— Willis.
toshes."

Sundays observe: think when the bells do
chime
'Tis angels' music; therefore come not late.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of

Fowler

&

Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management.
made payable to the order of
The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Magazine Is $1.00 a

Journal

year, payable in advance.
Money, when pent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Order?. Express Money Onler», Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.
Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as i t
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope' and be lost.

Poitaee-Stampi will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger stamps are preferred: they

should never be stuck to the letters, ana should always
be sent in sheet*— that is, not torn apart.
Change of post office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information.
Notice should be received the first of the
precee ling month.
Letter* of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
All Letten should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.
Any Book. Periodical, Chart, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Published prices.
Ag*entt Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
to whom liberal terms will
and our Book Publications
be given.

CURRENT

EXCHANGES.

Human Nature.
San Francisco,
Cal. — Contains an article on "Phre
nology is the Light of the World,"
by H. H. Hinman; "An Appeal to
Editors," by J. A. Fowler; "Follies
and Failures of Modern Medicine,"
by H. E. Brook ; "Scientific Medical
Superstition," by D. A. Bland, M.D. ;
among other interesting articles.

Mind.

New York.

— Publishes

a wide issue of subjects.
One arti
cle that strikes us with particular
interest is "Our Divine Heredity,"
by Edward M. Dawson ; another on

"Building

a

Powerful Mind,' which

is being published in sections; and
another on "Ants," all of which are
worthy of the attention of thought
ful readers.

All remittances should

be

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Book

and News Dealer.
New
an epitome of new and
forthcoming books. All subjects are
introduced, including art, architec
ture, economics, politics, history, bi
travel,
science, medicine,
ography,
exploration, sport, and physical cul
ture.
One part is illustrated with
the picture of E. Phillips Oppenheim, the writer of "A Maker of

York. — Is

History."

The Delineator.
New York. —
Contains "Personal Talks with the
Delineator Family," "A Pause in the
Dance." "Fashions in New York,"
"The Dress of Paris," "Styles of the
Month," "The Fitting and Draping
a Waist," "The Millinery of Early
Spring," "The Rights of the Child."
These will show the wide scope of
the Magazine, and no doubt attract
many new readers.
The Literary Digest. New York,
February l?th. — Contains an article
on "Woman's Real Place in Litera
ture." It opens with an article on
"The Threatened Coal Strike," and
contains
a picture
of President

Roosevelt, and John Mitchell; also
an article on "Japanese Instigation
of the Chinese Boycott," with a pic
ture illustrating the Imperial Chin
ese Committee, among other articles.

The Normal Instructor and Teach
Dansville, N. Y. —
World.
Old and young can gather inspira
tion from articles to be found in the
pases of this valuable
magazine.
Hints on design and drawing are
inestimable.
It opens with an artiers'
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The Woman's Tribune.
Port
land, Ore. — Contains an article on
"Congressional Hearing" of the re
marks made bv the Rev. Olympia
Brown, President of the Federal
Woman's Equality Association, be
fore the United States Senate Com
mittee on Woman's Suffrage.
It is
a paper full of rich thoughts of
woman's work.
The

Bible

Review.

Edited

by

niram E. Butler.
Applegate, Cal.
— This is a magazine which contains
articles of Biblical interest.
The Housekeeper.
Minneapolis,
Minn. — Has many thoughts in it for
young and old ; also helpful hints
for the busy housewife.
The Chil
dren's Hour is not forgotten.
An
article by Gertrude Bateman on
"My Adventures Above the Clouds,"
is sure to be of interest.
The Phrenological Era. Published
M. Tope of Bowerston, Ohio. —
This is an interesting magazine
which is improving every month.
The editor takes great pains in giv
ing his readers something worth
reading.
by

PUBLISHERS'

it

is

is,

Mental Telegraphic
Telepathy.
Communication ; What it
and how
done. By R. Dimsdale Stocker.
"The conclusion seems to be irre
sistible that the fine senses do not

The Christian Work and Evangel
ist. New York. — Can always be de
pended upon as having something of
practical value on the religious side
of life; also articles on secular sub
jects treated in a highly moral and
substantial way.
Chicago, 111. — One
Suggestion.
article in this bright magazine is one
on "What Will You Have For Your
Epitaph?" "Every day you write
an epitaph, and the sum of these
daily epitaphs constitute your char
acter." Another article is on "The
Art of Living," by Ella Wheeler
Wilcox. "Water Drinking" is an ed
"Mind in
itorial of great value.
Man and Animals" is a short arti
cle quoted from the Literary Digest.
We would like to hear more on this
subject.

Naturopath. Xew York. — Has an
article on "The Kuhne Cure," by
It is an exhaustive
Hans Enoch.
article, and explains the system in
troduced bv Louis Kuhne between
An
the years of 1883 and 1900.
other article is on "Neurasthenia
and School Tasks,"
by Benedict
Lust. This article points out many
evils that exist in schools and should
be of help in many ways.

DEPARTMENT.
exhaust the means
which knowl
in other
edge may enter the mind
words, the investigator seems to be
driven to the conclusion that thought
transference
must now be included
;

New York.
The Eclectic Review.
on "The
an article
Treatment of Pneumonia," by Eli
G. Jones, M.D., among its other in
teresting and valuable compositions.
Much can be learned from its pages.

— Contains

Chi
The Vegetarian Magazine.
—
of
wave
the
vegetarian
111.
As
cago,
thought is sweeping over the country,
this magazine is holding its own and
It*
should prove of great value.
is
use
Advice"
on
"General
article
ful, and one on "Vegetarianism and
Cancer" should be of great benefit
in strengthening the resolve of per
sons to adhere to its principles.

by

in
School
"Alternation
on
"A
Work," by W. T. Carrington.
School of Horticulture for Young
People at Hartford, Conn.," and
"The First Children's School Farm
in New York City," are also inter
esting articles.
cle

LApri)
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among scientifically proved facts."
Ed. Bennett in the Society for Psy
Price, 50 cents.
chical Research.
Diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
Consumption, Diphtheria, Pneumo
nia, etc., and their proper treatment.
By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, paper,
25 cents.

The True Healing Art; or, Hy
gienic us. Drug Medication. An ad
dress delivered in the Smithsonian
Institute, Washington.
Bv R. T.
Trail, M.D. 102 pages. This is a
good statement of the principles of
Hygiene as opposed to Drug Medi
cation, and will be enjoyed by all
who read it. Price, paper, 25 cents.
The Mother's Hygienic Handbook.

For the Normal Development and
Training of Women and Children,

and the Treatment of their Diseases
with Hvgienic Agencies.
By R. T.
18G
Trail, M.D.
Price,
pages.
cloth, $1.00.

Physiology, Animal and Mental.
Applied to the Preservation and Res
toration of Health of Body and
Power of Mind.
25 illustrations.
By O. S. Fowler (unabridged edi
tion). Price, $1.00.

For Girls. A Special Physiology;
being a supplement

General Physiology.

to the study

of

By Mrs. E. R.

225 pages, 18 illustra
Shepherd.
tions.
Price, cloth, $1.00.

The Health Miscellany. A series
of papers on Health Topics.
8vo,
64 pages.
35 illustrations.
Price,
paper,

25 cents.

Uterine Diseases and Displace
ments; A Practical Treatise on the
Various Diseases, Malpositions, and
Structural
of the
Derangements
Uterus and its Appendages.
Bv R.
T. Trail, M.D. Price, cloth, $2.00.
Practical Family Dentist. A Pop
ular Treatise on the Teeth, exhibit
ing the means necessary and efficient

to secure their health and preserva
Also the various errors and
tion.

pernicious practices which prevail in
relation to dental treatment.
By
Dewitt C. Warner, M.D.
Price,
cloth,

$1.00.

Comparative Physiognomy;
or,
Resemblances between Man and Ani
mals.
By James W. Redfield, M.D.
334 pages. Illustrated with 330 en

New edition.
Price,
gravings.
This is a standard
cloth, $2.00.
work, and carries the subject of
Physiognomy into the field of simi
larity between men and animals. It
points out the resemblances of hu
man beings to beasts and birds, and
of the people of various nations to
certain animals, the points being
made subjects of illustration.
Phrenologv; Its Use in Business
By J. A. Fowler.
Price, 10

Life.

cents.

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.
seven parts.
By Samuel T. Cole
ridge. With illustrations by Chap
12mo., 71 pp.
man.
People's Edi
tion, bound in boards.
''Its weird,
mystic imagery and unique phrase
ology constitute a poem altogether
without its like in the English lan
The setting it has received
guage."
makes it more attractive than ever
before.
Price, 25 cents.

In

Right Selection in Wedlock. The
How and the Why. What tempera
ments
and
mental characteristics
should unite in wedlock. Illustrated.
Prof. Nelson Sizer. Price, 10 cents.
Resemblance
to

Judge It.

Price, 10 cents.

to Parents, and How

Prof. Nelson Sizer.

Almost a Man. A help to mothers
and teachers in the delicate task of
teaching the lad concerning himself.
Price, 50 cents.
Almost a WToman.
A book written
an attractive form giving pure
instruction needed by the girl. Price.

in

50 cents.
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The best cookery book in the
world.
A new, revised and much
enlarged edition of Mrs. Beeton's
Household
Management will be
ready immediately.
This famous book has been recomposed throughout from a special
font of new and clear type, printed
on the best English paper, strongly
and
bound
in half
artistically
leather.
Published price, $3.25 net.
Fowler & Wells Company, New

York.

It

is copiously illustrated in the
most useful manner, with hundreds
of photographic reproductions of ac
tual dishes, processes and materials.
No expense, however great, has been
spared in getting the best possible
results.
The
numerous
colored
plates

faithfully

are

reproduced

from nature, and nrintcd in fourteen
colors in the highest style of litho
graphic art.
Every recipe has been carefully
re tested and prices and details al
tered

where

than

two

necessary,

thousand

and

(2,000)

more
new

have been added.
The new edition has twice the
number of pages and is twice the
size of its predecessor.
We honestly
believe this to be the greatest value
in book production for the money
ever offered to the public.
Owing to the greatly increased
size and cost of the new edition it
has been found necessary to make
"Mrs. Beeton" a net book.
This
arrangement gives the trade a much
larger profit than under the old con
ditions.
We therefore ask you to
give even more prominence than of
old to this long-established
Queen
of Cookery Books.
recipes

"Psychology

and
Pathology of
is the subject of a
book just translated from the Ger
man by its author, Magdelene Kintzel Thumm.
you want to know
the character of a person by his
handwriting, read this book.
The
author even goes farther, and sug-

Handwriting,"

If

[Apri

gests that a diagnosis of the physical
condition can be determined by one's
handwriting.
$2 net.

Thoughts for the Rich. This is the
title of a new and unique book. It is
of value whether you are rich, work for
riches, hope for them, spend riches or
have none.
It is not voluminous, but
is conveniently divided into chapters,
and every chapter is short, and is com
posed of short paragraphs, every one of

If

which is a gem.
you are a reader
who can appreicate crystallized thought,
you want to add this to your collection.
25 cents.
'?The Express," Lititz, Pa.
The Hygiean Home Cook-Book; or,
and Palatable Food Without
Condiments. By R. T. Trail, M.D.
This is a recipe book, founded on Dr.
Trail's experience in preparing foods
for his health institution without the
use of yeast, acids, grease, or condi
ments.
Price, paper, 25 cents.

Healthful

The Alcoholic

Controversy.

A Re

view of the "Westminster Review" on
the Physiological Errors of Teetotalism.

By R. T. Trail, M.D.

Price, paper, 50

cents.

Five-Minute

Chats with Young Wo

men and Certain Other Parties.
42G pages.
Price, cloth, $1.50.

In

12mo,

Nutshell. Sugestions to Ameri
Students. 12mo, 178 pages.
Price, extra cloth, full gilt, $1.00.
a

can College

Therapeutical
Uses
of Intestinal
Lavage.
By H. S. Drayton, M.D.
Price, paper, 30 cents.
The Perfect Way in Diet. A treatise
ancient Food of Our Race.
By Anna
Kingsford, M.D. Trice, $1.00. Con
sidering very fully the Physiological
and Social Aspects of the Question, a
Vegetarian Diet, and is at once scienti
fic and popular, and is considered an
authority on the subject.
Practical Palmistry'. A Treatise on
Chirosophy based upon Actual Experi
ences. By Henry Frith.
Price, paper,
50 cents.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .OO

IN CARRYING

CASE.

The Neatness, Portability. Kfl
Cheapness- of our Popular Magic Lantern will
commend it to everyone wishing a good, reliable
instrument at a moderate price.
in the Popular we have dispensed with the japanned
case of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction
of our Patent Bl-uniaf Lamp makes that unnecessary, and
thus a great saving* in weight
and bulk is secured.
*

SET TP POR USE.

The Condensing Lenses are of fine quality, plano-convex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially
The Object Glasses arc actimmatlc, enlarging the views with good effect of any

mounted in brass.
desired size from
;
up
9
area
handsomely
brass,
to
and are
mounted in
3 feet
with rack for focal adjustment, and are I
feet
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.
Oar Patent Bi-Unial Lamp rests In a socket at the rear of the instrument, where it Is f
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which It Is connected by a light-tight metallic I!
weighs only about 7 pounds, and la enclosed In a neat varnished
The Popular Magtc Lantern
carrying case, 6^4x 10x 15 Inches.

LIST

5.
«.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
VS.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
IS.
19.
20.
SI.
23.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
28.
30.
31.

OF LANTERN SLIDES

Human Skeleton.
Longitudinal Section of the Brain.
Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and
Spinal Cord.
Thick Skull In an Insane man, unusually thick and
dense.
Brain In Skull.
Idiot's Head.
Florence Nightingale.
Gladstone, ltlglit Hon. W. E.
Dore. French Artist.
Garibaldi.
T. Abernethy.
Writer.
American Indian.
Benjamin
Franklin. Statesman, Writer and Inventor.
Captain Webb ; swam Niagara Rapids.
Drunkard.
Lord Bacon.
Writer.
The arterial System showing arteries and veins.
Highly Intellectual Head and Char
Prof. Playfair.
acter.
Hypothondrtas Head.
Rubens.
Painter.
John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wesleyan Meth
odism.
Base of the Brain.
Moltke.
German Statesman.
Landscape Painter and Good Colorist.
Cooke, Large language and Cultivated
Home
mind, writer and speaker.
Asoedlah Buxton,
Keen Calculator (Large Calcu
lation).
System.
Muscular
Stern.
Minister. Writer and Wit.
FraneoLs. Instigator of the Siege of Parmyne.
(Very rvllned.)
The French Advocate.
Martin, who was executed in Paris.
(A Parricide.)

Price 81.

"iO

lo the
rnrli. or for

net

850.00 by

83.
:u.
86.
96.
:17.
88.
BR.
40.
41.
42.
48.
44.

4S.

expreww

Cetewaye.
(Indian Chief.)
Eustac h of St. Domingo.
Spurzhelm.
Co- Worker with Gall.
L. N. Fowler. Phrenologist and Lecturer.
J. A. Fowler. Daughterof L. N. Fowler.
Fowler & Wells Co.
Nelson Slzer.
Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, sister of O. S. and L. N.
F'owler. Said to be the flrst lady Journalist In
the United States.
Miss Wlllard.
Napoleon 1st.
Anna Dickinson.
Edgar Allan Poe.
Grades
Benjamin
of Intelligence.
Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness.
Evarts.
Two
side sections of the brain.
Rev. G. P. Lester. Vital Tem.
John Brown,
Motive Temp.
Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp.
Rev. T. H. Brown, Well Balanced.
Bismarck,
Daniel O'Connell.
Prince
Firmness.
Gen. Phil. Sheridan,
Combattveness and Destructlveness.
Gen. Sheridan.
Dr. Gall.
Symbolical
Head. Male and Female
Head (two each).
Four Pictures of Idiots.
Gen. Stonewall Jackson.
Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.
Henry Ward Beecher.
W. Shlllaber.
Rev. How
Chauneey M. Depew.
ard Crosbv.
Hurke,
King.
Fine
Stephen
Murderer.
Dr.
Rev.
Organization (Empress Eugenia).
Coarse Organ
Oceola. Rev. Lyman
ization.
Queen Victoria.
Sitting Bull, the Most Popular Orator of
Abbott.
the U. 8.
Group of Organs. Outline of
Martha Washington.
Head. Four Views of the Brain.
An.
Mark Lemon.
Lucretla Mott. Clara Barton.
tolne Probst.
Daniel Webster. John C. Calhoun.
Muscular System.
The Brain, Side Section.

collect

Ln ntcm

8*25. 00 express

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 24 East 22d Street, NewYork
In writing

to advertisers, please mention the Phreitolugical

Journal.

colled.

ADVERTISEMENTS

8

ARE

NO TWO HEADS

EXACTLY ALIKE

Outline Profiles of different shaped Heads.
3 Rev.
1. Alexander VI. 2. Zeno. the Stole.
Dr. Oberlin. 4. Phillip II, of Spain, a tyrant.

PhrenologicaJ Examinations,
setting forth all the strong and weak points of character and disposition, showing clearly in each case
what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will aid Young Men a.nd Women

just starting in life, who are full of zeal, strength and courage in selecting proper pursuits,
in which their abilities can be used to the best advantage, thus securing the best
results of their efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young L_dies and Gentlemen of WeeJth
will find Phrenology

an infallible guide to the proper use

of their

a.rvd

Leisure

best powers.

Parents Will be Shown How
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and selfish children, and how to bring their moral and
intellectuil powers into the ascendant; also how to deal with the delicate, tender and precocious so as

To Secure the Best Results.
These examinations are given verbally and in Charts, with all the candor and faithfulness o< confiden
In every examination the quality ot the brain, the strength of the con
tial communications.
stitution, the disposition, natural tendencies and capabilities will be described.
Also
a lull description of the complexion, temperament, height, weight, features ot
face, and shape of head of the lady or gentleman best adapted in
maniage to the person examined.

FOWLER. & WELLS COMPANY
24 E. 22nd Street, New York

In writing

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological

Journal.
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Mountain Climbing
WHAT MISS ANNIE

S.

A

[Whole No.

1906

Pleasure and

A

S08

Science*

PECK, M. A. HAS ACCOMPLISHED

IIEU MENTAL AND PHYSICAL EQUIPMENT.

By

J.

A.

Ft is not given to everyone to have
the combination of physique and am
bition to do the perilous work that
Miss Annie S. Peck lias accomplished.
Her organization shows a remarkable
fitness for the work that she has under
taken, and we will mention a few points
that manifest themselves in a marked
degree in her cranial developments as
well as in her physique.
The circumference of her head is
twenty-two and a half inches, the height
fourteen and the length fourteen and
The width of her head
three-quarters.
measured with calipers is five and threequarters and the length is seven and
a quarter.
Her weight is a hundred
and
her
and
twenty-seven
pounds,
height is five feet seven and a quarter.
It will be seen by this that she has a
full-sized head for a man, while her
weight is only the average for a woman,
and her height is three and a quartei
inches above the average for one ot
her own sex. With her present height
she should weigh a hundred and forty-

Fowler.
eight pounds, and for her size of head
she should weigh a hundred and fiftythree, which is allowing ten pounds
less for a lady than what we would ex
This goes to
pect to find in a gentleman.
prove that she has much in her favor
on the side of activity-, agility, executiveness and brain capacity over adi
pose tissue, and if there is one thing
above another that a mountain climber
requires, it is certainly this tempera
mental condition.
Miss Peck is a native of Providence,
Rhode Island, and is descended on hei
mothers side from Puritan stock, and
can trace her ancestry back to Kogei
Williams.
On her father's side she
comes from Joseph Peck, who came
from England about 1640; in fact, she
can go back to her good old AngloSaxon ancestors of the tenth century.
She has substantiallv the MotiveMental Temperament. This gives her
locomotive

power,

command

over her

self, agility of movement and adjust
ment of her strength.
She has no
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adipose tissue to get in her way, and
therefore fatigue and disease do not
seize her, as is the case with a person
who has the Vital Temperament. She
is, therefore, immune from fear, fright
or seizure of any kind that would occa
She has presence of mind
sion falling.
in times of danger, and the Motive
more of this
type generally possesses
element than any other temperament.
We notice that she is high above the
ears,

and

this gives

her presence

of

of a mountain, and who did not easily
get out of breath, pant, or feel con
vulsed for want of breath.
Thus the combination of good lung
power, as indicated in the bones of the
face beside the nose; a strong beating
heart, as indicated in the chin; good
digestive
power, as indicated by the
fullness in the center of the cheeks
half way between the lower lobe of the
ear and the outer corner of the lips,
are all essential to a mountain climber.

MISS ANNIE S. PECK, M. A.
Specially Taken for the Phrenological

mind, perseverence, determination of
character, poise and resolve of purpose.
Any unexpected
difficulty that hap
pened to come in her way she would
be able to surmount much more readily
than a person who was easily attacked
by fear, and for this reason the scaling
of a high mountain, that would be con
sidered quite a feat by most people,
could be easilv accomplished
by one
whose pulse did not change, whose
muscles were not easily taxed, whose
heart was not strained by the ascent

[May

Journal

caution, which ex
moderate
presses itself in prudence rather than
fear; ambition, which inclines her to

While

go to altitudes hardly attained before;
large firmness, which gives decision of
character in taking steps in dangerous
places; large sublimity, which enables
her to appreciate the grandeur and the
sublimity of the scenes around her, and
enthusiasm in the work she undertakes
to do, are well developed in the crown,
the height and the semi-posterior por
tions of her head. The anterior parts

1906.1
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of the cranium, which are strongly de
veloped in such adventurous characters,
show themselves in her large perceptives.
She is quick to see what is
around her, and after observing, she is
quick to act on her first impressions.
She has a memory of forms and out
lines, and an intuitional grasp of mind
that helps her to respond at once to
the needs of a situation.
Comparison,
too, enables her to see how much more
danger there is in one step than another.

141

Character manifests itself in every
thing we do, and there is a reason why
one person selects the work of mountain
climbing, while another prefers to tame
lions or wild animals fresh from the
jungle.
Phrenology interprets these
various phases of character, and unfail
ingly can account for the variation of
development that is to be found.
There is width, too, in the temples,
which gives constructive power, and
this again is indicated by strength ol

MISS ANNIE S. PECK, M. A.
Especially taken for the Phrenological

But

such a character as hers is not so
much inclined to look out for danger
as it is to press forward for the goal
and to accomplish her task in such a
way as to minimize the danger.
There is also a sense of exhilaration
that passes through such a mind in ac
complishing a task so great, so vast and
enterprising that it is not so much to
be wondered at that she has been able
to accomplish so much more than others
when one examines, knows and appreci
ates her entire make-up.

Journal.

of mind and
resourcefulness
in taking hold of different
It is the ingenuity of
kinds of work.
her character that helps her to adapt
her strength to the arduousncss of her
task when every one else leaves her to
press forward alone.
character,
readiness

It

Her Work.

to hear a lady
in
talk freely of her achievements
mountain climbing; tell of her adven
tures when ascending Sorata to a height
is an inspiration

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
feet; how two nights were
the

snow above 18,000 feet
spent
at twenty degrees below zero, and how
to reach the summit of the Matterhorn
which was mere child's play to her.
Miss Peck knows how to prepare for
her arduous
In easy
undertakings.
climbs she carries a bamboo alpenstock
nearly six feet long; in harder ones, a

peculiar looking instrument something
of the nature of a pickaxe. The latter is
an ice-axe, and has the words burned

is

the chair of Latin at Purdue University
called by
and Smith College, and
competent judges one of the most schol
ladies in the
arly and accomplished
United States. It
small praise to say,
after what she has accomplished, that
she has pleasing personality, an unusu
charm of
ally graceful manner, and
clear and distinct when
voice, which
she
telling
story of thrilling interest
holds an audience in rapt attention.
She began with lectures on Greek Ar
a

;

is

a

a

Miss Peck is an archaeologist of no
and beside this, she is a
musician, a lecturer and a writer. She
holds a second degree from the Uni
versity of Michigan, was the first lady
to study at the American School of
in Athens, has occupied
Archaeology,
mean order,

AND THE MATTERHORN

into
"A. S. Peck, Matterhorn, Au
Her dress for moun
gust 21st, 1895."
tain climbing
particularly adapted
for her work. She wears knickerbock
ers and convenient leggings, with very
sweater tbrown back
heavy shoes, and
at the neck, which comes well down
over the hips and over the wrists. A
soft broad-brimmed hat completes the
narrow ribbon passing over
costume,
the crown and being tied under the
chin. In South America she has worn
it,

An Archaeologist.

is

ZEHMATT

an Eskimo suit brought by Commander
Peary from the Polar regions.

is

on

[May

a

of 20,000

a
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cha?ology, and has passed on from this
subject to more popular themes, in
cluding descriptions of her own travels
in Switzerland, Mexico and South
America. She has addressed the lead
ing Geographical Societies of this coun
try, has lectured at Chautauqua, New
York, and also at the Chicago Art In
stitute and for popular audiences in
most of the large cities of the United

THE JUNQFRAU

considers

more

dangerous

She first began to climb a big hill
in the yard of her father's house in
Providence, and wherever she sees a
precipitous slope she wonders to her
self if the top could not be reached
in such or such a way. One experience
she relates with amusement.
Years ago
she was in the White Mountains, and
had driven to Mount Washington, in
tending to stay there over night, and

FROM THE WENQERN ALP

States.
When she was . a girl, she was fond
of outdoor sports.
to
She learned
swim, to row, and to whistle a tune
better than her brothers.
She indulged
in tennis and horseback riding, and in
1897 learned to ride a wheel, which art
she
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than

She always
climbing the Matterhom.
thought so, and when she succeeded
in breaking her kneepan by falling
from the wheel, she had a personal ex
perience of such a thing.

come down the next day.
that he would
declared

Her brother

walk down
She
Tuckerman's Ravine.
He as
said she would like to go too.
serted that it would not be possible for
She would have under
her to do it.
taken it, however, but unfortunately
was ill during the night and so gave
it up. Since then she has walked over
the whole range of nine mountains, to
say nothing of her many greater feats,
making the masculine arrogance of her
brother seem rather absurd.
through
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When Miss Peck climbed Orizaba in
Mexico she took a mercurial thermom
eter barometer from the weather bureau
in Washington with her, and they have
estimated since that the height of the

mountain was 18.G00 feet.

No woman
had ever climbed that, and only a few
men.
That was in 1897, and it fairly
entitled Miss Pock to her reputation
as a traveler in mountain fastnesses.

[May

It

is interesting that her real work in
of her
has been the education
head and not her heels, yet she excels

life

in dancing
everything

as
she

well

as

whist, in fact in
but people

undertakes,

generally speak of her in the unique
title roll of "Miss Peck, the Mountain
Climber."
She has ascended higher on this
than any other American
hemisphere

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
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man or woman
mately 20,500

— to

a

height of approxi

on Mt, Sorata in
Bolivia — while in Pern she explored a
section of country practically unknown
The titles of some of her lectures
feet,

MISS

PECK

IN

Greece and Greek art.
She hopes in May to return to South
America to continue her geographical
exploration, her study of the coun
try and people, and to reach the highest

CLIMBING COSTUME

as follows : "Bolivia and Mount
Sorata ;" "To the Summit of the Matterhorn;" "Peru and Mount Huascaran ;" "Afoot and Alone in Tyrol ;"
"Panama and the Isthmian Canal.''
Mexico and Switzerland and a dozen on

are
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summits of the great mountains. As
failed to do anything
she has undertaken, we have faith in
her ultimate and complete success there.
Each is illustrated with about 150 lan
she has never yet

tern

slides.

She

has lectures

also on
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LKSSON No.
The object of this system of drawing
heads differs from all other systems in
that it limits itself solely to the head,
and has its fundamental principles
based on Anatomy, Physiology, Phre
It teaches
nology and Physiognomy.
all the characteristics and ideal forms
of the head, adheres strictly to the ob
servation of nature, and presents these
forms in an original way.

LMay

5.

Our

to instruct by a
and correct system
so that any student
can draw heads
true to nature.
The system is easily
learned by those least practised in art
or drawing, and is also useful for ad
de
vanced artists or phrenologists.
and judgment of
velops observation
varying forms of the head and cuts out
or eliminates unessential practice, gives
simple,

purpose

is

practical

It
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LESSON No.

2.
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life

and meaning
and accomplishes
waste of time.

every line and form
its purpose without

to.

Heads are measured in order to
obtain the relative proportions of

the cranium and thereby to discern
the outlines of character.
The individual head is not normal in
shape, for one or other of the regions
of the head are more or less developed,
and the number of the variations from
the normal explains the difference we
This series of
find in individuals.

The three leading forms are the
square, the circle and the triangle, the
square being the basis of all, and tothese forms,
produce
straight and
curved lines are used.
In the following lessons we shall com
mence our work by giving outlines of
squares to be filled in by the student
with straight lines.
After these are
the
curved
understood,
sufficiently
lines must be substituted for the per
pendicular, horizontal and diagonal
lines.
ures.

LESSON No.
drawings, therefore, will be to the artist
what the tape measure is to the phren
We find "that all
ologist or scientist.
objects in nature occupy certain rela
tionships to other objects, and these
can only be defined in general by mathe
matical lines, figures or forms, which
are more or less arbitrary, fixed and
dominant, each having its own propor
tions in order to make a complete
whole.
Everything, in short, has its
shape or boundary line, and these ap
proximate to definite mathematical fig-

3.

LESSON

No. 1
of this lesson

is to
no
observation,
develop
practice
rulers or compass should be \ised, and
minute exactness should rather be sac
rificed for the sake of judgment.
After laying out the squares, which
should be in bold yet light lines, a
student should commence by placing
the ear.
From this point he should
draw a spiral line to the lowest point
of the forehead,
which line passes
around the back of the square, over the

As the object
and

1901).]
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top, and down the frontal
square to the orbital arch.

part of the
Practicing

this curved line cannot be done too
often.
The perfection of this line bears
the stamp of artistic skill.
When the student has attained fair
practice, he should fill in the square,

LESSON No.

LESSON No.

3

The eyebrows should cover the supra
orbital arch, as the lower edge approx
imately forms the middle of the head.
Some rules which place the eye in the
center line give too small a proportion
to the upper part of the skull.

LESSON No.
after drawing the line, to verify the
of the same.
correctness
He should
then again practice drawing the line,
beginning at the root of the nose, and
ending at the ear.

149

4.

LESSON No. 4
'I'll is lesson completes the outline of
the whole head in straight lines where
practical. The ear is the same length
as the nose, and the hair is marked by

outlines only.
2

Notice proportion of length of nose,
mouth -and chin.
Practice until this
proportion can be attained without the
help of the squares.

In

LESSON

No.

5

lesson five the straight lines are
rounded off, and the outline of the skull
is omitted, being covered bf the hair.
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Science of Health.
NEWS AND NOTES.
By E. P.

Miller

ANIMALS KILLED BY EATING
POI
CONTAINING
FOODS
SONS THAT ARE SOLD
FOR MANKIND TO
EAT.

The International Stewards Associa
tion recently held its annual convention
Professor Euat Atlantic City, N. J.
of this
chemist
chief
gine Girard, the
association, has been feeding dogs and
other animals on food which contained
the coloring matter and other poisons
and pre
from breadstuffs
extracted
He had on exhibition a
pared food.
large Newfoundland dog who, when in
healthy condition, was fed from day
to day on food in which was mixed
from human
these matters extracted
food ; and the dog was so thin and
emaciated he will have to be killed.
Other coloring matter that Professor
Girard fed to guinea pigs and rabbits
killed the animals in a short time. The
tissues and every organ were found to
be poisoned

and discolored.

Professor Girard stated that the adul
terations in the food3 sold to-day ars
having the same effect on thousands of
persons.

The Stewards Association has be
come so strong that many corporations
dealing in foodstuffs make no attempt
to place their goods on the market un
less they are first subjected to an anal
ysis by its chemists.
There is no doubt but that millions
of people die every year from the effects
of poisons that are mixed in the food
Professor Girard
prepared for them.
exhibited more than one hundred vials
containing various food poisons, and

one of them contained enough coal
tar dye, abstracted from an ordinary
to color a
quart jar of huckleberries,

flag

M.D.
three

feet

wide

by eighteen

feat

long.

CHARACTER IN THE HOME.

The woman with a high sense of
justice, if she possesses tact also, can usu
ally imbue even a very worldly and
busy man with a sense of obligation
toward his children, says the Delin
She should lean upon him, ask
eator.
his advice, and never admit that it is
her duty to have the sole care of train
ing the children. The mother has op
portunities which the father lacks for
studying the children, and she should
give him the benefit of her observi-.tions, while he in turn should make
opportunities for such study that he
may combine the result of his obser
vations, with the mother's, thereby pro
ducing that other point of view which
is essential to progress in any line.
The mothers have had a mistaken
and
sense of duty in this connection,
the fathers have in many instances sim
ply accepted a, condition ready made
I pray you, fathers, wake
for them.
blessed
the
to
possibilities for ser
up
vice and true happiness in your parent
hood; and, mothers, hold fast to such
ideals as will make for righteousness
and noble character building in your
home.

A CURE FOR OLD AGE.
(Continued from page 121.)

III.

Fresh Air. — All

persons

live long must sleep
with their windows open. The peo
ple who keep their windows shut
who

wish

to

are the people who get tuberculosis.
Better even than open windows, as
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is shown in the modern consumptive
is sleeping in the open
sanatoriums,
Fresh air
air upon the verandas.
vital need of the
is the constant
With fresh
lungs and the body.

air must

be

included sunlight.

The

value of the sun rays, in their dis
stimulation and en
ease-destroying
The red cor
ergy, is great indeed.
puscles in our blood represent our
power to resist disease, and nothing
increases them like sunlight.

Proper Exercise. — Proper

IV.

exercise means a sufficient daily ex
ercise in the open air and in the
light of the sun to keep the circu
lation of the blood normal in the
Too
different parts of the body.
much is as bad as too little; but
every man, however sedentary his
occupation, should manage to get at
least half an hour of exercise. This
will suffice, will distribute his blood
properly, oxygenate it healthy, and
keep his various organs

in normal

activity.
■V.

Healthy Occupation. — All

persons, whatever their age, should
do a certain amount of daily work.
Man is so constituted that he can
not be happy without accomplishing
daily something that is worth do
ing.
This is a curious fact, one
that mav bo denied hv idlers: but
no idler can keen healthy.
Work
is a necessity of happiness, and hap
piness is a necessity to health.
It is noticed that when many men
retire from business they go to
pieces.
They should not give up
work entirely.
The1' should, not

abandon business until they have
something with which interestingly
to occupy themselves daily.

VI. Avoidance of Disease. —
Every disease from which we suffer
represents a strain upon the system
which -takes an appreciable amount
of time from our vital period.
It
is astonishing how many diseases
that we incur are due to our mode
of life, how vastlv a proper mode of
life would make us immune to
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them.
There are few if any mi
crobes which the system in its nor
mal state cannot destroy, whether
by digestion in the stomach, com
bustion in the lungs or destruction
The microbe is always
in the blood.
with us. Seventy per cent, of the
healthy persons examined in a re
cent inquiry were found to have the

pneumococci of pneumonia in their
mouths.
The pneumonia was ever
with them, potentially.
It waited
pneumococci of pneumonia in their
an impaired and weakened state of
the

system

to

obtain

a

foothold.

Let all persons remember that it is
the weakened state of the body, not
the microbe, that is the usual cause
of disease.
This, then, is the cure of old age:
a rational,
proper mode of life,
which is not only open to all, but
will be adopted by most men and
women when they
its importance.

come to realize
should
begin
with youth. The care of children
in school is of great importance.
It represents from ten to twenty
years of added life for every one. It
represents a healthy, hearty old age
full of rational enjoyments, instead
of a peevish, weak and complaining
one.
Proper eating is the first con

It

sideration.

ple

In the matter of longevity, peo
will always differ. Heredity is

factor of prime influence.
Some
are naturally strong, some
naturally weak; but as nearly all
persons take from fifteen to thirty
years off their lives by over-indul

a

persons

gence, these added years are as
much within the reach of the weak
as of the strong.
Alcohol, cold, fa
tigue,
these are the three forces
which enable the microbe to colon
ize.
The avoidance of them means
many added years for all.
Such is the rational cure of old
and with the best wishes for
the success of Professor Metchnikoff and injected serum, I believe it
to be the only cure.
age,
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The New York Times of Novem
ber fifth gives an explanation of
Dr. Elie Metchnikoff's theories of
disease and the methods of cure by
Michnikoff believes all
antitoxin.
diseases are caused by bacteria mi
crobes, or ptomaines, and that they
He is
can be killed by antitoxin.
relying upon the phagocytes, those
wonderful little microscopic warri
ors which constitute the white cor
puscles of the blood, whose function
it is to repair all injuries, envelop
and absorb all microbes or other in
jurious matter which may endanger
In so far as
the bodily economy.
his plan consists in stimulating the
and
action of these phagocytes
largely increasing their formation
it cannot be regarded as new. When
ever we introduce any antitoxin
into the blood the phagocytes in
crease enormously in number and
greatly in activity, massing to meet
and overcome this new enemy. This
indeed is the whole principle of anti
toxin treatment.
At its best, however, it is a stim
ulant ,and a stimulant is always
used at great expense to the bodily
strength, particularly in age, since
the reaction is perhaps thirty per
cent, greater than the stimulation.
words,
other
in
Stimulation,
whether by the Metehnikoff method
or any other method, will never in
crease longevity.
Neither Br. Darlington nor Pro
fessor Michnikoff seem to appreciate
the great value of Hygeotherapy as
a remedial agent or of purifying the
blood bv eliminating poison through
the skin, as with the electric light
electrothermal and Turkish baths.
They surpass all other agents in
eliminating poison.

MEDICAL DREAMERS.
Dr.

J.

M. Lynch, of Philadelphia, in

an article in the "Medical Summary"
1902, entitled "The
for September,
Dreamers in Medicine," makes the fol

lowing statements:
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We, as a profession, need more imag
inative power. We think too much in
"a rut." A goal is often won by cross
ing the customary track instead of
sticking to the beaten trail, even if we
are sure that being next the pole looks
Our whole training tends to
safest.
narrow us. It is safe to say that no
great discovery would ever have been
made in any branch of medicine or sur
gery if all physicians had blindly fol
lowed the dicta promulgated by their
predecessors who were at that time rec
and
undisputed authority.
ognized
Most advances in our art have been
made by men whom
the profession
deemed medically mad, but who only
were guilty of dreaming a century too
soon.
The first vaccination and the
first laparotomy had the unqualified
condemnation of the mass of the pro
fession.
The first Caesarian section was
performed by a butcher on his wife,
with no instrument but a carvingknife.
The butcher and Simms were
placed in the same class of murder
ers, and Jenner was declared to be even
worse.
Our whole history teems with
such instances.

DEATH RATE CUT DOWN.

With

the increase from year to year
of the amount of pasteurized milk dis
and constant de
pensed, a marked
crease in the death rate of children
under five years of age is noticeable.
The depots in the plnj-grounds at the
public schools were a new feature of
the charity, having been so located at
the request of the Board of Education.
Dr. J. Corwin Mabey, associate of
the bacteriological laboratory of the
Health Department, who has been in
vestigating the results of various forms
of milk diet on infants, said recently :
"In my three years' clinical experi
ence with the Straus milk I have found
it almost indispensable to the dwellers
of the tenements.
The ordinary milk
to be purchased at the grocery stores
in the congested districts of the city,
the only milk within the reach of t lie
poor until the establishment of the

1906.]
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Straus milk laboratory, is unfit for in
fant consumption, and as a result of its
use the babies are attacked by all
forms of gastric and intestinal diseases,
-and some rapidly succumb, especially
during the hot weather. A proper milk
diet not only saves life, but much suf
fering among the poor."
All the benefit derived from anti
toxin is due to the antiseptic in it —
the carbolic acid, trikresol or other
This carbolic acid or
antiseptic.
trikresol subdues the inflammation of
the throat and stops the formation of
poisons in the blood.- — Medical Brief.

MORNING APPETIZER FOR
BRONCHITIS.
The swallowing of mucus during the
night in bronchitis often causes disin
clination for food in the morning. An
alkaline solution of common salt, made
by dissolving ten grains each of sodium
chloride and sodium bicarbonate in a
bouillon cup of very hot water, is rec
ommended ("International Clinics")
to be taken half an hour before break
fast, for its cleansing effect.

ANTITOXIN.
The daily papers of this city report

that unfortunately Yetta Green,
a little East Side girl, died in convul

sions fifteen minutes after antitoxin
was administered to her by a Health
Department inspector as a preventive
of diphtheria.
There was a case of
diphtheria in the family at the time,
but Yetta was in usual health and out

When
playing with other children.
called to receive the treatment she was
frightened badly, and was almost in
convulsions while being treated.
The
health inspector persisted in giving the
treatment, and in fifteen minutes the
girl was dead. The coroner held an in
the
quest, and as usual exonerated
In
Health Department from blame.
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of such a report as that, the
Board of Health and the doctor who
injected the antitoxin ought to be held
personally responsible for the death of
that girl, and be made to pay damages
to the parents for the loss of their
child. She was apparently in vigorous
health when called from play with
other children to receive the treat
ment, fifteen minutes after her life
was extinct, and two days later she
was in her grave, and the Health De
partment ready to inject more anti
toxin and other poisons into blood of
other children. Such is the practice of
those who claim to be scientific physi
cians.
Those who resort to hydiopathy
and hygiene and other health restoring
agents and discard drug poisons have
the true science of curing disease.
stead

WHAT IS SPENT ON RUM, TEA
AND COFFEE ANNUALLY.
In a recent issue of the "American
Grocer" is presented a startling array
of facts concerning the annual con
sumption of alcoholic and other stimu
lants in this country. From the tables
compiled it is learned that the inhabi
tants of this country pay $1,242,943,118
retail for alcoholic beverages, whereas
only $208,690,261 is expended for the
three
most
non-alcoholic
important
stimulants — coffee, tea and cocoa.
It is shown that every year since 1899
a steady increase in consumption has
been noted; that the per capita expendi
ture for coffee, tea and cocoa is only
$2.61 annually, while that of alcoholic
drinks is $15.54. It is also shown that
one-fourth of the population of the
United States drinks alcoholic liquor.
The consumption of all stimulating
beverages is as follows: Coffee, 1,566,902,614
gallons; beer, 1,449,879,952
spirits and
gallons; tea, 450,000,000;
wine, 157,130,628 gallons.

Practical

Temperance.
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Matter, Mind and Memory*
Sydney

C.

Pritchard, of England.

In order to prevent, as far as possi
ble, any misunderstanding owing to
the use of technical or psychological
terms I will endeavor to make a diffi
cult subject simple and interesting, by
resorting entirely to words of every
day use, which will convey to your
mind exactly what is in my own, so
if you think in anywise differently, it
will be the result of your reasoning, and
not because the words used are capable
of having any other meaning; further
more, if you keep in view the "basis"
upon which my thesis is built, you
must arrive at the same conclusions.
Our "personality," "self," or "ego,':
is a "mind connected with, or embodied
in," a material framework, and the or
gan of this Mind is the Brain. The
Brain is composed of different facul
ties (or powers of the mind), each fac
ulty having its separate or special organ
in the Brain, and man has all the prim

itive faculties requisite for his use. But
it should be understood that each per
son possesses the faculties in different
degrees; hence the variety of individ
ual capabilities.
The idea of Mind as a unity which
combines the various states, is a neces
sary assumption or presupposition in
psychology.
Popularly Mind is apt to

be identified with "Knowing or Intel
ligence," but although Intelligence is
perhaps the most important part of
Mind, it is not the whole.
However,
Intelligence or Intellect is the subject
for consideration.
The statement, "I think, hence I am"
(which in parenthesis one might fit
tingly add, is more philosophical than
"I think, hence I exist") causes one
to realize and say "I am a substance,
whose whole essence and nature con
sists in Thinking."
This being so, one

should cultivate "memory in general,"
in order to possess a Storehouse of
Knowledge upon which one can reflect.
"I," that is to say, the Mind by
which I am what I am, is wholly dis
tinct from the Body, and is even more
easily known than the body, and is
such that although the body were not,
it would still continue to be all that

it

is.

Hence from this truth you will real
the necessity of increasing your
brain power in order to have the Mind's
organ more highly and uniformly de
ize

veloped,

so as to comprehend

a greater

variety of mental states, which other
wise cannot be.
To attain this state
means, in reality, the possession of a
good Memory.
In support of these remarks, let me
quote a few lines from a Philosophical
author. They are :

I but what I seem, mere flesh aud
blood,
"A branching channel, and a mazy flood?
"Thepurple stream, that through my
vessel glides,
"Dull aud unconscious flows like common
tides.
"The pipes through which the circling
juices stray,
"And not that thinkiug "I," no more than
they.
"Tins frame compacted with transcendent
skill,
"Of moving joints, obedient to my will.
"Nurs'd from the fruitful glebe liku yonder
tree
"Waxes and wastes : I call it Mine not me,
"New matter still the mould'ring mass
sustains
"The mansion ehanj'd, the tenant still
remains.
"And, from the fleeting stream repaired by
"Am

food

"Distinct,

as is the summons from the

flood."

Do all you can, therefore, to allow
your Mind to be free, and not hampered
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any more than it can be helped, by
the organization through which it has
to make itself known to the external

world.
We learn from our Minds what goes
on in other Minds, and the materials
for our observation and examination
are :
Our own mental activities, and
(a)
states present and past.
Those of other external beings,
(b)
so far as we can become acquainted
with them.
The things and phenomena of
(c)
the external material world.
This involves the process of intro
spection and retrospection, which proc
ess has to rely on Memory.
We observe by what is called Con
sciousness and Memory, the difference
between these two powers being :
Consciousness
is a Knowledge
of
tilings present.
Memory is a Consciousness of things
past, but really Memory is a kind of
Consciousness
and might be called "a
Consciousness
of something past as
past."
To remember the seven requisites
for a good memory the word "Catches"
serves as a good mnemonic." Thus,
C.
Clear notions of things to be re
membered.

A.
T.
C.

Attention.
Trust to Memory.
Connection, notion and ideas.

II. Habit
E.
S.

It

or practice.

Emotion.
Similarity.

is a question

as to how

far Mem

ory is aided by mnemonics; if the "sys

tem" to be remembered is easy, ranenomics are useful, but if difficult they
are of no practical use.
Of the seven requisites for a good
memory "Attention" should take the
first place so far as importance is
concerned.
Let us therefore consider

"Attention" briefly.

In Attention we have not only that,
but there is a step further; we are con
scious of the different things and per
sons by themselves and apart from the
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Phrenologists call this power
mind "Concentration or Concentralism," which means the faculty
that- fixes the mind and brings all its
powers to bear on one point or subject.
There are three degrees of Conscious
whole.
of the

ness, viz. :
or an indistinct
Sub-Consciousness,
consciousness.
Ordinary Consciousness, or a distinct
consciousness.

And Attention, or

a

Defining

Con

sciousness.

There is no such state as "uncon
sciousness," and Attention' is always ac
companied by Abstraction.
The greatest aid to Mental Develop
and this should
ment is "Attention,"
be conducted on methodical and syste
matic lines.
Self-Control is also very
important
in Mental
Development,
without which it is impossible to arrive
at either moral or intellectual great
ness.

Now, Memory is latent (concealed)
There can be no in
tellectual progress apart from Memory
and in Memory there are several qual
ities desirable, but seldom found exist
ing together.
Memory should be
clear, rapid, accurate and full.
Kant divides this power of the mind
in a three-fold manner, viz.:
Mechanical, Ingenious and Judicious.
The Mechanical Memory is the lowest
of all, and is a linking together of
Consciousness.

words

in rhyme,

etc.

The Ingenious Memory involves intel
ligence of a higher order, and calls
in the aid of a series of pictures
somehow
resembling a series of
things.
The Judicious Memory is the highest
order, and it is that in which the
understanding takes part and the
logical relations of notion and ideas
are made a connecting bond.
These

correspond

in

a

good

degree

Perspective, Retentive and
Reflective faculties.
to tbe

In Memory there must be retentiveness, for unless the notions and ideas
are retained it is clear one cannot re
member.
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Child's Mind Shown in Photographs at Successive Ages.

The PsychologyJfof^Childhood.
BRIGHT AND PROMISING.
By Uncle Joe.

No. 654.— Charlotte Fowler Wil
liams, Swansea, South Wales.
The
photographs of this little girl show a
type of unusual strength and activity.
Any one who is acquainted with Welsh
characteristics is well aware of the fact
that enthusiasm is a national trait. In
this child we find abundance of it, even
a superabundance
for a girl. Were she
a boy we should not wonder at her pos
sessing such a vigorous basilar brain.
But, being a girl, she must find ave
nues for her wonderful vitality and
throw out her influence in a broad sym
pathetic way.
She has a high head and she cannot
do better than follow the example of
the one whom she is named after,
namely Mrs. Charlotte Fowler Wells,
and devote herself to doing good by
educating people to understand them
selves.
She can, in fact, help her
father and mother, and take up the oc
cupation of public lecturing and make
Phrenology her life work.
She will not be behind the times
in anything she does, but will devote
herself with strenuousness to the occu
pation that will call out her energies
in the most forceful way.
She will make quite a thinker, and
we give her picture with that of her
mother as it shows her well-developed
forehead, and indicates
that she has
inherited not a little of her intellectu
ality from her mother.

She is a child who always w'ants to
know the reason of tilings. Some chil
dren are willing to believe whatever is
told them by their parents; this child
wants to know more than is told her,
and therefore queries and questions un
til she is thoroughly satisfied that she
understands all about a thing.
She is inquisitive, and will learn
much through her queries, as they will
all be "leading questions." She has a
rich storehouse of imagination and
ought to do considerable literary work
when old enough to understand how to
express herself in writing.
She will display not a little artistic
taste and will arrange photographs,
flowers and material in suitable ways:
in fact, she could take up the work of
designing and draw her own pictures
or take her own photographs for illus
trating her public work.
As a teacher she will be able to ex
plain to her pupils the ideas she wishes
to convey with unusual copiousness.
She will never be at a loss for a word
and will know how to attack a philo
sophic subject and get the kernel out
of the wheat.
She

is

affectionate,

sympathetic,

kind-hearted, quite tender and suscep
tible; and will early show a disposition
to depend upon herself.
She could succeed admirably in three
directions: (1) as a teacher; (2) as a
writer; (3) as a phrenologist.

'
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We are glad to learn from the
parents that she is a thoroughly healthy
She was two years old when
child.
The
with her mother.
photographed
circumference of her head at this age
measured
twenty inches; her transcoronal measurement was thirteen and
a half; the length from glabela to oc
ciput was thirteen and three quarters;

No. G54.

the portrait

in
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the center

when she was six months
tograph

was

old;

on the left represents

taken

the pho

Ye Olde

Welsh costume.
She has a fine future before her if
she takes care of her health and does
not, as so many do,
haust her strength.

prematurely ex

CHARLOTTE FOWLER WILLIAMS IN HER CHAIR; IN YE WELSH COSTUME;
WITH HER MOTHER.

Prize Offers and Awards.
The prize for the April Competition
to George Testor for

has been awarded

his practical suggestions
the

Phrenological

on improving

Journal.

For

May, on going to press, one competitor

had sent in his answer to the question,
"How to Improve the Memory and
Cultivate Eventuality."
Are there any
others who wish to compete?
there
are, the competition is open until
May 1st.

If
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For June the competition is for the
best account of any Biblical incident
or character illustrating Phrenologv.
One competitor has already sent in his
May we advise others to make
paper.
haste to deliver themselves?
For July the competition is for the
best article on Scientific Marriage, with
advice on the same.
The competition for August is for
the best article on "How to Cultivate
the Organ of Self-Esteem."
The competition for September is for
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the best article on what faculties are
used in the various kinds of literature :
Scientific, Philosophic, and Romance.
Competitors should write on one side
of the paper only and in ink.
All
papers must reach the office of the
Phrenological Journal on or before
the first of the month.
The prize winners will receive a
year's subscription to the Phrenolog
ical Journal or any one of the books
mentioned in the April number on
page 124.

Scientific Marriage.
By E. B. Foots M.D.
Report of the American Institute of Phrenology.

Dr. Foote in his lecture said that,
taking -people as they were they
had two great principles , to study;,
one was hereditary influences, which
before them
the question
placed
whether it paid to be born well or
the other
was environment.
not,
The late Br. Barnardo in his recent
report said that out of the large
number of children who yearly came
under his care only two per cent,
turned out badly. Heredity was not
so invincible an enemy as had often
been supposed, and Dr. Barnardo
had learned how to neutralize its
influences.
Dr. Foote did not be
lieve that the same could be said

for the New York slums, made up

from all nationalities, nor that a
child like Maurice Warner could
have been turned out of poor mate
rial, as his whole
phrenological
make-up indicated that he had come
legitimately from good stock, but
still much had been done in New
York City by the Charity Organiza
tion Societies
and
Kindergarten
Schools.
Dr. Foote then made men
tion of Mr. Burbank's work in Cali
fornia and how productive his efforts
had been.
He thought good results

LR

K

B.

fOOTK.

would follow li is experiments with
human plants.
We needed a genius to arise to
make a thorough study of Race Cul
ture on parallel lines with Mr. Burbank.
The lecturer spoke at some
length on the subject of Scientific
Marriage, and what it stood for, and
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referred to the Ohio State Univer
sity, where a course in Sociology
was suggested, which treated upon
This, remarked
scientific marriage.
the lecturer, was a step in the right
direction, and he thought that every
college ought to have a post-graduate
course for the henefit of the stu
dents, the girls voted to suhstitute
a course in Domestic Science for the
one that had been proposed on Sci
This troves that
entific Marriage.
we must begin early to influence
boys' and girls' minds to see the
need of instruction on all matters
pertaining to their future lives. The
Doctor also spoke of the article by

Mable MacCoy Irwin, in Triggs'
Magazine, February, 190C, on the
subject of "The Right of the Child
to be Well Born." also of the Society
of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis
in New York, in which Dr. Luther
Gulick of the Board of Educa
tion, Rev. Lyman Abbott, Dr. E.
L. Keyes, Jr., and others, have
He next men
taken a deep interest.
tioned the imprisonment of Moses
Harman, the editor and publisher
of "Lucifer" in Chicago, for his
plain speaking, and regretted very
much the treatment that had been
in Chi
to Mrs. Stockham
given
cago; also an article by Ellen H.
Paren
Sheldon, on "Enlightened
"Al
in
the
appeared
which
tage,''
pha," Washington, D. C, 1881, who
quotes Herbert Spencer in his book
The lecturer men
on "Education."
tioned several articles written by
Ella Wheeler Wilcox, who presents

"A few

reasons

why

man

who

be

wails his birthright of illness might
better think of getting strong," and

"A question
who
discusses
also
which has been propounded
by a
man in doubt whether to marry."
The Doctor next spoke of Russia's
Beauty Colony and its methods of
building an earthly Olympus, peo
On
pled with Apollos and Hebes.
this colony Mr. Reshetnikoff laid
out his large fortune of ten thous
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and roubles for the purpose of elim
inating the unfit by encouraging
marriage only between young people
of exceptional beauty, health and in
To attain this end he
telligence.
workers on his estate
as
employed
only the handsomest and healthiest
These he encouraged to
villagers.
enter upon matrimonv by free grants
of land, payment of all mariage fees,
and an annuity of fifty roubles a
year for every child born.
He succeeded in removing from
his estates all deformed and sickly
handsome
and
attracted
persons,
giants from all parts of the prov
ince by granting them valuable priv
Those who refused to marry
ileges.
the partners he suggested were de
Since the institution of this
ported.
human Beauty Farm, forty model
marriages have taken place and over
one hundred children have been
born, nearly all of them being im
superior to the average
mensely
Russian peasant children in strength
and beauty.
A marriage has just been cele
brated there with exceptional dis
play, owing to the fact that the
bridegroom and the bride are the
first couple both of whom sprang
from unions arranged by M. Reshet

nikoff.
Dr. Foote then gave the twelve
rules for choosing a husband that
were suggested by Dr. Harriet C.
Keating in a paper she read before
the New York Legislative league,
on "Divorce."
These were full of
practical hints to young people.
The lecturer mentioned a number
of questions for study on the prob
lems of marriage, and some of the
in parentage.
He also
problems
dwelt on Science for Mating and the
of this im
stages of development
portant subject, and mentioned the
following names of those who had
been pioneers in the subject, namely,
Drs. Powell and Buchanan, the
Combes,
Fowlers, Trail, Hollick,
Dio Lewis,
Stockham, and Dr.
Foote the lecturer's father.
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Brain Roofs and Porticos.
CHARACTER
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No. II.

STUDY FOR BUSY MEN AND WOMEN.
By

J.

A.

The day for long articles lias passed,
and persons desire at the present stage
of civilization a shorthand route for
doing everything. It is for this rea
son largely that we have prepared this
series of articles, which we hope will
prove interesting to our readers from
an analytical point of view. The com
parisons are designed to depict ex
tremes of character and show how the
actions and lives of men manifest them-

MK. K. I). PARLEY.

selves in the face and head, and how
the formation of the skull is a true
index to character.

MR. F. D. CARLEY.
In Mr. F. I). Carlev, who

was for
merly head of the Chess-Carley Oil
Company of Louisville, we have a strik
ing personalitv, and one that contrasts
Mr.
well with Mr. Ogden" D. Mills.
Carley was regarded by Attorncy-Gen-

Fowler.
eral Hadley as one of the most impor
tant witnesses in the Missouri suits.
He is a well-known figure in Wall
Street, and is the father of Mrs. Oliver

Harriinan, Jr.
At a very opportune
time he sold out all his oil interests
to "No. 26 Broadway," the Standard
Oil headquarters.
His photograph in
dicates that he is a shrewd man of
business, is able to look far ahead, and
has a lively sense of those conditions

MR. OdUKN

D.

MILLS.

of business which, when taken advan
tage of, show to a good account, from
a commercial point of view.
He is
broad in the base of the head, in the
region of Constructiveness,
Acquisitive
ness, Secret iveness; hence he is not
likely to lose any chance that would
to him pecuniarily.
be an advantage
While the upper portion of his head
does not register that fulness that we
find in the head of Marshall Field, elc.
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it,

of the morning, had
book on
"Frenzied Finance," for
more in
teresting and exciting than any modern
novel.
His head indicates that he
cares for no o'ne when he
working
up his data, and his desire to vindi
cate the right in
drastic way shows
through his large Conscientiousness
and
Executiveness.
He cannot do
halves, and
willing to take
things
infinite pains to carry out his views.
Some men would weary of details, but
he rather glories in them.
Memory
he
of facts
excellent, consequently
is

Mr. Lawson's
it

the small hours
better purchase

is

MILLS.

is

1).

the case of Ogden D. Mills we
find a narrowness in the lower regions
of the head, above and around the ears,
while the upper portion is highly de
veloped, and shows a character of re
markable
integrity, of strong sympa
thies and reformatory ideas.
He is a
man of strong scruples.
He conceived
his idea of a hotel for working men
through the promptings of his philan
He has done a vast
thropic spirit.
amount of good for those who need
and he will reap his reward in seeing
the improved condition of the men who

a

MR. OGDEN

by

In
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MR. THOMAS W. LAWSON.
MR. JOHANN MOST.

MR. THOMAS W. LAWSON.

a

by

We now present another very striking
contrast, between Thomas Lawson, the
writer who has fearlessly attacked the
Standard Oil Company and brought
to light details which have hitherto
been unpublished, startling the world
his trenchant argument, and Mr.
Jobann Most, the Anarchist.
Any
one who wants
thrilling bit of litera
ture, such as will keep him awake until

able to recount or recall what he
has passed through or experienced.

MR

JOHANN MOST.

In Mr. Most

we find an unbalanced
organization. He was not without en
thusiasm, but the enthusiasm was more
that of impulse than well-directed rea
son.
will be seen
Physiognomical'y
that he possessed much of the Vital
Temperament with not enough of the
Motive, or osseous system, to give so
and
reasonableness
lidity,
strength,

it

him.

is

forded

by

have made use of the opportunities af
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common sense to his views.
He lacked
Caution, Foresight and ability to weigh
and consider the results of his con
duct.
Therefore he was a slave to
many of his mental conditions.
It will therefore be seen that his
unevenly balanced
organization was

[May

fully

portrayed in his phrenological de
and he makes a striking
velopments,
contrast to the strong, firm, positive,

fact-gathering, trenchant way in which
Lawson manifests his mind and char
acter.

Illustrations by Fred Koch.

The American Institute of Phrenology*
An. interesting meeting was held on
3d, when Pobert Walter, M. D.,
delivered his special lecture on "The
Philosophy of Herbert Spencer." The
doctor was in good form, health and
dis
spirits, and gave an excellent

April

course.

The chair was taken by the Presi
dent, Mr. Hyde, who made a practical
address on Phrenology, and commented
upon many of the statements made in
the papers
to-day in favor of and
against the principles of Phrenology.
He spoke of the question that had been
enlarged upon by some scientific experts
and taken up and commnted upon in
the papers, concerning large heads as
not being indicative of strong powers
of mind.
He said that many persons
who possessed large heads did not pos
sess much talent or wit, while persons
who
medium-sized heads
possessed
often showed more talent and ability,
than those with large heads.
He said that many papers only ex
plained one side of a truth, and hence
the habit that some people cultivated
of decrying a subject because they did
not know very much about it.
He
spoke of the quality of a person's
brain having much to do with its ef
fectiveness, and illustrated his remarks
by stating that many
turnips were
and good for nothing, while
large
others that were small were sweet and
eatable.
The same might be said of
But where we find a large
apples.
turnip or apple that has a fine quality,
the size must necessarily be advantag
eous, and most people would choose the
latter if they knew the quality to

So with Phre
be equal to the size.
a large head is accompanied
nology.
with fine quality, there must neces
sarily be exceptional power to corres

If

pond.

Mr. Hyde said he was glad to be
able to welcome that evening their old
friend, Dr. Walter, who had for so
many years devoted himself to the im
and enlightenment of his
provement
fellow men. He was further glad that
they were to have a discourse on the
Philosophy of Herbert. Spencer, for
when he was at Harvard he took quite
a distinct
interest in comparing the
writings of the (J reeks
metaphysical
with the more practical philosophy of
He referred to the phi
Phrenology.
losophy of Bacon and Aristotle and the
philosophical
guished

trend

of

many

men of the present day.

distin

calling upon Dr. Walter,
would listen to some
practical demonstrations of Phrenology
The examination of
by Miss Fowler.
a lady and gentleman
was then given,
the gentleman
being Mr. Richardson,
a former student of the Institute, who
possessed a strong Motive-Mental, ac
tive, executive, constructive type of or
ganization; and the lady, Miss Ful
ton, possessed a distinguished type of
the Vital-Mental Temperament. Hence
she presented a striking contrast to the
At the close of the ex
first subject.
aminations, Miss Fowler asked the gen
tleman if he were not known for his
executive ability, his organizing power,
his intuitive discernment, his interest
in large affairs, to which he readily asBefore

he

said

they

.

Continued on Page
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There is so much bad in the. best of us, There is so much good in the most oj us;
It hardly behooves any of us. To talk about the rest of us.
y. D. ROCKEFELLER

MAY'S TRIBUTE
Strew blossoms o'er the soldier's grave
And let the starry banner wave
Upon the low and grassy mound
Afar from din and bugle sound ;
And pause the while to pray and weep
Where rests the hero in death's sleep.
S. E. Baker

SCIENTIFIC MARRIAGE.
In another column will bo found a
report of Dr. E. B. Footc's recent lecrure at the American Institute.
It
bristled with interest from beginning
to end and

had so many good

points

that we are sure our readers will wish
they had been present to hear the entire

Too much importance cannct
be laid upon the subjects of "Scientific
Marriage" and "Scientific Parentage,"1
yet some persons believe in taking
chances and running important risks
without considering what they are do
ing, and the result is disastrous.
address.

Through

such

lectures

as

the

one

given by Dr. Foote many become aware

of facts that change the whole current
of their lives.

PHRENOLOGY NOT BUMPOLOGY.
Human Suture. San Francisco, Cal.
the February
number is upon "The Effects of Food

— The opening article of

It is
and Habits upon Character."
astonishing what effects food has upon
Any one who doubts this
the features.
should read what Mr. W. W. Fanconberg says in the Strand Magazine,
whose article is quoted in "Human
The editor has rightly called
Nature."
attention to the erroneous views held
by some students

of character

who per
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sistently say that Phrenology is

a sci

ence of Bumps and not length of fibre

and relative proportions of the head,
and quotes what Mr. Calhoun says in
the San Francisco Daily News as fol
lows: "No reputable Phrenologist uses
the Bump System in character reading,

A
Phrenology is not Bumpology.
of Physiology,
thorough knowledge
Psychology, and a naturally intuitive
mind are required in the correct study
of analysis of character.
Good Phre
nologists are not to be found every day.
There is no such thing as a 'Bump of
"
Honesty.'
as

STRIKES.
Character manifests itself in strikes
as well as in other things, and on one

LMay

ENCOURAGEMENT AND
SITION.

OPPO

A long and useful life has just been
drawn to a close among the Suffrage
ranks through the death of Miss Susan
B. Anthony, one of the most remark
able

and lovable

women workers.
and

devoted

personalities among
She was born in 1820

her life to the cause of

justice and freedom.

She was a stren

uous and courageous

worker and from
first to last displayed a heroism for
the justice of her own sex, which has
succeeded in bringing about many n
forms.
Strange to say, some of the greatest
was
opposition that Miss Anthony
called upon to face was from persons

knows better than an editor what a
printer's strike means. Union men are
not allowed to work while a strike is in

of her own

it is very diffi
men into your
ways and willing to follow your bidding
in emergencies.
We are grateful to
all our readers who have sympathetic
ally borne with us the calamity of

Carrie Chapman Catt
Dinner on March 31st, she admonished
all anti-suffragists in the future to re

progress; consequently
cult to get non-Union

having to suffer the mistakes
ing which every magazine,

in print
more

or

less, has had to encounter

during the
of
recent
There are
the
strike.
process
times in one's history when one must
either be willing to put up with an
inferior article or do without it alto

sex

who have bitterly

posed the cause of Universal

In

the recent

charge

op

Suffrage.

given bv Mrs
at the Portia

frain

any
adverse
from expressing
opinions that might hold back the suf
frage cause. At the close of the dinnei
five ladies promised her that they would
no longer wage war against the efforts
of men and women who were so suc
cessfully winning laurels for those who
did appreciate the use of the ballot.

It

is right

same charge

that we should give the
of hu

to those students

crisis has been the
American magazines,
especially those in New York State,
this Spring.
Even after repeated cor
rections have been made, errors have
crept in, and words have been left out

character who are publicly criti
cizing the good work of those who have
carried the torch of Phrenology when
this science was not as popular or as

in an unaccountable fashion. This is
But some January and

whether

February

we have to regretfully

gether.

Such

fate

many

of

a

to be regretted.

issues

the light of day.

have

only just

seen

man

well received

as

it

is to-day.

A

query

has come to us from a student

as

to

the criticism recently made of

the phrenological bust was correct,

and

say no. The ar
ticle is misleading and incorrect, but
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is written with so much confidence

that

might think that the writer
was correcting a mistake ; while instead,
he is making a mistake in writing the
Vitativeness is not located,
criticism.
as is stated, on the mastoid process,
but posterior to this bony protuber
a

novice

ance.

Dr. Gall did not

locate

the or

gan of Vitativeness, but if the writer
will read Dr. Andrew Combe's location
of the faculty he will see that it cor
with that upon the bust. The
to be printed within the

responds
names

have

area, region or section

to the

devoted

faculty, and this is what
has been aimed at, as the book which

function of

a

accompanies

the bust explains.

A

sim

ilar mistaken criticism has been made
upon the organs of Language and Cal

culation.

CEREBRAL SURGERY.
TOOK A BIT OF STEEL FROM

THE HUMAN BRAIN.

Philadelphia Hospital Doctor Uses
Magnet in Performing Rare Operation.
(Special to the World.)

Philadephia, Jan.

20. — In remov

ing from the human brain

a section

of

steel belt lacing, nearly two inches long

and shaped like a fishhook, with a pair
of forceps, Dr. W. W. Keen, of Jeffer
son Hospital, assisted by Drs. Alfred
G. Morton and B. L. Gordon, to-day
performed successfully one of the rar
est of operations.

John Xail,
N.

C,

an iron-worker,

of Win

While
patient.
working in a machine shop about six
months ago a belt broke above his head,

ston,

is

the

and the steel coupling entered the right
side over the ear.

By
located

means of the

X-ray Dr. Gordon

the steel, and last Tuesday the

165

first attempt was made to remove it.
The magnet was strong enough to raise
a piece of steel weighing nine pounds.
On Wednesday the patient was ether
but after the incision had been

ized,

made there was a hemorrhage

and the

operation was postponed.
Before the professors and students
of Jefferson and the University of
Pennsylvania to-day Dr. Keen removed
the packing from the wound in the
When the incision was mada
skull.
into the brain cells an abscess was re
vealed.

Dr. Keen had held the magnet to the
for about five minutes, but

incision
the

gangrenous

pus

neutralized

its

Then he laid the magnet aside
and with a pair of small forceps caught
the bit of steel and removed it.
power.

To-night

the patient is reported

as

resting comfortably.

SURGERY TO CURE IDIOCY..
Paris, Feb. 17, — At the last meeting
of the Academy of Medicine, the pro
ject of trepanning children of backward
discussed.
was
mental development
The opinion of the majority of the
members was against the operation.
Dr. Lannelongue, however, told of nu
merous cases within his own experience
and that of his fellow practitioners in
which remarkable results had been
obtained

by this means.

TO PRESERVE

,

BRAINS.

When we can get persons to fully
the
indorse our desire to preserve
brains of all distinguished people, we
shall not find that cremation will stand
in the way of this wish, for the brain
of an individual can be removed im
mediately after death.
We believe the
time is coming when persons

will nci
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For

only allow their brains, but their skulls
to be preserved as a lasting tribute to
their work and to science.

those who cannot study the sub

course

ers, and the valuable

ground

was to found a college which would be

student.

institution for the use of
students of Human Science, Phrenol
The several ad
ogy and Psychology.
with
connected
this object
vantages

done

perts

remember

apparent

of the advantages

to every

one.

Some

of this college were

(1) to secure a permanent location for
the work of the institute; (2) to en
able the course to be extended over two
a shorter time,

good progress,

covered

That much
before

while one may make

less satisfactory results

assistance

teach

of ex

departments,

the

is

clinical work has to
a

person

can

be

become

an expert Phrenologist is definitely rec,

by no one so well as Phrenolo

ognized,

gists themselves, but the way is pointed

ground is ploughed up and
filled with good seed ready for the show
ers of experience to do their work.
out,

the

Nor

or four years.

In

in their various

limited

interesting

surprisingly large,
wonderfuly comprehensive and remark
ably satisfactory to instructor and

a permanent

be

more
an

and through experienced

1904, our
that we outlined
a course of instruction that would re
quire some two years or more to ade
The object
quately cover or master.

must

a

way, we have prepared

In our Journal of July,
will

in

ject at all, unless

THE STUDY OP PHRENOLOGY.

readers

|Hay

work at the Institutes
alone the only preparation.
Previous
reading in most cases has helped the
is

the

must be expected.
In Phrenology as
in everything else, much concentrated

students

effort, thought and study must be given

regular instruction) and thus the pupils
are made aware of the technical terms,
and the study does not seem so difficult

to the work.

There is no study

so

fascinating and

to make satisfactory progress.
Often mail courses have preceded the

as
and
the
Phrenology,
longer the course of instruction the bet

to master.

ter.

mended.

beneficial

an

Such preparation is always

advantage,

and

is

to

be

recom

REVIEWS.
"Practical Psychometry.
Its Value
How it is Mastered."
By 0.
Hashnu Ilara.
Published by L. N.
Fowler & Company, London, England,
and Fowler & Wells Company, New
York City. Price, 50 cents.
This booklet has for its object the
revelation of unseen influences
con
nected with Psychometry.
The Psyehometrist lias an advantage over the
clairvoyant inasmuch as he can use his
and

gift

anywhere.

Any

object can' be made

to give up its history to reveal its past,
It is
present and future surroundings.
according to this work a case of ser
mons in stones, and can be easily ac
quired if certain rules are complied
with. The book contains six chapters.
The first is "Rules for Unfoldment ;"
the second, "Vibrations of Color ;" the
third, "How to Produce Divine Affec
tion in Man;" the fourth, "The Seven
Stages of Man;" the fifth, "The Nor
mal and Trans Psychometry :" and the
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sixth, "Numbers and Their Meanings."
There are touches in this little book of
great and important subjects, though it
is not possible in 38 pages to fully
explain their entire meaning, but much
lias been touched upon.
The Mental Power Library, Vol. I.
"Mental Art; or, The Art of Mind
Development."
By Samuel George.
Published by Power Book Company,
London, England.
is a new

H.,

C.

Nevada.

book

by a new

au

on that,
instance,

then eat accord
if you have a
Vital Temperament, you should give
up the use of butter, sugar, rich gravies
(if you are not a vegetarian), and take
those kinds of food that will give you

For

ingly.

occult scientists.
It will open the eyes
of every thinking man and woman and
be of value to business and commercial
men.
The individual dealt with in the
book shows how lie was able to develop
latent faculties and to acquire mind
power by the aid of Mental Science.
It contains twelve chapters and can be
conveniently carried in the pocket.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
— You ask what you but no meat or butter.

ought to eat to reduce your weight.
We would suggest, first, that you con
sider your temperament and when you
have decided

thor, on a novel plan, and deals with
It explains how
interesting subjects.
delineations of character are made by

without
vitality
increasing adipose
tissue.
For instance ,of the fruits you
should take grape-fruit, oranges and
lemons, rather than bananas, as the
former will be cool and refreshing and
promote a healthy condition of the sys
tem.
you have a .Mental Temperamen yon can offrd to select your diet
and take saccharine (instead of sugar),
wheatmeal, milk and eggs (eaten raw),

If

The best sub
fat-forming foods would
be Brazil nuts, peanut butter, figs,
and apples.
Soup made of
prunes
lentils, celery, and cauliflowers would
Try the experiment
also be suitable.
and let us know what the results are.
for

stitute

T. L., Illinois. —We would advise
you to read 0. S. Fowler's work on

"Human Science" as an answer to some
You will find in this
of your queries.
book so much to stimulate, develop,
and probably improve your mind that
we feel sure that you could hardly do
better for yourself than to thoroughly
look through and study it. There arc
hundreds who have already been bene
and we believe that you can
fited by
be one more in that list.
it,

This
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
a

a

if

it

a

and another.
You apjiear to have
good supply of Language and will never
be at
loss to explain what you know,
and as
teacher you could develop
your ideas quite well, and students
would succeed under your tuition.
Decide,
to
teach.
You
therefore,
might devote yourself to elocutionary
you chose to do so.
teaching
a

R. M., Garden City, Mo.

indicates that you
photograph
have
good practical way of looking at
things. Order and Calculation, as well as
Form and Size, are faculties that are
well developed.
You can remember
does not take you
people well, and
long to recall what you have read, seen
or heard.
You should store your mem
ory well with facts and incidents, and
be prepared
to recite poetry, for you
will find very little difficulty in mak
ing the connections between one line

No. 811.

— The
cate

a

No. 810.

— Your

E. V., Weatherford.

Texas.

of this child indi
strong combination of the Vital
photographs
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and Mental Temperaments.
She is affec
tionate and can be governed much more
easily through her love of nature than
by forcing her through a command to
do a thing. She is in her element when
she is knocking about and on the move,
but if she is asked to sit still she will
recognize this as one of the greatest
punishments that can be given to her.
She is not easily deterred from what
she wants to do, and will show quite a
She
should be
persevering
spirit.
taught singing and deep breathing ex
ercises that she may be able to vitalize
her system and at the same time work

out

profession that will

a

be

highly

beneficial to her.
She must be out
the open air as much as possible.

in

No. 812. A. H. K., Brandon, Mani
toba. — You certainly have a strong and
vigorous organization. You do not know
what it is to be tired, and you can bend

[May

your energies for a longer period to any
sustained work than ninety-nine men
out of a hundred.
Disease cannot get
hold of you, for you have no surphis
flesh and therefore will not suffer from
fevers or inflammations.
But there is
a tendency
in your nature to carry
your restlessness of mind too far. In
muscular strength and framework you
have been specially organized.
Try and
take life a little easier and do not put
so much steam into your boiler or somuch powder into your gun.
You have
good perceptive powers, are a keen ob
server of men and naturally enjoy out
door exercise.
You could become a
good promoter, an excellent builder, or
an engineer.
You could also take upthe study of physical culture and teach
and you would notice well the im
provement made in your pupils. Study
to express yourself more copiously and
you will be more fully understood.

it,
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at the same time she

if

doing work and

it

womanly affection
showed sympathy,
and independence
of mind.
A lady
corroborated
the statements that had
been made, and said that her work
never seemed done.
Dr. Walter was then called upon to
give his address, which was listened to
with deep interest, as the boldness with
which he attacked the great philoso
pher's arguments was quite refreshing
and new to many who had not found
any one who was able or willing to
refute many of the illogical statements
that Spencer had made. Dr. Walter said
that he was pleased to be with them,
and
recalled to his mind the time
when, fifty years ago, he was rescued
from an early grave through reading
some of the works on Phrenology which

had then just been published and which
set him to thinking on an entirely new
line of thought. He said that he began
to study the Philosophy of Life about
that time, and naturally turned to Her
bert Spencer as an authority, but soon
found that he and Spencer were travel
He said he
ing along different paths.
did not wish to impose upon his audi
ence by making them think that he
was going to rehearse or recount the
entire philosophy of Herbert Spencer,
but only those parts of his works that
related to his subject.
more detailed
As we expect to give
account of Dr. Walter's address in our
next issue, we will reserve further com
ments until then.
a

if

a

few remarks
illus
sented, and made
trative of his character.
Miss Fowler
asked
there was any one present who
knew Miss Fulton and could vouch for
the indication of her masterly way of

162.

"Mr. Piercy then announced that
on
C. O. Sahler will lecture
Will, Force, Power, and how At
tained, on Tuesday May 1st. Miss
Ella McKean York will sing and
Miss A. Strohmeyer will play. A
Dr.

Steinway Piano will" be used."
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THE FOWLER

INSTITUTE, LONDON.

At the monthly mooting held at the
Fowler Institute on March 28th, a capi
tal paper was read by Mr. A. Ayliffe,
the subject of the paper being "The
Business Man, His Mental Require
ments."
The remarks of Mr. Ayliffe were of
a very practical character, and showed
that he had made excellent use of his
phrenological studies.
In the course of his remarks he referrfd

business successes and
of Lipton,
endowments
phrenological
Carnegie, and many others, who have
to
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the

achieved world-famed success in the
commercial world, he contrasted their
and mental equipments
temperaments
and showed where and how they varied
in their business instincts.
An interesting discussion followed,
and it was considered that the organ of

Sublimity plays as important a part in
the mental outlook of business men as
it does in the mental outlook of literary
characters.

Mr. Ayliffe was heartily thanked for
his exceedingly interesting and useful
paper.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
The annual meeting of members of
this Society, whoso offices are at 63
Chancery Lane, London, Eng., was held
There was a good
on March 8, 190C.
were
proceedings
president
the chaii
for the first part of the meeting, but
gave place later to the new president,
Mr. James Webb, who is quite a vet
eran and warrior in the phrenological
Other officers elected were:
cause.
Mr. Geo. Hart-Cox, Honorary Secre

attendance,

and

the

full of vigor. The retiring
(Mr. J. M. Severn) occupied

tary; Mr. F. R. Warren, Honorary
The Annual Report was
Treasurer.
very satisfactory; it stated that during
the past year a larger number of new
members had joined the Society than
in any previous year. The Phrenolog
ical Review, edited by Dr. Bernard Hol
lander, the eminent specialist, had done
the Society

good service.

The President (Mr. Webb) on taking
In
the chair was loudly applauded.
a brief speech he recalled his experi

ences in connection with the founding
of the Society twenty years ago. In
May, 1886 a paragraph was inserted
in the Phrenological Magazine suggest
ing that those wishing to form a

Phrenological Society should meet. A
number of enthusiasts met, and de
frayed the cost of the meeting by a
collection.
The Society was inaugu
rated.
Mr. L. N. Fowler, Mr. Coates.
Mr. Craig, Mr. Story, Mr. Dutton and
himself were amongst its earliest mem
bers.
Full particulars of those meet
ings were to be found in the 1886 vol
ume of the Phrenological Magazine.
He had noticed that phrenologists were
long lived.
Many of those early mem
bers had

passed away at a great age
years, 86, 90, and even over 90
years of age.
He explained the lon
gevity of phrenologists
on the ground
that Phrenology wras a subject that

— 80

canned people to think about their
mental and physical health, and their
own and others' happiness.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Dear Editor: In compliance with
your request the writer will mention
that he has been a subscriber for the
Journal
American Phrenological

for sixty-one years, and for its past
and present managers retains respectful
and grateful remembrance.
He is now
in his eighty-ninth year, and before
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was a physical
reaching twenty-one
wreck, owing chiefly to unhygienic diet,
-and taking of poisonous drugs.
George
W. Robinson, Guilford, Ind., was a sub
scriber (to me) for the Journal for
more than fifty years, and said he
should take it to the end of his life, but

he died a few years ago.

"He that

is humble, ever may
Have God to be his guide."
In love of righteousness,

John Hawkwell.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS
Mr. Allen Haddock, the pioneer
Phrenologist has his time more than
full with Phrenological work and edit
ing "Human Nature."
Mr. D. T. Eliott gives daily Phreno
logical examinations and holds classes
at the Fowler Institute rooms, 4 Im
perial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Lon
don E. C.
Dr. Alexander is continuing his
Phrenological work in Canada.
Mr. Geo. Cozens is located in North
Dakota, doing Phrenological work.
Mr. Fitzgerald is busy with Phreno
logical examinations, etc., in Cbieago.
Mr. M. Tope gives his whole time to
Phrenological work in Bowerston, 0.
He is the editor and publisher of the
Phrenological Era, a journal on Hu
man Science.
He
(35 cents a year.)
has arranged for a Phrenological Con
ference to take place May 11th at
Bowerston.

Mr. II. W. Richardson, L.L.D., is
examining and lecturing at Bowling
Green, Ohio, and is assistant editor of
the Phrenological Era.
Mr. V. F. Cooper, of Lind, Wash
ington, Mr. P. F. Fanigan, of Provi
dence, R. I., and Mr. C. A Tyndall,
of Des Moines, Iowa, have been doing
considerable
work of
Phrenological
late, and have sent large orders for
charts.

Mr. Wm. McLuen, of Perry, Iowa,
is engaged in practising Phrenology
H. H. Hinman has been doing some
Phrenological work in Hillsboro, Texas.
We are glad he is keeping up his in
terest in the subject.
Mr. H. W. Smith, of Calvert, Kan
sas, is engaged in Phrenological work

"Friend after

friend departs."

ARE DOING.

Mr. C. B. Manning is making Phren
ological examinations and lecturing on
the subject at Exeter, New Hampshire.
Miss J. A. Fowler receives callers
for Phrenological examinations daily
at the Fowler & Wells office, 24 East
Twenty-second Street, and is open to
make a few evening appointments to
attend "At Homes" or "House Parties"
during the month.
Mr. Owen Williams,
Phrenologist
and lecturer, is agent for the Phreno
logical Journal and all of Fowler &
Wells' publications, care of Fowler &
Wells Co., 24 East Twenty-second
Street, and is doing excellent work.
In an interesting letter from Mr.
Youngquist of Stockholm, Sweden, he
says he has just commenced another
series of lectures,
We
classes, etc.
trust lie will be as successful in the
future as he has been in the past. Mr.
Youngquist has forwarded an excellent
portrait of himself and a book of poems
written in Swedish by a friend, who has
dedicated several to Phrenology.
Med
ical men have looked into the subject
of Phrenology in this northern country
and have written and spoken favorably
of it.
Every student has it in his power
to do something to influence and en
lighten medical men, ministers, law-ouiun siq ut oplood ssouisnq pui? sjoa"
diate circle, even he he does not suc
ceed in doing as much as Mr. Young
quist has accomplished.
We congratulate Mr. James Webb on
his election to the Presidency of the
B. P. S., London,
lie is a charter
member of that society, and a past
master in the Science and Art of Phre
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The Society should also be
congratulated on its choice of its execu
nology.

tive officers.

For

SPECIAL NOTICE

any one requiring instruction on
Mrs.
the piano we can recommend
Reed as one who has given years of
special study and preparation to the
Address office of
technique of music.
Fowler & Wells Company.

CHARACTER
Miss

Fowler's

IN PERSONALITY.
Wednesday

Morning

Lenten Talks during March were
upon "Character in Personality." On
the 7, 14, 21, and 28, respectively,
brought out the salient charac
teristics of how character shows itself
in Dress, in the Walk, in the Voice, and
she has

PHRENOLOGICAL

in the Handshake. As guests of honor
during the month Miss Annie S. Peck,
the mountain climber, Mr. Allen S.
Williams, the authority on snakes and
Indians, Mrs. Ina Breevoort Roberts
and Mrs. L. M. Rounds have acted in
this capacity.
The April Talks— on the 4th, 11th,
18th and 25th — were on "Character in
Handwriting."
The May Talks— the 2d, 9th, 16th,
23d and 30th — will be upon "Mental
Vibrations;" "Music and Its Influence
Upon the Mind;" "Colors and Their
Vibrations;" "Memory;" "The Vibra

tion of Names and Numbers;" and
"Scientific Motherhood."
The meetings begin at 11 o'clock and
are open to ladies and gentlemen

keep good company, read good books,
keep posted on the issues of the day,
associate with nice young ladies, show
them his highest regards, and protect
them as he would his own sister. When

lie has found one who is healthy, neat
intelligent, a pure character, ambitious,
loving, who fits him according to the
law of selection and affinity, and he
feels that he can make her and his lot
better, marry, settle down, thrust be
hind all temptation to illicit gain. Aim
for a nice little home, know that he
has the best and sweetest wife on earth,
because she has the best husband. Take

on a

card of invitation.

ADVICE

Every young man should have a fair
education, a good character, be tem
perate, ambitious and have stability.
of
He should have a knowledge
Physiology, health laws, Phrenology,
his weak and strong points, his talents
and what line he is most adapted for.
Then urcpare himself, enter where he
belongs, be faithful, work hard, keep
posted in his line, save some money,
be honest, sociable, mannerly, orderly,
systematic, firm, prompt, dress neatly,
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TO YOUNG MEN.

his wife as a partner and nearest coun
sel in his business, and never deceive
her.
Take
Always kiss her good-bye.
what money he might spend for whis
key, tobacco and cigars and spend it
in beautifying his home.
Soend his
evenings and odd times with his wife,
take her to church and in good society,
feel proud of her as he has a right to
be, praise her cooking and it will taste
good.

If

little ones to bless his home,
and train them in such a way
that they will be healthy, loving, kind,
honest, hopeful and useful, an orna
ment to society and a blessing to the
world.
he has

teach

When man has lived such a life as
this and his peace is made with God,
he can look back on a well-spent life
with pride and pleasure, knowing that
he has done his duty toward himself,
wife, family, heme, society, church,
country and host and highest of all, has
fitted his soul for a higher kingdom.

H. H. HlNMAN.
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MAKES

About five years ago while in Texas,
met a gentleman
by the name of
H. C. B., whom I phrenologized and
gave a chart. Mr. P>. knew nothing of
phrenology before I met him, but after
being read and reading his chart he bocame very' much interested in himself,
He
and- the science of Phrenology.
subscribed for the Phrenological pub
lications and bought several books on
Phrenology.
Two years after I had met Mr. B.
he wrote a letter inviting me to visit
his home, which I did. When I reached
his house his whole family met me at
the door.
Mrs. B., his wife, reached
out her hand and said :
"Professor Hinman, is this you? I
had rather see you than any man on
earth."

I

said I.
"Because,-' said she, "you have done
more to bless my man and home than
anything on earth."
She invited me in and began telling
her story.
"Before you made my husband a
chart, he hardly knew what it was to
or the children,
read, neither did

"Why?"

I

JOURNAL

HAPPY HOMES.
but after we took to reading Phrenol
in the
ogy we all became interested
subject, and now we pass our evenings
and odd time in reading.
Before the
boys got to reading they used to dance,
hunt, and run around at night, but
now their ways of life have changed.
My husband used to drink some, he was
cross to me and the children, unkind to
his stock, was rather wicked, but after
having studied Phrenology he is now
quiet, kind, and as loving a husband as
ever lived. We now have a nice little
library, consisting of the very best lit
erature.
Before we got to reading the
evenings and odd times seemed so noisy,
long and dreary, but now our hours
Our home is so
pass away pleasantly.
quiet and peaceful, blessed with happy
smiles and kind words, and now life is
worth living.
wish that good
How
books and journals on Phrenology could
be in every home and library in this
land.
am sure many a
they were,
life would be changed for the better,
many a heart made happier, homes
blessed and firesides brighter all over
the land."
Such were the words of

I

If

Mrs. B.

THE EASTER LI I A'.
By Geokge Tester.
Behold ! the spotless lily,
That pure and perfect Bower
Emblem of Christ's own purity,
His faith, His love, His power —
Type of our Savior's victory
Ou that first Easter Morn
When to the empty sepulchre,
The women came at dawn.

"He is not here, but risen ! "
Is what the angels said,
"Why seek ye here the living?
"

Where only dwell the dead?

"0

death

!

where is thy triumph?

O grave ! where is thy sting?"
Thanks be to God for victory
Through Christ our Lord and King.

I

H. H. H.

«
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler

&

Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management.
made payable to the order of
The Subscription
Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Maoazine Is $1.00 a

Journal

year, payable in advance.
Money, when cent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Order*. Express Money Order*, Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letter*. All Postmaster* are re
quired to Register Letter* whenever requested to do so.
Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.
Postage -Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger stamps are preferred: they
should never be stuck to the letter*, and should always
be sent in sheet*— that is, not torn apart.
Chanee of post office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
Information.
Notice should be received the first of the
preceeding month.
Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
Ail Letters should be addressed to Fowler A Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.
Any Book, Periodical, Chart, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publisheis prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
to whom liberal terms will
and our Book Publications
be given.

C

URRENT EXCHANGES.

Human Nature, San Francisco,
Cal. — Has always something bright
and interesting.
The Character Builder, Salt Lake
City, Utah. — Opens with an article on
"Harmony the Aim of True Educa
tion."
It is as interesting an article
as the title indicates.
Another one of
equal interest is by Edward Thorndyke, Professor of Psychology at Co
lumbia University, on "Heredity."
Review of Reviews,
New York. —
Abounds in good reading matter, one
taking article being "Food Science and
the Pure Food Question," by R. 0.
Brooks.
"Susan B. Anthony" is the
subject of another interesting article.

All remittances should

be

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The Union Signal, Evanston, 111. — Contains an interesting article on "The
New Woman in Japan," among others,
which we would advise our readers to
read.

Medical Times, New York. — Con
tains an article on "Christian Science
Practitioners," which gives a percent
age of men and women who practice
this cult.
Also an article on "New
York City's Low Death Rate," which
is an article by W. T. Mars, M.D. This
is the third of a series.
World's Events Magazine, Dansville,
Y. — Contains an article on "What
the World is Doing; Events that are
Making History," which includes work
that is going on in nearly every quarter
of the globe.
"Paul Lawrence Dun
bar" is the title of an article by Paul
M. Pearson.
Dunbar was the son of
slave parents, an elevator boy, and the
first great singer of his race.

N.

The Literary Digest, New York City.
an article on "Is There
Crime in Campaign Gifts?" which con
tains the pictures of Andrew Hamilton
and Cornelius N. Bliss among other
up-to-date articles.

— Contains

Suggestion, Chicago, 111. — The April
number contains articles on "Psychic
Research;" "Auto-Suggestion;"
"Sug
gestive Therapeutics;" "Drugless Heal
ing;" "Nature Cure;" and "Thought
Power," all of which are helpful and
uplifting articles.
Town and Country Journal,
Francisco, Cal. — This magazine

San
con
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tains many fine articles which are beau
One
is
upon
tifully illustrated.
"China's Understudy in California,"
This article is illus
by F. Babbitts.
trated with pictures of children in dif
ferent styles of dress. The article on
"Palm Culture in California" is real
istic enough to make one feel the balmy
atmosphere without going for it.
The

Metaphysical

York. — Contains

Magazine,

New

an opening article by
Alexander Wilder on "Psychic Theraphy," and another interesting article
on "How to Perceive the Truth/' by

Charles
Edward
The
Cummings.
in its trend
journal is metaphysical
from beginning to end.
Work, Oswego,
organ of the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
in the State of New York, and con
tains the temperance news of the whole
Woman's

N. Y. — Is

Temperance
the official

State.

Medical Talk for the Home, Colum
Ohio. — Contains an article on
Culture
for
Children,"
"Physical

bus,

which says, "Let children be children
and give them all of nature that is
possible for them to have." The con
trary is just what is generally prac
tised in the home, for children are
made self-conscious
through artificial
"Treatment of Cancer" is a
agencies.
short but concise article of considerable
use in which Dr. Allen and Dr. Rob
inson of New York City, who are con
nected with the Post-Graduate College,
advocate the use of the Caustic Treats
ment for Cancer.
They say that caus
tic paste with subsequent caustic dress
ing is a radical treatment for cancer
and is often preferable to the knive.
We have been forwarded a series of
post-cards containing new Psychology
mottoes, printed by Suggestion and
Many of them
published in Chicago.
are very beautiful and are helpful in
their tone.
The People's Health Journal, The
Medical
Metaphysical
Magazine,
Talk for the Home, Vaccination,
and The Neiv Voice, among others,
have also been received.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Moral Philosophy; or, The Duties of
Man Considered
in His Individual,
Domestic, and Socia.1 Capacities. By
George Combe.
Reprinted from the
Edinburgh Edition, with the Author's
latest corrections.
334 pages.
Price,
$1.25.
Search Lights and Guide Lines; or,
Menand Nature.
What They Are,
What They Were, and- What They Will
Be.
By Edgar Greenleaf Bradford.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.
Sucess through Phrenology, with Ad
dresses delivered before the American
Institute of Phrenology.
Price, 10c.
Recitations Comic and Otherwise. By

Jay Hickory

Wood.

Including "The

Cricket Club of Red Nose Flat," "Kick
ing Strap's Race," "McBrae's System,"
"Jellicoe's Melodrama," etc. Price, 50
cents.

Work of Phrenology in Education,
with Addresses delivered before the Am
erican Institute of Phrenologv, October,
1900. Price, 10 cents.
The Scientific Basis of Vegetarian

ism.
By R. T. Trail, M.D. The best
statement of the case ever made, and
the reading of it will greatly lessen the
use of meat.
Price, paper, 25 cents.

The Bath. Its History and uses in
Health and Disease.
By R. T. Trail,
M.D. 77 pages. 25 illustrations. Price,
25 cents.

.

The
Water-Cure for the Million.
By
processes of Water-cure Explained.
R. T. Trail, M.D. This work exposes
popular errors, contrasts Hygienic and
Drug Medication, gives rules for Bath
ing, Dieting, Exercising ( etc., and prac
tical -directions for home treatment.
Price 15 cents.
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$2.00.

"A

selves."

Lady

Talk with Girls About Them
With an introduction by

Fowler
Paget.
Price, 50 cents.
that any girls who

Wells

&

Co.,
feel cer
tain
follow the
excellent advice contained in this book
will soon feel the inestimable benefit
which has been conferred upon them
by the knowledge
and understanding
of how to direct their lives.
In books
written for the young and quite espe
cially for girls, too much stress cannot
be laid upon the preservation of the
health of the body; which also means
that of the mind.
Indeed, they are
both so intricately woven together that
difficult to say which of them re
acts most on the other.
We all know
that one of the first signs of insanity
the neglect of outward appearance,
which shows itself in disorder of the
hair, disinclination to wash, or to put
the effect
on clothes properly. This
We have
of the mind on the body.
also experienced the relief,
may say
exultation, when after
long and
wearisome
journey we have taken
bath and dressed ourselves in fresh and
another
We seem
fragrant clothes.
person from the one we were an hour
the effect of the body on
ago. That
the mind.
The real difficulty lies in
making many girls understand what
health
for tight stays, tight collars
and sleeves, high-heeled shoes, etc.,

is

"I

is,

is

a

a

I

is

is

it

N. Y.

it

a

is

the
"Thoughts for the Rich,"
subject of
thirty-two page pam
phlet by Austin Bierbower. If you
ever wish you were wealthy, read
this book, and
will make you ex
The book
ceedingly contented.
full of maxims, any one of which
worth the price of the book. Price,

it

J.

good."

is

By

be

25 cents.

"

In the
Harmony of Phrenology.
Definitions of the Organs, their use,
excess, and deficiency; with quotations
from the Bible recognizing every Fac
ulty and Passion, sanctioning their use
and warning against their abuse.
By
Nelson Sizer. Price, 10 cents.
"The Perfect
Phrenological Game.
Man."
This introduces Phrenology
new Game on the same basis
into
as the old and well-known game of
"Authors."
card game, giving in
Price, 25
struction and amusement.
cents.

The Temperaments; or, Varieties of
Physical Constitution in Man, consid
ered to their relation to Mental Char
acter and Practical Affairs of Life. By
D. H. Jacques, M.D. With an Intro
duction by H. S. Drayton, A.M. 350
Price, cloth,
pages. 150 ilhistrations.
$1.50.

Illus
Catechism of Phrenology.
trating the Principles of Science, by
means of short conversational
questions
alike to
and answers, thus adapting
Revised and en
the young and old.
96 pages,
by Nelson Sizer.
larged
Price, 25 cents.
paper.
it

Animal Magnetism.

leuze, of France. Translated by Thos.
C. Hartshorn.
Revised edition with an
appendix of notes by the translator, and
letters from eminent physicians and
others, descriptive of cases in the United
States.
12mo, 524 pages. Extra cloth,

healthy persons must

A

the

a

jr,

Human Nature. Founded
Astrologic Psychologic Prin
ciples and finally expressed through
Phrenology and Physiology.
By W.
Rockwell Kent, A.M., A.S.D., Ph. D.,
25 cents, postpaid

on

•

Mind, Bod
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etc., have accustomed them to suffer
ing, till they are hardly aware of it.
have heard
said that thoroughly

I

A text book on Success and Power
and
How to Attain It; Natural
Sciences,
Wisdom,
Soul,
Religion,

is
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Indications of Character in the Head
30 illus
12mo, G6 pages.
trations. Fourth edition. Revised and
Price, paper, 25 cents.
enlarged.
and Face.

Phrenology and the Scriptures. By
John Pierpont. 12mo, 44 pages.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
Rev.
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Self-Culture and Perfection of Char
including the Management of
You,th. Illustrated.
By 0. S. Fowler.
Price, $1.00.
Education of the Feelings and Affec
tions.
By Charles Bray. Edited, with
Notes and Illustrations from the Third
London
hv
Nelson Sizer.
Edition,
Price, $1.50.

acter,

Accidents and Emergencies; a Guide
containing Directions for the Treat
ment in Bleeding, Cuts, Sprains, Rup
tures, Dislocations, Burns and Scalds,
Bites of Mad Dogs, Choking, Poisons,
Fits, Sunstrokes, Drowning, etc. By
Alfred Smee, with Notes and Additions
by R. T. Trail, M. D. 32 illustrations.
New and revised edition. Price, paper,
25 cents.

Consumption: Its Prevention and
Cure by the Swedish Movement Cure.
With directions for its Home Applica
Price,
tion.
By David Wark, M.D.
25

cents.

Its History and Cere
:
With a
By L. N. Fowler.

Marriage
monies.

Phrenological and Physiological expo
sition of the functions for Happy Mar
Twenty-second edition. 12mo,
riages.
Cloth, $1.00.
Illustrated.
216 pages.
The first sixty-nine pages of this
work are devoted to the History of Mar
riage, and to a description of the vari
ous methods and customs which differ
ent nations and tribes, from the com
mencement of the World to the present
time, have adopted to gratify their sex
ual nature, with suggestions in relation
to those, qualities which should and
those which should not exist in husband
and wife, etc.
The Philosophy of Water-Cure. The
Development of the True Principles of
Health and Longevity.
By John Balbirnie, M.D., with the Confessions and
of Sir Edward Lytton
Observations
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Bulwer.
The Natural Cure.
Consumption,
Constipation, Bright's Disease, Neural
(Fevers),
gia, Rheumatism, "Colds"
How Sickness Originates, and
etc.
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How to Prevent it. A Health Manual
for the People. By C. E. Page, M.D.
Price," cloth, $1.00.
294 pages.
How to Feed the Baby, to Make it
Healthy and Happy; with Health
Hints.
By C. E. Page, M.D. Sixth
Price,
1G8
edition revised.
pages.
cents.
cloth, 75
Notes on Beauty, Vigor and Develop
ment; or, How to Acquire Plumpness
of Form, Strength of Limb, and Beauty
of Complexion, with Rules for Diet and
Bathing, and a Series of Improved
Physical Exercises. By William Milo
of London. Twenty-three illustrations.
Price, 10 cents.
Chronic Diseases, Especially the Ner
By D. Rosch.
vous Diseases of Women.
Price, 25 cents.
Does it Pay
Smoking and Drinking.
Will the coming man drink
Inebriate Asylums and a visit
Wine?
151 pages.
to one. By James Parton.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Tobacco; Its liffects on the Human
By Dr. William A. Alcott.
System.
With notes and additions by Nelson
Sizer. 149 pages. Price, 25 cents.
Tea and Coffee; Their Physical, In
tellectual and Moral Effects on the Hu
man System.
By Dr. William A. Al
notes
and additions by Nel
With
cott.
Price, paper,
118 pages.
son Sizer.

to Smoke?

25 cents.

A Ready
The Family Physician.
With
Adviser.
and
Hygienic
Prescriber
Reference to the Nature, Causes, Pre
vention and Treatment of Diseases,
Accidents and Casualties of every kind.
With a Glossary and copious Index. By
Joel Shew, M.D. 816 pages. 279 il
lustrations. Price, cloth, $3.00.
The remedies used are hygienic, and
the directions are given for home treat
ment, which will, in the majority of
enable the reader to avoid the
necessity of calling a physician, and the
Laws of Life and Health are made so
plain as to enable one to avoid sickness
and the infirmities which come from a
violation of the conditions of health.

cases,
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The Student's Set
New Physiognomy

The New Illustrated Self-Instructor

Or, Signs of Character, as manifested through
and es
temperament and external forms,
Face
Divine."
pecially in the " Human
One thousand illustrations. By S. R. Wells.

In Phrenology, Physiology and Physiognomy.
» A complete Handbook for the People.
With
over one hundred new illustrations, including
a chart for the use of practical Phrenologists.
unio,
Revised and printed from New Plates,
By the Renowned Phrenologists,
192 pages.
Profs. 5. S. and L. N. Fowler. Cloth, $1 00.

$3.00.

Physiology, Animal and Mental

Lectures on Man

A series of twenty-one Lectures on Physiology
and Phrenology, delivered by Prof. L N. Fow
ler, during his first tour in England, many of
which are now ou. of print and can only be had
in this volume.
$1.50.

Applied to the Preservation and Restoration of
Health of Body and Power of Mind.
TwentyBy O. S. Fowler. Una
five illustrations.
bridged edition. Price $1.00.

The Constitution of Man
By
Considered in relation to external objects.
Geo. Combe. With portrait Bound in Cloth,

Brain and Mind
Or, Mental Science Considered in Accordance
with the Principles of Phrenology and in Rela
tion to Modern Physiology.
Illustrated.
By
H. S. Drayton, A.M.. M.D., and James
McNeil, A.M. Extra Cloth, $1.50.

$1.25.

A Natural System of Elocution and
Oratory

Founded on an analysis of the Human Consti
tution considered in its threefold nature—
Mental, Physiological, and Expressional.
By
Price
Thomas A. and William Hyde.

The Temperaments
Considered in their relation to Mental Charac
ter and Practical Affairs of Life.
By D. H.
Iacques, M. D.
Cloth,
150 illustrations.

$2. CO,

The authors have studied the subject closely, and
This is
present it from new and original standpoints.
not a commonplace book on the plan of numerous

V.50.

Fowler's New Phrenological Bust
upwards ot :>nc hundred divisions, in
china.
Newly discovered organs are added,
and the old organs have been subdivided to in
dicate the various phases of action which many
of them assume.
It is a perfect model, beau
tiful as a work of art, and is undoubtedly the
latest contribution to Phrenological Science,
and the most complete bust ever published.
Price $5 00.

school textbooks, but one well worthy the attention
of all who would excel as speakers, readers, etc.

With

Hygiene of the Brain

And the Cure of Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook. Part I. contains chapters on the Brain,
the Spinal Cord, the Cranial and Spinal Nerves.
How to Cure Nervousness. Value of a Largo
Supply of Food in Nervous Disorders. Fifty
Important Questions Answered. Price $1.00.
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Fowler & Wells Co., 24 E. 22d St., New York

for
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enclose $13.00.
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Express Address
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SCIENCE
By
Graduate

■

and

RELIGION

BENJAMIN F. LOOMIS,

of the American Institute of Phrenology,

JUST PUBLISHED

Class

of 1886

Illustrated
$1.50
339 Pages,
Showing the Harmony of the Sciences, and their Relation to Re
ligion; or the Relation of Man to the Universe.
The Macrocosm and the Microcosm.
Phrenology and Astrology, or the Influence of the Planets on the
Human Mind, and containing the Horoscope of
Jesus Christ and of Adam.
The Progress of the World, as Explained by the Principles of
Phrenology.
Harmony between Science and Religion; The Keys of the King
dom of Heaven; Spiritual Knowledge; The Bottomle6s Pit.
"HOLY MATERNITY," by Estelle M. Loomis
The Principles of Salvation scientifically considered. Philosophy
of Sacrifice. Taurus the Bull. The Opening of the Seal, etc.
" The world is becoming more accustomed to monopolies, large
corporations, and trust companies, which are beginning to con
trol every form of trade and business, and it is not surprising to
find that even in the literary world the same spirit which domi
nates commerce is also at work here.
In the above named volume
before us, 'Science and Religion,' we find that the author
has not only given us an idea of Science, which in itself is a
large subject to treat, but he has also united the subject of Re
ligion to his comprehensive view of Science, and we have pre
sented to us in one book the key of many interesting subjects
which, as a rule, a reader has to secure several books to study.
It shows us how Astronomy and the Solar System is allied to
Phrenology, and how if the principles of Astrology are true as
applied to this life, they are also applicable to spiritual knowl
It tells us what are the keys to the kingdom of Heaven.
edge.
It lays before us the problem why we should be Christians; and
the principles of salvation.
It speaks of the progress of the world
Thus, the fi'st
as explained by the principles of Phrenology.
part of the book treats of the Sideral System, and Chapter 1 is
illustrated with views of the Solar System. After speaking of
the comparative dimensions of the sun, the planets and their
satellites, he next introduces, in Part II, the general principles
of Phrenology, the definition of the organs, and as the author
has made a study of Phrenology, he gives in brief an outline of
Part
is devoted to the general views and scope
the subject.
of Astrology, while Part IV shows the harmony between Phren
ology and Astrology, or the influence of the planets on the human
mind. In this section the writer gives the horoscope cf Jesus
Christ, and shows that He was born at the only time when it was
possible for a perfect man to be born. He goes on to state that
if Christ was born on December 25th, in the year 1, B. C, or
just one week before the beginning of the Christian era, as is ex
plained in the horoscope of Christ, and if Adam were created, or
existed, just four thousand years before the birth of Christ, as is
claimed by Astrology, then if we compute the mean motion of
the planets back for a period of just four thousand years, taking
the horoscope of Christ as a basis, we will then have an approxi
mate horoscope for the first man. Adam, and it would indicate
that Adam had his memorable existence and trials in the year
4001, B. C.
We believe this is an original thought with Mr. Loo
mis and wa commend his theories to our readers, for we believe
that the originality of the book will appeal to many in a new
light.." — Phrenological Journal,

'
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NEW YORK

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
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L. N. FOWLER & CO.
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UNCOOKED
FRUIT,

DATENUT

NUT AND

CEREAL FOODS

FIG HAZEL FRUIT BREAD

Sample of either by mill, ioc ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other "Good Things to Eat," made without
lard, suet glue or other dead-animal matter. Write
for list or send $1 for 5-lh. box of samples, cooked
and uncooked.

STRAIGHT EDGE KITCHEN

Being the Commissary Department of the Straight
Edge Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon Sq., N. Y.
Write for Information aliont the Straight Edge In
dustries and ways in which you can co-operate with
us for human betterment, physical, mora], industri
al, social, financial.

I

Will Mail You

DIFFERENT COPIES OF

you don't know DKON QUALITY fend 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE. Mention this adv.
JOSEPH

DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO., Jeriey City,

For 10 Cents IN SILVER
Monthly, explaining
Human Nature is a Phrenological
by pen and picture every phase of human character.
It
appreciates the highest wisdom of the ancient hayseed,
who declared in open meeting, that "We ate not all
CONSTIPATED I alike." Address the Editor,

ALLEN HADDOCK

PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGIST,

1020 MARKET ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA

FREE

to F. A. M. A beautiful
Masonic Calendar, also large cata
logue of Masonic books and goods
with bottom prices. Regalia, Jew
els, Badges, Pins, Charms and Lodge
Beware of spurious Ma
Supplies.
sonic books.

REDDING

& CO., Publishers and Manufacturers
Goods. No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

of Masonic

N.J.

SANITARY
ANTISEPTIC
THE WORLD'S BEST
SKIN CLEANSER

/\

NATURE!

HUMAN

0 DIXON'S

FOR HIGH QUALITY
If

Five (5)

9

$pedikl

Ljist

Marriage and Parentage,

in their San

itary and Ptiysiolog'cal Relations, and in their beariLg oc the producing of children of finer health and
greater ability. By M. L. Hulbrook, M.D.
$1.00.

The Scientyic American
says : " Books on this sub
by 'crankB,' bat this is radi
cally different ; it la scientific, sober, clean, and worthy
of conscientious
consideration by every possible par
ent, and particularly by the young."

ject are usually written

Youth

:

Its Care and Culture.

Girls."

The Belter Way.
FOWLER & HANNA CO., Inc.

Fowler's Friction Soap
Massages the Skin, Circulates the Blood,
Removes all StalnB, Effete and Foreign Matter, Black-

Kills

all Microbes

and Disease Germs,

Prevents and Cores Corns, Callouses, Excessive
Perspiration, Offensive Bodily Odors and other
Skin Diseases,
Relieves Colds, Rheumatism and Gout,

Imparts Health, Vigor and Beauty to the Skin
Agents

Wanted,

' FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24.

E. 22d Street

In writing

New York City

By

Mortimer Granville.
$1.00.
To this has been added a paper, by that charming
English writer, Grace Greenwood, oh the "Physical
Education of s Girl," and a Dapcr on the "Dress of

An Appeal to Men

In behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parent
age. By A. E. Newton.
Price Siscents.
contains Information
and warn'ng that are ur
gently needed."- Cnrittian Union.

"It

A Physician's

Sermon

to Young

By Wm. Pratt. M.D. 25 cents.
This sermon shoula oe in the hands of all young
men, tad in many cases its would save years of suffer
lug ar,d of shame.
Mew.

Vital Force.

How Wasted

Preserved, or Abuses of the Sexual
«fc P. Miller. Price 50 cents.

A Father's Advice.
Boy.

and how

Functions.

A Book for

By

every

15 cents.

A Mother's Advice.

A

Book for every

Girl.

15 cents.
These little works are Intended for circulation among
the young, and for the purpose of giving instruct i
on sexual subjects.
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

All forms of mild and difficult oases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,
by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
2 lady physicians.
2 mites from the noted Delaware Water Gap.
No insane.
this work
Address F. WILSON HUIiD, Nobth Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM

Greenwich, conw.
Attractive, homelike, and first claw) in all respects,
Correspondence solicited.
H. If. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

LULL — Appleton's

I\LL

1

ster's

Cyclopedia,

Muhl-

bach's Historical ltomances, Web

International

Dictionary,

Bldpath's

EASTON. PA.

Physicians, parents, guardians, or friends who desire to
place any mental or uervous patients in a quiet, wellfurnished home where they can receive good care, and
Homeopathic treatment,should »isit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. Over twenty years'expedienceiu
the Mlddletown (N. Y.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, 1661. For circular*address

C. SPENCER

History of the World, Home Library of Law,

The Old Farm, Bible Reference Library, and
free.
Particulars
other standard works.
Address, Dr. H. A. Mumaw, Elkhart, Ind.

H. W. SMITH, Ph. D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
CALVERT, KANSAS.

V
\\A\

I /i /

'OsAuU/Av

«

MILLER'S HOTEL

37, 39 & 41 West 26th St.,

KINNEY. M.D.

J.

M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
126 State Street, Chicago

Learn Mind Ke. ding for Pfofit
or Pleasure. Our book gives you

facts that enable you to become
expert in a short time. Clear
concise, complete directions and
full information teaching you to
do the feats of M in J Readers now
and explicit
before the public,
directions for turning this know"Knowledge is Power*' and nind
ledge to Profit.
making knowledge.
25c. postpaid.
Reading is
Geo. L Williams & Co., Box-4o.
Agents wanted
Grand Crossing Station. Chicago, U. S. A.

.//>

SANITARIUM

THE EASTON

Send for Pamphlet.

UNWRITTEN MEANINGS OF WORDS.
is the latent startling
new— Physical— principle
It layy bare the hitherto
proof of scientific phrenology.
It
elusive sent-c and meanings of sounds and words.
simplifies effective language. The first true guide to
■'reason
and
for
emotional
or
for
why,"
word choice
Bv the author
psychic effects; to acquiring languages.
$2.00 postpaid. Write to-day.
of'Krbes' Brain Book.

Its

PROMETHEAN

PUBL. CO., 622

NEW YORK

Dr. A Mrs. E. P. MILLER, Proprietor*
Established

Term*: Room, 91.00 to 93.00 per day; with
Hoard, 93.00 to 94.50 per day. Pemiauent,
910 to 930, according

OWEN HUGH

in 1870

Convenient to electric
the center of the city.
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
Excellent
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Elec
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
the
; same
in
city
first
and
only
tric Light Baths,
that restored King Edward of England to vigorous
health.
Also Electro-Thermal, Galvanic, Turkish,
and Roman Baths ; Massage, Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc.
A home place for ladies and families.

In

to room.

LEARN TO DOCTOR FEbT
Excellent

cii«GlCAI-

DR. P. KAHLER'S SONS

Surgeon Chiro]>od[sts
New York City.
Estab. 1868
481 Fifth Ave.
Professional Services Rendered
Office Hours. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

In writing

ST.,

WILLIAMS

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
Graduate of the American
Institute of Phrenology

Agent for Fowler

& Wells Publications.
New York

21 East 22d Street.

City.

CHILDREN
>EETHINQ

SCHOOL
AMERICA'S FIRST CORRESPONDENCE
teaching Chiropodv
by
mail or at the school.
SCHOOL
Graduates
receive di
plomas.
for
paying
profession
Either Srx.
Can he
inter
studied without
fering with present oc
Young or old can easilv learn.
Send for
cupation.
Weekly payments.
new Illustrated Prospectus.

W. ROCKWELL

CHICAGO,ILL.

MfC
1'11S»

Wltldnw'c
YY11131UW S

Soothing:" Syrup
"

nas been used for
over FIFTY YEARS

%V^\SK
THEIRCHILDHEN

WHILE TEETHING WITH PERFECT SUC
CESS. ITSOOTHES rHECHILD.SOFTENS
THE GUMS, ALLAYS ALL PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the BEST REMEDY
FOR DIARRHCEA.
Sold by druggists la every part of the
world.

Twenty-five Cents a Bottle.
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STOP THAT PAIN

Psychology
is

a fascinating study.
There is a
100-pa#e popular monthly magazine

eight years old devoted to the prac

tical application of the principles of
the New Psychology for health, hap
piness and success. This magaziue
also discusses

Psychic research,druglesshealing.nature
cure, rational hygiene. auto-suggestion,
personalmagnetism.businesspsychology
psycho- therapeuics. the psychology of
childhood, and the art of living anda lied

The

magazine
advocates
reform in all
lines of modern thought : it stands for prog
ress in the individual and in the state; it is
a magazine for thinkers; it aims to teach
people to think for themselves; it tells how
to use the inherent psychic powers to bring
peace, health and happiness: it shows the
operation of the great law of mental sugges
tion and how this law may be used to benefit
mankind.
The motto of the magazine is
DO
NOW. It is the only magazine of the
kind in the world.

IT

Three Months Free
I will send you this magazine three months
as a free test; fill out and mail the coupon
below; I will send the magazine of the New
Psychology for three months; if at the end
of the three months you desire to have the
magazine stopped, send a postal card and
say so. You will not owe anything for the
three magazines received ; you will be under
no obligation whatever.
I want every thinking person in the United
States to read this magazine,
hence this
trial offer. If you are a thinker mail this
coupon today; let us get acquainted.

H. A. PARKYN. M. D.
Editor SUGGESTION*

a Masaxine

New Psychology

of tht

4020 Droxul Blvd., Chicago

COUPON
EDITOR SUGGESTION.
4020 Drexel Bird . Chicago.

I accept your offer to test your magazine.
Enter my subscription for one full year.
After receiving three months' sample cop
ies I will do one of two things- either send
yon $1.00 for the full year's subscription
within a reasonable timeor write vou to stop
the magazine, when you are to cancel this
subscription and the sample copies are to be
free to me as a test.

Name.

The

Lambert

Health Vibrator

Snyder

(9,000 to 15,000vibrations

the minute)

CONQUERS PAIN
The Most Beneficent Invention of the Age
There is only one disease— CONGESTION.

There is only one core— CIRCULATION.
[□•tut relief from Rheumatism,
Deafness,
Indigestion, Poor Circulation, <>r
any PAINS or

Af'HKS.

In ( hhcpor Paralysis, Locomotor Ataxia , Lum
bago. Weak Eyes, Hay Fever. Obesity, In
somnia. Loss of Voice, Nuerasthenia, Brain
Fatf. Nervous Debility, Vertigo, Headache.
Constipation and Torpid Liver, our Vibrator

d<»esmarvelous

work— and 1ha pood exerciser.
Get a VIBRATOR

Don-t Wait. Don't Suffer.
and GET RELIfcF.
NO DRUGS. NO PLASTERS.

NO ELECTRICITY.
STOMACH A VACATION FROM
DRUGS AND MEDICINES.
For a limited time we will sell our $5.00 Vibrator
at $2.00, prepaid to any part of the I'nilcd States on

GIVE YOUR

receipt or Stt.ttS.

A Few of the Many Reasons Why You Should
Use our Vibrator:
(I j In case* of in- i igesi urn . our Vibrator forces
food to digest, thereby stopping the food from fer

menting and forming a L'Rf
(2) » Uric acid centralizing at one point causes
rheumatism.
Vibration scatters the uric acid and
by Increasing the (circulation, | drives it out through
the pores. *•«■*■
sjsjbjb; an
(8)*If you arc deaf, the Vibrator will stimulate the
oaten and (inner Imcchanism of the eai and cure in
many cases.
(4i" If you have poor circulation, the Vibrator will
increase your circulation and make you feel a warm
glow ull oveT your Inxly
(5) If you have locomotor ataxia or paralysis, the
Vibrator Ih the only relief. It will stimulate the
nerves.
Vibrator to-day. for these two ailments,
is recognized as the best treatment by the leading
specialists.
Kit In case of sudden pain of any kind of any
member of the family, at night, the Vibrator is al
ways ready ;o apply". No charging or mixing of
medicine.
(7) If you want a good exerciser, use the Vibrator.
You exercise to circulate the biood. and by
* outdoor
exercise, you have to spend your energy.
By cxercisii g with the Vibrator you save your energy and
get your exercise sitting in. your chair by using on
lifferant parts of the Inxly.
(8) If you have lung trouble, use the Vibrator, as
vibration on the tuDgs force* the blow! through the
dead cells and does wonderful
work In all cases of
consumption and lung troubles.
(In No mutter what pains and aches you have that
■recanted by congestion (and nearly all an* caused
by congestion >. the Vibrator will cure>them.

H

Send For Our Free Booklet That
The How And Why

P.O..

iTAMBERT
.State .

SNYDER

10 W. 2 2d ST., NEW

Will Tell

CO., Dept

YORK, N. Y.
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ILL IT WILL

COST YOU

to write for our big FREE BICYCLE catalogue
the most complete line of high-grade
■
CYCLES, TIKES and SUNDRIES at PRICES
otbei manufacturer or dealer in the world.
any
any otber

IV

BKJLOW

WALTER, M.D.

HOT
DO NOT

BUY A BICYCLE H™/yZZ

■ouhave received our complete Free Cataterms until y<
or on any kind of terms,
lognes illustrating
iting and describi ing every kind of high-grade and low-grade
and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
bicycles, old patterns
atterns ai
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE SHIP ON APPROVAL without a cent deposit^Pay the Freight and
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need a Rider Agent in every town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.

"

$8.50 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES g> kX
Regularf Price** O r\ t^^^^s^^&s^
*fl"
$8m50

per

pair.

Introduce
We Will Sell
You a Sample
To

Pain for Only

4i

NAILS. TACKS
OR GLASS
WONT
LET
OUT THE AIR

(CASH WITH ORDER $4.65)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire

No danger from THORNS. CAC
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or CLASS.

making.

Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.

Notice the thick rubber tread
"A" and puncture strips "11"
and "D," also rim atrip "II"
to prevent rim cutting. This
tire will outlast any other
make— SOFT, ELASTIC and

Two Hundred Thousand pairs now in actual use. Over
EASY RIDING.
Thousand pairs sold last year.
in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
DESCRIPTION I Made
with a special quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
-"■ —
that their tires have
an ordinary tire
prepared fabric on ,
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all aiffrom being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is J8.50 per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a special factory price to the rider
of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped; same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 84.55 per pair) if you send
advertisement. We will also send one nickel
FULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose thispuncture
closers on full paid orders (these metal
plated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal
to be returned
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires
satisfactory
on examination.
not
are
they
any
for
reason
at OUR expense if
Postmaster,
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your
Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
longer
better,
wear
last
and look
easier,
faster,
run
will
ride
that
they
will
find
these tires, you
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
a
small
trial
to
send
us
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
built-up- wheels, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, and
f%f\ M
everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half the usual
Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
men.
repair
and
prices charged by dealers
DO NOT THINK OF BUYING a
but write us a P°stal today.
WW
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and
everything. Write it NOW.
to
postal
a
learn
only
It
costs
wonderful offers we are making.
Seventy-five

DDAffFO
CTFD
I CH«DIMllCdy
UI//10
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U/IT WAIT
All
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HEAD

CYCLE' COMPANY,
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Dept.
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CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE WEEK IN NEW YORK
A MAGAZINE OF
ADVANCE INFORMATION
SUBSCRIPTION

$2.00 Per Year.

AN EXCELLENT
ADVERTISING
MEDIUM.

FOWLER

&* WELLS CO.% New York.
Enclosed find Five Dollars, for -which please
furnfsh' written description
of character, as follows
(Marked Chart not inch'uded);

of Person

Name

Circumference

FOR RATES WRITE TO

THE WEEK IN NEW YORK
J 170 BROADWAY, Room

of Head

inch**

From Root of Nose over Top head

1J30.

From opening

of Ears over

u
**

Top head

"

Ht s'ght of Person

feet
General Weight with ordinary clothing
Size Around Chest, /ust under arms
Size Around the Waist

BOOKS BY

Color

JAMES ALLEN

of Hair

Complexion

Extent of Education

FROM POVERTY TO POWER;
or
The Realization of Prosperity
and Peace. Fifth Edition.
Cloth

Health

bound, in grey and gold. Symbol
ical cover.
Price, $1.25 net.
ALL THESE THINUS ADDED. Cloth
bound, in purple and gold. Symbol
ical cover.
Frice, $1.25 net.
BYWAYS OF BLESSEDNESS.
Cloth
bound, gold lettered. Price, $1.50
Fourth Edi
tion Bound in cream
leatherette
boards, with gold lettering.
Price
50 cents net.

OCT

FROM

THE HEART.

These books are artistically produced,
and make handsome presentation
volumes.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24 E. 22 ST., NEW YORK

In writing

■
Married

or Single..
which,

with de

Name .
Post-Office
County
State..
rORSAPR DSLIVRRY ADD REGISTRATION FEE 8 CENTS,

DR. R.

J. SICKLES

OSTEOPATH

Second

Edition.
(A sequel to "As a Man
Hound in cream lea
Thinketh.")
therette boards, with gold lettering.
Price 50 cents net.
THROUGH THE (iATE OF GOOD; or,
Christ and Conduct,
Paper covers.
Price 40 cents.

Eyes

hitherto

Number of portraits sent
scription, are to 6t returnee to

net.

AS A MAN THINKETH.

of

Age

Nationality

REVISED AMERICAN PRICES

Occupation

inches

inches.

16

EAST 28th STREET, N. Y. CITY

I'honc. 2587 Madison Square,
( tstcopal
ithy \
mmon-sense method of treating dit»case, without
tit In
tt
b of drugs or knife, by keeping all
of the natural r
hanicnl reI iliocs of all body-parts intact. The Osteopath trained as a skilled mechanic in
the knowledge of the body and its functions, uses his
hands In applying definite mechanical principles to the
perfect read ju-t merit of these disturbed parts.
He in
this way removes the ultimate cause of the disease. He
corrects every minute slip of bony parts; replaces ab
dominal organs, which may have gone downward
through weakness of their ftnpporiing parts; relaxes con
tracted muscles or other soft tletnef. and sees that no
nerve, blood-veseel, lymphatic, or organ suffers from
pressure, or tension in any part of the body.
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L. N. FOWLER S

NEW PHRENOLOGICAL
BUST.
With upwards of

divisions,

100

china.

Newly

covered

organs

in

dis
are

added, and the old
been

have

organs

to indi

subdivided

cate the various

phases of action
which many of them
assume.

It

is a per

fect model, beautiful
as

a

work

of art,

and is undoubtedly
the latest contribu
tion to Phrenologi
cal Science,
most

and the

complete

bust

ever published.
Price,

$5 oo

By Express Collect

FOWLER

&

WELLS GO.,

2U East Twenty-Second St.
In writing

New York
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New York

Ophiologist.
Allen
By

J.

S.

A. Fowler.

The couplet, "He prayeth best who
best, all things both great and
small," kept running
through our
minds when we had the honor and
pleasure of interviewing Mr. Allen S.
Williams, the celebrated New York
Ophiologist, and made the acquaintance
for the first time of a Hognosed Snake,

loveth

•

whose pet name is "Two-Spot,"
famous Panther Snake, or Corn
whose pet name is "Richelieu,"
so because of his cardinal red

When Mr. Williams

visited

Williams.

and a
Snake,
called
color.
our office
his abovehad made
head and
rare speci

he kindly brought with him
named pets, and after we
our observations upon his
character he showed us his
mens.
We found in the subject of our
sketch a very interesting personality,
and as he has such a genuine regard
for his study of serpents, we could not
but be carried away with the fascinat

ing manner in which he discoursed
upon and explained the nature of the
last creatures in the world that seem
to deserve or appreciate any human at
tachment.
Quite curious were we to
account for so extraordinary a liking
in
as was exhibited by Mr. Williams
his collection of reptiles, and before he
had passed out of the room we found
we had caught his inspiration to a
certain extent, and were willing not
only to look at, but to handle the creep
It does one
ing animals ourselves.
good to get rid of a prejudice, and cer
tainly Mr. Williams did us a signal
service in dissipating all anxiety from
our minds when we allowed the grace
ful snakes to coil around our bodies
at will, without feeling that any dis
astrous results would accrue.
Mr. Williams did not present to us
an organization that was bold, formid
able or ferocious, as might have been
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in his style of working. The
of his brow
very character
istic, and shows how he takes every
thing into account, how he can remem
ber the forms of things that he sees,
how he stores in his memory facts rela
tive to his work, whatever that work
to be for the time being,
happens
whether
of
business or profes
sional character.
He
man of method,
furthermore,
He knows
system and arrangement.
where things are, for he remembers the

well

as

is

breadth

a

as

a

a

is

his versatility of mind, availability
of talent, and capacity to suit him
self to
He
change of suroundings.
a

a

WILLIAMS, Ol'IIIOLOGIST.

tion was in keeping with the work that
he accomplished.
Mr. Williams
decidedly
compact
in his mental and physical make-up.
He has nothing that he can do without,
and we might say with almost equal
truth that he has everything that he
needs to make him
unique man in
every sense of the term, and one of the
first things that we recognize in him
is

in general to-day).
besides this,
He
thoroughly
practical man — utilitarian in his views,

is

S.

is not a man of one idea, nor so sec
views that he cannot appreciate
that which is new, novel and valuable.
He is, in fact, always searching for
new light, facts, knowledge and infor
mation. He is up to date as well as
abreast of the times, for he looks ahead
and sees the time when mankind will
value even snakes for what they are
worth (which cannot be said of men

in his

it

ALLEN

[June

is,

of one who cared for such
deadly animals or foes to human na
ture, as some think; but on the con
trary, possessed a particularly fine qual
ity of organization, a sensitive nature,
and one whose relative proportions of
weight and height were under rather
than over the average.
And when
taken all together, he had that perfect
command of himself, that remarkable
control over his pets, and that mar
velous understanding of his subject
which showed to us that his organizasupposed

is,

174
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movements he is able to appreciate and
thereby read instinctively their wants
and desires.
His sympathy makes him
a friend to all animals and it helps him
to interpret the language of their voices.
Thus the hissing of the snake, the roar
of the lion, and the snarl of the tiger
appeal to him, and his Intuition knows

is

a

is,

He is not dig
prominently developed.
nified, austere, aristocratic or proud
therefore, one to reach
spirited. He
out
hand to his fellow man, even
although he may be far superior in
and experience to the one
knowledge
not the
lie
Ambition
helping.
keynote of his character, therefore
not so pronounced in
that faculty
still
and thus we find
development,
further reason why he lives more in
the anterior region of his head than
in the upper posterior portion.
He has strong attachments for his
friends; in fact, the cementing or con
jugal element
very much in evidence
in Mr. Williams' character, and when
one has traveled through England, and
seen the old Roman walls that encircle
the cathedral cities, one feels like com
paring these to the strength of attach
ment that such
person exhibits for
human as well as animal friends. In
this characteristic Mr. Williams has
probably inherited much of his fervor
from his mother. His Philoprogenitivcremark
ncss, as might be expected,
ably active, and gives length to his
posterior lobe, which with the calipers
measures seven and one-eighth inches
five and
half in width. The length,
therefore,
proportionately superior to
the width when taking into account that
his head measures twenty-two inches
in circumference
in
by fourteen
height and thirteen and three-quar
ters in length.
From these few remarks we can
gather that some of the salient character
istics of the mind of Mr. Williams are
love of science; (2)
remarka
(1)
ble intuitiveness or insight into char
acter and motives;
(3) exceptional
and kindness toward dumb
sympathy
animals and those who do not respond
in the usual enthusiastic ways; (4) retentiveness of mind for every pheno
mena that he sees; (5) singular mod
so much
esty for one who possesses
varied
knowledge and data of such

;

a

is

is

by

is

a

a

is

a

Sympathy seems to be another very
strong characteristic of Mr. Williams'
nature. In fact, without it he could
hardly expect to succeed in winning the
strange affection and regard of his sin
gular pets. Every expression from the
eye of animals as well as from their

at once what should be done for their
welfare.
The crown of his head is not so

a

fact.
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is

of putting them in cer
tain places. He has a place for every
thing of importance, and accomplishes
a great deal more in life than persons
generally do by systematizing his work
first.
He remembers faces remarkably well
and every characteristic that distin
guishes a person he stores in his mind.
This ability applies equally to animals,
and to snakes in particular, though 51 r.
Williams docs not bestow bis whole in
terest upon snakes, as he has given not
a little attention to the cat family. Of
the great cats, lions and pumas espe
cially engage a part of his interest and
affections.
Among human beings, the
Indian has attracted his interest, and
many are the wonderful experiences
that he has had with Indians, as he
related in a brief but interesting way
one Wednesday morning on the day of
our interview.
He has large Human Nature, which
is a strong characteristic, and it has
enabled him to do many things with
animals by definitely understanding
A naturalist or a
their character.
trainer of any species of animals needs
to have a full amount of this faculty
to show discernment in appreciating
the side lights as well as the strong
points in animals not usually appre
ciated by mankind.
For instance, one
can see by the head of a snake that
it is secretive and elusive, and in hunt
ing for 'them one needs to realize this
circumstance

a

1906.1
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character; (6) tact in handling and
dealing with animal and human life;
(7) and genuine friendship for some
of the most unlovable creatures in the
world.
HANDWRITING.
The handwriting of Mr. Williams
shows an evenness of disposition and a
harmony of the various powers of his
mind. There is very little of the ner
vous or erratic disposition, but there is

GLADYS

certainly remarkable self-control, tact,
and ability to handle men, love of the
artistic in the curves, and the element
of balance in the working out of his
character.
AXCKSTRY

Mr. Williams comes from a long lived
His father and mother were
ancestry.
respectively eighty-one and eighty-three
when they died.
An uncle lived to be
a hundred and one, and an aunt a hun-

[June

His father was a Bap
tist minister and founded the first
Baptist Church in Pittsburg, Pa. His
family were abolitionists, and his father
helped to engineer the Underground
Railway during the days of slavery.
He was a personal friend of William
Lloyd Garrison and many other active
workers in the cause.
In the Encyclopaedia Britannica Mr.
Williams is called an authority on

dred and three.

DTTMARS.

opium smoking in this country, as he
has written considerably on this subject.
In the Centennial Edition of the Com
mercial Advertiser (now called the New
York Globe), he wrote an article on
"The Chinese in this Country," show
ing the benefit they had been to the
country commercially and industrially.
The article was read to Li Hung Chang
took them home
who bought copies of
them in the Government
and filed
it,

176
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Li Hung Chang said that
was the best article that he had ever
read or that had ever been written on
the Chinese by a foreigner.
At the close of our interview Mr.
Williams took out of a box two care
fully tied up linen bags containing his
Archives.

it

and "Riche
two pets "Two-Spot"
The first one was a Hoglieu."
nosed Snake, 19 inches long, which

177

and on this account people often mis
take it for a Copperhead, as this snake
has a broad head and a narrow neck.
Naturalists think it must have been a
It can
poisonous snake at one time.
be found anywhere within 100 miles of
New York City, mostly in sandy soil.
It had not eaten anything, Mr. Wil
liams said, since last September, so that
it is a very economical pet to enter-

SONS OF CHARLES E. SNVDEIi.

when matured grows to be about 30
inches in length.
It lives in sand, and
is called the "Clown of the Snake

Family." When wild, if frightened,
it will flap its head and hiss, roll over

sometimes turn over on its back,
straighten out stiff, and even if picked
up will appear as if dead; but when
dropped again it will crawl away. When
frightened its head becomes very broad,
and

Its food consists largely of toads,
tain.
and as these will soon appear in large
quantities in the country, the snake will
begin to show an appetite for them.
On taking the snake into our hands,
we remarked upon its holding its head

in an upward position, which Mr. Wil
liams said was a characteristic of this
snake, as it burrows upward in the sand
and accustoms itself to throw its nose

THE PHKENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
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upward.
The second snake above named was
one of the most famous in the world.
Some naturalists call it the Panther
Snake. In Florida it is called the Corn
Snake, because it is found in cornfields.
This snake was much longer than the
other, and when we took it from Mr.
Williams' hands it would not lie coiled
up in our palms, but stretched its body
around our waist and put its face up to
be kissed and its tongue out to listen to
what was said concerning
for we
must remember the snake has no ears,
and
only through the tongue that
can hear what
going on around it.
As we have already said at the com
mencement of the article, this was
very beautiful snake, and its scales were
so arranged as to form
kind of red,
white and black tiling.
The tail of
snake
very sensitive,
and on touching its tail
will always
uncoil from every object that
sur

S.

Williams.

the International Herpetotological Society.

is

is

it,

it

;

it

is

is

is

a

a

is

a

Allen

the science of Rep
Herpetology
tiles; Ophiology
the science of Ser
pents.
Every man, woman and child
should study or be taught rudimentary
truths about reptiles, but especially
snakes, because of the prevalent misin
formation about these animals, which,
when intimately known and well under
stood, are not mysterious, although all
are interesting and many are beautiful.
Important reasons why this knowledge
should become common property are
to enable the possessor to
few; one
identify the common local species and
to distinguish the poisonous from the
harmless kinds another
that one may

is

it

it

SNAKES INSTEAD OF
SLAYING THEM.

By
Secretary

[June

of
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rounds.

by

is

is

;

Mr. Williams has devoted ten years
or more to the study of snakes hence
thoroughly knows all their characteris
tics, one of which
large Secretivencss, which
easily seen in the breadth
of the head.
The following remarks on snakes
were specially prepared
Mr. Wil
liams to correct many errors that per
sons possess concerning snakes, and
also to show their benefit to agriculture.

.

MILK SNAKE.

PILOT SNAKE.
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know how to treat the wound made by
a venomous serpent; an important rea
son is to rid one's self of false and un
necessary fears that are born of igno
rance — who would like to be a coward?
What is usually feared most is that
If men knew
which is not understood.
snakes they would fear venomous snakes
little, because they could better identify
and avoid them; with a little inquiry
they could acquire the knowledge of the
best emergency treatments for the bites
of venomous serpents, which are simple
The
and easily applied by any one.
unnecessary and indiscriminate slaugh
ter of harmless snakes is a cruel and
indefensible act; the agonized victims
if permitted to survive would benefit
agriculture, while the effect of the
cruelty reacting upon the slayer warps
the soul and stains the character. Learn
to know snakes and the pleasures of
living will be increased and multiplied,
as they are through studying other
forms of Nature. To-day all in or near
New York can learn to identify snakes
because they can see them alive in the
Reptile House of the beautiful park in
the Bronx of the New York Zoological
Society, which is the greatest educator
in Nature Study that our country has
had or probably can ever have.
The following illustrations have been
kindly furnished to us from Mr. Wil
liams' private collection of photographs.

GLADYS
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TWO TAILED SNAKE.

DITMARS.

The winsome little maiden in the
wicker armchair is twice encircled by
a Gopher snake fully eight feet long,
which is as constantly her playmate as
her pet kitten, and as much a plaything
as her doll
or cook-stove
This is
clearly a case of hereditary influence,
because little Gladys, two and a half
years old, is the daughter of Mr. Ray
mond L. Ditmars, Curator of the De
partment of Reptiles of the New York
Zoological Fark in the Bronx.

THE SONS OF CHARLES E.
SNYDER.

The two little boys, who are

as

lib-

hung with serpents as snake
charmers in a museum, are brothers,
the sons of Mr. Charles E. Snyder, the
head keeper of the reptile house in the
"Zoo" in Bronx Fark. and Mr. Ditmar's
The species of snakes that
factotum.

erally

they are handling is the large King
Snake (Ophibulus Getulus Getulus).
The magnificent serpents arc jet black
with golden rings; they are cannibals,
and kill and swallow Ratlesnakes and
Copperheads, and yet are so gentle and
tractable that they are fully deserving
of the name given to the Puma bv the

denizens of the South American Pam
pas "The Friend of Man."
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THE HOUSE OR MILK SNAKE.
of chocolate

The beautiful serpent
color and white, commonly called the
House Snake or Milk Snake, the first
because it frequently dwells beneath
houses or porches, and the latter be
cause it steals into spring houses and
cellars to drink milk, and because cred
ulous bucolics think it milks cows, is
the Lampropeltis doliatus triangulus.
creatures
These pretty and harmless
man;
they
be
killed
never
by
should
benefit the farmer by keeping down the
rapid increase of wild rats and mice,
so destructive to fruit trees and grain,
while a family of "Milk Snakes" living
under a house will keep the premises
free from rats and mice, which so
greatly annoy and rob the house
keeper.

THE PILOT SNAKE.
The longest serpent in the North
eastern United States is the Coluber
obsoletus, or Mountain Blacksnake, or
To avoid confusion, it
Pilot Snake.
may be mentioned that in the high
lands of the Hudson, perhaps in other
localities, the poisonous
Copperhead
is
Snake
(Agkistrodon
contortrix)
This blacksnake often
called a pilot.
exceeds seven feet in length ; it is ami
able in captivity. The illustration pic
tures "Othello." one of Mr. Williams'
many "pet snakes."

[June

THE TWO-TAILED

SNAKE.

peculiar illustration that ap
like
a two-tailed snake was in
pears
effect a practical joke played by one
The large snake
snake upon another.
is a Spilotes couperri, a native of
Florida, and known there as the In
digo snake, on account of its deep iri
descent blue, and also as the Gopher
snake, on account of its fondness for
eating those small animals; this ser
The

pent always feeds on rats and mice,
and some Florid ians are unprejudiced
enough to domesticate it instead of a
cat for the purpose of keeping their
The
premises free from small rodents.
indigo snake met a Coachwhip snake
(Bascanium flagelliforme), and the In
digo snake, being a cannibal, proceeded
to swallow its slender and graceful ad
versary; but when his feast was more
than half over he was discovered, a
string tied around the Coachwhip
snake, and they were hoisted up by
by passing the string over a nail on
the wall, so that an effective photo
After
graph of them could be made
the picture was taken, the string was
untied, and the Indigo snake resumed
his meal; but when the Coachwhip
had
he turned
nearly disappeared
around and came out again.
Thus he
cheated the Indigo snake of a hearty
meal and proved a practical joker.
After that Mr. Williams named the
Coachwhip snake "Jonah."

Memory,
By William Cox.
Paper

read

at

the

International

Phrenologists are not likely to
find fault with the meaning that is
to the term
commonly attached
"Memory," that it is the ability to
recall
whether
any
impression,

Conference,

New York.

thought or feeling, that has already
found a place in the mind. Without this power all experience would
and the pleasures of
be valueless,
life would be almost entirely oblit-
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There
mental process prior to
that of being able to remember any
thing, and that
the reception into
the mind of the knowledge, or the
ideas, which are to be retained.
Knowledge might, or might not be

tions confirming this particular lo
calization of function hud been re
peatedly
made, and the mass of
evidence which had been collected
Or. Gall and his successors in
this connection
forms one of the
strong bulwarks
of Phrenology.
A fact within the knowledge of
the "resent writer bearing on the
localization of one of the centres
may be cited.
certain father of
family of three children had great
difficulty in remembering from year
to year their ages and the dates of
their birthdays, although, of course,
reminded by the children each time
the interesting days were coming
round.
He found he could re
member the month in which each
was born, but could never be cer
tain of the precise days of the

a

a

A

by

month
asked to state them right
off.
Phrenological students would,
of .course, have no difficulty in con
cluding that the centre concerned in
remembering numbers
must have
been in
weak state.
This gentle
man's head was the subject of

a

phrenological demonstration at one
of the meetings
of the British
Phrenological Society; and the ex
pert

who

read the head

perfect

stranger to him), made the remark
in the course of his delineation,
"The smallest organ in this gentle
man's head
that of number." In

other

fairly

respects the gentleman had
good intellectual endowment.

a

by

if

Observa

(a

membered places, another names, an

other musical notes, and so on. This
affinity which certain minds have for
kinds of knowledge,
special
had
been noticed
John Locke, who
had written, "Men that have senses
cannot choose but receive some ideas
by them; and
they have memory
they cannot but retain some of
them." But Locke has not told us
why some minds instinctively choose
and more easily retain knowledge
of one kind in preference to an
other.
It was left to Phrenology to
give an adequate explanation of this.
What was the explanation Phre
nology had to offer? It was this:
That memory was not
single fac

the eyes.

is

distinctly received in the first
curious phenomenon
in
with memory was the
ease with which some people memo
rized things that others had great
difficulty in remembering.
One per
son had an excellent
memery for
forms and faces, another easily re

A
place.
connection

over

if

It

be

mediately

a

it

a

a

a

it

is

and sometimes when
becomes confused; or the
ideas get mixed up, distorted and
dim. Such
muddled memory the
schoolboy had who, when asked to
write what he knew about Esau,
stated in all seriousness that "Esau
was
writer of fables, and he sold
his copyright for
mess of potash."
was necessary that ideas should

there existed

a

is

is

a

retained,

retained

ulty, but

a

number of faculties, that
relation between the
different powers of the mind, and
certain areas or centres in the cor
tex of the brain; and, further, that
those Centers which were directly
concerned
in the acquisition of
knowledge
regarding physical or
material things are located in the
fore part of the frontal lobes, im

it,

erated, for the only point in the
vast expanse of time that would be
left to us to enjoy would be the
passing moment; the accumulated
recollections of
past
experience
would have no place whatever.
To
contemplate such a possibility, such
a calamity one feels disposed to call
should lead us to appreciate the
gift of memory as one of our best
blessings.

Phrenology, then, teaches that
mind has many faculties, and
that each primary mental power
the

Continued on Page 1S6.
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The Scientific Drawing of
No.

the

[Juno

Human Head.

n.

By Frederick Koch.

In our first series of lessons, the
head, as shown from the side view, was
placed in four horizontal and four vertieal squares.
By making a horizontal section of
the human head, through the center
of the skull, the latter presents an approximately oval, or more oval than
form, with a slightly larger
diameter through the back part of the
cranium.

egg-shaped

The front view offers two hemispheres
or
and
corresponding
symmetrical
sides.

LESSON No. 1.
The top of the skull is marked hy a
half-circle in the
slightly elongated
upper portion of the circle. The corners on the lower part of the diagram
correspond with the outer edge of the
lower jawbone (or os maxillary).
By
laying out the face in an oval form, as

LESSON NO. I.
In the front view we give 3 squares
to the width of the head, that is, the
diameter from ear to ear (or above the
ear) is three-fourths the length of di
ameter from the occipital to the fron
tal lobe. In these lessons we therefore
place the head from the front view in
3 squares for the breadth, and 4 squares
for the length or height of the head.

LESSON

NO.

II.

some rules do, the essential character
istics
of the above-named
corners
(which are in conformity to anatomy)
are missed out.

This

LESSON No.

2.

lesson marks the proportions
of the face, and any deviation from
these proportions gives an individual
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character.

must

be

The most careful attention
given to this part of the con-

Lesson

LESSON NO.

183

LESSON No.
3 presents

eyes,

3.

nose, mouth

III.

struction of the face.
The final resuit, correctness or likeness of the in-

and ears in the outlines easily retained
Note relative proporin the memory.

LESSON NO. IV.

LESSON NO. V.

dividual will depend on the recognition
and placing of correct proportions.

tions of the length of the
distance

between the eye.

eye

with the

For prepor
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tions of the nose, ear, mouth and upper
and lower half of the head, refer to the
explanation given in the series of les
sons on the Side- View.

LESSON No.

4.

Lesson 4 gives the shape of the eye
brows, the width of the upper part of
the nose and lower edge of the super
ciliary ridges. The hair is marked with
a few lines of directions and portions,

and this completes
whole head.

All

[Juuo
the outlines of the

LESSON No.

5.

the straight lines are rounded off.
The outline of the cranium is omitted,
being covered with the hair. The lower
lines of the upper eyelid are accentu
ated, giving the characteristics of the
Under the chin allowance
eyelashes.
is made for the muscle covering the
lower jawbone.

"Delusion In Phrenology/'
Reply

to

Mr. Brewster's Arguments Against
"Brooklyn

Dear Sir:

In

issue of your widely
read paper there appeared a long
article headed "Delusion in Phre
As many of the conclu
nology."
sions set forth were mere assertions,
and were not correct statements of
the science, we take the liberty of
asking you to insert the following
as unthinking
corrections,
people
may be carried away with the im
a recent

that your correspondent
pression
knows all about the subject.
In the first place, your correspon
dent stated certain principles upon
which he said Phrenology was based
and then proceeded to make obser
vations upon these in a very dis
creditable manner.
As he misquoted
the principles, we will here give
them correctly.
(1) The brain is the organ of the
mind;

(2) Each faculty of the mind has
its separate or special organ in the
brain, — the brain being divided into
organs, and the mind into faculties ;
(3) Each organ of the brain has

its definite location ;
(4) Man has all the primitive
faculties necessary for his use;
(5) Quality and size together
give power, but size alone docs not

the

Science

in

the

Eagle."
yield intellectual capacity;
(6) The gray matter of the con
volutions is the organic substance of
all psychical actions.
In the above principles laid down,
the science does not infer that the
brain is divided into compartments
with a separate wall around each,
or with a separate convolution divid
ing each, as your correspondent in
fers, and he evidently considers he
has made a fine hit against Phrenol
ogy when he says that "neither the
cortical or fibrous part of the brain
reveals any dividing lines or differ
ence in texture ; that even the micro
scope will not come to the rescue of
the Phrenologist
on
this point;
and not only this — the existence
of the horizontal memhrane sep
arating the superior from the in
ferior part of the whole brain and
the arrangement
of the lateral
ventricles,
corpus callosum, the
fornix, and other parts, are of
themselves conclusive proof that
there can be no compartments

such

Phrenologists describe."
The above assertion is simply a
of facts and wasted
misstatement
sarcasm, for Phrenologists do not
expect to find, and have not asserted,
what your correspondent
seems toas
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think is necessary in brain formation
a separate compartment
for each mental faculty or cerebral
He has not passed out of
organ.
the nursery or learned his a-b-c in
regard to the science about which
he writes, or he would not infer
that Phrenology was a science of
it was
bumps, and that therefore
necessary for the brain to produce
bumps all over its cortical substance
in order to allow the Phrenologist

— namely,

to determine whether there was, say,
a large development
of Combativeness,Veneration, or any other fac
ulty of which the mind is composed.

For the benefit of those who have
not had the opportunity of studying
Phrenology aright, and not accord
ing to Mr. Brewster's point of view,
we must say that "quality" is a more
important factor than "quantity,"
that departmental "bumps" do not
rise here and there under the skull,
but that relative and comparative
distances, such as breadth, length,
and height, together with the quality
of brain substance, has more to do
with the development of character
as it is interpreted by a Phrenolo
gist than "size." Again, our corres
pondent assumes that "a Phrenolo
gist thinks that a man with a large
head must have more brains than
a man with a small head, and the
more brains he has the greater his
power," and declares that a Phre
nologist "forgets that many idiots
have enormous heads, and that the
heads of many of the world's great
est characters are very small."
This kind of reasoning carries no
weight at all, for it is utterly false.
Phrenologists do not recognize that
the large head is capable of produc
ing the best results, or possesses the
keenest intellectual capacity.
The
large brain simply produces bulk,
and Anatomy does not prove that
the large head necessarily contains
the largest number of gray cells, or
the highest degree of psy
possesses
chic

power.

185

It is a known fact among those
who have dissected as many brains
as we have, that very often a large
brain contains more white or medul
lary substance than gray or cineri-

tious matter, and in small brains
where the convolutions are closely
nestled together, and the quality of
organization is good, we generally
find a larger percentage of gray
matter.
To assume, therefore, that
that large
Phrenologists consider
heads always contain a larger per
centage of gray matter,
psychical
power, or mental intelligence, is an
objection so worn threadbare that
we wonder our corespondent should
have introduced it into his remarks.

If

he were to examine the heads
and brains of monkeys, the dolphin,
the canary, the sparrow, the ground
mole, the lark, blackbird, etc., he

would find that they all bear a rela
tive proportion of gray matter in
the various locations which give to
them peculiar individual functions
which they show in their characters ;
for instance, the mole's skull is very
broad in the base ; in fact, it is a
brachycephalic head, while a canary
and blackbird have relatively a nar

rower head than the mole in the
centre, which gives energy and rest
lessness, but they are broad across
the temples, where the centre of
Tune is located, and which gives
the function of music.
The same
might be said in a comparative de
gree of all the animal kingdom. The

brain of the sheep differs materially
from that of the lion ; while the pea
cock has a high crown to the head
an

it

shows a much

greater

degree

of functional power to display itself
than the cat or dog.
The squirrel
and the rabbit are directly opposite
to each other in character,
as the
one lays up for itself nuts for the
winter, while the other does nothing
of the kind.
What do we find in
regard to the contour of the skulls
of these animals?
That the squir
rel has a broader head through the
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of Acquisitiveness than the
rabbit, while the rabbit lias a nar
rower head than the squirrel in the
If all brains were
same centre.
alike, and all possessed the same den
sity, degree, and quality of cerebral
power, no variation would be notice
centre

able. Your correspondent, therefore,
is utterly misinformed when he says
"that the skull and head continue to
grow until after the age of eight,
but they remain the same in weight
and size." Such an assertion at once
shows the folly of the writer in
making such a totally untrue state
ment; in fact, it would be beneath
our notice to reply to such if there
were not some people in the world
who do not take the trouble to in
vestigate such things for themselves,
and who believe any one who as
sumes a fact even though lie does

not prove his statement.
His next assertion
is

equally
misguided and dis
torted delusion.
He asks, "What,
then, have bumps to do with the
mind?
We may polish our brains,
but we cannot add to them.*' The
writer evidently has not examined,
from time to time, the heads of in •
vidiuals who have used their facul
ties in various ways, as we have done
for many years, or he would know
that the exercise of the brain is

based

upon

a

[June

manifested by a change in the shape
Chil
and proportion of the head.
dren's heads grow not only in size,
but in their individual powers or
faculties. If this were not so, there
would be no need to inquire into
the innate ability of children.
All
could pass through the same drill
and the same results could be ex
pected; but just the opposite is true
to nature.
We find that lads who
have the same opportunities in youth
succeed in different callings when
They are not like
they grow up.
peas in a pod or sardines in a box,
but manifest many changes and va
riations in character, from time to
time, and present different outlines
of head.
Thus Darwin possessed
a
large Perceptive intellect and
showed great perseverance of mind
in examining the habits of worms,
as well as other members
of the
animal kingdom;
while Herbert
Spencer

possessed

large

reflective,

philosophizing and reasoning facul
ties about such subjects as Psychol
ogy, Mental Philosophy, and Soci
No one to look at the photo
ology.
of
the two men would take
graphs
them to have the same character,
unless it were a man like our corres
pondent, who evidently cannot per
ceive differences
To

be

when he sees them.
Continued,

Memory.
Continued from Page

manifests itself through a particu
lar portion of the brain; that the
brain as a whole does not exert it
self at one and the same time; that
the intellectual portion is in the
front part, and the feelings are cen
tred in the other lobes of the brain.
Division of labor, or specialization
of work is a principle which lies
at the basis of Phrenology.
Unlike other psychological sys
tems, Phrenology does not warrant

181.

us in saying that there is a faculty
of the mind called "Memory;" but
it taught that memory is a function
common to all the neutral faculties.
Each faculty concerned itself with
its own special work. The power to
receive, to retain, and to reproduce
impressions is a property common to
them all; but each after its kind.
One part of the brain is used in
observing, other parts in taking cog
nizance of the various qualities or
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attributes of the things observed;
another part in reasoning; one part
in concealing our thoughts, another
part in expressing them, and so on,
just as in the case of the body,
whilst it is one body, it has many
members, all having different of
fices.

It

is seldom, however, that mental
are single, that is, single

operations

faculties or elementary
powers of
the mind, seldom apt alone.
They
operate in groups or in combination.
These combined activities are analagous to the compounds of Chemis
Memory is resolvable into its
try.
elementary principles.
It is by means of the association
fibres in the substratum of the
brain, connecting part with part of

187

the cells composing the gray matter
or cortex, that this co-operative ac
tion is brought about.
Impressions
are received by one part, the intel
to other
ligence is communicated
parts, and so the impression is made
The retaining power is
manifold.
also
multiplied
by this means; and
further, when the ideas are required
to be reproduced, they can be made
to live again by rousing one or
other of the centres which have been
concerned in the previous operations
of receiving and retaining them.
Tims the retaining power is of a
compound character, and the repro
ducing power, or ability to recall
impressions is stronger than would
lie the case if memory were a single
faculty of the mind

The Synthetic Philosophy Of
Herbert Spencer,
An

Address

Given

at the American Institute

Phrenology, April,
Bv HoiiEUT

one's opinion may be of the
Synthetic Philosophy of Herbert Spen
cer, he cannot fail to acknowledge the
originality of its methods and to ad
mire the patient industry displayed in
Whatever

its development.
The germs of this
in young Spen
appearing
philosophy
cer's mind, even in his youth, held him
steadily to its elucidation through long
years of toil, making him finally one of
tho most noted characters of his gen
eration.
True, the times were already
ripe for the acceptance of any system
which claimed to be Evolution, and so
truly was the "wish father to the
thought" that few, even among think
ing men, gave to the new system any
careful or critical examination. The
great majority being already committed
to the doctrine of evolution, hailed the
new system, and gave it adhesion chief

3d,

of

1906.

Walter, M. D.

if not wholly,

because of its label.
no union label was ever more tru
ly respected than this one. Constitution
ally men arc evolutionists; to accept any
opposing system is to do violence to all
As Mr. Beecher
we have ever known.
once said, "To deny evolution in some
sense is to deny the plainest facts of
life." All literature teems with illus

ly,

And

trations of its processes. The Lord Je
sus was an evolutionist of the most pro
nounced type.
His great apostle urged
it in all his letters. In addition Charles
Darwin had accumulated such an array
of suggestive facts, reinforcing the doc
trines of a long list of original thinkers,
from Aristotle through Bacon, Leibnitz,
Spinosa, Kant to Erasmus Darwin and
Laniark, that thoughtful men every
where had concluded that evolution ex
emplified the essential truths of exist
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is

of course, the opposite
Involution
of Evolution.
The one infolds from
without the forces or causes of its pro
ductions, as Spencer claims
always
done, while the other unfolds these
powers from within.

is

is

a

is

a

is

a

a

is

is

is

is

And there
nothing unreasonable in
this unfolding.
All causes and forces
are invisible, known only by their ef
fects; they are intangible, occupying no
space, so that to say that Evolution
the unfolding of potencies from within,
while involution
the infolding of
forces from without,
to state
fact of
common sense.
For illustration,
true
evolution teaches that the force of an
of dynamite
the force
explosion
stored in the dynamite,
or of gun
Cor
powder the force in the powder.
rose
the product of
respondingly,
force of life stored in the bud, which
under favorable conditions hursts forth
into the flower; but Mr. Spencer
teaches that the rose
to be credited
to the power of sunlight, all the while
he ignores the existence of life in bud
or bush.
According to his theory life
has no essential existence, but
merely
"mode of motion produced by the
operation of external physical forces.
Environment
his hobby.
The gen
eral principle of material production
he lays down in the following words
:

is

a

fixed quantity of
"Any change of
matter into
new shape, and any sur
plus forces expended in movement, are
all derived from this same pre-existing
"The transformation
external force."
of the unorganized contents of the egg
into the organized chick
altogether
heat," he says. He seems
question
heat alone were neces
to forget that

a

is

a

I

I

if

ready gleaned. Herbert Spencer proved
He was
to be the man for the times.
not a gatherer of facts, as was Darwin,
No one
but an exponent of theories.
will charge him with timidity, whatever
He fol
may be said of his modesty.
lowed in no one's footsteps, but blazed
for himself a new path in the wilder
It is a re
ness of human speculation.
markable fact that he takes no account
in the development of his philosophy
of the discoveries of Sir Isaac Newton.
As far as his system is concerned such a
man as Newton need never have lived.
He exposes also, as he believed, the er
roneous conclusions of Sir Wm. Hamil
ton.
Even Charles Darwin . is called
upon to suffer the shafts of his crit
icism. Prof. Owen is charged with the
"shaping of words into the semblance
of knowledge," while you and
and
every human being on the planet, as
Spencer charges, who, after having con
the evidence, refuses
to ac
sidered
knowledge that all our ideas and feel
ings are the product not of our own
brains, but of some external "physical
force expended in producing them," are
the victims of "an overwhelming bias."
That we are all liable to prejudices we
cannot deny, but to assert that every
thought we think, and every feeling we
suffer and enjoy is not the product of
our own powers of brain and nerve, but
of some external physical force ex
pended in producing them, as Spencer
teaches, is asking of us too great degree
of self-abnegation.
His thoughts may
be product of London fog, but we are
not yet prepared to credit our own even
to Pennsylvania sunshine.
Mr. Spencer called his system Evolu
tion, because he well knew the value of
first impressions.
It is the label, not
the doctrines, that has trapped the
thousands to its acceptance.
Consider
for a moment, if you will, what the
consequences would have been had the

same man, at the same time, with the
same ideas and literary style, called his
system Involution, as it really is. Who
then would have received it with open
arms ?
have too much respect for the
intelligence of men like Henry Drummond to believe that they ever gave to
Herbert Spencer's
"First Principles"
sufficient examination to really know
what they teach.

of

ence, and that all that was required to
give the coup de grace to human super
stition and ignorance on the subject
Creation was for some bold thinker to
place in consistent order the facts al

[June

a
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to the development of the chick
that we might get along without the
cock, if not without the hen, and we
don't know why the dummy egg so
skillfully used to cheat the old hen
wouldn't answer as well as any other
on
the
Evolution,
contrary,
egg.
teaches that the egg develops into the
chick under favorable conditions be
cause of the power of life derived from
previous life stored within it. If heat
were all that is necessary, why not
grow chickens by boiling eggs?
Here is the fundamental error of
Spencer's philosophy; it insists upon
carrying forward all work by the ap
plication of external and alien forces,
refusing to acknowledge the power and
value of the forces within the thing that

it,

a

by

a

is

works.
It acknowledges force as the
basis of all function, while the force
within refusing to do any work within
becomes external to something else to
do its work. It is as if your powers of
digestion won't digest your food, but
they will digest mine ; as if your brains
won't do any thinking for you, but they
will for me, while my brains are doing

your thinking.
extreme

illustrations,

a

it

a

it

of

Science

a

the face of Nature are the product of
heat, and that all vegetable
external
and animal life is dependent upon the
same heat, that the development of the
egg into the chick is the product of
heat, and that the result is directly pro
portioned to the amount of heat, he
proceds as follows:
"Even after all that has been said in
the foregoing part of this work, many

is

be

it is true, but they are true to the facts.
After showing that all the changes in

is

may

is

that
be alarmed by the assertion
the forces which we distinguish as men
tal come within the same generaliza
tion. Yet there is no alternative but
to make this assertion, the facts which
necessitate it being abundant and co
pious." And he further says:
"That no idea or feeling arises ex
cept as the result of some physical force
fast becom
expended in producing
And'
of science."
ing
commonplace
page after page he repeats the same
ideas in varied form, even going so far
as to say that the "incontrollable move
ments" of the limbs due to tickling are
the exact equivalent of the force applied
He
from without in the tickling.
doesn't seem to recall that the violence
of the movements induced by ticklinginversely, not directly, to the vigoi
of the application of force; for every
one knows that the less force the more
sensation and the greater the convul
sions, while much force would reduce
the sensations to
minimum or stop,
them entirely.
He also tells us, "The modes of con
sciousness directly produced in us
physical forces are retransformable intoother physical forces."
But he confesses, "How this meta
force ex
morphosis takes place — how
motion,
heat
or
as
isting
light can be
mode of consciousness, are mys
come
teries which
impossible to fathomBut they are not profounder mysteriesthan the transformation of the physical
forces into each other."
He doesn't
seem to know that as long as we can't
done we havething
explain how
done at all.
no proof that
(To Be Continued.)

sary
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Since the Spanish-American
War,
which made
Republic of the island of
Cuba,
reported that over 50,000

M.D.

from the United States havevisited Cuba,
large majority of whom
have either located there permanently
or invested money in citrus fruit grovespeople

a

CUBA AS

A

By E. P.
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In the late fall and
trees and fruit.
winter when the fruit ripens and needs
the sunshine to perfect
there
but
very little rain and some times none for
weeks, while fruit
maturing.

a

by

is

a
a

other."
The reason the citrus fruits of Ceballos are sweeter and better than any
other is, the native soil is full of the
chemical elements necessary to perfect
the fruit, without the use of artificial
fertilizers; and the climate is about as
near perfect as it can be.
The rainfall
there is largely in the spring and sum
mer and early fall, when the moisture
is needed for the growth of both the

a

The citrus fruits grown there are
the finest and best of any that comes
We have
to the New York market.
had six boxes of grape fruit, oranges
and pineapples sent to us from Ceballos, Cuba, which we have distributed
largely among acquaintances, and every
one who has eaten them testifies that
they are the nicest and best flavored
fruit of the kind they have ever eaten.
Only a few days ago a man who has
been many years a dealer in citrus fruit
sent to New York from Florida, Cali
fornia, Jamaica, West and East Indies
Islands, said the Cuban fruit from Ceballos beats them all. "I shall eat that
when I can get it in preference to any

has been my

by

and other

qualities.
lot to spend some
weeks in January and all of February
for two seasons at Ceballos, Cuba, and
was never in
place where the atmos
phere was more delightful and invigor
ating.
Ceballos is located not far from the
both
of Cuba,
geographical centre
north and south and east and west.
the .Devel
The colony, controlled
composed
opment Company of Cuba,
mainly of people from the United
States and Canada.
Among all of
have met, there has not been
those
one but who speaks in praise of the
climate.
All who have
delightful
catarrhal or pulmonary or other chronic
maladies find great benefit even from
short stay there.
Many who go there purchase five
to twenty or more acres of land and
planted with citrus fruits, or
get
sugar cane, which when in bearing will
yield an income to pay expenses for
their winter residence there.
The Development Company of Cuba
have 100 acres of grape fruit, orange
and lemon trees, one hundred to an
acre, making about 10,000 trees that
were loaded with fruit so heavily that
almost every tree had several limbs
with props under them to keep them
from being broken down by the load
of fruit they were carrying. It was
grand sight to stand near the centre
of these 10,000 trees and see in every
direction the immense
quantity of
These trees
these most delicious fruits.
had grown from
single budded root,
and matured the crop
the close of
two years after planting.
One of the
largest of the grape fruit trees bore
seven boxes of fruit this year, and
them bore from two to
good many
four boxes.
It seems almost incredible that fruit

It

a

pineapples

banding its keeping

of

bananas,

citrus fruits, or with sugar cane, to
bacco and garden vegetables, all of
which are profitable crops.

There are no frosts in Cuba, although
sometimes goes to 40
the temperature
degrees, yet not to the injury of crops.
The cool weather in December, January
and February, the time for picking and
shipping the fruit, greatly helps in hus

I

lemons,

[June

it

Undoubt
or sugar cane plantations.
edly, over $100,000,000 of American
money has been invested in Cuba within
the last four years, some of it in land
for plantations of various kinds, but
much of it in railroads and in manu
Not
facturing and other enterprises.
much more than one-third of the land
in Cuba was in cultivation at the time
was secured.
The
her independence
balance of the land was covered with
forests or with rocks and marshes that
render it unsuitable for cultivation.
All the land adapted to cultivation will
shortly be in the hands of those who
will plant it with grape fruit, oranges,

I
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A few weeks' residence where the very
choicest of such fruits can be had in
that is
abundance, in an atmosphere

with orange blossoms and
purified by ocean breezes will con
tribute greatly to the health, happi
ness and long life of those who
spend their winter months at Ceb
allos, Cuba.

perfumed

NOVEL METHOD OF TREATING
BOILS.
W. R. Smith (Eclectic Medical Jour

employs the following method in
the treatment of boils, and thinks it
vastly superior to poultices, most local
applications and internal medication.
He takes a piece of soft linen or borated gauze, rubs some vaseline upon
some
one side of
quickly pours on
to the unopened
chloroform, applies
band
boil or carbuncle, and places
little at first,
age over all. It smarts
but this
soon succeeded by
pleas
The patient
ing, cool sensation.
bottle of the remedy, and di
given
In
rected to change the cloth often.
from two hours to one day the boil
(no matter how indurated) softens and

nal)

it

a

a

it

is

a

opens.

The advantages
claimed for this
method are: (1) The pain
relieved
from the first.
(2) A painless open
ing. (3) It avoids shocking the patient.
(4) It heals more rapidly than after
any other method yet used, and (5)
It makes
knife
patient who fears
the doctor
everlasting friend.
is

im

are an

a

has bath rooms and all modern

There is an observatory
provements.
about 85 feet in height from which a
view of nearly all the groves and cane
fields can be seen.
A large packing
house for boxing and shipping citrus
fruit will be built this year. A sugar
factory is to be erected in the near fu
ture.
The prospect is that Ceballos

oranges, lemons and pineapples

tiseptic and will destroy disease germs.

it,

In tbree years there

3000 acres with 300,000
trees. Those that have borne fruit this
year will by that time be producing
from four to five boxes each.
Visitors stopping at Ceballos this
year were invited to eat all the fruit
This place
they wanted, free of cost.
was started four years ago, and it has
now about twenty buildings owned by
the company, and by those who reside
there.
It has two hotels, one, the
Plaza, is just completed, with accom
modations for one hundred and fifty or
It has a town house,
more people.
school house, a large store, office build
ing, a bank, etc. It is establishing an
electric light plant, an artificial ice
plant, cold storage, and the new hotel
be about

three or four years have a popu
lation of 5000 people and that it will
become one of the most popular winter
resorfs for Northern people that there
is in the Western Hemisphere.
The pure food chemists are now re
porting that the juices of grape fruit,

is

in? at Ceballos.

will

will in

'8 a

trees should in two years secure such
a vigorous growth, and at the same time
bear such a burden of fruit with such
In the north the cold
luscious flavor.
weather of winter stops the circulation
of the sap and trees stop growing for
nearly half the year, but in Cuba, they
put on a new growth about every three
months.
They have nothing to do but
grow and boar fruit the whole year
through, and they make one think of
trees on either side of the river of
life, that bear twelve manners of fruit
and yield their fruit every month, and
the leaves of the trees are for the heal
ing of the nations ; spoken of in the last
chapter of Revelations.
In January, 1907, there will be
1000 acres with 100,000 trees in bear-
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Prize Offers and Awards.
The prize for the May competition
to William Cox of
London for his concise and valuable
contribution on "How to Improve the
Memory and Cultivate Eventuality."
Mr. Thos. Spaven, Mr. H. E. West and
Mr. George Beauchamp have written
articles which make the contest very

has been awarded

close.

The competition for June is for a
"Biblical Incident or Character Sketch
Two com
Illustrating Phrenology."
have already sent in their
papers, but the competition will be open
until June 1st.
"Scientific Marriage" with advice on
the same is the subject for the July
competition, and we trust that many
will be attracted to write upon it.
For August the competition will be

petitors

for

the best article on "How to
vate the Organ of Self-Esteem."

Culti

The subject for September will be
"What Faculties are used in Scientific,
Philosophic and Sentimental Litera

ture ?"

The competition for October will be
for the best essay on "Causality and
Its Use among the Intellectual Facul
ties."
We were much

interested

to receive

competition from Mr. John Nayler
of London.
It was received after the
prize had been awarded, but his sug
gestions will be used as far as possible
in connection with the Phrenological
Journal and its improvement.
We
hope our friend will write again on
some of the other subjects giten above.
a

The Psychology Of Childhood.
BlilGHT AND PROMISING.

By Un cle Joe.
Ruth Cokefair.— This little
she would do it as carefully as any
mother would watch over her infant.
girl's organization indicates that she
She is fond of children and also of
has almost a perfect balance of power,
mentally and physically speaking. The
pets, and likes to have her dolls repre
sent human character.
Motive Temperament is represented in
She ought to
have a rag doll, a wax doll and a china
her well-developed framework, her solid
muscles, and her strength and power
doll, as well as those that represent dif
ferent nationalities, for she will make a
of organization.
The Vital Tempera
ment is seen in her fullness of form
great deal out of her care of them.
She should have a room set apart for
and her physical beauty.
And the
her dolls, and have doll furniture, so
Mental Temperament shows itself in
that she can go through and experi
head, high forehead
her well-developed
ence many things that will teach her
and balance of power between the an
what to do for herself and for others
terior and posterior, the basilar and su
later on in life.
perior regions of her cranium.
She will unite her social disposition
It is for this reason that we expect
with her intellect, and were she toto find a balance of power, mind and
ieach school (and she would succeed
disposition, thoughtfulness for others,
in this occupation she would first love
sympathy for those who are in distress,
the children and then teach them. In
and friendliness for a large number of
little people, as well as an interest in fact, every one would love her and be
From
the concerns of those who are older
pleased to do what she directed.
If she were going to a moral standpoint, she would have an
than herself.
excellent influence over the young were
school, parents would say to her. "Will
She is bound to throw
she a teacher.
look
after
little
And
one?"
you
my
No. 655.
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around her an influence that is above
the average, and consequently what she
says will be taken for granted and acted
upon.
She could take up the study of law,
fot she has large Conscientiousness and
She would show equity
Comparison.
and justice as a lawyer and would be
able to differentiate between the testi-

say,

"This

having

The trouble will
for want of ability.
for her to decide what she wants to
do and to keep to that program and
be

I do," instead of
many irons in the fire

one thing

a great

at once.
She is quite musical and could devote
herself to a musical career if she chose
to do so.
At any rate, she should study
music and throw her originality into
improvising or expressing music accord
ing to her own ideas.

No. 655.-RI TII COKEFAIB.
14 inches in height:
Head measurements: 21 inches In circumference;
i'/i Inches In width by 6Ji inches in length; Weight, THVt pounds:

mony given by the witnesses she exam
She would also know how to
ined.
hunt up evidence and get hold of the
facts she wanted to use.
This child is by no means crippled
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13'j in length: with calipers,
Height, 4 ft 7 in.; Age 11.

She will naturally want to be a nurse
or physician, for her height of head,
large Benevolence,
philanthropic de
sires, and her interest in people are
factors that will show themselves very
soon in her character.
She will be
able to read the dispositions and the
motives of people with remarkable ac
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curacy, and provided she does not let
her sympathies
guide her in her de
cisions she will make no mistakes in
selecting her friends or choosing those
to be with her in carrying out her daily
avocations.
She has not large Self-Esteeni or
Combativeness ; hence she will win her
way and make friends instead of ene
mies and will have a singularly per
suading influence over others.
She is not one who will want to
waste anything she possesses; hence
pieces of ribbon, lace or material that
she sees can be used some time she will
lay one side in a bottom drawer where
she can take them out for special pur
poses, or give them away to those who
are in need of such things.
She is fond of reading stories and
In fact, stories appeal to
biographies.
her, for she has large Sublimity, Ideal
Hence her
ity and Human Nature.
imagination supplies some parts of the
incidents that are not even related in
the stories.
She ought to tell or write
a good story.
Her mind will be full
of incidents that she will some day want
to express, and she had better get into
the habit of keeping little children quiet
by telling them a story, one that she

[June

has read or one that she. makes up from
few facts. She will in this way train
herself and encourage the habit of im
parting knowledge.
a

She could study and speak the lan
guages quite well, for her Causality and
Imitation will enable her to understand
the grammar and catch the accent of

foreign language.
And lastly, she should be able to
succeed in elocution or voice culture,
and it would be no waste of time to
train her voice in singing or in recita
tion.
Thus she could become an ex
(1)
cellent Superintendent of schools.
She could succeed in the study
(2)
of music and could play on the violin
as a special instrument.
She could adapt herself to lit
(3)
erature as a pastime, and eventually as
an occupation in which she would take
a

an intense interest.
She was born in New Jersey, while
her parents Avere born in New York
Her father's ancestors were
State.
Irish and French, and on her mother's
side she comes from Dutch ancestry,
ner
name
was
family
formerly
Coqueckfier.

The Mental Requirements Of The Mechanic.
By

A. Dayes.

Paper Head at The Fowler Institute,
At the monthly meeting of the stu
dents of the Fowler Institute, held on
February 28th, a pleasant evening was

spent in discussing the mental require
ments of the mechanic.
The subject
was introduced by Mr. A.
Daycs,
F.F.P.I., in reading the following
paper

:

As he enters the world man is prob
ably one of the most helpless of ani
mals, and requires a longer period of
care and culture than any one of them ;
he neither possesses
the strong teeth
and claws of the carnivora, nor the

London, England.

warm, hairy coat of the horse, and
without the organ of Constructivencss
no

man could live three months
in
climate
or
where
ice
snow
any
abounded.
Although man is born with
out any natural weapons of defence,
and is weaker in physical structure than
many smaller animals, yet by his su
perior intellect and constructive ability
he
manufactures
with
implements
which to subdue all animals, from the
soaring eagle to the half-reasoning ele
phant ; overcomes the wind and the
waves of the sea, calls the lightning

1903.]
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from the heavens, and creates machin
ery by which most delicate fabrics are
with as much skill as if
elaborated
moved by the power of reason; wher
ever civilization reigns we can see few
objects which are not partly or wholly
A fac
made by intricate machinery.
ulty for constructive ability is so im
portant that its development is recog
nized by most eminent engineers to
such an extent that university men are
now taking years of practical work
shop training to enable them to benefit
knowledge, which
by their theoretical
otherwise

they would not be able to do.

Generally speaking, the term me
chanic simply applies to any person
following the occupation of machine
making, building, or wherever construc
tive abilitv is required, yet the same
ability is absolutely essential to the min
ister, .lawyer or surgeon ; temperament,
education and application or direction
Mechanical
being the only difference.
are
mental
and
physical,
requirements,
as varied and different in degree as the
wigwam of an Indian is to St. Paul's
Cathedral; for from a phrenological
point of view a penman, requiring ConForm, Size, Imitation
structiveness,
and Ideality, is a mechanic,
equally
with the watchmaker with his delicate
Mental Temperament and large Indi
viduality, Form, Size, Order, Time,
Const ruct iveness and Comparison. The
engraver
requires the Mental Motive
Temperament, Comparison, Form, Or
der,
and
Constructiveness
Ideality,
which gives special ability as a free
hand draughtsman, no mathematical
measurements being required. No boy
of the sanguine temperament should
follow this occupation; it is too tedious
and sedentary.
A mechanical engineer
should possess the Motive-Mental Tem
perament and large Imitation, Sublim
ity, Constructiveness,
Comparison and
Casuality; and for locomotive and ma
rine building also large perceptives,
and
Cautiousness
Acquisitiveness to
give care of material.
A mathematical instrument maker
should be constituted much the same

as a
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watchmaker, or gaugemaker,

the measurements
sandths.

worked

where
to are thou

A forgeman employed on the largest
kind of forgework may be mental, mo
tive or vital, if he possesses large per
ceptives, Self-Esteem, Combativeness,
Firmness, Constructiveness and Sub
limity. In all big undertakings Sublim
ity appears most essential, as in the
case of two men producing two articles
of precisely the same kind (one weigh
ing a few pounds and the other as many
tons), the man with small Sublimity,
although of equal ability and greater
physical power, would be completely
bewildered with the larger mass of
material.
In some mechanical pursuits, such
as dealing with metal or steel, brass
of
or cast iron, a good perception
color is indispensable to the mechanic
in the hardening of tools, of fine
steel, some of them
costing
grade
for their manufacture
many pounds
alone; a very fine shade in the yellow
or blue temper would simply spoil a
tool worth £10 before it had done £1
worth of work, whereas the natural life
of the same tool would be equal to £100
if well tempered. Likewise, the color in
many cases indicates the nature of the
metal and the various treatment it has
received, whether proper or improper,
or whether a piece of wrought iron has
been let into a piece of cast iron to hide
and to detect these colors accu
needs almost as good
a perception of color as an artist.
Unfortunately, mechanics are often
in the
the creatures of circumstances
Hence, we
adoption of their vocation.
have men, although good workmen who
would have excelled in other spheres
of life, whose mental and physical or
ganizations are in somecases so antag
onistic to their daily life that they
after years of disgusting toil turn away
and often excel in other directions, but
always suffering from the evil of years
A mechanic
of misdirected energy.
sometime ago, left engineering to en
gage in journalism and political and
defects

;

rately,

a mechanic

.
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union work with very great sucAnother fair-haired, blue-eyed,
finely organized, susceptible, spiritual
ized young man, after ten years of
mechanical work, which was repulsive
to his temperament and natural capa
bilities, turned to short-hand writing
and office work with great success. At
times terrible accidents occur through
men; sometimes
ill-placed
through
want of nerve, cautiousness, or lack of
mechanical skillfulness. Some scientific
method ought to be introduced for plac
ing men according to temperament and
ability in the position where they would
be calculated to give the best result
both for themselves
and their em
ployers; in every factory there is a cer
tain amount of natural selection, always
going on, and to some extent men get
grouped either in the crowbar and
trade

oess.

sledge-hammer gang or among the me
chanical artists of the shop. Reverting
to the organ of Sublimity in the mental
of the mechanic, it ap
requirements
pears at first sight curious that an or
gan that has for its principal aim the
conception and admiration of the ter
rific and grand in nature, should be
either requisite or of practical impor
tance; but if wo look at the stupendous
undertaking of modern engineers in the
construction of the "Dreadnought" or
the Assouan Dam, it would appear that

JOUHNAL
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some organ giving mental Magnitude
and enthusiasm, beyond the scope of the
and creative powers, was
perceptives
In fact, ancient mechanics
necessary.
and
builders appear
to have been
strongly actuated by the organs of
Ideality and Sublimity in combination
with the religious organs and aiming
to imitate at attributes of the Crea
tor. This we see in the elaborate, beau
tiful work of the ancients in their tem
ples and pagodas, and in the gigantic
the
pyramids, which have endured
storms of ages and still command the
admiration of the world. In the rush
and competition of our time when the
straggle for existence is so very keen
that specilization is the order of the
day, to advocate a general development
of all the mental and physical organs,
Yet, would ad
seems rather Utopian.
vocate a much higher standard in the
man,
mechanical world when
the

I

though but a mechanic, would be more
moral, artistic and poetical as well as
mechanical, thus dignifying his calling
and at least in the twentieth century,
emulating the old world masters, for it
is said that :

"In the ancient days of art, builders
wrought with greatest care every min
ute unseen part, for the gods see every
where."

Reviews*
"The International

Prison Commis
Children's Courts in the United
States."
By Samuel J. Barrows,
Washington.
This book is full of interest, for it
takes up the origin, development and
results of the Children's Courts in the
United States.
The establishment of
the latter marks a new epoch in crim
inal reform in America and an ex
tension of rescue and preventive work
for juvenile offenders.
One of the
reforms that has been in
greatest
stituted in the United States is that
sion.

with the development of the
idea by T. D. Hurley,
and its success has been proved by its
popularity. Every person interested in
studying conditions and helping people
to rise above them, knew that nothing
could be accomplished along this line
without the arm of the State backing
them up in the form of legislation
which would help them. The need of leg
islation of this kind was first discussed
at meetings and before clubs, but no

connected

Juvenile Court

definite good was accomplished because
there was no strong guiding hand back

.
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of

the movement.
Xo battle was ever
won without a master hand and
brain at the head of the army. At last
the Visitation and Aid Society of Chi
cago, after years of discussion and agi
yet

tation, drafted a bill relating to Child
Saving embracing the work that was
being done by the Child Saving Soci
eties and had it introduced into the
Illinois Legislature in the spring of
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1891.
This measure caused consider
able discussion and was finally defeated
on the ground that it was advanced leg
islation.
Agitation was continued in
Illinois among the Societies — Child
Saving Societies, Women's Clubs and
other public bodies — until finally in
1899 the Bar Association of Chicago
of which
appointed a committee,
Harvey B. Hurd was chairman.

Quotations Froi i Useful Books.

it,
is

:

it

a

a

by

remedies and cures and is pleasant to
take as well as 'dirt cheap.' The great
Doctor of this whole Universe 'fore
knew' that men would so outrage his
health laws as to become sick, and
hence need a remedial agent always on
call and the best restorative he could
devise, and invented this.
Its curative
principle is based in the magic power
wielded by the mind over the body
and each of its parts.
This great truth
has come up twice before, but cannot
be cited too often or forcibly.
Those
who think they are sick, are sick,
though perfectly well; while those who
think they are well, are well, even
though sick.
Imagination makes us
sick and well ad infinitum. Vitativeness
puts forth this will to live and con
tributes essentially to the preservation

is

"God's specific panacea invented for
express purpose of resisting and
curing all forms of diseases and pro
longing life to its maximum length
possible is this identical remedy.
It
is by far the most efficacious of all
the

if

"The Will Cure and tjie LetAlone Core."

of life by creating a resistance of dis
Thus two persons, A and B,
exactly alike in constitution, kinds of
sickness, and all other respects, except
that A has Vitativeness large and B
small, are brought equally near the
grave. A loves life so dearly and clings
to it with such tenacity as to struggle
with might and main against his dis
ease and lives
through it; while B.
scarcely caring whether he lives or dies,
does not stem the downward current,
does not brace himself up against
borne downward
yields to its sway,
and swallowed up in death."
All should read Section II, "Vital
ity; Its Necessity, Organs and Promo
tion," which commences on page 355.
On page 367 the final summing up
given in the following words
"Readers are respectfully invited to
scan
this
Will-power-faith-let-alone
to keeping
well, apply
pathy. and
well; but
sick, to restoration by
quiet mental resisting and stemming
firm
of the current of disease, and
mental clasp hold onto life by resolving
that you will get well, and fight off
disease anyhow; by sending life-force
to your stomach, bowels, lungs, head,
hand, foot, even little finger-nail, or
This will wonder
any part affected.
fully promote all other pathies, yet in
terfere with none."
We see by the above quotation that
years ago, as early as 1873, the subject
of Will Cure was brought forward bv
this illustrious Phrenologist.
ease.

if

HUMAN SCIENCE.

There are many valuable books in
our libraries without our knowing
their exact value.
For instance, how
many people know that the "New
Thought" question was discussed in
0. S. Fowler's "Human Science, in
1856 "?
And on page 304, para
it
78,
graph
says :
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Phrenology

Ar d The

Years ago, before psychology came to
a word so glibly spoken and a sci
ence so much to be desired, phrenology
held an important place as a prerequis
Even to-day its
ite of mental science.
favored
eminent
is
study
by
psycholo
gists, as being co-relative with their
work. Prof. J. M. Fitzgerald has posi
tive ideas as to what general facts a
teacher should 'know with regard to
brain conformation and the marks of
mentality and temperament most easily
be

read.

In

the words of Prof. Fitzgerald:
"Every teacher should know that
Horace Mann was induced to give up
a seat in Congress and a lucrative law
practice

by George

Combe,

the Scotch

phrenologist, in order that he (Mann)
might give to the world a system of free
schools.
then
public
Phrenology,
turned a lawyer' and statesman into
a teacher.
The public school, the nor
mal school and the first college open
to women on equal terms with men
(Antioch College, Antioch, Ohio) are
the products of phrenology.
Perkins
Institute for the Blind and Deaf (of
Boston) had for its first superintendent
Prof. Howe (husband of Julia Ward
Howe), a thorough believer in phre
Prof. Howe taught Laura
nology.
Bridgeman — the first deaf, dumb and
blind person to receive an education.
He taught according to phrenological
principles. Prof. Jas. B. Richards, as
sistant to Prof. Howe (and a student
of phrenology), taught the first idiot
and later became well known in New
York City for his teaching of the feeble
minded.
With these benefits coming
from a phrenological source, it behooves
the teacher of the day to look into the
science and art of phrenology before
forming pronounced views against it.
Every standard work on psychology has
embodied more or less of the principles
of phrenology and as the years pass
along and new editions of these books

[June

Teacher*

appear they are leading more and more
toward the localization and tempera
mental idea of mind and its manifesta
Even7 teacher should be exam
to his ability to differentiate
the mental, vital and motive tempera
ments.
They should know them when
and recognize them
each predominate
at a glance when in combinations, then
they would know how to interest and
control the child according to its tem
would be
and
education
perament,
greatly simplified. The strain and irri
tation would be lessened on the part
of the teacher and the children would
come to love their teacher and their
school studies.
There are at least three books upon
the subject that I would commend to
the careful perusal of the teacher, viz. :
"A Manual of Mental Science," by
Jessie A. Fowler; "Temperaments," by
Dr. D. H. Jacques, and the most recent
work on phrenology by Dr. Bernard
tions.

ined

as

Hollander

geons,

(of Royal College

of Sur

London).

In closing permit me to quote a trib
ute to phrenology from the pen of a
man who had been an avowed opponent
of the science for more than thirty
years, but later in life, when occcasion
led Oliver Wendell Holmes to mention
phrenology, he said: "We owe phre
nology a great debt, it has melted the
world's conscience in its crucible, and
cast it in a new mould, with features
less like those of Moloch and more
like those of humanity. Even if it had
failed to demonstrate its system of cor
respondence, it has proved there are
fixed relations between organization,
mind and character.
It has brought
out that great doctrine of moral which
has done more to make men charitable
barisms than any one doctrine
can
and soften legal and theological
barthink of since the message of peace and
good will to men." — From Tlome Edu
cation.

I
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NEW YORK AND LONDON,
"Let

the

MIND of

the

MASTER

HOW TO STUDY PHRENOLOGY
What every one is crying for nowa
is how

days

he can carve

the marble

of his own individual temple so as to
build a structure that will not crumble
through the influence of tides, winds,
misfortunes or earthquakes, but bring
into prominence a worthy building of
an estimable

portant idea

ambition. This is an im
for all to possess. An

drew Carnegie has cut the gordon knot
by saying,
sure

to

"Not

to know Phrenology

is

standing
'Bridge of Sighs' all your life." Why
should we not then use the mental
bricks and mortar that arc at hand and
set to work without delay.
Phrenology

will

keep

teach us how

latter

years

on

you

to do this.

Oliver

Wendell

the

In his
Holmes

said, "We owe Phrenology a great debt.
It has melted the world's conscience

in its crucible and cast it in a new
mould, with features less like those of
Moloch and more like those of human
ity."
These

be

through Phrenology

suit

we can make

able use of our opportunities to erect a
temple
proud.

of which we can afford to be
We must, however, be williug

to put the match to the straw and carry
the Phrenological torch to lighten our
and

pathway

encourage

our

steps

Though it takes a
lifetime to do anything well, yet if we
sit down in despair and never make the
toward

attempt

perfection.

to improve ourselves,

creeps rapidly on and chides us

old

age

for our

indecision and . inertia.
Who, therefore,
the start?

is ready to boldly
The year 190G has
already begun to be one of great pros
perity to the nation, and if so, it must
make

Thus
profitable to the individual.
there is every indication to encourage
the student to carry out his desire of
be

attending the Phrenological Institute
Course in September.
We do not know
of any department of work where a
careful study of Phrenology will not
help

two men have assured us that

MASTER of your MIND.'

to increase

businesslike

the mental vigor and

method

of

enterprising
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men and women.

Phrenology

part
clerks for
bookkeepers and office help of all
which work entails a knowledge
disposition and character of each
examined.
Many such Phrenol
are required to carry out this
One, at least, should bo located

past has helped
ners

for

banks,

kinds,
■
of

the

person
ogists

work.

in the

to select suitable

business

houses,

in

We therefore predict
every State.
that persons well educated in the Sci•ence of Phrenology will always be in
•demand and command the respect and
■co-operation of teachers, parents and
business

The field is now most

men.
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inviting to all who are qualified to fill
such positions of trust and responsi
bility.
The

Phrenological

will

Course

able to do at least two things

(1) Help individual

be

:

students

to im

prove their own position in life.

Help

persons to become useful
of
the
subject and aid them
exponents
in giving advice to those who know but
little about the Science.

(2)

The

enclosed

booklet

explains

the

working of the Institute.
The Institute Course commences on
Wednesday,

September

5th.

Character in Handwriting.
Miss

Fowler's

Talks during
been

Wednesday
the month of

centered

Handwriting."

upon

Morning

April

"Character

have

in

She explained the differ
ences of character to be found in the
fine and regular; the irregular and un
sightly; the rounded and measured;
the angular and pointed; the large and
bold; and cramped and weak; the
formal and precise ; the ornate ; the
plain and legible; the dashing and il
legible ; and she showed how disease
was discernible in handwriting;
also
how character has manifested itself in
the handwriting of a large number of

historical cases and in national types.
The various temperaments were also
were passed
diagnosed ; illustrations
around the audience, and the literature
on the subject was touched upon.
The guests of honor during the
month have been Mr. F. J. Dickson,

Miss Norena Teeter, Mr. F. L. Lanning, Mr. H. J. Jackson, Mr. James C.
Howard, Mr. William F. Spencc, Mrs.
H. L. Shoemaker, Mrs. H. M. Palmer,
Mr. Henry Cron jaeger and Mr. P.-W.
Fairweather.
The May Talks were upon Mental
Vibrations in relation to the following :
"Music and Its Influence upon the
Mind," with musical illustrations;
and
"Names
"Colors,"
"Memory,"
Numbers," and "Scientific Parentage."

Dr. Julius King and the Rev. Albert
B. King very kindly made short ad
dresses on "Colors" and "Biblical Hy
giene."
These Talks have always had a prac
tical bearing on some phase of character
The meetings were held at 11
study.
o'clock, and preceeded by a class for
busy workers.

"In Matters of Principle—
Stand like

In Matters of Taste—

a

Rock.

Swim with the Current."
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New Subscribers.

a

it

a

a

a

of your faculties to work, while the
profession of law would give you ample
opportunity to analyze any subject that
came before your notice.
No. 816. J. A. B., Attica, Ind.—
The photograph of this little boy indi
cates that he has
strong Vital Tem
which
quite an exceptional
perament,
rule, have
thing for
boy, as lads, as
a

a

derstood by every one who listened to
her.
She resembles her father in her
and her capacity to do
temperament
her work in a businesslike way.
When
she sews on a button, she sews it on

You are quite
ingenious contrivances.
energetic, but are rather too sensitive;
little too much of
in fact, you think
the criticisms of others, and let them
weigh upon you when you should go
of
ahead and attack work irrespective
what others may say concerning you.
Mechanical engineering would set many

is

putting a garment together she would
have all her seams notched, so that cer
tain parts would fit into corresponding
ones.
If she were making a cake she
would flour her currants so that they
would not sink to the bottom.
If she
were teaching a lesson, she would have
all her facts ready for her subject, and
would marshal them in perfect order
and in such a way that she would be un

with double thread, for fear it will come
off if she simply uses a single thread.
She is perfectly willing to give advice
when she thinks it will do some good,
but she does not want to throw away
her time on useless things, and she
would reckon that she was wasting time
if she gave advice that was not likely to
She could support herself
be of use.
and family if she needed to do so. She
is thoughtful of the wants of others,
and no one goes to her in vain.
No. 815. H. V. K., Saginaw, Mich.
— You appear to be pretty well bal
anced, and although your constitution
is healthy, yet you will want to use
your brain in such a way as to support
rather than to depend
yourself by
muscles.
You would enjoy
upon your
professional life, and would make
to the real
you applied
good lawyer
estate business, insurance, or to muni
could
where
you
cipal matters,
out
business
by giving diplo
straighten
matic advice, where you would have to
deal in stocks or attend to investments
for banks and business houses, and
where you could adapt yourself to the
You are
technical side of
subject.
little
and
show
not
quite ingenious,
capacity for mechanical inventions and
it,

you have
a very observing mind and see the de
tails of things which others pass unno
ticed.
You believe in having every
thing right to start with, and the little
things in life annoy you quite as much
as the larger ones, partly from the fact
that many people are careless and do
not think of these things, but let them
slip as though they were beneath their
notice.
You can do many things about
equally well, and must have had con
siderable experience in doing more than
one man's line of work. You are quite
capable in directing and superintending
others, and can lay out work advan
You should be your own
tageously.
master and direct affairs rather than
be where you will have to obey orders
and follow out the views and opinions
of others. You are quite firm and pos
itive when you know you are right, and
can take large responsibilities upon
your shoulders.
Take time to eat, for
you appear to have a tendency toward
indigestion, but by care you need not
know anything about it.
No. 814. H. S. M., Omaha, Neb.—
This lady is well poised.
She knows
how to direct the minds of others and
has a thoroughly capable mind.
She
is very matter-of-fact, and if she were

if

P. S. W., Long Beach, Cal.

a

No. 813.

— Your pictures indicate that
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strong fusion of the Motive Tempera
ment.
He is a sympathetic lad and re
sembles his mother in a good many
characteristics, we think. He is liable
to be spoiled, and some care must be
taken to prevent him from leaning too
much upon other people.
He is per
fectly devoted to those whom he loves,
and we hope lie will be fortunate in
securing teachers who will properly un
derstand and appreciate his nature.
He
will be scientific in his desires and
choice of studies, and we would advise
him to become a physician, for he will
make a first-rate one if he does not
allow his sympathies to bias his mind
a

[June

too much.
He will be up to date in
everything he does, and will want the
latest inventions and the latest mate
rial to work with. He is fond of chil
dren and will take very kindly to them
wherever he meets them.
He is highly
conscientious and knows what his obli
gations are to others, even although he
He will make
is only six years old.
quite an effective speaker and will win
the confidence of an audience with re
markable ease. He must have some re
sponsibilities given to him so that he
may work out his character in a strong
and efficient way.
He is a verv lovable
child.

Correspondents*
J.

S., New York.— The traits of
character or mental conditions belong
ing to the. Motive Temperament which
you ask about are those that spring
from large Destruetiveness
and CoinThe perceptive faculties
bativeness.
are also large and. generally speaking,
talent is particularly
the mechanical
emphasized

in this combination.

The

the hair is generally dark
brown or black, and the complexion
is swarthy or olive, but not always so;
we find that sometimes
the Motive
Temperament has a light complexion
and light brown hair, but these are ex
ceptions to the rule. Make a thorough
study of the Motive Temperament from
Jacques' work on the Temperaments,
L. N. Fowler's lecture on this subject,

color of

or "New Physiognomy."
T. S., Buffalo, N. Y.— You ask what
faculties are common to man and ani
mals, and which proper to man only.
We must study the different animals to
answer this question.
\Tarious animals
show a predominance
of different fac
ulties.

For

instance,

the mole has ap

parently no moral qualities at all. Its
The
largest faculty is Destruetiveness.
head is very flat but broad; therefore
the head corresponds
with its char
acteristics, as the mole is always dig

nuisance to
has
Language
gardener.
and Imitation and uses these faculties
in common with man. The peacock has
large Approbativeness, and consequently
The
is proud of showing off his tail.
squirrel has large Acquisitiveness and
lays up nuts for the winter, but the rab
bit has practically so small a develop
ment of the faculty as to apparently
show none of it. The horse has large
Locality ,and can take his master home
at night quite safely, even when his
master does not know7 the way himself.
The dog shows obedience and has the
elements of Veneration as far as respect
for his master goes, but has not the
sense of prayer or the capacity to dif
ferentiate, as man has, between the
that are secular and sacred.
tilings
There are cats and dogs that can be
trusted and that show a conscientious
spirit.
They not only do as they are
told, but they apparently have a sense
about them which indicates that they
know whether a person is cheating them
or not. Many animals show expectancy
and manifest the organ of Hope, and
we find a great number that have Hu
man Nature and are able to discern the
temper and disposition of their masters.
To narrow the question down to one or

ging up and is

a

a perfect

A parrot
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two faculties, we find that Spirituality
is one and Causality another that ani
mals do not show in the full sense as
does man.
To be sure, animals show
faith and expectancy, as well as trust
in a master, but the animal_ fails to
show a higher sense of this faculty for
spiritual things. The same applies to
Causality in the reasoning out of
things. An animal can, up to a certain
point, reason- correctly, which some peo
ple call instinct, but his reason is lim
ited to his education, training and cul
ture. But there are some animals that
show more of this faculty than others,
and in proportion as it is developed in
certain species, so we will find a double

Will, Force
by

Dr. C. O. Sahler, Delivered at the American
Institute of Phrenology.

The last meeting of the season was
held on May 1st, when Dr. C. 0. Sah
ler of Kingston delivered
an address
upon 'Will, Force, Power, and How
Miss A. Strohmeyer played
Attained.'
with great taste a number of piano
forte selections.
Steinway's piano was
Two
kindly lent for the occasion.
Phrenological Examinations of a lady
and gentleman were made by Miss Fow
The lady was a kindergarten
ler.
teacher ; the gentleman wras engaged in
the publishing of books on Engineer
ing. In both cases Miss Fowler advised
the pursuit for which they were best
adapted, and in doing so mentioned
teaching in the first case, and electrical
work or superintendency in a business
in the second, without knowing either
subject.
In the absence of the President. Mr.
Hyde, who was in Massachusetts, Miss
Fowler presided and appropriately in
troduced Dr. Sahler, the lecturer of the
She mentioned Dr. Sahlcr's
evening.
work at Kingston and his excellent
book on "Psychology," which was tak
ing its place among "New Thought"

publications.

and Power,

On commencing his lecture, the Doc
tor said that the subject selected for
him was a large one, and he feared he
would not be able to do justice to it
in one evening. He succeeded however,
in explaining to the satisfaction of all
present the definition of Will, Force and
Power, and finally summed up all three
and explained how they could be en
He brought with him, as il
couraged.
lustrations, a large magnet and an elec
tric battery.
Both of these he used to
show how, when the right conditions
surround us, w:e can attract magnetic
influences.
He said that in the mineral
and vegetable worlds, as well as in all
animal, chemical, electrical and ethe
real life, we find that the same prin
ciples express themselves, and one is
but a stepping stone to the next. When
he took up a piece of steel and pre
sented

it

to the

audience,

there

ap

peared nothing uncommon in the mag
net; but when he placed it in close con
tact with the magnet he found that
there was an attractive force
in
So
was an invisible one.
though
with the electric battery. In the sim
ple cylinder which he held, and which

it,

Address

203

interest in that one to understand and
interpret the thoughts of man.
H. B., Ontario, Can. — You ask if
photographs indicate the characteristics
of people. In reply, if the photograph*
are true and not flattered, we can tell
what the outlines of the character are,
A gentleman who has just had a photo
graph delineated writes: 'A personal
examination could not have been more
satisfactory as to my disposition. You
have certainly given a perfect descrip
tion." Some photographs, however, are
much easier to dissect than others, and
many have them taken on purpose, in
order to aid us. Let us help you if we
can in this way.

it

6.]
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contained the electric current, one could
not see anything out of the way, though
when he attached a couple of wire
cords to the battery, a bell rang at the
other end of the cords, showing that
or quiescent state was
the negative
changed into a dynamic battery through
chemical and electrical conditions. So
the same or simdar results would ac
crue in mental, physical and spiritual
matters if we polarized ourselves in the
right way, by bringing out our individ
He advised none to live a
ual power.
narrow prescribed life, but to get rid
of the bondage that held their powers
dormant. He said he owed a good deal
of his present freedom of mind and
power to what he had learned from the

[June

American Institute of Phrenology, as
many years ago Mr. Sizer had opened
his eyes about himself and given him
some good advice, which by following
he had benefited greatly.
At the close of the lecture Miss
Fowler urged all present to think more
deeply on what the Doctor had said to
them, for there was much talent and
ability wasted in every one, which was
not properly understood
or polarized,
and Phrenology would help them to do
so.

Mr. Piercy made the announcements
of the future meetings connected with
the Institute, and invited all to be pres
ent at the opening meeting, to be held
on September

the 5th.

FOWLER INSTITUTE.
At the monthly meeting of students
at the Fowler Institute on April 25th,
an excellent paper was read by Mrs.
M. Willis, on the "Professional Man,
His Mental Requirements."
She said in part, "There is some
thing almost pathetic in the fact that
while men upon looking at a building
pronounce unhesitatingly as to whether
the style of architecture be Norman,
Gothic, Tudor, etc.; yet how few can
classify themselves from a physiologi
cal point of view.
"This is often well accomplished (a
painful and even a humilitating clas
sification), but it is essential we should
recognize the fact that morbid intro
spection is not self-knowledge, and en
deavor to discover a way of looking at
ourselves calmly, dispassionately and
scientifically.
A man's place in nature, Drummond says, is to be decided by the
characteristic functions habitually
discharged by him.

"The science of Phrenology enables
us to classify men as distinctly as the
botanist, and the line of classification
is as broad as the distinction between
the daffodil and the future oak tree,
therefore the distinction between a me
chanical type, business type, and pro
fessional type of man is clear and de
fined to the physiological psychologist."
Mrs. Willis then gave descriptive de
lineations of the leading characteristics
that will be possessed by the successful
barrister, physician, surgeon,
lawyer,
actor, dramatist and author and showed
the various combinations of mental or
gans including quality and tempera
ment that are to be observed in those
who have made their mark in either
of the above professions.

An interesting discussion followedj
in which Mr. Berry, Mr. Daves and Mr.
Elliott took part.
Mrs. Willis was heartily thanked
her thoughtful paper.

THE BPJTISH PHRENOLOGICAL
19th Mr. James Webb, the
newly elected President, delivered his
Presidential address.
There was a
On

April

for

SOCIETY INCORPORATED.

large meeting of members and friends,
Dr. Bernard Hollander occupied the
chair, and introduced Mr. Webb as a
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veteran in Phrenology, whose long life
had been spent in its advocacy ; he had
been a constant fighter in defence of
the subject, and spent much labor in
collecting new proofs of its truth, and
now, when he ought to be resting, he
was still as active as any young man.
Mr. Webb in his able address took
up some of the attacks that had re
cently been made upon Phrenology by
medical men and others, and disposed
of them in fine and searching style.
He referred also to the work and
growth of the society, its crusade
against prejudice and error in high
with some re
places, and concluded

205

marks on the present outlook, which
he considered
distinctly encouraging,
and on the future labors of the Soci
ety, and the ultimate victory of Phre
The address was
nological principles.
received with loud applause, and was
followed by an interesting discussion
in which the following phrenological
workers took part: Mr. G. Hart-Cox,
Mr. William Cox, Mr. H. Proctor, Mr.
Zyto and Ur. Bernard Hollander.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr.
Webb for his excellent address, in ac
knowledging which he briefly replied to
some points in the discussion.

Field Notes*
MR. ALLEN HADDOCK.
We are sure that all our readers

will

with our San Francisco
sympathize
friend, Mr. Allen Haddock, who has
A
lost terribly by the recent disaster.
letter from him states that he has not
only lost his office and business, but
be is also suffering from the shock. He
is now stoping writb his daughter
in Portland, Oregon.
On May 2d.
Miss Fowler made an appeal to her
audience at ber Wednesday Morning
Talk on Mr. Haddock's behalf, which
was immediately responded to, and
the amount raised was at once for
warded to Mr. Haddock.
As we have made no public ap
peal we take this opportunity of say
ing that any donations sent to the

Phrenological

Journal

office,

24

East 22d Street, will be forwarded to
our much respected friend who has held
the Phrenological torch so faithfully
and well for over a quarter of a cen
tury.
Acknowledgments of the same
will be given in the Phrenological
Journal. We are anxious to swell the
amount to a large figure as quickly as
possible.

No

one

knows

the

suffer

ing, mortification and shock that fire
and earthquake bring, except those who
are called to experience them.
Let us

all share our sympathy with our friend
in this moment of sorrow by some prac
tical expression of aid.
As Mr. Allen Haddock cannot con
tinue his business in California at
present, he has referred all enquirers to
the Fowler & Wells Company, who will
gladlv do all in their power on his
behalf.
All subscribers to Human Nature
who
remit $1.00 will receive the
Phrenological Journal to the end of
1907.
We are glad to state that Mr. Wilson
McDonald, the sculptor and phrenolo
gist, has recovered from his recent ac
cident sufficiently to walk a few blocks,
and hopes presently to be able to call
at the Institute.
All our friends who
have had the opportunity of hearing
this interesting and fearless exponent
of Phrenology will be glad to know

of his welfare.

Mr. Owen Williams, Phrenologist
and Lecturer, is agent for the Phren
ological Journal and all of Fowler
& Wells' publications. He is doing ex
cellent work at present in Philadelphia,
and from there goes to Atlantic City
for the summer.
Mr. D. T. Elliott of the Fowler In
stitute, 4 Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
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Circus, London, is engaged in giving
Examinations
Phrenological
during
each day, holds classes every week for
students of the science, and gives lec
tures on the study before literary soci
eties in and around London.
Mr. J. M. Fitzgerald is located in
Chicago, where he is engaged in Phren
ological work during the day and de
votes his evenings to the study of medi
cine.
He occasionally lectures before
literary, business and artistic clubs.
Last month Mr. M. Tope of Bowerston, Ohio, convened a highly interesting
Convention on Phrenology, when a fine
A fuller report
program was arranged.
will appear in our next issue.
Mr. Wolfe of Seattle, Wash., has ar
ranged for a Conference on Human Im
provement,
including the subject of
Phrenology, for July. We wish him
every success.

Mr. H. H. Hinman
at Fort Worth,

is working like
Texas.
He re
cently gave three lectures at the Medi
cal College in the above-named town,
and made delineations of most of the
students.
Previously the students did
not believe in Phrenology, but now they
are convinced that it is a science.
His
lectures were on "The Brain and Brain
Dissection," when he explained the dif
ferent parts of this organ; "The Thick
and the Thin Parts of the Skull;" and
"The Circulation of the Brain." After
his first lecture the students cheered him
to the echo.
He explained that the
brain and skull change with use and
exercise the same as do the muscles and
all parts of the body.
He writes,
love Phrenology and expect to spend
my life in the pood work."
Dr. W. G. Alexander is at Victoria,
a bee

"I

British Columbia,

engaged in lecturing

on Phrenology.

Mr.

J.

Thornley (class '05) has an
office in Paterson, N. J., where he is
devoting himself to Phrenology, and
where we found him the other after
noon most pleasantly located.
Mr. Youngquist is busily engaged in
pursuing his Phrenological work in
Sweden.
Few students have persevered

JOURNAL
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indefatigably in starting classes, lec
turing and publishing as has Mr.
He deserves our best
Youngquist.
wishes and encouraging commendation.
Miss Fowler will deliver eight lec
tures in Maine during the first two
so

weeks

in July.

Miss J. A. Fowler has been lectur
She receives
ing in New York City.
callers for Phrenological Examinations
daily at the Fowler & Wells Company's

office.

Pittsburg is fortunate in having three
exponents of Phrenology; namely, Geo.
Markley (class '92), Paul G. Kington
(class '99), and Otto Hatry, all of
whom are engaged in Phrenological
work in their respective ways.
C. A. Tyndall is now located in Illi
nois from last advices.
Wm. MacLuen of Perry, Iowa, and
H. W. Smith of Calvert, Kansas, are
in the abovepermanently located
named towns, and disseminating Phre
nology.

John T. Miller, editor of "The Char
Builder," and Professor of Hy
giene at' the L. D. S. University, is
busy in the field lecturing on Phren

acter

ology.

Every one nowadays is asking for
health bread, and as we have been fa
vored with a loaf that is called "P. C."
Health Bread, made by the Baking
Company of Philadelphia, we can thor
it to those who
oughly recommend
have dyspepsia, and stomach or bowel
troubles.
It is made of the whole wheat
and contains "no fat and no sugar."
It is guaranteed to cure constipation
if eaten exclusively in the place of ordi
nary baker's bread and thoroughly mas

It

ticated.

health

is cheaper and you get more

and strength by eating this
than you do from most kinds

bread
of food.

There are many teachers of music,
but only a few know how to impart
their knowledge scientifically. Mrs. R. R.
Reid has given many years to the tech
nique of music and is therefore pre
pared to teach both advanced pupils
and beginners.

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
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FOWLER & WELLS
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CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO- was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler

&

Webs.
The change of name involves no change
the business, or in its general management.
made payable to the order of
-

The Subscription
Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Magazine is $1.00 a

Journal

year, payable in advance.
Money, when pent by mall, should be in the form of
Money Order*, Express Money Order*, Draft* on New
York, or Registered Letter*. All Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.
Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
la almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.
Postage -Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger Mumps arc preferred: they
- should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent In sheets— that is, not torn apart.
Change of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new Address, but not without this
information.
Notice should be received the first of the
proceeding month.

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
AH Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
aecnred.
Any Book, Periodical. Chart. Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publishers r prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications
to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CUREENT

EXCHANGES.

We are gratified to note that Dr. J.
A. Denkinger, an expert on Phrenolog
ical subjects, has written a paper for
the Boston District Eclectic Medical
Society on "Types of Physique and
Their Eolation to Health and Disease."
He has taken up the subject pretty
thoroughly, and has dealt at some length
with the- classification of temperaments.
This article was afterward published in
the Eclectic Review.
Naturopath, New York City. — The
Kuhne Cure is discussed in this maga
zine by Hans Knoch, who writes upon
Louis
from
derivable
the
benefits
Kuhne's work on "Curing Disease With
He was a great man, but
out Drugs."
like all reformers, has had many to

in the nature and object of
All remittances should be

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

combat his views.
Persons are now be
coming more sensible and alive to the
benefits obtainable from his teaching.
Another article is upon "The Origin of

Direct Skeletal Adjustment," by Dr.
S. M. Langworthy, President of the
American School of Chiropractic. This,
together with an article bv Benedict
Lust, M.D., on "Neurasthenia
and
School Tasks," are excellent reading.
The Character Builder, Salt Lake
City, Utah. — Is a magazine for home
and school.

It

devotes its pages to the

physical, intellectual, social, moral and
spiritual training of the mind. It con
tains a Youths' Department, one de
voted to Eational Medicine, to Edu
cational Notes, and Home Making. We
wish it all the success that its ener
getic editor can desire.
Review of Reviews, New York City.

— Contains leading articles from

the

principal magazines of the. month. It
always contains some interesting notes
on new books and points out the salient
characteristics of the magazines of the
world.
Vegetarian Magazine, Chicago, 111. —
Contains an important article on "The
Natural Food of Man, judging from his
structure," also articles on Fruits,
One department
Boots and Vegetables.
is on "General Advice." Another is on
conducted
by
"The Dining-room,"
An article on
Blanche M. Elfrink.
"Fruits and Nuts, the Diet of the
Future," is by Josiah Oldfield, and is
interesting.
exceedingly
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The Delineator, New York. — Is a
that contains all the Spring
fashions for women and children, and
a great deal of reading matter besides,
which will interest the general reader.
Biographies, new books, the homes of
our celebrities, make interesting read
ing for young and old.
magazine

Pa. —
Lippincott's,
Philadelphia,
Contains stories that are completed in
this number, and always some funny
bits at the end which go far to lighten
It was
and brighten the magazine.
established many years ago, yet each
number is fresh and entertaining.

Medical Talk for the Home, Colum
bus, Ohio. — This is the last number of
the magazine that has worked its way
up until it has bcome recognized as an
important factor in the magazines of
the month.
Its articles are always terse
and to the point, and its editor is an
fearless writer and knows
energetic,
how to condense a great deal into a
little space.
Suggestion, Chicago, 111. — Is ably
edited by Herbert A. Parkyn.
It is
called the "New Psychology Magazine
for Thinkers," and generally has arti
cles on "Psychic
"AutoResearch,"
Suggestion," "Suggestive Therapeut
ics," "Drugless
"Nature
Healing,"
Cur e," Personal Magnetism,"
"Thought Power," "II, -lth, Happiness
and Success."

Medical Times, New York. — This
journal is devoted to medicine, surgery
and collateral sciences. It was founded
by Egbert Guernsey, M.D., and is now
conducted

M.D.

journal.

It

by Alfred Kimball Hills,
is a thoroughly up-to-date
One of its articles in the May

issue is upon "The Latest Suggestions
in the Treatment of Children's Dis
eases," by Walter Berger, M.D.
This
is a very opportune article, and is one
that should do a great amount of good.
It is followed by a short paragraph on
"Appendicitis in Children," which dis
ease, the article points out, is difficult
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of diagnosis because of the difficulty of
examination due to crying, restlessness
and general rigidity, and the inability
of the very young to relate their symp
toms.

The American
Journal,
Medical
St. Louis, Mo. — Generally has some in
teresting editorials bv M. M. Hamlin,
M.D.,* Mr. W. L. Leister, and Fred
erick Wallace Abbott. It contains one
department upon "Gynecology and Ab
dominal Surgery," which is conducted
It contains
by H. H. Helbing, M.D.
reports of different societies scattered
throughout the country.
Vaccination,

Kokomo,

Ind. — This

magazine is edited by Frank D. Blue,
who believes that we should go on
preaching the doctrine opposed to vac
cination and enlighten the people on
the evils brought about thereby.

The Christian Advocate, New York.
Contains a picture of San Francisco on
its front page, a letter from a girl in
San Francisco, and a picture of the
Lcland Stanford Memorial Church;
also an interesting article by Jennie
Fowler Willing on "Getting Rid of the
Microbes."
The issue for May 3d is
particularly interesting.
The Christian Work and Evangelist,
New York. — Its articles for the week
ending May 5th were upon the follow
ing topics: "Working for a United
Church," by Rev. Chas. L. Thompson,
D.D. ; "The Bringing Out and Bringing
In," by the Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler;
"Sheldon and Ross in Cincinnati," by
the Rev. T. W. Rainey; "The True
Story of Nob Hill, San Francisco," by
Joseph Newton Hallcck; and ""A Pen
Picture of San Francisco as it was be
fore the Fire," by Louise D. Mitchell.
Good Health, Battle Creek, Mich.—
This is a journal of Hygiene, edited by
J. H. Kellogg, M.D. Among other
good things that the journal contains
is an article on "How to Win the Birds
about our Homes;" another is on "Cul
tivating Lung Capacity;" a third is ou

1906.]

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

"An Individual Menu for One Day,"
showing amount needed and food unit9
for each article. All of these are highly
interesting articles, while under the edi
torial column the subject of "Neuras
thenia" is touched upon, and the wel
come news that "King Edward has
To
stopped Smoking" is discussed.
bacco is no respecter of persons, we are
told. It kills a king just as certainly
as it does a street loafer or greenhouse
We are glad to know that any
pest.
one who is so hard a worker as King
Edward is willing to give up what has
been killing him by inches for the last
twenty years, and we trust that his

Publishers
Choice of Pursuits; or, What to do and
Why. Describing Seventy-five Trades and
Professions, and the Temperaments and
Also, How to
Talents required for each.
Principles, each
Educate on Phrenological
man for his proper work.
Together with
Portraits and Biographies of more than One
Hundred successful thinkers and workers.
New Edition, Revised and enlarged. 680
Full page portrait of author, Nel
pages.
son SIzer. Price, cloth, $2,00.
In the Defin
Harmony of Phrenology.
ition of the Organs, their uses, excess, and
deficiency ; with quotations from the Bible
recognizing every Faculty and Passion, san
ctioning their use aud warning against their
abuse.
By Nelson Sizer. Price, 10 cents.
" The Perfect
Phrenological
Game.
"
Man.
This introduces Phrenology into a
new Game on the same basis as the old and
" A Card
well-known game of " Authors.
game, giving instruction and amusement.
Price, 25 cents.
The Temperaments; or, Varieties of Phy
sical Constitution in Man, considered in
their relation to Mental Character and Prac
tical Affairs of Life. By D. H. Jacques,
With an Introduction
by H. S.
M. D.
350 pages.
Drayton, A. M.
.150 illustra
tions. Price, cloth, $1.50.
Catechism of Phrenology, Illustrating the
Principles of Science, by means of short con
versational questions and answers, thus
adapting it alike to the young and old. Re
96
vised and enlarged by Nelson Slzer.
pp., paper. Price, 25 cents.
Indications of Character in the Head and
30 Illustrations.
Face. 12 mo, 66 pages.
Revised and Enlarged.
Fourth Edition.
Price, Paper, 25 cents.

example

will
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followed.

We have received

a copy

of the

"Natal Mercury" which publishes

an article on

"The Faculties of the

Mind" by F. W. Fitzsimmons.

The Daily Krpresn, London, Eng.
— For March 24th, contained an ex
pert sketch of De Rougemont, the
outcast, by Mr. D. T. Elliott, of the
Fowler Institute, London, Ene-

The April number ot the Ethological Journal has just been received
on going to press.

Department.
By Rev.
Phrenology and the Scriptures.
Price,
12mo, 44 pp.
Plerpont.
paper, 10 cents.
Self-Culture aud Perfection of Character,
including the Management of Youth Illus
Price, $1.00.
By O. S. Fowler.
trated.
Education of the Feelings and Affections.
By Chaki.es Bray. Edited, with Notes and
Illustrations from the Third Loudon Edition,
Price, $1.50.
by Nelson Slzer.
A Manual of Mental Science for Teachers
aud Student : Or, Childhood, Its Character
This
By Jessie A. Fowler.
and Culture.
work is the latest treatise on the Psychology
of Children and contaius a Psychological
Chart for recording the developments of the
child. Parents aud Teachers will find a
most useful assistant in this work. Price,
Cloth, $1.00.
Brain aud Mind ; or Mental Science Con
sidered in Accordance with the Principles
of Phrenology and in Relation to Modern
Bv Henry S. Dravton, A. M.,
Physiology.
McNeill, A. M. Sixth
M. D., and James
Edition ; Revised aud Extended. 354 pages.
Price, $1.50.
124 Illustrations.
Its Ele
By Spukzheim.
Education.
mentary Principles, founded on the Nuturo
of Man. With an Appendix by S. R. Wells,
containing a Description of the Tempera
ments aud a Brief Analysis of the Phren
Twelfth American Edi
ological Faculties.
tion. Improved by the Author, from the
Third London Edition. 12 mo., 334 pages.
Price, $1.25.
Illustrated.
Education and Self-Improvment Complete.
Comprising " Physiology Animal and Ment
" " Self-Culture and Perfection of Char
al,
acter, " and Memory.
Price, $2.50.

John
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How to Teach. According to Tempera
ment and mental Development ; or, Phren
ology in the School-room and the Family.
331 pages.
Portrait of author, and forty
Price
By Nelson Sizeb.
illustrations.
$1.50.

Illustrations.

A set of 54
Includ
use of Lecturers.
ing the Temperaments in their specific char
Phrenological

Portraits for the

acteristics, the different groups of the
Faculties, the Phrenological casts, large and
small, in contrast, plates of the Brain. <fcc,
54 charts in all, the portraits being life size.
Price, $30.00.
The Well Dressed Woman. A study in
the Practical Application to Dress of the
Illus
Laws of Health, Art and Morals.
trated. By Mrs Helen G. Ecob, Price,
cloth, $1.00.
How to Live.
Saving and Wasting. By
343 pages.
Price, cloth,
Solon Kobinson.
$1.00.

How to Improve the Memory.
By G. H.
Price, 10 cents.
Illustrated.
Dutton.
Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In
Price,
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
by mail 30 cents.
How to Strengthen the Memory ; or Natu
ral and Scientific Methods of Never Forget
Price $1.00.
ting. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.
Success in life depends largely on never for
getting.
Weeveb*s Works for the Young. Em
bracing the three volumes entitled " Hopes
and Helps for the Young of both Sexes."
" Aims and Aids for Giris and Young Wo
" "
Ways of Life ; or, The Eight Way
men.
and the Wrong Way."
Price,
626 pages.
cloth, $2.00.
Lwking Forward for Young Men. Their
By Rev. G. S.
Interest and Success.
Weever. Extra cloth. About 200 pages.
Price, $1.00.
"Of Such is the Kingdom," and other
By Anna Olcott Commelin. A col
poems.
lection of miscellaneous poems, containing,
"Niagara," ' The Poet's Gift," etc. Bound
in fine English cloth gilt side and back
Price $1.50.
stamp, decorative cover.
Success and Power, and How to Attain it ;
sqfil,
natural sciences,
wisdom religion,
mind and body ; human nature and its cul
ture.
Price 25
By W. Rockwell Kent.

J.

cents.

"The Kaaterskill Fairies."
By Anna Ol
cott Commelin.
Illustrated by Katharine
This is a charming little
Ripley Noyes.
story in the form of an allegory, in which
Care is made to be a Giant, briuging trouble
to all. Price, 75 cents
How to Study Strangers by the Tempera
ment Face and Head. (A Sequel to Heads
and Faces.)
A new de
By Nelson Sizer.
parture in "character jstudy." The brain;
its structure and uses. The skull and its
relation to the brain. Skull made thin by-
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A new facial angle. Tem
brain activity.
perament ; its influence on character. Bene
factors of mankind. Literary and business
Varied and
Talent and culture.
success.
Great historic char
peculiar organizations.
Child cul
acters. Capacity and culture.
ture. Character studies of Bill Nye, Lucy
Stone, Marshall P. Wilder, Gen. B. F. TraProfession of Law, Science, Min
cey, etc.
315 illustrations.
308
pages,
istry, etc.
Price, cloth $1.50.
Notes on Beauty, Vigor and Development
or How to Acquire Plumpness of Form,
Strength of Limb and Beauty of Complexion
with rules for Diet and bathing, and a se
By
ries of improved physical exercises.
William Milo of Loudon. 23 illustrations.
Price 10 cents.
Chronic Diseases, especially the nervous
By D. Rosch. Price,
diseases of women.
25 cents.

Does it pay to
Smoking and Drinking.
smoke? Will the coming man drink wine?
Inebriate asylums and a visit to one. ByPrice, paper
151 pages.
James Parton.
50 cents, cloth 75 cents.
Tobacco ; its Effects on the Human Sys
By Dr. Wm. A. Olcott. With notes
tem.
149 pages.
and additions by Nelson Sizer.
Price 25 cents.
Tea aud Coffee : their Physical, Intellec
tual and Moral Effects on the Human Sys
With notes
By Dr. Wm. A. Olcott.
tem.
118 pages.
and additions by Nelson Sizer.
Price, paper 25 cents.
Muscle-Beating ; or Home Gymnastics for
By C. Klemni, manager of
Sick aud Well.
the gymnasium of Riga. Price, by mail 30
cents.

Life at Home ; or the Family and its Mem

New and
By Wm. Aikman, D.D.
The
Price, cloth $1.50.
revised edition.
subjects of husbands and wives, parents,
children, brothers, sisters, employers aud
employed, anil the altar in the house, form
som of the principal chapter headings in
this book, which has received universal
commendation from the press.
The Encyclopedia of Face and Form
Reading; or. Personal Traits, both Physical
and Mental, revealed by outward signs
through practical and sientific physiognomy
Being a manual of instruction in the know
ledge of the human physiognomy and organ
ism. By Mary Olmsted Stanton, author of
"A Practical and Sientific Treatise on Phy
siognomy" ; "A Chart for the Delineation of
Mental and Physiological Characteristics,"
With an outline of study, glossary and
etc.
classified suggestive questions and elaborate
aids to the study, together with original
articles upon vital subjects by distinguished
Pro
Second edition, roviscd.
auihorities.
Price
Over 1300 pages.
fusely illustrated.

bers.

$5.00.

ADVEKTISEMENTS

The Student's Set
The New Illustrated Self-Instructor

New Physiognomy
Or, Signs of Character, as manifested through
temperament and external forms, and es
Face
Divine."
pecially in the •■Human
One thousand illustrations.
By S. R Wells.

In Phrenology, Physiology nnd Physiognomy.
A complete Handbook for the People. With
over one hundred new illustrations, including
a chart for the use of practical Phrenologists.
umo,
Revised arid printed from New Plates,
By the Renowned Phrenologists,
192 pages.
Profs. O. a and L. N. Fowler. Cloth, $1 00.

$3.00.

Physiology, Animal and Mental
Applied to the Preservation and Restoration of
Health of Body and Power of Mind.
TwentyUna
five" illustrations.
By O. S. Fowler.
Price
edition.
bridged
$1.00.

Lectures on Man
A

series of twenty-one Lectures on Physiology
and Phrenology, delivered by Prof L. N. Fow
ler, during his first tour in England, many of
which are now ou. of print and can only be had
in this volume.
$1,501

The Constitution of Man
Considered in relation to external objects. By
Geo. Combe. With portrait Bound in Cloth,

Brain and Mind
Or, Mental Science Considered in Accordance
with the Principles of Phrenology and in Rela
tion to Modern Physiology.
By
Illustrated.
H. S. Drayton, A.M.. M.D., and James
McNeil, A.M. Extra Cloth, $1.50.

$1.25.

A Natural System of Elocution and
Oratory

Founded on an analysis of the Human Consti
tution considered in its threefold nature —
Mental, Physiological, and Expressional.
By
Price
Thomas A and William Hyde.

The Temperaments
Considered in their relation to Mental Charac
ter and Practical Affairs of Life.
By D. H.
Cloth,
Jacques, M. D.
150 illustrations.

$2.00.
The authors have studied the subject closely, and
This is
present it from new and original standpoints.
not a commonplace book on the plan of numerous
school textbooks, but one well worthy the attention
of all who would excel as speakers, readers, etc.

'$1.50.

Fowler's New Phrenological Bust
With upwards ot one hundred divisions, in
china.
Newly discovered organs are added,
and the old organs have been subdivided to in
dicate the various phases of action which many
of them assume.
It is a perfect model, beau
tiful as a work of art, and is undoubtedly the
latest contribution to Phrenological Science,
and the most complete bust ever published.
Price $5 00.

Hygiene of the Brain

And the Cure of Nervousness. By M. L. Holbkook. Part I. contains chapters on the Brain,
the Spinal Cord, the Cranial and Spinal Nerves.
Value of a Large
How io Cure Nervousness.
Fifty
Supply of Food in Nervous Disorders.
Price $1.00.
Important Questions Answered.
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SCIENCE
By
Graduate

and

RELIGION

BENJAMIN F. LOOMIS,

of the American Institute of Phrenology,

JUST PUBLISHED

Class

of 1886

Illustrated
$1.50
339 Pages,
Showing the Harmony of the Sciences, and their Relation to Re
ligion; or the Relation of Man to the Universe.
The Macrocosm and the Microcosm.
Phrenology and Astrology, or the Influence of the Planets on the
Human Mind, and containing the Horoscope of
Jesus Christ and of Adam.
The Progress of the World, as Explained by the Principles of

Phrenology.
Harmony between Science and Religion; The Keys of the King
dom of Heaven; Spiritual Knowledge; The Bottomless Pit.
"HOLY MATERNITY," by Estelle M. Loomis.
The Principles of Salvation scientifically considered. Philosophy
of Sacrifice. Taurus the Bull. The Opening of the Seal, etc.
" The world is becoming more accustomed to monopolies, large

corporations, and trust companies, which are beginning to con
trol every form of trade and business, and it is not surprising to
find that even in the literary world the same spirit which domi
nates commerce is also at work here.
In the above named volume
before us, 'Science and Religion," we find that the author
has not only given us an idea of Science, which in itself is a
large subject to treat, but he has also united the subject of Re
ligion to his comprehensive view of Science, and we have pre
sented to us in one book the key of many interesting subjects
which, as a rule, a reader has to secure several books to study.
It shows us how Astronomy and the Solar System is allied to
Phrenology, and how if the principles of Astrology are true as
applied to this life, they are also applicable to spiritual knowl
It tells us what are the keys to the kingdom of Heaven.
edge.
It lays before us the problem why we should be Christians; and
It speaksof the progressof theworld
the principles of salvation.
Thus, the first
as explained by the principles of Phrenology.
part of the book treats of the Sideral System, and Chapter 1 is
illustrated with views of the Solar System. After speaking of
the comparative dimensions of the sun, the planets and their
satellites, he next introduces, in Part II, the general principles
of Phrenology, the definition of the organs, and as the author
has made a study of Phrenology, he gives in brief an outline of
Part
is devoted to the general views and scope
the subject.
of Astrology, while Part IV shows the harmony between Phren
ology and Astrology, or the influence of the planets onthe human
mind. In this section the writer gives the horoscope cf Jesus
Christ, and shows that He was born at the only time when it was
possible for a perfect man to be born. He goes on to state that
if Christ was born on December 25th, in the year 1, B. C, or
just one week before the beginning of the Christian era, as is ex
plained in the horoscope of Christ, and if Adam were created, or
existed, just four thousand years before the birth of Christ, as is
claimed by Astrology, then if we compute the mean motion of
the planets back for a period of just four thousand years, taking
the horoscope of Christ as a basis, we will then have an approxi
mate horoscope for the first man, Adam, and it would indicate
that Adam had his memorable existence and trials in the year
4001, B. C.
We believe this is an original thought with Mr. Loo
mis and wa commend his theories to our readers, for we believe
that the originality of the book will appeal to many in a new
light.."- ^Phrenological Journal.
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MINING STOCKS that almoet sell themselves, viz.,
Wyandot, Summit. Toledo-Cripple Creek,
Gold Cain, and Commercial Han's. Guaranteed O.
K. or Subject to exchange. Write for terms and ten
Mining Rules. Address Dr. II. A. Mnmaw, Elkhart,
Ind.
The

NUT AND CEREAL FOODS
FIG HAZEL FRUIT BREAD

Sample of cither by mall, ioc ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other "Good Things to Eat," made withont
lard, ■netglue or other dead-animal matter. Write
for lift or send $1 for 5-Ib. box of cample*, cooked
and uncooked.

STRAIGHT EDQE KITCHEN

Being the Commissary Department of the Straight
Edge Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon 8q„ N. Y.
Write for information about the Straight Edge In
dustrie* and wave in which you can co-operate with
us for human betterment, physical, moral, industri
al, social, financial.

\

A

a

a

TABLE DECORATION. KITCHEN ECONOMY. CARE
OF COOKING I'TENSILS. etc. Full of timelv hints on
PREVENTION
AND CURE OF DISEASE!.
Gives
portraits of prominent vegetarians and personal testimon
ials from those who have been cured of long standing dis
eases by the idoptlon of natural method of living. TELLS

Company
N.

Y., City

one of the standard sport men's pub
lications of the country and possesses
features of interest pertaining to no
other sportsmen's publication.

ness, benevolence and sympathy In children.
magazine
for the whole family. Uniquely printed, well illustrated.
Published monthly.
Sent
Pages
by io Inches in size.
months,
year, for $i.oo;
post-paid to your address,
month, for 10c. No free
for 50.;
months for 25c.;
copies.
A

-

b

-

HOW TO CUT DOWN LIVING EXPENSES WITH
OUT GOING WITHOUT ANY OF LIFE'S NECESS
ITIES. EXPLAINS THE ONLY WAY OF PERMAN
ENTLY CURING THE LIQUOR HABIT. WAYS TO
Valu
INCREASE MUSCLE AND BRAIN POWER.
able hints on Child-Culture — bow to Inculcate unselfish

1 i

-

a

SPORTSMAN

In writing

cleaner body,
healthier mentality and higher morality. Advocates dis
use of flesh, fish and fowl as food; hygienic living and
natural methods of obtaining health.
Preaches humanUpholds
itarianlsm. purity and temperance in all things.
all that's sensible, right and decent. Able contributors.
Has a Household Departme.it which tells how to prepare
Healthful and Nutritious Dishes without the use of meats
or animal fats. Gives valuable Tested Receipes and use
ful hints on HYGIENE. SELECTION
OF FOODS.
a

THE AMATEUR
Published By The
M. T. Richardson

Vegetarian

THE VEGETARIAN MAGAZINE.
The Vegetarian Magizine stands for

a FREE SAMPLE COPT OF

It is

of Masonic

Become

HUNTING

Park Place,

sonic books.
& CO., Publishers and Manufacturer*
Goods. No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

And become stronger, healthier, happier, clearer- headed
-and save monev. Learn about Vegetarianism through

-OR-

23

Jf

Tfik

FREE to F. A. M. A beautiful
Masonic Calendar, also large catalogue of Masonic books and goods
with bottom prices. Regalia, Jcwels, Badges, Pins, Charms and Lodge
Beware of spurious M*Supplies.

CO., Jeriey City, H. I.

You Are Interested In

for

_

REDDING

FISHING
Send

I

do not
have studdied this business for many yearn.
undertake a proposition unless I am convinced MYSELF
Write for particulars or call and talk it
that it Is good.
over, Address, Dr. H. A. Mumaw. Elkhart, Ind.
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If

LEGITIMATE mining investments are SAFE and
PROFITABLE. I deal In THAT KIND ONLY. I

*/^^^^r

If you don't know DDCON QUALITY «end 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE.
Mention this adv.
DIXON CRUCIBLE

.American Bee Journal. 334Dearborn St ..Chicago I

-^^J

o
di:
FOR HIGH QUALITY

JOSEPH

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

tells bow to make the moat money with bees.
Contributors are pmctical honey-producers
who know how. Interesting — instructive. $1
per year;Jmos. (13copies), 20c. Bamplefree. I
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FRUIT,

DATENUT
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Kuide to success. The Weekly
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UNCOOKED

Vegetarian Magazine
»0 DEAKBORS ST., Chicago,
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

All forms of mild

and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,
by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
this work. No insane.
2 lady-physicians.
2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap.
Address F. WILSON HURD, North Water Gap, Monroe Cq.,J?a.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM

THE EASTON SANITARIUM
EASTON. PA.

Greenwich, Conn.

Attractive, homelike, and Hist class in all respects.
Correspondence solicited.
H. M. Hitcuuock, M.D., Prop.

Appleton's Cyclopedia, MuhlICppC—
l\LL bach's Historical Romances, Web

ster's

International

Dictionary,

Ridpath's

ns, or friends
Physicians, parents, t
desire to
s patients in a quiet, wellplace any mental or
home
can
furnished
here they
receive good care. And
Homeopathic treatment,should visit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. Over twenty years' experiencein
the Middletown (N. V.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, 1661. For circularsaddress

C.

History of the World, Home Library of Law,
The Old Farm, Bible Reference Library, and
Particulars
other standard works.
free.
Address, Dr. H. A. Mumaw, Elkhart, Ind.

M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
■
126 State Street, Chicago

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
D.

A'meria, Norton Co., Kansas
U. S. MAIL.
No. 3

TRAIL,

No. 53

Send for Pamfhlet.

Learn Mind Re-ding for Profit
or Pleasure. Our book gives you

facta that enable you to become
expert in a short time. Clear,
<■<■!.<
■:-(■.complete directions and
full information
teaching you to
do the feats of Mind Readers now
before tho public,
and explicit
directions for turning this know
ledge to Profit.
"Knowledge it* Power" and fllnd
making knowledge.
Reading in
25c. postpaid.
Agents wanted.
Geo. L Williams & Co., Box -45.
Grand Crossing Station. Chicago, U. S. A.

MILLER

S

HOTEL

37, SO & 41 West 26th St.,

UNWRITTEN

is the latest startling
new— Phynical— principle
It lays bare the hitherto
proof of scientific phrenology.
and
of
and words.
meanings
sense
sounds
It
elusive
The first true guide to
simpliflep effective language.
•
word choice for 'reason why," or for emotional and
psychic effects; to acquiring languages. By the author
of Ernes" Brain Book.
$2.00 postpaid. Write to-day.

In 1870

Convenient to electric
the center of the city.
and elevated cars.
Near Madison Square, the
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
Elec
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city ; same
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One of the principal events of the
month has been the marriage of Al
fonso, the King of Spain, to Princess
Ena of Battenburg. Since his boyhood
days we have taken a deep interest in
the preparation, development and char
acter of this youthful monarch and the
care with which his
fond mother
trained him for his present position.
Being naturally delicate in organiza
tion, he has not been able to do as
much with his talents or abilities as he
would had he been one of robust or
ganization ; hence, some allowance must
be made for him on this account.
We
refer our readers to the P.
of Au
portrait and
gust, 1902, for a fine
sketch of him when he was crowned
king, at sixteen.
We
trust that with the sturdy,
healthy English stock which his wife
represents, she will add much to his
serenity of mind, vitality of constitu
tion, and success as a monarch.
He speaks French, English and Ger
man fluently, and has modern views
regarding his place, position and office,
and is anxious to fill the same credit

J.

A

the

King.

Elliott, of

Sir West Ridgeway is widely known
in both hemispheres ; he has travelled
widely and has held a government posi
tion in Dublin and Australia, also many
positions of importance in England.
In England and Australia he is held
in high esteem, and his career has been
a brilliant one; even in Ireland he was
looked upon as a very fair adminis
trator, his impartiality being apparent
in the discharge of all his duties.
At

He is possessed of a bright and
intelligent eye, a graceful gait when
walking, and a high and well-developed
His ear is quite an index to
forehead.
his character, and in all his portraits
we observe the same characteristics,
namely, that the upper lobe is large
and prominent, while the lower lobe is
small and pressed close upon the cheek.
This indicates that he has more intellect
than vitality.
It would not have done for him to
have married a wife as nervously in
clined as himself, and we look forward
with considerable interest to the bene
fit to Spain of this happy marriage.
It is interesting to note what a yearn
ing there is for common things and
simple pleasures among the younger
royalties to-day, and especially so of
the sensible courtship of King Alfonso,
which, according to reports, seems to
have delighted all Europe. The Queen,
whose adopted name is Victoria, is a
true type of the British temperament,
with the
and this should harmonize
of the
highly nervous temperament
ably.

Near View Of Sir West Ridgeway*
By D. T.

present time his name is
before the public as the

prominently

IJuiy

Londox.

chairman of the
appointed
South African Committee; it is fully
anticipated that he will show the same
impartiality and unswerving loyalty to
duty that has characterized him in the

recently

past.

To successfully pilot such a com
mittee and give an unbiased judgment
upon all the evidence that will be pre
sented to it requires a comprehensive
mind; also a sound judgment, with the
ability to grasp the importance of de
tails.
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It will

of
that Sir West Eidgeway
possesses those qualities in a large de
gree that are essential to wise states
manship and a nrudent administrator.
He has a large brain, and the photo
shows no marked depression in eitber
region; therefore we judge his fairmindedness
and cautious spirit
and
capability for balancing the pros and
cons of a difficult subject will be very
much in evidence in all he undertakes.
The form of the frontal region indi
cates a predominance
of perceptive
power, and he may be judged as a ready
be very clear to the student

Phrenology

observer,

wide-awake
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or statecraft.
In conversation he will excel and
will always manifest an affable spirit.
Hard work, requiring muscular en
ergy, will not be very agreeable to his
taste, the motive temperament not be
ing a marked feature in his physical
make-up; but he will be interested in

and business-like

in all his methods; therefore little will
escape his mental alertness, and he is
not to be talked over nor imposed upon
by anyone, however subtle and cunning
they may be.

His intuitive sagacity is remarkable,
it is not difficult for him to cor

and

rectly judge the quality and character
of those with whom he comes in
contact.
He has a keen sense of fun, will
heartily appreciate lively society, and
he can always take a prominent part in
entertaining his friends.
He will be in his element in telling a
story, or in relating some of his per
istics

sonal experiences

;

no company

will

be

dull that has the privilege of entertain
ing him.
He may be regarded as a most un
selfish

man, yet discreet

and business
like in small things as in big things.
1 1 is strong sympathies will make him
philanthropic in sentiment, but he will
never be a sentimental man : the crown
of the head is too strong for him to dis
play any such weakness.
His ideas of duty, justice and moral
obligations make him very circumspect
and just toward his fellows; the head is
high and broad in its posterior region.
There is a large degree of mental
capacity for planning and organizing
work, also mental smartness and bril
liancy, and he will always be up-todate, quick to recognize what is prac
tical, utilitarian, and valuable in science

BIB WEST RIDGEWAY.

physical exercises and manifest a good
share of activity and energy.
His deep, broad chin is indicative of
great vitality, the nose also being indi
cative of a planning mind and a good
respiratory system.
It can be no surprise that Sir West
is
remarkably
Ridgeway
popular
amongst his many friends; he is youth
ful for his years and will always appear
buoyant in spirit.
The particular work upon which he
is now engaged in South Africa re
quires great sagacity and a tolerant
spirit, and we are quite sure Sir West
Ridgeway will use these traits, and the
present commission will add lustre to
'*
his fame.

l-My
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Brain Roofs and Porticos.

No. III.

CHARACTER STUDY FOR BUSY MEN AND WOMEN,
Again we present to our readers a
number of portraits which contrast in
a very practical
manner the outlines
of
heads belonging to men of dif
ferent standings in life and known for
different characteristics.
These com
parisons are largely given, so that our
readers may, at a glance, notice the
differences
among men, and become
character readers themselves.
No. 1 is the head of the late Samuel
P. Langley, who passed away in Febru
ary, and whom the country acknowl-

N'o. 1.

Among other things, he
the fact that the "sun is
blue," as it is sometimes sensationally
stated; in other words, that since the
atmosphere absorbs a relatively larger
amount of the red than of the blue
rays, the actual color of pure sunlight,
it
would
outside
the
as
appear
earth's atmospheric
envelope, is more
bluish than the filtered light that we
In scientific circles he
call daylight.
will be remembered and honored be
cause of his investigations and discovservatories.
established

THE LATE PKOE. LANGLEY.

edges was one of its most eminent
men of science.
As secretary of the
Smithsonian Institute, he had, since
1887, been at the head of the great
center for the ''increase
government
and diffusion of knowledge." But his
position in the scientific world had
been fixed before that by his work at
Allegheny Observatory (Pa.) of which
he
became director at the age of
thirty-three, after working first as a
civil engineer, then as an architect,
and then in several astronomical ob

No. 2.

in

ALFRED

R. GOSLIN.

solar physics.
Among the
at large, however, he will be
chiefly remembered because of his ex
periments that led to the successful de
velopment of the aeroplane, or flying
machine.
the aeroplane is to solve
the problem of aeronautics,
Professor
Langley will stand in the same relation
to the aerodrome that Robert Fulton
does to the steamboat;
at least, his
with aeroplanes caused
experiments
more advance in practical aeronautics
in ten years than had been accom
eries

people

If
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plished in the previous
years.

one

hundred

■

It will be seen, from his portrait,
that Professor Langley possessed large
Causality (a), large Ideality (b), large,
Comparison (c), and large Constructiveness

(d).

Langley with No. 2, Al
Goslin, a fugitive, notorious
for years as a Wall Street operator in
He is a notorious
many shady deals.
stock manipulator, and is reputed to
have piled up a fortune of $2,000,000
Compare

fred R.

No. 8.

ANDREW

CARNEGIE.

through his various stock schemes. He
was mentioned in connection with the
520 per cent. Miller-Franklin syndi
the Phenix Na
cate, who unloaded
tional Bank on J. P. Morgan, at
Goslin's luck has been al
$5,000,000.
most a proverb.
With eel-like ease he
has slipped away from prosecution
a
dozen times on various criminal charges.
It will be noticed that Goslin has a
very retreating forehead (a), and is de
ficient in those mental qualities of
reflection that made Langley so famous;
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while he is particularly full in the
temples (b), showing large Acquisitive
ness, and is well developed over the
eyes(c) showing large Perceptive facul
ties.
No. 3 represents Andrew Carnegie,
who is a well-preserved
and well-bal
anced man, one whose perseverance and
industry should be an object lesson to
our rising young men.
He was not
born with a silver spoon in his mouth,
as his little daughter has been, neither
had he golden opportunities or a col-

No. 4.

JAMES DONNELLY.

lege education to back him in his work ;
but he used his own energy of mind, his
ingenuity and steadfastness of purpose,
and these have helped him to rise in the
world of fame so that he is captain of
industry, dean of wealth, a Peabody of
philanthropy, and many practical ideas,
from a phrenological point of view, can
be gathered from his outline of head.
His head is long and broad, rather
than high and narrow. The width of
his head at the base over the ears is the
starting point which enabled him fifty
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five years ago to take pleasure in his
work and show executiveness as a mes
senger boy of the Ohio Telegraph Com
pany, at fourteen years of age, where
he earned $2.50 per week; then as a
telegraph operator at a salary of $25
per month, when the first telegraph
operators received messages by sound
instead of by tape. Idleness and irreso
lution have never been a temptation to
him, as is the case with many young
men to-day.
His breadth of head in
the temples shows him to be a man of
to
considerable
ingenuity,
capacity
work out new ideas, and ready re
Thus, Con
of mind.
sourcefulness
struct iveness, together with Acquisi
tiveness, are actively developed.
Compare Carnegie with portrait No.
4, James Donnelly, alias "The Conse

[July

quential Mick," who was arrested

on
on a charge of
fraudulently procuring money in the
names of labor organizations.
He was
convicted and sentenced to imprison
ment.
His age is forty-three ; height,
five feet four inches; weight, 164
December

17th,

1904,

build, heavy; hair, brown;
blue; complexion and mustache,
medium dark; born in the United
pound.-;;
eyes,

States

;

occupation,

It will

canvasser.

noticed that the whole
trend of the head from the forehead,
brow, nose, lips and chin, and length
from chin to the occipital region is
diametrically opposite in the two por
traits, 3 and 4.
be

By the Editor.

Illustrations

by F. Koch.

Tolstoy The Teacher,
W.

All

Scott Given.

have been lately turned
unhappy Russia. The civilized
world is awaiting attentively the out
come of her fight for freedom — for the
struggle is not over yet, it has only
eyes

toward

begun.

Intimately associated with Russia is
name of Tolstoy, the great writer
and reformer. The Czar and the Rus
sian nobility fear him, the people love
him.
The man who thus makes his mark
on a nation is a great man, and we as
students of Human nature make such
men our peculiar study.
In examining
the portraits of notable men we see the
confirmation, or otherwise, of phreno
logical and physiognomical truths: let
us therefore analyze briefly the charac
teristics of the face before us and see
what it tells.
The head is long, the
features are well marked and large,
which gives a good hold on life.
tlM?

of Darwin about him
after facts —
and also something of Carlyle in the
rugged outlines.
The temperament is Motive- Mental,
which, of course, gives endurance and
Such men write and
staying power.
work for a purpose.
The forehead is
high and broad, indicating executive
ability, sympathy and a sacred regard
The deep-set
for the higher truths.
eyes, the overhanging eyebrows and the
two furrows between them are the out
ward symbols of serious thought and
love of justice ; the outcome of a desire
It also indi
to examine and analyze.
cates concentration. The broad nose is
It tells of
an Eastern characteristic.
policy, tact and a deep knowledge of
human nature — hence he clothes his
He
doctrines in the form of a novel.
There is

a look

— the scientific

searcher

knows the people will read a novel
sooner than a sermon, so he gives them

1906.1
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THE TEACHER.
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the sermon in the guise of a novel.
He looks the seer and the prophet.
He is forcible, yet persuasive.
The
man has naturally a quiet, peace-lov

[July

ing, studious disposition, and it is only
the existence of injustice and oppres
sion around him which arouses him to
action; for this man is a lover of men.

How Will Influences Character.
By George Markley.

a

it

a

a

it

a

is

is

a

is,

is,

it

is,

a

of

I
a

is

;

of

if

I

a

I

within his mental make-up
faculty of
the will in such
state, or condition
(always ready to act), that, when cer
tain stimuli are presented,
will at
once be excited to activity. We do not
need the aid of mental science in arriv

"The true nature of Firm

to give stability, fortitude, fixed
ness of purpose and constancy of char
acter to enable one to stand up against
the current of opposition, to hold one's
faculties to their work until the duty
fulfilled. The influence seems to termi
nate on the mind itself, giving the qual
ity of permanency
to the manifesta
tions
the other powers." — Nelson
is

a

by

a

There
clause or phrase in each
sentence
just quoted
to
which
to particularly
desire
call the at
tention of the reader.
In the first
sentence
these
words
occur:
"It
the faculty,
not always active,
at least always ready to act."
From
this would infer that every person has
is

subject?
ness

psychologists.

is

it

These two sentences, copied verbatim

from "Heath's Pedagogical Library,"
text-book for public school teachers, and
recent publication on psychology, will
give the reader some idea of the philo
sophical (?) jargon and meaningless
jumble of terms so often employed

I

I

will."

I

is,

it

is,

a

is

"It
the power of willing, always
within the reach of souls energetic and
truly masters of themselves, that con
stitutes moral power, or, in
single
Character, thus un
word — character.
without doubt, the aggre
derstood,
gate of moral faculties in opposition to
intellectual faculties; but
above
all, the energy and firmness of the

is

if

is,

will."

ing at the conclusion that, to say the
mistake.
For every
least, this
reader of this article knows, or has
known, persons whose Wills
was al
most impossible
to excite to activity,
even when in imminent danger of bod
ily harm; so that
strong or active
Will
not
commodity carried about
with all persons continually; not even
"will ready to act"
at hand at all
times with every one.
In the second sentence we find these
words: "Character thus understood
without doubt, the aggregate of the
moral faculties in opposition to intel
lectual faculties; but
above all, the
energy and firmness of the will."
must let the reader make his own
criticisms on this latter quotation, as
confess that
am not able to in any
sense comprehend such
mass of cha
otic terms.
The most
can say
that
case
"confu
appears to me to be
sion worse confounded."
What lias phrenology to say on the

a

character. — What is
called will, in fact, is not the power to
perforin once or twice, reflective acts ;
it is the faculty, if not always active,
at least always ready to act, in con
forming our life to the dictates of rea
son ; it
in some sort,
we may asso
ciate these two words, the habit of the

"The will and

Sizer, in "Choice of Pursuits."
In discussing the will cure, in
"Human Science," 0. S. Fowler has
this to say: "Vitotiveness puts forth
this will to live, and contributes essen
tially to the perseverance of life by ere
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ating a resistance to disease; tliat is to
say, the individual has, or may have,
some strong object in view to live for,
and consciously,
or maybe more fre
quently unconsciously, in his desire to
prolong life, he appeals to and arouses
Vitativeness into a renewed state of ac
tivity, and then his Firmness, whatever
its development may be, comes to and
sustains the activity and power of this
faculty over the physical conditions,
and many, many times, disease is over
come and health restored, and nurse
and doctor are wondrously surprised
and even disappointed at the sudden re
covery of patients who have been given
up to die. This being true of this fac

ulty, it will certainly hold good with
other faculties."
Large or very large organs in the
brain and strong faculties in the mind
dominate and control the whole or
ganism — marshall all the other organs
and faculties to their support in grati
fying their desires, and, as long as these
stronger powers of the mind are not re
strained from their full activity and
are supported by a strong development
of Firmness, they will show a strong
"will power" in whatever direction
these larger organs of the brain and
stronger faculties of the mind may lead.
"This faculty (Firmness) contrib
utes greatly to success in any enterprise
by communicating the quality of per
severance.
.
.
.
Fortitude and pa
tience, also, as distinguished from ac
tive courage, result from this faculty." —
"System of Phrenology," by George
Combe.

Even the larger and stronger nerve
centers in the brain, and faculties of
the mind, in seeking their gratifica
tions, will be more or less desultory in
their action where Firmness is weak in
development; while, on the other hand,
organs that are not so strongly marked
as some others in the same head may

be,
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under the direction of the Intellect,

Firmness, will
supported
by strong
show a stability of purpose in growth
and culture by being almost forced into
constant activity that is bordering on
the marvellous. Again, this same con
dition of mental culture is oftentimes
observed in the restraint that can be
to bear on organs
that are
brought
larger, or, maybe, Very large, which
may stand as much in the way of the
success of the individual as weak or
gans will.
In discussing this condition or power
of the mind, the psychologist treats it
(the will)

as

a

single faculty, while

the phrenologist is compelled to con
sider it in a more general manner, i.e.,
a many-sided condition in the mental
economy of man.
The
as understood
by the

will,

phrenologist, in a community of, say, a
few hundred persons, may be as multi
colored and mottled as the leaves of the
trees in autumn — being colored by the
faculty, or faculties, which may be sup
ported by Firmness, and acting with it.
"In the brain it occupies a part of
the anterior central convolution border
ing on the fissure of Rolando. Its size
is measured by the height of the head
directly above the ears.
"It is the function of this organ to
give fixedness of purpose, perseverance,
and determination to character.
It has
no relation to external objects ; its influ
ence operates upon the mind itself, in
teriorly and subjectively, contributing
the quality of steadiness and persistance to the manifestations of the other
faculties." — "Brain and Mind," by
Henry S. Drayton, A.M., M.D., and
James McNeil, A.M.
Again, the will may be as fickle and
rest at as many points of the mariner's
that is
compass as the weathervane
turned from one point to the other by
every changing wind.
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The Scientific Drawing of
No.

the

[July

Human Head.

III.

By Frederick

Koch.
between the ear and the eye and super
ciliary ridge, and the length between
the ear and chin increases more in pro
portion than the other relations in dis
tances.

Lesson No. I.
The diameter of the head of a child
one year old is about }i the length of
the diameter of the head of the fullIn the diagram we
grown person.
make allowance of one square, by lay
ing out the outlines of the skull in a
little over the length of three squares.
The face is small in proportion to
the skull, the nose and upper lip pro
ject, and the chin retreats.
Lesson No. II.
Observe the length of the cheek with
the height of the same.
The fullness
and proportionate large size of the
LESSON

I.

In the antique and heroic forms of
the human figure the size of the head
in proportion to the whole body is about
that is. the whole figure is eight
times the length of the head.
This relation of size gives larger pro
portions to the figure at the expense
of the head.
The full developed and
well-proportioned head is not more than
1/7 part of the full length of the figure.
Of the new-born child the length of
the head is about H the size of the
lengtli of the whole body. In children
of two years old. 1/5. and ten years
old. l/(i the length of the whole body.
Throughout the development, up to
maturity, or up to ripe age, the eye,
with its neighboring mental faculties,
and especially the chin, grows or pushes
forward more so than other parts of
the head.
In other words, the distance

lesson II.
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cheek, extending toward the neck, make
the other features of the face appear

V
LESSON

III.
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ward; so is the chin, whereas the ridge
of the nose descends now more in hor
izontal direction.
Lesson No. V.
It should be the aim of the student
to memorize the characteristic forms of
the varying ages, by contrast and com
parison, and so develop observation, and
receive stronger impressions of forms,
which observations are more vividly im
pressed in the memory.
Note the development of the lower
part of the head, the width of the neck,
the length of the nosi\ the prominence
of the eye, revealing power of observa
tion, the advanced chin, revealing power
of will.
Lesson No. VI.
The characteristics which distinguish
the female head from the male head
are evenness, and gracefulness of lines.
Although the angularity of the male
head is not yet pronounced to a marked
degree in the boy's head, yet the lines
and curves of the forehead, eye, nose,
mouth, chin, cheeks, and especially the
neck of girls are distinctly softer and
more graceful.

small. The neck of the child is short
and thin. The distance from eye to nose
is shorter than from nose to chin. The
ear is placed in horizontal direction
with the nose, and is slightly larger.

Lesson No. III.
The lines of the finished head show
a tendency toward roundness and full
ness. The back and upper part of the
skull appears large, partly because of
the larger development
of the social
group of the brain, and also appearing
so from the weak, thin, and undevel
oped muscles in the neck.
Lesson No. IV.
The size of the head of a ten-yearold child is about % the size of the head
of the full-grown person.
Like in previous lessons, we com
mence by plac ing the ear as the centerpoint, and proceed with the outline of
the skull, position of the eye, nose,
mouth, and chin, etc.
The eye, as compared with the baby
head, is more advanced or pushed for

i

I

/

(
LESSON IV.

LESSON VI.
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Surgical Operation Restores Mental Balance.
By Joseph E. Chambers,
Chief Surgeon of the Cosmopolitan
The following remarks on a surgical
operation that was made upon W.
M., aged 37, who was a member of
the St. Louis metropolitan police force,
show what is being done in surgery to
locate
functional
cerebral
derange
ments.
Dr. Chambers was requested
about the first of last July to visit W.
M. at the St. Louis Asylum by some
of his friends, who believed that his
case came within the domain of sur
His case had been pronounced
gery.
incurable in two asylums, and, as it is
the custom of the city asylums to con

J.

J.

vey all patients pronounced incurable
to the incurable ward of the "Poor
Farm," his friends became desperate.
They tried to connect with his insanity
an injury lie had received to the head
more than three and a half years be
fore the symptoms began to develop.
Dr. Chambers found the patient in a
state resembling dementia, with hyster

M.D.

Sanitarium, St. Louis, Mo.

ical melancholia, face florid, but ema
ciated, and pupils extremely dilated, re
sembling the dilation of glycosuria, and
was sure, from the first time he looked
into his face that he had a functional
derangement of the brain, instead of a
diseased brain.
A physical examina
tion of the cranium revealed a sensitive
area, with all the symptoms of a recent
fracture in the right parietal eminence,
about two inches from the crown.
Ex
amination of this area caused the pa
tient to shrink down in his seat, his
face to pale, his eyes to become glassy,
with a fainting expression, his pupils
to dilate further, and it also produced

heart weakness and a general appear
ance of collapse.
He soon recovered
when pressure was removed.
When the
above symptoms were repeated several
times, they convinced the surgeon that
there was bone thickening or endo-ostosis from an old fracture.
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the periostum.
center of the

Cause

of Wound.

About four years previous,
while
walking his beat, the patient was set
upon by ruffians, who, snatching his
club, beat him over the head. In the
scuffle he managed to get his revolver,
and succeeded in killing one of his
Horrified by their work,
assailants.
they ran away, leaving him insensible.
Other police soon arrived and conveyed
the patient to the City Dispensary.
Here he revived, had a scalp wound
two and a half inches long closed, and
was pronounced
free from serious in
The next day he went back to
jury.
work as usual and continued his regular
duty for three years and nine months,
w1 en he suddenly became wildly mani
acal.
For seven weeks he was in a
straight-jacket at St. Vincent's Asy
lum ; then became milder and morose,
and was pronounced incurable, having
The pa
apparently acute dementia.
tient Inst about sixty pounds in weight
in three months, which fact was attrib
uted as the strongest evidence of acute
dementia (brain softening) ; but to Dr.
Chambers it was an evidence of mal
nutrition from cerebral disturbance.

The Operation".
The patient was then removed to a
hospital, where, after ten days, he was
The incisions were
operated
upon.
made down the skull, cutting through

They

[July

crossed at the
area, making
four
right-angled
triangular
flaps.
Then the points of the flaps were turned
back and carefully dissected, so as to
leave as much connective and vascular
tissue adhering to the periostum as
possible.
Fig. 1 shows how the flaps were
dissected back. The periostum, with its
adherent connective
tissue was then
These inner
separated from the bone.
flaps were then turned back, as shown
in Fig. 2. A well-marked line of the
old fracture was then brought into
view, as shown in the same figure, al
most parallel with the great longi
tudinal sinus, and about two inches to
the right of it. The operative field was
now laid out with the flat chisel points,
using the small, round chisels for the
corners.
Fig. 3 very plainly represents the
field of operation after it had been
laid out and the bone had been cut
about one-third through, the furrows
on
the sides
always
being
deeper
than on the end, until the cavity
The outer table was
was penetrated.
found to be thicker than normal, and
the inner table about three times its
normal thickness.
The opening into
the cranium was about one and threequarter inches by one inch. The inner
table on the right side was found to be
sensitive
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thicker, for the reason that the
fracture had diverged toward the right
side, and it was thickest at the point
barely within the margin of the open
Just beyond the margin of the
ing.
opening on the right side, and project
ing within the skull, was quite a thick
ened portion of bone, which was care
fully removed with the curved rongeur.
After this, by the use of the straight
rongeur, the inner plate was trimmed
out on all the margins of the opening,
giving it the appearance of an inverted
The brain membranes were
hopper.
much

nowhere

adherent to the bone and ap
peared perfectly healthy.
Fig. 4 fairly represents the case com
pleted, before the wound was closed.
By changing the position of the head
-and inserting the finger on the various
margins of the opening, all bone press
ure was removed.
Then the wound
was thoroughly dried with gauze and
the inner flaps were closed with tenleaving a small
•day catgut sutures,
■drain in the center, composed of about
six strands of the same catgut ( Fig. 5 ) .
Then the scalp was closed by means of
the same sutures
and covered with
about two ounces of dry acetanilid, over
which was placed sterile gauze, and
"the head bandage was then applied.
This dressing was allowed to remain
for four days.
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As soon as the patient came out
from under the influence of the anes
thetic he was perfectly rational, but
He was kept quiet for
quite feeble.
two days before being allowed to be seen
by any of his friends. At this time he
had tiie appearance of one feeble, both
mentally and physically, but his men
tality was otherwise perfectly rational.
There was a marked improvement in
his mental strength from day to day
and no symptoms at any time of re
currence of insanity of any form, now
that there was no longer pressure upon
the brain. At the end of ten weeks the
doctor consented to have him resume
his duties, and certified to his superiors
on the force that he was a perfectly
He accordingly resumed
sound man.
his duties as a policeman.

This above case is described to show
that by a surgical operation the mind
can often be restored to a normal state,
and many are the instances on record of
what
how Phrenology has predicted
surgery could do.
We wish to thank Mr. J. M. Fitz
gerald, of Chicago, and Dr. W. C.
Langhurst, of Aurora, 111., for draw
Both
ing our attention to this case.
gentlemen are able advocates of Phren
ology, and the latter is a progressive
physician and surgeon.
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No. G5G. James LaFayette Fitzger
ald, Chicago, 111. — This little boy is full
of life, energy, spirit and enthusiasm.
He will keep any one lively wherever he
is and he will make a good chum for an
He is companion
older, staid person.
able also and will absorb the attention

of a roomful of people, both now and
when he is a full-grown man.
He will
never wait for any one else to start a
conversation if there is any lull, for his
mind is so full of things he wants to
express that he will be forced to talk
about them, and other people will have
to get their say in as best they can.
He is a child who will be very enthu
siastic, and he will warm peoule up to
bis way of looking at things.
He will
not be able to put up with people who
are cold, indifferent, apathetic, or mel
ancholic.
He is just the opposite of
these things himself; therefore he will
generally feel in good trim, will laugh
olf disappointments, make the best of
and really convert
a
circumstances,
good thing out of what appeared at the
outset to be a grave error or mistake.
His head is remarkably full in the
anterior portion and broad above the
ears, and he has apparently a good
height of head from the opening of the
There is
ears to the top of the head.
sturdiness to his constitu
exceptional
tion, and every action of his shows that
he will respond lustily to appeals made
He
to him for an expression of energy.
will have no half and half ideas about
When he is asked for an
anything.
opinion

No. 056.—Baby Jimmle at 10 months old
and Mb mother.

[July

he

will not say:

and so is true," or "I think
such and such a subject."
positive

"I think
I believe

so

in
He will be
concerning everything and he
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will be so good-natured over expressing
his opinion that, in the large majority
of eases, people will agree with him and
not care to take sides against him, for
fear they will get the worst of the argu
ment.

He is a very ingenious little fellow
and will very early show his inventive,
-as well as his mathematical, ability.
He
will work out his own reasons for things
and look ahead in his lessons and work
out more problems
than his teacher
gives him. He is quite old for his age
in many of his ways and actions, and
he will show a wonderful understand
ing about things that will surprise his
teachers, and they will wonder where
he gets his ideas from.
He has a remarkable
development
■of Sublimity, and this will incline him
to work out large problems, immense
projects, and cope with vast specula
tions or big machinery.
he becomes
a physician he will command
a large
I' ractice, for lie will be popular, and
1. is capacity for work will be enormous.
In surgery he will do some wonderful
things and will see possibilities where
others will stop at the brink of an un
dertaking and hesitate for fear of
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to his parents and the com
wherever
he lives.
We can
he
will
invent
that
safely predict (1)
and contrive some new lines of laborsaving machinery, (2) that he will
write some remarkable book on surgery
blessing

munity

which will practically startle minds of
slower growth, (3) and that he will be
a capitalist and control public money
and work out some large philanthropic
schemes.

If

failure.
He should be carefully trained, not
spoiled, but allowed to grow up as nat
urally as possible; then he will be a

No. 656. — Babv Jimmie at 7 months
old. Weight, 2V/2 lbs.; cir. of head, 18
inches.

No. 656. — Baby Jimmie at
old; just after his bath.

5

months

Prize Offers and Awards.
The prize for the June competition
has been awarded to George Tester for
his clever comparison of the character
istics of the Disciples, who
he said,
were wisely sent out by their Master in
twos, instead of singly. Croat penetra
tion of character was shown by our
Lord in selecting two of opposite dispo
sitions.
Mr. Thomas Spavin stands
next in the competition, and wrote a
description of Jacob; his article was
•quite interesting, and on Phrenologi
cal lines. Next in order stood the essavs
of Mr. A. M. Growden (111.), and S. E.

Baker, whose competitions were a tie,
the former writing on "The Prodigal
Son," the latter on "Ruth and Naomi."
All are to be congratulated on the ex
cellence of their papers, our only regret
being that all cannot obtain the prize.
For July the subject for competition
is "Scientific Marriage," and how to
select suitable partners for life.
For August the competition will be
for the best article on how to cultivate
This should
the organ of Self-Esteem.
to write
theme
a
very interesting
prove
upon.
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The subject for September will be
on what faculties are exercised in Scien
tific, Philosophic and Emotional Lit
erature ?
The October competition will be for
the best essay on the organ of Causality
and its use among the intellectual fac
ulties.
The subject for November is the best

Christmas story of about six hundred
words.

All the competitions should be sent
in to the office of the Phrenological
Journal on or before the 1st of each
month, and be written in ink on one
side of the paper only, and directed to
the Prize Department.
Let us have
a good competition for November.

Science of Health.
NEWS AND NOTES.

if

Fruits for the Sick.

it

a

by

There are many times when the sick
should not eat raw fruit, but can take
cooked fruits.
Any and all fruits may
be cooked — in many different ways —
all attractive. Compotes
fresh
are
fruits stewed; they are usually made
first making
syrup of three and onehalf cups of sugar and two and onehalf cups of water, and boiled five
minutes.
The time must be counted
from the time
actually begins to boil.
When
boiling drop the fruit in
few pieces at
time, so
carefully,
that they will not break; cook until
tender, but firm enough to keep their
ar
remove with
skimmer
shape
dish, then boil down
range daintily on
over
the syrup until thick, then pour
the fruit.
cool before serving.
Let
Apples, pears, peaches, apricots and
oranges may all be cooked in this way.
—Pacific Health Journal.
a

;

a

it

a

it

is

is

Tuberculosis in Hogs.
Apparently danger of the transmis
sion of tuberculosis through food
not confined to the use of beef and
Western pork breeders
dairy products.
are uneasy over the increasing preva
be
lence of swine tuberculosis, which
coming serious question for the farm
ers and packing houses.
hog expert
A

a

if

it

it,

There are many physicians now in
practice who regard the flesh of ani
mals as a stimulant that affects the
brain and nerves, very much like al
coholic stimulants, cocaine or mor
phine. That is one reason why some
people find it so hard to give up the
use of meat.
Dr. Haig, the champion of uric acid
as a cause of disease, says:
"As re
gards nutrition, there is no difficulty,
for plenty of things can be found which
will nourish the body quite as well or
better than meat." "I would also say
that meat not only produces a craving
for stimulants to overcome the rebound
from its own stimulation, but it also
produces thirst, so that those who use it
are driven to drink very considerable
quantities of such fluids as beer, and
thus introduce ever more and more of
the stimulating acids and alcohol."
The more largely the diet consists of
meat, the more difficult it is to do with
out
and most people of that class
will not give
up until disease compels
them to do so. Some people will suffer
with sciatica, gout, rheumatism, neu
ralgia, headache, and other chronic
difficulties, day after day, when,
they
would entirely abstain from all animal
food, tea, coffee, vinegar, pickles, con
diments and sugar, they would in
few
clays' time get relief from pain and

finally get well. They will, however,
they
bring on their trouble again
return to meat eating.

it

Stimulant?

a is

a

;

Is Meat

Miller, M.D.

a

By E. P.
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has expressed the opinion that the ani
mals receive the infection by being fed
with skimmed milk from tuberculous
cows, as during the months when there
is most daily food for hogs the disease
is seen most frequently.

Palpitation of the Heart Due .to
the Use of Tobacco.
This condition is a great deal more
common
than is generally supposed,
and while in many cases it is only a
source of discomfort, in many others
it is very painful and troublesome on
account of the dyspnea it produces, and
it may be productive of serious results.
This trouble comes under the head of
cardiac neuroses, and has no connection
with organic disease, although, if long
continued, may produce dilatation; af
terwards hypertrophy may be induced
as a compensation
to the dilatation.
In smoking tobacco we take in car
bonic oxide,, several ammonias, and an
oil containing nicotine.
empyreumatic
The ammonias and nicotine are the sub
stances which, by acting in numerous
directions, are so deleterious to the sys
tem.
The ammonias act on the blood,
making it alkalin and fluid, thereby
The
impairing its nutritive property.
stomach is debilitated and dyspepsia is
induced.
The innervation of the heart
is disturbed, its action is weak, irregu
lar and intermittent ; palpitation, pre
cordial pain, faintness and vertigo are
the consequences.
Every medical man is familiar with
these symptoms, and in nearly every
case T find that the cause can be traced
to the use of tobacco.
In reference to
the treatment, nothing is very success
ful unless the use of tobacco is in
hibited.
this is made imperative,
and a Cactina Pillet is given every two
or three hours as the occasion demands,
the patient will not only be benefited,
but permanently cured if the treatment
is continued for some time. — Charlotte

If

Med. Jour.

Warts.

Warts are ugly things. You can re
move them without pain and without
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a scar by applications of a su
solution of bichromate
persaturated
potassium everv dav. — Cour. Record of

making
Med.

A Narrow Escape.
The professor was lecturing to the
medical class, and stopped occasionally
to ask a question.
"Suppose," he said, "a young woman,
in walking on a slippery pavement, fell
and dislocated her ankle, and you hap
pened to be on the spot, what would
you do?"
"Rubber," answered the flippant and
The rest of
unthinking young man.
the class held its breath till the pro
fessor went on :
A vigorous rubbing
"Quito correct.
would serve to keep down the swelling
until remedies could be procured and
And the students breathed
applied."
again. — Brooklyn Eagle.

Needless Torture.
During one of the battles in Mexico,
French officer was wounded severely
in the thigh, and for four or five days
several surgeons were engaged in at
tempting to discover the ball. Their
sounding gave him excruciating pain.
On the fifth day he coulcl bear it no
longer, and cried to the surgeons, "Gen
tlemen, in heaven's name, what are you
about ?" "We are looking for the ball."
"Mou Dieu! why didn't you s&y so at
first? It is in iny waistcoat pocket!"
— Modern Eloquence.
a

Grape-Fruit.
Within the last ten years grape-fruit
a breakfast food, or fruit, has be
come very popular, so much so that
most of our best restaurants and fash
ionable dining rooms have placed them
on their bill of fare.
About one-half of
a grape-fruit is served to each person,
and the price varies from ten cents to
forty cents, according to the quality and
size of the fruit served. The true name
of Grape-fruit is Pamela. It is called
grape-fruit beeatise it quite generally
grows in clusters like grapes.
Very
often there will be from two to ten, or
as
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even fifteen, quite large grape-fruits
It is a very
growing on one stem.
interesting sight to go into a grove or
orchard of grape-fruit trees that are
four or five years old and see the vari
ous clusters of this fruit food growing
and maturing on each tree. From five to
twenty-five boxes of grape-fruit are usu
ally gotten from a single tree after they
arc five years old.
Physicians and agricultural chemists
are now making analysis of the medici
nal and dietetic properties of grape
fruit, and hoth as food and in medicinal
properties it is given high rank. . The
peculiar bitter-sweet taste it contains
is derived from citric acid and from
Citric acid is found in
chinconia.
lemons and limes, which contain from
five to seven or more per cent. Grape
fruit only contains about two per cent,
of citric acid, but it is combined with
the flavor of the best quality of oranges.
The juices of grape-fruit are antiseptic,
refreshing and purifying; they are also
tonic without the unpleasant and dele
terious effects of quinine and other bit
ter tonics.

Persons suffering from torpid liver,
constipation, indigestion, malaria, and
kindred difficulties, will find the half
of a medium-size grape-fruit eaten an
hour before breakfast will soon be fol
lowed

by beneficial

Vegetarians

results.

in Paris.

The illustrated part of the Evening
Mail of June 2, 1906, has a short arti
which
cle under the above heading,
reads as follows :
A league has just been formed in
Paris by some prominent vegetarians,
anxious to convince those who do not
share their views that the vegetarian
cuisine is almost as varied as that which
includes meat, fish or game, says Fran
cis Hezzer in the Bystander. And, to
prove this, they have published a cook
ery book, with close upon nine hundred
recipes.

Prince Troubletskoy, the well-known
sculptor, is the high priest of this
league,

and

numberless

are

those

he

brings round to his way of thinking.
Charles Castellani, the panorama artist,

[July

who was with Marchand in Fashoda, is
also a splendid propagandist, and has
converted several ladies, among whom
Mine. Roll, wife of the famous painter ;
Mme. Sigriste, Mine. Judet and others.
The league also comprises the names of
Mme. Sosnomska, the charming lady
doctor ; Dr.de Martel,the son of "Gyp" ;

Dr. Devillers, Maurice Bouchor, Dampt.
Col.
the sculptor; Mile. Brunswick,
Baratier, etc. Leonardo da Vinci, New
ton, Michael Angelo and Wagner were,
we are told, all vegetarians.
Tolstoi and Elisee Reclus also turned
away from animal food, and we are
asked to follow the example of these
men, of whom it cannot be said that
this change of diet in any way affected
their intellect. It is even hinted that
the ladies who cease to be carnivorous
There
retain their beauty much longer.
are, however, no statistics to show this.

Vegetable Medicines.

Under this heading we find the fol
lowing in the Kansas Fanner of May
30,

It

1906.

is much

better

to take

medicine in vegetable foods than to be
swallowing poisonous drugs:
Turnips, onions, cabbage, cauliflower,
watercress, and horseradish contain sul
phur.
Potato, salts of potash.
French beans and lentils give iron.
oil, iodine, iron, phos
Watercress,
phate, and other salts.
Spinach, salts of potassium and iron.
Food specialists rate this the most pre
cious of vegetables.
Cabbage, cauliflower, and spinach are
beneficial

to aenemic people.

Tomatoes stimulate the healthy ac
tion of the liver.
Asparagus benefits the kidneys.
Celery for rheumatism and neuralgia.
It is claimed the carrot forms blood
and beautifies the skin.
Beets and turnips purify the blood
and improve

the appetite.

Lettuce for tired nerves.
Parsley, mustard, cowslip, horserad
ish, dock, dandelion, and beet tops clear

the blood, regulate the system, and re
move that tired feeling so peculiar to

spring.
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The free drinking of hot water
useful in coughs and colds, stimulating
the secretion and exciting free elimina
tion. It might also prove of service in
used at the very first
appendicitis,
symptom of disease. Before inflamma
tion sets in, there
determination of
blood and nervous force to that point.
Pouring in hot fluid, with its relaxing
and solvent power, would tend to con
trol the congestion and assist the bowel
to empty itself.
Theoretically,
sound
and worth trying. —
practice

ciated.

Reply

to

Mr. Brewster's Arguments Againxt
" Brooklyn EagleP

the Science

in

the

Continued from Page 186.
a

a

if

is

Again he says, "If the theory of
true, and
Phrenology
person
should have an accident or
disease and lose
portion of his brain

lie would lose control of those faculties which are supposed to be locatcd within the lost part," but he
"
continues,
Every physician can

is

it

a

Medical Brief.

"Delusion In Phrenology

a

_

Sf

Hot Water in Pain.
The good effects produced by so sim
ple a thing as drinking hot water in
abundance, when troubled with spas
modic pains and localized congestions
affecting any of the internal organs,
need to be realized by experience from
time to time, in order to be fully appre

is

if

cough.
It is claimed that turpentine applied
freely to wounds will prevent tetanus.

short
quick in its action, so that in
while the patient may go about his

is

and hysteria.
epistaxis (nose bleed) suck
ice, put ice on the back of the neck,
and inject into the nostril ice water,
alum water or a solution of tannic acid.
To cure corns, dip a piece of cotton
into spirits of turpentine and apply to
the corn.
The monobromate of camphor is sug
gested in acute nasal catarrh.
Breathing the fumes of turpentine or
carbolic acid will relieve whooping-

For slight

a

headache

If

if

downward and forward.
A large cupful of hot water drank
every half hour, persistently, has cured
severe cases of delirium tremens.
Fifteen grains of pyrogallic acid to
one ounce of vaseline applied locally
will cure ring-worm.
It is stated that smelling the oil of
rosemary relieves or dissipates nervous

Take a man suffering from sudden,
intense pain in the stomach, bowel or
bladder, with renal, vesical or bilious
colic, give him a pitcher containing a
quart of water, almost boiling, and tell
him to drink
teaspoonful at the time,
as fast as lie can, and by the time he has
taken half the water, he begins to ex
little while,
perience relief, and in
after all the water has been drunk, the
well relaxed, profuse urina
system
tion sets in, and, after
nap or short
as good as new.
rest, he
you had given him opium to re
lieve
casual,
severe, pain of this
nature, some time would be needed to
recover from the effects of the opium.
Of course, there are times when noth
ing but some form of opium will re
lieve, but in these fleeting, harrassing
pains, due to colics or temporary con
gestions, hot water, used in the above
manner, will give the best results, and
is

When the brain is much involved in a
disease, quinine is contra-indicated.
The paroxysms of whooping cougli
are relieved by pulling the lower jaw
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ience."
is

In no statement
your corres
pondent more mistaken than in the
above, and every student of Phre
nology at the American Institute of
shown
the compar
Phrenology
ison of some hundreds of skulls
where the variation in the skull ex
ists, and what the student may ex
pect to find. We do not know where
Mr. Brewster has picked up his in
by

Here your correspondent is at sea
again, for the famous crowbar case
in Massachusetts goes to prove that
a man who had an iron bar thrust
through a portion of his faculties
that
was so changed in character
he could not be re-engaged by his
after his recovery from
employers
the accident, because instead of be
ing a steady, reliable, respectful,
workman, he became
conscientious
the
just
opposite, and having lost
of
the power in both hemispheres
his superior, or moral, qualities, he
could not make up the deficiency.
Again, a man received an injury in
the back of his head, where his do
mestic faculties were located. These
had been well developed, and he was
known in his family for being par
ticularly domesticated, affectionate,
and friendly.
After he fell and
struck his head, his wife noticed a
change taking place in his character
w-hich continued until his- death;
and instead of being his former self
he became violent, unfriendly,
and
After death
repulsive in character.
his brain was examined, and it was
found that the faculties that con
trolled his domestic nature had be
come inflamed, and he had lost the
normal control of them.
The organs of the brain are dual,
or the same in each hemisphere,
hence if an organ is injured in only
one hemisphere it is possible for the
other to carry on a partial expres
sion of the faculty, but not in as
full a degree as though both hemi
Common
spheres were uninjured.
sense tells us, aside from anatomical
knowledge, that no brain can be in
jured seriously without a propor
tionate
loss of power, which dis
tinctly proves that the brain is com

formation concerning Phrenology,
but evidently he has not gone to the
right source for his facts, as Phre
nologists do not say that all skulls
bear the same thickness, and that
each skull
equally thick or thin
in every part.
Thus his reasoning
on this point
delusive.
He should
first study the thickness of skulls
himself before he misquotes what he
supposes others base their conclu
sions upon.

Again, your correspondent makes
misstatement
with regard to the
faculties of the mind, which shows
he evidently has not studied anyrecent work on Phrenology, and he
takes up considerable
the fact that there

is

tion."

is

of their brains,
a single case
where the patient lost control of the
precise faculty located in that por
portions

will probably not find

posed of a plurality of organs, each
of which is the seat of a separate
faculty, the destruction of which in
both hemispheres causes destruction
of that particular faculty.
Again, your correspondent
says,
"The Phrenologist assumes that all
skulls are of the same thickness, and
that every skull is of the same thick
ness at every point.
There are vari
ations of this rule, as he will tell
you, but in the main the statement
is true ; for, if it were not so, bumps
and indentations would be almost
but the fact is, that
meaningless,
some skulls are only one-eighth of
an inch thick, and some are a full
inch in thickness, and there is no
certain wav of telling just how thick
a skull
except by examination of
its interior, and not every subject
willing to undergo this inconven

is

have lost
and you

is

in his own ex

is,

cases

perience where his patients

[July

is

probably tell of
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as

localization

of

space to argue
no such thing

function.

He
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shows not only an error of judg
ment, but a want of knowledge con
cerning the recent experiments made

Dr. Cunningham of
Sir William
University,
Professor of Anatomy in

by Dr. Ferrier,

Dublin
Turner,

Edinbnrg University, Dr.

at Greifswald,
Dr.
of Giessen,
Dr. Von
Bunge, Dr. Mobiua of Leipsie,
Dr. Broca of Paris, among a
long list of others who have
Landois,
Sommer

that certain brain centres
control certain functions of the
brain.
The localization of the gustatory
centre in the second tempero-sphenoidal convolution, the speech cen
tre located in the inferior frontal
convolution, the imitative centre,
recognized by Prof. Exner and Dr.
Ferrier, located in the second fron
tal convolution, besides others which
we could mention, go to prove that
his arguments
are all against the
scientists who are helping to prove
the definite localization of cerebral
functions, and are proving conclu
sively that the centres recognized by
Dr. Gall, over a hundred years ago,
are the same that are being experi
mented upon by themselves through
their demonstrations with the elec
tric battery
upon animals, and
through their observations of the
proved

229

insane in asylums and hospitals.
No one pretends to say that the
knowledge of the brain is com
plete, but the reason ing of our
correspondent is so entirely un
scientific that we would like to
refer him to a number of books
that have recently been published
on Scientific Phrenology to enable
him to correct his own delusion
on the subject.

Your correspondent shows in two
other long paragraphs that he does
not even understand the definition
How can he, there
of the organs.
fore, be expected to explain the same
He believes he has
to others.
"knocked the bottom out of Phre
nology" by his arguments, while he
cut
has actually and practically
away the foundation for any disbe
lief that a rational opponent can
have by his weak philosophy. When
he comes to the point of dividing up
a faculty he shows he does not com
prehend in the least the localization
of the various kinds of memory we
possess, and absurdly argues that,
"there ought to be as many facul
ties as there are things in the uni-.
verse."
Until your correspondent
has read the literature that has been
published on the subject of Phre
nology, no intelligent mind should
pay the least attention to the argu
ments that he endeavors to unfold.

The Synthetic Philosophy Of
Herbert Spencer.
An

at the American Institute of
Phrenology, April, 3d, 1906.

Address

Given

By Robert

Walter, M. D.

[Continued from page 189.]
Once upon a time a learned professor
propounded to his class of forty stu
dents the question,
"Why does fresh
water

begin

to freeze

at the top and

salt water

tom?"
dents
tions,

begin

to freeze

at the bot

The next day thirty-nine stu
had found ingenious explana
but the fortieth answered, "It
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much.
We

a
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A

tween causes and occasions,
enables
them to arrive at almost any conclusion
they please; and some of them deliber
ately use these interchangeably, accord
ing as they wish to arrive at this or
that conclusion, and even boldly con
fess the sin of their logic in doing it.
cause
that
the power of which
while the occasion
the inci
thing
dent or accident which brings into ope
ration the power.
Life — the power
within —
the cause of all functions
and all adjustments within its domain,
while external forces are the occasions,
and the adjustments are the results.
There are but two other things in
Nature at all comparable with life, viz.
and
chemical
gravitation
affinity.
These are the great forces of the ma
terial world, as life
of the living
world; they perform all the evolutions
of matter, as life does all the functions
and
evolutions of living existence.
They are inherent in material things,

is

:

is

life

is

as

inherent in all living things,

if

is

and as the living things cease to exist
when the life
withdrawn, so matter
would cease to exist
either gravity
or affinity should disappear into some
thing else. The utter impossibility, and
even absurdity, of the transformation
of forces doctrine upon which modern
built, becomes, therefore,
evolution
evident.
gravity could desert mat
ter in order to be converted into life,
what would become of the matter?
Would not the doctrine of its inde
is

If

structibility be instantly disproved.
If
chemical affinity should desert water,
And
how could there be any water?
how could these become something else
unless they disappeared as gravity and
affinity; for they cannot be two things

Life, therefore,
at the same time.
motion,
neither
transmuted
not
mere
from, nor the product of, physical

is

is is

by

it

it

a

a
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"Evolution
not to unfold from
within, but to infold from without."
Prummond does not seem to think
that there
anything wrong in pervert
ing language so as to make
teach the
opposite of what ordinary people sup
teaches.
But his definition
pose
at least, intelligible, and to be com
mended
for its simplicity —
virtue
which no one will ascribe to Spencer's
definition of the same thing, which we
find in the following words:
"Evolution," says Spencer, "is the
aggregation of matter and concomitant
dissipation of motion, during which
the matter passes from an indefinite,
incoherent homogenity to
definite,
coherent
and
during
heterogenity,
which the motion undergoes
similar
transformation."
No doubt this
the language of phil
not the language of
osophy, but
ordinary common sense.
But Spencer's definition of life, con
firming, as
does, the definition of
evolution
Prummond, will be more
easily understood.
"The broadest and
most complete definition of life," he
says, "will be the continuous adjust
ment of internal relations to external
relations."
The fact of adjustment
always going on in all living things, as
well as in all Nature, no one can doubt;
but that this adjustment
the life —

a

:

is

it

is

by

quote these words and call at
tention to these facts not that we may
expose Mr. Spencer to ridicule, but to
show
his own testimony that his
one of involution.
He re
system
peatedly employs the word "involve"
to describe the processes of Nature,
while the words unfold, unroll, evolve,
seem to be foreign to his vocabularly.
One of his most intelligent followers,
having come to appreciate this truth,
in the last chap
gives expression to
ter of his "Ascent of Man" in the
words

that life
mere "mode of motion,"
having no essential existence, as this
doc
philosophy everywhere teaches,
trine beyond our powers of assimilation.
Life
the cause, not the result of the
adjustment. The neglect or refusal of
the involutionists
to distinguish be
is

"How

a

sir."
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a

do

know?"
"I tried
last night."
little Baconian science by way of ex
periment would help Mr. Spencer very
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a

energy from which all things proceed.''
This fact being universal belief among
Christian people,
not among both
savage and civilized, has caused thou
sands to look upon Spencer as
coad
brother, and very near to
jutor and
the Kingdom
and Spencer has laughed
in his sleeve at the gold brick he has
palmed off upon the Christian world as
the pure goods.
Spencer's infinite and
eternal energy
blind, unreasoning
force, like steam in
locomotive, while
the Christian's
an infinite mind, the
source of all minds — and infinite life,
the source of all lives, the giver of
every good gift, the source of all wis
dom, knowledge and power.
is

a

is

a

;

C

a

a

a

a

is

is

;

of

coming only from preceding life and
illustrating the qualities and character
istics
its progenitors.
How in accordance with Spencerian
involution, the physical forces may be
transmuted into life; how, indeed, the
less can produce the greater, and yet
lose nothing of their own substance in
doing it; how things without mind can
and carrying the same
produce mind
thought to its logical conclusion; how
this great universe, of which we are all
could evolve itself out of
constituents,
nothing, or, at best, out of an infinitely
little First Cause,
sought to be ex
plained through the revival of that old
discredited doctrine of transmutation.
It no longer the transmutation of the
baser metals into gold, but of the baser
You recall, no doubt,
forces into life.
that they have almost succeeded in pro
ducing life out of lifeless matter, but
do not forget that they had almost
succeeded
hundred times in producing
gold, but the gold still persisted in elud
ing their grasp.
It required the genius of Herbert
Spencer to give to this transmutation
show of reason, which he
sophistry
did by the invention of
theory of
one great force, from which all other
forces are derived —
force which he
To be

admits has no name, because its exist
ence had never before been even sus
force from which gravity,
pected —
affinity, life, electricity and all the
others, are derived — an Unconditioned
Heality, he says, from which we all
draw — evolved or invented to meet
necessity (necessity has always been the
mother of invention) the necessity be
ing
plausible explanation of the evo
lution which he had invented.
The existence of this nameless force
has long remained
be
unquestioned,
cause of the phraseology often employed
to describe it; as, for instance, when
Mr. Spencer tells us, "We are ever in
the presence of an infinite and eternal

a

existence

23:

a

on the contrary

An invisible principle

of

but

is,

forces,

:
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Phrenology Makes People Better.
By H. H. Hinman.

III.

I.
Phrenology makes people better,
While living here on earth,
It makes them thank their God
For all that they're worth.

II.

a

When this goodly science
Is onee well understood
'Twill lift the human race,
And do
lot of good.

Education will have changed,
For the instructors then can see
The talents of each child,
And what the child should be.

IV.

People will know their natures,

Their

strongest

talents

too,

Each will find his proper sphere,
And know just what to do.
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There will be fewer failures,
In this busy world of ours.
People will take more comfort
And work much shorter hours.

VI.

Wars

VII.
almost

vanish,

And arbitration reign,
Religion will be better,
On a higher mental plane.

There will be less of sickness
And drugs will have no place;
People will look much happier
And smiles will be on every face.

MR. I.l'NOQI 1ST

will
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People will

In everv
Will thank
And

VIII.
be more

noble;

deed and thought,
God for Phrenology,
the blessings it hath wrought.

AND HIS SWEDISH

STUDENTS.

AN ACROSTIC.
Frank.
From Heaven's arch, serene and fair,
Read love, the life of beauty there.
And would thou have rich treasures
thine.
Ne'er have thy day-star cease to shine,
Keep in thy heart true love divine.
R. L. Baker.

THE

Phrenological Journal
ANO SCIENCE

OF HEALTH.
1838)

INCORPORATED

WITH THE

Phrenological Magazine
(1880)

JULY,

NEW YORK AND LONDON,
"When the

TRAIN

TO

MEN

OUTLOOK
OF

is not good,

POWER.

That is the Present Need of
Education.
The present tendency is toward learn
ing, instead of toward powerand charac
ter, says Prof. Tyler, of Amherst, who
gives his views before the Trinity Cen
tury Club, the report of which appeared
in The Maxwell's Talisman of Decem
1905, and would pay any educa
tionalist to carefully peruse.
We will

ber,

give

here

a

few

extracts.

He says:

"One of the crying needs of education
power and char
than toward learning.
acter, rather
Systems of education are exceedingly
old. Higher mammals and birds train
their young; primitive and savage tribes
is to train men toward

educate

their

seems as

if

discovered

If

children.

...

It

we might, long ago, have

the ideal system.

any one could discover or frame a

which would enable the child
and man to avoid or cope with the
dangers of life, to meet its emergen
cies, and to Geize its opportunities, he
system

try the

1906.

UPLOOK.

would evidently render mankind a great
service.
Such a system would be ex
ceedingly useful. Opportunity is bound
less.

It

wisdom,

health, vigor, power,

means

goodness, service and love.

It

of ourselves

making
of this goodly world; it means
framing an environment to which we
may safely and wisely conform."
means

the

most

and

The above is the outpouring of a
mind that is sensible, practical, and
far-reaching.
From

another

source

comes

other

equally cogent and pertinent facts, for
figures have recently
been published in "BAdstreet's," show
ing the number of business failures last
year in the United States and the causes
to which, they were attributable.
It is
stated that there were over one million
some interesting

concerns

engaged

in

business

and that of these 10,648 failed.
street"

classifies

in 1901

"Brad-

the causes of failure

under eleven heads, and gives also the
number which it regards as attributable
to each cause.
Under the head "In
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competence"

those ascribed

ber

Xow,

2,023.

putting

to

it num

Professor

Tyler's views on education side by side
with the facts published by "Bradstreet,'"
we can easily see that it is the practical
that
and scientific side of education
will lit men and women to be useful
citizens, competent business persons,
In
and men and women of "Power."
thinking this matter over seriously, we
have come to the conclusion that Oliver
Wendell Holmes was right when he
"We

said,

for

it

owe

has

Phrenology a debt,
the world's con

melted

science in' its crucible and cast

it in

a

less like Mo
of
loch and more like those
humanity.
new mould, with features

if it

Even

had failed to demonstrate

system of correspondence,

it

its

has proved

there are fixed relations between organi

It has
zation, mind, and character.
brought out that great doctrine of
moral ethics which has done more to
make men charitable and soften legal

than any
theological barbarisms
of
since the
I
can
think
one doctrine
message of peace and good will to
men," (p. 198 P.J.). And Horace
and

Mann was also right when he gave to
world a system of free public
schools, after making a study of Phren
ology and being converted to its tenets
the

by that able philosopher, George Combe,
and

by so doing gave up a lucrative

law

practice

and

a seat in Congress.

Who among our progressive thinkers
will be willing to follow his example
to-day and help promulgate Phren
ology? One gentleman is thinking of
leaving several scholarships to the
American Institute of Phrenology to
of
the usefulness
disseminate
help
that
and
we
feel
sure
Phrenology,
others

will follow his

example

when

[July

they think the matter over.

What Science is better calculated to
"Train Men of Power," than Phrenol
ogy? What Science is better calcu
lated to develop Power and character
than

Phrenology?

THE LATE JAMES

A.

BAILEY.

As an expert in superintending shows
it is probable that few men
have excelled the late James A. Bailey,
and circuses

of Barnum & Bailey's
circus, and former partner of P. T.
Barnum, who died at the age of sixty
during the month of April. It has been
said there is a niche for every one in
the world, if he knows how to find it.
the proprietor

Of Mr. Bailey we can say that he de
voted his whole life to the management
of circuses, having begun at the age of
eighteen, and, with the exception

of the

in serving in the Civil
War, he was constantly engaged in the
work of conducting shows. He was a
man of increasing energy, and never
left any duty to another to fill that he
years he spent

himself had promised to superintend.
Every day he visited personally each
trainer, assistant, and animal that be
longed to his show, and indicated great
resourcefulness of mind. As one trainer
said

to

us,

shortly

before

Mr.

Bailey's death, when we were ex
amining his elephants: "he must rest
on the trains, for he never neglects
to see every one of his large staff of
workers

once a day."

He was

of practical Observa
tion, great intuitional grasp of Mind,
immense Perseverance and indomitable
Courage in planning large undertak
ings.

a man
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EFFECT

WORRY OX THE
BRAIN.
Query 138. — How are brain cells in
OF

jured?

Does worry injure the brain?
Answer. — Continued worry upon one
particular topic will result in absolute
injur}' to the brain. The chief cells
that are injured or destroyed by worry
are those in the frontal lobes, beneath
the upper part of the forehead.
There
are various Bets of cells; thus one man
may have one set injured or destroyed,
and another

man another

set, depend

ing, of course,

upon his worriment.
These cells are all connected by minute

fibers, and are also connected

to other

classes of cells, so that when one class
is injured the whole brain

will

be more

or less affected. In working, the brain
cells throw off a poisonous product, and
when this product is not rapidly thrown
off, the poison remains aiid the cells,
unable to perform their duties, com
mence to break down.

— E. P.

SURGEONS SEE LIVING HUMAN
BRAIN.
Axothek Case of Surgery.
Mrs. Cora Hall has been physically
and mentally improved after
one of the most remarkable operations
of the five thousand performed at Bellerestored

during the past year.
She was the first patient on record to
be discharged
as cured in forty-eight
days after suffering from a double
wound of the skull, exposing and affect
vue

Hospital

Mrs.
ing the brain substance itself.
Hall, who lives in New York City, re
ceived two blows on her head by a
burglar. The first blow laid open her
Bcalp and cut to the skull. The wound
extended five inches from the angle of
the inion along the side of the head
above the ear. The second blow was al
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parallel with the first and
the same length.
The space between
the two wounds was a quarter of an
inch, and both penetrated the dura
mater, or the internal membrane of the
brain.
The ambulance surgeon made haste
most exactly

to the hospital, but
that
she would live to
hope

to get the woman

without

reach there.

She remained

conscious,

and was able to tell how she had been

which was an extraordinary
circumstance, for examination revealed
attacked,

injury

an

to the nerve

centers

which

are supposed to control speech.

None of the operators had seen a
of such extent before.
As the

wound

exploration proceeded the surgeons had
the exprience of seeing a living human
brain exposed. The heel of the cleaver
had ruptured the frontal lobe, and there
was a visible hemorrhage

from that im

portant part.
Removal of the sliver of bone created
by the two blows was the first step.
When Cora Hall returned to con
sciousness the only protection her brain
had at the ]x>int of injury was the skin.
At the end of the third week in the
hospital her vocabularly, limited appar
ently when she was first able to talk,
directly a
changed woman mentally, but this phase
of her progress did not interest the
surgeons, and they made no record of it.
was

increased.

She

was

THE MERRY SUMMER MONTHS.
By Geo. Tester.

The merry summer months are here,
they have not come too soon,
Old Sol shines forth quite brightly, all
nature seems atune.
Wild roses scent the morning breeze,
and all the air is rife.
With the sweet-smelling atmosphere of
fresh and verdant life.
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All

modestly in nestling nooks the purpie violets spring,
Meanwhile at night the whip-poor-will
likes his queer lay to sing.
Here, side by side, in swampy bog,
bloodroot and mandrake grow,
Their palmate leaves rise gracefully,
their white blooms nod below.

[July

The hills are clothed anew in green,
where lambs disport and play,
And noisy crows cry out their caw, and
robins chirp their lay.
The merry summer months are here —
the summer

months so dear,

Cool shadows and balmy breezes tell of
nature — raise a cheer !

Correspondents.
E.

CORRESPONDENCE.
T., Brooklyn (2). — You

S.

ask

what conditions are required to produce
a delicate

complexion.

Arts. — Several

conditions serve to produce a complexion without blemish: (1) a person must not eat rich or greasy food;
(2) must exercise in the open air daily ;
(3) should breathe deeply; (4) should
exercise all the faculties of the mind
and control and check the undesirable
expression of any; (o) hereditary environments add some to the natural
vigor and comeliness of the features.
u. H., Hoboken. — What faculties
to make a good kindergarten
help
teacher, you ask. Ans. — She must have
a Vital-Mental temperament as a founelation to give a domestic and loving
nature; large Language. Sublimity and
to make a good story
Constructiveness
teller; large Ideality and Color and
Form, to make, mould and use clay and
colored paper; Tune, Time and Weight
to appreciate music and play the children's songs ; a motherly spirit and patience should be added to the other

qualifications.
F. M. — You ask if we think salt is
a good or an injurious article of diet.
Ans. — As we get nearer to nature, we
It is unneed less salt in our food.
Salt is good in its place, for
necessary.
preserving food and cleansing articles of

diet, but nature has salted most of her
food sufficiently, so do without it.
The New York World gives tbe following advice on a remedy for thick

lips:

J.

— The following astringent loT.
tion may be of help in reducing the
thickness of your lips. Try it. Don't
bite your lips or fold them in between
your teeth. It will surely increase their
size.
Here is the formula for astringent pomade for reducing thick lips:
Melt an ounce of any of the cold
creams, add one gram each of pulverized tannin and alkanct chips: let
macerate for five hoiirs, then strain
Apply to the lips
through cheese-cloth.
when necessary.
We have received this letter as a
suggestion:
Do you not think that the enclosed
prescription for reducing thick lips, by
Margaret Hubbard Ayer, recommending pomade, can be improved by:
_
Increase of Firmness
100%
"
"
Self-Esteem
90%
"
"
Secretiveness
80%
"
"

Will

-Power

force part of
structiveness
Increase of Kindness
Reduce Pleasures

_

and

De-

—

Very truly yours,

70%
60%
50%

F. K.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE DOING.
THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL
SOCIETY INCORPORATED.

Dr. Bernard Hollander, the eminent
specialist in brain and nerve affections
and author of "The Mental Functions

of the Brain," lectured at the May
His submeeting of the above society.
ject was, "What is Phrenology ?" From
his own personal point of view as a
Doctor of Medicine and as one who had
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The American Institute of Phren
ology' commences its autumn sess
ion on Wednesday, the 5th of Sep
8

at
when all our
o'clock,
friends from near and far are cor
dially invited to attend.
Every year the Science of Phrenology
growing in importance. Let all per
sons take note of this fact.
tember,

is

is

by

a

it

by

a

is

NOTICE.

is

physiological psychology.
The learned
lecturer next traced
briefly the history of Phrenology from
the time of Dr. Gall, to whose inde
fatigable labors was due the acceptance
of the teaching that there was an inti
mate connection between brain and
mind.
The mistake, he said, that
made to
this day
medical men generally, and
this: thev
investigators in this field,
to
observe
that
and
the
feelings
neglect
passions are connected with the brain
just as much as the intellect is. Over
looking that fact, they must go wrong
in their investigations.
Why did Gall not succeed in his time
in getting the subject acknowledged?

by by

Properly

was
speaking,
psychology based on
our knowledge of the functions of the
brain. He liked to call
system of

a

another word for Psychology.

a

is

a

by

it

is

it

is,

some twenty-five
years' experience on
the subject, he expressed the opinion
that the amount of prejudice which ex
isted against Phrenology in medical
circles was due to the erroneous notion
that Phrenology consisted in character
reading by means of certain excres
cences, or deficiencies, on the cranium.
he
Jn explaining what Phrenology
wished to lay stress on the principles
What physi
on which
was based.
cians have already accepted covers prac
tically the whole ground of the old
Phrenology. The physician rarely had
any need to read character by Phren
ology, therefore we could excuse him
taking up that side of it. But when
we come to the view that Phrenology
the Science of the Mental functions of
the brain, that those various functions
are localized, and that
can, therefore,
be utilized
in the diagnosis of dis
eases of the brain as manifested
conditions of the intellect or
■morbid
feelings, then the medical man has
the proper
valuable subject, and that
view for him to take of it.
The term Phrenology itself was only

The reason was very simple.
Apart
from the hatred of the Church, apart
from all personal envy, there was
dis
tinct, and,
appeared at the time,
sound scientific opposition to Gall's
proposition that not only the intellect,
but the feelings also, were connected
with the brain, and that they all had
special centers in the brain. The medi
cal faculty examined this theory.
The
only way of testing it, they thought —
and
good many think so to-day — was
on living
animals.
by experiments
They cut away portions of the brain,
and cut and cut again, they cut away
the entire brain, and the animal did
not suffer mentally as the result of this
examination.
Until the year 1870
was held
the entire medical profes
sion, with the exception of
few in
clined to Phrenology, that the brain
acts as
whole and not in parts.
To
certain extent that
true, for every
center
intimately connected with
even' other center
means of the asso
ciation fibres.
To-day, as one of the
leading physiologists had said, they
were all for localization.
Some objections to Phrenology were
effectually answered, and some of his
own interesting experiences related in
support of the science.
At the close,
hearty vote of thanks
was carried with acclamation, proposed
Mr. J. P. Blackford, seconded
Mr. F. B. Warren, and supported
Dr. V. W. Wilkinshaw.
Mr. James
Webb, President of the Society, occu
pied the chair, and during the even
ing Miss Esther Higgs gave
public
delineation very satisfactorily.
a

made a special study of the diseases and
functions of the brain, and also after
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FIELD NOTES.

cannot help our friends in
some way when they are in distress,
when can we assist them?
We believe
it is a much better custom for people
to distribute flowers to living friends
than to wait until a person dies and
then expend a large sum for a floral
tribute. Our appeal last month on be
we

half of our friend, Air. Allen Haddock,

(who has lost his business, books and
health in the recent earthquake at San
Francisco), was generously responded
While we
to, and $13.00 was realized.
gratefully acknowledge this expression
of sympathy, we do not think that this
is all our friends can do in the matter,
Will
so will not everyone do a little?
not each one put himself in Mr. Had
dock's position for a moment and try
to realize what it is to lose everything
at a moment's notice. "Do unto others''
We wish
is a good motto to work by.
to cheer Mr. Haddock so that he may
regain his health and be inspired to
enter the professional field again.
We repeat our offer to the subscrib
ers of Human Nature, and will, on re
ceipt of $1.00, send them the Phren
ological Journal to the end of 1907.
Mr. Tope, of Boweston, Ohio, reports
that his May conference was a great

success — the finest one that has been
held in those parts within his recollec

tion.
Mr. Owen Williams, Phrenologist
and Iiecturer, is agent for the Phren
ological Journal and all of Fowler
He is doing ex
& Wells' publications.
cellent work at present in Philadelphia,
and from there goes to Atlantic City
for the summer.
Mr. D. T. Elliott, of the Fowler In
stitute. 4 Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus. London, is engaged in giving
Examinations
during
Phrenological
each day, holds classes every week for
students of the science, and gives lec
tures on the study before literary socie
ties in and around London.
Mr. Wolfe of Seattle, Wash., has ar
on Human
ranged for a Conference
Improvement, including the subject of

Phrenology,

for

July.

L.July

We wish him

every success.

Dr. G. W. Alexander has been en
gaged at Victoria, British Columbia,
lecturing on Phrenology.
Mr. J. Thornlev (class '05) has an
office in Paterson, N. J., where he is
devoting himself to Phrenology, and
where we found him the other after
noon most pleasantly located.
Mr. Youngquist is busily engaged in
pursuing his Phrenological work in
Sweden.
Few students have persevered
so indefatigably in starting classes, lec
turing and publishing as has Mr.
He deserves our best
Youngquist.
wishes and encouraging commendation.
Miss J. A. Fowler has been lectur
She receives
ing in New York City.
callers for Phrenological Examinations
daily at the Fowler & Wells Company's
office.

Miss Fowler will deliver eight lec
Maine during the first two

tures in
weeks in

July.

Pittsburg is fortunate in having three
exponents of Phrenology, namely: Geo.
Marklev (class '92), Paul G. Kington
(class "'99), and Otto Hatry, all of
whom are engaged in Phrenological
work in their respective ways.
C. A. Tyndall is now located in Illi
nois from last advices.
Win. Mac Luen of Perry, Iowa, and
H. W. Smith of Calvert, Kansas, are
permanently located in the abovenamed towns, and disseminating Phren
ology.

John T. Miller, editor of The Char

acter Builder and Professor of Hygiene
at the L. 1). S. University, is busy in
the field, lecturing on Phrenology.
There are many teachers of music,
but only a few know how to impart

their knowledge scientifically. Mrs. R.
R. Reid has given many years to the
technique of music, and is therefore
prepared to teach both advanced pupils
and beginners.

Mr.

and Mrs. George Morris are
engaged in the Phrenological
field," and intend to visit the states of
They start
Oregon and Washington.

busily
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in July

and

have

scut

a

large

order

for charts.
They are both in good
health. In a letter recently received
they speak of having entertained Prof.
Haddock and his wife in their home in
the woods.

Dr. Alexander is making a phreno
logical "tour of Manitoba, where he is
expecting to lecture for the next few
weeks.

Stockholm,
Sweden, has sent us a picture on a
of his recent phrenological
post-card
class, which we take pleasure in repro
ducing, and which will be found in an
other column of the Journal. Swed
ish people are evidently superior-look
ing men and women, and Mr. Young
quist has been able to get them inter
ested in the noble science of Phren
We congratulate the Swedes on
ology.
having such an enthusiastic native
It is a grand thing that
teacher.
Mr.

of

Youngquist,
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Phrenology can be explained to these
Northern people by one who can speak
to them in their own language without
the aid of an interpreter. Who will do
the same for Russia and Italy?

Mr.

George Cozens is traveling in
and has been giving lecture*
in Manitoba, where he is at present.
Canada,

J.

Mr.
M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, has
been asked by the president of the Chi
cago Optical Society to give another
lecture on Phrenology in that city,
which has been arranged for the 7th of
June. Four years ago this interesting
lecturer gave a talk to the same society
on Phrenology, and the members main
tain that his address was the most in
teresting of any topic that has been
introduced during
that time.
Mr.
Fitzgerald is continuing his profes
sional work, as well as his medical
studies.

Character In Dress,
itself distinctly
as well as in
of
the
hand, and
or
shake
our walk
Character expresses

in the clothes
we

can

we wear

see at once

whether

there

is

harmony or inharmony represented. It
that we study temperament
in our dress and study the scientific
wearing of clothes and their influence
For instance, persons
on our minds.
with a Motive Temperament, who are
tall, generally thin, and possess dark
hair, are the only individuals who can
or should wear checks; but they almost
invariably wear stripes and accentuate
Persons of a motive type
their height.
can wear red; but you will often find
that they select various shades of
green, and the result is a want of har
Persons who have a Vital Tem
mony.
are generally fleshy, round
perament
and plump in form, and possess a good
Such persons
should wear
color.
stripes, but you almost invariably find
that they select plaids and checked
is essential

Having good circulation, they
should wear blue, but through distorted
judgment they often appear in red
dresses.
Persons with the Mental
Temperament are generally slight in
form, medium in stature, and have
protuding foreheads, and are some
what pale in complexion.
Such per
sons should wear pink or rose color,
but they generally select white mate
rials, or black dresses or coats, which
make them look more diminutive than
Brunettes can wear yel
by nature.
low and red with becoming taste. The
blondes should select grays or blues.
The pale complexions should select
pink or old rose; while the rosy com
plexions should select the pale or deli
cate shades, and not the dee]) colors.
Dame
Fashion has endeavored
to
rob a man's wardrobe for the up-todate girl.
Rut has she been sensible
goods.

enough to select pockets, suspenders,
loose vests, comfortable sleeves, and
easy fitting coats?
Oh, no; she has
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stiff collar, the
the high
selected
clumsy stock, the uncomfortable broad
shirt front, the tight-fitting coat and
the hard hat, without thought of ap
When considering this
propriateness.
we
should
take into account
question
Hence our
the kind of work we do.
dress for tennis should be loose; for
walking it should be short; for evening
it should be thin; for work it should be
plain ; for climbing it should be cling
ing; for boating and riding it should
for gymnastics and
be comfortable;
golf it should be light and easy; for
gardening it should be simple.
In the trades and professions, a cook
generally wears white, as it can be
easily washed, and the washing will
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not hurt the material, and a cook
should always be immaculately clean.
A doctor for operations wears rubber
Law
gloves, apron, and a white suit.
yers wear wigs; ministers wear gowns;
actors and actresses display great taste
and expend much thought in the selec
tion of their stage wardrobes.
In short, dress is a part of us. and
while we wear our clothes on our bodies,
yet our minds partake of the vibrations
of color and the appropriatenes of our
attire. Some gentlemen always know
what ties to select, while others make
terrible mistakes, and the results are
plain to see. In a word, temperament
should be studied in dress more than it
is.

NEW AGE OF WOMANHOOD.
Business women as wives were dis
cussed by the Rev. John L. Scudder,
pastor of the First Congregational
Church, Jersey City, in his sermon
on "Business Women — Do They Re
duce the Number of Marriages and
Do They Make Good Wives?"
''The newest thing about the mod
ern woman," he said, "is her taking
possession of the business world, and
becoming independent of the sterner
The business woman of to-day
sex.
stands out in bold relief and forms
a strong contrast to her sisters who
She believes in
have preceded her.
personal freedom and self-support
and refuses to be a mere appendage
to a mere man, a tender to a mascu
To-day she is
line steam engine.
her own locomotive, and if she mar
ries, she marries as an equal and

not

as a dependent.

"Under

of
these circumstances,
we must expect fewer mar
riages in proportion to the popula
The industrial women leap
tion.
ing into the ranks of open competi
tion tends to reduce the wages of
the men and so incapacitate them to
marriage. This is one sad feature
of modern commercial life. It will

course,

the number of homes, leav
ing camps of unmarried men on one

reduce

side and

spinsters

on the other.

WILL MAKE BETTER WIVES.

"But although

the weddings will
fewer those couples who do marry
will be happier, because they stand
on the same footing and mutual af
finity will be the basis of marriage
in place of mercenary 'motives.
"The business woman of to-day
to be a moon
refuses
revolving
around a masculine earth — she will
I believe
be a twin star or nothing.
her industrial training will make
her a better wife, for she will know
the value of a dollar and be able
to syniDathize with her husband in
his daily toil.
"She will apply business methods
to domestic economy.
Should her
husband attemnt to maltreat her she
has courage enough to separate from
him and return to self-sunnort.
What she has done once she can do
again.
Being fearless and decided,
she
will be respected and well
treated.
The broader outlook she
has acquired in the business world
will make her a superior wife and a
be

more capable mother.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler

&

Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management.
made payable to the order of
The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Magazine in $1.00 a
year, payable in advance.
Money, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Order?, Express Money Orders', Drafts oji New
York," or Registered letters.
All Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do bo.
Silver or ottier coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

Journal

Postage- Stamps will be received for fractional part*
of a dollar.
The larger stamps are preferred: they
should never be stuck to the letters, ana should always
be sent iu sheets— that is, not torn apart.
Change of post office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information.
Notice should be received the first of the
preceeding month.
Letters of Inequity requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any pcrnon connected with the office.
Iu this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.
Any Book, Periodical, Chart. Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publisheis prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications
to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
The Phrenological Era, Bowerston,
Ohio. — Is a valuable little monthly.
Its articles are short and tp the point,
and treat upon phrenology,
ment and physiogomy.

tempera

Mind, New York. — "The Philosophy
of Mental Healing," by Mary Robbing
Mead, and
"Building a Powerful
Mind," by Maud Simmons Brunton,
are two topics which are discussed in a
recent number.

The Character Builder, Salt Lake
City. — Is a periodical devoted to health,
phrenology, and social purity.
Review,
New York
The Eclectic.
City. — Contains a department of thera
"The Treatment of Burns" is
peutics.
one interesting topic discussed under
this head.

All remittances should

be

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Xormal Instructor, Dansvillc, N. Y.

— The June number of this

magazine

is

not only to
teachers, but the general public as well.
One article is on "Thinking and Earn
ing," by Nathan C. Schaeffer, Ph.D.,
LL.D., which contains valuable advice
for young men. Mr. R. J. Rounds has
discussed
the subject
of "Teachers'
Pensions." Another very instructive ar
ticle is on "Life Drawing," by James
Hall, director of art in the Ethical Cul
ture School in New York City. This
article is profusely illustrated with

particularly

crayon

The

interesting,

sketches.

Metaphysical

Magazine,

York City. — Contains articles

on

New

"Pop

Alexander
ular
bv
Superstitions,"
Wilder, M.D.; "Eddies in the Stream
of Modern Culture," by Dr. Axel Emil
Gibson; "Remedies," which treats with
the metaphysical system of curing dis
eases, by Lcander E. Whipple ; and an
other, on "Ideals," by Frederika Spang
le r Cantwell, among other interesting
and instructive articles.

of Reviews, New York.
usual, many fine por
traits of prominent men and women, as
well as comments on the leading events
of the month.
Medical Times, New York. — Con
tains an article on "The Latest Sug
gestions in the Treatment of Children's
Diseases,"
by Walter Berger, M.I).,
which is the second of an interesting
series. "Our Knowledge of Cancers" is
another interesting subject, which has
been well worked out by M. Shellenburg, M.D.
The Review

— Contains,

as
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The Naturopath. — Edited by Mr.
Lust, New York City. Is a magazine
calculated to do a vast amount of good,
for it will awaken in the minds of
others a regard for scientific health.
The editor is strong in his sentiments
for right living.
The Vegetarian Magazine, Chicago.
111. — Is
an interesting monthly and

Publishers
Auimal Magnetism.
Practical Instruc
tions in Animal Magnetism by J. P. F. DeTranslated by Thomas C. Hartshorn
leuze.
Revised edition, with an appendix of notes
by the translator, and letters from eminent
physicians and others descriptive of cases
in the United States.
Price,
524 pages.
cloth $2.00 This is the best and the only
exhaustive work containing instructions.
The following selections from chapter head
ings willl show the value and utility of this
work :— The processes considered — The ef
fects and their indication — The accessory
to increase magnetic action and
means
thoso by which the direct action is applied
— The caution* necessary in the choice of
magnetise r — The application of magnetism
to disease aud its connection with disease —
The means of avoiding Inconveniences and
dangers — The means of developing in one's
self the magnetic faculty, and deriving ad
vantage from it.
Electrical Psychology.
Philosophy
of
Electrical Psychology in a course of twelve
lectures. By John Bovee Dods. 202 pages.

Price

#1.00.

Six lectures
Philosophy of Mesmerism.
delivered in the Malboro' Chapel, Boston.
By John Bovee Dods. Price 50 cents.
The Plauchette Mystery; Being a candid
inquuiry into the nature, origin, import aud
tendencies of Modern Signs and Wonders.

Price

20 cents.

Human Magnetism ; its Nature, Physiol
Its uses as a remedial
ogy and Psychology.
agent, in moral and intellectual improve
ment, otc. By H. S. Drayton. L.L.B., M.D.
Price, cloth $1.00.
168 pages, illustrated.
How to Magnetise ; or Maguetism and
A practical treatise on the
Clairvoyance.
choice, management and capabilities of sub
jects, with instructions on the method of
New
procedure. By James Victor Wilson.
and revised edition, Price, 25 cents.
The Hydropathic Cook-Book.
With reci
pes for cooking ou hygienic principles.
By
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serves as a source of education to many
people who do not know the benefits of
a vegetarian
diet.
A large number of
are given from month to
receipts
month, and all classes can be benefited
by reading it.

Automobile Topics, New York.—
Contains valuable hints to those inter
ested in motor-caring
and
boating.

Department.
K. T. Trail. M. D. 226 pages, 98 illustra
tions. Price, cloth $1.25.
A Ready PrescriThe Family Physician.
With reference
ber aud Hygienic Adviser.
to the nature, causes, prevention and treat
ment of diseases,
acdidents and casualties
of every kind. With a glossary and copious
index. By Joel Shew, M.D. 816 pages, 279
Price, cloth $3.00. The rem
illustrations.
edies used are hygienic and the directions
are qlven for home treatment, which will in
the majority of cases, enable the reader to
avoid the necessity of calling a physician,
aud the Laws of Life aud Health are made
so plain as to enable one to avoid sickness
and the infirmities whicli come from a vio
lation of the conditions of health.
Accidents and Emergencies : a guide con
taining directions for the treatment in
bleeding, cuts, sprains, ruptures, disloca
tions, burns and scalds bites of mad dogs,
choking, poisons, fits, sunstrokes, drowning
By Alfred Smee. with notes aud addi
etc.
tions by R. T. Trail, M.D. 32 illustrations.
New and revised edition. Price, paper 25
cents,
Consumption : its Prevention and Cure by
With direc
the Swedish Movement Cure.
tions for its home application.
By David
Wark. M.D. Price 25 cents.
Marriage: its History and Ceremonies.
With a phrenological and
By L. N. Fowler.
physiological exposition of the functions for
happy marriages.
Twenty-second edition.
Cloth $1.00.
12 mo. 216 pages.
Illustrated.
The first sixty-nine pages of this work arc
devoted to the history of marriage, and to a
description of the various methods and cus
toms which different nations aud tribes
from the commencement of the world to the
present time have adopted to gratify their
sexual nature, with suggestions in relation
to those qualities which should, and those
which should not exist in husband and wife,
etc.

The Philosophy of Water-Cure.
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velopment of the True Principles of Health
Longevity.
By John Balbirnie, If. D..
with the confessions and observations of
Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer. Price, paper

and

25 cents.

The Natural Cure. Consumption, Consti
pation, Blight's Disease, Neuralgia, Rheu
matism, -'Colds" (Fevers) etc.
How sick
ness originates, and how to prevent it.
A
health manual for the people.
By C. E.
Page, M. D. 294 pages.
Price, cloth $1.00.
How to Feed the Baby, to make it Heal
thy and Happy: with health hints. By C.
E.Page, M. D. Sixth edition revised. 168
Price, cloth 75 cents.
pages.
The Family Gymnasium.
Containing the
most improved methods of applying gym
nastic, Calisthenie kinesipathic and vocal
exercises to the development of the bodily
organs, the invigoration of their functions,
the preservation of health and the cure of
disease and deformities.
By B. T Trail M.
D. 215 pages. 42 illustrations.
Price, cloth

$1.25.

Popular
Gymnastics, or Board School
Gymnastics, adapted for use in the home as
well ns in schools. 80 illustrations, showing
exercises with dumb-bells, rings and wands.
By A. T. Story. Price 50 cents.
Physical Culture, founded on Del-Sarteau
principles, with lessons on exercising, walk
ing, breathing, resting, sleeping, dress, etc
By Carrica Le Favre.
Illustrated.
Price,
paper 25 cents, cloth 75 cents.
Physical Culture, for Home and School.
Scientific and practical.
By Prof. D. L.
Dowd. 322 pages, with portrait of author,
and 8U illustrations, new and revised edition
Price, cloth, bevel edge $150.
Notes on Beauty, Vigor and Development
or How to acquire Plumpnef s of Form and
Strength of Limbs.
By W.
Illustrated.
Price, 10 cents.
Milo.
New Gymnastics for Men, Women and
With three hundred illustrations.
Children.
New edition, revised and enlarged. By Dio
Lewis, M. D.
280 pages.
Price $1.50.
This system is the outcome of years of stu
dy and experiment by the most original and
ingenious gymnast the world has ever seen
Already 32,000 copies of the work have
been sold.
Dio Lewis's system has been
generally adopted by the most advanced
schools of this and other countries.
Memory and Intellectual Improvement.
Applied to Self Education and Juvenile In
struction.
American edition.
Illustrated.
By Prof. O. S. Fowler.
Price $1.C0. Fow
ler's Memory goes to the root of the subject
and no late work approaches it in value.
Systematic Memory ; or How to make a
Bail Memory Good and a Good Memory
By T. Maclaren.
Better.
Enlarged and
improved edition. Price GO cents.
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The True Healing Art; or Hygienic v.
Drug Medication. An address delivered in
the Smithsonian
Institute,
Washington.
By B. T. Trail, M. D. 102 pages. This is a
good statement of the principles of Hygiene
as opposed to Drug Medication
and will be
enjoyed by all who read it. Price, paper,
25 cents.

The Diet Cure. By T. L. Nichols. M. D.
Price, by mail 50 cents.
Practical Physiognomy. Containing chap
ters on bodily forms; texture and sharpness
facial forms ; facial angles ; lines and wrin
kles; the lower jaw; the chin ; the mouth;
nose; eyes; the cheeks; the ears; the head.
By Tasman G. Carey.
Price 25 cents.
Shorthand and Typewriting, embracing
Shorthand History, suggestions to amanu
ensis, typewriting in all its details, etc.
By
Dugal McKilloh. 120 pages.
Price, cloth

50 cents.

The Mother's Hygienic Handbook.
For
the Normal Development and Training of
Women and Children, and the treatment of
their diseases with hvgienic agencies- By
Price, paper
B. T. Trail, M. D. 186 pages.
50 cents- 2s. ; cloth, $1.00.
The Hygienic Handbook. Intended as a
practical guide to the sick room.
By B. T.
Trail, M. D.
Arranged alphabetically.
With an appendix illustrative of the Hygieotherapeutic movements.
300 pages,
49 il
Price, doth, $1.25.
lustrations.
A Health Cathecism.
By B. T. Trail, M.
6 illustrations.
D. 35 pages.
Price, 10
cents.

Transmission : a variation of character
through the mother. By Geoigiana B. Kirby.
80 pages.
New edition, revised and
enlarged. Price, paper 25 cents ; cloth 50
cents.

The Philosophy of Generation ; its Abuses,
with their Causes, Prevention and Cure.
By John B. Newman, M. D. 118 pages.
Price, paper 25 cents.
A Theory of Population.
Deduced
from
the General Law of Animal Fertility.
By
Herbert Spencer.
Price, 25 cents.
Heredity.
Kesponsibility in Farentage;
or the influences of Heredity.
By the Bev.
S, H. Piatt.
Price, 15 cents.
Water-Cure in Chronic Diseases : an expo
sition of the causes, progress and termina
tion of chronic diseases of the digestive or
gans, lungs, nerves, limbs and skin and of
their treatment by water and other hygienic
By James Manby Gully, M. D., F.
means.
U.S. 405 pages.
Price, cloth $1.25.
The Face as Indicative of Character. Il
lustrated by upwards of 120 portraits and
cuts. By Alfred T. Story. Price 00 cents
saper cover.
New Physiognomy ; or Sighs of Character,
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manifested through temperament and
external forms, ami especially in "Human
Face Divine."
768 pages.
Portrait of au
thor, and 1,055 illustrations.
Price, cloth
'Thi1- if« the standard work on Physi
$3.00.
ognomy) By S. R. Wells. This is a compre
hensive, thorough and practical work in
which all that Is known on the subject
treated Is systematized, explained, illustra
ted and applied.
Physiognomy is here
shown to be no mere fanciful speculation,
but a consistent and well-considered system
of character-reading, bused on the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Prouology,
and confirmed by Ethnology, as well as by
the peculiarities of Individuals.
It le no
abstraction, but something to be made
useful ; something to be practised by every
body and in all places, and made an efficient
help in that noblest of all studies- the
Study of Man.
The Chairman's Guide.
By Henry Frith.
Thus "from the head to the tail" of the
meeting, from the chair to the most insigni
ficant member, the duties and conduct of
tnose assembled are clearly set forth. Mar
ginal Notes, for railidlty of reference are
also attache. I to each subject paragraph.
There are also appendices, with forms of
procedure, to act as guides in general cases.
oh

50 cents.

Concerning Marriage
By Eev. E. J«
llurdy, Author of " How to Be Happy
"
Though Married.
Is a most enjoyable

book, brimful of humor, aud withal prac
tical and full of sound common senso which
does not subside after the honeymoon,
''rice, 50 cents.
The Applause Reciter.
A New Collection
Price, 50 cents.
Athletics of To-day.
Ry Harold GrahamIt has taken two nations to build up modern
Athletics as we understand them.
At a
Comparative Physiognomy;
or Resem
blances
between
Man and Animals.
By
James W. Redlleld, M. D. 334 pages.
Il
lustrated with 330 engravings.
New Edi
tion. Price, cloth $'2.00. This is n standard
work, and carries the subject of Physiogno
my Into the Held of similarity between men
animals.
It points out the resemblances of
human
beings to beasts ami birds, and of
the people
of various nations to certain
animals, the |H)iuts being made subjects of
illustrations.

How to be Weather Wise. A New View
of Weather System. By Isaac P. Noyes.
Price, 25 cents.
Why do Young

People Die ; or. How to
Long.
By F. M.
Heath. Price, 25 cents.
How Six (iirls Made Money. And Occu
pations for Women.
Hy
Mrs.
Marion
Edmonds Roe. Price, cloth, 75 cents.
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How to Keep a Store. Embodying the
Conclusions of Thirty Years' Experience in
406
Merchandising.
By Samuel H. Terry,
Price, cloth,
Sixteenth Edition.
pages.
$1.00.

The Handbook for Home Improvement.
Comprising How to Write, How to Talk,
How to Behave, and How to do Business.
Complete in one volume. 600 pages.
Price.
$2.00.

Ready tor Rusiness ; or, Choosing an Oc
cupation. A series of Practical Papers for
108 pages.
Boys. By George J. Manson.
Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75 cents.
Man in Genesis and Geology ; or, the
Biblical Account of Man's Creation tested by
Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti
quity.
By Joseph P. Thompson, D. D., LL.
Price, cloth, $1.00.
D.
149 pages.
Where Is My Dog? Or, is Man Alone
By Rev. Chas. J. Adams. The
Immortal?
author is a well known Episcopal Clergyman.
In his work the paralellism between the
character of man and the lower animals is
shown in a wonderfully attractive manner,
and the work is a very striking representa
tion of the question. 12 mo Price, Sl.oo.
A Home for All ; Or, the Gravel Wall and
Octagon mode of Building.
New. cheap con
venient, superior, and adapted to rich aud
Price, cloth SI. 00.
12 mo, 12!) pages.
poor.
Containing a Col
Every-Day Biography.
lection of brief Biographies arranged for
every day in the year, as a Book of Refer
ence for the Teacher, Student, Chautauquan,
and Home Circles.
By Amelia J. Calver.
Price, cloth, $1.50.
378 pages.
or,
How to Strengthen the Memory;
Natural and Scientific Methods of Never For
Success
getting. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.
in life depends
largely on never forgetting.
Price, $1.00.
The Diet Cure. By T. L. Nichols,
Price, by mail, 50 cents.

M. D.

Memory and Intellectual
Impovemeut.
Applied to Self Education and Juvenile In
American Edition.
Illustrated.
struction.
Fowler's Memory
By Prof. 0. S. Fowler.
goes to the root of the subject, and no late
work approaches it in value. Price, SI. 00.

Editorials

and other Waifs.
By L. Fidelia
Price,
18 mo, 59 pages.

Wooley Gillette.
paper, 25 cents.

Horses : Their Feed and Their Feet. A
Manual of Horse Hygiene, invaluable for the
By C. G. Page,
veterinarian or the novice.
Third
20 illustrations.
M. D. 171 pages.
edition, revised and enlarged. Price, paper,
50 cents, cloth, 75 cents.
A Lucky Waif. A Story for Mothers of
Home and School Life. By Ellen E. Kenyon.
Prjce, cloth, 50 cents.
299 pages.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .OO

IN CARRYING

CASK.

Portahilitv, Kfflciency, and
The Neatness,
Cheapness of our Popular Magic Lantern will
commend It to everyone wishing a good, reliable
Instrument at a moderate price.
In the Popular we have dispensed with the japanned
case of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction
our
Patent Bl-Onial Lamp makes that unnecessary, and
of
thus a great saving in weight and bulk is secured.

SET UP FOR CSK.

The Condensing lenses arc of fine quality, planoconvex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially
The Object Glasses are achromatic, enlarging the views with good effect of any

mounted In brass.
desired size from
3 feet up to 9 feet area ; and are handsomely mounted In brass, with rack for focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.
Oar Patent Hi-Unial Lamp rests In a socket at the rear of the Instrument, where It Is Ormly sup
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which it Is connected by a light-tight metallic titling.
weighs only about 7 pounds, and Is enclosed in a neat varnished
The Popular Magtc Lantern
carrying case, «H x 10x 15 Inches.
8. ft.
4.
5.
9. 8. 7.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
18.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
28.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

R

6.

OF LANTERN SLIDES

Human Skeleton.
Longitudinal Section of the Brain.
Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and
Spinal Cord.
Thick skull in an Insane man, unusually thick and
dense.
Drain in skull.
Idiot's Head.
Florence Nightingale.
(iladstone, Right Hon. W. E. Statesman.
I>i>re. French Artist.
Garibaldi.
T. Abernethy.
Writer.
American Indian.
Benjamin
Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In
ventor.
Captain Webb; swam Niagara Rapids.
Drunkard.
Lord Bacon.
Writer.
The arterial System showing arteries and veins.
Highly Intellectual Head and Char
Prof. Playfalr.
acter.
Hypothondrtas Head.
Painter.
KiibiTis.
John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wesleyan Methodlsiu.
ise of the Brain.
Moltke.
German statesman.
Landscape Painter and Good Colorist.
Home Cooke, Large Language
and Cultivated
mind, writer and speaker.
Keen Calculator (Large Calcu
Asoedlab Buxton,
lation).
Muscular Svstera.
St "in.
Minister. Writer and Wit.
Instigator of the Siege of Pannyne.
Francois.
(Very refined.)
The French Advocate.
Martin, who was executed In Paris.
(A Parricide.)

Price Sl-54) encb. or for the

32.
83.
■M.
35.
:Xi.

Oetewaye.
(Indian Chief.)
Eustach of St. Domingo.
Spurzbeim.
Co-Worker with Rail.
Phrenologist and Lecturer.
L. N. Fowler.
J. A. Fowler: Daughterof L. N. Fowler. Examiner,
Fowler
Wells Co.
37. Nelson Slzer.
Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
Sister of O. S. and L. N.
88. Mrs. C. Fowler Wells.
Fowler.
Said to be the tlrst lady Journalist in
the United States.
Napoleon 1st.
Miss Willard.
Anna Dickinson.
Edgar Allan Poe.
Benjamin
Grades
of Intelligence.
Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness.
Evarts.
Two
side sections of the brain.
Brown,
Lester,
Rev. (i. P.
Vital Tern.
John
Motive Temp.
Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp.
Rev. T. H. Hmwn. Well Balanced.
Bismarck,
4:'.. Daniel O'Connell.
Firmness.
Prince
Gen. Phil. Sheridan,
Combatlveness and Destructiveness.
Gen. Sheridan.
18. Dr. Gall. Symbolical
Head. Male and Female
Head (two each).
Four Pictures of Idiots.
Gen. Stonewall Jackson.
Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.
45. Henry Ward Beeeher. W. Shillaber.
Rev. How
Chauncey M. Depew.
ard Crosby.
Fine
48. Rev. Dr. Stephen King. Burke. Murderer.
Organization (Empress Eugenia).
Coarse Organ
Oceola. Rev. Lyman
ization.
Queen Victoria.
Sitting Bull, the Most Popular Orator of
Abbott.
the U. S.
Group of Organs. Outline of
Martha Washington.
Head. Four Views of the Brain.
An.
Lucretla Mott. Clara Barton.
48. Mark Lemon.
toine Probst.
Daniel Webster. John C. Calhoun.
Muscular System.
The Brain, Side Section.

net 8.10.00 by express

FOWLER & WELLS
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1, muci n 9'iH. 00 express

Street, NewYcrk

collect.
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Fowler's

New Phrenological
Bust

With upwards of
100 divisions, in

china.

Newly dis

covered organs are
and

added,

have

organs

subdivided

the

cate

the old

phases

been

to indi

various

of action

which many of them
assume.

It

is a

per

fect model, beautiful
as

work of art,

a

and

is

undoubtedlv

the latest contribu
tion to Phrenologi
cal Science, and the
most

complete bust

ever published.
Price, $5.00
By Express Collect

Fowler

£y

Wells Co.

24 East 22d Street

New York
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MIMING STOCKS that almost eell themselves, viz..
The Wyandot, Summit, Toledo-Cripple Creek.
Cold Coin, and Commercial (fen's. Guaranteed O.
K. or Subject to exchange. Write for terms and ten
Mining Kules. Address Dr. H. A. Mumaw, Elkhart,
Ind.

UNCOOKED
FRUIT,

NTT

DATENUT

CEREAL FOODS

AND

FIG HAZEL

FRUIT BREAD

Sample of either by mail, ioc ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other "Good Things to Eat.-' made without
lard, suet glue or other dead-animal matter. Write
for list or send gl for 5-lb. box of samples, cooked

and uncooked.

STRAIGHT EDGE KITCHEN

Being the Commissary Department of the Straight
Edtte Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon Sq., K Y
Write for information about the Straight Edge In
dustries and w ays in which vou can co-operate with
us for human betterment, physical, moral, industri
al, social, financial.

FOR HIGH QUALITY

If

you don't know DIXON QUALITY fend 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE
Mention this adv.
JOSEPH

If

DIXON CRUCIBLE

You Are Interested In

Supplies.
Beware
sonic books.

of spurious

Ma

REDDING
of Masonic

& CO.. Publishers and Manufacturers
Goods, No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

THE VEGETARIAN MAGAZINE.
Th* Vegetarian Magtzine stands for a cleaner body, a

Send for a FREE SAMPLE COPV OF

THE AMATEUR
Published By The
M. T. Richardson

-

portraits of prominent vegetarians and personal testimon
ials from those who have been cured of long standing dis
eases by the idoption of a natural method of living. TELLS

-

-

Company
N.

healthier mentality and a higher monltty.
Advocates dis
use of flesh, fish and fowl as food; hygienic living and
natural methods of obtaining health.
Preaches humanItarlanlsm, purity and temperance In all things.
Upholds
all that's sensible, right and decent. Able contrtbutors.
Has a Household Dep ittme.it which tells how to prepare
Healthful and Nutritious Dishes without the use of meats
or animal fats. Gives valuable Tested Receipes and use
ful hints on HYGIENE. SELECTION
OF FOODS.

TABLE DECORATION. KITCHEN ECONOMY. CARE
OF COOKING UTENSILS, etc. Full of tlmelv hints on
PREVENTION
AND CURE OF DISEASE.
Gives

SPORTSMAN
Y., City

one of the standard sport men's pub
lications of the country and possesses
features of interest pertaining to no
other sportsmen's publication.

In writing

FREE to F. A. M. A beautiful
Masonic Calendar, also large cata
logue of Masonic books and goods
with l>ottom prices. Regalia, .Jewelc. Badges, Pina, Charms and Lodge

Become A Vegetarian

HUNTING

It is

•■LEGITIMATE
mining investments are SAFE and
PROFITABLE. I deal In THAT KIND- ONLY.
I
have studdied this business for many yearn. I do not
undertake a proposition unless I am convinced MYSELF
that it Is good.
Write for particulars or call and talk it
over. Address. Dr. II. A. Mumaw. Elkhart, Iml.

And become stronger, healthier, happier, clearer-headed
-and save monev. Learn about Vegetarianism through

-OR-

Park Place,

most
with bees.
Contributors are prnctlcal honey-producers
who know how. Interesting— Instructive, fl
per ycar;3mo9. (13copies), 20c. Sample free,
ikAmerican Bee Journal, 334Dearborn St. .Chicago I

CO., Jersey City, N. J.

FISHING

23

guide to success. The Weekly

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
tolls how to make the
money

HOW TO CUT DOWN LIVING EXPENSES WITH
OUT GOING WITHOUT ANY OF LIFE S NECESS
ITIES. EXPLAINS THE ONLY WAY OF PERMAN
ENTLY CURING THE LIQUOR HABIT. WAYS TO
INCREASE MUSCLE AND BRAIN POWER.
Valu

able hints on Child-Culture — how to inculcate unselfish
ness, benevolence and svmp;ithy In children. A magazine
for the whole family. Uniquely printed, well illustrated.
Pages 7 by io Inches In size.
Published monthly. Sent
post-paid to your address, i year, for $i.oo; 6 months,
for 50.; 3 months for 25c; 1 month, for 10c. No free
copies.

Vegetarian Magazine
»0 DEA.HBOKX ST., Chicago, III.

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

by

All forms of mild and difficult oases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,
water, massago, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
this work.
No insane.
2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap.
2 lady physicians.
Address F. WILSON HURD, Nobth Wateb Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM

Greenwich, C onn.
Attractive, homelike, and firet class in all ronpecta,
Correspondence solicited.
II. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

MILLER'S HOTEL

37, 30 & 41 West 26th St.,
Dr. A Mrs. E. P. MILLER,
Established

NEW YORK

Proprietors

Convenient to electric
the center of the city.
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
Elec
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city ; same
that restored King Edward of England to vigorous
Also Electro-Thermal, Galvanic, Turkish,
health.
and Roman Baths ; Massage, Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc. A home place for ladies and families.
|

Term*: Room, 91.00 to S3. 00 per day; with
Ronrd, 93.00 to S4.SO per day. Permanent,
S10 to 830, according to room.
"

H. W. SMITH, Ph. D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

F.

D.

Almcria, Norton Co., Kansas
U. S. MAIL.
No. 3

TRAIL,

No. 53

Physicians, parents, guardians, or friends who desire to
place any mental or nervous patients in a quiet, wellfurnished home where they can receive good care, and
Homeopathic treatment,should visit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. Over twenty years' experiencein
the Middletown (X. Y.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, 1661. For circulars address

C. SPENCER

KINNEY.

M.D.

We declare unto you a new mess
age taking its flight over the earth
carrying in its wings Swiftness,
Grace, Ease, Power of Direc

tion and Signs of
Health a ad Beauty.

J.

M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
■26 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

In Common
Sense Parse
Best ever patented. No clasps, buckles or
seams.
Make change with gloves on. Mill
ions sold and sales increasing. Money back
if dissatisfied.
Send 50 cents for sample of
best seller and wholesale prices.

KEEP MONEY
John

THIS DAY

Perfect

TEN CENTS
will defray the expense of invit
ing it to your own home by spec
ial delivery.
ADDRESS

THE MAGDAZNAN

LAKE PARK AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

3016-3018

EASTON. PA.

In 1870

In

'

SANITARIUM

THE EASTON

G. Z00K,

OWEN HUOtl

Lititz, Pa.
WILLIAMS

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
Graduate of the American
Institute of Phrenology
Agent for Fowler & Wells Publications.
New York

SH East 82d Street.

City.

CHILDREN
>EETHING
used for
been
Mrs. Winslow's has
over FIFTY YEARS
c,r„,,_
OP
by
.
_
MILLIONS
0 „ v.mothers for
Soothing° Syrup
J * THEIRCHILDREN

WHILE TEETHING WITH PERFECT SUC
CESS. IT SOOTHES THE CHILD. SOFTENS
THE GUMS. ALLAYS ALL PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the BEST REMEDY
FOR DIARRHOEA.

Sold by
world.

druggists

in every part of the

Twenty-five Cents a Bottle.

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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The New
Psychology

The Philadelphia
Commercial

is

List and

eight years old devoted to the prac
tical application of the principles of
the New Psychology for health, hap

Price Current

a fascinating- study.
There is a
100-pag"e popular monthly magazine

piness and success.
also discusses

This

magaziue

Psychic research,druglesshealing.nature
cure, rational hygiene, autosuggestion,
personalmagnetism,businesspsychology
psycho"therapeutics,the psychology of
childhood, and the art of living anda hed

IS THE LEADING

Commercial and Financial

Journal

OF

PHILADELPHIA

subjects.

reform in all
advocates
lines of modern thought: it stands for prog
state; it is
in
and
in
the
the
individual
ress
a magazine for thinkers; it aims to teach
people to think for themselves; it tells how
to use the inherent psychic powers to bring
peace, health and happiness; it shows the
operation of the irreat law of mental suggestlon and how this law may be used to benefit
The motto of the magazine is
mankind.
DO IT NOW. It is theonly magazine of the
kind in the world.

The magazine

Its Market Reports are Sellable,
Financial and Marine News Full,
Circulation Large and Advertis
ing Rates Low. Publishod every
Saturday Morning at 241 Dock
Street, by
STEPHEN N. WINSL0W, Publisher

Three Months Free
I will send you this magazine three months
as a free test: fill out and mail the coupon
below; I will send the magazine of the New
Psychology for three months; if at the end
of the three months you desire to have the
magazine stopped, send a postal card and
say so. You will not owe anything for the
three magazines received; you will be under
no obligation whatever.
I wantevery thinking1 person in the United
States to read this magazine,
hence this
trial offer. If you are a thinker mail this
coupon today; let us get acquainted.

H. A. PARKYN. M. D.
Editor SUGGESTION,

a Magazine
New Psychology

of the

FLEAS
The only preparation that will rid
a Dog of Fleas is the

INFALLIBLE FLEA
EXTERMINATOR

4020 Drexal Blvd., Chicago

Sent prepaid for 50 Cts. a package
Prepared by the Editor of

COUPON

THE DOG FANCIER

EDITOR SUGGESTION,

4020 Drexel Blvd . Chicago.
accept your offer to test your magazine.
Enter my subscription for one full year.

I

After receiving three months' sample cop

ies I will do one of two things- either send
you $1.00 for the full year's subscription
within a reasonable time or write vou to stop
the magazine, when you are to cancel this
subscription and the sample copies are to be
free to me as a test.

Name.

GLASS, Battle Creek
Michigan
To whom orders shonld he sent

EUGENE

The Dog Fancier
is published

monthly at 50 cents
per year

P.O..

Send for Sample

In writing

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological

Copy.
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SANITARIUM
THE WALTER
WALTERS PARK, PA.

Terminal, PhUadeli*ia
Bookbchange.

-U minutes from Reading
Only "M
Oulv

Werne"VU,e
k..» „f «h.
Werneraville
he WernertvUle

, .

anil 4 hours from New York-withont
and74
l%J£tt'l*"™r°'?-Orti™ce
Address ROBERT WALTER, M.D.

Science of Life
CREATIVE AND
SEXUAL SCIENCE

Or Manhood

And

Womanhood

In Their

Mutual Relations
By

Prof. O. S. FOWLER
The Standard Book Of The World On
This Subject
It is printed from clear, new type, on fine calendered paper, in one
large octavo volume of 10;j2 pages. The book is illustrated with 130 appro
priate engravings prepared under the personal supervision of the author.

IT TELLS
How to promote sexual vigor, the prime duly of every

How to have fine and healthy children.
How to transmit mental and physical qualities to off'
spring.
How to avoid the evils attending pregnancy.
How to procure a'natural and easy delivery.
How to manage children and promote their health.
How to restore lost vigor in men and women.

it

< '

it

a

-

*

|

a

a

low to keep wives healthy, and how to avoid sickly
wives.
How to increase the joys of wedded life.
How to keep husband faithful and avoid discord.
wife, and
How to regulate Intercourse between man and
healthful to both; ignorance of
how to make
of
this law is the cause of nearly all the woes
marriage.

How to prevent self abuse among the young.
How to recognize the signs of self-abuse and cure it.
physically injurious;
How intercourse out of wedlock
warning to young men.
How- to raise healthy and vigorous girls— fit to be wives
and mothers.
« *
¥r.™-.«-~.*.
female beauty.
anda Perpetuate
10
How
grow
th of the female bust; and
the
to
How
promote
when lost.
how to retrain
How to avoid female ailments; and how to cure them.
it*

a

a

man and women.
right choice of husband or wife; what
How to make
persons are suited to each other.
man or woman's sexual condition by
How to judge
visible signs.
brides; howHow young husbands should treat their
to increase their love and avoid outraging or shock*
ing them.
How to pieservc love pure and inviolate, and how to
avoid an improper marriage.
pure love improves men and women, both men
How

of Health
Book and subscription to Phrenological Journal and Science
for one year will l>e sent on receipt of $2.50.
In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal*
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Daily Attractions

In New York
A Weekly Magazine of advance
information concerning' events and
attractions in Greater New York
— Concerts, Lectures, Theatres,
Art Exhibitions, Club News — in
fact, everything that everybody
FOWLER

wants to know.
Subscript ion, $2.00 per year;
$1.00 for Six Months
50 Cents for Three Months

B. L. CLARKE, Manager
9012

Metropolitan Building

New York

&> WELLS Ct?., New York.
Enclosed find Five Dollars, for which please fur*
nish "written description
of character* as follow*
(Marked Chart not included) :

of Person

Name

of Head.

Circumference

..incht*

of Ears

From opening

General

Revised, Enlarged and Profusely
Illustrated. Bound in Cloth, with Gold
Letters, and is Now Entitled
been

"Vigorous Manhood"
The author, T)r. W. O. Boiler, Osteopath, telle in
plain and easily understood language now you can
diagnose and cure all diseases peculiar to men with
out drug or medicine of amy Jkind.
VARICOCELE, HYDROCELE,PROSTATITIS, STRICTURE. ETC.
No matter of what nature, or of ho-w long stand
ing your ailment may be, if you desire a perman
ent and positive cure, follow tbe directions for treat
ment given In this startling little book.
The treatment is easy to follow. Involving no hard
ship or depriving of the rational pleasure of life,
ami it will impart new vitality, fresh courage
nnd surprising strength to any man who desires
to realize superbly his Divine creative powers.
No matter if your case be new, or of long stand
ing, you will get immediate relief and ultimate cure
by following the treatment described in this most
valuable manual ever published.
A copy of this little book, which can be carried In
the pocket, yet which is a scientific treatise by an
educated physician, will be sent to any address upon
receipt of its price, ONE DOLLAR.
With one
year's subscription to Health, $1-50.
Whether you are sick or well, you cannot spend
that amount more wisely than by investing it in a
copy of "Vigorous Manhood."

Health Pub. Co. Dpt. 2, 321 5th Ave.

NEW YORK

In writing

"

feet

Weight with ordinary clothing

Ids.

Size Around Chest, fust under arms
Size Around the Waiit

Mas

14

over Top head.

fftight of Person

Color

Men's Pocket Physician

"

From Root of Nose over Top head

inches

inches.

of Hair

Age

of Eyes
Nationality

Complexion

Extent of Education
Occupation

hitherto

„

Health

Married or Single

Number of portraits sent
scription

are to be returned

to

which, with de

Name
Post-Office
County
State..
FOR SAFE DELIVERY ADD REGISTRATION FEE 8 CENTS

DR. R.

J. SICKLES

OSTEOPATH

16

EAST 28th STREET, N. Y. CITY

Phone. 2537Madison Square.
Osteopathy is a common-sense method of treating dis
ease, without the use of drugs or knife, by keeping all
of the natural mechanical rehtiors of all body-parts in
tact. The Osteopath trained as a skilled mechanic in
the knowledge 01 the body and its functions,
uses his
hands in applying definite mechanical principles
to the
perfect readjustment of these disturbed parts.
He in
this way removes the ultimate cause of the disease. He
corrects every minute slip of bony parts; replaces ab
dominal
organs, which may have gone downward
through weakness of theirsupportingparts;rclaxes con
tracted muscles or other soft tissues, and sees that no
nerve, blood-vessel, lymphatic,
or organ suffers from
pressure, or tension in any part of the body.

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological

Journal.
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STOP DYING!
PROLONG LIFE!
All who are tired of drug treatment and
doctor's bil.'s are advised to write us in re
gard to our NATURAL CURE TREAT
MENT, which we guarantee to cure all dis
eases of body, mind and spirit and by which
you can cure yourself at home without the
aid of drugs or physicians.
Our newest
book, "Return to Nature," gives a complete
system of natural treatment — Water Cure,
Sunbaths, Airbaths, Diet (Raw Diet), Fast
ing, Proper Breathing, etc. It is the book
of books on natural healing and living, and
worth its weight in gold to any sick man,
woman or child. Price $2.00 bound : paper
cover $1.50. Special introductory price $1.
Send ten cents for three copies of our
unique monthly magazine, The Naturo
path (regular- price, ten ceut6 the copy), and
acquaint youreelf with us and our work. It
will interest, enlighten and help you in a
hundred ways. Advice by mail. Catalogue
of our health supply store, Naturopathic
books, Synopsis of "Return to Nature" and
Prospectus of our Health Home "Young"
born
at Butler, N. J.

B. Lust, N. D., 124 E. 59th St.. N. Y.

BIBLE REVIEW
A Magazine

of True

Revealment

This Magazine Is devoted to the unveiling of the writ

ings which have heretofore formed the mysteries of the
Bible, by showing conclusive evidence of the plan and
purpose in them from the beginning to the end.
When
these are correctly understood, the confusion of tongues
XI,
{Genesis—
7) will have been removed and all thinkers
theological and scientific, will see eye to eye. It Is the
special desire of the Editor that all true, devout Christians
should become readers of this Journal, for In them Is the
hope of the future of this world. Not mysticism, nor ma
terialism, but plain, common sense, such as God endowed
his creatures with.
H. E. BUTLER. Editor.

Annual Subscription, $1.50.
Single Copy, 15 Cents
Foreign,

7s. 2d.

Single Copy, 9d.

ADDRESS

Esoteric Fraternity
APPLEGATE, CAL.
As an aid to all earnest ones, it Is Mr. Butler's wish
that the Fraternity send to each new subscriber upon re
quest, a copy of his new book. THE PURPOSE IN THE

CREATION

OF THE WORLD.

BOOKS BY

JAMES ALLEN

WANTED
Men and

Altruist

women

to

REVISED AMERICAN PRICES
or
FROM POVERTY TO POWER;
The Realization of Prosperity
Clotli
and Peace. Fifth Edition.

join

the

in

and

Community,

near St. Louis which provides

a

permanent home and employ
ment for its members.

Send

for its monthly paper;

cents

a

10

year; sample copy free.

Address A. LONOLEY
2711

Franklin Ave,, St. Louis, Mo.

bound, in grey and gold. Symbol
ical cover.
Price. $1.25 net.
ALL THESE THINGS ADDED. Cloth
bound, in purple and gold. Symbol
ical cover. Frice, $1.25 net.
Cloth
BYWAYS OF BLESSEDNESS.
bound, gold lettered. Price, $1.50
net.

AS A MAN THINKETH.

Fourth Edi
tion Bound in cream leatherette
boards, with gold lettering.
Price
50 cents

OUT

FROM

net.

THE HEART.

Second

Edition.
(A sequel to "As a Man
Bound in cream lea
Thlnketh.")
therette boards, with gold lettering.
Price 50 cents net.
THROUGH THE GATE OF GOOD; or,
Paper covers.
Christ and Conduct,
Price 40 cents.
These books art artistically produced*
and make handsome presentation
■ volumes.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

24 E. 22 ST.. NEW YORK
In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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7 Imperial
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THE STUDENT'S SET.
Tfcc Temperaments
in their relation to Mental
Considered
( haracter and Practical Affair* of Life.
Jacques,
MD. 150 illustra
By D. H.
Cloth, $1.50.
tions.

Tke New Illnstratcd Seif-lnstractor
In Phrenology, Physiology and Physi

A

Handbook for the
one hundred new
Jgjgnim
'"'^h oyer
Illustrations, including a Ct??rt for the
Revised
use of practical Phrenologists.
Plates, xamo,
and printed from New
Phrenol
By the Renowned
19* pages.
ogists. Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowlbh.
Cloth, $1.00.
ognomy.

complete

Brain and Mind
Or, Mental Science Considered In Ac
cordance with the Principles of Phren
ology and in Relation to Modern Physi
S. Dravton,
ology. Illustrated. By H.
A M., M D., and Jamcs McNeil, A.M.
Extra Cloth, $1.50.
Fowler's New Phreooiueical Bast
With upwards of one hundred divisions.
Ne« ly discovered organs are
In chine.

added , and the old organs have been sub
divided to indicate the various phases of
It
action which many of them assume
of
Is a perfect model, beautiful as a work
con
latest
the
undoubtedly
art. and Is
tribution to Phrenological Science, and
the f.ost complete bust ever published.

Privt, $5.00.

Lectures 00 Plan
A series of twenty -one Lectures on
Physiology and Phrenology, delivered
by Prof. L. N. Fowler, during his first
tour in England, many of which are now
out of print and ean only be bad in this
volume.

$x. 50.

New Physiognomy
Or, Signs of Character, as manifested
through temperament and external forms,
Face
in the "Human
and especially
One thousand illustrations.
Divine.
Price,
00.
Wells.
By S. R.
$3
Hyeiene of the Brain
By M . L.
And the Cure of Nervousness.
Holbkook. M D. Part 1. contains chap
Cord,
Brain,
the
Spinal
the
ters on the
How to Cure
Cranial and Spinal Nerves.
Value of a Large Supply
Nervousness.
F.fty
of Food in Nervous Disorders.

Important Questions

Answered,

Price,

$1.00.

The Constitution of Nan
Considered in relation to external objects.
Bound
By Geo Combe. With portrait.
in Cloth, $125.
Physiology, Animal and Mental
Applied to the Preservation and Res
toration of Health of Body and Power
By
of Mind. Twenty five illustrations.
Unabridged edition.
O. S. Fowler.
Price, $1.00.
System
of Elocution a..j
Oratory
Founded on an analysis of the Human
Constitution considered in its threefold
nature— Mental, Physiological, and ExBy Thomas A. and William
pressional
Hyde. Price, $3.00.
fc

A Natural

The authors have studied the subject
closely, and present it from new and origi
This is not a commonplace
nal standpoints.
book on the plan of numerous school text
books, but one well worthy the attention of
all who would excel as speakeis, readers,
etc.

any
send the STUDENT'S SET (Price $18.75) to
address by express, upon receipt of $13.00.

Will

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers,
24 E. 22d Street. New York-

,n Common School Elocution
anfc ©rator\>,
COMHOS

SCHOOL

the title implies, Professor Brown has endeavored to present
the science of human expression in a manner so simple, so
concise and so reasonable, that no student with average zeal and
ability would experience difficulty in comprehending and apply
One hundred Choice Readings.
ing its principles.

JJs

328 pases, handsomely bound In Green Cloth, $1 00
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How Phrenology is bring Observed in the Papers.
In a recent edition of the New York
Evening World, Mr. Mortimer, the artist, has been struck with the marked
similarity in build, features and method

MB. OSBORNE.

Mr. Ely, Mr. Band and Mr.
James W. Osborne, all of whom have
been connected with sensational trials.
Mr. Osborne conducted all the import
ant cases in his time, and was succeeded
by Mr. Rand, who, upon his retirement

between

last January, gave way to Mr. Ely.
The three men are striking types of the
energetic, tenacious, never-let-go prosecutor.
"Each," according to the Even-

MR. HAND.

MR. ELY.

ing World, "has a thick neck, a square
jaw, a protruding chin and a big frame.
Their voices are harsh and penetrating,
although Mr. Eand can be melodious
in oratory when he is in the mood. Mr.
Osborne's earnestness was terrifying at
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times, when lie almost climbed upon
witnesses whose testimony he doubted."
"Mr. Rand was more given to ridi
cule, but he could be as forcible as

Osborne."

"Mr. Ely has not the keen sense of
humor that both his predecessors pos
sessed, but he is just as earnest, just
as dogged, and just as painstaking in
digging up evidence against the person
he is called upon to prosecute."
there is any reliance to be placed
in the outline of the heads of these
we see that the organ of
gentlemen,
Firmness is very pronounced, and the
organ of Dignity is deficient in Mr. Os
borne and Mr. Rand, while it is much
more prominent in the form of inde
The shape of
pendence in Mr. Ely.
the noses of the two former gentlemen
is similar, while that of Mr. Ely is
slightly retrousse, which shows pug

If
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nacity, boldness of attack, and an unre
lenting persistency of argument.
They all have the overshadowing per
ceptive arch and great length of jaw,
from the opening of the ear to the
point of the chin. We leave our readers
to make their own observations of the
characters of the men.
We believe, too, that the or<*an of
Veneration is not particularly large in
any of the above-named
gentlemen,
though the arrangement of the hair
may cause some difficulty in forming
any accurate idea of the organ.
The social affections, as shown in
the line .drawn from the opening of the
ear to the back of the head, are rela
tively smaller when compared with the
arch of the head above the eyes.
All of the gentlemen in question
make interesting physiognomical and
phrenological or craniological studies.

The Best of AIL
By Jomx N. Parker, B.A., Major in the Salvation

In their struggle for life, position,
honor, pleasures, and wealth, men
seek these in the wrong way.
They
start at the top instead of the foun
dation to build. To build a house,
one must be a carpenter; to run an
engine, one must be an engineer;
to practice medicine, one must be a
doctor, and to teach, one must be a
To undertake to do any
teacher.
of these things without knowing how
would be considered the height of
folly ; and yet men undertake to
direct the most wonderful, the most
complex, the most useful and the
most God-like organism in the world
without knowing anything about it.
The most important thing of all,
is for man to know himself and for
what he is best suited.
Half a life
time may be lost, wasted in floun
dering around to find one's place,
for want of this knowledge.
Just

Army.

as the eye was not made to hear,
or the ear to see ; the nose to taste,
or the mouth to smell; the hands to
walk, or the feet to handle, but each
for its own specific work, so every
man is made for a special place.
That is the place he should fill ,and
the only one he can fill successfully
To run, a man
(see 1 Cor. 12).
must know the kind of track for
which he is best suited; to build, he
must know what kind of a founda
tion he has ; to invest, he must know
whether he has the cash; just so,
if he is to undertake a particular
line, he should first know if he is
suited for that line.
To begin at
the bottom, to know himself first,
so that he may find and

fill

the place

for which God made him, do the
work for which God created him, is
the most important thing of all ;
and the only way to unerringly find
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his place is by the help of Phre
All other things are needed
nology.
in their places, but what is most
this will
needed is the knowledge
give; and because it gives this,
Phrenology is the most necessary,
the most valuable, the best of all.
Why are so many men failures?
Why are so many men out of em

ployment, and wandering from place
to place like derelicts on the ocean?
Why is the bottom of the sea of
life strewn with so many wrecks?
Is it not because not knowing what
they were best suited for, they tried
the first thing that came along and
failed, and then something else, and
on and on, always with the same re
sult, failure, until they got discour
aged, gave up in despair and went
down ? If they had known for what
they were best suited, and had taken
the advice of Solomon, "Let thy
fountains be dispersed abroad, and
rivers of waters in the streets"
(Prov. 5:16), they might have suc

ceeded as other men.

Why are so many poor? Why do
their children cry for bread, go in
tatters
and suffer agonies
they
should never know? Is it not often
because father is not in his right
place

?

Why are some homes always un
happy and full of contention? You
may have seen them.
Everything
seems to go wrong.
The father is
cross, the mother scolds and there
seems to be nothing but discord.
Peace, one of the richest — the price
less jewel of earth —has flown. In
stead of home being home to such
families, it is more like Hell.
instead of going blindly into mar
riage, the parties had first learned
whether suited for each other, they
might have prevented their unhappiness; since their marriage if they
had learned where their difficulty
was, they might have avoided much
of that which has ruined their home.
Why are so many children un
controllable, so rude, so dumb ap

If
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Is it not because their
parently?
parents do not understand them, or
their own weaknesses, and do not un
dertake to train them in the right
way? We are told to "Train up a
child in the way he should go, and
when he is old, he will not dep*rt
from it" (Prov. 22:6). But how is
a parent to do this if he does not
know how? Learn how, of course.
But how is thi sto be done?
There
are two things necessary.
They
should know and control themselves :
"He that ruleth his spirit is better
than he that taketh a city" (Prov.
To control others, it is
16:32).
necessary to control one's self; and
the first step to self-control is selfThe only way to get
knowledge.
this is through Phrenology.
The
next thing is to know the child, and
this knowledge is obtained in the
same way.
Brute force may keep

children under control for a while;
but it is kindness and common sense
backed by real knowledge
of the
child that is going to make possible
the bringing of it into a way that
may indeed be proud of
parents
its Godly, useful life.
Parents, do
you realize the value of Phrenology
to you in the training of your chil
dren, and why it is so important?
If you know where its faculties are
too large, it tells you how to help
the child to restrain itself there ; if
too small, how to cultivate.
In a
few
and especially when
years
young, the faculties by this restraint
or cultivation change quickly. When
the faculties have changed and its
habits formed its nature is so fixed
that it is natural for it "not to de
part from" the way it has been
trained.
The inference is plain.
Parents, you wrong yourselves and
children if you do not know and
train them right.
Why are employers so often hin
dered in their business by unsuita
ble employees?
Certainly unsuit
able persons are not employed in
What is the difficulty,
tentionally.
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then?

Why is he taken and given
Because there is need of
some one, and it is hoped the party
will suit when it is not known
whether he will or not.
Phrenology
would help to determine whether the
party was suitable, and much time
would be saved to both.
Why are there so many clashes
among neighbors and friends; those
who should live happily and peace
Is it not because
ably together?
they do not understand and conse
quently do not know how to adapt
themselves to each other?
Why is
it that children trained as Metho
dists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Cath
olics, Jews, Democrats, Republicans
or Prohibitionists are so unwilling
to change to anything else?
It is
not simply the teaching, but that
teaching has accorded with their
faculties; hence be inganything else
would be unnatural to them. This
barrier of faculties, however, is not
unsurmountable, and should not
stand in the way of a change where
right says such a change should be
a

trial?

made.

Why are there so many criminals
and penetentiaries ? Be
cause men did not know themselves

in our jails
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and where to restrain and cultivate
their faculties, but let themselves
go without their own restraints, or
the direction and help of God.
Why are there so many in the
insane asylums?
Because they did
not know how to take care of their
bodies, and restrain or cultivate the
faculties that perverted have ruined
their lives.
Why do so many die easily, over
work themselves, or give themselves
up to a life of ease? Why do so
many never find their right places,
but go through life with their talents
unused? Is there not some way of
help, some way to prevent all this
waste of God-given talents?
There
is; and that is through the knowl
edge of self that may be obtained
through Phrenology.
So important is this great subject
that all public schools, colleges,
young people's societies and the
churches should, as far as possible,
teach it and urge it upon the atten
It is an interesting,
tion of- all.
valuable and fascinating study, and
would, if taken up, earnestly and

conscientiously, result in incal
culable profit and interest, to a
grateful public.

Brain Roofs and Porticos*
CHARACTLR

LAugust

No. IV.

STUDY FOR BUSY MEN AND WOMEN,

By the Editor.
We are confronted from day to day
with the ever forceful question of how
character shows itself in the outlines
of the face and head. In the present
instance

we have two

men

whose

life

and work have been before the public
criticism during the past year.
No. 1 is no less a man than Charles
E. Hughes, counsel for the Investigat
ing Committee of Life Insurances.

"The exposures of insurance irregu
larities that are filling the news col
umns of the press are evoking the sug
gestion that a little more honesty would
mean a much better policy — or, at any
rate, a cheaper one,"

Digest.

says the

Literary

This is what Mr. Hughes is evidently
to do.
Mr. Hughes' fee
endeavoring
for the Armstrong committee, it is un
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will be $15,000.
For six
months' arduous legal work of incal
culable benefit to the public, this is
certainly not excessive, remarks the
New York World.
It is decidedly modest when com
pared with the charges of the eminent
counsel arrayed against Mr. Hughes.
Mr. Hornblower's bill for services in
the Alexander-Hyde
was
controversv
derstood,

$45,000.

Mr.

No- I.

Cohen

charged

$50,000

been received
by Mr. Hornblower's
firm.
Everything considered, Mr. Hughes'
services would have been cheap at
$100,000, and the New York World
observes, "The State is still in his debt
It is under a new obligation to him for
his example of moderation and honesty
in legal charges."
The line across the head shows a
vast difference in the extent that it cov
ers and the proportion that it gives,
and even an untrained eye can easily
detect that Mr. Hornblower possesses
a much wide area in the base than Mr.
Hughes.
What difference does this make in
the character of the two men?
Every
difference in the world, for, while No.
1 is influenced by motives of modera-

1MR. C. K. HUGHES.
No.

for
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period covering five months. Mr.
was for $25,000. Mr.
Root's was of like amount, and Mr. Depew's yearly retainer was $20,000.
Self-depreciation cannot be alleged
against these able attorneys. The Man
hattan Fire Insurance Company re
ceivership developed another incidence
of large legal fees. After the $60,000
lawyer's bill was paid, only $6,000 was
left for the creditors.
The estate of
William Eice paid out $537,623 in fees,
of which $125,000 was alleged to have

II.

MB. HORNBLOWER.

a

Joline's little bill

tion in regard to greed and "grab-allI-can-get" policy, No. 2 is actuated by
the influence of large Acquisitiveness,
and hence, sees no wrong in making
a demand for as high a fee as will be
paid. The standard of the one man
is, therefore, very different from that
of the other, and not until we get a few
more men like No. 1 into our public
offices, shall we be able to get a valua
ble percentage of honesty rather than
greed and corruption.
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The countenances of the two men
The
vary as much as their heads.
eyes of No. 1 are kind and considerate,
though firm and positive; while those
of No. 2 are anxious, greedv and avari
The nose of No. 1 is acquiline,
cious.
with a sufficient amount of width to
it to make it positive.
The nose of
No. 2 is commercial in type, and has
the characteristic curve along the cen
ter.
The distance from the nose to
the mouth, or the upper lip, is long
and well proportioned in No. 1, while
it is greatly foreshortened in No. 2,
the nose almost dipping down to meet
the chin.
The lips indicate a full development
of the posterior region of the head,
which helps a man to be interested in
the affairs of his fellowmen from other
motives besides those of what he can
The
get out of his brother worker.
lips of No. 2 show very little considera
tion of philanthropic spirit; in fact,
the upper lip is very cold and hard,
even to unfeelingness, though
it is
somewhat modified by the lower one.

[August

If we look for a moment at the top
of the head we shall see another inter
esting comparison, for, while No. 1 is
filled out in the upper story, No. 2
seems lamentably short of this mental
commodity, and the arch just above the
second line shows a falling away of
brain in this region.
It must not be concluded that a per
son must remain as he is all his life
with the impediments and handicaps
of his nature, for Phrenology points
out that by knowing one's shortcom
We, there
ings they can be modified.
fore, make these contrasts more with
the spirit of helpful enquiry for the
sake of showing that all can, if so
disposed, alter his or her conditions fa
But none must suppose or
vorably.
ran away with the notion that a person
is justified in doing wrong because of
his want of moral culture. What, then,
must he do?
Immediately set to work
to cultivate that which is lacking, and
the end will justify the means or the
trouble taken in so doing.
Illustrations by Frederick Koch.

The Synthetic Philsophy Of
Herbert Spencer.
An Address Given at the American Institute of
Phrenology, April 3d, 1906.
By Robert Walter, M. D.
Continued from page 231.
The

history of this invention of
is well set forth by his lead
ing American coadjutor, Prof. LeConte,
whom we prefer here to quote, because
he avoids the high-sounding and con
fusing phraseology of his great proto
LeConte says, in his "Evolu
type.
tion," that "the obstacle to the acceptSpencer's

ance of the evolution theory was re
moved by conceiving that all the forces

of Nature — gravity, electricity, mag
netism, heat, light, chemical affinity,
etc. — are but different forms of one
universal, omnipresent energy, and are
transmutable into each other back and
forth without loss."

1906.]
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There are two classes of forces in
this list, each the opposite of the other
in all essentials, and yet they are here
jumbled together as though they were
essentially alike. Gravity and affinity
are inherent, intrinsic and non-produci
ble, while heat, light, electricity, etc.,
are extrinsic, incidental, and produci
ble, the very opposite in all essential
respects ; and yet these men, knowing
these facts, place them in the same
class and assert that they are transmutable into each other back and forth.
We are unable to conceive that a college
Is
professor don't know any better.
to
in
the
universe
a
fact
there
single
show that gravity can be produced,
destroyed or transmuted into anything
And where is the place where
else?
chemical affinity or life can be manu
factured ? If heat or light is transmutable into gravity or affinity, there
should be some place where this is
We all know how to make heat
•done.
and light, provided we have the force
to make them out of, but who knows
Heat, light
how to make the force?
and electricity are "modes of motion,"
and, of course, given the force we can
easily make the motion; but no motion
Spencer says
can make its own force.
the force that makes heat, light and
electricity is without name, but com
mon observation shows that they are
Does
made by gravity and affinity.
a
name
come
the
sun
from
of
the heat
And whence the heat that
less force?
warms our house or lights our city?

Is

Spencer's

theory more to be trusted

than our own senses? The heat, light
are all
and electricity of commerce
and
not
or
affinity,
gravity
by
produced

by some nameless force whose very ex
istence was never suspected until Spen
cer invented it in order to render plaus
ible one of the greatest of all imposi
tions upon human credulity.
All science, knowledge and human
experience testify to the fact that the

infinite and eternal energy appears in
Nature in three distinct forms, viz.:
life, gravity and chemical affinity, the
great producing, ever-present agents of
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Are not these universally
present to our senses?
Why go be
yond gravity in search of an omnipres
ent force when Newton demonstrated
that every particle of matter in the uni
verse is a storehouse of it.
Why de
the
discoveries
of
all
the
preciate
ages ?
Why ignore Newton and even Jesus and
Paul, and then talk about "overwhelm
ing bias" and religious prejudice? We
do not think that the history of the
nineteenth century, (and it is doubtful
if that of any other century) furnishes
a superior example to Herbert Spencer
for bias and prejudice.
existence.

LeConte tells us that after the gen
eral doctrine of transmutation was ac
cepted, "life force was still believed to
a peculiar mysterious
principle or
entity standing above the other forces
and subordinating them."
Is there
Is it
anything unreasonable in this?
not true that human life, at least,
stands above and controls all other
forces, and makes them our servants?
Or is it true, as Spencer says, that
every idea of ours is the product of
these forces? Which is it? Do we make
heat or does heat make us? Is gravity
our master or are we the master of it?
Do we not make it our servant in a
thousand different ways?
And is the
same not true of all other forces ? Are
they not our servants to obey rather
than our masters to command? Why,
then, should LeConte repudiate the
idea that life stands above and sub
ordinates all other forces ? Which shall
of our own
we trust, the testimony
senses or Spencer's
We can
theory?
in this
deny the facts of observation
respect only by closing our eyes and
plunging heedlessly into an abyss of
absurdity, falsehood and fatality, as
One truth indeed
Spencer has done.
this great system very forcibly illus
trates, viz. : that the human will is com
petent to any result which it has set
iself to achieve.
"If it will, it will, you may depend on't ;
And if it won't, it wont't, and this is
an end on't."
be

;

is

tells us that
regarded as so
much force withdrawn from the gen
eral fund of chemical and physical
forces to be returned at death." Why
didn't he say vital force
so much
physical force, instead of saying
may
be regarded as so much.
Whenever
witness hedges in his answers, or evades
direct answer to the question, we
always suspect the reason why and for
the same reason we find LeConte say
ing, "Vital force may be regarded"
only because he didn't like to say
what his conscience told him was not
so.
But, for the sake of argument, let us
so, and that the life of an
grant
athlete consists of an immense amount
of physical force, transmuted into vital
force, and that, being suddenly killed,
all this vital force
at once returned
to the physical and chemical forces
whence
came.
Did his life come
from gravity, what an immense weight
he would become when all at once this
life was returned to gravity. Or, if, as
more generally believed,
life comes
forth from heat, and, being suddenly re
turned to the heat whence
came, we
may test the amount of life returned by
the use of
clinical thermometer,
we
can find one that will measure so great
heat. Or was
returned to electricity?
Look out you will be electrocuted
strenu
you touch him, for he lived
ous life and the voltage of his body must
be very high.
But whether his life
returned to gravity, heat, electricity or
other force,
must of necessity show
wondrous increase in some one or all
of them,
thing which easily may be
made
subject of actual test, to which
we appeal.
Do
our
sir, do
also

a

it

is

be

;

is

is

it

if

it

a

if

it

it

is

a

it

is

it,

it,

which frail human nature will go?
Gravity, affinity and life produce heat,
light and electricity, but are never
transmuted into them ; and the thing
produced can never generate its pro
ducer.
No child ever yet begot its own
father.
Imagine for a moment that the grav
ity of water which produces electricity

But this author
"Vital force may

!

The obstacle is removed from Mr.
Spencer's paper, it is true, but is it
removed from any unprejudiced mind
who has given attention to the sub
ject? The fatuity which can put grav
ity, affinity and vital force in the same
class with heat, light, electricity, etc.,
and make them all transmutable into
each other, back and forth, without loss,
is passing comprehension.
Once the
wish becomes father to the thought,
who can explain the absurd lengths to

elements.

a

moved.

is

into
transformed,
that
electricity.
Think of water without gravity? No
water ever lost gravity by doing work
lost position, the equivalent of work
done, but the force
eternal, inherent
in the water, and can never desert its

a

lodgment.
But LeConte has incidentally given
us another great truth, viz. ; "If living
force is above and dominates all other
forces, it is natural, yea, almost neces
sary," he says, "to believe that living
forms are wholly different from other
forms in their origin." He should have
All other
left out the word "almost."
forms are the product of force, as he
admits, and if every living force is
above all other forces, living forms,
which they have produced must be
equally above other forms in their ori
gin; for the form always corresponds
with the force that produces it.
"But the difficulty," says LeConte,
"was soon removed, for vital force also
yielded to the general law, and may
now be regarded as so much force with
drawn from the general fund of physi
forces to be again
cal and chemical
refunded without loss at death." This
obstacle (to evolution) is therefore re

by its passage through a water-wheel
transmuted, or, as Spencer has

it

man convinced against his will,
Is of his own opinion still."
Both LeConte and Spencer were so
dominated by a theory which filled
every thought that the plainest fact of
life would seem to find no room for

a

"A
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challenge to the involutionists.
One more illustration from this au
thor of the transmutation of forces is
justified chiefly because it is the same
employed by Herbert Spencer, but less
succinctly for the same purpose.
"As sun heat," says LeConte, "fall
ing upon water disappears as heat to re
appear as mechanical power, raising the
water into the clouds, so sunlight fall
ing upon green leaves disappears as
light to reappear as vital force, lifting
matter from the mineral into the or
ganic kingdom."
Beautiful simplicity, if true. But it
isn't true. Every element of the state
ment is false, except that sun heat falls
To

be
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on water and sunlight falls on green
leaves.
But neither of them is trans
muted into anything else.
Sun heat
does not disappear as heat; nor is it

transmuted into mechanical power. On
the contrary, it is absorbed by the water
as heat, it remains in the water as
heat, and it is only as heat that it
can be of any service in raising water

to the clouds.
But it doesn't raise the
water at all; it heats the water, so
causing the vapor to be of less specific
gravity than the surrounding atmos
phere, so that gravity, pulling on the
whole atmosphere, crowds the lighter
Heat is the occasion for the
vapor up.
operation of gravity, but gravity alone
does the work.

Continued.

Near View of Josiah Allen's Wife, Samantha.
By the

Editor

The Marie Twain of Women Writers.

It was my privilege the other day to
meet the author of "Samantha Allen"
or Josiah Allen's wife, and it afforded
me more pleasure in doing so because
having such an opportunity of seeing
her at near range, one can account
for the ability of such a writer, and
present one's conclusions to the read
ers of the Phrenological Journal.
Women are not generally credited
with possessing great wit or humor as
writers or speakers, if that is the
case, then we find in Miss Holley a
hrilliant

Her humor is so
exception.
natural that she throws around her an
innate charm, and it is perfectly de
lightful to listen to her conversation as
well as to be entertained by her books.
In personality Miss Holley is sinrly attractive, her beautiful white
of glory
acting as a crown
around
the
lat
her face; while
ter is lighted up with the sweet
est of smiles, and her eyes fairly

dance with good humor and kindliness.
There is something particularly fas
cinating about her eyes which no pho
tograph can do justce to, and she needs
to be studied in her private life in or
der to catch their full meaning.
Although she is a woman of matur
ity of thought, yet she has in her veins
She will never grow
perpetual youth.
old in spirit, but possesses the recipe
for crystalizing the sunlight and the
dewdrops so that they will murmur to
her thoughts of cheer for ever and for
aye.

Her books, as Bishop Newman has
truly said, are an antidote for the blues,
a tonic for mental prostration, a provo
cation of wholesome laughter, and an
Her wit is
inspiration to Godliness.
bitter as satire sugar coated with the
fun; it is
sweetness of exhilarating
irony laughing at fashionable folly.
Hers is exalted wit with scappel in
one hand and balm of Gilead in the
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Her personality

is intense ; her
She
genius immense; her art perfect.
stands alone in her own chosen sphere,
other.

without a rival.
Through her humor she becomes an
efficient reformer, and her fun has al
ways a beneficence about it and not

It is elevating,
merely an amusement.
and has always a point to it. Her books
are certainly doing a great work for
social reforms.
She is logical, eloquent, pathetic and
instructive at the same time, and her
common sense beams out from beneath
all her humor. It is like the sunshine
playing with the icicles on a beautiful
winter's day.
Notwithstanding the fact that there
are many clever women writers to-day,
Miss Holley's mental endowments are
far above the average.
Although we
do not lay great stress upon size of head
alone, it is nevertheless a fact that her
head measures twenty-two and a half
inches in circumference, by fourteen
and a quarter in height, and fourteen
and a half in length, and with calipers
the width of her head measures six
inches and the length seven and a half.
Thus, the circumference of her head,
taken by itself, is equal to that of a
full-sized gentleman's
head, and to
gether with the quality of her organiza
tion one can readily see that she can
take her place with women who possess
a master mind.
Together with the active development
of her forebrain, she has also a strong
degree of moral and spiritual power,
and this influence is breathed
into
every part of her work.
Being highly
she sees things from the
sympathetic,
viewpoint of tenderness and pathos,
and when linked to her humor help her
to produce a book like "Samantha at
the St. Louis Exposition."
Such writers as Marietta Holley are
rare and are highly appreciated by the
general public, and when we count up
the number of humorists among ourgentlemen writers, we find that even these
are limited.
Her moral brain

expresses large Con
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scientiousness,
Hope and Spirituality,
which are largely developed in her cor
onal region, and are much in evidence
when one is talking with her.
She
does not simply speculate or conjecture
in a visionary way concerning immate
rial subjects, but she gets down to bed
rock and her feet are planted upon the
earth, although she has followed Emer
son's advice of attaching her wagon
to a star.
Her books are sermons written with
before her,
a practical object always
and the emotional side of her nature
is able to picture the riduculousness of
every-day occurrences.
A person who is without this moral
development above referred to is very
liable to be very tame and commonplace
in thought, and cannot rise to the

height of imagination in any phase of
work.
This is where one great differ
ence appears between writers who sim
ply have a desire to entertain and those
who entertain with a high moral pur

background.
The versatility of Miss Holley's mind
is displayed through the various talents
that she possesses, namely, for poetry
and music, as is demonstrated
in her
work. Her best poems, essays and sto
ries are "My Opinions and Bctsv Bobbett's," "My Wayward Pardner," "The
Mormon's Wife," "Sweet Cicely," "Sa
mantha at the Centennial," and "Sa
mantha
at
"Samantha
Saratoga,"
the
"Samantha
Brethren,"
Among
Among the Coloured Folks," "Saman
tha at' the World's Fair," "Samantha
in Europe," "Around the World with
Josiah Allen's Wife," "Samantha at
the St. Louis Exposition," and her last
book called, "Experiences with a Bor
rowed Automobile."
Her talents also enter the domain of
music.
Her mother played the organ
and was intensely interested in music.
It is but natural, therefore, that Miss
Holley should show some interest in the
same art herself.
It has been, how
ever, for her to spiritually
interpret
the lives of others through Samantlja
Allen, that she is best known to the
pose as a
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public, and her writings will be read,
not only by this generation, but also by
those that are to follow, for she pos
sesses the secret of creating around her
an interest for her work which will
Her intellectual light will
never die.
burn clearly when that of some of her

MISS
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istration ; large Language to supply her
with fluency to clothe her ideals, and
to
large Ideality and Constructiveness
enable her to weave together
servations of men and time.

her

ob

Standard,
The Watertown Daily
Saturday, March 18, 1905, says of

MARIETTA HOLLEY,

Author of "Samantha at the St. Louis Exposition."

to dissect

and compare

the va

rious thoughts that come to her for reg-

a

is

power

Marietta Holley: "America can boast
to-day what no other nation in civiliza
tion may, and that
genuine and
famous woman humorist, Marietta Hollev, the creator of Samantha Allen.
Barring the quaint dialect speech, and
the fact that she has no husband whom
her
she has to correct, Miss Holley
Manifest in her
self Samantha Allen.
is,

famous competitors
in the literary
world will have vanished from sight.
In order to interpret character, how
ever, as Miss Hoi le v does, she uses her
Human Nature, which helps her to un
derstand the idiosyncracies of her sex;
which gives her
large Comparison,
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daily life and character are the pro
found, yet homelike philosophy, strong
convictions, and advanced ideas that
Samantha utters in the pages of Mari
etta Holley's book.
With all this, Miss
Holley combines in her own make-up
an exquisite poise of judgment and a
breadth of intelligence that enables her
to see all sides of a question at once.
Few reformers of either sex can do that.
"I try in everything to be like Sa
mantha "mejum," says the author of
""Samantha."
It would be hard to find a truer
type of womanhood than Marietta Hol
She is honest and sincere as the
and know human being can
have more decided convictions of right
and wrong, yet she says the lesson of
life to her has been that of tolerance,
to think kindly of all mankind, even
of those who are erring. Marietta Hol
ley lives in a beautiful home at PierreIt is built
pont Manor, N. Y. State.
on the same tract of land where our
It is sur
woman humorist was born.
rounded by lawns and gardens, flow
ers and trees.
Miss Holley loves flow
There is a fine veg
ers passionately.
There are poultry,
etable garden, too.
horses and stables, where Samantha's
are kept, lakes
horses and carriages
which Samantha caused to be con
structed are fed from springs upon the
land itself. The water supply of the
beautiful home is conveyed by piping
from the same springs. Miss Holley
herself planned the home and the lay
ing out of the grounds, and watched
while her ideas rose into materializa
tion under the hands of workmen.
Our Samantha has demonstrated
that a woman may write famous and
popular books, and at the same time
prove herself a perfect home-maker and
It is the fine
manager of an estate.
quality of.-level-hcadedness that shines
pre-eminent in this lady, in which re
spect she sets an example to all her sex.
It may be mentioned that all the money
which built and now maintains the
beautiful home was earned by the witty
and industrious author herself.
She
ley.

sunlight
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is a home woman, and this establish
ment was the ideal before her through
What she did by her
years of work.
gift of writing
and
her
skill
ful management, other women with
other gifts, may do as well.
Her ex
ample ought to be an inspiration to her
sex.
In this home Miss Holley spends
much of her time, does much of her
writing, and extends
hospitality to
friends.
Her hired people in and out
side of the home are devoted to her and
"stay with her forever," it has been
said.
Her nature, sunny and sympa
thetic and sweet, even with her busi
ness-like ways, takes them all in and
helps them in their sorrows and trou
bles.
Miss Holley has never been to
Europe and does not like the thought
of crossing the ocean, she says. She
does not belong to any club.
In pri
vate, however, Miss Holley is a charm
ing talker, though not a glib one, per
haps those who think deeply are never
glib talkers, and all she says is sin
cerity itself. Miss Holley is a hand
some woman, with large, bright eyes,
a sweet mouth, and strong, firm fea
tures.
One of her latest books being "Sa?nantha at the St. Louis Exposition,"
which is a quarto of three hundred and
twelve pages in decorated olive green
cloth, from the publishing house of Q.
W. Dillingham & Co., New York.
It
is cleverly illustrated, which conveys
the humor of the story admirably Sa
mantha's "Eppisodin" always irresistable and one of the happiest instances
is where she goes into the wireless tel
"You
egraph and telephone station.
don't hear anything more than the
noise of the passing crowd, and the air
don't see many different from the
plain Jonesville- air ; but take up a re
ceiver and put it to your ear, and lo,
the atmosphere all about you is full
of voices, near and far off strains of
music, and I says to Josiah, 'Who
knows but some happy soul, some happy
day may discover the secret of seein'?

Continued on page 257.
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What The Future New Yorker Will Be.
By

J.

A.

"Considering that we have eightyfour per cent, of foreigners in our
public schools here in New York
City, and that this per cent, rep
resent twenty-one
nationalities, we
can readily see that there must be

COMPOSITE

Fowler.
will be the national character in
the years to come?
"In the girl's physical form and
head, we see represented a strong
fusion of the Vital-Mental tempera
ment, and these are indicative of the

OF ELEVEN GIRLS.

a strong fusion of foreign blood in
the growing population, and as we
look forward into the future, and
the possibility of these
recognize
one with an
types intermingling
other, the question
arises^ "What

German, Italian, Dutch and Se
mitic types.
The breadth of the
head across the temples and upper
forehead indicate the German type.
The large Ideality and Tune, or the
breadth of the head one inch above'
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indicates the Italian
the temples,
element.
The Dutch character is
represented in the height of the pos
terior region of the head.
Consci
entiousness,
giving integrity, relia
bleness and honesty of character, is

COMPOSITE

JOURNAL
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the American character is shown in
the large
Constructiveness, which
of
adds
inventiveness
ingenuity,
mind, and constructive ability.
"In the boy we see more of the
Moti'*Q temperament
than in the

OF ELEVEN BOYS.

The Sclavonic and
here indicated.
the Semetic characteristics are no
in the expression
of the
ticeable
eyes, and the form of the lips;
while the American characterictics
are noticeable in the height of the
central forehead, giving Intuition
and ability to understand the char
acteristics of people; and, further,

The face is longer and less
girl.
rounded out; hence, the locomotive,
executive, businesslike
qualities ap
to be strongly represented.
pear
The breadth of the head across the
ears gives him pluck, spirit and en
The mellow expression from
ergy.
the eyes is indicative of the foreign
infusion of character.
The height

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
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The National Type of Girls are:
(7)|Englaiid.

(1) Italy.
(8) France.

of

(2) Africa.
(9) Spain,

the head is an advantage and a
addition to the child of
beneficial
to-day, who has but small veneration
or respect for parental control and

The Nationayrypca of Boye are:
(6)-Syrla.

(4) Canada.
(5) Poland.
(!) Austria.
(10) Germany.
(11) Ronmania.

(BJGreece.

The height of the head
authority.
also indicates firmness of resolve, a
spirit, a reliability of
persevering
and a disposition to do
character,

(1) Scotland.
(4) Sweden.
(2) Ireland.
(3) Denmark.
(7) Armenia.
(8) Buesia.
(9) Tripoli. (10) Bohemia.
(11) Sicily.

(5) America.
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moral principle,
token
integrity,
breadth of sympathy, intuition, love
of commerce, inventiveness and sci
entific ability, will dominate in the
character of the future New Yorker.
The blending, therefore, will be ad
vantageous rather than detrimental
The physique
to our national type.
will be stronger and better balanced
than is the case with Uncle Sam
to-day, and the characteristics of
the Far East, such as the olive com
plexion, the liquid eye, the artistic
taste, the musical capacity, and the
linguistic talent, will combine well
with the present motive activity, the
executive ability, the mechanical expertness, and the money-making ca
pacity of the American."

There is a winsomeas he agrees.
which repre
character
the
ness to
weakness.
than
rather
sents power
but one
face,
It is not an effeminate
of culture, and betokens strength,
and the elements that give common
sense, practical ability, and logical
French,
The
English,
insight.
Irish, Dutch, as well as the German
and Italian, are certainly repre
sented in the face before us.
"We consider that these are won
derful forecasts of the future, and
recognize that this combination of
will produce a stronger
elements
national type of character than we
We
have yet been able to produce.
predict that the elements that be
(From

the

|August

New Yobk

World. )

THE CONFLICT.
Crumbling with age in the city
Are palaces dismal and old.
No one passes the doorways,
The hearthstone are vacant and cold.
There phantoms of wealth and distinc
tion,
Clad in splendor
to

Come

whisper-

of

The soul must find food
ment

The heart
pand

human

mand.

Of sad tales which never are told.
lives

that are saddened

and

dark

But by honest lasting endeavor,
Hearing a palace sublime
Of good deeds to grow through the

ened,

Rich

raiment, some
bring

But

is

comfort, may

;

happiness

money

purchased'

with

?

Docs peace crown the head of a king

For

answer,

?

those ruins of beauty,

In eloquent pictures portray,
How the struggle for riches and power,
Lead onward toward blight and de
cay.

to ex

The treasures of life worth the seeking,
Are not found by building of clay,
Fine works of art, costly mansions,
That at best only last for a day.

hearts

broken,

To

must have room
:

To reap the rewards and the blessings
Which' earnest thoughts ever com

velvet and gold,

of

for unfold-

;

■

ages,.

Brighter and brighter with time.
By reaching a Hand to a brother;

In

poverty

To him

never to roam

every cot affords

He who builds thus,

;

shelter;
has always

home.

Edith B. Dauling.

a
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A NEAR VIEW OF JOSIAH ALLEN'S WIFE, SAMANTHA.
Continued from Page 252.

Who knows what . divine visitors are
this moment coming and going over
these unseen routes, connecting our
souls with distant ones, connecting one
land to another like as not!"
"Andbein' some eloquent,
keep on,
their
foot
don't
hear
the
sound
of
we
than
'and
more
noiseless
steps lighter,
the down of a blossom, shod as they are
We don't
with the softness of silence.'
hear the rustle of their garments woven
of fabric lighter than air. We can't
see their tender faces any more than
we can see the sweet breath of the rose
if they lay their tender hands on our
foreheads.
They rest here so light and
tender we fancy it is only a breath of
air to ching our fevered brow, bring
ing a sudden rest and comfort.

I

If

they

speak

to us

when

we are

tired out and heart-broken, we hear
their voices only in our soul and are
If
suddenly and strangely consoled.
their eyes ever look into our eyes, filled
with a divine pity and sweetness of
their all-comprehending love and sym

we know it by the sudden sunshinny light and warmth that fills our
some where,
being, that some time,
some happy soul may see and compre
hend what we now faintly apprehend.
The book is full of fun from the early
pages where Josiah elaborates his pur
pose to have an exposition of his own,
to the close, where Josiah and Samantha go to thank President Francis for
the treat he had given them.
But the
humor cannot be quoted; it is enough
to say that it will hold the reader fas
cinated from start to finish.
But if
space permitted, the reviewer goes on to
would like to quote what Samansay,
tha has to say about Sam Perkin's sa
loon, and her talk about the Philip
pines, and to President Francis and
Jane Oliver Perkins, about the home
for fallen men; for all who are ac
quainted with Samantha know that her
wit is only to introduce her philosophy,
and that both are waited on by tender
charity, for the foibles of humankind,
and as a keen sense for the beautiful
as ever possessed an artist soul.
pathy,

I

Prize Offers and Awards*
The prize for the

July competitors

to David R. Shearer,
of North Carolina, for his article on
"Scientific Marriage."
As he under
stands the subject, it means a marriage
in which the participating individuals
have a thorough knowledge of them
selves, of each other, and of the rela
Each
tion they are about to enter.
would know and understand the facul
ties, temperament and possibilities of
both.
We wish this subject was more
fully talked about and enlarged upon.
Mr. F. Dippel, of Philadelphia, is
highly commended for his estimable
has been awarded

competition.
For August the competition will be
for the best article on "How to Cul
tivate the Organ of Self -Esteem."

The subject for September will be
"What Faculties are Exercised in Sci
and
entific, Philosophic
Emotional
Literature ?"
The October competition will be for
the best essay on "Causality
and
Its Use Among the Intellectual Facul
ties."
The subject
for November is a
Christmas Story of about six hundred
words bearing on Phrenology.
The December competition will be
for a New Year's Story or Poem bear
ing on Phrenology.
All competitions should be sent to the
office of the Phrenological Journal
on or before the first of the month.
Competitors should write on one side
of the paper only, and in ink.
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Science of Health,
NEWS AND NOTES.

newspapers, will be
to the people of this
to the people of all

countries.
It will result in a careful
and scientific analysis of nearly all
foods and drinks, and in the elimina
tion of the poisonous elements that
most foods and drinks, now being con
We predict that be
sumed, contain.
fore the question is finally settled, many
millions of people will become uncom
promising vegetarians.
It is not the boracic acid, formal
dehyde and other poisons put into the
canned meats, sausage and other ani
mal products, that do the most harm
to the people, but the putrefactive mat
ters in the dead flesh of animals before
anything is mixed with them. When the
blood leaves an animal, the life ele
ments or living bacteria, are gone, and
the putrifying germs of destructive bac
teria immediately take possession, and
in a few hours they propagate by the
billions, and if not disturbed, in two
or three days the whole carcass becomes
a mass of putrid matter, any part of
which, if taken in the Imman blood,
will begin to destroy the living germs
necessary to maintain health and pro

long human life.
The placing of animal flesh in cold
storage or injecting into it boracic acid
and other poisons that kill the putrifactive bacteria, will temporarily arrest
the propagation of these invisible pu

trifying

germs.

There are myriads of poisonous
drugs that are daily being prescribed
by physicians and druggists that are
either taken into the stomachs and

The Creator has made man on strict
scientific principles.
When he formed
his mouth, his teeth, his tongue, hjs
salivary glands that secrets the saliva,
his stomach, with its glands for secret
ing the acid gastric juice the deodema
or second stomach, with its glands; the
the pancreatic
pancrea for secreting
the liver, with its glands for
juice
manufacturing bile and filtering the
blood, and the numerous
intestinal
glands Jot producing some half dozen
or more different fluids, all of which
aid in converting the foods eaten into
blood, he knew just what kind of foods
were needed to make the blood required
to support and maintain all the organs
and tissues of the body, to keep them
in health and prolong their life.
In
addition to this he told Adam and Eve,
the first pair created, just what kinds
of foods to eat. See Genesis, First;
29. and Genesis Second, 9-16 and 17.
There
not the slightest intimation
found in this, the earliest and most re
liable history of the human race, that
the Creator designed mankind to eat
the flesh of dead animals.
It
eat
ing substances that contain both good
and evil elements that lias brought dis
ease and premature death
into the
world. The way to be free from the
is

of the question of
is going on in Con

thence into the blood, or injected into
the veins and tissues of the body for
the purpose of killing the germs of
disease that are doing far greater dam
age to those who use them than are the
poisons injected into the canned foods
by the managers of the packing houses
of the Beef Trusts of the country!
Immerse the flesh of any animal in
pure alcohol and make the vessel air
tight, and you destroy the destructive
and
will not decay for
germs in
years.

:

the

it

The discussion
Pure Foods that
gress and in the
of immense value
country, and also

by

it,

Millions.

is

Making Vegetarians

Miller, M.D.

;

By E. P.
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a

it

if

a

it,

it,

a

is

a

is

?

is

is

is

is

sure to bear
several crops besides the apple.
There
the crop of sweet and tender
reminiscences
dating from childhood
and spanning the seasons from May to
October, and making the orchard
sort
You
of outlying part of the household.
have played there as
child, mused
there as
youth and lover, strolled
there as
thoughtful and sad-eyed man.
Your father, perhaps, planted the trees,
a

a

a

is

a

or reared them from the seed, and you
yourself have formed and grafted them
till every separate tree has
peculiar
history and meaning to your mind.
Then there
the never-failing crop of
birds — robins, finches, king-birds, ori
oles, red-birds, starlings, and others,
such

crop

There
bearer

and

!"

is

by

a

"The apple-orchard

you

is

:

is

a

;

"In spite of all the opportunities and
advantages we possess, and the cheap
ness of fruit, how many families fail to

perhaps, who have never acquired
taste for fruit and who have little re
gard for it. To all those we can safely
say that they are missing much, and,
for health's sake, they cannot afford
to dispense with it."
farm without
One cannot think of
its orchard and bushes of small fruits.
well spent, and space
far
Time
from wasted when used for such pur
poses, especially for an apple-orchard.
not always sure in Kansas,
The crop
It profitable, how
but what crop
ever.
Let me quote from John Bur
roughs, the naturalist:

a

it

is,

is

which possibly goes to the extreme as
most new fads do.
It
that of un
cooked foods.
It maintains that cooked
foods are dead, and that dead things
cannot make life.
But, however that
may be, there are many uncooked foods
that are healthful and pleasant to taste,
that ought to be used more freely.
Nuts and fruits have never been fully
food
the masses, but
appreciated as
have been used between meals and at
bedtime, when food was not required,
and consequently often caused indiges
tion hence they were thought to be
In an article on the sub
unwholesome.
ject of fruit as food, W. C. Barry says
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enjoy nature's food and nature's cure
for many of the ills which afflict hu
manity. Our preference seems to be to
experiment with drugs and to employ
remedies which offer only temporary
relief at best.
"We have yet to learn the full value
of fruit as food. We should cultivate
taste for
and derive the
enjoy
benefit from its health-giving proper
ties.
Every day in the year fruit of
some kind should find its way to our
tables, not merely as
part of the
menu, but obtainable at all times, pre
sented attractively and temptingly,
you will, so that
may be partaken of
easily and frequently. There are many,

is

in animal flesh and the poisons
injeeted into canned meats, is to en
tirely quit the use of dead cattle, sheep,
hogs and fowls.
The Agricultural Chemist Atwater
has ascertained that there is the same
amount of the necessary material for
the support and maintaining of the
human body in five ounces of wheat
flour as there is in fifteen ounces of
The
sirloin steak or a quart of milk.
wheat flour can be bought for two or
three cents, the steak, from fifteen to
eighteen cents, and the milk, from five
to eight cents.
There is probably five
times as much putrid matter in the
steak and twice as much in the milk, as
there is in the wheat flour.
The animals that do the labor for
In fruits,
man are all vegetarians.
nuts, vegetables, and cereals, there is
an abundance of nutritive material for
all the demands of the human system
without eating the putrid flesh of dead
animals.
Fruits and Nuts.
An article in a recent issue of the
Kansas Farmer under the above head
in my estimation, of so much
ing
value that
will be of interest to all
who are students of the science
of
Health.
It as follows
There
new theory for health
poison

a
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the early apple and the late
all kinds in between, so
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saying:

Cuke
a

for Drunkness.

woman

who

cured

a

husband without his knowl
edge by keeping always a plentiful sup
ply of good apples on the dining table.
The man ate these apples and finally
stopped drinking altogether." This cure
is entirely within the reach of possibil
ity. The same physician advises any
one afflicted with the love of drink to
"eat three apples a day, and the horrible
craving will gradually leave him. The
cure will be greatly helped along by
smoking as little as possible."
Another editor adds his testimony in
favor of the use of fruits:
drunken

"Just after eating a good apple, a
cigar or pipe will not taste very good.
I know, for I have once been a smoker
myself. And when you get all the good
fruit that you want, especially some of
a more acid character, such as apples,
currants, lemons, oranges, grape-fruit,
peaches, and plums, there will be little
Many
craving left for strong drink.
of our drunkards are made in the
kitchen where an excess of greasy food
Let the cure come through
is prepared.
the food also, by adding a free supply
of acid fruits to the daily bill of fare."
Let us not despise the Kansas apple.
am reminded of a story I have heard
He was walking
a gentleman tell.
along the street in Cleveland a few

I

years

ago, when

he observed

an over

grown boy examining a bunch of ba
nanas hanging in front of a grocery

serts, salads, cakes, etc.
without
Peanuts used raw, that
roasting, are more digestible than other
wise, and the more one eats of them
the better they are liked. They are in
expensive as compared with meat, and
no fear, as in eating meat, of
there
taking something into the system that
In addition to the
may be diseased.
plate of shiny apples on the breakfast
dish of unroasted
table, let us have
is,

Fruit A
"I know

as

a

physician

peanuts.

AN ACROSTIC.

E'er may rich blessings on the shower,
Light be thy pathway ev'ry hour.
Look ever forward on thy way,
And garlands gather day
day.
R. L. Baker.
by

a

[AugUbt

store.
When he came up to him the
young man said, "What's them ?" When
told they were bananas, he replied, "Are
He was told that
they good to eat?"
some people liked them.
After careful
examination of the bunch, he said, "Are
I
they any better than our apples?"
do not know how the gentleman replied,
but he could have truthfully said of all
the fruit, tropical and other kinds,
there is not any fruit better or more
satisfactory than "our apples."
The value of nuts as food is just be
It has been
ginning to be appreciated.
proven that peanuts afford twice as
much nourishment as beefsteak, rice,
beans, or cheese, and eight times as
much as potatoes. Next to the peanut
is the chestnut, which contains a great
deal of starch and is used largely in
Italy, taking the place of cereals and
also in the finest grades of macaroni.
Chestnuts are used in soup, forcemeats,
and many kinds of desserts.
Almonds
are not only nutritious, but also a good
digester when divested of their brown,
tough skin, which is easily done by
pouring boiling water over them and
letting them stand three or four min
utes and then rubbing them off. Then
there are the English walnuts, filberts,
hickory nuts, and pecans, which are
growing in favor with cooks for des

is

that there is a succession; and it is
possible, even without the cold storage,
to adorn the break fast- table with a plate
An
of shiny apples the year round.
apple is a good thing to begin the day
with. The Philadelphia Bulletin quotes
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Child's Mind Shown in Photographs at Successive Aqes.

No. 657. — Elizabeth

York City. — This
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is

Kenwell, New
child nobly

a

planned by nature. You will perhaps
We
us, are not all children so?
reply, unfortunately this is not the
case; in fact, many children have to
struggle to get even an ordinary bill
of health, and do not always succeed
in overcoming their early inheritance.
But much can be done through a knowlask

measurements
were five by six and a
in breadth
and
length. She
weighed thirty and a quarter pounds,
and was two feet eleven and three quar
ter inches in height, and just three
years, one month and two days old.
The photograph was taken when she
was fifteen months old, so that consid
erable change has taken place in the
muscular activity of the child.
Her
head is large, while her neck is com
paratively small, and she will find some
difficulty in steering so fully a devel
oped brain during the young and ten
der period of her life.
She has a bulk of head in the upper
story, or in that region above the line
which circles her head.
Consequently
she is constituted to think, plan, work
out schemes, control others, and make
the necessary provisions in life
for
others to carry out in order to make

half

life hum.

ELIZABETH KENWELL.
edge of Phrenology applied to the laws
of health.
This little girl has a large head for
her age.
She was three years old on
the 21st of May, and when we exam
ined her on the 23rd of June, we found
that her head measured nineteen and
three quarter inches in circumference,
by thirteen in height, and twelve and
a half in length; while the caliper

She is sweet in disposition, well de
veloped in mind, and has a good fight
ing chance, physically speaking, to sus

tain herself through

a useful career.
She is bound to exert a beneficial in
fluence in whatever society she may
move.
This little girl has a superior quality
and tone of organization which is par
ticularly noticeable in her profile. Look
for a moment at the stretch of her head
from front to rear and the fullness of
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the frontal region, as well as the height
the moral section.
By placing one's hand over the face
one would expect to find a much older
child than one really sees.
She is a miniature philosopher, an
Italian mosaic, or a picture made up
of many points of interest.
Look at the development of the up-

of
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fold a' moral power that will rule, gov
ern and control some influential posi
tion.
She

will, without much effort, be
forced into the arena of public work
and be invited to take up some position
of trust and responsibility.
She has special gifts for literature
and music, and these should be devel-

No. 657— ELIZABETH KENWELL, NEW YORK.
(1) Horizontal

line divides moral from executive faculties.
(2) Perpendicular line shows the height of head.
(8) Marks show large Causality, Time, Tune and Ideality.

per back curve that stretches beyond
the line passing from the ear to the
top of the head, and, in fact, all that
region that lies above the central line
dividing the basilar from the supe
rior region. There are unexpected
wells of thought here, and who knows
but what the very force of develop
ment here pointed out will in time un-

oped with the object of allowing her*
mind to unfold itself in these direc
tions.
While some children can excel
in an all-round education, others are
gifted in certain particulars, and the
aim and object of parents and teach
ers should be to draw out individual
If we make machines of oui
talent.
children we shall stop the flow of spon

1906.]
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taneous thought and convert them into
human pulp through the following of
a system, instead of letting the em
broidery of life follow its own de
sign.
She is a happy child and it is the
happiness that comes from health of
body, which, in its turn,
produces
of mind.
peace and contentment
This little girl has not always been
so healthily organized
as she
is to
She has fortunately been envir
day.
oned with those surroundings that have
enabled her to develop her physique.
Had she been in some homes she would
have been a puny, delicate and ill-con
ditioned child, and from what' we
learned from her auntie, the greatest
care has been bestowed on her devel
opment to reach the condition we find
her in to-day.
A knowledge of the true principles
of her physiology, and an understand
needs,
ing of her
phrenologically
speaking, have enabled her to attain to
her present favorable condition. What
thanks she will have to give to those
who have been so thoughtful
of hei
every need. Children are not, as a rule,
to understand all that has
prepared
been done for them until they them
selves take upon themselves the posi
tion of parents and guardians. To be
sure, it is the duty of every parent to
do his or her duty in regard to the

Some Stories
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children they bring into the world, but
some parents
are handicapped,
and
while they do all they can, yet they are
unable to do everything that is essen
tial for a child's well-being.
The literary talent that she shows
manifests itself through her
large
Spirituality,
Ideality and Casuality,
and we find that she, even at this early
age, has already manifested not a little
interest in taking a pencil and paper
and pretending to write a letter.

For music she seems to have an al
most equal talent with literature, and
will catch sounds readily and reproduce
them.
It will, for this reason, be to
her interest to cultivate her musical
talent.
She is always cautious about doing
things that she has not tried before;
while her back head indicates a wealth
of affection and a devotedness to her
friends.

She is a child who we can safely pre
dict will have a career of unusual pros
perity and success provided her am
bition is sufficiently stirred to accom
plish all that her organization indi
cates that she can do at present.
She

must

not

be

spoiled,

however,

through receiving attention too early,
and if she is kept a little in the back
ground while she is young, she will
be all the stronger as she develops to
full maturitv.

About Our Friend The Elephant*
By

J.

A.

No.

In studying comparative
we are interested in noting

Anatomy

the great
variety of characteristics of the mem
bers of the animal kingdom, and not
until we have made a study of them
do we understand why they were so dis
tributed. For instance, the elephant,
one of our largest animals, has a tre
mendous
ear
when
with
compared
that of the rhinoceros, while these ani
mals have the largest brains.
When
we compare them, however, with the

Fowler.

I.

weight of their bodies they dwindle
into insignificance by the side of man's
brain.
Elephants are an interesting
study, both from the use they are put
to in their native country, and their
educability in performing certain regu
By
lated
and oft-repeated
feats.
kindness and firmness a trainer can
produce wonderful results.
They are massive in build, and walk
silently on the tips of their digits, of
which there are five on each limb
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united by a cushion-like pad that forms
flat sole.
As we have had an opportunity of
seeing numbers of these curious ani
mals in India, where they are revered
and held with sacred awe, and also in
other parts of the world, where they
a

have been tamed and educated, we will
describe some of their peculiarities and

characteristics.
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nostrils. There are no canine teeth
and no incisors in the lower jaw. Those
of the upper jaw are very long and
are called tasks in popular language.
They grow from behind as fast as they
are worn away, like the incisors of a
mouse or rabbit. Only one molar tooth
is in use on each side of one jaw at
the same time.
Their skin is very thick and scantily

A FINE ELEPHANT.

The head is large and joined to the
body by a short neck, and the bones
of the skull are filled with air spaces
divided by thin partitions, thus secur
The brain is compara
ing lightness.
tively small, and the nose is produced
into a flexible proboscis or trunk, di
vided down the middle so as to form two
tubes, at the ends of which are the

with

coarse,
bristly hairs.
are small, but the senses of
hearing and smell are very acute.
Though their eyes are small yet they
see a great deal, and they possess
a
mental sight which never forgets the
persons to whom they have become at
tached, or persons who have done them
an injury.
Their limbs are set onto
covered

Their

eyes

1906.]
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the immense trunk almost perpendicu
larly, and the great length of the thigh
brings the knee almost in the posi
tion of that of the horses-neck.
It
is on this account that the elephants
cannot jump, although they can stride
six and a half feet.
Their trunk serves many of the pur
poses of a hand and its extremities acts
as lips.
With it the elephant gathers
food and conveys it to his mouth.
Into it we have seen elephants draw

265

The height of the large male is
ten feet, while the female is
one foot less and has smaller

about
about
tusks.

Their head is oblong, their forehead
The trunk
concave, their ears small.
ends on its upper surface in a fingershaped lobe, and there are four nails
on the hind foot.
The enamel of the
molar teeth forms parallel folds.
The African elephant is somewhat
different in type, and stands a little

AN ELEPHANT IN CAPTIVITY.

up water, and by bending it upward
and resting it upon the edge of the
water trough they suck up the water
into the mouth, or when they are giv
ing themselves a bath, they blow the
water over their backs and scatter it
over their bodies shower-bath fashion.
Sand and dust are strewn over the
When feed
body in the same way.
ing, we have seen them throw the hay
over their backs as though in play. By
air through their
forcibly
driving
trunks elephants make the noise known
as trumpeting.
The Indian elephant is found in
Ceylon, where most of the males are
tuskless, and in Ceylon we saw some
of the finest specimens.

higher at the shoulder than the Indian
is
Their forehead
arched,
species.
there is a lobe above and below at the
tip of the trunk, and these close like
finger and thumb ; the ears are of im
mense size, and there are only three
nails on the hind foot, and the enamel
ridges on the molar teeth are lozenge
shape.

The Indian elephant uses his tusks
only as weapons of defense, while the
African elephant uses his in plowing
up the ground in search of roots and
bulbs.
The animals were formerly
and
were
tamed and used in war,
brought to Rome to take part in the
games of the circus.
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The African and

Asiatic elephants
five
while the In
about
tons,
weigh
dian elephants weigh about three. The
weight of the brain of the African and
Asiatic elephants is respectively a hun
dred and forty-four and a hundred and
The small
sixty cubic centimeters.
elephants' brains weigh a hundred and
twenty-nine cubic centimeters, and in
clude the Indian species.

BABY ELEPHANTS.
From among the eight baby ele
phants that we interviewed at Barnum & Bailey's, we have made the
following measurements of Koko :
His length is eighty-six inches.
His height is sixty-eight inches.
His weight is from eighteen hundred
pounds upward.

His width of

brow

[August
is eighteen

inches.

Twelve inches is the height from the
root of the nose to the crown of the
head.

His height of
His length of

head is sixteen inches.
head is thirteen inches.
Across the top of head is fifteen and
a quarter inches.
Second measurement
behind the eyes
across the head is eighteen inches.
Width below the eye is nine and a half
inches.
From ear to ear with calipers, is twelve
inches.
From root of trunk to occipital spine
is eighteen inches.
Once around the foot is thirty-four
inches.
Twice around foot give the height,
which is sixty-eight inches.

QUOTATION FEOM NOTED BOOKS.
CLARK'S TEN GREAT RELIGIONS.
"Confucius was a teacher of rever
ence — reverence for God, respect for
parents, respect and reverence for the
past and its legacies, for the great men
and great ideas of former times.
He
taught men also to regard each other
as brethren, and even the golden rule,
in its negative if not in its positive
form, is to be found in his writings.
Curiously enough, this teacher of rev
erence was distinguished by a remark
able lump on the top of his head, where
phrenologists have placed the organ of
veneration. Rooted in his organization,
and strengthened by all his convictions,
this element of adoration seemed to
him the crown of the whole moral na
ture of man.
But while full of venera
tion, he seems to have been deficient in
the sense of spiritual things.
A per
sonal God was unknown to him: so
that his worship was directed, net to
God, but to antiquity, to ancestors, to
propriety and usage, to the stale as
father and mother of its subjects, to
the ruler as the place of authority."
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NEW YORK AND LONDON,
Want but

a

few things and complain

CULTIVATE THE
SPEAKING TALENT.

HOW
Many

TO.

imagine

persons

themselves

but they will not take the
pains, make the effort, or put them
selves to the trouble of working out
their talent. Thus their dream is never
realized.
They remind me of a story'

speakers,

once told me by
who,

when

she

a

celebrated

was teaching

vocalist
a

young

This

is

of nothing.
Marcus Aurelius.
just

what

some

speakers

think in regard to the practice of their
voices. . They will not produce them
from the right register, and conse
quently they are disappointed in the
results of their work.

A young

man asked us the other day

what he could

ical power.
book

and

do to improve his orator
We advised him to take a

read

out loud for half

an

lady singing, asked her to open her
teeth.
The young lady tried, but did
not succeed very well.
The teacher

hour every day to himself, but to en
deavor to imagine that he was talking

kept on urging her to open her mouth

arrange the chairs in order for a meet
ing, and after he had read a chapter
in a book — say on mental science — he
should endeavor to explain what he
had read, for in this way he would be
with his own
able to get acquainted
his
would
strike
natural key.
voice and
Next he should join a debating society
and take part in discussing every sub
If he
ject that is brought forward.
will do this he will force himself to

and her teeth, as she said she could not
.produce

any

sound

out

unless

she

The girl finally
opened her mouth.
.admitted
that all she wanted was to
have her teacher do the work and she
was content to look on and to listen,
for she said she could not open her
mouth.

"if

you

"Very well," said the teacher,
willing for me to do the

are

exercising, and simply show you how,
yon cannot expect to produce any re.snlts."

to an audience.

form

the

speaking.

If

he chose he could

habit of extemporaneous
ad
He should prepare
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dresses for literary societies and then
make a digest, and hold the notes

to round out his periods and use the

only in his

tate

needs ventilation.

Everything

Compare your mind

a

it,

with a stagnant pool that collects a
and you will
coating of green over
understand what we mean.
Benjamin
Franklin trained his mind by reading
Addison and then made himself write
what he had read of this celebrated
author. He soon became quite famous
as
writer because he took such pains

A

a

by

:

has

small

Hope, an average amount of Self-Esfull degree of Energy, with
teem, and
rather large Cautiousness,
good in
a

tellect,

and

sufficient

income

to sup

himself without any need for
any special exertion on his part. What
the result?
He
man most un
happy and discontented with his lot.
He reads many books, papers and maga
a

port

but he never produces any
like
well that
thing. His mind
water
all
the
time
from the
receiving
water-fall above, but
drippings of
has no outlet.
What should such a.
do?
person
By using the phrenological "New
lie should make the fol
Thought,"
He should say
lowing affirmations:
zines daily

a

it

you have gathered.

who

gentleman

"I am going to be positive,
firm, strong and persevering in my ef
am not
forts, and when in company
to himself,

I

ideas

Take

is

becomes easy to you to produce

to help people to de
their minds and increase their
we know that all people
usefulness,
could be largely benefited
following
out the following suggestions

is

until it

If you do not set to
original matter.
work to dig out the nuggets of gold
from the literature that you read, and
express them in your own language,
your mind will grow lazy, torpid and
You will be sucking in
indifferent.
without circulating or ventilating the

the opportunity

velop

a

your literary power by making up your
mind that you are going to write so
many pages every dav, and form the
habit of writing out what you have read

the

a

"We think that the great trouble is
that your mind wanders too much, and
that you must bring it back to the cen
ter or starting point in order to accom
No man
plish something in literature.
who has become a literary genius be
came so with the first stroke of his pen,
and we would advise you to draw out

a

who is in trouble about not
being able to set himself to work in
literary lines, writes us for our advice.
We answer as follows:

has been claimed for

"New Thought"
While
we
have always been
principles.
interested along the lines of mind cul
ture that the "New Thought" stands
for we would like to see more base or
bottom to the theories that have been
circulated under the name of the "New
Thought." And as we have often taken
called

;

A brother

deal

good

what

is

LECT.

"NEW THOUGHT."

a

TRAIN THE INTEL

is

TO

is

HOW

PRACTICAL BASIS FOR THE

A

hands while he is speak
ing, using his judgment to express him
self in an extemporaneous way, the sim
pler the language the better.

he could command. Imi
Franklin's example, and in year's
time you will hardly know yourself."
best language
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certain thought this day.
I have
made up my mind to accomplish what
I have set myself to do, and I will not
rest until I have accomplished
it. I
will to be well. I will have no disease
hovering over me. I will not think of

out

a

I will
possibility.
strengthen my mind to resist weakness
"
and decay.'

disease

If

as

a person

a

will

assert his preroga

tives in the above way, he cannot

long
avoid the possibility of strengthening
his mind, and this will be a very great
He should not be
advantage to him.
content to do this one day, and then
drop the practice, but he should go
over the ground several times each
day at stated
is less liability

intervals

when

to interruption,

there
and he

will find that

he will gather his forces,
his influence, and the vibrations of his
nature into one centralized whole. Just
as we pick up the rose leaves that fall
from a once beautiful rose, and place
them in a rose-jar, so we can mentally

gather up the fragments of our minds
and of our thoughts and place them
into a mind-jar.
The trouble with
most people is that their minds are too
discursive. They expand too much and

in

too many ways, and do not concen

is,

he
going to fail or succeed.
He should place himself in
difficult
and
work
himself
out
of it.
position,
Thus by testing and by influencing his
whether

qualities he will be able to
strengthen his whole mind. Affirm in
the following way:
"I affirm that
will assume control of my business.
will not lean upon any human being.
weaker

I I

to carry

will

stand erect, and increase my con

fidence

in myself."

When the organ of Hope
small
should say to himself, "I am

a

am determined

a

I

sponsibilities, and when the time comes
for him to act he must not shirk them
or leave them for others to carry out;
he must not think too much about

is

;

small

to take re

person

going

to

to

more

be

tic.

succeed.

know

sanguine

will

If

my purpose."

going
optimis
able to carry out

be

day

he

will

and

person

these acknowledgments

am

will

go over

to himself every

strengthen

his organ of

Hope.

THE TEUE WAY TO SUCCEED.
and child,
in
his
or
her work,
hopes to succeed
animated by the right ambitions
not the
Spirit. To secure wealth
only road to success. But everyone
can be benefited by taking
Phren
ological Course of Instructions. The
American Institute of Phrenology
will open its forty-third session

Every

man,

woman

is

to be strong

has

willing

a

'I will

am going to say to myself,

be

I

"I

thoughts,

who

person

Self-Esteem must

a

simply absorb other
but I am going to
be positive and not negative in my at
titude toward others."
passage,

people's

and

A

usefulness.

is

of

am no longer going to be a bird

I

"I

I

press his mind to receive my thoughts."

trate enough; hence, fail to gather the
fruit of their labor.
Within certain limits, nothing is im
possible for the mind to accomplish ;
that
each faculty of the mind can be
cultivated and increased or doubled in

I

going to give up my own . individual
ity to a friend, as I generallv have
done in the past, but will strengthen
myself to throw out my influence to
ward him and mould, develop and im
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New Subscribers.
No. 817.— A. H. T.,
Texas.

—You

Stcphenville,

have a sharp, keen, active
mind. You are a hustler and can get
through work in half the time that
most people take to do the same work.
You go right to the point and waste
no time, and do not consider the is
sues.
You are in your element when
you have executive work to do, and
should so plan and strive to map out
your life that you may not have any
idle hours.
Of course, we mean that
part of your work should be devoted to
recreation ; but your recreation should
be along the lines of study rather than

dissipation, or simply "having a good
time." You will always be interested
in Phrenology, Physiognomy, and the
subjects that make for self-improve
ment. But it will be difficult for you to
gather into a lifetime all that you want
to do.
You have a versatile mind and
are drawn first in one direction and
then in another without knowing which
thing to take up first. Your forehead
is broad and you have a practical way
of looking at things, but we fear you
have caught the fever of always being
in a hurry, and of not being sufficiently
for emergencies when they
prepared
come round the corner to meet you.
You should be able to write a good
commercial letter and make an extem
Try and do so with
poraneous speech.
out hesitancy or fear of failure, and
we think you will be gratified with
the result.
If you go into business
take up the wholesale side of it rather
than the retail store department. Study
elocution with the object of becoming
a speaker or debater.
You do not
lack energy; hence, when you get to
work you work in earnest.
No. 818.— V. S. M., New York City.
possess a bright, enterprising
character.
You generally look on the
bright side of things; hence, are able
to enjoy yourself and make others do
the same in your society.
While you
like to look at the practical side of

— You

things, you are not averse to thinking
the matter over or reflecting on the re
sults and the probabilities of what the
Your memory of
future may unfold.
little things should be encouraged, and
you can do so if you will take the pains
to recall .what you have seen, read, or
heard, and give off your ideas when you
meet your friends. You will know how
to reproduce a character on the stage,
but we think you can do better for
yourself than to become an actor. There
are some persons whose whole lives are
wrapped up in that profession, and if
they fail to study it they make a fail
But you could engage in
ure of life.
a good elocution
or
become
business,
ist, or even devote yourself to the prac
You are fond
tice of commercial law.
of society, are friendly and companion
able, and will use your social brain in
Whatever
rather an intellectual way.
in
a
whole-hearted
do
do,
you
you
manner. When you play a game of
football you forget everything else and
enter into the spirit of the game ; when
you do business with a man you want
him to get right down to dollars and
cents and not fool about and be half
the day doing what he ought to be only
half an hour in arranging.

No. 819.— W. H.,
You certainly ought

Chicago,

111.—

to use your in
ventiveness of mind in some light, in
genious way, though you should not
You
engage in hard, laborious work.
will find that the study of dentistry
or the study of electricity would suit
Your Vital tempera
you admirably.
ment adapts you to indoor sedentary
work, but your health will demand that
you get into the world and do some
Or else engage in some
active work.
active work indoors and hustle about
a bit.
When you get at it you can work
for a longer period than most young
men, provided your work is interesting.
We wish you had taken up the study of
electricity five years ago, but it is not
too late now for you to undertake it,
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and you will feel more at home than
as an ordinary mechanic.
You would
have made a good doctor, for your
power to diagnose is above the average.
Try and get into the habit of using
your mind in some intellectual way,
either by joining a literary society,
where you will be called upon to do ac
tive work, or become secretary of some

mutual improvement society.
Your
moral brain is centered in your large
Benevolence,
and it is hard for you
to see another man suffer if you can
help him out of his dilemma, and on
this account }-ou must control your
Benevolence and utilize your common

271

sense in all matters pertaining to tho
using of your time, money and energy
for others.
Be firm and positive. Cul
tivate more Self-Esteem and be will
ing to assume responsibilities, and you
will increase your usefulness in the
world and make your personality more
Your profile portrait showspositive.
a great lack of self-appreciation.
Re
member you can cultivate each or all
of the faculties in turn. Therefore, set
to work and get into your right groove.
You can allow your past experience to
help you in the future if you become
an electrician, a dentist, or a manufac
turer.

Correspondents.
Libra, Chilson, Mich. — You ask us
to state what the different colors of
eyes denote in character, especially dark
blue and grey.
You will find that blue possess
an aesthetic, lovable character.
The
dark blue are intense in +heir senti
ment', the light blue more ethereal, po
etic and spiritual.
Brown eyes possess a domestic na
ture, are sincere, loving, affectionate,
and devoted to friends.
The brown
eye is generally faithful in its regards,
and less sentimental than the blue.
The grey eve possesses the intellec
tual trend of thought.
There is some
thing very thoughtful, considerate and
clever about persons
this
possessing
They are generally good writers,
eye.
and can sustain themselves as teachers.
The hazel eye is a combination of
You
green blue, and grey and yellow.
can often see these shades, and conse
quently, persons possessing this eye are
known for great versatility of mind
and capacity to do a variety of work.
They are not so stable in affection, but

they can get along well with any class
of society, and in positions where they
have to meet with people of various

nations and of different characteristics
they get along well and are generally
hopeful in disposition.
Green
generally accompany
eyes
those who are highly sensitive, espe
cially upon social and intellectual top
ics.
Thus jealousy will often creep
into a nature that lias a green eye.
The black eye is very passionate,
holds strong views, and is disturbed if
it is thwarted in its plans.
C. N. M., Philadelphia, Pa.— Many
thanks for your cutting on the late
Harry Nelson Pillsbury, who was the
We
great American chess champion.
shall be pleased to make use of it in
our columns in a future number, as we
believe it will be interesting from a
psychological point of view. We would
like other readers to follow your ex
ample, and send us clippings of phren
ological interest which they note in:
the papers.

WHAT PHKENOLOGISTS
The American Institute of Phrenol
ogy commences its autumn session on
the 5th of September, at
Wednesday,
when all our friends from
8 o'clock,

AKE DOING.

near and far are cordially invited to bepresent.
Mr. Owen Williams,
Phrenologist
and Lecturer, is agent for the Phrex
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ological Journal

and all of Fowler
He is doing ex
& Wells' publications.
cellent work at Atlantic City during
the' summer.

Mr. D. T. Elliott, of the Fowler In
stitute, 4 Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London, is engaged in giving
Examinations
during
Phrenological
each day, holds classes every week for
students of the science, and gives lec
tures on the subject before literary so
cieties in and around London.
Mr. Tope, of Bowerston, Ohio, is the
editor of the Phrenological Era, and is
engaged in promulgating Phrenology.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Morris are busily
engaged in the Phrenological field, and
intend to visit the states of Oregon and
Washington during the summer.
Dr. Alexander is making a phreno
logical tour of Manitoba, where he is
expecting to lecture for the next few
weeks.

J. M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago,
lecture on Phrenology before the
Optical Society on the 7th of June.
Four years ago this interesting lec
turer gave a talk to the same society
on Phrenology, and the members main
tain that his address was the most in
teresting of any topic that has been
time.
Mr.
that
introduced (hiring
Fitzgerald is continuing Ids profes
Mr.

gave a

Convention

At

sional work,

as

well

[August
as

his

medical

studios.

John T. Miller, editor of the Char
acter Builder, and Professor of Hygiene
at the L. D. S. University, is busy in
the field, lecturing on Phrenology.
Wm. MacLuen Perry, of Iowa, and
H. W. Smith, of Calvert, Kansas, are
in the abovepermanently located
and disseminating
named

places,

Phrenology.

Mr. C. A. Tyndall is now
Illinois from last advices.

located in

is fortunate
in having
Pittsburg
three exponents of Phrenology, namely :
George Markley (class '92), Paul G.
Kington (class '99), and Otto Hatry,
all of whom are engaged in Phrenolog
ical work in their respective ways.
is pursuing
his
Mr. Youngquist
phrenological work in Sweden, and is
He deserves
meeting with fine success.
our best wishes and encouraging com
mendation.
Miss
A. Fowler has been lecturing
in New York City. She receives callers

J.

for Phrenological Examinations daily
at the Fowler & Wells Company's of
fice.
We repeat our offer to the subscribers
of Human Nature, and will, on receipt
of $1.00, send them the Phrenolog
ical Journal to the end of 1907.

Bowerston, O.,

A

State

Phrenological Society Organized.
Much Enthusiasm Aroused.
The following is a report of the first
regularly called Annual Phrenological
Convention ever held in the State of
Ohio, which was convened at Bowerston, 0., May 11, 190G.
The account
is given in language similar to that
in quite a
Toy which it was described
number of the papers of the State.
There were three sessions — forenoon,
■afternoon
and evening.
The attend

members of the profession, great enthu
siasm awakened and much good done,
not only in behalf of the advocates of
the science, but among the common

ance was pood, and there were good
speeches and papers from distinguished

ciety of Ohio, and there will soon be
drafted and published a constitution

A state organization was
people.
started that bids fair to be not only
affair, but one that will
a permanent
widen and develop into a mighty move
ment.
This organization will be
known as The State Phrenological So
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and by-laws setting forth its objects,
plans, duties of officers and member
ship, and including a lecture bureau
reciprocal in its nature.
Dr. B. F. Pratt, of Painsville, was
chosen president, and J. H. Preston, of
and
treasurer.
Louisville,
secretary
These officers, together with Prof. Tope,
committee
constituted the executive
It was voted unani
of the society.
mously that the next annual meeting
shall be held at Bowerston, the time to
be decided upon by the executive com
mittee.
This occasion caused a long
step forward in popularizing this much
abused science, and the fact that three
leading ministers of the gospel partici
pated in the exercises gives no uncer
tain sound as to its reception by the
With a systematic
people.
arrange
ment of work by the whole professional
force of Ohio and other states, backed
up by the non-professional advocates
and supporters, no man can begin to
predict what this movement may ac
complish, or where it may end. And
other States are bound to follow suit.
Following are the resolutions adopted
M. Tope.
by the convention :

Resolutions.
Resolved,

1st,

That

we

highly

ap
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and kindness
preciate the friendship
shown us by the people of Bowerston
while in attendance at this convention.
2nd.
That we are heartily pleased
with the splendid music by the organ
ist, pupils of the public schools and
others, furnished for the occasion.
3rd.
That we congratulate Prof. M.
Tope on his untiring and successful ef
forts in bringing about this convention.
4th.
That we tender our thanks to
all speakers of the profession and all
others, not of the profession, who have
co-operated with us and encouraged us
by their presence and good will.
5th.
That we heartily endorse the
permanent organization of a phrenolog
ical association for the State, and here
by pledge ourselves to do all we can
to perpetuate and develop the same in
behalf of the good of the public.
Gth.
That we highly commend and
endorse the phernological publication
at this city, called The Phrenological
Era, and recommend its hearty sup
port.
That we instruct the Secretary
7th.
to
to send copies of these resolutions
the various papers of the surrounding
counties for publication.
W. H. Buchanan,

Jos. H. Thomas.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY INCORPORATED,
The monthly general

meeting was
14th.
Mr. James Webb,
President, in the chair.
Mr. F. R. Wan-en read a paper on
"The Faculty of Conscientiousness."
He regarded this faculty, as one of
the stable qualities of the mind ; it was
directly concerned in the detection of
truth and error, but it was seldom seen
to exert so controlling a power as to
be the leading impetus to the nature.
Nevertheless it was marvellous that the
love of truth abounded so milch as it
did and held such powerful sway. The
conviction of a truth could not be rea
soned away.
He quoted G. Combe's
words in regard to the faculty : "It

held on

June

produces a feeling of duty, obligation
or incumbency."
Preceding to give his
own estimate of the faculty, he said;
"Conscientiousness is the instinct of
right, and the impelling force in doing
A sense of the rights of others, and
it.
a desire to respect them.
It seeks jus
tice in dealing with others. It also pro
It leads
duces the feeling of remorse.
to scrupulousness,
earnestness, direct
ness; it is the chief constituent of an
It
upright and consistent character.
tends to punctuality and prompt ful
filment of obligations. It may be rigid.,
punctilious ; it may lead to bigotry,
Like the other faculties it requires edu
cation; but, in any case, its influence
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It produces the conviction of
is felt.
the never-failing triumph of what is
It induces patience
just and right.
and cpuiet content in the certainty that
whatever the tumult, truth will emerge
clear and steadfast.
Where it is domi
nant the individual is a law unto him
self.
It means consistency of thought
and action.
Spurzheim discovered and
localized in the brain the organ through
which the faculty manifests itself."
Mr.

William

Cox followed, with

a

paper on "Phrenology Applied to Edu
He was convinced the Educa
cation."
tion question would never be satisfac
torily settled until Phrenology was ap
plied to it on a wide scale. To the
training of teachers, as well as to the
To
selection of them for their work.
the instruction of the scholars and stu
dents, and even to the choice of legis
lators, who had the framing of the
education laws.

Going to the root of the matter he
Education as the process ol
drawing out the powers of the mind
It did not consist in cramming infor
mation into children's heads after the
manner of packing a portmenteau, but
it was evolution in the true sense of
the word — an evolving of that which
The
was already involved by nature.
in this
teacher's work was to assist
as
horticulture
and
just
process,
brought out the possibilities of plant
life to the full, and agriculture as
sisted the earth to yield forth her in
crease, so in education the various fac
ulties of the mind were brought tr.
some degree of excellence by culture
In the phrenological view, however
education took in a wider range than
The
the intellectual facilities only.
education of the feelings was quite as
In order to apply phren
important.
work it was essential that
to
this
ology
defined

the

teachers

should

have

at

least

a

of the subject
working knowledge
Again, teachers should be subjected to
a searching phrenological test to as
certain, for instance, that brute force
was not the strongest trait in theii
character

;

to see also

that

there

was

[August

conscientious
feeling to keep
not
with the children
and
their duty in regard to
to shirk
them; to find out whether there was
a kindly and sympathetic
disposition,
combined with a genuine love of chil
dren, which would draw the children's

sufficient

faitli

affections towards them ; at the same
time we wanted to be assured of suffi
cient firmness and the feeling of au
thority to enable the teacher to pre
serve good discipline and command the
respect of the children; to ascertain,
moreover, that the leading motive was
one, but that
not a mere mercenary
there was love for the work for its
was
there
own
sake:
that
pa
to bear with the children;
tience
had sufficient en
the teacher
that
thusiasm, energy and
force of char
acter
to infuse
the same qualities
into the children, so as to get them to
do their best in a persevering manner,
All these
and not by tits and starts.
things were as necessary to be assured
of in the teacher as his intellectual
Then, as to the schol
qualifications.
ars themselves, the reader of the pa
that they ought to
per recommended
according to the quality
be classified
of their brains and their mental en
dowments.
Phrenology was the key to
the individual child's mind, being not
only the most perfect system of psy
chology extant, but bad this additional
advantage that it showed a definite and
definable relationship between the va
rious elementary
powers of the mind
and the development of different parts
of the brain, so that by its means, tak
ing temperament also into account, it
was possible for an expert to measure
up a person with almost as much accuracv as an agricultural valuer was
able to gauge the quantitv of hay in a
It was not haphazard guess
haystack.
work.

The Fowler Institute will com
mence its autumn session in Septem
ber. For particulars apply to the
Secretary, 4 Imperial Building, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be
made payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Magazine it* $1.00 a
year, payable in advance.
Money, when pent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Order?, Drafts on New
Yoik, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.
Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.
Postage- Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger stamps are preferred: they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.
Change of post office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information.
Notice should be received the first of the
preceeding month.

Journal

Letters of Incrairy requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

Any Book. Periodical, Chart, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publisjieis* prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications
to whom libera! terms will
be given.

CURKENT EXCHANGES.
The Phrenological Era, Bowerston,
interesting news on
Phrenology, and lias special notes on
the Phrenological Conference
recently
01 io. — Contains

held

there.

The Review of Reviews, New York
City. — Is always fully illustrated with
portraits, and there is no
up-to-date
exception to this rule in the last issue.
One can get a good idea of what is
going on or what is written in differ
ent magazines by subscribing to this
excellent monthly.
The Christian Advocate, New York
City. — Contains good editorials on cur
rent topics, and is generally illustrated
with some photographs of work done
by missionaries.

The Business Man's Magazine, New
York City. — Is calculated to do a great
amount of good among business men,
for its advice is sensible and practical.
The Literary Digest, New York City.
— Contains a resume of the leading
facts in articles published in America
and abroad.
Its influence among all
classes is particularly far-reaching.

The Eclectic Medical Journal, New
toe exponent of the
eclectic medical work throughout the
country; consequently, is of considera
ble importance to medical men and lay
The spirit of its editorials is
men.

York City. — Is

earnest and sincere.

Suggestion, Chicago,

111.

— Contains

an article on "Brain Builders," and
discusses the question of "Mind, Mat
ter and Manifestation,"
among othei
interesting and instructive articles.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, St.
Louis, Mo. — Produces a weekly edition
which is highly entertaining reading.
Its articles are gotten up with consid
erable care.
Thf, Character Builder, Salt Lake
City, Utah. — Is a magazine for home
and school. It devotes its pages to
the physical, intellectual, social,
moral and spiritual training of the
It contains a Youths' De
mind.
partment, one devoted to Rational
Medicine, to Educational Notes, and
Home Making. We wish it all the
success that its energetic editor can

desire.
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Publishers
Eating for Strength, or Food arid Diet in
their Relation to Health and Work, together
with several hundred Recipes for Whole
some Foods and Drinks.
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, $1.00.
By Benjamin
Diseases of Modern Life.
Ward Richardson, M. D., F. R. S. etc. The
publisher in his Preface says : "This volume
will introduce the reader into the Essence of
t he Natural Method of treating and avoiding
Price, cloth,
12 mo., 520 pages.
Diseases."
$1.50.

The Child, Physically and Mentally, or
advice to a Mother according to the Teach
A
ing and Experience of Hygienic Science.
By
Guide for Mothers and Educators.
Bertha Meyers. Price, 75 cents.
Nervousness: Its Nature, Causes, Symp
toms, and Treatment.
With notes of cases.
This
Illustrated.
By H. S. Drayton, . D.
should be read by all who are interested iu
eases of nervousness in any way, as it indi
cates methods of relief that will be found of
great value. Price, 25 cents.
By Dio
Chastity : or our Sooret Sins.
Lewis, M. D. This was the author's favor
ite book. In it he thought he reached the
highest altitude of his life. It is a guggestive fact that while the author turns this
very delicate subject inside out, mothers of
highest character and intelligence, the presi
dents of female colleges, and others of pecu
liar sensibility in such matters, praise the
Price,
book without reserve. 320 pages.
full gilt, $2.00.
symptoms and
Dyspepsia : Its causes,
cure by hydropathy and hygiene. By E. P.
Miller, M. D. Price, paper, 25 cents.
Vital Force ; How Wasted aud How Pre
Price,
served.
By E. P. Miller, M. D.
paper, 50 cents.
A Mother's Advice — A Father's Advice.
By E. P. Miller, M. D. Paper, 25 cents.
Hygiene of the Brain, and The Cure of
Part I,
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook.
contains chapter on the Brain, the Spinal
Cord, the Cranial and Spinal Nerves, the
Sympathetic Nervous System, How the
Nerves Act, Has Nervous Activity any
Limit? Nervous Exhaustion, How to Cure
The cure of Nervousness
Nervousness.
(continued), Value of a Large Supply of
Fifty import
Food in Nervous Disorders.
What our think
ant Questions Answered.
Part II, contains
ers and Scientists Say.
Letters Describing the Physical and Intel
lectual Habits of 28 well-known Men and
Women. Parts I. aud II., complete in one
volume. Price, $1.00.
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Department.
Health and
The Royal Road to Beauty.
Higher Development. Based on Diet and
Proper Habits of Life. By Carrica Le Favre.
Full of suggestions to those who would im
prove bodily, mental, and moral conditions.
Price, paper, 25 cents, cloth, 75 cents.
How to Grow Handsome ; or, Hints To
ward Physical Perfection, and the Philos
ophy of Human Beauty. Showing how to
Symmetry,
Acquire and Retain Bodily
Health aud Vigour, Secure Long Life and
Avoid the Infirmities aud Deformities of
Age. By D. H. Jacques, M. D. 250 pagesPrice, cloth, $1.00.
The Fallacies in "Progress and Poverty."
Iu Henry Dunning Macleod's "Economics,"
and iu "Social Problems"; with the Ethics
of Protection and Free Trade, aud the InBy
d istrial Problem considered a }>ri' <ri.
Trice, cloth,
William Hanson, l'.tl pages.
$1.00.

By Harold Graham.
Athletics of To-day.
has taken two nations to build up mod
At a
ern Athletics as we understand them.
good English meeting the running is sure to
be first-class and an American meeting is
especially remarkable for an all-round ex
Such a com
cellence in the field events.
bination as is shown when the two races
meet is what may be held to be an ideal
Price, 50cents.
modern athletic meeting.

It

Health by Exercise. By Geo. H. Taylor,
D.
Dr. Taylor's manual does away with
all apparatus, which necessarily costs money
and requires room, even if it were desirable.
It equips a man with knowledge of his ueeds,
and shows exactly what kinds of manipula
tion aud movement particular disorders and
affections require. It is so clear and min
aud re
ute in its descriptions of methods
sults, that any reader may make practical
Price, $1.50.
use of its Teachings.
of
Joseph.
By Rev, J. F.
Temptation
The
"I like the book.
Flint. Fifth Edition.
am particularly glad to see Dr. Pomeroy's
I like the vivid picturing and
Introduction.
strong language of your book very much." —
E. R. Shepard, author of "True Manhood."
"The best thing iu the book iu the second
part, which gives a pen-picture of "The
Right Maiden to Marry." — The Pioneer,
Price, $1.00.
Loudon, England.
The Biography of Dio Lewis, A. M., M.D.
This work prepared
By Mary F. Eastman.
at the desire of and with the co-operation of
Mrs. Dio Lewis, has just been published.
12 mo.
Price, cloth, $1.00.
A New Collection.
The Applause Reciter.
Price, 50 cents.
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SCIENCE AND RELIGION
By BENJAMIN F. LOOMIS.

(iraduate

of

the

American Institute

JUST PUBLISHED.

339

PAGES.

Phrenology,
of
'
"
$1.50.

Class

of

.1886

ILLUSTRATED

Showing the Harmony of the Sciences, and their Relation to Religion ;
or the Relation of Man to the Universe.
The Macrocosm and the Microcosm or the Influence of the Planets on
the Human Mind, and accounting for the perfect character of Jesus Christ.
The Progress of the World, as Explained by the Principles of Phren
•
ology.
Harmony between Science and Religion; The Keys of the Kingdom
of Heaven ; Spiritual Knowledge ; The Bottomless Pif.
"HOLY MATERNITY," by Estelle M. Loomis
The Principles of Salvation scientifically considered.
Philosophy of
Sacrifice.
The Conflicting Opinions Regarding the Principles of Regener
ation ; Christianity Compared with the Oriental Religious Considered from
a Scientific Standpoint, etc. etc.
In the work before us, " Science and Religion," the author has made a
great effort to prove that all sciences are branches of one science, and that
all sciences are in perfect harmony.
It seems to require the monopolistic
mind to be able to take in, as in a bird's eye view, a comprehensive idea of
the plan of the workings of Nature. Most people study Nature in parts,
and while the author does not attempt to master all branches of science, he
has taken a much broader view than is usually attempted.
His work is a
new departure in this branch of knowledge.
In his study of the Relation
of Man to the Universe, he has considered the sciences of Astronomy, As
trology and Natural Law, on the side of the Macrocosm, and Anatomy,
Physiology and Phrenology, on the side of the Microcosm. And then, to
show the harmony existing between all these, the author has taken the
birth of Christ as the grand central idea of his work, and the e o'ution of
that idea, when considered in its relation to religion, has brought out the
book.
We have here presented to us in one book the key to many interest
ing subjects which, as a rule, a reader has to secure several books to study.
It shows us the influence of the planets on the human mind. It shows
that the solar system was in a perfect balance at the time of the birth of
Christ, and since a perfect balance of mental powers produces perfect char
acter, Christ was, therefore perfect ; and it proves that Christ was born at
the only time when it was possible for a perfect man to be born.
It tells
us what are the keys to the kingdom of heaven when considered from a
scientific standpoint, and it lays before us the problem why we should be
Christians ; and the principles of salvation. It speaks of the progrdss of
the world as explained by the principles of the Science of Mind, and it giv
es some insight into the spirit of prophesy, claiming that most any one can
The first
see visions in these latter days as they did in ancient times.
three parts of the book treat of the general principles of Astronomy, As
trology and Phrenology respectively, being well illustrated, and written in
This is given
a clear and concise way so that any one can understand it.
to familiarize the mind of the reader with the popular sciences of which
the work treats, while the fourth part of the work is devoted to what is new
on the subjects, showing the harmony between the sciences and their rela
tion to religion. He places no stress on the problem of evoluti ju, yet his
view of creation is clearly portrayed, and it suggests a divine providence
working through Natural Law. We believe that the originality of the
book will appeal to many in a new light, and they will see some designs in
the scheme of creation which perhaps they have never seen before.
FOWLER

&

WELLS CO., New Youk.

L. N. FOWLER

& CO.,

London.
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FRUITS

AND HOW TO USE THEM,

Is a practical manual on the subject, containing nearly seven hundred recipes for whole
some preparations of Foreign and Domestic Fruits. It was written by Mrs. Hester M.
I; tells how to put fruit on the table,
Poole, a woman who understands well her subject.
how to prepare it in various forms — baked, stewed, canned, jellied, preserved, etc.— and
how to use it in puddings, pies, sauces, cakes, ice creams, etc. It acquaints one not only
with new ways of cooking well known fruits, but brings to one's notice manv fruits
hitherto unknown or deemed of little value. It instructs how to prepare fruit dishes
which will nourish without inflaming the stomach, and so promote healthful condition.
It is
IT IS THE ONLY WORK published on the subject.
It is well indexed, thus
thorough and complete in all particulars.
It will prove a great help
enabling one to find any recipe quickly.
to all cooks, and especially during the season when fruits are
plenty and in demand and the house-keeper is constantly called on
to think of some new way in which to prepare them.
Send for a copy.

Cloth,

12 mo.,

242 pages.

Price, $1.00.

NOTICES OK THE PRESS.
It interferes with the field of no other book; but
what the author has not gathered about the prep
aration of all kinds of fruits is not worth the men
tion.
The book is exhaustive, and leaves little to
companion
be wished for, and is an indispensable
to the common cook book. It is surprising' how
many rare and appetizing dishes may be mode
from the common fruits. If the diet of Americans
was more largely of the fruits, of which there is
such an abundance, there would be less need of
medicines aDd a ftw higher average of health and
length of life. — Progressive Thinker.
A practical manual which we can cordially commend to honsekeepers. — 1%'ewYork Sun.
A bjok that promises to do more for the happi
ness of mankind than anything written in recent
years. It comes nearer to the want of humanity
than any other treatise we have yet seen. Every
young wir'e should have one, if she trulj- values
her husband's health.— JVeict, Passaic, N. J.

This differs from the ordinary cook book, in that
with fruits and utilizes each
fruit known to our modern civilization in a most
pleasing manner. The book is one to be highly
valued by all housekeepers.— Ploughman, Boston,

it deals exclusively

SI ass.

That altogether too little fruit is used in the
family, admits of no doubt, whatever.
Every
physician and other person who has studied the
subject concurs in this conclusion. The use of
fruit promotes health This being so, the more
varied and appetizing the preparations of fruit
are, the more of them will be eaten, and the pleasure in the eating will be enhanced— both of which
objects it is very desirable to accomplish. This
volume, therefore, steps directly into this useful
domain of cookery— a domain to which r.o other
b-olr is exe'usively devoted, and gathers from ev

ery cuisine at home and abroad, hundreds of the
best met hoc e of presenting
fruits of all kinds at
the table— the apple, the moit valuable of all
fruits, having not iess than a hundred different
ways of preparing it. As we have ntread y stated,
amid the swarm of cook-books, this is the only one
devoted exclusively to the preparation of fruits.
It should be in every household. — Eastem Argus.
Portland, Me.
The book is a mighty convenience to such cooks
as have fruit to prepare, and one can merely by
reading the recipes, a'ter a little while rise up
fro 11 their perusal with a feeling akin to that he
experienced when a boy after a raid upon a peach
orchard.— Tribune, Salt Lake City.
We hardly feel capable of not icing this book, but
the wife, who is an adept in the matter of fruits
and their uses, has looked it over and says it is
just the thing, and supplies a much needed want.
It is not a cookery book in the ordinary sense. In
fact it is just what it says It la, a book on fruits
and their uses.—///. Christ. Weekly.
In few households is there command of an ade
quate variety of modes of preparing fruit for the
table, though the supply itself may be, as (he au
thor points out, suj>erabundaut. — Evening Post%
New York.
The use of fruits for health, which is being
more and more by sanitarians, demands
just such a large and varied collection of recipes
to show the many appetizing forms in which
fruits may be prepared.— Boston Globe.
urged

We cneerfully commend the work to general atteat ion. — Cultivator and Country Gentleman.

It will prove a valuable acquisition to the hourt*
wife's library — Fnglewood Times.
'

Husbands

should procure this for their wives.
Housekeepers should procure
it for themselves.
It will be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of only $1.00.

FOWLER & WELLS CO, Publishers,

24

East

22d

Street, New York.
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l'HE WORKS OF DIO LEWIS.— Continued.

Our Digestion;
' Or. My Jolly Friend's

Secret.

One vol.

12 mo., 407 pp.

$150.

Of all Dr. Lewis's works this contains most of his peculiar style
— jolly, quaint, terse, plucky, strong, and sensible.
His perfect
familiarity with the subject of digestion renders all use of techni
He grasps the subject
cality and subterfuge quite unnecessary.
with the familiarity and ease of one who has spet.t a lifetime in
its study.
"Our Digestion" treats each and every part of the digestive
machinery, and discusses foods, drinks, and all the other dements
and conditions of " My Jolly Friend's Secret."
It contains the various theories of digestion, with the only true
philosophy of that function, the foods i f the ancients, the brst
foods, a sensible and very amusing discussion of mineral w»>«r*.
a very complete
discussion of the nature and cure of nasal
catarrh, so intimately connected with the al'mentary canal, the cure of bad breath, a full
treatment of the tobacco habit, an extensive series of the best recipes for cheap, healthful
foods, etc., etc.
It is worth a hundrod dollars to any family.
From Andrew D. White, President of
Cornell University, and late U. S. Minister
to Germany : Your book on Digestion seems
Your shrewd way of
to me aumirable.
presenting matters, the good healthy com
mon-sense of the book from cover to cover,

Chastity

its many valuable facts, its genial way of
picturing follies, and its cogmt way of re
buking vices, makes the book an armory of
weapons effective anil easily handled in the
warfare against the whole body of physical
crimes and follies which have oppressed us.

;

mo., 320 pp. Full Gilt, $2.00.
This was the author's favorite book. In it he thought he reached the highest altitudes
of his life. It is a suggestive fact that while the author turns this vtry delicate subject in
Or, Our Secret Sins.

12

of highest character and int< lligence, the presidents of female colleges,
When
and others of peculiar sensibility in such mat'ers, praise the book without reserve.
we consider how the subject is tabooed by ladies, and how the managers of ladies' semina
side out, mothers

ries shun all discussion of it, that this work,
welcomed

by this very class of persons,

which presents

it without reserve should be

is surprising.

There is not a delicate question concerning our sixual life which is-not unreservedly dis
Let every unmarried and every married woman and man with this
book in hand study these vital questions which heretofore have been kept in a so**, of sus
picious mystery.
cussed in this volume.

Mrs. Duffey, author of several excellent
books on women, writes: The world is
borne down to the gates of death and hell by
its woful ignorance on the subject on which
" Chastity " treats. Dio Lewis is not only a
hero, but an apostle.
I thank him for writ
ing the work.
Rev. Henry A. Wales, Congregational
Church, Leominster, Mass. : I am grateful
to Dr. Le-vis for his fearless manner of speak
ing vital truth. The thanks of all good men
ire due the widely-known author.

Mrs. Thompson, a well-known te'eher of
Hygiene in the schools of Boston, says : I
wish this book could be read by every man
and woman in the country.
Mrs. Graves, wife of Judge Graves of the
Supreme Court of Michigan, declares : Th«>
knowledge contained in this book is invalu
able.

Prof. Moses Coit Tyler, of Cornell Univer
''
sity, writes: I have examined " Chastity
carefully. I find in it evidence of the great
care and high mood in which it was com
posed.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
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Fowler's

New Phrenological
Bust

With upwards of
in
I oo divisions,

china.

Newly dis

covered

organs are
and

added,

the old

have
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been

indi

subdivided

to

cate

various

the

phases

of action

which man jv of them
assume.

It

is a

per

fect model, beautiful
as

work of art,

a

and

is

undoubtedly

the latest contribu
tion to Phrenologi
cal Science, and the
most

complete bust

ever published.
Price, $5.00
By Express Collect

Fowler

£y

Wells Co.

24 East 22d Street

New York
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MINING STOCKS that almost sell
Wyandot, Summit, Toledo-Cripple CreeK,
O.
Guaranteed
Coin,
and Commercial Men's.
Gold
K. or Subject to exchange. Write for terms and ten
Elkhart,
Mining Rules. Address Dr. H. A. Mnmaw,
Ind.
The

UNCOOKED
FRUIT,

Nl'T

DATENUT

AND

STRAIGHT EDGE KITCHEN

Being the Commissary Department of the Straight
Edge Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon Sq., N. Y.
Write, for information about the Straight Edge In
dustries and way* in which von can co-operate with
im for unman betterment, physical, moral, iudusirial. social, financial.

FOR HIGH QUALITY
If

I

you don't know DDCON QUALITY ?end 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and
copy of DIXON'S PERCH. GUIDE. Mention this adv

If

DIXON CRUCIBLE

You Are Interested

In

LEGITIMATE mining investments arc SAFE and
PROFITABLE. I deal in THAT KIND ONLY.
have studdicd this business for many yean*. I do not
undertake a proposition unless I am convinced MYSELF
that it is good.
Write for particulars or call and talk it
over
Address. Dr. II. A. Mnmaw. Elkhart. InM .

I

FREE to F. A. M. A beautiful
Maeonic Calendar, also large cata
logue of Masonic books and goods
w ith bottom prices.. Regalia, Jew
els, Badge*, Pins, ('harms and Lodge
IV*ware of spurious
Supplies.
sonic books.

Ma

REDDING
of Masonic

& CO., Publishers and Manufacturers
Goods. No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

Become A Vegetarian
THE VEGETARIAN MAGAZINE.

HUNTING
Send for a FREE SAMPLE COPY OF

THE AMATEUR
Published By The
M. T. Richardson

-

portraits of prominent vegetarians and personal testimon
ials from those who have been cured of long standinedlseases by the -doptlonof a natural method of living. TELLS

-

-

Company
N.

The Vegetarian Magazine stands for a cleaner body, a
healthier mentality and a higher morrdity. Advocates dis
use of flesh, fish and fowl as food; hygienic living and
natural methods of obtaining health.
Preaches humanitarianism, purity and temperance in all things.
Upholds
all that's sensible, right and decent. Able contrtbutors.
Has a Household Departme.it which tells how to prepare
Healthful and Nutritious Dishes without the use of meats
or animal fats. Gives valuable Tested Receipes and use
ful hints on HYGIENE. ^ELECTION
OF FOODS.

TABLE DECORATION. KITCHEN ECONOMY. CARE
OF LOOKING UTENSILS, etc. Full of timely hints on
AND CURE OF DISEASE.
Gives
PREVENTION

SPORTSMAN

Y., City

It is one of the standard sport men's pub
lications of the country and possesses
features of interest pertaining to no
other sportsmen's publication.
In writing

American Bee Journal, 334Dearborn St. .Chicago I

And become stronger, haalthler. happier, clearer -headed
-and save money. Learn about Vegetarianism through

OR

Park Place,

tells bow to make the most money with tees.
Contributors are prnctioal honey-producers
who know bow. Interesting — instructive. $1
*r year;3mos. {13copies}, 20o. Samplefree.

CO., Jersey City, N. J.

FISHING

23

guide to snccesa. The Weekly I

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

FRUIT BREAD

Sample of cither by mall, ioc ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other "Good Things to Eat," made without
lard. Mi*-; glue or other dead-animal matter. Write
for lint or aend SI tot 5-1b. box of wimples, cooked
and uncooked.

JOSEPH

-yBTehe?L
"keeper's^

CEREAL FOODS

FIG HAZEL
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HOW TO CUT DOWN LIVING EXPENSES WITH
OUT GOING WITHOUT ANY OF LIFE'S NECESS
ITIES. EXPLAINS THE ONLY WAY OF PERMAN
ENTLY CURING THE LIQUOR HABIT. WAYS TO
Valu
INCREASE MUSCLE AND BRAIN POWER.

able hints on Child-Culture — how to inculcati unselfish
ness, benevolence and sympathy in children. A magazine
Uniquely printed, well Illustrated.
for the whole family.
Pages 7 by io Inches in size.
Published monthly. Sent
post-paid to your address, i year, for Si.oo; 6 months,
for 50.; 3 months for 25c; 1 month, for ioc.
No free
copies.

Vegetarian Magazine
SO

DEARBORN ST., Chicago,

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological

Journal.
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

All forms of mild

and difficult eases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,
by water, mtssago, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. 2 lady physicians.
this work.
Address F. WIL-'ON HUED. North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich. Conx.

Attractive, homelike, mid tli.-t chu*s in all respects,
Correfpondi-nce solicited.
H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Proj).

MILLER'S HOTEL

37, 89 & 41 West 26th St..
fir. k Mr*. E. P. MILLER,
Established

NEW YORK

EASTON SANITARIUM

THE

EASTON. PA.

Physicians, parents, guardians, or friends who desire to
place any mental or nervous patients in a quiet, wellfurnished home where they can receive good care, 9nd
Homeopathic treatment,should visit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. Over twenty years' experiencein
the Middletown (N. V.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, 1661. For circulars address

C. SPENCER

Convenient to electric
the center of the city.
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
thea'ers, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
Elec
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city ; same
that restored King Edward of England lo vigorous
health.
Also Electro-Thermal, Galvnnx, Turkish,

J.

M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
126 State Street, Chicago

and Roman Baths; Massage, Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc. A home place for ladies and families.

Terms: Room, SI. 00 to S3. 00 per rtay; with
Hoard, S2.00 to S4.50 per <lay. Permanent,
S10 to S30, according to room.

H. W. SMITH, Ph. D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

CALVERT AND ALMENA, NORTON

CO., KANS.

AlmcnA Camp 53

Send for Pamphlet.

KEEP MONEY

In Common
Sense Purse
Best over patented. No clasps, buckles or
Make change with gloves ou. Mill
seams.
ions sold and sales increasing. Money back
if dissatisfied. Send 50 cents for sample of
best seller and wholesale prices.

John

THIS DAY

tion and Signs of
Health and Beauty.

G. Z00K,

OWEN HUGH

We declare unto you a new mess
age taking its flight over the earth
carrying in its wings Swiftness,
Grace, Ease, Power of Direc

Lititz, Pa.

WILLIAMS

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
Graduate of the American
Institute of Phrenology
Agent for Fowlei
24 East 23d Street.

& Wells Publications.
New York

City.

Perfect

CHILDREN

TEN CENTS
will defray the expense of invit
ing it to your own home by spec

ial delivery.

THE MAGDAZNAN

LAKE PARK AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

3016-3018

M.D.

In 1870

In

U. S. Mail Tr.'il Nc. 3

KINNEY,

Proprietors

>EETHINQ
Mrs. Window's o^fTSWykar?
CnA4V,;nn- C„»„« by MILLIONS OF
Soothing° Syrup
r mothers for
*
THEIRCHILDKEN

WHILE TEETHING WITH PERFECT SUC
CESS. IT SOOTHES rHE CHILD. SOFTENS
THE GUMS, ALLAYS ALL PAIN, CUKES
WIND COLIC, and is the BEST REMEDY
FOR DIARRHCEA.
Sold by druggists In every part of the

world.

Twenty-five Cents a Bottle.

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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The New
Psychology

is a fascinating- study. There is a
100-page popular monthly magazine
eight years old devoted to the prac
tical application of the principles of
the New Psychology for health, hap
piness and success. This magaziue
also discusses
Psychic research,druglesshealing,nature
cure, rational hygiene, autosuggestion,
personalmagnetism,businesspsychology
psycho ' therapeuics. the psychology of
childhood, and the art of living anda lied

m

subjects.

The magazine advocates reform in all
lines of modern thought : it stands for prog
ress in the individual and in the state; it is
a magazine for thinkers; it aims to teach
people to think for themselves; it tells howto use the inherent psychic powers to bring
peace, health and happiness; it shows the
operation of the great law of mental sugges
tion and how this law may be used to benefit
mankind.
The motto of the magazine is
DO IT NOW. It is the only magazine of the
kind in the world .
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The Philadelphia
Commercial
List and

Price Current
IS THE LEADING

Commercial and Financial

Journal
OF PHILADELPHIA
It8 Market Reports are Reliable,
Financial and Marine News Full,
Circulation Large and Advertis
ing Rates Low.
Published every
Saturday Morning at 241 Dock
Street, by

STEPHEN N. WINSL0W, Publisher

Three Months Free
I will send you this magazine three months
as a free test; fill out and mail the coupon
below; I will send the magazine of the New
Psychology for three months; if at the end
of the three months you desire to have the
magazine stopped, send a postal card aud
say so. You will not owe anything for the
three magazines received; you will be under
no obligation whatever.
I wantevery thinking person in theUnited
States to read this magazine,
hence this
trial offer. If you are a thinker mail this
coupon today: let us get acquainted.

H. A. PARKYN. M. D.
Editor SUGGESTION*

a Magatine of tht
New Psychology

FLEAS
The only preparation that will rid
a Dog of Fleas is the

INFALLIBLE FLEA
EXTERMINATOR

4020 Drexel Blvd., Chicago

Sent prenaid for 50 Cts. a package
Prepared by the Editor of

COUPON

THE DOG FANCIER

EDITOR SUGGESTION.

GLASS, Battle Creek
Micnigan
To whom orders should be sent

4020 Drexel Blvd . Chicago.
your offer to test your magazine.
Enter my subscription for one full year.
receiving
three months' sample cop
After
ies I will do one of two things- either send
you $1.00 for the full year's subscription
within a reasonable time or write vou to stop
the magazine, when you are to cancel this
subscription and the sample copies are to be
free to me as a test.

EUGENE

Name.

is published monthly at 50 cents
per year

I accept

P.O....
State .

In writing

The Dog Fancier
Send for Sample
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SANITARIUM
THE WALTER PARK,
PA.

s^ssssirffl;

WALTERS

L^a^-iiro^>pbo:Soo^cheeWerner"llIe

Address ROBERT

WALTER, M.D.

Science of Life
CREATIVE AND
SEXUAL SCIENCE

Or

Manhood

And Womanhood

In

Their

Mutual Relations
By

Prof. O. S. FOWLER
The Standard Book Of The World On
This Subject
It is printed from clear, new type, on fine calendered paper, in one
large octavo volume of 1052 pages. The book is illustrated with 130 appro
priate engravings prepared under the personal supervision of the author.

IT TELLS
How to promote sexual vigor, the prime duty of every
man ami women.
How to make a right choice of husband or wife; what
persons are suited to each other.
How to judge a man or woman's sexual condition by
visible e*igns.
How young husbands should treat their brides; how
to increase their love and avoid outraging or shock
ing them.
How to pienerve love pure and inviolate, and how to
avoid an improper marriage.
How a pure love improves men and women, both men
tally and physically.
How to'keep wives healthy, ami how to avoid sickly

'wives.

How to increase the jots of wedded life.
How to keep a husband faithful and avoid discord.
How to regulate intercourse between man and wife, and
bow to make it healthful to both; ignorance of
this law is the cause of nearly all the woes of
marriage.

How to have fine and healthy children.
How to transmit mental and physical qualities to off
Bpring.
How to avoid the evils attending pregnancy.
How to procure a natural and easy delivery.
How to manage children and promote their health.

How to restore lost vigor in men and women.

'

'
I

How to prevent self abuse among the young.
How to recognize the signB of self-abuse and cure it.
How intercourse out of wedlock is physically injurious;
a warning to young men.
How to raise healthy and vigorous girls— fit to be wives
,in(i mother*.
rxrnPtnate iemaie
female beautv
UoVl to restore and perpetuate
Deaut) .
How to promote the growth of the female bust; and
how to regain it w hen lost.
How to avoid female ailments; and how to cure them.

Book and subscription to Phrenological Journal and Science of Health
for one year will be sent on receipt of $2.50.
In writing

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological

JournaL
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Daily Attractions
In New York

^

A Weekly Magazine

of advance
information concerning events and
attractions in Greater New York
— Concerts, Lectures, Theatres,

Club News — in
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Men's Pocket Physician
Revised. Enlarged and Profusely
Illustrated. Bound in Cloth, with Gold
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ent and positive cure, follow tbe directions for treat
ment given in this startling little book.
easy to follow, Involvingno hard
The treatment
ship or depriving of the rational pleasure of life,
w
ill
impart
and
new vitality, fresh courage
and surprising strength to any man who desires
to realize snperbly his Divine creative powers.
No matter If your case be new. or of long stand
ing, you will get immediate relief and ultimate cure
by following the treatment described in this most
valuable manual ever published.
copy of this little book, which can be carried in
the pocket, yet which is
scientific treatise by an
educated physician, will be sent to any address upon
receipt of its price, ON'K DOLLAR.
With one
year's subscription to Health, $1.60.
Whether you are sick or well, you cannot spend
that amount more wisely than by investing
in a
copy of "Vigohous Manhood."
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The author. Dr. W. G. Boiler, Osteopath, tells in
plain and easily understood language now yon can
diagnose and cure all diseases peculiar to men with
out drug or medicine of any kind.
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J. SICKLES

OSTEOPATH

16

EAST 28th STREET, N. Y. CITY

Phone. 2537Madison Square.
Osteopathy is a common-sense method of treating dis
ease, without the use of drugs or knife, by keeping all
of the natural mechanical rel itiors of all body- parte in
tact. The Osteopath trained as a skilled mechanic in
the knowledge or the body and its functions. uses his
hands in applying definite mechanical principles to the
He in
perfect readjustment of th*jse disturbed pane.
this way removes the ultimate cause of the disease. He
ab
bony
parts;
replaces
minute
of
every
slip
corrects
dominal organs, which may have gone downward
through weakness of theirsupporting parts; relaxes con
tracted muscles or other soft tlsBtiee. and sees that no
nerve, blood-vessel, lymphatic, or organ suffers from
presmre, or tensiou in any part of the body.

please mention the Phrenological
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STOP DYING!
PROLONG LIFE!
All who are tired of drug treatment ami
doctor's bil's are advised to write us in re
gard to our NATURAL CURE TREAT
MENT, which we guarantee to* cure all dis
eases of body, miud and spirit and by which
you can cure yourself at home without the
aid of drugs or physicians.
Our newest
book, "Return to Nature," gives a complete
system of natural treatment — Water Cure,
Sunbaths, Airbaths, Diet (Raw Diet). Fast
ing, Proper Breathing, etc. It is the book
of books on natural healing and living, and
worth its weight in gold to any siek man,
woman or child.
Price $2.00 bound : paper
cover $1.50. Special introductory price $1.
Send ten cents for three copies of our
The Natukounique monthly magazine,
path (regular price, ten cents the copy), and
acquaint yourself with us and our work. It
will interest, enlighten and help you In a
Advice by mail. Catalogue
hundred ways.
<if our health supply store, Naturopathic
books. Synopsis of "Return to Nature" and
Prospectus of our Health Home "Youngborn" at Butler, N. J.

B, Lust,

N.O.,

124 E.

59thSt.. N. Y.

BIBLE REVIEW
A Magazine

of True

Revealment

This Magazine is devoted to the unveiling of the writ
ings which have heretofore formed the mysteries of the
Bible, by showing conclusive evidence of the plan and
When
purpose in them from the beginning to the end.
these are correctly understood, the confusion of tongues
(Genesis — XI, 7) will have been removed and all thinkers
theological and scientific, will see eye to eye. It is the
special desire of the Editor that all true, devout Christians
should become readers of this Journal, for in them is the
hope of the future of this world. Not m\sticism, nor ma
terialism, but plain, common sense, such as God endowed
his creatures with.
H. E. BUTLER. Editor.

Annual Subscription, $1.50.
Single Copy, 15 Cents
Foreign,

7s. 2d.

Single Copy, 9d.

ADDRESS

Esoteric Fraternity
APPLEGATE, CAL.
As an aid to all earnest ones, it ts Mr. Butler's wish
that the Fraternity send to each new subscriber upon re
quest, a copy of his new book. THE PURPOSE IN THE

CREATION

OF THE WORLD.

BOOKS BY

JAMES ALLEN

REVISED AMERICAN PRICES
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Men and

Altruist

women

to join

Community,

in

or
FROM POVERTY TO POWER;
The Realization of Prosperity
Cloth
and Peace. Fifth Edition.

the
and

near St. Louis which provides

a

permanent home and employ
ment for its members.

for its monthly paper;
a

Send
10

cents

year; sample copy free.

Address A. LONQLEY
2711

Franklin Ave,, St. Louis, Mo.

bound, in grey and gold. Symbol
ical cover.
Price. $1.25 net.
ALL THESE THINGS ADDED. Cloth
bound, in purple and gold. Symbol
Frif.e, $1.25 net.
ical cover.
Cloth
BYWAYS OF BLESSEDNESS.
bound, gold lettered. Price, $1.50
net.

Fourth Edi
leatherette
tion Bound iu cream
boards, with gold lettering.
Price
50 cents net.
OUT FROM THE HEART. Second
Edition.
(A sequel to "As a Man
Bound in cream lea
Thiuketh.")
therette boards, with gold lettering.
Price 50 cents net.
THROUGH THE GATE OF GOOD; or,
Christ and Conduct, Paper covers.
Price 40 cents.

AS A MAN THINKETH.

These books are artistically produced,
and make hand'ome presentation
volumes.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

24 E. 22 ST., NEW YORK
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THE STUDENT'S SET
Tie

Temperaments
in their relation to Mental
Character and Practical Affairs of Life.
By D. H. Jacques, M.D. 150 Illustra
Cloth, $1.50.
tions.
Considered

The New Illustrated"

Seif-Iostroctor

In Phrenology, Physiology and Physi
A complete Handbook for the
ognomy.

With over one hundred new
People.
illustrations, including a chart for the
use of practical Phrenologists. Revised
umo,
and printed from New Plates,
By the Renowned Phrenol
19a pages.
ogists, Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowler.
Cloth, $1.00,
Brain and Mind
Or, Mental Science Considered in Ac
cordance with the Principles of Phren
ology and in Relation to Modern Physi
ology. Illustrated. By H. S. Drayton,
A M., M.D., and J auks McNeil, A.M.
Extra Cloth, $1.50.
New Phrenological Bast
With upwards or one hundred divisions,
In chine. Newly discovered organs are

fowler's

added, and the old organs have been sub
divided to indicate the various phases of
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Scientific Marriage*
BY DAVID

In approaching

a subject of this kind
well for us to have a clear
idea of what the word "Scientific"
means in its relation to marriage. Now
we all know that it is derived from the
Latin word "Scio," to know, and means
an accurate, thorough knowledge of any
one subject, together with its internal
and external relations.
A scientific marriage, then, would be
a marriage in which the participating
individuals have a thorough knowledge
of themselves, of each other, and of the
relation they are about to enter.
In
other words each would know and un
derstand the faculties, temperament,
and possibilities of both.
This would in itself be a great step
in advance of the haphazard way of
marrying so common now, but scientific
It re
marriage does not stop here.
quires in addition, that a majority or at
least large number of the faculties and
physical characteristics of one shall be
supplemental to those of the other. To
state the whole subject concisely: The
of
physical and mental characteristics

it would

be

R. SHEARER.

each must balance those of the other in
such a way that the offspring of the

union shall be theoretically perfectly
balanced in all characteristics and qual
This would be a truly scientific
ities.
marriage.

The conditions such a marriage im
pose may be stated as follows:
The abnormally large organs of one,
either mental or physical, should be
balanced by small organs in the other.

However, all large faculties should not
found in one, but each should excel
in something.
There are one or two precautions to
be observed in case there is a great dis
parity in size : Should the man be very
large, strong muscled, and heavy boned,
he should, owing to certain physical
conditions to be met after marriage,
choose a woman with a large mouth.
Otherwise it is possible for her to be
very small. According to this principle
we see that it would be unwise for two
persons, each having an abnormal tem
per, to marry. Should one have a large
organ of number and be deficient in the
be
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organ of parental love, the other should
be the complement
by having a large
organ of parental love and a small one
of number.
Of course, it would be
not only improbable, but impossible to
find two persons absolutely complemental to each other, but a majority of the
most important characteristics of each
should be balanced by those of the
other.
Some one may say this is reducing
marriage to a mathematical union and
leaving out the most important factor
— love. However, if these other condi
tions are met, love will not be left out.
In fact, love endeavors to the utmost
extent of its power to choose in perfect
accord with these principles or rather
laws, as we have just outlined them,
and were there no limiting circum
stances, we would need no direction in
Marriages
choosing our proper mates.
of the present day are largely a matter
of circumstance or convenience anyway.
For" instance, a man with a limited

number of lady acquaintances falls in
love with one of them and marries her
eventually. His union may prove to be
a happy one because his love singled
out the one most suited to him, but that
does not signify that he would not have
been happier with one more nearly his

JOURNAL

complement
Someone

in

iSeptembe

every way.

what
might ask then,
should be the proper course of action
of a young man who desires to marry
scientifically and thus receive the great
est amount of happiness from such a
life.
He should have a clear, concise
knowledge of his own physical charac
teristics and mental qualities, and
should carefully observe those of his
In the
lady friends and acquantances.
meantime
he should guard his affec
tions from an inopportune outbreak.
This course should be pursued until he
is ready to form a lasting attachment.
There will be no difficulty about this
if the young man can place himself in
the close proximity of the one nearest
his complement.
Such a thing can be
brought about by social or business in
tercourse.

Love, marriage, happiness is the only
logical conclusion to such a course.
If scientific selection and marriage
were only more generally and more
widely practised, this old World so full
of sorrow, divorce and suicide, would
hardly know herself in the change that
would ensue, for peace, happiness and
an ideal race of people, would in one
generation cover her bosom.

Do Tall Men or Short Men Make The Best
Husbands.
if

is

if

marriage

a

qualities that render

glad

sweet song, instead of
nightmare to
the woman who commits herself to it.

is

The traditional hero of romance
Orlando declared that his sweet
heart was only as high as his heart, and
that seems to have established
sort
of canon of art in regard to the relative
heights of lovers that prevailed for cen
ta 11.

a

it,

is

a

it

is

any
there
right mate, should know
effect of flesh on spirit, and
the tall
more likely to possess
those
man
a

above question
was
recently
the New York Journal by
Dorothy Dix, who, in discussing the
subject covered the ground exhaustively
and along the lines of anthropolog
ical research.
She says, that "while a man's physi
cal pulchritude, or lack of
docs not
matter after
woman falls in love with
him, yet husbands differ from one an
other as one star differs from another
in glory, and
important that the
girl who
groping around in the twi
light of sentiment, trying to find the

in

is

The

asked

turies.
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Women are growing taller and men
shorter. Nor is shortness
regarded
with the feminine disfavor that it used

down and be comfortable to live with.
The little mean man will nag his
wife to death.
He will break her heart

to be, when

with

it

happened that a man was

of abbreviated stature.
Koyalty is an example of this change,

he

a

will

million little spiteful tricks, but
never strike her.

and possibly it has had some effect
in introducing this new taste or fashion

for short staturcd men."

SHORT KINGS.

There is hardly a king in Christen
dom whose wife does not overtop him
by a head.

The English king is quite 6 inches
shorter than Queen Alexandra.
The czar, a little man, is overtopped
a

full

head by the czarina.

Kaiser Wilhelm is of the medium
height, but the German empress is tall,
and that is why the proud kaiser will
never consent to be photographed
be
side his wife unless she sits while he
stands.
The king of Italy, short and squat,
hardly comes up to the shoulders of
the tall, athletic Queen Helena.

The king of Portugal, though fatter,
is less tall than his queen.
liven the prince of Wales is shorter
a good 4 inches than the princess.
And the young king of Spain is sev
eral inches shorter than his youthful
queen.

In Dorothy Dix's opinion the tall
man is generally a generous man and
makes a lavish and indulgent husband
as long as he has money, but he rarely
looks out for the rainv day.
He is the
kind of man who will throw diamonds
and champagne suppers at his wife and
then die without leaving her a penny
of life insurance money.
The little man, on the other hand,
may be some penurious about money.
He requires his wife to give an ac
count of every pennv she spends, but
he sees that she and the children are
provided for and put beyond want if
lie dies.
A big man, if he is unkind and a bad
husband, will come home and make a
rough-house, break things up and give
his wife a black eye, and then simmer

A tall man will feel that he has done
his duty by his wife if he loves her
He will not think
and works for her.

278
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it worth while to show her any of the
little attentions that women love, and
he will call it "nerves" if she cries and
is not satisfied with physical comforts.
The little man will understand. He
will do delicate little things for her,
such as remembering her birthday, the
day they became engaged, and so on.
Probably 90 per cent, of the affinities
that break up homes are little men.
A big man is seldom a tyrant.

A little

man nearly always is.
readers kindly give us their
opinion concerning the characteristics
which are supposed to belong to the
tall and the short gentleman.
We our
selves have known some very interest
ing exceptions to the rule laid down
by our esteemed writer, while in the

Will our

main her
facts.

can to some degree be regarded as a
measure of refinement,
however less
so as regards to capacity or ability.
Amongst the most primitive organs
of the brain, in man or animal are those
grouped lowest in the skull, around the
centers of hearing, sight and smell, and
these are Vitativcness, which is back
of the ear. Alimentiveness in front, and
Force or Energy above the ear. From
the size or prominence of the mastoid
process, which in the diagram is shown
as the lowest outer edge visible behind

remarks are justified by
will our readers give 'us

the

?

Human Head.

IV.

BY FREDERICK

A knowledge of the anatomy or
framework of the head is essential for
drawing the human head. The face is
subject to great changes, yet any
of the face either through
changes
health or sickness will find their limit
of shrinkage in the form of the bones.
The proportions in our diagram rep
resent rather the ideal, well and full
developed head, and are according to
phrenology, showing more what a head
should or could be than what we act
ually find in the average head.
Taking these forms as a basis of
comparison, we will be able to judge
different individual characteristics of
individual heads.
Prominent cheek bones denote coarse
ness of organization.
The cheek bone

So

their experiences

The Scientific Drawing of
No.

[September

KOCH.

the

jaw-bones

and

ear,

we can

con

clude relatively the location of Vitativeness.

It

lesson no.

1.

is the intention of these lessons to
show in outlines the forms, proportions,
and relations of size of the different

LESSON No. I.

parts and of the whole of the skull. The
shading is introduced to show the re
lief and should be treated as less im
portant.
The greatest freedom of lines in
shading is allowed, and if used, the ex

1906.|
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act copy of lines should be avoided. To
achieve the tone of the shade should
be the aim.
The proportions given in lessons on
front view of the head apply also to
this lesson of the skull.
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Our diagram shows
the upper part of the
crus cerebri which with
are the continuation of

by dotted lines
cerebellum and
the pons varolii
the medulla.
lesson no. 4.
The harmonious proportions, the
softly rounded forehead, the eyes, nose,
mouth, chin, cheeks and ears in their
relative size, their form corresponding
to an even balance of power and adap
tation to their usefulness,
form the
measure of beauty in the human head.
The unlimited variety of each of the
features of the head can be traced more
or less to harmonious development.
One or more features may be strong
er and more pronounced
than others,

LESSON No. n.

LE8SON NO. 2.

Note square form of eye sockets, the
slightly slanting direction downwards
to either side.
Their height is little
over one-half of the length of the nose,
their width about three-fourths the
length. The height of the cavity of the
nose is about two-thirds of the full
length of the nose. The width of the
teeth of both upper and lower jaw-bone
is about one and one-quarter the length
from the root of the nose to the chin.
In less well developed heads this
width and length are about the same.
lesson no. 3.
In this lesson we show the brain as
filling out the skull or rather how the
skull adapts itself to the brain. The
small brain or cerebellum is located at
the base and back of the head, and is
divided from the larger brain or cere
brum by the tentorium.

LESSON No.

III.

while others may be weak and unde
veloped; however all are what they in
dicate, or indicate what they are.
Phrenology and physiognomy are the
sciences to read the characteristics and
differences in the head, the human and
animal. The first prerequisite for the
artist is to see and to see differences.
The artist who knows what he sees, the
why, the cause and
nearest to the truth

effect, will come
in copying or re

presenting.
In our diagram we show the brain
divided first in three parts. The lower
part marked with a horizontal line gives
the
animal feelings and propensities,
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middle part marked with vertical lines
and
gives human intellect, emotions
sentiments, the upper blank part gives
moral and spiritual sentiments and in
tuition.
next have divided these three
parts with a diagonal line beginning
from the root of the nose to the crown
of the head.
The lower part of this
line gives selfish or self-interested in
fluences, whereas the upper part shows
unselfish or disinterested tendencies.
We

This classification

is understood to

mean that parts change gradually into
each other.

The Psychology of

LESSON NO. IV.

the

Automobile

BY THE EDITOR.

for American built machines; while six
thousand dollars is considered a very
good price to be paid for- a good auto
mobile.

a

is,

It
however, the medium priced
medium
automobiles
that possess
from
power, with motors developing
twenty-four to sixty horse-power that
the American public has decided to
utilize for its pleasure producer.

as well as for
and health this machine
us from its psychological side.
Sir Henry Thompson said years ago

For commercial profit

pleasure
interests

is

&

it

is

by

that the steam engine would be super
seded by the electric motor, and now
the
the horse
being outstripped
automobile.
We have noticed for several years
has been engaged for busi
past that
ness by large firms like Wanamaker's,
Altmau's, Lord
Taylor's and Tif
have
finely
fany's, all of whom
equipped horseless cars.
The United States Mad, and all the
important city papers, have found out
the secret of its usefulness
for their
quick deliveries, as their extra speed
a

Grit, perseverance and will power
are said to be the mental requisites to
control an automobile, and the develop
ment of these powers (and we would
like to add the organ of Weight), is a
natural resultant of a forceful, alert
brain and perfect nerve action.
It is for this reason, if for no other,
that the now horseless carriage is the
last and most fascinating physical and
mental tonic that has come upon the
stage of the American public to stay.
What beside is the psychological
character of the automobile?
Such a
question is but fair to ask, as it is be
ing discussed the world over, and we
cannot be far wrong in supposing that
the psychology
of the horseless car
should be recognized in a magazine like
the Phrenological Journal.
Its character is not only interesting
to us as a vehicle of pleasure and health,
but also as a commercial
A
object.
millionaire can secure for himself and
family a machine valued at prices vary
ing from one thousand to five thousand
dollars, which is not thought to be an
exorbitant sum, lliough eight, ten and
fifteen thousand dollars are often paid

great advantage

in their work.
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The express companies have found
the automobile a great convenience, for
one car lias the carry ing power of sevoral horses.
For ambulance work in connection
with city hospitals, the automobile with
its rubber tires has become a great
blessing.

Thus the automobile has come to stay
as a health giver.
•
Is there anything more glorious, en
trancing, or exhilarating than a jour
ney from New York to Maine in an
automobile ? Wo read a little storv the

THE AUTOMOBILE FOR COMMERCE.

other day which suitably expressed the
benefit of such a ride.
As the journey
is one that we have just recently taken,
though with the added charm of out
door travel, we thought it would inter
est our readers.
It was called "Auto
Trip to the Wilds of Maine," by K.
Van K., published in the New York
Tribune for August 3rd.
It runs as
follows :
AUTO TRIP TO THE WILDS OF MAINE.
Could anything he more delightful?
Suppose we start at Tarrytown, upon
the Hudson's bank, speed through the

281

hills to Port Chester, a thriving place,
but scarce an hour's ride from 42d
street.
Then, taking the Old Post
Boad, pass through Stamford, Bridge
port, New Haven and on to Hartford,
where we will spend the night.
Our course has already shown us
lovely views, rich fields, and sunny
lined.
meadows
and uplands forest
There is no need for haste except to
reach camp the sooner, but rushing
river, tiny, trickling stream and noisy
brook,
swiftly running over stones,
claim eager gaze, and as the hours go

TUE AUTOMOBILE

FOR PLEASl/RE.

by we form our plan to look upon the
in its beauty and the pale
sunrise
moon's lovely light.
Anon there comes a shower, through
It is over —
which we wildly dash.
such, a baby of a shower — and span
ning heaven's arch we see the rainbow's
hues, first faint, then clearly tinted,
then fading slowly, softly, till the blue
"Entranc
dome claims it as its own.
Glorious!" we exclaim.
ing!
Now Hartford is behind us; we are
off for Boston town, Springfield and
Worcester on the way.
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we

approached

the

"We put up at the L
House and
at 4 A. M.," his father quickly

pull out

answered.

At dawn

sumed

the following

day

we re

our journey.

"There'll

be good roads to Portland,
but after that 1 guess we'll strike some
pretty heavy going," was my husband's

comment

'

as we sped along.

a

a

is

;

a

is,

"Gee ! I hope we'll light on a couple
of those jolly lakes ; they do say, father,
that Maine alone has over 1,600 of
'em.
Quite a crowd, hey, pop?"
"Indeed it
We won't get
my son.
as far as the famous Rangeley, but will
probably skirt one or two of the Bel
.
grade chain."
Portland reached, passed, and then
Augusta left behind, the route became
wilder as we neared our destination.
Scattered
hamlets,
lonely houses on
farms of many acres, then hunters'
cabins, isolated, cut off by miles of land
and water, with here and there
camp
pitched upon the lake shore till finally
our eyes rest upon the spot that
to
be our home for weeks.
Where was ever brook trout so de
licious?
The keenly bracing air, full
of the pines' aroma, gave
whet to ap
petites that needed no reminder of the
time for meals.
And the fragrant beds of spruce
boughs, fastened down and lightly cov
ered with
blanket, seemed to rest our

it

in

these horseless carriages

hence there

often no need of stopping at hotels.
The tents carried in the cars have been
sufficient for all shelter.
The fishing
rods have supplied food from the lakesand streams in the summer, and the
gun venison and bear meat in the fall.
During our tour we heard bitter com
plaints from hotel keepers and large
on the coast,
boarding establishments
and even from the lessees of cottages,
that the automobile was undermining
their business, and that persons, in
stead of settling down quietly at the
seashore, were racing through the coun
try and spending
night here and
night there, and then traveling home
week's outing only to take an
after
other journey in
different direction
week later.
With lung cells and brain cells filled
to their fullest capacity, the blood
courses through the arteries and veins
so that every part of the body
thor
Let us imagine then that
oughly alive.
Caution
on the front seat, and ExeHope and Selfcutiveness,
Courage,

a

as

a

resumed

"Hub."

is

he

;

"Shall we 'do the town' at all, or just
run in there and put up for the night ?"

Esteem

on

the

back

seat,

and

one's

Causality and the Perceptive faculties
will all be kept wide awake gathering
fresh data day
day as one part of the
country after another
being trav
is

with

agreed

a

I

a

And

by

bliss."

is

I

earthly
him.

weary limbs and soothe us to slumber
tranquil and profound.
Our visit was extended into the early
was with longing, saddened
fall, and
hearts we left our sylvan home and
turned our auto once again toward the"
K. Van K,
city streets."
Particulars
of the Glidden tour
through Maine have just reached us, in
which about sixty automobiles took
part. Many parties have also been ar
from New York to Massa
ranged
chusetts.
Guns and fishing tackle and
camping outfits have been taken along

a

"This is simply great," exclaims our
eldest son, "no waiting for the cars in
nor mixing with a
stuffy stations,
crowd when once the tram is in.
Stop
when you feel like it, start when you
call this the very acme of
please.

[September

is
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The Synthetic Philsophy Of
Herbert Spencer*
An

Given at the American Institute of
Phrenology, April 3d, 1906.

Address

By Robert Walter, M. D.
Continued from page 249.
Herbert Spencer's chapter
on the
"Transformation
and Equivalence of
Forces," which is not only the corner
stone, but the whole foundation of his
Synthetic Philosophy, is one of the
most marvellous productions that ever
came from the mind of man.
The
to be writ
chapter is acknowledged
ten for the purpose of establishing by
inductive processes the doctrines
al
ready so lucidly stated by Le Conte,
the transformation of forces.
Spencer
had already spent many chapters in
developing the theory, and now pro
ceeds to prove it by the facts, but after
thirty pages of statements such as we
have been reviewing, he finally con
fesses as follows:
"The truth as arrived at deductively
cannot be inductively confirmed," and
for a whole page he returns to his the
ory as capable of standing alone with
out proof. "Clearly the a priori truth
cannot be more firmly established by
any a posteriori proofs," he says. And
he proceeds in the last paragraph of
the chapter as follows :
"What, then, it may be asked is the
use of these investigations by which
of
transformation
and
equivalence
forces is sought to be established as an
inductive truth ?" Surely it will not be
Yet if
alleged that they are useless.
the correlation cannot be made more
certain by them than it is already, does
not their usclessness necessarily follow ?
Thus Mr. Spencer shows that the
object of the chapter was inductive

proof of transformation and equiva
lence of forces, or as Le Conte has it
transmutation of forces, and that he
closes by acknowledging its utter fail
ure to do what was promised.
And as
he cannot find any facts to prove his
theory, what can he better say than that
proof is unnecessary, anyway.
And he
explains as follows:
"Since the per
sistence of force, being a datum of
consciousness, cannot be denied, its un
avoidable corollary must be accepted.
This corollary cannot be made more
certain by accumulating illustrations.
The truth as arrived at deductively
cannot be inductively confirmed."
Then why did he undertake to con
firm it inductively ? Why write an un
If the persistence
necessary chapter?
of force is a datum of consciousness
and cannot be denied, why not have
said so in the beginning, »nd rested
his case right there.
That any man
of ordinary intelligence and honesty
should say that persistence of force is
a datum of consciousness
transcends
all proprieties. Is it not strange that
among all the great minds of the past
no one of them ever suspected the ex
istence of this datum of consciousness,
but left to Herbert Spencer its inven
tion, who even when invented did not
know it to be a datum of consciousness
until he found that no other proof was
at hand.
It is not pleasant for either hearer
or speaker to be called upon to note
the vagaries and absurdities of any
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is
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foundation as another.
His very first
sentence declares that there
"a soul
of truth in things erroneous," and his
whole philosophy
intended to obliter

it

a

is

:

it

ophy that we are compelled to accept
as the sober judgment of its author.
It seems to be Spencer's doctrine that
no knowledge
anything more than
belief and that one belief has as valid

is

to analyze

it

to stop here

but we will call attention to
proposi
tion which he legitimately develops
from
through more than one hun
dred pages of illustration and argu
ment as follows
"There
no mode of establishing
the validity of any belief except that
of showing its entire congruity with
all other beliefs."
What can one think of such
de
liverance? When theories can lead a
man usually sane to the assertion that
all beliefs, whether true or false, must
be entirely congruous
with each other,
or no belief can be established, we are
surely justified in at least questioning
the theories of the man.
At first we
supposed the statement was
misprint,
but on further examination
so in
agreement with the preceding
argu
ments, and with declarations
repeated
by the scores throughout this philos

it

wearisome

it,

Mr. Spencer has tempted fate by his
bold utterances; even the very first sen
tence of his philosophy contains
the
that infiltrates his
germ of poison
whole system.
It would be unduly

is

it

They grind exceedingly

gods

distinctions and ignore differences.
"There are no absolute demarcations in
Nature," he tells us; two and two don't
make four with any degree of certainty.
Classifications are purely subjective
conceptions, and not at all true to Na
ture, notwithstanding that scientists all
'tell us that classifications arc the very
foundations of human knowledge. Prof.
Jevons, of University College, London,
in his great work, "Principles of Sci
ence," says, "The value of classification
co-extensive
with the
value
of
knowledge and general reasoning," and
Harvard,
Prof. Bowen,
quoted by
will be
Jevons as saying, "Perhaps
found in the sequel that classification
the beginning and end of human
knowledge." But of what value can
not true to
any classification be that
the facts?
Mr. Spencer has nevertheless formu
lated
yard stick with which to meas
ure
truth.
He calls
congruitv,
which means consistency or reasonable
ness, and you will, of course, note that
anything but exact.
Things
which seem perfectly reasonable to him
will surely not appear reasonable to
our limited intelligence. For illustra
tion,
seems perfectly congruous with
the facts, as he sees them, that chickens
arc the product of heat, roses arc pro
duced bv sunlight, the convulsive move
ments of the limbs from tickling are
the exact equivalent of the force em
ployed in the tickling, that all your
thoughts and feelings are produced by
external forces, that heat makes gravity
and sunlight makes life, and when life
ceases
always returns to the heat,
and
light or electricity that made
quoting from Spencer we read
"If we inquire the origin of those
forces which have wrought the surface
of our planet into its present shape we
find them traceable to the primordial
source just assigned, viz.: heat, and
then after
page of argument he con
fesses:
'The original cause of all
these effects
still gravitation.' Heat,
therefore,'
source'
the 'primordial
and gravity
the 'original cause," and
ate

of

the mills of the
slow

"Though
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is

one, especially one who lias so long at
tracted attention by seemingly
great
wisdom and learning.
But the inter
ests of humanity are immensely greater
than those of any system.
Let the
truth be told though the heavens fall.
Whether it be Herbert Spencer or John
Jones or your humble servant, whoever
nlaces himself as an obstruction to the
truth may expect to be borne down and
ground to atoms in its onward march.
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gruities."
And so Mr. Spencer begins his great
philosophy with the promise of "uni
versal congruity down even to the com
ponents of every influence and every
observation," and after having climbed
the steep hill of logical inconsistency,
not to say absurdity, he
finally, in
the development of his central doctrine,
course that com

a

a

mits him "to the smallest number of
incongruities." And so this great phil
wonderful
osophy, the life's work of
mind, which began with great expecta
tions, ends by his own confession in
dismal
failure.
Congruity,
having
been sought, only incongruity has been
obtained, especially in its leading and
fundamental doctrines and conclusions.

SPENCER'S HEAD.
a

"Rev. Minot J. Savage,
prominent
American, interviewed Herbert Spencer
at his home in England shortly before
the latter
death.
In describing his
personal characteristics he said: "The
one marked thing about Spencer was

a

a

— Quoted from Human Nature.

it

I

I

a

his head.
have never seen such
dome on any figure, nor have
seen
in the portraits of any of the great men
of whom
have read.
You wondered
how he could carry his head upright."
Mr. Spencer had
great head surely,
because he was
great man,
great
an intellectual giant.
scholar,
But
surely Mr. Savage has also seen por
traits of Shakespeare, Lord Bacon and
other great lights of the world.
Each
had
great head and
body of fine or
ganic structure."
a

is,

if

insensible
We
must
be
gradations.
content with
course which commits
us to the smallest number of incon

a

in Spencer's
philosophy
is that
organic forms have arisen
insensible
bv
that
gradations;
that man and mind have come up
slowly from the lowest conditions of
life,
not of matter, and Spencer has
labored long and hard to establish uni
versal congruity in this and all other
doctrines.
But what has he achieved?
He has made many interesting confes
sions, some of which we have mentioned,
but none probablv equals in imnortance the one which annears in section
sumptions

74 of his "Principles
of Biology," in
which, after discussing the develop
ment of individual life, he says
"But as before said, such difficul
ties must necessarily
present them
selves,
organic forms have arisen by

's

and the answer must be, we have not
cited one-tenth of what we have found,
and have probably not found one-half
that exists.
But we must not longer delay; we
close by applying Mr. Spencer's yard
stick to his own philosophy in his own
words, giving plan and purpose in his
introduction and finally acknowledging
the actual result* achieved:
"Besides, seeing that the unified
knowledge composed of parts that are
universally congruous; and besides see
ing that it is the business of philosophy
to establish their universal congruity;
we also see that every act of the process
by which the universal congruity is to
be established
down even to the com
ponents of every inference and every
consists in the establish
observation,
ment of congruity."
And if you have any doubts as to
the value of congruity, let us in force
its value by another quotation :
"'When treating of the data of phil
osophy," he says, "we pointed out that
one cannot make a first step without
and
making assumptions,
the only
course is to proceed with them as pro
visional until they are proved true by
the
of all
the
results
congruity
reached."
The most important of all the as
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according to Spencer there is nothing
incongruous in these statements."
The question is a reasonable one.
Have we at length found all the incon
gruities in this wonderful philosophy,

a
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No. V.

Brain Roofs and Porticos.
CHAKACTLR

STUDY FOE BUSY MEN AND WOMEN,

By the Editor.

a

When we examined the head of Mr.
Russell Sage, in the latter part of 1897,
at his residence in Fifth avenue, in the
few friends (Mr. George
company of
G. Rockwood being one of the party),

I

remember

he remarked

at the close

of the examination: "I must say that
think you have hit upon the peculiari
ties of my character more accurately
than any person
have ever talked
with. It
true, as you said,
never
allow myself to be drawn into any kind
of rash speculations, but have success
fully resisted the pressure that has been
brought to bear on me for the last sixty

I

I

I

is

years.

I

THE MOST REMARKABLE FINANCIER OF
MODERN TIMES.
Never in recent days has such a
Will been written as that left by the
late Russell Sage, and no wife has ever
been entrusted with so large a share of
her husband's property. It is partly on
this account that Mrs. Russell Sage has
become one of the most talked of wom
en during the past month.
She has been known for her generos
ity for many years, while Russell Sage
has ever manifested that uniform, sav-

1

1
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have always endeavored to act

justly and to be perfectly honest in all
my dealings with my fellow men.
HEALTH AND LONG LIFE RESULT OF
SIMPLICITY OF DIET.

I

I

I

I I

I

distinguished

clergyman this

and
said to him that
could live the last sixty years of
would hardly vary
my life over again,
at all.
few little
might change
things, but the great framework would
be the same.
have always tried to
do my duty to my brother man, and to
the community in which
have lived,
and this will be
great comfort to me

I

a

I

I

I

a

a

with

very evening,

I

last.

a

very

it,

to the

I

mind that he preserved
To anyone else so
large a fortune would have afforded
some incidental pleasure in disposing
of
but his whole mind was satisfied
and centered upon laying out
dollar
to the best possible gain, and he lived
and died expressing his unique and pe
culiar psychological
trend of mind,
without any thought as to the vast re
sponsibility he was placing upon others
in disposing of his hundred and fifty
millions.
ing, economical

if

Photo by Rockzvooil.

it

TOE LATE RUSSEL SAGE AND MRS. SAGE.
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I

I
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"You were also correct in respect to
what you said concerning my health.
do not inn to extremes in any way.
do not go to five or six dinner parties
in
live simply.
have
week, but
food that
of the best quality, and
have
cooked in
simple, sensible way.
"I am very good sleeper, too, and
think
am badly treated
do not
get seven hours' sleep every night, and
As
try to get eight or nine hours.
have always said,
come in daily con
tact with the sharpest and brightest men
in the world, and
have been obliged
to hold my own.
have been talking
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when

I

depart from this life.
Love of animals.
"You are quite right about my affec
tion for animals and pets.
Only an
hour ago
was delivering an eulogy
on a pet horse, and my wife said I could
hardly keep house without my two pet

I

maltese

cats.

My

horses are

all

very

fond of me and know me well, and I
always drive myself. I have two young
colts 1 am especially fond of.
often
pet them in the stable, and when they

I

hear my voice they go crazy to get at
me and rub their noses against my
hand.
"Perhaps the best answer to a great
many of these things that you have
said would be for me to say that
am
perhaps the oldest successful business
man living in the city of New York.
have been successfully engaged in busi
ness for over sixty years, and
have
always been self-reliant.

I

I

I

MENTAL COMBATIVEXE8S.
"You hit my character correctly on
Combativeness, for I have not worked
merely for the love of money; neither
have I taken any risk.
If I had, I
might be a great deal richer than I am
now, or I might be a great deal
It has been simply a matter
poorer.
of judgment. I have been guided by
my Heavenly Father, and by my limited
means of resource, and thus I have
qualified myself to struggle with the
masses of the people for the past sixtyfive years.
I do not say this boastingly,
but as I am eighty-one years of age,
attending to my business six days of
every week, meeting the smartest and
ablest men in the world from day to
day, all sorts of inducements are con
tinually held out to me to swerve me.
RESERVE POWER.
you have said,
have the de
velopment which gives me a certain re
serve power which enables me to over
come these schemers, and
have al
ways been able to push
these risky
schemes aside, and my losses have come
mainly through the depreciation of

"As

I

I

property in various districts.
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"My aim in life has been to do my
share in developing
the material re
sources of the country, and probably
no man living has contributed more

I

than have for the construction of rail
roads throughout the country.
have
spent millions, tens and hundreds of
millions of dollars on the railroad sys
tems of the United States, and
am
now connected with more than twenty
thousand miles of railroad and with
about twenty-seven
different corpora
tions. They require but little attention,
to be sure, but
give them enough to

I

I

I

know about them, and I will not take
any risk where I do not know anything
about the conditions.
Only recently a
man sent to me for a loan of two hun
dred thousand dollars, and was willing
to pay a very liberal commission
in
order to carry out some scheme of his in
New Jersey.
But wrote to him and
said:
"
'I have made it a rule of my life
never to invest in anything I could not
examine for myself.'

I

FORCE OF CHARACTER.

"Allow

me to say a few words in ref
erence to your remarks on my force of
character, and the impression
made
upon others as a boy and a young man.
"At the end of the Mexican War
was elected a member of Congress and
made treasurer of the County.
They
got into some trouble about what was
considered a large sum of money in
those days, about a hundred thousand
dollars, and so the supervisors elected
me to straighten the thing out.
had
been successful in business in a small
way, was a self-made man in every way,
and
was elected to straighten this
thing out, so that they must had con
fidence in me."

I

I

I

I

EXTRACTS

FROM THE ANALYSIS OF MR.
SAGE.

These remarks were published in the
January number of the Phrenological
Journal for 1898, and were prefaced
by an analysis and criticism of Mr.
Sago's character, a few points of which
it may be well for us to subjoin.
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We remarked that Mr. Sage posses
sed a very compact organization, and
few men condense as much power in so
little room as he did.
He had a superior quality of brain
power and the capacity to use his brain
and body to a marked degree.
He had
availability of talent, and he knew ex
actly how "to point his gun and keep
his powder dry."
He did not waste
material or energy, but economized
strength, money and influence.

As an executive man, he stood out
as an individual type of character. He
was remarkable for the control which
he showed over himself and could fore
see and foretell what emergencies were
likely to take place.
NOT A SPECULATOR BUT AN INVESTOR.
One remarkable feature of his char
acter was that he was not inclined to
His or
speculate, as many men did.
of
was
not
Many men
large.
Hope
gan
on the Bourse or the Stock Exchange
had
whom the writer had examined,
shown more Hope than he, and more

optimism of mind; but with his large

and
Cautiousness
he
looked
ahead
counted every step he took, and anti
cipated every action that lie premedi
tated.

He had a wonderful intuitive mind
that enabled him to forecast events and
to read the characteristics of men.
He
was seldom mistaken in any of his ideas
concerning men, and was able to size
them up correctly, thus being able
to discover any deception or fraud that
persons might be perpetrating.
He had not a broad, selfish type of
head, but he had more than ordinary
Comparison, analytical power, and the
ability to adjust materials; hence he
analyzed money as though it were goods
to be sold in a store, or precnus
stones to be traded through the market.
He was a systematic financier, and it
was through his large Order. Combativeness. Comparison and Causality
that he was able to succeed in the dif
ficult task of handling vast sums of
As a business man, as a poli
money.

[September

tical leader in his earlier days and aa
in the financial centers of
the Union he was a powerful figure, a
supreme man and a fine example of

a magnate

what

boy can accomplish.
MRS. RUSSELL SAGE.
Though the late Kusscll Sage was a
unique figure in the financial world, he
possessed a wife who is just as remark
able in her way, and we trust that the
implicit confidence her husband has
shown in leaving her to dispose of the
bulk of his large fortune will show to
the world that that trust has not been
a poor

misplaced.

While her husband

could make his
hundreds of thousands
of dollars by careful investments and
keen business judgment, prudence and
foresight, Mrs. Sage is able to use the
same qualities in benefiting humanity
by disposing of her worldly possessions
Mrs. Sage has great individuality of
mind, and is not one who cares to lean
on anyone.
She has preserved her orig
inality of thought and her desire to do
good, notwithstanding the many lessons
in economy that she has been forced to
learn.
thousands

and

She is a thoroughly practical woman",
and looks all around a subject before
she commits
herself to it. She has
maintained her personality and carried
out her practical work in intellectual
and philanthropic channels, while her
husband merged his interests into the
problems of finance.
Her head is too broad to allow her to
be impractical
or a poor observer;
hence site knows how to turn everything
to a good account.

Her forehead is high in the region of
Causality and the moral qualities,
which give her planning talent and
ability to sift the wheat from the chaff.
She has a deep set desire to do good,
and knows the true value of a five dol
lar bill and has done much for others,
far more than most people would have
done under the same circumstances.

When someone was complimenting
heron Mr. Sage's gift of five thousand
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dollars to the San Francisco Relief
"Yes, but it
Fund, she remarked:
should have been lifty thousand."
It is said that she was a year trying
to persuade

her husband

to consent to

give the amount that he finally decided
to contribute toward the new wing in
the Presbyterian Hospital.
Her strength of character, energy of
mind, and persevering spirit are seen
in the width and height of her head
and in the strongly defined features
of her face. Though she would have
been conscientiously strict in bringing
up children of her own, yet she is one
who would leave the door ajar for any
wayward one to enter, lest at the un
expected hour he should come and find
everything closed against him.
Thus in her character she combines
prudence, energy, sympathy, independ
ence of mind, conscientious
scruples,
and a great earnestnes and sincerity of
motive.
Her living motto must be in
the Bishop of Bipon'a lines :

"Daily

need and daily thought,
Slowly into habit wrought,
Raise that temple base or fair,
Which men call our character;
Build it nobly, build it well,
In that temple God may dwell."

PEOPLE

WHO
ARE
. ABOUT.

TALKED

We present to our readers the por
traits of three of the most talked of
people during the past month, one be
ing an Englishman, the late Alfred
Beit ; the second an American lady, the
late Lady Curzon : and the third a
Frenchman, Alfred Dreyfus.
Of the
latter gentleman we may truly say that
with his vindication one of the most
amazing dramas of modern history has
come to a close.
The Supreme Court
of France, on July 12th, not only an
nulled that extraordinary second ver
dict of the Military Court against Al
fred Dreyfus which has been held up
to ridicule as a verdict of "Treason with

THE LATE ALFRED BEIT.
ALFRED DRYFl'S
THE LATE LADY CT'RZOX.
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extenuating circumstances," but at the
same time declared that there was no
ground for a new trial, as neither a
The
crime nor an offence subsisted.
the
country has
throughout
press
hailed -this sweeping vindication of
Captain Dreyfus as a tardy righting of
an infamous wrong, but at the same
France on the untime congratulates
finding of the highest
impassioned
French tribune.
The New York Evening Sun says:
"Though the mills of the gods grind
slow, twelve years is a long time to
wait their grist of justice in a modern
Republic. Periodically for twelve years
this amazing opera bouffe composed of
political intrigue, chicanery, ridiculous
mystery, and a sham show of patriot
ism, has thrown all France into a state
But there is more of trag
of hysteria.
edy than of opera bouffe in the Drey
fus affair."
Tt is unnecessary to give here the
of this memorable case, but
details
linked to the charge for which Dreyfus
was sentenced to five years on Devil's
Island, is the memorable and heroic
s.tand taken by Emile Zola on behalf of

Alfred Dreyfus.
It will be readily

seen that the head
of Dreyfus is one of no mean order.
His forehead is broad and high, and
whether Jew or Gentile, his brains rep
resent in a remarkable degree, honor,
sobriety and intellectuality.
THE LATE ALFRED BEIT.
In a former number of The Phren

ological Journal

we gave a psycho
logical account of the late Cecil Rhodes
and his great work in developing South
Africa.
To-day we are called upon to
note the passing away of another equal
ly great magnate connected with the
We re
development of Soutli Africa.
He
fer to the late Mr. Alfred Beit.
was England's richest man and assisted
Cec il Rhodes in his stupendous achieve
ments.
We doubt whether the latter
would ever have succeeded in develop
ing his plans or have accomplished so
much for South Africa without the

[September

shrewd, quiet, unostentatious counsel of
Alfred Beit, who was his chief asso
ciate.
Mr. Beit died recently in Lon
don. His wealth has been estimated a»
five hundred million dollars.

He, unlike many multi-millionaires,
was a generous hearted man, and left
The public be
large sums to charity.
quests made in his will aggregated
more than twelve million dollars, of
which six millions is to be devoted to
the improvement of means of communi-

cation in South Africa.
Mr. Beit was certainly a powerful
factor in developing the projects con

ceived and managed by Mr. Rhodes.
It
is said that while Mr. Rhodes was more
intent on the political aspects of the
situation, and made money only inci
dentally, Mr. Beit paid more heed to
the economic side of affairs, and sought
the expansion of the country because
that aided his fortunes.
They both
worked
harmoniously, and
together
though with different motive, did much
to favorably develop the destinies of
the
resourceful country of South

Africa.
As seen by his picture, Mr. Beit was
an aggressive business man, and in as
sociation with the late Barney Barnato,
he brought about the consolidation of
the Diamond-Mining
which
interest
made him a multi-millionaire.
He af
terwards became interested in many en
terprises in other parts of the world,
still retaining his hold on South Africa.
His portrait indicates that he was a
man of great determination of mind,

will power, independence, resourceful
ness and practical economy.

THE LATE LADY CURZON, OF
KEDLESTON.

Among the American-born ladies who
have married English noblemen,
no
American girl has attained to the so
cial prominence which came to Mary
Loiter as the wife of Lord Curzon, of
Kedleston. Lady Curzon, whose recent
death is widely lamented, showed not
only tact, dignity and judgment as the
wife of the Viceroy of India, but she
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won the hearts and admiration of In
dian society by her charm as a hostess,
her great beauty and her intellectual
in filling the difficult posi
•cleverness
tion allotted to her.
It is said that
the success of the magnificent Durbar
at Delhi, in its social as well as political
aspects, was due largely to her person
ality and resourcefulness of mind. It
will be remembered that rather more
than a year ago she recovered from a
serious illness, and returned to her hus
band in India, who at that time wished
to resign from his work abroad and de
vote himself to her, but owing to the
importance of Indian affairs at that
time, she persuaded him to return to
India, where she rejoined him.
So assiduous was she in thinking of
lier husband's interest from first to last
that she traveled with him throughout

291

the length and breadth of India just
after they took up their residence in
that country. These journeys were long
and wearisome, though she considered
only her duty by the side of her hus
band.
Prior to her marriage she was a so
cial favorite in Chicago and Washing
ton.
It will be remembered that Lady
Curzon's two sisters are married to
Englishmen, Daisy Loiter being the
Countess of Suffolk, and Nancy Leiter
being the wife of Major C. P. Camp
bell, of the British Army.
Lady Curzon was exceptionally gift
ed, and resourceful, as well as possessed
of many personal charms and much
availability of mind. She leaves a de
voted husband and three children, be
sides many friends in this country.
England and India to mourn her loss.

Out Of Bondage,
A STORY FROM REAL

<lo

"Good morning. Dan Howard, how
vou find yourself this summer morn

ing?"As fresh

as a June rose sparkling in
the early dew."
"This is my friend Herbert, Mr.
Howard, I have been trying to inter
est him in your philosophy.
He says
he would like to hear from your own
lips the story of your struggles and tritold him that you were a mod"
umph.
est man, not given to exploiting your
self before others, but I thought at my
request you would gratify him by giving
a brief history of your experiences in
health reform for his benefit."
"Yes, friend Knowles,
am glad of
an opportunity to tell my story to him
or others who would profit by my ex

I

I

ample."
"I shall indeed be pleased to hear the
story, Mr. Howard."
"Well, go on, Dan, and we will both
listen to you."
'Tn my early days
was not a ro
bust man, but learning the carpenter's

I

LIFE.

I

trade
worked at it mostly for a living.
As the years went by
had frequent
sick spells.
applied to various doctors
and took their medicine ; had fever and
Sometimes
they
frequently.
ague
would knock it out for a time and
would go to work again.
So it went
on, the sick spells getting more freauent and my strength failing, until
was
13 years ago last winter when
with chills and
completely
prostrated
fever day after day and wasted to al
most a skeleton.
My friends thought
the chances for my recovery very small.
Trying one doctor and then another and

I

I

I

I

getting no better, but rather growing
worse, I got discouraged; life was get
ting to be a burden, the prospect seemed
dark ahead. About this time a copy of
a Health Journal came into my hands.
I read and pondered; here was a new
way of life, the old way was a failure;
could it be possible that this was any
better ? I would try it and know ; with
me to decide was to act.
Continued on Page 296.
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Science of Health*
NEWS AND NOTES.
By E. P.
Impure

It

Milk

a Cause

losis.

Miller, M.D.

of Tubercu

reported that in Troy, New
York, 16 per cent, of deaths among
the people are caused by tuberculosis
due to impure milk, while in Utica
only 19 per cent, die of that disease.
The ratio of deaths from tuberculosis
in 12 of the principal cities in New
York are as follows: Troy 1G per
cent, Auburn 15.4, Mount Vernon 12.8,
New York City 11.9, Watertown 11.6,
Albany 11.3, Rochester 10.9, Elmira
9.3, Schenectady 8.4, Buffalo 7.6, Syra
cuse 6.3, Yonkers 5.8, Binghamton 5.8,
Utica 19 per cent.
These records come from the Depart
ment of Agriculture
of Washington.
The reason the death rates in these
cities differ so widely, is due to the
impurities in the milk used by the peo
The tuberculosis bacteria is dis
ple.
All the
seminated in the milk used.
dairy herds that supply milk for Utica
are examined
for tuberculosis
germs,
and the milk is sterilized or pasturized
is

under municipal control. In Bingham
ton no municipal inspection, but over 50
In
per cent, of the milk is pasturized.
Yonkers cows examined
for tuber
culosis, milk is analyzed for bacteria,
but only the big dealers pasturize the
milk.
ex
dairy licensed
Syracuse — No
cept on certificate of veterinarian that
the cows are free from disease, tuber
culin test used ; increasing quantity of
milk is pasturized.
Buffalo — All herds in city limits ex
amined twice a year but tuberculin test
not applied.
Pasturized milk used in
increasing quantities.
Elmira — All dairies inspected but
tuberculin test not applied ; no bacterial
examination; practically no pasturiza-

tion takes place.

Rochester — Some attention to bac
teria, tuberculin test not used. Pasturization given up after great success in
reducing death rate and Matcl dairy
system substituted.
Albany — No municipal inspection of
milk.
Only one firm pasturizes a por
tion of its supply.
for adul
Watertown — Inspection
teration; no bacteriological examina
Notions; tuberculin tests not used.
pasturization.
New York City — Milk inspection al
most solely for adulterations and lack
of fats ; few bacteriological examina
Pas
tions. Tubercular test not used.
turization discouraged
by the health
department.

Mount Vernon— Inspection chiefly
for adulteration ; some bacteriological
examinations; tubercular test not used;
practically no pasturization.
Auburn — No examination for bac
teria or tuberculosis ; only for cream
volume.

Troy — Practically no examination or
attention to supply of milk for any pur

pose.
These reports indicate that the more
attention given to testing milk in many
ways to keep it pure and sweet the less
people die of tuberculosis.

Lobster Potsoxs Three.

Aug. 27. — Three
Boston^
members of the same family,

persons,,
died on

Peddock's Island, Boston Harbor, to
day of ptomaine poisoning from eat
The dead art Antonia
ing lobster.
Gomes, sixty-seven years of age, of East
Cambridge; his son-in-law, Joseph Oli
ver, thirty-eight years of age, and the
latter's grandson, Joseph Oliver. Jr.,
about three years of age.
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The Smoking

Nuisance.

is encouraging to see posted up
about the subways and elevated sta
tions signs forbidding smoking on the
the Board of
platforms or cars.
Health connect with these signs a five
hundred dollar penalty to each viola
tion of the rule it will as soon arrest the
evil as effectually as a similar notice
stopped the spitting on the cars or
It does the noses of the
platforms.
people far more injury to get tobacco
smoke into their lungs than it does to
get spittle on their shoes, and hence the
fine for violating the rule ought to be
full as heavy for the smoker as for the

If

spitter.

Mr. Gustave H. Schwab of New
York sent a communication to the New
York Herald of May 1st, 1906, which

states as follows:
"No one who has occasion to make
daily use of the public transit facilities
in the city can have failed to observe
the increasing habit of smoking in sub
way stations, on the elevated stations
and on the surface cars, and even in the
elevated and subway trains, on which,
when the cigars and cigarettes are not
actually smoked, they are allowed to
die and gradually become extinct, to
the discomfort, and in many cases more
than discomfort, of men and women
passengers.
The notices displayed by the elevated
and
authorities
subway
forbidding
smoking on the platforms are univer
sally disregarded, and appeals to the
guards in the subway and elevated sta
tions avail nothing.
It appears to me that the proverbial
indulgence and long sufferance of the
American public render it futile to re
ly upon the co-operation of the public
in suppressing
this nuisance, and
believe that the only authority that can
effectively
promulgate and carry out

I

regulations

against

this

evil,

which

threatens
not only the comfort, but
health of women and children in the
ill ventilated subway cars and sub
way stations, is the Board of Health of

this city.
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1 need not remind you of the magical
effect exercised by the ordinances pre
scribed and enforced by the Board of
Health against the expectorating fiends
that defiled public conveyances until
Any one who re
very recent years.
calls the conditions that existed on the
street cars and on the elevated in for
mer years, when spitting was freely
indulged in to the disgust of respectable
passengers, will gratefully recognize the
public service rendered by the Health

Department against this evil habit.
I ask, cannot theWhy, therefore,
Hcalth Department deliver us from the
smoking fiend and the carrier of dying
cigars in the subway stations and sub
way trains, not to mention the elevated
and surface cars?
I hope that you will lead a crusade in
this direction, and can assure you that
you will win the gratitude and hearty
support of thousands."

Gtstave H. Schwab.

New York, May

1, 1906.

How You May Have Youn Dyspepsia
Cut Out.
The very latest albged triumph of
surgery is the cure of chronic dyspepsia
with the aid of the knife.
Dr. Louis Frank, professor of ab
dominal surgery in the medical depart
ment of Kentucky University, holds
that in the vast majority of cases it can
be cured with the surgeon's knife..
Furthermore, he boldly states that in
nearly every instance where man or
woman suffers from chronic dyspepsia
the knife is the only sure and radical
cure.

Dr. Frank, in a communication to
the American Journal of the Medical
Sciences, pictures the pitiable condition
of the chronic dyspeptic, going on daily
from bad to worse, submitting to the

necessity of taking nourishment with
dread of the consequent tortures that
will ensue, forced finally to reduce his

aliment to liquids, and not even then
finding escape from pain and suffering.
.

To

such a one, he says,

life

is misery.
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Medicine, he points out, seldom pro
cure or even alleviation of the
tortures of the disease.
And this is but natural, he asserts, as
the cause, in almost all cases, is one
that medicine cannot reach.
duces

This

cause is pronounced

to be gas

tric ulcer.

It is estimated by Dr. Robson, he
says, that from five to ten per cent of
the community suffer from this afflic
tion.

there is but one remedy —
the surgeon's knife, the operation of
gastroenterostomy.
All protracted gastric or intestinal
disturbances are due. Dr. Prank asserts,
to organic causes, and are absolutely
never functional.
there is no hope of
Consequently
finding relief in medicine alone.
When there is any question as to
diagnosis, he urges, the exploratory in
cision should be freely resorted to as a
legitimate and accredited operation.
Then, if it is found — and he claims

And for it

that it will be almost invariably so
found — that the trouble is caused by
gastric ulcer, the rcmedv is plain, and
the surgeon's knife readily supplies it.
The result, it is assured, is a com
plete and radical cure, with a restora
tion to the sufferer of that enjoyment
oi life of which he has been so long de
prived.
As to the operation itself, Dr. Frank
cites the records of recent surgery to
prove the ease and safety with which it
is performed in almost every instance
where recourse to it has been tried.

Pickle Diet

Kills

Fat Girl.

She DRors Dead After Two Weeks'
Attempt to Reduce Weight.
St. Louis, July 23.— Having lived

for the last few weeks on practically
nothing but pickles and vinegar, taken
under advice of friends as a diet to
reduce her weight, Miss Annie Gross,
25 years old, succumbed to the strenu
ous remedy and dropped dead yester
day while taking a drink of water.

[September

Since early girlhood Miss Gross has
bitterly lamented her extreme weight.
In school she was pointed to by her girl
companions as the "fattest girl in the
city," to her great humiliation. Wher
ever she went, her size was noticeable,
and as she grew up to an age when she
attended social affairs given by the
young girls of her set the fact caused
her much embarrassment.
Every remedy known to the medical
world as a relief to this condition was
tried in turn. Physicians w^ere unable
to help her.
Her family and friends
in whom she confided, one after the
other recommended
various remedies,
but they did not avail to effect the de
sired result.

Finally

a few weeks ago

friend told of the wonderful results
attained by the diet of vinegar and
pickles, and in desperation she decided
to give it a trial.
An autopsy on the body of Miss
Gross showed the walls of the stomach
to be almost entirely eaten away by
acid from the pickles and vinegar.
a

The Cooking of Vegetables.
Raw food diet is becoming quite a
fad with many people, and if those who
favor it will confine their food to
fruits and nuts there will be no absolute
Such
necessity to do much cooking.
foods grow and mature in the sunlight
and are thus prepared for mastication,
digestion and assimilation. But many
vegetables grow under ground and store
up starch and sugar in a way that they
are neither palatable nor digestible,
without they are cooked and some of
them the more they are cooked the more
easilv are thev digested and assimi
lated.

A recent issue of Table Talk con
tains an article on the cooking of foods
that has many practical suggestions
that are of much value not only to the
cooks but to those who do the eating
and digesting of the foods after they
are cooked :
"A great deal of attention should
given to the cooking of vegetables.

be

The
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underlying the cooking of
the softening of the fibre
are
vegetables
or cellulose, the cooking of the starch
properly, the saving of nutritive value,
proteids and minerals, and rendering
the proteids more digestible,
and the
development of flavor.
Firm vegetables, especially roots and
fibres, should be baked.
They are ex
of the
posed to the high temperature
oven so the bursting of the starch takes
Green vegetables es
place properly.
pecially contain a large percentage of
water, and they can be cooked in their
own liquid on top of the stove, and thus
the minerals are retained.
The slow
gives time to draw out
temperature
the juices in the vegetables.
To prepare spinach for cooking, wash
it in warm water, as the dirt is more
thoroughly removed from the rough
surface. Spinach is valuable for its min
erals, and it should be cooked in its
own
juice to retain the minerals.
Steam in the vegetables bleaches them,
so the spinach should be cooked un
covered for a fine color.
Cabbage has not much value, as its
principles

mineral is sulphur, and when cooked it
forms indigestible conqxmnds
which
Haw cab
the system cannot handle.
bage is more valuable than the cooked
cabbage, as the cellulose is very fine
and the carbohydrate is sugar, which is
very digestible.

Any vegetables cooked in their own
skins, as peas, beans, carrots, string
beans and parsnips, should be in suffi
cient boiling water to cover them. Cook
hard vegetables covered until two-thirds
done, then add salt and cook uncov
ered, allowing the water to evaporate.
To cook them entirely uncovered is a
waste of heat.
Pungent odors in vegetables are due
to certain oils in them that give char
acter, odors and flavors,

and when ex

posed to heat they are very volatile.
These oils driven off by heat are con
densed on the cover, and when the cover
is removed it is very disagreeable, so
When
leave the vegetables uncovered.
they stop boiling the odor is strong, so
keep them boiling vigorously."— Min
nie Belle Simonds.

OUT OF BONDAGE.
Continued from Page 20/.

I

One morning
said to Mrs. Howard,
believe there is a way out of this."
She shook her head with an incredulous
smile — "and
am going to try it." And
began; the last doctor was dismissed,
his pills and powders thrown to the
dogs; all the various menus of the old
regime — the beef tea, the beef steak,
the roasts and soups, the pie and cake,
the mustard, vinegar, sugar, salt, pep
per, tea and coffee, the whole list of
condiments and stimulants — were drop
ped. With plenty of pure water to sat
isfy thirst, the weary stomach was given
a rest for a time.
Then and there the
chills left and have never been back;
gradually
began to eat a little simple
food, some ripe fruit, .a little cereal, a
few dates and figs, or a few nuts, as
nature demanded.
The old poison was

"I

I

I

I

being washed out and nature began very
feebly at first to rebuild ; for weeks,
was weak and gained
perhaps months,
slowly, my friends said 1 was starving
knew better, hope
myself to death.
had revived and
was to live. With
was able to
the coming of the spring
be out in the fresh air and sunshine.
worked a little as my strength would
allow, and whenever tired threw myself
at full length on the wrarm ground in
the broad glare of the sun — the great
live giver.
As the summer days passed,
there came to my life a great uplift ;
not only was my physical strength be
ing revived, but my mental and spifitual powers were taking on a new life. A
sense of nearness to God with His fa
therly care and blessing filled my day?
as
lay there in the sunshine with a joy

I

I

I

I

I

I

.
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and peace and brightness, such as I had
never known.
had come unto Him
and He had given me that abundant
life which He promises to His children.

I

A continued simple life brought vig
or to my system so that iu a year or two
took up my trade again and followed
it for several seasons, more continuous
ly than ever before. Now at past three
score I am living on the same simple
sun-grown fare which sustained me in
I take no medi
the crisis of my life.
cine. 1 have no colds, I enjoy the food
vImlI) nature calls for with a keen rel

I

[Septembei

My hair has whitened, but I can
still enjoy a romp with my grandchil
Now ends my
dren as you may see.
story."
"I shall not soon forget it and I
trust I may profit by it," responded
Herbert.
ish.

It

is indeed a suggestive

experience.

What one man has clone others may do.
Perhaps some may take this as a pole
star to guide them from slavery to free
dom. — J. P. Knowles, Smyrna Press
Aug. 2, 1906.

Reviews.
"Pioneers of Progress," by T. A.
Bland.
Published by T. A. Bland &
Co., Chicago, 111. This is the title of
Mr. Bland's latest book, just issued. It
is a historical review of political, relig
ious, social, economic,
scientific and
philosophic progress of the Nineteenth
Century in the form of Biographical
Personal Recollections and
Sketches,
Friendly Criticisms of the lives and
characters of thirty-two men and wo
men he has personally known, among
whom are: Abraham Lincoln, Ulysses
S. Grant, Wendell Phillips, Lucretia
Mott, Gerald Massey, William Lloyd
Garrison, Matthew Simpson, Henry

Ward Beechcr, Thomas Iv. Beecher,
Lew Wallace, Benjamin
F. Butler,
John Clark Ridpath, Susan B. An
thony, Andrew Jackson Davis, Peter
Hiram W. Thomas, Ralph
Cooper,
Waldo Emerson, Julia Ward Howe,
Robert G. Ingersoll, Francis A. Walk
er, Henry George, Alfred Russell Wal
lace, and John Boyle O'Reilly.
Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, President
of the Liberal Congress of Religions,
has kindly written an Introduction to
this book which includes a biographi
cal review of his life and labors.
It is a book of 254 pages, printed and
bound in best library style and fur
nished at the popular price of $1.25.

Brotherhood,
All

men are equal in their birth,
Heirs of the earth and skies ;

'Tis man alone who difference
And speaks of high and low,

men are equal when that earth
Fades from their dying eyes.

And worships those, and tramples these,
While the same path they go.

All

All

sees,

alike on Him whose power
Upholds the life He gave,
The sage within his starlit tower,
The savage in his cave.

Oh, let man hasten to restore
• To all their rights of love !
In power and wealth exult no more,
In wisdom lowly move.

meets the throngs who pay their
vows.
In courts their hands have made,
And hears the worshipper who bows
Beneath the plantain shade.

Ye

God

wait

your earth born
! renounce
pride ;
Ye low ! your shame and fear.
Live, as ye worship, side by side;
great

Your

brotherhood

revere.

■Harriet Martixeai;.
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of a Child's Mind Shown in Photographs at Successive Aqes.

The Psychology of Childhood.
BRIGHT AND PROMISING.
By Uncle Joe.
No. 658.— A.

J. J.,

New York.— A

good deal is written nowadays concern
ing the prevention of crime through
surgical operations which are heing per
formed by the Pennsylvania Society to

This
protect children from cruelty.
society has instituted, in co-operation
with the Bureau of Health and the Bu
reau of Charities, the practice of per
forming operations upon children whose
defects are likely to lead them into a
career of crime.
Commissioner Dar
lington two years ago instituted a sim
ilar system of school inspection and
medical or surgical treatment.
This
preventive work as it is carried on in
New York and will be still further
developed through the committee on the
principal welfare of school children of
the Association for Improving the Con
dition of the Poor, is arousing general
interest throughout the country and is
likely to be adopted by School Boards,
or Boards of Health in other large
cities.
Mr. Brown, the new United
States Commissioner of Education, has
written to William H. Allen, of the
Association for Improving the Condi
tion of the Poor, saving that he hopes to
make it the subject of a printed bulle
tin in the near future.
We believe that this is a step in the
right direction, though a knowledge of
Phrenology would be of immense value

in reinstating backward
children to
their normal condition. We are glad
that Boards of Health are at last wak
ing up to the fact (what Phrenology
has pointed out for many years) that

No. C58.-A. .1. J., NEW YORK.

much could
our schools

be done

if

a

for the children of
knowledge of

proper
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localization of the mental functions
was thoroughly understood and the in
fluence of the physical ailments upon
the mental powers.
We refer our readers to an editorial
on another page of the Journal for a
fuller explanation of this subject.
All children are not born with a nor

-the

mal amount of vitality or mentality,
of the child we
but the photograph
present in the psychological study of
childhood is a beautiful exception to
this fact. She certainly has a well de
The hair
veloped and intuitive mind.
gives us some impediment in judging
of the full development of her head,
but her memory of what she reads is a
remarkable gift and should enable her
to recite poetry and recall what she
hears with very little trouble.
(1)
represents large Eventuality and quick
ness to recall what she' has studied,
while (2) enables her to compare and
contrast one image or picture before
her mind with that of another.

[September

She has quite a keen imagination,and should be able to lose herself in her
thoughts, and were she to write poetry
we think she would be very successful.
No difficulty should be experienced in
memorizing her pieces of music, and
playing them just as well as though she
had the notes before her.
One factor of her mind is confidence,
ease of manner, and ability to hold her
own wherever she is.
She is a well
poised child, and not one who will be
easily thrown off her guard.
A special rather than a general edu
cation should be given her, and if she
were our child we would give her op
portunities for developing her musical
talent and her love for and capacity to
write poetry.
She is a child who can be reasoned
with through what she sees and ob
serves, rather than through abstract
means, and this fact had better be taken
into account in her management and
education.

The Organ Of Weight.
The organ of Weight is largely rep
resented in many of the kinds of work
done in and around New York, espe
cially in connection with our skyscrapthe towers
to our high
pers and
churches.
A noticeable feature just
now is the demolition of one of New
York's most famous churches, and
steeplejacks, or men engaged specially
for the purpose, are obliged to work at
the dizzy height of nearly 300 feet in
the air in tearing down the tower of the
Rev. Dr. Parkhurst's old church in
Madison Square, one of the oldest
churches in the city. The picture illus
trates this very important faculty of
the mind.
A short time ago we saw the picture
of the man who put up the awnings on
the outside of the Flat Iron Building.
He did this work with so much com
posure that he would not have a chain
attached to him, as many have, but was

perfectly at home in scaling the build
ing on its exterior surface.
Another way of showing the organ of
Weight is quite a favorite one at this
season of the year, and many times we
have

watched

men

and

women

dive

from planks on high cliffs into the surf
Our readers
have
below.
probably
seen their friends to the same thing.
Another exhibition of Weight is to be
seen by men working on the roofs of
the train sheds of the Delaware, Lack
awanna and Western Railroad, where
they are working two hundred and eight
The picture
feet above the ground.
shows the structure which is nearly
completed at the Hoboken end of the
D. L. & W. line.
As every power of the mind is dis
tinct in itself, and cannot take the
place of any other, we logically infer
that there is a faculty that gives us the
"Statics,
power of judging of weight.
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which
or that branch of mathematics
considers the motion of bodies arising
from gravity, probably belongs to it,"
says George Combe in his "System of
Persons who excel in
Phrenology."
outdoor sports, in baseball, cricket,
and

and

find'

great
and
are observed
resistance in mechanics,
to possess that part of the brain lying
nearest to the organ of Size, largely
developed, and the organ is now rearchery,

facility

quoits,

in judging of momentum

MEN AT WORK AT THE TOP OF THE TOWER
OF DR. PARKIIURST'S OLD CHURCH.

■

walking on a tight rope, in which the
regulation of equilibrium is an impor
tant element.
When Constructiveness
is large, and Weight small, persons en-:,
rather
gage in stationary material
than deal in locomotive work with mov
ing machinery. They rear still fabrics
rather than work with machinery. Look
at the heads of all engineers, and you
will find the sequence or reason for the
Go to a
development of this faculty.
circus and see acrobats tumble alx>ut,

MEN WORKING ABOVE THE TRAIN SHEDS OF
THE D. L. & W. TERMINUS HOBOKEN.

From LtOU* Wttkly.

Persons in whom
and Local
ity are large have generally a talent for
automobiling,
cycling,
engineering,
building, construction work, and those
branches of mechanics which consist in
the application of forces.
They delight
in steam engines, water wheels, and
turning lathes, or logging, as in Maine.
The same combination of faculties
exists in persons distinguished for suc
cessful feats in skating, dancing, or
garded as established.

Individuality, Size, Weight

2S9

From the Metropolitan.

and men, and even women,
make
pyramids of themselves, and watch
clever
tricks performed on trotting
horses, and our meaning will be quite
logical as to the usefulness • of this
•
faculty.
The Organ of Weight is located in
the second frontal convolution, on the
arch of the eyebrow between Size and
Color, and was localized by Dr. Spurzheim.

To William

great

deal; he knew

Tell it

if

he

meant a
missed his
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aim when

putting

his arrow through

the apple that his dear little son's life
wns iu peril, but his organ of Weight
with courage served him a
together

[September

located on a living body show a large
In fact,
development of this faculty.
it is the perception of the laws of grav
ity and motion, or the power to estimate

THE DIVE.
From the Metropolian.

We all remember how
good purpose.
his arrow went straight into the apple
instead of his child's head, as Desler

thought it would.
Persons who throw knives at

a target

weight

by the eye and hand.

Lowell has truly said:
"Be sure of your facts, your meas
ures and your weight."
J. A. F.

DAILY THOUGHT.
Sail

the ship and plant the seed ;
What's done in faith is done indeed.
Life is not trained for highest being
By means of any lowest thinking;
Nor can the soul have finest skill
Thro' wrong desires that master will ;
And never yet did purer heart
Grow from purest loves apart ;
Nor ever has a soul been known
To reap a harvest uever sown.
We think and love and choose our way
To good and truth and God alway.

— Jottn Paul Egbert.

THE
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NEW YORK AND LONDON,
There is something you can
voice and bravely obey that.
you were never made for.

Listen to the inward
than another.
Do the things at which you are great, not what
— Emerson.

do better

MEN XEED TO BE INSTRUCTED.
BY

Men need to

be

II. H. IIIXMAN.

instructed,

So they may stop and see
That they are swiftly drifting
Out on the rugged sea.

THE STUDY OF PHRENOLOGY
WILL PREVENT THE IN
CREASE OF CRIME.
Referring to experiments that are be
ing made by the Bureau of Health, in
connection with the Pennsylvania So
children from cruelty,
Mr. William H. Allen^of the Associa
tion for Improving the Condition of the
Poor, says that under the new definition
of "crime'' no child could be called a
criminal.
"We must treat such a
child," lie said, "for the weakness or

ciety to protect

physical defect that is causing him to
swerve from the normal."
More and
more criminologists agree in attribut
ing crime to physical defects (and we
may add mental lesions). A stream is

sea that leads to ruin,
Where many a man is lost

The

In that

sea

of superstition

Where souls must pay the cost,

flowing along, but is impeded at one
point by a boulder that makes it deflect
the
Remove
from its true course.
boulder, and the stream goes right. The
whole tendency of Phrenology is to
study the physical and mental charac
teristics of the child and get at the
causes that make him do what his
neighbors don't.

"It is simply defects that mike a
He
child queer, funny or abnormal.
can't breathe or eat right because he
has adenoids, or he can't see because
his eyes are crossed.
It is impossible
for him to be normal or to keep up with
normals,

so

he gets shunted

and more by himself.
says of truants, a

off more

Dr. Darlington
large proportion of
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them haven't vitality

enough

terested in what interests

to be

in

ers to

note

these

[September

facts and

circulate
for they

"Now, there isn't any surgical oper
ation that will prevent a Sunday School
superintendent from forging, or a bank

among their friends,
that
the localization of the func
prove
tions of the brain, as is stated on page
408 in the December number, show that

clerk from embezzling," continued^ Mr.
Allen, laughing. "But there are oper
ations that will prevent what most of

Phrenology has pointed out where a
lesion of the brain existed, namely, in
the center of Cautiousness, and through

us call crime.

the others.

them

The trouble with crimi

nals is that they have no more alluring
pictures in their minds than crime, so
Give them more
they commit crime.
vitality, more mentality, and you give
them more attractive pictures which
they will follow."
Mr. Allen gave an instance that came
to the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children not long ago of a
ten-year-old girl who was obstinate,
ugly, stupid and indifferent. When she
was

examined

hardly breathe

they found she could
for adenoids.
She was

operated on and became a bright, good-

natured child.
"She may fairly be said to have been
saved from a career of crime," com
mented Mr. Allen, "for the downward
course of such an individual pushed out
from the occupations and pleasures of
the normal, would have been almost
sured."

as

The whole report is very interesting,
but space will not allow us to add
more than to refer our readers to para
graphs that have already appeared,
commenting on the fact that operations
on the brain, as well as on the nose
and throat, have been highly beneficial
to patients suffering from mental dis
turbances.
One case was cited in the

July number of the Phrenological
Journwl, page 219. Another case was

reported in our December number, page
408.

We would like our new subscrib

an operation the man

was restored

to-

his normal condition.
It would be well for all Phrenolo
gists to keep these points in mind when
criticisms on
they read thoughtless
Phrenology.

THE STUDY OF POPULAR AND
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

If you want to understand whos«
opinion is worth following, namely,
that of Mr. Luther Burbank, of Cali
fornia, the wizard of plant life, or the
able editor of the New York Times,
you had better take a course in Practi
Character
cal Psychology, Scientific
or
Physiological
Phrenology
Reading,
that is now opening (September oth),
at the American Institute of Phrenol
ogy, or in England at the Fowler In
stitute, and find out for yourselves.
Mr. Burbank expressed his opinion
of Phrenology to Mr. Champe S. An
drews in an interview as follows :
"When a very young man, I visited
0. S. Fowler, the most scientific phren
ologist, I think, who ever lived. He
gave me a thorough examination and
me lacking in Concentra
pronounced
tion, Acquisitiveness and Self-Esteem.
I studied his chart careftilly,
.
.
.
and at that early age
possessed a keen
I saw that
faculty of self-analysis.
Fowler was right, and I had the cour
Not only
age to admit it to myself.
that, I saw I had not sufficient charac
ter to value money even as a means to
a worthy end, for mere money making
saw that I had
was detestable to me.
a way of beginning fifty tasks and end
I began the most rigid
ing none.
course of self-discipline, and I feci

I

I

I
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may say that, whatever faults I may
now have, the ones that developed early
in youth and were pointed out by Fow
ler are not now among the number."
The opinion of the wrathful editor
who was prejudiced, ignorant and sar
castic in his criticisms of Mr. Burbank's work, and his faith in Phrenol
ogy, was as follows:
"And how more than pathetic to read
Mr. Burbank's almost reverent talk
about that most completely exploded of

solemn humbugs. Phrenolo'gy ! To hear
such nonsense from such a man must
have made the interviewer want to turn

away blushing as from a display of un
seemly or pitiable weakness by one
loved and respected."
How lamentable that an editor can
be found who can unblushingly
pity
the brave, industrious and scientific in
of
vestigator for his acknowledgment
the benefit he has derived from the
Science of Life — Phrenology, which is
apparently so little understood or ap
preciated by the said writer, who seems
more than angry that any respectable
He
person can believe in its truths.
needs enlightenment, for his assertions
have no weight with them.
Phrenol
ex
ogy is not the "most completely
ploded of solemn humbugs," and he
should be the one to blush behind his
own hat for writing such an editorial.
The number of believers in the
Science is constantly increasing among
notable men and women, such as Hor
Henry
ace
Mann,
Ward
Beecher,
George Eliot, Dr. Alfred Eussell Wal
lace, Dr. Hillis, Dr. Amory Bradford,

Oliver Wendall Holmes, Mrs. Charlotte
Wilbour, Mrs. Clarence Burns, Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, the late Russell Sage,
Mark Twain, Dr. R. Hunter and Dr.
Samuel Solly, lecturer on Anatomy
and Physiology, who says : "I do not
see it (Phrenology)
as otherwise than
rational and perfectly consistent with
all that is known of the functions of
the nervous
Or Herbert
system."
Spencer, who was the greatest philos
opher of modern times, who wrote:
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"Whoever calmly considers tha ques
tion cannot long resist the conviction
that different parts of the cerebrum
must in some way or other subserve
different kinds of mental action.
Lo
calization of function is the law of all
organization, and it would be marvel
ous were there no exception." Or Sir
Charles Bell, who in his "Anatomy"
says : "The bones of the head are mould
ed to the brain, and their peculiar
shapes are determined by the original
peculiarity in the shape of the brain."
Or Dr. Abernethy, who said : "I readily
acknowledge my inability to offer any
rational objection to the system of
Or Sir G. S. 'MacKenPhrenology."
zie, F.R.L.S., President of the Royal
who
Society of Edinburgh,
says:
is
itself
"Phrenology
establishing
wherever its immense value has been
rightly understood." Or Dr. C. Otto,
Professor of Medicine in the University
of Copenhagen, who says: "I not only
consider Phrenology as a true science
of the mind, but also the only one that
with a sure success may be applied to
the education of children and to the
treatment of criminals," and, "I con
sider Phrenology upon the whole, as
one of the greatest benefits that of late
have been bestowed upon mankind."
Also Dr. J. Mackintosh, M.D. ; Sir
William Ellis, M.D.; Dr. Lyman Ab
bott, former editor of the Outlook, who
said : "Phrenology may be regarded un
der two aspects, as a psychical system
of classification of faculties, and as a
craniological system based on the doc
trine that each faculty has its appro
priate place in the brain, and that the
capacity in the brain can be adjudged
by the shape of the skull"; (and scores
of others in all walks of life).
Therefore the pitiable and pathetic
object before us is the deplorably ig
norant editor, and not the cultured
mind of Mr. Burbank.
Let all who
doubt this statement look into the sub
and write us for fur
ject and study
ther particulars, and the names of
books bearing on the subject.
it,
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New Subscribers.
No. 820.— H.S.M., Grand Lake, New
foundland. — You have a keen percep
tive intellect, and through it you ought
to be able to do some thoroughly prac
tical, effective work. You study from
facts and from nature, rather than
from theories and philosophies.
You
like everything to be explained in a
practical, utilitarian way, without leav
You should
ing any room for doubt.
be a good speaker, for you have a suf
ficient flow of language to enable you
to feel at home when expresing your
ideas.
You have evidently come from
Look at the length
long lived stock.
of your chin, nose and ear. Do not
confine
yourself entirely to indoor
work, unless you can be actively en
gaged in a department where you will
be called to exert yourself in a scientific
and active way.
You appreciate order,
and can keep it in an office. You work
with your eyes open, not in a dreamy,
sleepy fashion, and we would expect to
find that you were constantly compar
ing, and analyzing your work from day
to day.
You may do all right as a
telegraph operator now, but get into
some electrical work where you will
have more scope for your ingenuity, as
Edison did.
No. 821.— E. S., Meaford, Ontario.

— Your

photograph shows you to be a
capable young man, well able to enter
business and succeed 'in the same, with
to rise step by step into a
capacity
position of trust and responsibility.
You have apparently more serious in
tent than many young men of your
age who care but little for work, and
even less for study.
You would make
a good secretary
to a company and
eventually a good organiz.er for a pub
lishing firm whore you would have
scope and opportunities for enlarging
and unfolding your mind.
You have
large Order, and are methodical,
sys
tematic, and ecu Id become a cashier of
a bank or
an accountant
and book

keeper where steadiness, careful habits,
were re
integrity and perseverance

quired.
No. 822.— G. E. McC, Burwell, Ne
— The pictures of this young
lady indicate that she has a fine endow
ment of health, and should be able to
succeed in several callings where she
could combine her intellectuality with
her sturdiness of physique.
She has
braska.

an open countenance, is energetic when
she takes an interest in a thing, and
works heartily when once called out.
She is firm and positive when her mind
is made up, but she is plastic, sympa
thetic and thoughtful where others are
concerned. She would make a very good
teacher were she placed over little chil
in the kindergarten
dren, especially
system, for she could adapt herself to>
music, drawing and singing which the
kindergarten children are encouraged'
to practice.
She seems to have par
ticular gifts for music, and should be
able to understand the light and shade
of music, even to teaching the same.
Her brain appears to be well balanced,
and as she develops she will become
quite a powerful and influential woman.
She is very keen to observe surrounding
and as a naturalist in
circumstances,
studying nature and the characteristics
of animals, she would be a great suc
cess.
She can be depended upon, and
will always carry out her duty and ob
ligation, however difficult they may be.
She has no small amount of ambition,
and will strive to succeed in whatever
she sets out to do. We wish her every
success in life.
Would there were more
people like her.

No. 823.— L. N. B., Coolyton, Neb-

— This little

tot has a very interestingand we would advise her
mother to make special note of her de
from year to year.
She
velopment
should make a schedule similar to the
form given in "Mental Science," and
character,
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every year make a new form so that ad
vancement can be noted down and com
pared, and peculiarities taken into ac

count. As a child she will not .play
with fire or edged tools, except in a
very cautious, careful way, but her want
of Weight, (we mean the organ of
Weight) may make her stumble and fall
over things, and through her want of
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will
will

not see until it ia
show a very in
quiring mind about everybody and
everything, and her memory of people,
and facts, will be a re
occurrences
of her character.
markable
feature
She is a happy child and will make the
best of things, and her chief aim in life
will be to work for other people, help
them along, and secure their happiness.
observation she
too late.
She

Answers To Correspondents.
C. C, Brooklyn, N. Y. — You ask our
opinion concerning the following fact:
"It is thought generally that size indi
cates power, and the reverse weakness,
have met among working girls
but
young women who have been self-re
from a very
liant and self-dependent
early age, and who were also intelli
gent, moral and loyal in their affec
tions, yet whose faces and features were
Now, since these women lack
delicate.
no good thing mentally, what power do
they lack that their chins and cheek
are more
bones and faces altogether

I

delicate than common?"
As we have heretofore explained in
the Journal, it is not a matter of
size of head that gives a person com
mand over himself, or even talent to do
certain kinds of work. A development
of certain parts of the head is much
more to the point, or necessary, in
yielding self-reliance and self-depen
dence, and a good anterior lobe which
is well filled out, will give a person of
a small brain more intelligence and
mental capacity to think and act in an
original way, than will be the case with
a person who has a large posterior, but
a small anterior development.
Hence with a delicate appearance
among the working girls who vou have
cited, they are probably well developed
or the function lo
in Executivencss,
cated above the ears ; also in Indepen
dence, the function that is developed in
the crown of the head.
Size, in these

respects, you
so much

will

see does not count

for

as local

development.
We wish all our readers would bear
this fact in mind.
C. W. H., Carthage, Me.—You ask
how do we tell how a person is like
his father or like his mother, and add,
"I suppose you have some method
which is at present unknown to me."
There are scientific reasons why a
person takes after one parent more
than the other, namely: When a son
takes
after his mother
he
gen
erally has those attributes,
tempera
ment and quality of organization that
we have found are usually possessed
by women, such as the Vital Tempera
ment accompanied with delicate, regu
lar features, and a large development
and
of Conjugality, Approbativeness
Intuition ; while if a girl takes
after her father, she generally has
a strong development
of the Motive
large
Temperament, and
possesses

Firmness,

Self-Esteem,

Destructive-

ness and Combativeness.
Your other queries we will answer
another time.
A. S. T., LaHarpe, 111.— You had
better stick to the standard books on
Phrenology, rather than fill your mind
with undesirable
comments by those
who have not given the subject a thor
It is all
ough and conscientious study.
nonsense to talk about a "Potato Tem
perament," an "Apple Temperament,"
or an "Acid Temperament."
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Prize Offers and Awards.
The prize for the August competition
has been awarded to Mr. John Nayler,
of London, for his concise remarks
upon "How to Cultivate the Organ of
He draws attention to
Self-Esteem."
the fact that we must ascertain what
other faculties are in full strength, and
adopt such tactics as will use them to
He lays stress on physical
advantage.health and its importance which must
be maintained at a high level in order
He alludes to
to develop Self-Esteem.
the spiritual plane which must not be
neglected, man being an immortal soul,
and if he remembers this he will keep
away from what is low, polluted and
debased.

He

then

recommends

the

reading of good books, the listening to
good speeches and lectures, and advice
is given to study all one can when
brought into contact with great people,
great in courage as well as in attain
He also suggests that one
ment.
should remember that all are of the
same kindred, for God has made of one
blood all the nations of the earth. Hu
manity of all races, kindreds, peoples
and tongues has many things in com
mon, and the heroic virtues of one
class and one country are not unrepre
sented in other classes and other coun
tries also. Thus he encourages a per
son with small Self-Esteem to develop
this faculty by living a pure and up

right life and associating in thought
and feeling with the great and noble.
The Eev. Albert B. King, of New
York, has also written good advice on
how to cultivate Self-Esteem, and takes
a worthy place next to the prize win
ner. We hope we may read more from
the pen of this cultured divine.
He
recommends four good rules for culti
vating Self-Esteem, which we will en
deavor to give to our readers on some
future occasion.
The next competitor is Mr. William

Cox, of London, who gives some sensi
ble ideas with regard to the cultivation
He says
of the organ of Self-Esteem.
the best way to cultivate one's muscles
is by using them, and the same applies
with equal force in the cultivation of
"But do not
Self-Esteem or Dignity.
he
"at
aim,"
developing this out
says,
of all proportion with the many other
traits of character with which it needs
He states what he
to be combined."
thinks to be the proper use of the organ
of Self-Esteem, and then says "that we
must exercise the faculty with the full
purpose and intent of the Creator in
whose image and likeness we are made."
The next competitor is Mr. Frank
We only wish
Dippel, of Philadelphia.
that we could give each the prize of
fered.

The subject for September will be
"What Faculties are exercised in Sci
entific, Philosophic and Emotional Lit
erature ?"
The October competition will be for
the best essay on "Causality and Its
Use Among the Intellectual Faculties."
The subject for November is a
Christmas Story of about six hundred

words illustrating Phrenology.
The December competition will

be

for a New Year's Story or Poem bear
ing on Phrenology.
The January competition will be for
the best article on the faculty of Philoand the writer's ideas
progenitiveness,
have a soul and
animals
to
whether
as
live hereafter.
All competitions should be sent to
the office of the Phrenolooical Jour
nal on or before the first of the month.
Competitors should write on one side
of the paper only, and in ink.
The prize winners will receive a
year's subscription to the Phrenologi
cal Journal, or any one of the books
mentioned
in the April number, on
page 124.
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What Phrenologists Arc Doing.
A RECENT

It

VISIT

was our intention

TO MAINE.
to publish

an

account of Miss Fowler's tour through
Dixfield, Carthage, Berry's Mills, Weld
and Bumford Falls into the heart of
Maine, during the first two weeks of
July, but we have reserved it for the
next issue, that it may contain the
portrait of the Governor, the Hon. Wil
liam T. Cobb, and content ourselves
by saying for the present that every
where she met with the greatest kind
ness and courtesy,
and made many
friends as well as revived the friend
ship of many persons who had heard
O. S. and L. N. Fowler lecture in va
A notice
rious parts of the State.
that appeared in the Bumford Falls
Times of July 14th we append to these
remarks :
CARTHAGE AND WELD.
eve closed a very in
teresting course of lectures on Phreno

"Last Monday

logy given by Miss Jessie A. Fowler of
New York, including addresses to the

Sunday-school at the Baptist Church
on Sunday morning and Tuesday after
noon when, Miss Fowler gave a very
helpful speech to mothers and teach
ers on the training of children. On
-Saturday evening she was invited to
go to Weld to lecture in the Town
House, where Mr. Skofield presided.
Some of those examined publicly
were Rev. Mr. Rush, Mr. and Mrs.
Staples, Mr. Hanscom, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs Brown. Mr.
Ralph McLean among others.
LECTURES

OX

PHRENOLOGY.

"The citizens of Bumford Falls

who
have not this week availed themselves
of the opportunity of hearing Miss
Jessie A. Fowler have certainly missed
a treat which is not liable to occur in
this town for some time.
"Miss Fowler has made phrenology
her life work, her father before her
having been L. N. Fowler, the eminent

phrenologist.
During his travels
through the British Isles, Australia and
other foreign countries he was accom
panied by his daughter, who has there
fore had the "opportunity to study many
classes of humanity.
"At the first lecture on Tuesday even
ing Miss Fowler explained how the
character could be detected by the ex
pression on the face, the voice, dress,
etc.
She has studied the
gesture,
science so carefully as to enable her
to decide on one's character by hearing
the voice over a telephone.
At the
conclusion of the talk, several of our
well known citizens were examined,
among them being Judge Johnson, E.
K. Day, Bev. Culbert McGay and Dr.
As near as we knew the char
Taylor.
acter of each was perfectly explained.
"The last of the lectures will be this
Friday evening at McMennamin Hall,
when Miss Fowler will take for her
subject "The Science and Ethics of

Marriage."

Mrs.

W.

Staples-Smith

sang solos at each lecture.

She has a

magnificent voice, which has been
richly cultivated.
Bumford Falls Times, July 14.
"At Berry Mills, Miss Fowler has
been giving a course of important and
interesting lectures on Phrenology dur
ing the past week."

THE AMEBICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHBENOLOGY.

The foature of the initial meeting of
the Autumn session of the American
Institute of Phrenology, beginning at
8 o'clock
ber 5th,

P. M„
will be

Wednesday, Septem
an address by Allen
Samuel Williams, on "The Chinese in
America." The facts presented will be
those evolved from personal investiga
tion and association covering twentyfive years.
Mr. Williams' studies have
been biological, ethnological and socio
logical, and always from life. During
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1906-1907 he will lecture for the Insti
tute on "Indians in New York City,"
The President, Rev. Thos. A. Hyde,

B.D.

Miss Fowler,
Vice-President,
and our past President, Dr. C. W.
other
distin
Brandenburg,
among
friends
are
to
be
pres
guished
expected
ent, including the Hon. Mr. and Mrs.
John S. Crosby. Musical selections
will be given during the evening.
;

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LON
DON.

The Fowler Institute will continue
its meetings for students during the
have proved
the
past
months, as the members receive encour
agement and" each one stimulates a re
vival of his phrenological observations.
Mr. D. T. P^lliott is engaged in giving
phrenological examinations during each
day, holds classes each week for stu

month.

These

very,

interesting

meetings

during

of the Science, and gives
dents
lectures on the subject of Phren
ology

l>efore

literary

societies in

and around London.
Phrenologi
cal and Health literature can be ob
tained of L. N. Fowler & Co., 7 Im

perial Arcade, Ludgate Circus, or of
4 Imperial
the Fowler Institute,
Buildings,
England.

Ludgate

Circus,

London,

BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL
CIETY INCORPORATE.

SO

The first meeting of the above so
ciety, after the summer recess, will be
of a social character, on September 13.
The program will include several items
of a phrenological character in addi
tion to musical and other contributions.
It has been found expedient not to hold

public meetings during July and Au
gust, but the Council have been busy
arranging the winter's campaign, and
attention has been devoted
special
to getting up an attractive program
for the great Annual
of
Congress
Phrenologists, held in London on Lord
Mayor's Day, November 9th.
Mr. Tope, of Bowerston,. Ohio, is the
"editor of the Phirnologirnl Era, and
has done much in promulgating Phren

JOURNAL

ology in his State.
ast on the subject.

[September

He is an enthusi

J.

Dr.
M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, has
now completed his medical studies, and
is continuing his professional work in
Phrenology.
Dr. Alexander is making a phreno
logical tour of Manitoba, where his lec
tures are well received.
Mr. Youngquist writes us that the
uphill work of placing Phrenology7 on
its proper basis in Sweden is now over,
and we judge that he is practically sail
ing along in a calm and placid sea,
bound for the ocean of success. He de
serves our best wishes.
Miss

J.

A. Fowler

has just conclud
of a dozen lectures in and
around Rumford Falls, Maine, where
she made many new friends who wereinterested in Phrenology, and convert
of the Sci
ed many to the usefulness
ence.
A full account of her trip will
be given in the next issue of the Jour
nal. She is now in New York City,
where she can be consulted at the of
fice of Fowler & Wells Co.

ed a course

Mr. Allen Haddock is still visiting
his daughter in Portland, Oregon.
He
is not making any personal
appeals
himself, but we take pleasure in doing
so on his behalf, knowing that he has
many friends in the country who will
be pleased to contribute something
to
ward the restoration of his home and
business.
The
forty
dollars
that
has been subscribed through the office
of the Phrenological Journal should
be augmented
from month to month.
We are anxious to raise at least one
hundred dollars for our venerable pio
neer in the West, and we know we have
only to mention this fact to receive the
support of all our readers.

Mr. Owen Williams, Phrenologist
and Lecturer, is agent for the Phreno

logical Journal and all of Fowler

& Wells' publications.
He is much re
spected wherever he goes, and has done
excellent work at Atlantic City during
the summer.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER &
WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as
a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on
by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature
and object of
the business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be
made payable to the order of

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Magazine is $1.00 a
year, payable in advance.
Money* when pent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letters. AH Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do
so.
Silver or other coin shonld not be sent by mail,
it
is almost sure to wear a hole In the envelope and be as
lost.
Pottage-Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger stamps are preferred: they
should never be stack to the letters, ana should
always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.
Change of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without
this
Information.
Notice should be received the first of the
proceeding month.

Journal

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give
name and full address every time yon write.
All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
■Co.,and not to any person connected
with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention
be
secured.

Any

Book, Periodical. Chart. Etc. may be or
dered from this office at Publishes1 prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological
Journal
and our Book Publications
to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
Phrenological Era, Bowerston, Ohio.
a monthly devoted to Phrenologi
cal matter, and is edited by Mr. M.
Tope. It is a valuable little monthly.
The Character Builder, Salt Lake
City, Utah. — Unites the subjects of
Health, Phrenology, and Social Purity,
and is published at Salt Lake City by

— Is

Mr. John T. Miller.

Good Health, Battle Creek, Mich.—
This excellent magazine is edited by
Dr. J. H. Kellogg. The August num
ber is called "The Invalid Number."

The

opening

article is called the
by the editor, and he il
lustrates his remarks by two chains ; one
is weak and easily broken, called Error ;
the other is strong in every link, and is

"Menti-Cure,"

called

Truth.

formation to

There is much solid in
culled from its pages.

be

Mind, New York. — Is

a magazine
devoted to metaphysical
thoughts and
to philosophy, science, religion and
psy
chology.
Charles Brodie Patterson is
the editor.

The Review of Reviews, New York
City. — Contains excellent
illustrated
articles on current topics.
The Delineator, New York. —Has al
ways something interesting to fashion

seekers.

The Eclectic Review, New York City.

— This monthly journal is

devoted to
eclectic medicine and surgery, and is ed
ited by Geo. W. Boskowitz, assisted by
the faculty of the Eclectic Medical Col
A recent number contained "A
lege.

Specific for Nettle Rash," by Eli
Denny, among other interesting things.
Medical Times, New York City7. —
Has an article on "Facial Expression
in Diagnosing Mental Diseases."
This
is an excellent article, and should be
read by all skeptics on Phrenology and
It says the face is an
Physiognomy.
excellent index in certain diseased con
ditions, and is too little studied and
too little understood.
We are glad that
this admirable periodical which Dr.
Guernsey used to edit, has struck the
right note in advising physicians to
make a study of the face, for no one
can study the face without going fur
ther back, namely, to the brain, the
prime cause of facial expression.
The Pacific Medical Journal, San
Francisco, Cal. — Has an article on
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"The Psychic Effects of the Earth
quake," by H. D'Arcy Power, of Lon
don.
Among the editorials is a para
graph on "Earthquake and Marriage,"
another on "The Effect of Great Ca
lamities on the Mind." Many interest
ing articles are included in the May
and June number united in one.
The Business Man's Magazine, De
troit, Mich. — Has a sensational cover
of a powerful locomotive drawn in the
form of an octopus, passing through
the country rooting up houses on every
side, and a hand above holding a dag
ger with the word "Justice" upon it.
Judging from its pages, the cover il
lustrates the first article called, "Break
the Railroads'
Throttling Grip," by
Hon. Charles E. Townsend. It gives

Publishers

excellent pictures of President Roose
ohn E. Townsend, and Frank K.
velt,

J

Higgins.
Naturopath,

New York City. — Thjs
magazine is the official organ of the
Naturopathic Society of America, and
was formerly the Kneipp Water Cure
The June number contains
Monthly.
an article on "The Fruit and Nut
Diet," by 0. Hashnu Hara, besides
other valuable
contributions.
Spare Moments, New York City. — Is
a magazine of inspiration for the ambi
tious of both sexes.
It is following the
example of the Saturday Evening Post,
and
other magazines,
by including
stories in its columns.
We think this
is a mistake of the editor, as its mat
ter was always first class.

Department.
By R. T. Trail, M. D. 226 pages,
Price, cloth, $1.25.
illustrations.
Health in the Household ; or Hygienic
Cookery. By Susanna W. Dodds, A.M.,
This it undoubtedly the most
M. D.
complete work on the healthful prepara
The object
tion of food ever published
of the work is to enable seekers to furn
ish their tables with food that is whole
some and at the same time .palatable.
608 pages.
Price, cloth, $2.00.

How to Bathe ; a Family Guide for the
use of Water in Preserving health and
treating disease.
By E. P. Miller, M. D.
Price, 25 cents.
How to Sing ; or, the Voice and How to

Use It. By W. H. Daniell,
Price, cloth,
cents.
How to Teach Vocal Music.
The
Teacher's Electric Manual and course of
study in Vocal Music, for Public Schools
and Classes.
By Prof. Alfred Andrews.
Price, 50 cents.
How to Live.
Saving and Wasting.
343 pages.
By Solon Robinson.
Price,
cloth, SI. 00.
in Parent
Responsibility
Heredity.
age ; or, the Influences of Heredity.
Home Treatment for Sexual Abuses.
A Practical Treatise on the Nature and
Causes of excesses and unnatural Sexual
The Diseases and Injuries
Indulgences.
resulting therefrom, with their Symp
By li. T.
toms and Home Treatment.
Trail, M. D. 118 pages. Price, paper,

ples.
98

75

50 cents.

How Nature Cures. Comprising a new
System of Hygiene and the Natural Food
of Man. By Emmet Densniore, M. D.
Price, $2.50.
The Health Miscellany.
A series of
papers on Health topics. 8vo, 64 pages.
35 Illustrations.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
The Hydropathic
With
Cook-Book.
Recipes for Cooking on Hygienic Princi
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Rational Physical Culture, from the Stand
point of the Physician.
By Constantine F.
McGuire. M. I>. Price 25 cents.
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle says :
"Our author, we might say lecturer — for
that is what the series of talks which make
up the little volume really are — does not lay
down any hard and fast rules, or prescribe
Sim
any complicated system of exercise.
plicity is the keynote of the methods ho
suggests."
The Analysis of Memory on a Phrenologi
By R. W. Smith. 180 pages

cal Standpoint.
Price $1.00.

J.

How to Improve the Memory. By G. H.
Price, 10 cents.
Illustrated.
Dutton.

How to Strengthen the Memory ; or Na
tural and Scientific Methods of Never For
Price,
getting. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.
$1.00— 4s.
Success

forgetting.

in life depends

largely on never

AND SCIENCE OP HEALTH

1906.]

Hygienic

Cook-Book

;

containing

Re

cipes for making bread, pies, puddings,
mashes and soups, with directions for
cooking vegetables, canning fruits, etc.,
to which is added an Appendix, contain
ing valuable suggestions in regard to

washing, bleaching, removing ink, fruits
By
Price, paper, 30
Mrs. Mattie M. Jones.
cents.
Art of Osculation, curiously,
Kissing,
humorously and postically
historically,
considered. Price, 25 cents.
Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia,
and Headache. Their Cure by Home
Treatment.
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.
Price. $1.00.
Contents. — General View of the Liver
— Functions of the Liver— The Bile : Its
Quantity and Uses — Derangements of the
Liver — Torpid Liver — Relation of the
Liver to the Kidneys — Diseases Caused
by Uric Acid — Diseases Cause by De
ranged Liver — Effect of a Deranged Liver
on the Nerves— Effect of Diseases of the
Liver on the Heart — Causes of Liver
Complaint — The Home Cure of Disease
on the Liver — Miscellaneous Questions
Its
Dyspepsia :
Answered — Mental
Treatment — Headaches and their Cure
— Practical Notes Concerning Headaches.
Life at Home ; or, the Family and its
New
By Wm. Aikman, D.D.
Members.
Price, cloth, $1.50.
and Revised Edition.
The subjects of Husbands and Wives,
Parents, Children, Brothers, Sisters, Em
ployers,, and Employed, and the Altar in
the House, form some of the principle
chapter headings in this book, which has
received universal commendations from
the Press.
Love and Parentage; Applied to the
Improvement of Offspring ; including Di
rections to Lovers and the Married, con
cerning the strongest ties and the most
momentous relations of life. 12 mo, 144
pp.
Illus. Price, paper, 40 cents.
Fruit and Bread, a Natural and Scien
tific Diet. By G. Sehlickeysen, translat
ed by M. L. Holbrook.
This excellent
book, translated with care, is one of the
most remarkable productions on the Natmal Food of Man yet given to the world.
Price, SI. 00.
and other stains from garments, etc.

New Gymnastics for Men, Women and
With three hundred illustrations
Children.
New edition revised and enlarged. By Dio
Lewis, M. D. 2*0 pages.
Price $1.50^tis.
This system is the outcome of years of
study and experiment by the most original
and ingenious gymnast the world lias ever
seen.
Already ;i2,000 copies of the work
have been sold.
Dio Lewis's system has
been generally adopted
by the most ad
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schools of this and other countries.
Physical Culture, founded on Del-Sarteau
with lessons on Exercising,
Principles,
Walking,
Breathing,
Resting,
Sleeping,
Dress, etc.
Illustrated.
By Carrica Le
Favre. Price paper, 25 cents— Is. 2d. ; cloth
75 cents — 3s.
vanced

The Encyclopedia of Face and Form
Reading : or, Personal Traits, both Physical
and Mental, Revealed by Outward Signs
through Practical and Scientific Physiogno
Being a manual of instruction in the
my.
knowledge of the human physiognomy and
Organism.
By Mary Olmsted Stanton,
author of "A Practical and Scientific Trea
tise on Physiognomy";
"A Chart for the
Delineation of Mental and Physiological
Characteristics," etc.
With an outline of
study, glossary and classified suggestive
questions and elaborate aids to the study
together witli original articles upon vital
Se
subjects by distinguished authorities.
Revised. Profusely Illustra
cond edition.
Over 1300 pages.
Price, $5.00— 30s.
ted.
net.

Expression : Its Anatomy and Philosophy
With the original notes and illustrations by
the author, Sir Charles Bell, and additional
notes and illustrations by Samuel R. Wells.
Price,
12mo, 200 pages, 77 illustrations.
cloth. $1.00— 5s.
The Face as Indicative of Character. Il
lustrated by upwards of 120 portraits and
cuts. By Alfred T. Story. Price, 60 cents,
paper cover.
How to Study Strangers by the Tempera
ment, Face and Head. (A Sequel to Heads
and Faces.)
By Nelson Sizer.
A new departure in "Character Study."
The Brain ; its Structure and Uses.
ThQ
Skull and its Relation to the Brain. Skull
A new Facial
made thin by Brain Activity.
Angle.
Temperament; its Inlluence on
Lit
Character. Benefactors of Mankind.
Talent and
erary and Business Success.
Culture. Varied and peculiar Organizations.
Great Historic Characters.
Capacity and
Culture. Child Culture. Character Studies
of Bill Nye, Lucy Stone, Marshall P. Wilder,
Profession of Law,
Gen. B. F. Tracey, etc.
3CH pages ; 315 il
Science. Ministry, etc.
Cloth, $1.50 — 6s.
lustrations.
or,
Hygieau Home Cook-Book ;
and Palatable Food without Con
diments. By R. T. Trail, M. D. This is a
recipe book, founded on Dr. Trail's experi
ence iu preparing foods for his health insti
tution without the use of yeast, acids, grease,
or condiments. Price, paper, 25 cents.
A Sys
The Hydropathic Encyclopedia.
tem of Hydropathy and Hygiene. By R. T.
Trail, M. D. Designed as a guide to famil
ies and students, and a text-book for physi
cians. Two volumes In one. 966 pages, 461
Price, cloth, $4.00.
illustrations.
The

Healthful
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THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

This work treats the subject under eight
distinct heads, embracing Outlines of Anat
omy, Physiology of the Human Body, Hygi
enic Agencies; and the Preservation of
Health, Dietetics and Hydropathic Cookery,
Theory and Practice of Water Treatment,
Special Pathalogy and Hydro-Therapeutics,
Including the Nature, Causes, Symptoms,
and Treatment of all known Diseases, Ap
plication of Hydropathy to Midwifery and
the Nursery.
It contains a Glossary, Table
In the
of Contents, and complete index.
general plan and arrangement of the work,
the wants and the necessities of the people
have been kept steadily in view. Whilst al
most every topic of interest in the depart
ments of Anatomy. Physiology, Pathology,
Hygiene, and Therapeutics, is briefly pre
sented, those of practical utility are always
The theories and
put prominently forward.
hypotheses upon which the popular drug
practice is predicated are contravened, and
the why and wherefore of their fallacy clear
ly demonstrated.
New Physiognomy ; or, Signs of Character
as manifested through Temperament and
External Forms, and especially in "Human
Portrait of
7«8
pages.
Face Divine."
Price, cloth
author, and 1,055 illustrations.
$3.00 — 15s.
(This is the standard work on
Physiognomy.)
By S. R. Wells.
This is a comprehensive, thorough and
practical work, in which all that is known
on the subject treated is systematized, ex
plained, illustrated, and applied. Physiog
nomy is here shown to be no mere fanciful
speculation, but a consistent and well-con
sidered system of Character-Reading, based
on the established truths of Physiology and
Phrenology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as
well as by the peculiarities of individuals.
It's no abstraction, but something to be
made useful ; something to be practised by
everybody and in all places, and made an
efficient help in that noblest of all studies —
the Study of Man.
Revelations of the Face. An illustrated
By L. N. Fowler
Lecture on Physiognomy.
Price, 25 cents.
Containing the
The Family Gymnasium.
most improved methods of applying Gym
nastic, CaliHthenic, Kinesipathic and Vocal
Exorcises to the Development of the Bodily
Organs, the Invigoratiou of their Functions,
the Preservation of Health, and the Cure of
By R. T. Trail,
Disease and Deformities.
Price,
M. D. 215 pages, 12 illustrations.
cloth $1.25.
By Geo. H. Taylor,
Health by Exercise.
M. D. Price, $1.50— 4s.
Dr. Taylor's manual does away with all
apparatus which necessarily costs money
and requires room, even if it were desirable.
It equips a man with knowledge of his
needs, and shows exactly what kinds of
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manipulation and movement particular dis
orders and affections require. It is so clear
and minute in its description of methods and
results, that any reader may make practical
use of its teachings.
Notes on Beauty, Vigor and Development,
or How to acquire Plumpness of Form and
Strength of Limbs.
By W.
Illustrated.
Price 10 cents— 6d.
Milo.
Systematic Memory ; or, How to make a
Good Memory Bad and a Good Memory
Better.
By T. Maclaren.
Enlarged and
Price 60 cents — 2s.
Improved Edition.
Edeology : Plain Truths for All. A Trea
In three
tise on the Generative System.
parts, including Pre-Natal Influence and
By
Hygiene of the Generative System.
Pric«,
Sydney Barrington Elliot, M. D.
complete in one volume. Price $1.50— 6s. 6d.
Getting Married and Keeping Married.
t'nderthe titles
By one who has done both.
"Finding a Mate" and "Keeping a Mate,"
the author gives points of interest to both
Those who wish
married and unmarried.
to be loved and those who wish some one to
love, will find numerous suggestions of
value in its pages and illustrations.
Price,
by mail 10 cents.

Hints on the Reproductive Organs : Their
Diseases, Causes and Cure, 25 cents.
A brief treatise, which is "popular" rather
and adapted to the
than "professional,"
The reader will
comprehension of all.
learn from this of the uses and abuses of the
Reproductive Organs, and to have a care
thereof.
The Hygienic Treatment of Consumption.
This work aims to give the best Hygienic
It is
treatment for Prevention and Cure.
divided into three parts, viz. Nature and
Prevention and Treat
Causes of Disease,
ment of Consumption in its Earlier Stages,
By M.
Treatment in More Advanced Cases.
Price, $1.00.
D. Holbrook, M. D.
Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure of
Part I.
By M. L. Holbrook.
Nervousness.
contains chapter on the Brain, the Spinal
Cord, the Cranial and Spinal Nerves, the
Sympathetic Nervous System, How the
Has Nervous Activity any
Nerves Act
Limit? Nervous Exhaustion, How to Cure
The Cure of Nervousness
Nervousness.
(continued i, Value of a Large Supply of Food
Fifty Important
in Nervous Disorders.
Questions Answered. What Our "Thinkers"
Part II. contains Let
and Scientists Say.
ters Describing the Physical and Intellectual
Habits of 28 well-known Men and Women.
Parts I. and II. complete in one volume.
Price, $1.00.
Memory and Intellectual Improvement.
Applied to Self-Education and Juvenile In
Illustrated.
American Edition.
struction.
Price $1.00— 5s.
By Prof O. S. Fowler.
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SCIENCE AND RELIGION
By BENJAMIN F. LOOMIS.

Graduate

of

the

American Institute

JUST PUBLISHED.

339

PAGES.

Phrtnology,
of
'
$1.50.

Class

of

1886

ILLUSTRATED

Showing the Harmony of the Sciences, and their Relation to Religion ;
or the Relation of Man to the Universe.
The Macrocosm and the Microcosm or the Influence of the Planets on
the Human Mind, and accounting for the perfect character of Jesus Christ.
The Progress of the World, as -Explained by the Principles of Phren
ology.
Harmony between Science and Religion; The Keys of the Kingdom
of Heaven ; Spiritual Knowledge ; The Bottomless Pit.
"HOLY MATERNITY," by Estelle M. Loomis
The Principles of Salvation scientifically considered.
Philosophy of
Sacrifice. The Conflicting Opinions Regarding the Principles of Regener
ation ; Christianity Compared with the Oriental Religions Considered from
a Scientific Standpoint, etc. etc.
In the work before us, " Science and Religion," the author has made a
great effort to prove that all sciences are branches of one science, and that
all sciences are in perfect harmony. It seems to require the monopolistic
mind to be able to take in, as in a bird's eye view, a comprehensive idea of
the plan of the workings of Nature.
Most people study Nature in parts,
and while the author does not attempt to master all branches of science, he
has taken a much broader view than is usually attempted.
His work is a
new departure in this branch of knowledge.
In his study of the Relation
of Man to the Universe, he has considered the sciences of Astronomy, As
trology and Natural Law, on the side of the Macrocosm, and Anatomy,
Physiology and Phrenology, on the side of the Microcosm. And then, to
show the harmony existing between all these, the author has taken the
birth of Christ as the grand central idea of his work, and the evolution of
that idea, when considered in its relation to religion, has brought out the
book.
We have here presented to us in one book the key to many interest
ing subjects which, as a rule, a reader has to secure several books to study.
It shows us the influence of the planets on the human mind. It shows
that the solar system was in a perfect balance at the time of the birth of
Christ, and since a perfect balance of mental powers produces perfect char
acter, Christ was, therefore perfect ; and it proves that Christ was bora at
the only time when it was possible for a perfect man to be bora.
It tells
us what are the keys to the kingdom of heaven when considered from a
scientific standpoint, and it lays before us the problem why we should be
Christians ; and the principles of salvation.
It speaks of the progress of
the world as explained by the principles of the Science of Mind, and it giv
es some insight into the spirit of prophesy, claiming that most any one can
see visions in these latter days as they did in ancient times.
The first
three parts of the book treat of the general principles of Astronomy, As
trology and Phrenology respectively, being well illustrated, and written iu
a clear and concise way so that any one can understand it. This is given
to familiarize the mind of the reader with the popular sciences of which
the work treats, while the fourth part of the work is devoted to what is new
on the subjects, showing the harmony between the sciences and their rela
tion to religion. He places no stress on the problem of evolution, yet his
view of creation is clearly portrayed, and it suggests a divine providence
working through Natural Law. We believe that the originality of the
book will appeal to many in a new light, and they will see some designs in
the scheme of creation which perhaps they have never seen before.
FOWLED & WELLS CO., New York.
L. N. FOWLER & CO., Londok.
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NO TWO HEADS

ARE

EXACTLY ALIKE

Phrenological Examinations,
setting forth all the strong and weak points of character and disposition,
what to cultivate and what to restrain.

showing clearly in each cas*

\

Will aid Young Men a.nd Women

just starting in life, who are full of zeal, strength and courage in selecting proper pursuit**
in which their abilities can be used to the best advantage, thus securing the best
>
results of their efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Latdies and Gentlemen of Wealth
will find Phrenology

an infallible guide to the proper use

Leisure

©>.nd
of their best powers.

Parents Will be Shown How
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and selfish children, and how to bring their moral and
intellectual powers into the ascendant; also how to deal with the delicate, tender and precocious so as

To Secure the Best Results.
These examinations are given verbally and in Charts, with all the candor and faithfulness ot confiden
In every examination the quality ot the brain, the strength of the con
tial communications.
stitution, the disposition, natural tendencies and capabilities will be described.
Also
a full description of the complexion, temperament, height, weight, features ot
face, and shape of head of the lady or gentleman best adapted in
marriage to the person examined.

FOWLER. & WELLS COMPANY
24

E. 22nd

Street, New York
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H. W. SMITH, Ph. D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

CALVERT AND ALMENA, NORTON
U. S. Mail Trail No. 3

CO., KANS

Almcna Camp 53

UNCOOKED
FRUIT,

NUT AND

DATENUT

STRAIGHT EDGE KITCHEN

Being the Commissary Department of the Straight
Edge Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon Sq., N. Y.
Write for information about the Straight Edge In
dustries and ways in which you can co-operate with
us for human betterment, physical, moral, industri
al, social, financial.

FOR HIGH QUALITY
U

you don't know DDCON
QUALITY fend 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE. Mention this adv.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

You Are Interested In

tells how to make the most money with bees,
j Contributors are prnet leal honey -producers
who know how. Interesting:— Instructive. SI
year;3mos. (13eoplefO,20c. Samplefree.
| per
n Bee Journal. 334Dearborn St. .Chicago I

I

A

FREE to F. A. M. A beautiful
Masonic Calendar, also large cata
logue of Mftbonic books and goods
with bottom prices. Regalia, Jew
els, Badger*. Pins, Charms and Lodge
Supplies.
Beware of spurious
sonic books.

REDDING

of Masonic

& CO., Publishers and Manufacturers
Goods. No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

And become stronger, healthier, happier, clearer-headed
^SA ?V:'e mone>- Le-1rn about Vegetarianism through

THE VEGETARIAN MAGAZINE.

OR

HUNTING
Send for a FREE SAMPLE COPY OF

THE AMATEUR

TABLE DECORATION.

Published By The
M. T. Richardson

Company

Park Place,

N. Y., City

It is one of the standard sport men's pub
lications of the country and possesses
features of interest pertaining to no
other sportsmen's publication.
In writing to advertisers,

KITCHEN ECONOMY, CARE

etc. Full of timely hints on
OF DISEASE.
Gives
portraits of prominent vegetarians and personal testimon
ials from those who have been cured of longstanding dis
eases by the adoption of a natural method of living. TELLS

PREVENTION

-

-

The Vegetarian Magazine stands for a cleaner body, a
healthier mentality and a higher mor.illty. Advocates dis
use of flesh, fish and fowl as food; hygienic living and
natural methods of obtaining health.
Preaches humanItarlanlsm. purity and temperance In all things.
Upholds
all that's sensible, right and decent. Able contributors.
Has a Household Departmeat which tells how to prepare
Healthful and Nutritious Dishes without the use of meats
or animal fats. Gives valuable Tested Recelpes and use
ful hints on HYGIENE. SELECTION
OF FOODS

OF COOKING UTENSILS,

SPORTSMAN
-

LEGITIMATE mining investments arc SAFE and
PROFITABLE. I deal in THAT KIND ONLY.
have studdled this business for many yean*. I do not
undertake a proposition unlet* I am convinced MYSELF
that it is good.
Write for particular* or call and talk it
over. Address. Dr. H. A. Mumaw. Elkhart, lnrt,

Become A Vegetarian

FISHING

23

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

CEREAL FOODS

FIQ HAZEL FRUIT BREAD

Sample of cither by mall, ioc ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other "Good Things to Eat," made without
lard, Muet glue or other dead-animal matter. Write
for lint or wend $1 for Mb. box of samples, cooked
and uncooked.

If

rki*et>er'a"
guide tosoccess. The Weekly I

AND

CURE

HOW TO CUT DOWN LIVING EXPENSES WITH
OUT GOING WITHOUT ANY OF LIFE S NECESS
ITIES. EXPLAINS THE ONLY WAY OF PERMAN
ENTLY CURING THE LIQUOR HABIT. WAYS TO
INCREASE MUSCLE AND BRAIN POWER.
Valu

able hints on Child-Culture — how to inculcate unselfish
ness, benevolence and sympathy in children. A magazine
forthe whole family.
Unlquelv printed, well Illustrated.
Pages 7 by 10 Inches In size.
Published monthly. Sent
post-paid to your address, i year, for $1.00; 6monlhs,
for so.; 3 months for 25c; 1 month, for 100
No free
copies.

Vegetarian Magazine
80

DEAKBOBN ST., Chicago,

please mention the Phrenological

Journal.
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

All forms of mild

and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,
by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
this work.
No insane. '2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. 2 lady physicians.
Address F. WILSON HTJRD, North Wateb Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM

THE EASTON SANITARIUM

Attractive, homelike, and flret class in all respects,
Correspondence solicited.
H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

Physicians, parents, guardians, or friends who desire to
place any mental or nervous patients in a quiet, well*
furnished home where they can receive good care, and
Homeopathic treatment,should visit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. Over twenty years' experiencein
the Mlddletown (N. Y.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, 1661. For circulars address

Greenwich, Conn.

MILLER

S

HOTEL

87, SO & 41 West 26th St.,

NEW YORK

Dr. A Mr*. E. P. MILLER, Proprietors
Established In 1870

In the center of the city. Convenient to electric
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
Elec
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city ; same
that restored King Edward of England to vigorous
health. Also Electro-Thermal, Galvanic, Turkish,
and Roman Baths ; Massage, Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc. A borne place for ladies and families.
Terms: Room, SI. 00 to S3. 00 per day ; with
Board, B2. 00 to Sl4.no per day. Permanent,
S10 to 830, according to room.

C.

SPENCER KINNEY.

We declare unto you a new mess
age taking its flight over the earth
carrying in its wings Swiftness,
Grace, Ease, Power of Direc
tion and Signs of Perfect
Health and Beauty.

M.D.

J.

M. FITZOERALD
Phrenologist
More than 3,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
ia6 State Street, Chicago
far PamfhUt.

Send

In Common
Sense Parse
No clasps, buckles or
Best ever patented.
seams.
Make change with gloves on. Mill
ions sold and sales increasing. Money back
if dissatisfied. Send 50 cents for sample of
best seller and wholesale prices.

KEEP MONEY
John

THIS DAY

Lititz, Pa.

G. Zooh,

OWEN liUOH

WILLIAMS

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
Graduate of the American
Institute of Phrenology
Agent for Fowler

& Wells Publications.
New York

24 East 2*1 Street.

City.

CHILDREN

TEN CENTS
will defray the expense of invit
ing it to your own home by spec
ial delivery.
ADDRESS

THE MAGDAZNAN

LAKE PARK AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

3016-3018

EASTON, PA.

>EETHINQ
Mrs. Window's
Soothing Syrup

„^!lfW&J3

M1^'8^
THE1RCU1LDKEN

WHILE TEETHING WITH PERFECT SUC
CESS. IT SOOTHES THE CHILD, SOFTENS
THE GUMS, ALLAYS ALL PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the BEST REMEDY
FOR DIABRHOJA.

Sold by
world.

druggists

In every part of the

Twenty-five Cents a Bottle.
In writing to advertisers,

please mention the Phrenological

Journal.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$35 .00

IN CARRYING

CASK.

The Neatness,
Portability, KIBciency, and
Cheapness of our Popular Magic Lantern will
commend it to everyone wishing a good, reliable
instrument at a moderate price.
In the Popular we have dispensed with the Japanned
case of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction
of our Patent Bt-Unlal Lamp makes that unnecessary, ana
thus a great saving In weight and bulk Is secured.

SET UP FOR USE.

The Condensing Lenses are of One quality, plano-convex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially
The Object Glasses are achromatic, enlarging the views with good effect of any

mounted In brass.
desired size from
area
up
handsomely
brass,
9
and
are
mounted
In
to
with rack for focal adjustment, and are attached
3 feet
I
feet
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.
Our Patent Bi-Unlal Lamp rests In a socket at the rear of the instrument, where It Is firmly sup
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which It Is connected by a light-tight metallic titling.
weighs only about 7 pounds, and is enclosed in a neat varnished
The Popular Magic Lantern
carrying case, 6^4x 10X 15 inches.

LIST OF LANTERN SLIDES

9.

H.

10.
11.
1a.
13.
14.
15.
US.
17.
IS.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

,-^riicc

SI.

88.
88.
84.

&

at.

Cetewaye.
(Indian Chief.)
Eustach of St. Domingo.
Spurzhelm.
Co- Worker with Gall.
Phrenologist and Lecturer.
L. N. Fowler.
J. A. Fowler. Daughterof L. N. Fowler. ~
Fowler
Wells Co.
Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
Nelson Sizer.
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells.
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VI.

CHARACTER STUDY FOR BUSY MEN AND WOMEN,

By the Editok.
Among the men who have impressed
the world by their industry and execu-

the late Carl Schurz, and few foreigners have taken a greater interest in the
problem of administrative reform than
he.

THK LATE CABL SCHI KZ.
tive ability, few have made a greater
impression upon American affairs than

c;eor«e martin.

In

the early struggles of the Kepublican party Schurz bore an important

310
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part. He was a political force of the
first order, and his voice was one of
the few that had real potency in the
moulding of public opinion. This was
due to his wonderful combination of
intellectual force with elevation of char
acter, strength of mind, and oratorical
gifts, which are seldom found in a sin
gle individual.
He was a great Secretary of the In
terior. He was also a journalist, orator
and author, and after he retired from
public office he devoted much of his
He was
spare time to literary work.
at one time the leading political writer
for Harper's Weekly, and his "Life of
Henry Clay" is one of the most ad
mirable political biographies, and his
Essay on Lincoln is his masterpiece.
It has been said of him that he was
not a man of genius, but if genius did
not run through his veins he certainly
had high intellectual powers which
were combined
with moral qualities

even more rare.
He was a born thinker, and never
hesitated to fight for a cause that he
considered to be worthy of his courage
and resolution.
Perhaps the key of his whole career
consisted in his devotion to high ideals
and to his faithfulness and conscien
tious adherence to his political views
and moral convictions.
The upper part of his head was so
fully represented, especially the organs
of Oasuality, Ideality, Spirituality and
that he forms a very
Conscientiousness,
striking contrast to the portrait of
George Martin which also accompanies

this article.

GEORGE MARTIN.
GEORGE

MARTIN, ALIAS "ENGLISH
GEORGE."

The

portrait of George Martin is
one taken from the New York City
He was arrested on Oc
Penitentiary.
tober 31, 1904, on a charge of fraudu
lently procuring money in the name of
labor organizations.
He was tried,
convicted and sentenced on November
He was of Scotch ancestry;
14, 1904.
he was an agent

by occupation ; com
; weight, two hun
dred and three pounds, of stout build
and medium height.
The photograph
was taken after his face and head had
been closely shaven as a convict, but he
usually wore a dark mustache and pos
sessed dark hair.
When arrested with
others, there was found in their posses
sion four credentials of various organi
zations, as well as alleged official jour
nals of such organizations.
.
He has none of the fine culture or
ideal type of Carl Schurz; neither has
he the keen sense of justice which domi
nated the mind of our foreign leader.
Any work was good enough for George

plexion medium dark

Ma i tin.
He possessed the animal type of head
and

face,

and

when

we compare

the

width of the base of his brain with the
width of the upper region we find a
striking lack in those elements that
made Carl Schurz a man of integrity,
a leader among thoughtful men, and
one to be depended upon.
One has only to look at the different
types of men one sees just around him
to be assured of the truths and princi

ples of Phrenology.
Sketches

[October

F. Koch.

1906.]
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R M. Malak.

PRESIDENT OF THE MEHDI BAG INSTITUTION, NAGPUE, INDIA
That the world is peopled by charbearing every shade of differ-

actors

clearly than any other
human mind.

M. H. MALAK, OF NAGPUK,

ence is proved to us day by day, and
realizes
this fact more
Phrenology

science

of the

INDIA.

It is therefore with exceptional pleasure that we present to our readers the
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age head, but there is enough develop
ment to give energy, force and spirit to

is,

is

and considerate.
His nose
well formed one, and
gives him not only physical recupera
tive power and ability to oxygenize his
blood, but also shows mental attributes
that indicate strength of character, de
termination of mind and thoroughness
of purpose.
His lips and chin are largely typical
of his particular caste, and show not
little breadth of interest and social
diplomacy and sympathetic interest in
large number of his fellow men. Con
trast them for
moment with the thin,
lifeless looking lips that one sometimes

a

is

of their fellow human be
ings.
Anyone who knows tl)p history of In
dia realizes that tbeie leaders are se
lected not only for their wisdom, but
also for their exaltedness of mind, pur
ity of character, and unselfishness of
aim.
la the character of Mr. Malak we
find indelibly stamped upon his head
and features something of that benign,
sympathetic and intuitional character
that one does not meet with every day,
especially if one happens to be traveling
hurriedly along Wall Street, the great
financial center of New York, or along
Lombard Street in London, and it is
well for us to make a study of such an
individuality as is presented in the pic
tures of Mr. Malak.
Certain national types of heads have
to be taken into account when summing
up a gentleman of this nature, and it
would be well for us to note the particu
lars of this Indian president.
Psychologically speaking, the head is
remarkably high for its length. The
posterior region is foreshortened, while
the bulk of the head is located in the
anterior and superior portions.
The
large animal type of head would be well
represented in the basilar and posterior
lobe, just in the opposite direction from
what we see represented here.
Thus
we should expect to find expressions of
humanity emanating from such a mind,
strong philanthropic ideas, a brotherly
sympathy for his fellows, and a forgetfulness of self.
The front view manifests quite a dis
tinct narrowness in its lower register of
faculties when compared with the aver

provement

a

to take
and im

a

who have been commissioned
the lead for the betterment

bination of temperaments which yield
their quota of influence.
Hence the
Vital is noticeable in the fullness of the
form, the rotundity of the cheeks, a
comparative medium stature and a well
covered osseous system.
He is not
angular like the American or Scotch
man, nor is lie short and stocky, like
the Englishman.
The quality of organization in this
case stands for a great deal, and* gives
him his intensity of mind and adds to
the activity of his mental make-up.
His head is large enough to carry
out the magnificent work he has com
menced.
Had he a twenty-three inch
head in circumference, with his pres
ent framework and bodily appoint
he
ments,
would be greatly handi
he
capped ; but organized as he
shows versatility of mind, capacity to
do
great variety of work, and avail
ability of talent.
From
one
healthy standpoint, he
who can throw off disease readily and
keep his equilibrium much more easily
than the majority of his countrymen,
and not only his own countrymen, but
those of other nations as well.
His eyes are keenly expressive and
betoken
readiness to listen to all the
requests made upon his time, sympathy
They are not cunning,
and means.
deceitful, crafty, selfish physiognomi
cal centers, but are benign, thoughtful
a

ity.
He is of the type of some of the
great original reformers of his country

enable him to undertake practical exe
cutive work.
He has rather a harmonious com

a

a distinguished and highly
native of India who has been
called upon to lead a class of people
known as the Atba-e-Malak Commun

beloved
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sees on the faces of those who are re
served and self-contained, and one at
once realizes that these characteristics
are wanting here.
The back part of his head, examined
in conjunction with his lips and chin,
indicate considerateness rather than the

M. H.

terests his own.

His

we

capacity

to organize

been much called into action, especially
of late years, and that he is able to
block out work with considerable genius
and aptitude, overseeing work that he
puts into the hands of other people to
elaborate.
Had he a low, flat head, his
ideas would all be based upon sordid,

MALAK, OF NA(iPl'R. INDIA.

animal or passionate type. Therefore
in his home, in a community, to his
friends at large, he will make their in
appears

to

of his salient characteristics, and
should judge that his Causality had

be one
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schemes; but the development
of his superior qualities and the ac
tivity of his Benevolence and Con
scientiousness enable him to utilize the
energies of others in a masterly way
for designs that are pure and holy, as
well as generous and sympathetic.
selfish
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Such a niiiid as his is capable of car
rying a good many details and of re
taining a considsrable amount of ex
He should be
perience of the past.
able to carry his mind back over many
years and recall incidents that occurred
twenty and thirty years ago. Thus his
retentiveness of mind amounts to al
most like the work of an encyclopedia.
Being respectful toward the aged
himself, he naturally creates in others
a respect for all sacred work. He never
trifles with anything that another re
veres, and for this reason he is able
to collect a following around him of
men and women who are also mindful
of the experience and wisdom of su
perior minds. He is no trifler in any
sense of the term, and were he build
ing an edifice he would use the best
material, for he hates shoddy of all
kinds.
As a speaker he will come to the
point of his subject with great direct
ness. His eloquence will not be of the
flowery sort, nor will he use much hy
perbole or exaggeration in his appeals or
speeches, but he will be more prophetic
and spiritual than materialistic in his
way of impressing his knowledge, facts
and experience.
He should be a fluent
speaker, having an ample amount of
words to convey his meaning, and be
ing able to make suitable appeals to the
imagination of his hearers.
He can
not be hypocritical or artificial in his
dealings with others, and he should
show marked courtesy for the imper
fections and deficiencies of others.
His Agreeableness and Imitation do
not allow him to be a follower of others,
except where he finds that their views
are superior to his own.
But he is
much more inclined to use his Human
Nature or insight into the characteris
tics of people whom he meets, rather
than take the word of mouth for his
credentials of others.
Such a man as the one before us is
discriminative, perceptive, and practical
in his teaching, and were he a preacher,
instructor, professor,
or lecturer, he
would impart his knowledge in a genial,
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persuasive style that would gather oth
ers around him, and he should be heloved by all who thoroughly know and

understand him.
The origin and present status of
The Mehdi Bag Institution of Nagpur,
known under the name of Atba-eMalak Community of which Mr. H. M.
Malak is President.
As it is generally the case with al
most all the forms of religion that after
a lapse of time the real beauty, the
trutli and the real principles, as well as
the essence of religion are neglected by
the majority of the persons who seem
to have embraced the faith, as the same
are interpreted by the so-called pro
fessional priests of the times to suit
their taste and profession, and who give
such a color to the real tenets and
doctrines as would suit the convenience
and tastes of the mass of people in
order to see their profession flourishing
In fact, re
and worth striving for.
ligion as is generally known and fol
lowed by the majority of the so-called
religionists is a sheer abuse to it and
the real doctrines and tenets are re
duced to mere outward ceremonies and
superstitions.
It was the same case with the Dawoodi
Bohra community to whom Mr. H. M.
Malak and his predecessor belonged.
The Dawoodi Bohra community be
lieve in Islam and belong to the Shiah
sect.
They differ in various points
from other sects of Moslems, including
Shiahs and they think themselves to
have reached the esoteric section and
they think that their community only
will attain the goal of salvation and
others will not.
It is true that the
said community was under the spiritual
until some sixty-five years
guidance
back, but since then the matter has
been changed anil in the absence of any
such spiritual guide, they stand side
by side in rank to their fellow brethren
of other religions.
While the other Mahomedans appear
to believe that their religion is such
that there is nothing worth keeping
secret, and have therefore had all their
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in religion, philosophy, physi

it

is

a

a

questions

secular matters, and he treated, de
scribed and discussed matters in such
a way that even' highly educated, scien
tific or religious person had to admit
the truth, reasonableness and beauty of
his tuition.
The reformed ideas and
the enlightenment of the community
are all due to his teachings, and the
community is deeply indebted to him.
and will ever remain so.
The late Mr. Malak's plan was to
form a society whose work should be
to do good to the members, to their
fellow brethren, and the persons who
were likely to join the society.
The
members, who were only a handful in
the beginning, were shown the neces
sity of such a society, and seeing the
reasonableness of
and believing
to
be an act of real charity to support and
help in every way those who are in the
line of attaining such
noble aim as
that of improving their souls and those
of the future generations, they came
forward to help their brethren with all
their might and main, and though the
members have since increased to some
extent, yet the brotherly and sisterly
love
the same, and everyone
help
ing the other to the best of his or her
Since the mem
ability and power.
bers were satisfied as to the good will
and best motives and aim of their head,
e., the founder of the society, they
voluntarily come forward to give every
help and assistance.
They are not from
one part of India only, but from sev
eral places and cities, such as Bombay,
Surat. Ahmedabad,
Sidhpur. Malwa,
Gujarat, Burhampur, and so on. Most
of them were tradesmen doing
fair

it,

souls.
Seeing the above described state of
the community, the predecessor of H.
M. Malak, who was a son of a Bohra
merchant,
by name Jeevabhai Hebatullabhai, dealing in oil, paints and
varnishes in Bombay, out of Fort, sev
ered his connection from the Dawoodi
Bohra community and in the company
of some well versed expert and far ad
vanced superior beings who had made
it their duty to look to the welfare
and attainment of the faculties and
of the organs above de
development
scribed of the humanity at large, in or
der to render the evolution thorough,
complete and perfect, took upon him
self to impart to them a knowledge of
religion from the year 1891.
He had received no scholastic educa
tion whatever, and he did not know
even the Koran, Arabic, Persian, Eng
lish, or any other language, simply
knowing his mother tongue, Gujarat'
But he was really an ideal man,
adorned, endowed and blessed with nat
ural and divine gifts, and when he com
menced his work he showed all his
qualifications, distinct ions and capa
cities.
He solved the most difficult

mental and secular matters,
in
dustrial arts and sciences, and showed
himself quite befitting the rank he
claimed and the mission he had to ful
fill. His disciples gained much by his
instructions, much beyond their expec
tations, and though some of them have
read and studied all the religious books
of the Dawoodi Bohra Community, yet
they never noticed any expert of his
type, and this tends to show that he
was quite up-to-date in all religious and
cal,

is

religious books printed and published,
Dawoodi Bohras have refrained
from publishing on the plea that some
of their religious books are not suitable
for publishing for the good of the Maat large, and are chiefly
homedans
suited for the adepts of their com
munity.
In the absence of any true spiritual
guide, the community was reduced from
the status of religious people to that
of only worldly men, and the members
believed in and observed religion only
for its name's sake. They were very
backward
in understanding the real
beauty of the religion they embraced.
They did not know what religion could
do in the bettering of their physical
ideas, the
bodies, their metaphysical
culture and development of the differ
ent organs or faculties of the mind and
body, and the enlightenment of their

•the
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business as shopkeepers and merchants.
Some were in the service of another.
In fact, they were not destitutes and
helpless folks, but had sufficient means
There are at
to maintain themselves.
present about 36 families, some having
a small and some a large number of
The society is not like other
members.
communities, but the inmates of Mehdibagh are all students developing them
selves and pursuing religious studies,
and the Institution is like a college.
The women are all taught just like the
men, and they are being brought to the
equality of the men.
They write and
read essays, and they know how to sew
and cook. They know how to do wool
and silk knitting, also gold thread em
broidery. They are taught to earn their
OAvn
living by being industrious and
making their lives easy and not burden
some.
As to the men. they are taught
all sorts of work, such as agriculture,

gardening,
carpentry,
shop-keeping,
etc., etc., and it is expected that on no
account their lives may become burden
some to them, but they can help them
selves and help others in times of need.
The Mehdi Bag Institution has a
primary school for the children, the
language at present taught being Gujarati, Urdu, and Arabic, and they are
given tuition in such a way as to have
a general
summary of geography,
grammar, arithmetic, reading, writing,
etc., a practical general
knowledge
which will help them in their near fu
ture.
The Institution has a debating so
ciety in which men and women take
part. The debates generally take place
twice a month, and religious and moral
subjects are discussed therein.
The Institution has also a Dispensary
for the treatment of the inmates con
ducted by a graduate of the Bombav
University, holding

a

diploma of L. M.

& S.
The Dispensary is a charitable
one open for outsiders also, and is so
popular that patients from far come
for treatment, and at times and in case
of emergency outsiders are treated as
indoor patients.
The daily average at
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tendance is not less than fifty.
In the year 1899 the President
It was then that the
Founder died.
present Mr. H. M. Malak succeeded
him by his nomination.
It was not
that he nominated him at the end of
his lifetime, but he from the begin
ning made him known as the fit and
Since
qualified man to succeed him.
he took the management
of the In
stitution, he thought fit to make proper
for the maintenance of
arrangements
the Institution, so he in his time in
creased the business which was com
menced in the time of his predecessor,
opened two other branch shops, one in
Sectabuldi and the other in Sadar
Bazar and a third one in Umrer, mak
ing the Itwari Shop as the Head
quarters, all going on in the name of
the Mehdi Bag shops.
The Society has from the year 1893
made its place of residence at Mehdi
Bag, a special name being given to the
enclosure,
and the station of Mehdi
Bag just close by is kindly named after
it by the B. N. Railway authorities.
There are at present sixty-seven men,
forty-seven women, and fifty-seven chil
dren in the Institution.
They are all
fed, clothed from one place, and they
all dine at one place, the women behind
a partition.
Early in the morning or
after half-past seven in the evening,
as the season permits and occasion suits,
the members of the community and the
young ones not below ten gather to
gether in Mas j id, to acquire the re
ligious knowledge imparted by the late
Mr. Malak in his life-time, and now
by the present Mr. Malak, for about two
hours.
This knowledge is imparted,
not by making them learn books, but
in the form of an essence bv verbal lec
tures and sermons, and the members
are allowed to put any sort of questions
and in any matters to satisfy their
curiosity, zeal and requirements. They
all listen and try to remember the same,
while some take notes of what is said.
This system is adopted to suit the aged
with
people to understand matters
more simplicity and without going to
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members
of the Institution,
and are
they have supported
helping
yet do not claim to be any
co-sharer in the income and assets of
the Institution.
The whole belongs to
the President himself and he
to make
use of in the best way he likes, but the
late as well as the present President
did not hoard up and use the same for
their own good and welfare, but spent
and are spending
in maintaining the
Institution, in supplying the wants of
the members, keeping up the fame of
the Institution
and bringing
into
prominence for the welfare of all con
cerned.
is

small

it

The Institution has not such
number of members only but
in
good many sympathizers

a

it

it

has

places
abroad.
These sympathizers
and oth
ers of the Dawoodi Bohra Community
and those who are seekers after truth

will

one day surely try to listen to the
doctrines of the Institution and lend
their ears, admit the truth of the same
and join the Institution, though up to
now and at present they are somewhat
heedless and indifferent towards it. So
that the up-keeping of the Institution
and welfare thereof, means welfare and
good of the would be members in fu
ture and therefore
becomes an ad
mitted fact that the noble and philan
better way
attained in
thropic aim
and the purpose
served in this way
a

to them everything is revealed.
They have thorough and true insight
into all matters, and thereby prove that
the nomination is not merely a nomina
tion for name's sake, but according to
the real qualifications as in the nomina
tor.
The members do not even feel
that they have lost their President
Founder, but they see him in his suc
cessor, and this proves before them the
spiritual connection and guidance.
The present Mr. Malak was a son of
a native Hakeem practicing in Bombay
in the Fort Gunbava Lane, known by
the name of Mujakhan Hakeem, most
famous and popular amongst the Parsees and other brethren and he had
He
good means to support his family.
was bereaved of the parental love and
shelter in his young age of six years.
He was educated in Bombay Fort
Branch School and Elphinstone High
School and at the age of about 21 he
went to Aden and was in the Govern
ment service in the year 1878-79 and
1880, in the Government Treasury
there.
In addition to his duties in the
Treasury, he was in the License-tax De
partment. He then came to Bombay,
whence he went to Karauchee and
Quetta for business pursuits, and then
again returned and settled in Bombay.
He was engaged in a merchant's office
and

The

though

it

assumed the charge, and though better
educated than his predecessor, yet he
has the same natural and divine gifts,

It was his predecessor who went to
seek after him and not he who went
seeking after the late Mr. Malak, and
there is something
in this assertion
which can only be understood
and
grasped by those who are far advanced
in grasping spiritual matters, and it is
for these reasons that his predecessor
nominated him from the beginning and
at the end and for which the members
of the Institution believe themselves to
be really indebted to him.

is

Though the present Mr. Malak is not
and was not so young when
he joined his predecessor, and when he
as young,

of Commission
doing the business
Agent. He served there for about eight
He then came in contact with
years.
his predecessor and those around him,
and accepted their tenets and doctrines.

is

the trouble of learning different lan
guages and going over book after book
and making reference after reference,
as the time for them for so doing has
Not only
by far past and gone by.
Islam tenets and doctrines are taught
to them, but a general idea of all the
religions is given to them, as the Presi
dent Founder and his successor most
sincerely believe that the time has come
when there should be one religion, and
there will be one religion at no distant
time.
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only and none else.
The Institution as it stands at pres
The President
ent has no liabilities.
has to superintend the management of
the cultivation of some 50 acres in Nagpur and some 200 acres in Umrer, the

[October

management of all the shops and the
The
management of the Institution.
town of Umrer is in his Malguzari, a
Tahsil town area about 2,200 acres, out
of which 200 acres are in his Khood

Kash Kari.

The Psychology Of Maine.
Having recently had an opportunity
of going through a part of one of the

glory for its Aroostook potatoes, which
market
the
price.
highest
bring

remarkable
States in New Eng
land, namely Maine, it may not be out
of place to give our readers a few facts
concerning what is characteristic of this
section of the country.
Since our re
turn it has seemed to us that- every
other person we have met has been to
Maine, is going to Maine, or would like

The Maine apples are also celebrated in
English markets as well as those of this,
side of the Atlantic: besides which
Maine is noted for its pine-spruce,
poplar forests, its trout fishing, and itshunting of moose.
Maine cannot boast of having raised
a President of the United States, yet
many distinguished men come from this
locality. For instance : General Knox,
Samuel Fessenden, John Neal, Neal
Dow, John S. C. Abbott, II. W. Long
fellow, Nathaniel P. Willis, Sergeant S.

most

to go.

It is also rather remarkable that
while Vermont gets the credit for prodin ing celebrated
horses and maple
sugar, yet Maine comes in for some
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Prentiss, James Alden, Charles F.
Brown, William P. Fessenden, Hamlin
Hamlin, James G. Blaine, Thomas B.
Reed, and many others.

THE RE-ELECTED GOVERNOR.
The

Governor, Hon.

William

Tit-

Cobb, is a man of no ordinary
ability and standing. He possesses a
well-balanced organization, is a man
rightly suited to a northern State, a
thinker of no mean capacity, an organ
izer of men, and an executive officer
capable of seeing the needs of those who
appeal to him on broad questions of
finance and commerce.
He looks at things from a compre
hensive point of view, and would have
made a splendid Judge of the Supreme
Court after the order of Judge Field
and Justice Brewer. He is not a man
to come to hasty conclusions, but is will
ing to weigh and consider all subjects
of importance.
His head is high above the ears, and
is also broad across the top. It has not
a sugar-loaf appearance, nor is it narnow in the front : hence we may rea
sonably expect to find expressed in his
character a humility of purpose, con
scientious scruples, serenity of thought,
eloquence as a pleader, and human na
ture which helps him to make the whole
comb

world akin.
Hon. William Titcomb Cobb was
born in Rockland, Maine, July 23, 1857,
the son of Francis and Martha (Chan
He graduated from the
dler) Cobb.
Rockland High School and from Bowdoin College.
With the completion of
his course at Bowdoin he went to
Europe and studied law one year at the
University of Leipzig and one year at
the University of Berlin.
He also made
an extensive study of the German lan
guage, becoming a proficient reader and
fluent speaker of it.
He returned to
America in the summer of 1879, and
in the fall of that year entered the
Harvard Law School, where he re
mained one year.
Returning to Rock
land he studied law in the office of
Rice & Hall, and was admitted to the
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Knox County Bar in

1881, but never
entered upon the practice of his pro
fession out of deference to the wishes
of his father, and abandoned the legal
profession in favor of the business pur
suits which had made the name of Cobb
famous throughout the State.
He de
voted his attention to the business of
the firm of Cobb, Wight & Co., and the
ship-building interests with which his
father was connected until 1885, when
he became a director of the Cobb Lime
Co.
He was elected president of this
company in 1890. In 1889 the firm of
Cobb, Butler & Co. was organized, and
Mr. Cobb, with Hon. A. W. Butler,
took up the management of the ship
building business which had been be
His principal
gun by Francis Cobb.
business interests at the present time
are with the firms of Cobb, Wight &
Co. and Cobb, Butler & Co.
His political experience, so' far as
goes, in part is ser
office-holding
vice in the Rockland city government
and in Governor Burleigh's council.
He has been chairman of the Republi
can city and county committee, always
an active worker and a most liberal
contributor to the campaign fund. He
is now serving his second term as Gov
ernor, having been recently re-elected.

SOME

INTERESTING INDUS
TRIES IN MAINE.

One of the most important indus
tries in Maine is the manufacture of
paper from wood gathered from the
surrounding woodlands, and the print
ing of the United States postal cards by
the Oxford Paper Company, which was
founded in the year 1900, and began
operations of pulp and paper making
in the following year.
Fortunately the mill is located in a
favorable spot at Rumford Falls, where
it has every facility for carrying out its
The mill has at all
stupendous work.
times found an ever ready sale for its
ever increasing products, and is at the
present time manufacturing and sell
ing a larger amount of pulps, book pa
per and postal card paper than at any
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other previous period of its history. Mil
lions of cards made from the fibre of
Maine's forest trees, at the rate of three
and a half million per day, create an im
portant industry for this section of
Maine, for scores of skillful men and
women pass in and out night and day
through its portals of the mill.
'

*

THE POST CARD MILL.

The mill is located on the pictur
esque river Androscoggin, amid rugged

BIRD

S

EVE VIEW OF THE OXFORD
PAPER MILL.

scenery, studded on the sides with the
tall and stately silver birch, spruce and
poplar trees, and here and there a de
lightful little valley or cove in which is
located a stately residence or a country
farmhouse.

As might be supposed, many strong
barriers of masonry and concrete divert
the rough current of the river from its
original source, and turn or lead it into
useful canals to the great water wheels
beneath the mills.
Daniel MacMaster is the general
manager of the Oxford Paper Mill, a
bird's-eye view of which is given in this
article.
The steam plant is of the most ex
One
cellent and modern character.
cannot pass through the well-arranged
room without pausing in admiration to
examine the main boiler house contain
ing thirteen water-tube boilers, each of
five hundred horse power capacity, sup
Consolidated
plied by the Sterling
Boiler Company. These boilers are so
fitted with traveling grate stockers. and
the mechanical

arrangements

have been

LOctober

perfected to such an extent that the
coal receives no handling whatever on
its way from the immense coal piles to
the furnaces.
The four Sterling steam
boilers raise their steam from the wood
room waste, and are connected with
four more to the reclaiming furnaces in
the Soda Pulp MiU.

It

THE WOOD ROOM.

is interesting for an outsider to
know that the wood preparing building
is equipped with a plant that is capable
of turning into chips, ready for the di
gesters, a hundred and seventy cords of

spruce, and a hundred and seventy
From
cords of poplar wood per day.
the wood room the chips are carried to
the two Pulp Mills on belt conveyors
elevated by high trestles, which con
veyors deliver the chips direct into bins
situated above the digestors.
Although
the Pulp Room, Chemical Room, and
Finishing and Cutting Pooms are in
tensely interesting, yet in order to un
derstand the refining processes of the
whole work it is to our mind interesting
to pause for many minutes in what is
termed the Wood Room, where spruce
logs and poplar bolts are first put into
long troughs and driven along until
they reach a saw that cuts them into
These are again
two feet lengths.

THE WOOD ROOM.
forced along by machinery to conveni
ent places where they are clipped of
their bark and crushed into chips, and
forced along an incline channel until
Here
they reach the Chemical Room,
from crude and
the transformation
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cumbersome

wood

to

the

convenient

pulp begins to show itself.

These rooms, where we see the log in
its natural state before it is converted
into postal card stock, remind us of
many minds that are in the same condi
tion waiting to be transformed — wait
ing for some chemical process which
will give a finished product by means
of advice or suggestions through a

practical phrenological examination of

a person's capabilities.

THE PAPER BOOM.

It is interesting t6 note that while
the spruce wood undergoes one process
of chemical reduction, and becomes sul
or spruce
fibre,
which gives
phite
strength to the finished product, the
poplar wood is treated in quite another
way, and produces soda or poplar fibre
which gives the necessary softness.
When these two are combined in their
proper proportions, and receive an ad
mixture of imported clay to act as siz
ing and keep the ink from spreading,
and a certain amount of coloring mat
ter to give the familiar post-card tone,
the mass of pulp is ready for another
process.
We then pass out of one series of
buildings into another, though all are
united by machinery and large pipes,
until we pass into the Pulp Rooms, or
more properlv speaking, the Soda Puln
Mill and the Sulphite Pulp Mill, the
latter having a capacity of about sev
enty-six tons of bleached air-dried pulp
per twenty-four hours.
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THE CHEMICAL ROOMS.

The Soda Pulp Mill in which pop
lar wood is almost exclusively used, is
the largest of its kind in the world, and
the production of dry bleached fibre
amounts to about one hundred tons per
The digestors in both pulp mills
day.
are among the largest of their respec
tive kinds, and the chemical plants con
nected herewith are thoroughly modern
and well equipped.
In order to reach
a stage where the pulp can be used as
a
of
men's
necessary
messenger

thoughts, it has to pass over and over
scores of shining steam-heated rollers
in the great paper making machines,
but first upon an endless web of fabric
before the pulp is trusted or strong
enough to pass along by itself. In this
room, which is spotlessly clean, the
great paper making machines are run
for a hundred and forty-four hours each
week, to supply the stock from which
the postal cards are made.
Here it is
attended by workmen toiling with bared
arms and legs in an atmosphere
of
great heat and moisture.
Gradually we found that the pulp
had been losing its moisture and at
taining a firmness and consistency as it
pased along over the rollers, until it
came out at the far end of the huge
machine a smooth, soft-tinted postalcard-board, ready to be cut the proper
size and sent to the printing presses.

COUNTING THE POST CARDS.

From the making of simple paper we
now watch the process of the converting
of the same into postal cards, for here
it is given the imprint which marks it
as national property and is subjected to
and official inspec
a strict accounting
tion. By this method of counting, the
postal cards, as soon as printed, are
placed in the same category as the cur
rency of the United States, and thus a
inspector and his assist
governmental
ants are in constant attendance to see
that every sheet of cardboard that finds
its way from the great paper machine
to the printing presses is accounted for.
The rapidity with which this counting
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is accomplished shows that it has been
acquired by a great amount of training,
.dexterity and accuracy.
'
Proper dimensions to receive one
hundred and twenty impressions upon
its surface as it passes through the
press are arranged for each cardboard
sheet as it arrives at the press, and the
■average speed of the press is thirty
Thus each press
sheets per minute.
two
thousand dollars'
than
more
prints

The final count begins when each
strip of twelve cards becomes separated
by the cutting-off process into twelve
individual cards.
The girl who feeds
the machine counts down one at a time
twenty-five strips of twelve cards each,
and the machine divides each strip into
twelve

separate cards and drops them
When
series of twelve boxes.
the count of twenty-five strips has been
taken each box contains twenty-five
cards, or three hundred cards in all.
These, it was explained, are turned
quickly over, disclosing twelve other
boxes, and the counting of twenty-five
more continues ; while the three hun
dred cards in the twelve boxes turned
over are banded in packages of twentyfive each by three girls at each machine,
whose rapid fingers move with such re
markable swiftness that they are able
to dispose of the lot neatly bound in
paper straps with adhesive ends before
the call comes for the feeder to turn
All this is done quicker
the box again.
for in
than one takes to explain
twelve seconds the work
completed.
the binder stands
Close
girl who
puts twenty packs of five hundred cards
into
pasteboard box bound with cloth
strips, and these are passed quickly to
the tables of the packers who enclose
twenty of them, or ten thousand cards,

into

a

a

a

by

is

it,

worth of postals every hour.
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it

works,

and the attendants

who take

away the strips from the parallel
troughs into which they fall are in as
great a hurry to convey them to the cut
ting off machines as a New York con
ductor on a Broadway electric car is
when lie invites his passengers to "step
lively."

work.

RUMFORD FALLS.
be

The town of Rumford Falls may not
found on some old maps, but
may
it

The printed sheets are now piled high
on waiting trucks to be carried to the
far end of the room to where the slitting
This machine di
machine is located.
vides each sheet into ten strips, each
strip as wide as a postal, and twelve
The energies of the
times as long.
man who feeds it are taxed to the ut
most, owing to the rapidity with which

in
wooden packing case.
They are
then ready for shipment.
The cards thus described are the ordi
nary one-cent postals, though two other
kinds issued by the post-office depart
ment, and called the reply card, and
the foreign postal-cards, are also made
in the same mill.
Thus we see from beginning to end
gigantic industry, one which many
people in the United States know noth
ing about, for many do not realize that
post-cards are made from wood, while
others are unaware that Rumford Falls
the center for such governmental
a

of rumford falls.

a

Mac-master,

is

daniel
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accurately located on even a small
map in the most northerly bond in the
Androscoggin Eiver, in Maine, or where
the river, soon after re-entering the
State and flowing east and north, sud
denly turns south and east toward the
Atlantic ocean. The source of the river
is up at the national boundary line in
the Eangeley Lakes and Magalloway
The elevation
of Eangeley
Eiver.
Lakes is fifteen hundred feet above sea
level.
The Androscoggin Eiver is the

be

best-regulated large river anywhere. No
other river has all the advantages it
It furnishes more water
possesses.
power than any other river in New Eng
land, and Eumford Falls embraces all
For
the advantages of such a river.
economic
construction and use the
water power of the river was divided
into three falls. It was over these falls
and down the river that we saw the
logging system brought to its close for
the season.

The town of Eumford was first in
corporated in 1800, in honor of Count
Eumford, who was a large owner in the
town, and several of the descendants of
Count Eumford are now residing there.
It was not until 1892 that the first
mill was built. The village of Eumford
was all on paper, not a rod of streets,
a
small piece of Prospect
except
The
avenue, was then in existence.
nearest railroad station
was Canton,
From ten public
twenty miles away.
school children there are now eleven
The first building, as well
hundred.
as the first mill, was begun in 1892,
while the first dam was built in 1891.
The population of the town at present
is about nine thousand, of which thirtythree per cent, are foreigners.
So
quickly has been the growth of the
town, the development of its streets, the
importance of its stores, that one would
not imagine that it was only a town of
The principal dryfifteen years old.
goods store is owned by Everett K. Day,
who was examined many years ago by
Mr. Fowler, and who, after being pub
licly examined on the first evening of
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Miss Fowler's lectures, gave a splendid
testimony of the benefit Phrenology had
been to him, and advised every parent
to have his child's head examined by a
He thought
competent Phrenologist.
the day would come when teachers
would universally use the Science for
the purpose of understanding the indi
vidual capacity of each child.
The principal Episcopal Church is
called St. Barnabas, whose pastor is the
Bev. Culbert McGay.
He wras likewise
examined on the same evening as Mr.
Day, and gave a similar corroboration
of Phrenology.
He said that he was
examined by Miss Fowler eight years
previously in New York City.
The principal dentist of the town,
Stephen Taylor, who also submitted to a
public examination, had been acquaint
ed for many years with the subject, and
considered
it a useful science which
would one day be used in many fields of
business.

Eumford Falls is cosmopolitan in its
There are citizens from
population.
Italy, Canada, Nova Scotia, Poland,
New Brunswick, Denmark, Germany,
Norway, Sweden, England and Scot
land, many of the early settlers being
the Scotch.

These

people

represent

a

diversity of ideas, customs and habits ;
consequently the New England Puritan
Sabbath and the Prohibiton Laws do
not appeal to them as strongly as to na
tive born citizens.
Judge G. Willard Johnson, who kind
ly occupied the Chair at all of Miss
Fowler's evening lectures at Eumford
Falls, is also an earnest believer in
He has a good practical
Phrenology.
intellect, and willingly talked about the
Prohibition Laws of the State, and was
also interested in the subjects of Miss
Fowler's lectures.
"The Principles of Phrenology and

What
and

They

Eepresent";

"The 'Head

Face"; "Endorsements of Phren

ology" "The Psychology of Childhood,
or The Training of Children"; "Health
and Long Life"; "The Genius of Love,
or The Ethics of Marriage"; "The
Choice of Pursuits."
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CITIZENS OF RUMFORD
FALLS.

Mr. F. F. Bartlett and Mrs. Helen

L. Ames

among other well-known per
sons in Rumford Falls were publicly ex
amined.
Rumford Falls is growing very rap
idly. It has a population of over eight
thousand to-day, and the Continental
Paper Bag Company has built its own
boarding houses for its seven hundred
men, women and boys. Thus they look
after the real interests of their em
ployees ; the employers of the mills, we
are told, deduct so much from the wages
every week for the board of the work
ers in the mill.
Among the active citizens who have
taken part in the building up of Rum
ford Falls is the Hon. Waldo Pettinger,
the pioneer of Rumford Falls, Geo. W.
Bisbee, President of the Rumford Falls
Trust Company, Geo. A. and Mrs.
Ames, proprietors of the Hotel Rum
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ford, both of whom are interested in
the welfare of Rumford Falls, and no
where in the neighborhood is one more
comfortably located than under the
management of Mr. Ames and his able
wife.
Much might be said of Dixfield,
where the useful little wooden tooth
picks which are found in all the hotels
and restaurants of New York are made.
There are also factories for the useful
little spools used by companies like
Clark's for silk and cotton.
Other very interesting places hemmed
in by beautiful mountains and united
by picturesque rivers, are Berry's Mills,
Weld,
Carthage, East Dixfield and
where there is a beautiful pond seven
miles in length. In Berry's Mills the
name of the place was many times re
peated by the persons who possessed
the name, while Hanscom, Pettingill
and Rolfe are also familiar names at
Rumford Falls and Berrv's Mills.

Comments,
Though the sky is dark and low'ring,

Soon the clouds will scattered be ;
Each one has a silver lining,
Sunshine comes with life and glee.

Do not let us be discouraged
With the briars in the way ;

But press onward to the blossoms,
Plucking garlands every day.

Each day is but a commencement
Of a journey through the wood.
Let us walk that ev'ry footstep
Takes us ever to the good.
R. L. Baker.
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Stensland's Character,
M. Fitzgerald.

truding eyes.
He is very bland and conciliatory,
convincing to those who put implicit
trust in him. There is great will power
and strength in the man as is indi
cated by the great breadth of the head
in the region of the ears.
He has great executive and construc
tive ability.
His hair stands on end,
showing virility, pugnacity and deter
mination to carry out to the limit any
thing that he undertakes.
INSTINCTS OF A GAMBLER IN WIDTH OF
HIS HEAD.
The great fullness and width of side
head just forward of the ears indicates

a

a

ferent thing.
The upper frontal top head, the seat
of benevolence and kindness,
minor
quality when compared with the major
faculty of acquisitiveness.
Sympathy for the distressed has no
restraining influence on his desire for
is

The physical clearly predominates
The ani
over the mental in this man.
mal propensities are marked— the appe
tites and passions.
He is a man of extreme friendliness
He is pliable, smooth
and sociability.
and diplomatic.
This is all indicated by the predom
inance of the vital temperament.
He has a very strong language fac
ulty. This is indicated by the pro

If

money and power.
The predominance of the selfish or
gan of his brain would cause him to look
out for self first, friends second and
patrons last.

The brain
notably developed just
above the eyes, giving him
grasp of
facts and details.
a

the face and head, the broad brow, the
round nose, bulbous at the end, and the
whole body, built on the round-andsmooth order.
There is very little of
the angular in the man's make-up.

great acquisitiveness.
With the low top head indicating a
relatively weak moral and religious na
the acquisitive and
executive
ture,
sense give him the spirit of a gambler
in matters of finance.
a man with the fullness of the
head in the region of the ears had a
high head like McKinley or Pope Leo
to balance
would be quite
dif

a

it

Stensland has what we call a coarse
grained vital temperament, which is in
dicated by the extreme roundness of

Delineator.

it,

Phrenological

is

J.

SELFISH DEVELOPMENT

SHOWN BY Till':

BUMPS.

The brain in the upper part of the
forehead, seat of the reasoning faculties,
defective when compared to the selfish
development in the side head.
Therefore, he does what he desires
without reasoning.*

is

By Dr.

*See

Editorial column.

Quotations From "Self Culture/'
By The Rev James Freeman Clarke.
Page 100.

merely as the basis

I

the most convenient

of self-examination.

think

so

for

is

I

it

several
first, because
reasons;
founded on actual observations of life,
true in the main.
and therefore
am not now speaking of Craniology or
the shape of the head, but of Phren
is

I

"Of all systematic divisions of human
nature into faculties and powers,
think that of Phrenology, on the whole,

THE PHKENOLOGICAL

I

A

only speaks of its organs, its faculties,
its tools. It has nothing to say of free
dom; that is assumed, or not, as you
will.
I recommend the phrenological arlangement of human powers simply as
a convenient
one in self-study.
If a
man wishes to know what he is fit for
and capable of, this gives him a use
ful method of investigation. It divides,
for example, all our powers into men
moral
and
tal,
passional — intellect,
morals and affections.
To the intel
lectual region belong, first, the percep
tive faculties, by which we take notice
of outward objects; observe their form,
Then the rea
size, weight and color.
soning powers, by which we compare
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to see if they are like or un
they are cause and effect, if they
are congruous or incongruous.
Then there is the imagination, which
makes a picture of the whole while ex
Then, again, come
amining the parts.
rever
the moral qualities — sympathy,
Then fol
ence, firmness, conscience.
low the passional and energetic powers,
which supply movement and force,
self-reliance, the desire of approbation,
the desire for home, the love of family
and friends, and passion for battling
with difficulties, the passion for destroy
ing evils, the passion for collecting
property in all its forms, the desire of
construction which is the basis of all
art. Now, this may be, or may not be,
the best classification of human pow
ers ; but it is at least a nearly exhaust
Add, as the basis
ive classification.
of
the soul itself, and its freedom,
objects

like,

if

which
the essence of the soul, and
this classification shows well enough
what our faculties and powers are."
is

ology, or the arrangement of human
like it, though it does not
powers.
give us the depths and heights of hu
man nature.
But it presents a good
sketch for working purposes
of the
various powers of the working soul.
It
has nothing to say of the soul itself; it

JOURNAL

it,
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WILL.

By Georgek Savory.

can

declare,

perhaps

my

beside

good

family — health and education
good —
But
bequeath to each and all full
store
Of wealth, in wisdom worth far more

I

Large

than gold.

costing me research of years —
some gold.
As well as time, which might much gold
have won
wisdom
now divide for
which

—

no, best call

it

!

each

I

A

:

And

knowledge

only now.

gain.

First, know

Yoxir heads
yourselves
I've measured well,
But what are charts that dust alone
consult
Review them oft with care till all the
brain —
Each organ "weak" or "strong" in
!

won,

home,

?

have

I

No fortune

Ah

worth these
you alone can make
words,
By putting principles to daily use
Since he alone
rich in wisdom who
Applies to life all knowledge he can
is

last:

For

;

I

ment,
The best

it

My children, read this will and testa

memory

fixed —

Appeals each hour for culture or res
traint.
And soul responding uses more or Iosf
Each tool or "organ," wisely, thus tin
best
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To balance

up

the whole,

by making

each

its service full and nothing
more,
Alowing none excess of action, time
Or voice in their full council which
decides
Life's grander questions, — fixing "fate"'
alone !
Mv will is made ; what added words can
Perform
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Such equipoise.
No loss, no slight, no
blow
Can more than surface ripple.
Such
calm depths
Are little moved by superficial joys
Alone to rabble known — to those high
bred
As well who scorn this richest fount of

truth
Heed that,

religion,

culture, love

as

help?
Heed that, your happiness is won, com

Sound mind in body sound are yours,

plete,
And unassailable,

Sufficient unto all real need and

sured,
and wealth

for naught disturbs

uso

Science of Health,
NEWS AND COMMENTS.
By E. P. Miller, M. D.

all parts

in good working

order that

is

Elements of the Blood.

The blood

clear fluid
composed of
plasma or liquor sanguinis — hold
ing in suspension three kinds of cor
puscles or cells.
(1.) Bed corpuscles;
white
or leucocytes;
corpuscles
(.2)
blood
all
in size,
plates;
varying
(3)
These three varie
shape and number.
ties of corpuscles can be seen only by
the aid of
microscope, and they are
each quite different in structure and
function, as well as in number.
The red corpuscles are most numer
ous and have the most important func
tion to perform. After the food
re
duced to
the digestive
liquid state,
fluids, the red corpuscles carry oxygen,
from air in the lungs, to the various
this
parts of the organism, and
means the food elements are converted
a

— the

is

by

by

the progress of knowledge and
the accumulation of facts in physiology,
the importance of the blood in its rela
tion to the phenomena of animal life
becomes more and more thoroughly un
derstood and appreciated.
The blood is
the most abundant and most highly or
ganized of the fluids of the body, pro
viding materials for the regeneration
of all parts without exception— receiv
ing the products of their waste and
conveying them to the proper organs
by which they are removed from the
These processes require on the
system.
one hand constant regeneration of the
nutritive constituents of the blood, and
on the other, its constant purification
by the removal of effete matters."
The constant supply of nutritive ma
terial requisite to keep the human body
in repair is obtained from the food we
eat, the liquids we drink, and the air
we breathe; and it is only by keepimr

is,

:

"With

is

following

we get rid of the waste and poisonous
matters
which are constantly being
taken in, or are developed in the blood
and tissues of the body.
The question
of pure food
at the present time, re
ceiving earnest attention and careful
investigation in nearly all parts of tho
of greater im
world, and no question
portance to the human family.

a

HUMAN BLOOD.

is an old adage that "the life of
all flesh is the blood thereof." The first
paragraph in Flint's Physiology is the

a

It
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into living tissue.
They are the life
sustainers, the health givers, and hence
the perfect performance of their func
tion is indispensable to the perpetuation
and enjoyment of life.
The red corpuscles are smaller than
the white, and as before stated, much
more numerous.
The function of the
seems
leucocytes or white corpuscles,
to be to take care of the waste and
putrid elements that get into the blood
or tissues. They propagate in these ele
them into their own
ments, convert
structure and then disappear.
They
have the power to go through the walls
of the capillary blood vessels into the
surrounding tissues, and then back into
the blood again, and are carried by the
blood to the different excretory organs
to be expelled from the body.
Getting
rid of the debris, the waste and used up
material of the body, is of almost as
much importance in the preservation of
health as is the supplying of nutrition
to prolong life.
Blood plates are smaller than the
red corpuscles, and like the white cells
they have the power to pass out and in
through the capillaries into other tis
sues.
Their function is not well de
fined, but much like that of the leucocvtes.

Plasma of the Blood.

The Plasma of the blood, when free
from the red corpuscles, is of a pale
color, but contains, according to Flint,
about 47 different chemical and nutri
It is marie up not only
tive substances.
of the elements needed for the repair
and preservation of the body, but also
the waste and useless material that has
to be elminated through the excretory
organs.

Number

Within

of Blood Corpuscles.

the last quarter of a century,
and chemical tests of the
microscopic
blood have been made to ascertain the
changes in the number and function
of the corpuscles, in the different dis
eases to which the human family are
The number of corpuscles
subject.
changes rapidly and widely at times,
and under changes of conditions. The
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average number of red corpuscles in a
healthy man is usually about 5,000,000
millimeter.
In a woman,
per cubic
The number varies
about 4,500,000.
with the age, constitution, nutrition
A high altitude
and manner of life.
The oxy
also increases their number.
gen in the air being lessened as we as
cend, it requires more red corpuscles
to obtain the supply of oxygen needed
to sustain life. In some cases the num
ber increases to 6, 7 or 8 millions to
A deficiency of
each cubic millimeter.
red corpuscles and an increase of the
white,
diseased
conditions.
indicates
Plenty of red blood indicates vigor and
plenty of material for the removal of
waste tissue and the preservation of
health.

Function of the Leucocytes.

The power of moving through the
walls of blood capillaries into the sur
rounding tissues as well as to travel
along the outer part of the blood vessels,
is a normal function of the leucocytes.
It is thought by some that they thus
protect the body from disease-germs by
When
destroying or ingesting them.
they do this they are called phagocytes
which means, "to eat the cell." They
might with propriety be called the
scavengers of the body, for, as before
stated, they propagate on the dead and
putrid matter that is found both in the
blood vessels and surrounding tissues.

The Number

of Leucocytes.

There are four or five varieties of
leucocytes and their number varies con
siderably, depending upon the amount
of waste and putrid matter in the blood
and tissues, most of which is taken into
The
the system in foods and drinks.
average number in health is between
5,000 and 7,000 per cubic millimeter.
One variety of leucocyte is developed
in the lymph glands and vessels. These
are called lymphocytes,
and of these
It would re
there are several varieties.
quire volumes to consider all the varie
ties of pathological cells found in the
body and which propagate rapidly when
the materials for their increase are car
ried into the blood.
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Auto-Intoxication.
Scientists are now discovering that
nearly all diseases are caused by auto
This
intoxication
or
self-poisoning.
results from the use of foods and drinks
that cause fermentation and putrefac
tion in the stomach and intestines, and
develops ptomaines, uric acid, leucocy
tes, lymphocytes, phagocytes, and other
poisons, which become part of the blood
and hence enter all the tissues of the
body.

The yeast germ commonly used in
bread-making is the original germ of
fermentation and is of the same family
as the putrefactive germs found in the
flesh of dead animals.
The yeast, or
fermentative, germs propagate in starch
and sugar in solution, also in other
foods classed as carbo-hydrates.
They
are the source of much suffering from
generating gas in the stomach and in
testines.
The putrefactive germ prop
agates in the protoids or nitrogenous
foods, and in the albumen of the flesh
of animals, and sometimes in vegetable
protoids.
Changes in Number of Corpuscles
in Disease.
Within the last ten years the micro
scope has disclosed the changes in num
ber to which both the red and white
corpuscles

are subject

in

disease.

It

is

found as a general rule that in nearly
all forms of disease, either acute or
chronic, there is a diminution in the
number of red corpuscles and an in
crease in the white.
It is also evident
that the fatality in all forms of disease
depends largely upon the extent of di
minution of red corpuscles and the ex
tent of increase of leucocytes or white
corpuscles.

Thayer and Da Costa present a large
series of cases of typhoid in which there
was a progressive
weekly loss of red
cells from 100,000 to 500,000, and of
5 to 6 per cent, of hemoglobine
which

is a peculiar pigment that gives the red
coloring of the blood.
Thayer made
826 examinations: the first week the
white cells averaged 6,422, and the
number gradually decreased until the

3^9

tenth week, when they were only 5,000 ;
such patients recover.
Physicians and chemists are now dis
covering that the disease germs of tuber
culosis, typhoid fever and diphtheria,
may be taken into the system from the
milk of cows, and when there is a seed
bed in the blood and tissues where the
germs can propagate they may destroy

life.

Disease germs will not propagate in
pure blood; but if there are fermenta
tive or putrefactive elements in the
blood and tissues they will develop
This is true of every variety
rapidly.
of disease germ, and applies to every
form of disease. Leucocytes are always
present in pus and in all products of

inflammation.

the remedy.
Puhb Blood. How to be Obtained.
By using only pure foods and drinks,
by breathing freely of pure, fresh air
and by cleansing the blood and tissues
of all impurities that have accumulated
within. The waste and putrid matters
in the system must be stirred up from
their hiding places and worked out
through the excretory organs as rapidly
as possible.
These impurities are nat
urally carried out of the body through
the alimentary canal, in feces — through
the .kidneys in urine — through the skin,
in perspiration — through the lungs, by
respiration, in carbon dioxide — by stupa
from the bronchial tubes, and by mucus
from the nasal passages — and it is far
safer to secure the natural excretion of
these organs than to resort to poisonous
remedies which excite action to rid the
system of the dangerous poisons which
form a large portion of the drugs ad
ministered.
A copious application of warm water
by enemas will generally remove the
in the intes
poisons that accumulate
tines, and produce no harmful effects;
and by opening the pores of the skin,
in which process baths of all kinds are
an amount of impurity is
beneficial,
removed that will set all the organs to
work doing their best to secure a health
ful state of things.
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As an eliminator of poisons the Elec
tric Light Bath has no equal.
All ex
testify to the fact that
perimenters
sweating baths increase the red globules
of the blood, and as the red globules
increase the white diminish.
The Elec
tric Light Batli not only promotes co
pious sweating, but it lias the effect and
confers the benefit, of a real Sun-Bath.
Fasting for a few meals also increases
the red corpuscles and diminishes the
white.
It stops the supply of elements
on which the white cells propagate, and
increases the supply of oxygen which is
essential to the increase of red corpus
cles.

On subsequent pages we show the su
periority of bathing as an effective rem
edy for nearly all diseases to which
mankind is subject.

FRUIT TO CURE DRUNKARDS.
To Eat makes the following
sweeping claim for fruit as a drink
habit cure :
There is but one sure cure for the
drinking disease or habit, and that is
the simplest of all.
The cure consists
in eating fruits.
That will cure the
worst case of inebriacy that ever in
flicted a person.
It will entirely de
stroy the taste for intoxicants and will
make
the drunkard
return to the
thoughts and tastes of his childhood,
when he loved the luxuries nature had
provided for him and when his appe
tite had not become contaminated
by
false, cultivated tastes and attendant
false desires and imaginary pleasures.
No person ever saw a man or woman
who liked fruit and who had an appe
tite for drink.
No person ever saw a
man or woman with an appetite for
drink who liked fruit. The two tastes
are at deadly enmity with each other,
and there is no room for both of them
in the same human constitution.
The
one will certainly destroy the other.
The only drawback seems to be that,
if the drinker so abhors the fruit, can
he be depended on to exercise his will
power in overcoming the aversion, any
M'hat

more

than

he

can be depended

on to

quit the
eating.

drinking
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the

TUBERCULOSIS
GERMS
WALKERS.

fruit

SHUN

Eat only when hungry. Eat no eggs,
meat or milk.
Live on oatmeal, bread
and black coffee.
Walk all of waking
hours and sleep in the open air. Take
no medicine or treatment and stay away
from the hospitals.
This is the treatment for tuberculo
sis, prescribed by John Kraus, the con
sumptive tramp, who, after an 11,000mile trans-continental jaunt, arrived
in Detroit yesterday and is visiting
friends here. Kraus was a Detroiter

until

seven years ago, when

consump

tion forced him to flee the town and
seek relief in the west.
Even there his
case was despaired of by leading physi
cians.

Finally Kraus started to walk and he
has been walking ever since.
He is a
well man to-day and ascribes his present
condition to the simple life.

WHAT ROBERT HUNTER SAYS.

of
Describing the slaughter-houses
Frankfort,
Germany, Robert Hunter
says:
"Every portion of the buildings
has concrete floors, which are washed
down twice a day with hot and cold
water.
All the butchers' instruments
are sterilized twice each day.
The
meat, after the animals are killed, is
carefully hung up away from all con
tact.
All the employes are wearing
clean clothes, with spotless aprons."
Again is the thoroughness of the Ger
man held up to universal admiration.
SHOWERS

OF ANTS.

30. — The
vil
Sept.
lages round this town have just been
visited by showers of ants to the con
sternation of the inhabitants, who con
sider the visitation as an evil omen.
The insects were in nearly all cases
dead, and the incident is supposed to
be due to swarms of ants coming out on
a bright autumn day and dropping tothe ground after the cold has nipped
them.

Neuchatel,
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No. 659.— R. E. B., New Orleans,
La. — The picture of this child shows
her to be a little madam in her own
right. She will know how to take the
lead, give directions, control affairs,
and make others stand round and do
her bidding.
She will not only De
able to "boss the show" as they say,
but she will be able to do so pleasantly
and with so much interest that everyone
will want to fall in with her ideas.
There is considerable talent or genius
in this child's makeup and we hope she
will be developed along the right lines.
She is an ideal child, and will have
many stories to tell her dolls and many
ideas to follow out to the full extent
of her imagination.
She is quite an ambitious little char
acter, and will not want to fall below
anyone who is working with her.
Her temper will be quick, and she
may stamp her little foot with some
impatience when she wants a tiling very
badly, but she will not hold her temper
long, and the clouds will soon roll by,
and the sun will shine again in her lo
cality.
She is broad in the temples, and she
should manifest a good deal of artistic
talent and power to design and work
from a pattern.
In fact, she will com
bine colors successfully, and put ma
terial together with more than ordinary
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skill, though it will be more on the side
of ornamentation and design tban on
the side of drudgery and hard work.

No. 058.-R. E. B., NEW OKLEANS.

One might almost be forgiven for wish
for
ing that she might remain as she
is,
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she

is

nearer

the

angelic

stage

now

than she will ever be again, and one
would like to see this element preserved
all through life, not by a canning
process, or in a stereotyped way, of
course, but with added experience, cul
ture and knowledge.

Her originality should be preserved
and she should be educated as much
along the lines of her individual tem

A peach cannot
perament as possible.
be made into a pear, or a pear into a
plum. The peach has its peachy taste
as well as the pear its flavor, and the
plum its superb color ; so each child
should have his or her distinctive char
acteristics
preserved and trained, and
art and design are largely her preroga
tives.

MAKING CHILDREN GOOD BY
A

SURGERY.

has been said of late
correcting the mental defects of
children by operating upon the brain
of the so-called delinquents.
When asked the other day whether it
good

deal

about

were

to change the character
girls and boys by sur
gery, we remarked that if Phrenology
is taken into acount, or the Localiza
tion Principle is recognized, much good
is likely to accrue by such treatment.
But if a person simply wishes to in
crease his reputation by making experi
ments upon the head, without consid
ering the location of certain mental ele
ments of mind, serious mistakes will be
made, we fear.
In the case of bne experiment that
was made by Dr. Ernest Laplace which
was recently reported, the doctor, with
several students, found traces of a very
slight depression at one point in the
The boy was, from all ac
boy's skull.
counts,
and
rather
unmanageable,
gloried in his reputation, which was that
of being the very worst in all the coun
possible

of incorrigible

try round.

A careful examination

de

veloped the fact that this mite of a
boy once fell from a hayloft. After the
discovery of the depression, his head was
shaved close, and precise measurements

[October

were made with delicate instruments,
and the paper states that "the fact was
that
established beyond
all question
there was cause for an operation at the
point of the skull described by phren
At
ologists as the seat of Conscience.
this point Dr. Laplace inserted a tre
phine and made an incision about the
size of a quarter through the boy '3
Bkull.
He removed the 'slug' of bone,
carefully dressed the resulting wound,
and put the little fellow under the care
of two special
nurses.
After two
weeks' serious illness, he began to re
cover, and after a month in the chil
dren's ward of the hospital, where the
operation was performed, he got up and
walked
about.
Finally he returned
home, and after five months of careful
observation his parents reported the boy
entirely cured of his evil propensities,
and he is loved by all who formerly
shunned and feared him. The pressure
on his brain, resulting from the forgot
ten fall from the hayloft, made an in
voluntary criminal out of a boy who was
born with every natural tendency to
goodness."

THE BOY OF FOURTEEN.

The age of fourteen is a very critical
one with boys, and is one that parents
would do well to consider more than
We were much pleased the
they do.
other day to hear a father say that he
had been a reader of 0. S. and L. N.
Fowler's works for years, and had read
parts to his fourteen-year-old boy which
would help him to understand the
changes that were taking place in his
constitution, and his regulation of his
little love affairs.
With the putting on of pants, a boy
invariably thinks his way is best, his
opinion is right, and his judgment is
correct.
A boy of fourteen changes in
looks; he loses that taking and par
ticularly pretty girlish, open, confiding
look for one more of defiance and positiveness.

A boy of fourteen does not want to be
advised, and he is inclined to think
that everyone is finding fault with him.

1906.]
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A boy of fourteen likes to read works
of adventure, and even has a passion
ate desire to read, read, read, at all
times, and it is difficult to make him
see the propriety of stopping when told
not to read at meal times, or when go
ing to bed.
A boy of fourteen thinks it is fine to
use words that he hears other boys of
his age use; all the slang terms, the
contractions, the abbreviations,
etc.,
come into use.
A boy of fourteen thinks he would
like to try smoking, for others do,
even if it is only corn silk dried.
I
never thought this possible until some
boys suggested it to my boy, and he
innocently tried it and thought it was
harmless.

A boy of fourteen does not want to
take more trouble than he needs to, and
if you ask him to do an errand it is

hard for him to lift his growing limbs
to help you.
A boy of fourteen often wants to
study only the subjects that interest
him, as he is unconscious of the use
that other studies are to him.

A boy of fourteen has a remarkable
He can eat everything that
appetite.
is going, and is hungry even when he
gets up from a meal.
The voice of the boy of fourteen
takes on a deeper tone.
In fact, from
the light soprano
voice we find it
changing to the heavy gutteral nasal
Choir boys who have charmed
degree.
us by their beautiful soprano voices
have now to wait for a period until
the whole voice changes.
Sometimes it
will develop into a tenor; in other
cases a baritone ; and still again it will
develop in other instances the solid
base voice.

It

is at this age that boys generally
up to the fact that they have
a sex nature, and in 0. S. Fowler's
"Science of Life," on page 892, par.
954, there is something that all mothers

wake
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would do well to read. We quote a por
tion of the paragraph as applicable to
boys of fourteen :
"All the world acknowledges the
magic power mothers wield over sons,
yet none realize that it is conferred by

this sexuo-maternal and filial sentiment,
by her as a woman loving him as a man,
and calling out his Love for her femi
nine qualities. And the more she feels
all around and gathers up his mascu
line heartstrings,,
does her moulding
power over him become absolute ; follow
him wherever he may wander, and last
long after she and he too are in their
graves —even forever.
Matrons, read over all thus far said
about fathers and daughters, changing
mother for father, and son for daugh
ter, and learn from these principles how
towards
to comport yourselves
your
This Love element is born as
sons.
much in sons as in daughters, and re
quires exercise toward the female sex.
Then what person is as appropriate as
his mother Her love for him is inex
What true
pressibly pure and deep.
This
mother can depict its intensity?
being loved by her as a woman natur
ally calls out his love in response, which
enhances his manliness of body, and of
mind. No boy can become a fully-de
veloped man without loving his mother,
or some person who fills her place*

Ye mature matrons, blessed with
sons of different ages growing up to
manhood, do you not exult in view of
their developing manliness? and feel
a love analogous to that toward their
swelling
father, rising up and
Be
within your maternal bosom?
sides loviug them as your childdren, do you not also love them
as persons, with a east of love very
different from that felt toward daugh
ters? Men, young and old, do you feel
of Love toward your
no sentiment
mother as a woman? and very different
from that felt toward your father?
•Sec also "Talk with boys."

I
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Childhood — A Poetic Delineation,
By George W. Noland.
(From

a

Living Subject.)

Little child,

what mystery hides within
your gleaming eyes?
Germs of future history, joy, or sorrow,

smiles or sighs —
Thoughts of evil or of good, little bud
of womanhood.

never
man
tried to
puzzle
fathom or unfold ;
We will find it if we can, 'neath your
hair's bright tangled gold —
By your forehead smooth and white,
where thy record Time must write.

Deeper

Child of Impulse, thou art born con
science's sting to keenly feel,
Mingled there as night and morn, heri
tage of woe and weal;
Duty shunned shall cause thee pain —
duty done cheer thee again.
Loving heart and gen'rous hand shall
distinguish thee through all;
Hardships thou wilt well withstand.
tho' they shroud you like a pall.
Hope will live within your heart, while
you bravely do your part.
Intellect has set its seal, and has
marked you for its own,
Beauty will to you appeal, every phase
of beauty known ;
Music, language, every art, will enrich,
refine your heart.
Dawning womanhood will bring much
of battle, much of strife,
Guard thy love, the heart's well-spring,
at this crisis of thy life—
Waste not all thy tenderness, for a look
and a caress.

Possibilities

are thine, rarely that to
others given,
Which can make you half divine, lift
your heart to God and Heaven —
Strength and weakness both are there,
little maiden, so beware.

[October
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is short, art long, opportunity fleeting, experiment
"
judgm ent difficult. — ippocra tes.

II

BANK PKESIDENTS SELECTED
The time is coming, in fact, is close
upon us, when it will be decided in a
scientific way who shall be our Bank
Presidents. More than this, not only
will a scientific survey or examination
of the heads of those who preside over
our leading Banks be made, but they
will he expected to submit to a phren
ological expert every few years, so that
what changes take place in their char
acter may be noted.
We are not always the men we were
when we started out in life.
Changes
take place for better or worse, and it i3
our business to see that we are no worse
than we were when we commenced our

career; in fact, Phrenolo?v points out
register them

what changes actually
selves in our characters.

Ex-Mayor Belcher.

We believe that if ex-Mayor Belcher,
late of Paterson, who was so implicitly
trusted by all classes of people, had
been compelled to submit to a scientific
examination of his head, his weak
ness could have been pointed out, and
hundreds of persons could have been
spared the ruin of their prospects. In

uncertain,

and

BY PHBEXOLOGY.

stead of this, everyone believed him to
be what he appeared to be on the sur
face. He was not thought to be such a
fine artist in crime, and no one credited
him with being able to take into his
custody the funds of so many widows
and small investors
and pocket the
money for his own purposes or for other
investments.
No one imagined that
he would pay the interest on stocks,
shares or securities which were not bona
fide or legitimate, and pretend that he
Yet such
the money.
had invested
was undeniably the case, and his head
must have shown his tendency of mind
to embezzle.
While other people have their weak
ness, this was his, and he needed help
to face his weakness just as a young
child needs help to overcome a ten
dency to tell stories or steal money to
buy candy.

Mr. Hipple of Philadelphia.
In the new York Tribune of Septem
ber 3d Mr. John H. Converse made the
following statement in regard to Mr.
Frank K. Hippie, of Philadelphia:
"Confidence and trust are the life of
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believe

it

I

will

be shown

by

a

is

a

that Hippie's downfall did not begin
many years ago, but within
compara
tively recent period."
As the mind changes we believe that
Phrenology will come to the aid and
then be utilized very largely in the fu
ture in the selection of prominent, im
portant officers, such as Bank Presi
The reason why we
dents, and others.
think so
because no other science can
adequately explain how, directly or in
man's mind may be in
directly,
fluenced, for while one person may have
embezzle
large
Acquisitiveness and
money for his own use, another may be
led astray
an over development of
Benevolence, which may lead him to
lend large sums through having over

a

&

by

a

a

it

I

'I

a

it

if

by

Nevertheless,

J.

a

I

is,

did,

"If

a

I

would be
lieve implicitly any statement he might
make concerning the affairs of the Com
It
therefore, hardly surpris
pany.
ing that the Directors accepted such
statements when they were duly cer
tified
another.
"When asked
was not surprising
that the President could have put
through the Board statements of such
character that he could so long continue
the deception, Mr. Converse said:
am amazed that this
must confess that
could have been carried on under the
was because of
eyes of the Board, but
our unbounded confidence in Hippie.'
as

Paul 0. Stensland.

the case of Stensland, who em
bezzled large sums of money from the
Milwaukee Avenue Bank, in Chicago, a
most interesting test was submitted to
M. Fitzgerald in the form of the
Dr.
exact contour of Stensland's hat, which
was obtained from Martin Losby, of
Losby Bros., Chicago, and who proved
his examination that even this for
mation of head indicated that his ani
mal propensities, appetites and passions,
largely overbalanced his moral quali
ties, and that he possessed the instincts
the same had
of
gambler which,
been pointed out years ago, would have
saved untold trouble.
When Dr. Fitzgerald was told later
that he had been reading Stensland's
head he said, "I am not surprised. The
had before me was that of
outline
man infinitely ambitious, infinitely de
termined, and infinitely unscrupulous.
He could hardly fail to achieve prom
That oval
inence and then disaster.
line before me spelled
world of trag
fall."
edy, effort, success, and then
This corresponds with what the hat
ter said concerning the same outline.
"I have believed that Stensland was
crooked for years and that he would in
time loot the bank of which he was
president," said Losby.
you knew this, why did you not
loss they
tell it, and save the people
cannot bear?" he was asked.
"I had no more evidence than this
little piece of paper," the old hatter
said.
He showed the bit of paper al
most the shape of an egg, which repre
sented Stensland's cranium.

if

"Knowing him

In

a

I

confidence in the honesty of another,
and unless he has large Conscientious
ness to balance his Benevolence,
may
actually do serious wrong simply by baing led through the importunities of
someone who has
stronger will.
In one of the Broadway banks some
few years ago the President never al
lowed
young man to be employed there
without first having his head examined
Wells, to see whether he
Fowler
was suitable for the office.

I

I

[October

by

In the case of the directors
business.
of the Real Estate Trust Company of
Philadelphia, that confidence was re
posed in its principal officer, President
Hippie, and it would have seemed a
short time ago as though such confi
dence might be placed in him as safely
as in the President of any other finan
cial institution in the city. This feel
ing of security on the part of the Board
was only the reflection of the feeling of
the entire community.
Personally I
had known him for many years, and,
indeed, it was upon his urgent request
that
entered the Board about eight
declined at first, but fin
years ago.
ally consented, mainly because of his
urgency and my friendship for him.

a
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HEAD WITH MOST PECULIAR BULGE AT
THE BACK.
"His head has a very peculiar shape,"
said Losby.
"The bulge at the back is
most unusual.
do not base ray opin
ion of the man wholly on that, but it
I have
shows in a measure what he is.

I

known Paul Stensland thirty years;
in fact, I rented his storeroom from him
in 1875, when he and Louis Burlesheimer moved their dry goods store to
Center and Grand Avenues."
Dr. Fitzgerald's analysis, from the
anonymous outline given him, showed
that the subject had the following qual
ities:
Keen observation; small ten
dency or power to reflect, shown in nar
rowness of frontal brain ; few ideas and
little power to idealize, or see beyond
the present; excessive selfish propensi
ties, shown by extraordinary bulge on
the sides; remarkable
social qualities,
likely to make him succeed with others,
— shown in the peculiar curve of the
back or blunt end of the oval.
In general, a keen perceptive intel
lect, propelled onward by a fierce en
ergy, social ability, an army of selfish
desires, inability to raise his mind to
higher things, and finally an almost to
tal inability to ponder the consequences
of his acts.
"That narrow forehead," the expert
Paul 0. Stensland's only
says, "is
apology.
"When he was a boy he must often
'0,
have exclaimed:
didn't think!'
when called to account for pushing too

I
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sharply the pursuit of

a pleasure."
head, then, showed what in real
life were the facts of the case, namely :
(1) his fondness for spending his de
money on his friends ; ( 2 )
positors'
using his depositors' money to gamble
on the races; (3) forging notes to rob
his depositors; (4) driving others to
death and suicide by his crime.
He ia
truly called the twentieth century in

His

carnation of Jekyll-Hyde.
How, then, can Phrenology determine
the reliability of a person who is to
occupy the important positions of trust ?
Phrenology can not only indicate
whether there is a strong sense of honor
that
and integrity, but also whether
person is liable to be influenced by his
friends.
So great is the confidence placed iu
Bank Presidents that their word is
taken for granted, and thus great re
sponsibility rests upon these individuals.
If all heads w7ere alike, if there was no
differentiation to be noticed in the head,
we should find no panacea for this
groat and perplexing question of whom
to select to fill the position of president
of our large financial concerns.
We need not only men above reproach,
but those who are not likely to yield
to tempting circumstances and environ
ments. Large Benevolence and Friend
ship, if not regulated by a moral sense,
conscientious
scruples, and well regu
lated will power, will be liable to play
havoc with a person who intends to act
uprightly.

American Institute

Of

Phrenology*

OPENING EXEECISES.
On Wednesday, September 5th, the
Opening Exercises in connection with
the above Institute were held in the
Hall, when a large and influential au
dience assembled.
The speakers were particularly for
tunate
in the selection of their re
marks, and everyone expressed himself

as pleased

with the result of the meet

ing.

The Be v. Thomas Alexander Hyde,
B. A.. B. P. (Pres.), occupied the
chair in his inimitable way, and after
giving his own excellent address on
"The Usefulness of Phrenology," he in
troduced the speakers and the pianist,
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of their heads would prove what
changes were taking place in their or

a

by

by

it

ganizations.
Mr. M. H. Piercy (Sec.) spoke on
the Institute and its power for good, its
influence in the past, and the useful
to students.
He appealed to
ness of
all present to help the diffusion of
Phrenology, and assist those who were
engaged in promulgating the subject.
Mr. Hyde created considerable good
humor
his witty and appropriate
allusion to the remarks that were
made by each speaker, and closed the
asking Miss Florence Gen
meeting
evieve Hassell to give them one more
musical number.
Among those present were Dr. Davis
and friends, Mr. Howard and friends,
Miss Davidson, Miss Schrerder, Mrs.
dozen friends, Miss
Griffiths and half
Gunst, Mr. Malone and friend, Mr.
Maugans, Mr. Stouffer, Mr. and Miss
Dryer and friends, Mr. Logan, Dr.
Pratt and daughter, Mr. Aellig, Mr.
Savory, Miss Alberry, Mr. Johnson,
Mr. Beckwith, and Mr. Singleton and
friend.
Every seat was filled, and many were
obliged

ARE

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
The Fowler

Institute

will continue

a

its meetings for students during the
month. These meetings have proved very
interesting as the members receive en
couragement and each one stimulates
revival of his phrenological observations.

Mr. D. T. Elliott

is

engaged in giving
examinations
phrenological
during each
day, holds classes each week for stu
dents of the Science, and gives lectures
on the subject of Phrenology before
literary societies in and around Lon
don.
Phrenological and Health liter
ature can be obtained of L. N. Fowler
Co.,
Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Cir
cus, or of the Fowler Institute,
Im
perial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Lon
don, England.
4

&

a

a

This had given the boy great encour
agement, and he had already begun to
find the remarks were true.
She also believed that the time was
coming when Phrenology would be
used in the selection of Bank Presi
dents, and all persons in authority, and
not only once, but that
re-examination

to stand.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS
DOING.

it

a

by

a

a

is

a

a

it,

making appropriate remarks, and ap
plying "pepper and salt," as lie called
to each speech.
He paid
high
tribute to the inspiration of music, and
complimented the lady pianist for her
excellent rendering of the numbers on
the program.
The Hon. John S. Crosby gave
pleasing welcome to the students, in
which he endorsed the principles of
Phrenology, and spoke of the benefits
that the subject had been to himself.
Mr. Allen S. Williams made an ex
ceedingly interesting address on "The
Chinese in America," and gave some
statistics which were both startling and
convincing concerning the yellow race
in this part of the world, and predicted
future for the Chinese, which
to
be brought about by the Chinese
Re
form League.
Further notes on his remarks will be
future number.
given in
Miss J. A. Fowler (Vice-President)
spoke on "The Endorsements of Phren
ology." She referred to the recent en
dorsement given
Mr. Luther Burbank, how when
boy he went to Mr.
Fowler and was told by him what facul
ties he must cultivate, and said he knew
that Fowler was right and had the cour
to himself.
He began
age to admit
the most rigid course of self -discipline,
and feels that whatever faults he has at
present, that the ones that developed
early in youth are not now among the
number.
She referred to Spurzheim
and the benefit that he was to
young
man in school who was considered the
greatest blockhead because his Perspec
tive faculties were small; but because
his Reflective faculties were large
Spurzheim said that when he began to
exercise these faculties he would be one
of the brightest boys in the school.

[October
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IMIREXOLOGICAL
SOCIETY IXCORPORATE.
The first meeting of the above so
recess, was
ciety, after the summer
of a social character, on September 13.
The program included several items
of a phrenological character in addi
tion to musical and other contributions.
The Council has been busy arranging
the winter's campaign, and special at
tention has been devoted to getting up
an attractive program for the great An
nual Congress of Phrenologists, to be
"held in London on Lord Mayor's Day,
November 9 th.

UIUTISII

FIELD NOTES.

I

Mr. Tope, of Bowerston, Ohio, is the
editor of the Phrenological Era, and
has done much in promulgating Phren
He is an enthusi
ology in his State.
ast on the subject.

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, is
continuing his professional work in
Phrenology, and has just written up
the character of Stensland.
Dr. Alexander is making a phreno
logical tour of Manitoba, where his lec
tures are well received.
Mr. Youngquist writes us that the
uphill work of placing Phrenology on
its proper basis in Sweden is now over,
lie deserves our best wishes.
Miss J. A. Fowler is now in New
York City, where she can be consulted
at the office of Fowler & Wells Co.
Mr. Allen Haddock is still in Port
He is not making any
land, Oregon.
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himself, but we take
in doing so on his behalf,
knowing that he has many friends in
the country who will be pleased to con
tribute something toward the restora
tion of his home and business.
The
forty dollars that has been subscribed
through the office of the Piirexological Journal should be augmentedfrom
month to month. We are anxious to
raise at least one hundred dollars for
our venerable pioneer in the West, and
we know we have only to mention this
fact to receive the support of all our
appeals

personal
pleasure

readers.

Mr. Owen Williams, Phrenologist
and Lecturer, is agent for the Piirenological Journal and all of Fowler &
Wells' publications.
He is much re
spected wherever he goes, and has done
excellent work at Atlantic City during
the summer.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The commencement exercises of
the American Institute of Phrenol
ogy, will be held on Friday Evening,
October 25th, at 8 o'clock.
An in
teresting programme has been ar
ranged.

The Winter and Spring Course of
Lectures will include one by Mr. A.
" The American In
S. Williams on
dian", on December 4th, illustrated;
one by Mr. Robert L. Dunn on "Why
Russia Lost", illustrated, in Janu
ary; one by Mr. Bush, Chief Engin
eer of the Lackawanna Railroad on
" Progress", February.

Answers To Correspondents.
C.

H,

Journal

Maine. — Our

Phrenological

contains a column for New
Subscribers and we give to these a free
delineation of a photo.
We are sorry to learn of the death of

Miss Judkins

of Berry's Mills.

Her

death must have come as a great shock
to all the people who knew her and to
live in an important store in the coun

try is

a more

public life than living in

stone house on Fifth Avenue,
New York. She was as thoughtful as
she was kind and sympathetic.
C. Stern, Brooklyn. — As the physical
causes are so united to the mental in
giving beauty we do not like to separate
You know the difference
them here.
between a fine and course Organization

a

brown
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The one has fine skin,
not?
hair and clearly cut features, and the
other has irregular features, rough and
ragged and unkempt hair, lips, nose
do you

[October

This is owing to Tempera
and ears.
ment, and Temperament is the expres
sion of the internal arrangement of
the mind, constitutional strength, etc.

Prize Offers and Awards.
The prize for the September Com
petition has been awarded to Mr. Frank
Dippel of Philadelphia for his articb
on "What faculties are exercised ia
Scientific, Philosophic and Emotional
He says among other
Literature."
things that a scientific writer requires
large Human Nature with large percep
tive faculties. A philosophic writer re
Causality, Comparison,
quires- large
Sublimity, Hope and Conscientiousness.
An emotional writer can be satisfied
through his spiritual,aesthetic, frivolous,
animal and domestic propensities.-.
The October Competition will be for
an essay on Causality and its use among
the Intellectual Faculties.
The subject for November is a Christ
mas story of about six hundred words,
illustrating Phrenology.

The December Competition will bo
for a New Year's story or poem bearing
on Phrenology.
The January number will be for the
best article on the faculty of Philoprcand the writer's ideas
genitiveness
whether animals have a soul and live
The February Competition
hereafter.
is for the best answer on the query,
"Do stout men or tall ones make the
best husbands."
All communications should be sent to
the office of the Phrenological Jour
nal on or before the first of each month.
Competitors should write on one side
of the paper only and in black ink.
The prize winners will receive a
year's subscription to the Phrenologi
cal Journal or any one of the books
mentioned in the April number on page
124.

New Subscribers.
No. 824.— J. W., Albion,

This

N.

Y.~

boy has generous impulses yet is
stubborn when he gets his back up. Has
very little reverence for parental ad
vice or control, but is influenced by
friends who are able to persuade, him
to do many things on the spur of the
with
moment.
He needs handling
gloves on, and through his love of nature
rather than through his sense of obed
ience.
He is just at an age when he is
growing fast and will need special
In a
treatment at home and school.
year or two he will grow out of some
of his peculiarities which he shows so
distinctly now, but you must have pa
tience and go over line after line with
him and talk to him as though he were

going to obey, not as though you
He
thought he were going to disobey.
will learn more from nature than from
books.
The book knowledge will come
after lie has observed through his scien
tific faculties. His language seems
large enough to express all his thoughts
and he will entertain his friends.
No. 826.— 0. S., Trenton, Texas.—
You have a long expanse of head from
the opening of the ear to the brow,
which shows that you drive things tre
mendously hard even at the sacrifice of
You
your own strength and health.
would never allow failure to daunt you
if it came to you; it would only spur
You arc
you on to do better things.
wiry and tough and have shown un
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It is quite
usual powers of endurance.
but you
to
work,
for
you
organize
easy
will take badly to work under another
You
unless that one is very practical.
reason out things in a utilitarian wray,

and should
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be excellent

in engineering

and also in athletic work.
great

difference

There is

a

yourself and

between

friend.

By Their Fruits Yc Shall Know Them,
N. A. CLAFP, CLASS OF '98.

From my early childhood days I have
been accused of being one of the doubt
could never believe
ing Thomases.
a statement
that the truthfulness of
which one could, on good grounds,
question, on account of a lack of a good
reasonable basis, and
have always
entertained a sort of pity for some who
are ever ready to stake everything on
theories founded on the supernatural,
that could not be proven in accordance
with the laws of nature.
It was this
pre-inclination to study cause and effect
that led me to investigate and pry into
the science of Phrenology.
could see
that the brain is the organ of the mind.
could see that there was a physical
basis for mind, an instrument that had
been developed according to the an
cestral
forces
and
surrounding in
fluences of the individual.
That the
external
actions
and general
looks,
manifestations of real character were
but a reflection of the internal feelings
and emotions.
In other words, the
true character of a man can be known
by his looks.
And again if we know
what the actions of an individual have
been under untrammeled circumstances,
•
we can tell how lie or she looks.
A very good illustration of this the
ory came under my notice and time can
never erase the feelings that came over
me, when confronted with the living
individual whose character and appear
ance verified the truthfulness of this
thcorv.
Some thirty years ago
had
friends living in my native county in

I

I

I

I

I

die State of New York, who had em
ployed a young physician whose actions
in his profession had proven him a
selfish, cruel and brutal individual, and
the words of his mouth had shown that
he believed that he had no superiors in
his profession.
To get an expression
of regret for mistakes committed (he
would never admit that he committed
one) would be as much out of the ques
tion as to get an apology from a tiger
that had gratified his desire for food by
eating a helpless, innocent child. Some
of the actions of this physician had
brought out severe denunciations from
not only the injured parties, but friends
of the same, and there was such univer
sal indignation expressed on the part
of those who discussed his actions that
set about the task of picturing in my
own mind the looks and appearance of
the man who was in several ways such
an abnormal human being.
Among the things that this in
dividual had done that excited com
ment as well as condemnation were the

I

following:

Pronounced

a

friend incur

ably insane when it was soon discov
ered that the physical condition of the
patient was largely due to the manner
of treatment, and that one hundred dol
lars was awaiting to be handed over
to the doctor as soon as that individual
was committed to the asylum.
In an
other instance he had made a wrong
diagnosis of a case, kept up continuous
treatment and ran up a large bill which
he, under the law of the State, collected.
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Another was to jeopardize the reputa
tion of young women by his plan of
This same physician joined
treatment.
the church, as Pope says, "stole the
livery of heaven," and at the same time
rode rough shod over the helpless vic
tims who were so unfortunate as to
appeal to him for medical aid in times
of distress.
In my reveries as I built in my mind
a picture of an individual who would
commit such deeds were the following
characteristics : A round, stout built
man, round head, pug nose, black hair
and eyes, a stout, broad chin, heavy
jaws, head so erect that there was an
inclination to lean backwards, a rather
short step and a disdainful air as he
moved along.
The cranial develop
ments

Large
teem,

estimated
them were :
very large Self Es
moderate
Approbativeness and
as

we

Firmness,

Friendship,

large Amativeness, Com-

Secretivebativeness,
Destructiveness,
Per
ness, Acquisitiveness very large.
ceptive group only full and the Moral

Sentiments either small or dormant.
Causality, Comparison, Human Na
ture,
and
Time only
Agreeableness
while Eventuality, Locality
average,
and Individuality would be large.
In my daily reveries and dreams by
night, the individual of the make up
described haunted me.
had become
accustomed to the peculiar step, the self
reliant and disdainful air and the gen

I

eral aggressive appearance.
Several years ago business called me
to a city in the State of New York,
some distance from, the place where the
incidents mentioned above occurred.
was walking on one of the main avenues
from west to east. It was past noon
and the sun was behind me.
saw
at a short distance ahead of me the
outline of a form exactly like tlte one
that had haunted me. As he came
said,
near my heart beat rapidlv and
"Is it he?" As we met
stepped di

I

I

I

I

[October

rectly in front of him and said, "Beg
The an
pardon, is this Dr. Blank?"
swer came suddenly in the affirmative.
?"
"Did you formerly live in
Again the sudden yes. "Then you are
the man who treated So and So." The
answer this time was not a yes, but
"Who are you? Where are you from?
What do you know?" came in quick
succession.
I promptly told my name
A few words
and place of residence.
were exchanged in regard to the case
in question and he promptly denied the
main charge of cruelty and improper
Instead of con
procedure in the case.
tinuing his course down the street he
turned and went back the other way.
During our conversation
eyed him
closely, studying his character as rapid
His uneasiness was
ly as possible.
quite manifest, and as he raised his cap
from his head, with the exception of
the glasses that he wore before his black
had formed in
eyes, the picture that
my reveries was before me, full and
It was our first and only
complete.
As he turned from me he
meeting.
reminded me of the characteristic of a

I

I

The in
tiger thwarted in his plans.
cessant gaze of a critical eye was too
much for him. At the time
remarked
that the true character can not be con
cealed, for "by their fruits ye shall

I

know them."
Some two years since we were told
He
that this doctor died suddenly.
had accumulated
a considerable
for
tune, but had never raised himself in
the estimation of many of his acquaint
ances.
His animal propensities and
selfish faculties so much overbalanced
the intellectual and reflective faculties
that his moral sentiments were held in
He filled the poet's descrip
abeyance.
tion when he said :
One whom none could love, none could

thank.
Creation's blot, creation's

blank.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of

Fowler

&

Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management.
made payable to the order of
The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Magazine is $1.00 a
year, payable in advance.
Money, when pent by mall, should be In the form of

Journal
Money

Orders, Express

Money Orders, Drafts on New
All Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.
Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.
Postarfe-Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger stamps are preferred: they
should never be stuck to the letters, ana should always
be sent in sheets— That is, not torn apart
Chantfe of post office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information.
Notice should be received the first of the
proceeding month.

York, or Registered Letters.

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.
Any BooK, Periodical. Chert. Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publisheis prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications
to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CUREENT EXCHANGES.
Era, Bowerston,
Ohio. — Gives
a character
sketch of
some well-known person each month.
It is edited by Mr. M. Tope.
The Phrenological

The Character Builder, Salt Lake
on
articles
LTtah. — Contains
City,
Health, Phrenology, Social Puritv, and
is published by Mr. J. T. Miller.
Good Health, Battle Creek, Mich.—
Always contains some items of interest
on Health.
It is edited by Dr. Kel
loggPhysical Culture, New York City. —
Contains an article on "Ideal Baby
hood," by Marguerite MacFadden, and
another on "Rowing for the Average
Individual," by W. H. Burlingame,
finely illustrated.

All remittances should

be

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The American Medical Journal, St
Louis, Mo. — Contains an article on
"How I Treat Rheumatism," by Percy
M. Templeton, M. D., which appears to
us to be a practical treatise on the sub
ject. Another article is oh "Operations
on the Brain," by E. Younkin, M. D.,
of Villa Ridge, Mo.
Naturopathy, and Herald of Health,
New York City. — Edited by Benedict
Lust. — The subject of "The Necessity
of Child Culture" is very finely written
Another arti
up by Russell D. Chase.
cle is on "Mind and Nature; The Psy
chological Aspects of the Return to
Nature," by H. Spencer Lewis. This
is an important subject, and it is dealt
"The Vic
with in a practical manner.
ious Vegetarian" is another exhaustive
article by Edward Earle Purrington.
The Review of Reviews, New York
City. — Is a magazine of general inter
It contains a resume of all the
est.
other magazines published, and conse
quently is of not a little interest to
persons who have but little time at their
disposal.

The Delineator, New York City. — Is
of interest to young and old, and per
sons can gather many items of interest
outside the realm of fashion.
Our Dumb Animals, Boston, Mass. —
Contains an article on "Mr. and Mrs.
George Thorndyke Angell," illustrated
with their portraits and the birthplace
of Mr. Angell, in Southbridge, Mass.
On the first page is a fine picture of a
guide's camp in the Adirondacks. which
shows the rural life of his neighbor
A portrait of the Baroness Bur
hood.

4'-
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dett-Cotitts is given, and a short ac
count of how she spent her ninety-sec
ond birthday.
The King of England
said of her:
"After my mother she is
the most remarkable
woman in Eng
land.
She is still the most philan
thropic woman in tbe world, and at
ninety-two gives all her charities her
Iter activity is the
personal attention.
wonder of everyone who knows her. She
still takes long drives every day. She
enjoys the friendship of half the cele
brities in Europe."
'The New Voice, Chicago, 111.— This
paper is edited by John D. Wool ley, and
contains an article on "A Study of Li
in Chicago." among
cense Politics
many other interesting articles.

The Phrenological

0. — M. Tope, editor

[October

Era, Bowerston,
and publisher, is

being much improved in style and artis
tic neatness.
A few of the subjects

in the September number are :
"Christ and His Disciples," "The Uni
versality of Life," "Brains and Busi
It is the
ness, "Mental Dessert," etc.
aim of the editor to make its subjectmatter very practical for the common
people, and the hints from a scientific
standpoint on health, education and so
cial matters are well worth the price for
a year, which is 40 cents.
treated

The Medical Times. — Contains much
of interest for the layman as well as
the professional man.

Publishers Department
ACKNOWLEDGED
THANKS.

WITH

During the past montli we have re
ceived an excellent map from the West
ern
Newspaper Union
proprietors,
New York, showing at a glance the
territory covered and the location of the
4,600 family weeklies of the Kellogg and
Western lists. The map is studded with
red stars, and serves as a fine object
lesson of the work that is being carried
on by the W. N. U.
We believe the
time will come when the same stars will
be used to denote capable Phrenologists
in all parts of the country.
•The entertainment and instruction
offered to the members and friends of
the Institute on Tuesday evening, Dec.
4,- will be better than original — it will
be aboriginal.
We are to have a lec
ture by Mr. Allen Samuel Williams,
who has been a welcome visitor among
various tribes of American Indians,

upon "Indians in New York City."
The almost unknown colony of abor
igines hidden in the metropolis will he
described and their personalities, tribal

d/ess, work, religious rites and sports
will be portrayed with original stereRed Eagle, a distin
opticon views.
guished Iroquois, with his squaw and
pappoose, will be present in native
dress and Red Eagle, who is doing a
worthy work in preserving the tribal
poetry and music of the aboriginal
Americans, will sing the songs of his
Incidentally there will be an
people.
exposition of the value of illustrated
education.

"Psychology and Pathology of Hand
is the subject of a book just
translated from the German by its
author, Magdalene Kintzel Thumm.
If you want to know the character of a
person by his handwriting, read this
The author even goes farther,
book.
and suggests that a diagnosis of the
physical condition can be determined by
one's handwriting.
$2 net.

writing"

Comparative Physiognomy; or, Re
between Man and Animals.
By James W. Redficld, M.D. 334 pages.
New
Illustrated with 330 engravings.
edition. Price, cloth, $2.00. This is a
semblances

.
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standard work, and carries the subject
of Physiognomy into the field of simi
It
larity between men and animals.
of
human
resemblances
out
the
points
beings to beasts and birds, and of the
people of various nations to certain ani
mals, the points being made subjects
of illustration.
Phrenology ; Its Use in Business
Life. By J. A. Fowler.
Price, 10
cents.

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.
seven parts.
By Samuel T. Cole
With illustrations by Chapman.
ridge.

In

12mo,

Tl

pp.

People's

Edition,

bound

in boards. "Its weird, mystic imagery
and unique phraseology
constitute a
poem altogether without its like in the
English language." The setting it has
received makes it more attractive than
ever before.
Price, 25 cents.
Thoughts for the Rich. This is the
title of a new and unique book. It is
of value whether you are rich, work
for riches, hope for them, spend riches
or have none. It is not voluminous, but
is conveniently divided into chapters,
and every chapter is short and com
posed of short paragraphs,
every one
of which is a gem. If you arc a reader
who can appreciate crystallized thought,
you want to add this to your collection.
25 cents.
"The Express," Lititz, Pa.
The Hygiean Home Cook-Book; or,
Healthful and Palatable Food Without
By R. T. Trail, M.D.
Condiments.
This is a recipe book, founded on Dr.
Trail's experience in preparing foods
for his health institution without the
use of yeasts, acids, grease, or condi
ments. Price, paper, 25 cents.
"

A Re
The Alcoholic Controversy.
view of the Westminster Review on the
Physiological Errors of Teetotalism.
By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, paper, 50
cents.

Five-Minute

Chats with Young Wo

men and Certain Other Parties.
426 pages.
Price, cloth, $1.50.

12mo,

In a Nutshell. Suggestions to Amer
ican College Students, 12mo, 178 pages.

5

Price, extra cloth, full gilt, $1.00.
of Intestinal
Uses
Therapeutical
By H. S. Drayton, MiD.
Lavage.
Price, paper, 30 cents.
A Treatise on
Practical Palmistry.
Chirosophy based upon Actual Experi
ences.
By Henry Frith. Price, paper,
50 cents.

Diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
Consumption, Diphtheria, Pneumonia,
etc., and their proper treatment.
By R.
T. Trail, M.D. Price paper 25 cents.
The True Healing Art; or, Hy
An ad
gienic vs. Drug Medication.
dress delivered in the Smithsonian In
stitute, Washington. By R. T. Trail,
M.D. 102 pages. This is a good state
ment of the principles of Hygiene as
opposed to Drug Medication, and will
be enjoyed by all who read it.
Price,
paper, 25 cents.
'

The

Mother's

Hygienic

For the Normal
Training of Women
the

Handbook.

and
Development
and Children, and
Treatment of their Diseases with

By R. T. Trail,
Agencies.
186 pages.
Price, cloth, $1.00.

Hygienic

M.D.

Animal
and
Mental.
Physiologly,
Applied to the Preservation and Restor
ation of Health of Bodv and Power of
Mind. 25 illustrations.*' By O. S. Fow
ler (unabridged edition). Price, $1.00.
For Girls.
A Special Physiology;
to. the study of
being a supplement
General Physiology.
By Mrs. E. R.
225 pages, 18 illustrations.
Shepherd.
Price, cloth,. $1.00.
The Health Miscellany. A series of
8vo, 64
papers on Health Topics.
35 illustrations.
Price, paper,
pages.
25 cents.
'

Uterine Diseases and Displacements ;
Treatise on the Various
Diseases, Malpositions, and Structural
of the Uterus and its
Derangements
By R. T. Trail, M.D.
Appendages.
Price, cloth, $2.00.
Fruits and Farinacea. The Proper
Food of Man.
Being an attempt to
prove by History, Anatomy, Physiology,
and Chemistry that the Original, Natu

A Practical
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ral and Best Diet of Man is derived
from the Vegetable
Kingdom.
By
John Smith. With Notes and Illustra
tions. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price,
$1.50.

Nature's

Household

Remedies; for
of the Human
Organism. Bv Felix L. Oswald, M.D.
229 pages.
Price, $1.00.
Right Selection in Wedlock. The
How and the Why. What tempera
ments and mental characteristics should
unite in wedlock.
Illustrated.
Prof.
Nelson Sizer. Price, 10 cents.
Foreordained; A story of Heredity
and of special parental influences.
By
An Observer. Price, cloth, 75 cents.
The Family Gymnasium.
Contain
ing the most improved methods of ap
plying Gymnastics, Calisthenic, Kinesipathic and Vocal Exercises to the De
velopment of the Bodily Organs, the lnvigoration of their Functions, the Pre
servation of Health, and the Cure of
Disease and Deformities.
By R. T.
Trail, M.D. 215 pages, 42 illustrations.
Price, cloth, $1.25.
the prevalent disorders

Popular Gymnastics, or Board School
Gymnastics, adapted for use in the
80 illus
Home as well as in Schools.
trations, showing Exercises with Dumb
bells, Rings, and Wands.
By A. T.
Story. Price, 50 cents.
Physical Culture, founded on DelSartcan Principles, with lessons on Ex
ercising, Walking, Breathing, Resting,
Sleeping, Dress, etc. etc. Illustrated.
By Carrica Le Favre. Price paper, 25
cents; cloth, 75 cents.
.
Chastity,

its Physical,

and Moral Advantages.

Holbrook.

Contents:

Intellectual
By Dr. M. L.
What is Chas

tity? — Does
Inj\ire
the
Chastity
Health? — Advantages
of Chastity —

The Great Advantage of Chastity —
Chastity and Children — Chastity and
Virility — What the Sexual Instinct has
done for the World — The Cure — Ap
pendix. Price, $1.00.
A Physician's Sermon to Young Men.
By William Pratt.
Price, 25 cents.

[October

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men
in Behalf of Human Culture through a
Wiser Parentage. By A. E. Newton.
Price, 25 cents.
Deep Breathing ; or Lung Gymnastics,
as a means of Promoting
the Art of
and
of
Diseases
Various
Curing
Song,
of the Throat and Lungs.
By Sophia
M. A. Ciccolina. Price, cloth, 50 cents.
Protection and Management of the
Singing Voice. Medical and Hygienic
Hints by Lennox Browne. Price, 30
cents.

Aids to Family Government.
From
the Cradle to the School.
By Bertha

Meyer. The Rights of Children.
By
Herbert Spencer.
The Government of
Children. By M. L. Holbrook. Price,
cloth, $1.00. This book, "Aids to Fam
ily Government," should be in the hands
of every mother who would give her
children careful physical, intellectual,
and moral training.
Culture for Home and
Physical
School. Scientific and Practical.
By
Prof. D. L. Dowd. 32 pages, with por
trait of Author, and 80 illustrations,
Price, cloth,
new and revised edition.
bevel edge, $1.50.

Talks to My Patients ; a Practical
Handbook for the Maid, Wife and
Mother. By Mrs. R. B. Gleason, M.D.,
with a Portrait of the Author.
New
edition.
Price, $1.50.
and enlarged

"Mrs.

Gleason is able to say something
to wives and to mothers which no man
could say. There can be no difference
of opinion about the value of the prac
tical suggestions she affords ; which are
characterized by sound philosophy and
We
clear, good, sterling common sense.
wish the chapter 'Confidential to Moth
ers' might be published as a tract and
sent to every mother in the land." —

From Harper's Magazine.
Youth, its Care and Culture. By .T.
Mortimer Granville.
To this has been
added a paper by Grace Greenwood on
"The Physical Education of a Girl,"
also a paper on "Dress of Girls." Price,
$1.00.
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Fowler's

New Phrenological
Bust

With upwards of
100 divisions, in

china.

Newly dis

covered organs are
and

added,

the old

have

organs

subdivided

to

been

indi

the various

cate
phases

of action

which many of them
assume.

It

is a per

fect model, beautiful
as

a

and

work of art,
is undoubtedly

the latest contribu
tion to Phrenologi
cal Science, and the
most complete bust
ever published.
Price. $5.00
By Express Collect

Fowler

Wells Co.

24 East 22d Street

New York
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NO TWO HEADS

ARE

EXACTLY ALIKE

PhrenologicaJ Examinations,
setting forth all the strong and weak points of character and disposition, showing clearly in each case
what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will aid Young Men

etnd Women

just starting in life, who are full of zeal, strength and courage in selecting proper pursuits,
in which their abilities can be used to the best advantage, thus securing the best
results of their efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young L&dies and Gentlemen of WeeJth a.nd Leisure
will find Phrenology

an infallible guide to the proper use

of their best powers.

Parents Will be Shown How
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and selfish children, and how to bring their moral and
intellectuil powers into the ascendant; also how to deal with the delicate, tender and precocious so as

To Secure the Best Results.
These examinations are given verbally and in Charts, with all the candor and faithfulness of confiden
tial communications. In every examination the quality ot the brain, the strength of the con
Also
stitution, the disposition, natural tendencies and capabilities will be described.
a lull description of the complexion, temperament, height, weight, features ot
face, and shape of head of the lady or gentleman best adapted in
to the person examined.
marriage

FOWLER. & WELLS COMPANY
24

E. 22nd

Street, New York
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THE NEW SHORTHAND
That

All Can Learn and Use Immediately
BY

Rev.

C

M. HOWARD

We introduce to our readers an entirely new system
It is not our intention to make professional
of shorthand.
shorthand stenographers, but to assist all students in taking
notes which may be the most easily read without going through
the hard study of the principal systems of phonography.
Hinisters and Students will be most benefited by this
system.

CLOTH, Bl.OO
"I

save two-thirds of the time that would be
required in my correspondence with my wife, who
also uses it. Nearly all common words are great
In all my copying and compos
ly abbreviated.
Place one of the
ing1 it is of vast use to me.
little hooks iu the hands of a correspondent and
beg-in at once to use it and it wil! all soon be
come as familiar to you as your alphabet.
No
hard, protracted study of months and years, as
with other methods, and then, perhaps, not able
to use them with satisfaction. No teacher need
ed. I think it can be written five times as fast
as typewriting and about as fast as most steno
graphers can write with their methods."
C. M. Howard

FOWLER & WELLS CO. Publishers
24 E. 22nd

Street New York
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,
by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
this work.
No insane.
2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap.
2 lady physicians.
Address F. WILSON HUKD, Nokth Water Gap, Moneob Co., Pa.

All forms of mild

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, conn.

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects.
Correspondence solicited.
H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

MILLER'S HOTEL

87, 30 & 41 West 26th St.,
established

EASTON. PA.

Physicians, parents, guardians, or friends who desire to
place any mental or nerrous patients in a quiet, wellfurnished home where they can receive good care, and
Homeopathic treatment,should visit Easton before making
arrangementselsewhere. Over twenty years' experiencein
the Middletown (N. Y.) State Horn. Hospital.
'Phone, j66i. For circularsaddress

C. SPENCER

KINNEY,

M.D.

NEW YORK

Dr. A Mrs. E. F. MILLER, Proprietors

In

THE EASTON SANITARIUM

In 1870

Convenient to electric
of the city.
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
Elec
in
the
; same
only
first
and
Baths,
city
tric Light
that restored King Edward of England to vigorous
Also Electro-Thermal, Galvanic, Turkish,
health.
and Roman Baths ; Massage, Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc. A home place for ladies and families.
the center

Terms: Room, SI. 00 to S3.00 per day; with
Board, 82.00 to 114.50 per day. Permanent,
•10 to 930, according to room.

i.

M. FITZQERALD
Phrenologist
More than 3,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
136 State Street, Chicago
Dr.

Send for Pamphlet.

H. W. SMITH, Ph. D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
CALVERT AND ALMENA, NORTON
U. S. Mail Trail No. 3

CO.. KANS

Almena Camp 53

Men's Pocket Physician
Has bten Revised, Enlarged and Profusely
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OF HANDWRITING
BY MAGDALENE KINTZEL -THUMM
Translated from the German by MAGDATENE

KJNTZEUTHUHM

significance of a graphological sign increases in proportion
intensity of its form and the frequency of its appearance.
Sub strokes connecting letters within a word can be equalty re
garded as starting or ending sub strokes; sub strokes connecting
parts of a letter are called connecting sub strokes.
Nearly all of the graphological observations published in this
book are of an original character ; but few of them — those pertain
ing to Part Ethic exclusively — can be found in other books, and
these few even had to be intensely modified.

to the
THE

VOLUNTARY THINKING
The most perfect form of voluntary thinking is logical thinking — i.e., the
capacity of deducting from one or more known facts an unknown cause respect
The graphological sign of this capability is omission of starting
ively consequent.
and ending sub strokes. Examples for this manner of writing can be seen in
Scheme A. I. and B. I.
Illustrated Examples from handwritings
YIRCHOW
GLADSTONE

of famous personalities

:

TALLEYRAND
DU BOIS REYMOND
GERIIART HAUPTMANN
SALISBURY

It must be emphasized that many signs do not show intellectual gift, but in
tellectual training only, and indicate a mind that has learned to exercise its powers.
The most perfect form of undertaking will power is called energy — i.e., the
capacity of discerning amongst several possible actions of seemingly equal worth
one as the most important, and of carrying it out without delay.
The grapho
logical sign of such will power is enlargement of left-handed ending and connecting
intermediate strokes.
Examples from handwritings
BISMARCK
WAGNER

In contrast to
undecided,

of famous personalities

HAESELER

these energetic

weak characters may

be

:

McKINLEY

WASHINGTON

LIVINGSTONE

handwritings
given.

NIELS GADE

a few examples

of writings of
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The Psychology Of Boston and Some
Of Her People.
In

passing through Boston on our
fronl
'Maine to New York, we
■way
had the rare opportunity of standing
in the illustrious
Trinity
edifice,
Church. We recalled a former occasion
when we heard Phillips Brooks preach
a sermon of great power there.

With the mention of Trinity Church
comes naturally thoughts of him who
so long and so nobly led its people, the

Phillips Brooks.
Not to Trinity alone, however, or to
the Episcopal Church did this man be
He in truth was a priest of the
long.

great

TKIN1TY CHl'Id'H,

BOSTON'.
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people, ministering to one and all. It
is said that there are institutions be
longing to a whole community, so there
are men who belong
to the world.
Phillips Brooks was one of these
men.
He was physically, intellec
tually and spiritually a giant among
too
to cramp
himself
men,
large
within circumscribed boundaries,
but
was concerned for the welfare of all.
The beloved Phillips Brooks pos
sessed a remarkably fine combination of
temperaments; hence the spiritual, in
tellectual, social and religious atmos
phere that emanated from his teachings

through his personality.

There may be a coincidence in the
fact that earlier in the history of Bos
ton is the name of Horace Mann, which
has been perpetuated
through one of
Boston's educational
institutions, and
who provided for the peculiar needs of
the deaf and dumb of his community,
facilities that have long survived him —
facilities that have opened to lives
otherwise lived in saddest isolation, the
companionship of the world. One sin
gle utterance of Horace Mann serves to
give us of a later generation a slight
conception of the man's splendid make
Abandoning his law practice that
up.

THE BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
Which contains a flue collection of Phrenological Books, including the Phrenological

He

of men, and in
ways a typical product of local
conditions, says Dr. Howe. He could
bring to the local life an influence
which greatly broadened its limits. The
triangle in front of Trinity Church is
the site which has been selected for the
statue of this great man, which St. Gaudens is at work upon, and which will be
a tribute of the people.
was a true leader

many

[November

Jonrnal from its inception.

might the better serve the interests
of the State Board of Education, of
which he was holding the secretaryship,
Mann met with criticism on many
sides; to the remonstrances of friends,
however, he made but one reply : "The
interests of a client are small compared
with the interests of the next genera
tion.
Let the next generation, then,
be my client."
he

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

1906.]

What Horace Mann did (and does)
for Education, for Phrenology and for
the deaf and dumb, Samuel Gridley
Howe, the honored husband of Julia
Ward Howe, did (and does) for Bos
ton's unseeing sons and daughters.
The
Perkins Institution and Massachusetts
School for the Blind is indeed an im
posing monument to a great life, whose
memory is illumined by this noble me
morial, hardly less than were darkened
lives illumined by the man who called
it into being. Most decidedly do we re
call with esteem the work of this great
man, and is it a coincidence that Bos
ton has now a second teacher of this
name — the Bev. Alexander A. C. Mann.

With
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his working

organization he
to show out his genuine selfA minister with
sacrificing character.
cannot

fail

purely Mental Temperament would

a

prove mainly of theoretical value to a
church; one with a Motive Tempera
ment would be active in parish work;
but a Vital-Mental Temperament fits
a man for all the various duties
to
which a pastor may be called.

His Vital Temperament tends to
make him an optimist, and his earnest
all
nature inspires and encourages
His exuberance of
classes of people.
health and expressive voice are aids to
wards helping everyone coming within
a radius of his ministry; while his
handshake
is magnetic
and more ce
menting than a long sermon.
never
afraid of work, he
able to set a fine example of selfdenial to others and his devotion to the
practical side of his ministry has won
for him the admiration of rich and poor.
he had only apportioned out his
work, instead of taking a live interest in
he would never have achieved so
much for his parish, but because he at
tended all the philanthropic, religious,
educational and social societies himself,
he was fitting himself better than he
knew for duties of greater magnitude
elsewhere.

Being

is

it,

If

I

worthy successor of
prove himself pos
of that rare power which has
sessed
made him wise in using all available
helpers in his Christ Church ministry
in East Orange. It was at this period
that we had the pleasure of examining
his head, and that of his assistant, and
lady choralists.
The Kev. Alexander Mann has a dis
tinct personality, which gives him great
intellectual vigor.
He is just in his prime, and is par
ticularly well fitted for the responsibili
ties of a large
church with many
branches of ecclesiastical work.
as a

Phillips Brooks, will

So much for his executive nature;
the intellectual and religious do not
come one whit behind, as his forehead
and height of head indicate. His brow
massive and scholarly one, though
not to the extent of neglecting the prac
tical, for every phase of his character
pivots around that point. "How can
make use of this to the Master's ser
lias
vice ?" has been his constant idea.
been truly said of him that the strength
of his pulpit work lies in its construc
He has the insight to
tive elements.

It

Dr. Mann,

BROOKS

is
a

MIIU.IPS

grasp truth in its deeper manifesta
tions, so essentially one for all time,
and the courage to retain his hold of
the old dogmas which he has vitalized
with characteristic adaptiveness and en
thusiasm until the old formulas claim
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the obedience and acceptance of the men
and women of a new age.
He has, by basing his preaching on
the deep and universal essentials of the
Christian faith, and their appeal to
human need, happily retained a cer
tain vitality of impression incident to
the evangelical preaching of an earlier
day, while bringing his hearers to a

Rev.

Yet the preaching of the new rector is
wonderfully in accord with that of Dr.
Brooks, constructive in its tendencies,
and uniting something of the tender
ness and spirituality
of the old evan
gelical message with that breadth of
thought which enlarges to meet chang
ing mental habitudes and conditions,
and that directness of application which

ALEXANDER A.

intellectual ground maintained
through a thorough knowledge of and
participation in the critical and inspi
rational forces of his time. He stands
firmly and constructively upon the
standards
of his Church,
theological
both as to order and doctrine.
Dr. Mann does not intend to fill the
place of Phillips Brooks ; he will be al
ways his own man in his own place.
broad,
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C. MANN.

makes truth effective in character and
action.
We are glad to learn that the warmth
of the welcome he has received from the
vestry and people of Trinity is assur
ance that his congregation
appreciates
to the full the coming of a rector com
petent to maintain the best traditions
of the old Church.

J.

A. Fowler.
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May 1, 1906.
Mr. William Garrott Brown, A.M.,

Deputy Keeper of the University
Eecords, Harvard
University,
Cambridge, Mass.
Dear Sir. — We write to ask if you
will kindly make a correction in the
next edition of the "Official Guide to
Harvard University," believing, as we
do, that you wish the Guide to be au
thentic and reliable in every respect.
On page 108, however, there appears a
statement with regard to Phineas P.
Gage, and on the 7th line from the bot
tom of said page the words stand: "He
recovered and lived for thirteen years
with no impairment of his faculties."
This would lead the reader to suppose
that the young man received no perma
nent injury to his brain.
Enclosed we wish to refer you to the
statements of Professor Bowditch of
Harvard, Dr. Barlow, who published
the account, and Dr. Harlow, under
whose care Mr. Gage came immediately
after the accident, and through whose
interest in the man till death we owe

I

I

J.

I

is

the one
The following statement
made in The Official Guide to Harvard

University
"There are many rare skulls of differ
ent races and rare and unique speci
the cele
mens.
Among the latter
brated 'crowbar' skull. This came from
blast, re
man who, while tamping
ceived the accidental discharge of an
iron bar, which passed completely
portion
through his head, destroying
of the left frontal lobe of the brain,
lie recovered and lived for thirteen
years with no impairment of his facul
ties."
Let us compare the above with the
statements of Professor Bowditch, of
Harvard, Dr. Bigelow (who published
the account)
and Dr. Harlow, under
whose care he came immediately after
a

follows:

Gentlemen. — 1 have your note and
As
am no
the accompanying
papers.
longer at Cambridge, or connected with
am referring the mat
the University,
ter to the University's
Publication
Bertram Williams, who
Agent, Mr.
will, no doubt, make the desired cor
rection if a new edition is published.
to
take
the only change needed
strike out the words "with no impair
ment of his faculties."
that the statement
My recollection
as
stands came to nie from the Cur
ator of the Museum, or some other per
as
did not, in
son connected with
to do
Guide,
the
attempt
preparing
more than edit the information con
cerning scientific departments.
Very truly yours,
W. G. Brown.

I

as

American Institute of Phrenology.
Mr. Brown replied:

is

which ran

rection at your earliest opportunity.
We shall be glad to hear from you to
this effect.
We remain, yours very truly,

is

the Museum we saw the celebrated
skull of Phineas P. Gage, known as the
"Crowbar Skull."
The crowbar lies
just in front of the skull, and is fortythree inches long.
In the same collection is the skull of
Dr. Spurzheim, co-worker
with Dr.
Gall, whose skull, of course, is very in
teresting to all students of Phrenology,
and whose measurements we propose to
give in some future number.
In looking over the "Official Guide to
Harvard University," we found an er
roneous
statement
made
concerning
Phineas Gage.
The Secretary of the
American Institute of Phrenology sent
a letter, also signed by the President,

a

In

is

ters.

it,

Another interesting trip we took was
Medical Museum, the
specimens of which have now been re
moved to their new and elaborate quar
to the Harvard

the preservation of his skull. You will
soon see by reading the enclosed ac
count that the statement made in the
Official Guide is misleading to the pub
lic, and in justice to science we think
you will be willing to make this cor

:

MU

it,

MEDICAL
SEUM.
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and through whose in
accident,
terest in the man till death we owe the

the

preservation of this unique specimen.
Dr. Bowditch says : "The subject of the
lesion was a young man (Phineas P.
While he was engaged
Gage, age 25).
in turning a blasting charge in a rock
with a pointed iron bar 3 feet 7 inches
in lenth, 1 1-4 inches in diameter, and
weighing 13 1-4 pounds, the charge sud
The iron bar propelled
denly exploded.
with its pointed end first, entered at
the left angle of the patient's jaw and
passed clear through the head near the
saggital suture in the frontal region,
and was picked up at some distance
covered with 'blood and brains.'
The
patient was for the moment stunned,
but within an hour after the accident
he was able to walk up a long flight of
stairs and gave the surgeon an intel
ligible account of the injury he had sus
His life was naturally for a
tained.
long time despaired of ; but lie ulti
mately recovered and lived twelve and
He then died
a half years afterwards.
epileptic
(of
convulsions) at a distance
from medical supervision, and no post
mortem examination of the brain . was
But through the exertions of
made.
Dr. Harlow the skull was exhumed and
Upon this the exact seat of
preserved.
the lesion can be determined."

Dr. Bigelow, who examined Gage two
years after the accident, states that "a
piece of the cranium about the size of
the palm of the hand, its posterior bor
der lying near the coronal suture, its
anterior edge low on the forehead and
raised upon the latter as a hinge to al
low the egress of the bar, still remains
raised and prominent."
Dr. Harlow's account is as follows,
and is even quoted in Dr. Ferrier's work
on "Cerebral Diseases," page 30, when
he says, "There are multitudes of cases
on record in which these regions have
been the seat of extensive disease on
one or both sides, with a like negative
result as regards sensation or motion,
and recovery has taken place after the
most frightful laceration and loss of
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substance."
Dr. Ferrier gives as one
of the most remarkable of these, that
known as the American Crowbar Case,
and says : "As this case, in addition to
its importance otherwise, has lately been
appealed to by Dr. Dupuy as showing
that lesions of the so-called motor region
have
may occur without paralysis,
thought it necessary to obtain exact par
ticulars in reference to it. "And," con
tinues Dr. Ferrier, "I am enabled by the
kindness of my friend, Professor Bowditch, of Harvard, to place before you
a photographic delineation of the skull
in this case.
The skull is preserved in
the Medical Museum of Harvard Uni
versity, and there is no doubt about its
Dr. Ferrier continues
authenticity."
to quote what Dr. Harlow says of the
mental condition of Gage. "His contrac
tors, who regarded him as the most effi
cient and capable foreman in their em
ploy previous to his injury, considered
the change in his mind so marked that
they could not give him his place again.
The equilibrium or balance, so to speak,
between his intellectual faculties and
animal propensities seems to have been
He is fitful, irrevelent, in
destroyed.
dulging at times in the grossest profan
ity (which was not previously his cus
tom), manifesting but little deference
for his fellows, impatient of restraint
or advice when it conflicts with his de
sires; at times pertinaceously obstinate,
capricious, vacillating, devising many
plans of future operations which are no

I

sooner arranged
than they are aban
doned in turn for others appearing more
A child, in his intellectual ca
feasible.
pacity and manifestations, he has the

animal passions of a strong man."
Previous to his injury, though un
trained in the schools, he possessed a
well-balanced mind, and was looked
upon by those who knew him as a
shrewd, smart business man, very ener
getic and persistent in executing all his
In this regard, his
plans of operation.
mind was radically changed, so decided
ly that his friends and acquaintances
said he was no longer Gage.
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The Psychology Of Maine.
Continued From Page 324

An

account

of Kuinford

Falls would

if we failed to mention
be incomplete
the Continental Paper Bag Company
which is a great and growing industry
with a capacity for producing nearly
twenty million bags per day.
The International Paper Company's
plant is also another very important
mill, where seven hundred hands are
employed, the annual payroll amount
ing to live hundred thousand dollars.
This was the first paper mill at Rumford Falls. The first paper bags were
made by hand, but as this is an age of
machinery they were soon superceded
When the gro
by the modern product.
cer puts up an order of groceries in the
handy paper bag, and the housewife re
ceives her goods in the best possible con
dition, neither stop to think of the hun
dreds of busy workmen and acres of
floorage, the great machines working
automatically, and as it almost seems
intelligently, and the varied interests
widespread and important required to
make the paper bag of to-day.
To go further back to the beginning,
one has to think of the men in the
forests as well as the men in the mills,
of the freight hands of the railroad, and
of the great manufactories of machin
ery turning out machines capable of
multiplying the work of one man until
he becomes himself a host and an im
portant factor in the industrial world.

Handicapped.
work

at

all?"

— "Can't

you find any
asked the kind lady of

Frayed Franklin.
"Plenty, mum.

But everybody wants

TWENTY MILLION PAPER BAGS
EVERY TEN HOURS.

The Continental Paper Bag Com
pany has a capacity for making seven
teen to twenty million paper bags every
ten hours, and the Company consumes
approximately a hundred and twenty
tons of paper a day. Not only do they
make bags, but they do all the print
ing of names and advertising of differ
ent firms on the bags.
This could not be well attended to in
an ordinary printing office, and so the
demand led to the supply.
Special ma
chinery had to be ordered, and in some
cases invented, and presses built for the
lines of work suddenly required, and
to-day the printing department of the
big plant at Rumford Falls is one of
the most complete of its kind in the
country, if not in the world, and is in
Over a hun
many respects a leader.
dred persons are employed in the print
ing department alone.

THE ENVELOPE
It would

FACTORY.

at first hardly seem pos
sible that there should be a demand for
the little merchandise
in
envelopes
which arc wrapped gloves and the lit
tle things women buy at stores large
enough to require an entire factory for
their manufacture. But the envelope
factory, a part of the plant of the Con
tinental Paper Bag Company, is an evi
dence that such is the fact.

references from me last employer."
"Can't you get them ?"
"No, mum.
He's been dead
years." —Milwaukee Sentinel.
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In The Public Eye.
Ex-President Tomas Estrada Palma
Had not the revolutionary spirit
broken out in Cuba, we should prob
ably have had no opportunity of unit
ing the name of Secretary William H.

and Secretary

recognize the necessity
ment of grievances.

But,

the

of Cuba.
party, or the

government

as the discontented

opponents of the Palma government,
grew more assertive, and the insurrec
tionary spirit gathered force, it became
necessary for President Roosevelt to

of some settle

President Palma could not carry on
as a purely personal

the government

EX-PRESIDENT THOMAS ESTRADA

Taft with

William H. Taft.

PALMA.

and unquestionably he re
enterprise,
lied too much upon a general recogni
tion of his honesty and good intentions,
as re
and was probably over-confident
spects the self-acting character of the

Piatt administration.
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In our treaty with Spain we had as
sumed obligations, and it was needful
that we should continue to hold our
selves responsible for such maintenance
of government and order in Cuba as
would save from harm the personal and
A
property rights of foreign citizens.
further

condition

of our withdrawal

by the Cubans of a
constitution to which our government
could give its approval.
was the adoption

HEALTH

as the
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Piatt Amendment

association

mez, and esteemed and trusted

SECRETARY WM.

by the

H. TA.FT.
Photo

Mr. Root, who was practically the
arbitrar of the affair, secured the addi
tion to the Cuban Constitution of the
significant parts of the Treaty between
the United States and Cuba.
This part
of the Cuban Constitution was known

on account of

with it of the late Sen
ator 0. H. Piatt, of Connecticut, who
was chairman of the Senate Committee
on Cuban Relations.
President Palma is an honest and
gentle idealist, with broad intelligence
and high probity, of retiring manners
and diminutive physique.
He was a
staunch friend of General Maximo Go
the

By Prince, Washington.

government of the United States.
He
served through the first term of his of
fice, and had entered upon the first
j'ear of his second term.
Considerable
contrast
is observable
between the late President Palma and
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The for
Secretary William H. Taft.
is well meaning, honest, upright
trustful, as well as possessed of

mer
and

Where
he
good
observing
powers.
showed his weakness in his administra
tion of Cuba was in his lack of diplo
all men were as honest as
macy.
Tomas Estrada Pal ma, then he would
have found very little difficulty in keep
ing control of the Cuban Republic.
But as a large class of people are dif
ferently constituted from the ex-Presi
to place
dent, it became necessary
someone in his position, even for a tem
porary period, who could deal with mat
ters in a drastic, positive and parlia

If

mentary

way.

Secretary

Wit.liam H. Taft.

The portrait of tbis gentleman shows
him to be a man of marked ability, a
born organizer, and one to properly un
derstand the various dispositions of all
classes of men. For this reason, he was
and has
sent out to the Philippines,
been identified with the United States'
Government as Secretary of State.
He is capable of shouldering respon
sibilities, figuratively and practically
He is a large man, and also
speaking.
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He is a broadbrainy man.
chested man, and consequently is able
to generate a large amount of vitality
and arterialize his blood.
His digestive apparatus is in excel
lent condition; consequently he assimi
lates his food, and it nourishes his sys
tem.
He is amply developed
in brain
around the base, where he manufactures
his energy, force, pluck and spirit. He
is not slow to act, but prompt and spon
taneous in looking into things, and has
a ready grasp of mind to predict and
watch coincidences.
He is not one who

a large,

away opportunities, or trifle
with circumstances, and possesses a very
practical way of reducing his knowl
edge to a working basis.
He has enormous executive ability,
He is
and this he itses to advantage.
one of the most useful and important
He is a gentle
men in the public eye.
of fine con
man of high character,
science, with a rare knowledge of pub
lic affairs, and ability to grapple with

will fool

emergencies.

By the Editou.

The Influence Of Will On Character,
By George W. Markley.

is

a

A

a

is

is

a

a

a

is

a

it

is

A

a

a

a

power

single mental
that
strong willed
Again,
faculty.
of
in
strongly
possession
person
developed organ of Firmness, and acting
along with, or in conjunction with other
organs of the brain, and faculties of the
mind, confers on the person what
Strong
sometimes
spoken of as:
strong char
Individuality, moaning
never ac
acter.
strong character
small or weak degree
companied with
Neither
of the organ of Firmness.
weak or vacillating character
pos
sessed of
strong development of the

a

general

Hence we are per
organ of Firmness.
to
force of the argument compelled
of
Firm
conclude that
degree
strong
strong Will Power, and
ness means
small or weak development of Firm
weak Will Power.
ness
strong
The power and influence of
Will, for weal or woe, to the boy or girl
— man or woman, in so far as to success
and happiness being his or her inheri
or should be, one of the great
tance,
est in personal interests to the individ
ual, and of the most momentous con
cern, at the beginning of the voyage of
life, so that he may be capable, or at
least, the better qualified for directing
his efforts through life along the lines
is

in mental
on the whole,

fact
a a is,

It is an established
science that the Will
more of the nature of
of the mind than
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of least resistance.
Strange as it appears to the casual
observer, a strong Will Power is not
always "harnessed up" to the stronger
faculties of the mind. This is so true,
and so very often the^ case, in regard
to the selection of a business that it is
easy to account for many failures in
life, that bring in their train many,
many sad, heart-rending and even soul
conditions to the
and sense-destroying
individual, that at a comparatively small
cost, and a minimum of effort could
have been largely mitigated, if not en
tirely avoided by a little phrenological
Parents should see to it
instruction.
when their children are young, say nt
the most, from three to eight and ten
years of age, in what direction and on
what lines, intellectually, socially and
morally, the strongest brain develop
ments and mental powers are adapted or
developed; then have their educational
work develop in conformity to their
highest and best interests.

A

boy or young man for instance,
make
up his mind — Will — to take
may
up a certain calling for which he has
little or no adaptations,
mentally or
physically, because of certain condi
tions surrounding such calling, without
any consideration as to his adaptability
thereto.

This, dear reader, is not a fatuous
view of this momentous subject. Some
times boys and young
men are in
fluenced in selecting a trade or profes
sion solely with the thought that they
can wear nice dressy clothes at their
work; without any consideration as to
their fitness or adaptation for the call
ing they may select. And to encour
age their own consciousness in the mat
ter will make use of the old saying that :
"What man lias done man can do
again," in so far as they are concerned
at least, not qualifying this oft quoted
witli : "Other
saying
things being
equal," the which would make the
quotation logical, and practical as well.
Perchance their choice of a calling
may be of a mechanical nature — a

353

requiring a high degree of me
chanical skill. While with them, Constructiveness, the alpha and omega of
everything mechanical, may be of small
development, — say two or three in a
scale of seven, at the same time othei
of the brain
organs or nerve-centers
would be from five to six, hence their
choice under such circumstances would
be a delusion of a very costly character

trade

to them.

In such a case a person may not be
equal to drive a nail in a proper man
ner without much practice, and having
a strong Will — large Firmness and a
good degree of Self-esteem, hence be
lieving in himself, his judgment and
capabilities, will or may persist in fol
lowing such conclusions as may seem
good to him, even in the face of right
and proper advice from persons quali
fied to give advice on such matters.

I

recall an incident of a few years
ago of a young lady who sought my ad
vice as to what extent she would succeed
as a dressmaker.
told her that she
would succeed only in a moderate de
gree; but she could succeed admirably
as a housekeeper,
or, with an educa
tion she could do very well as a school
teacher.
She
had strongly marked
Firmness along with a good degree of
Self-esteem.
This young lady's head
was five or of full size.
However, she
instructions,
disregarded
going
my
ahead with dressmaking, and my having
friends and acquaintances living in the
same neighhorhood,
have kept track
of her work.
The best that she was
able to do was plain sewing, with noth
ing of the skill of an artistic dress
maker ; Constructiveness was small. An
other instance, quite recently of a young
man who has studied chemistry and is
doing fairly well, but would succeed
on a very much higher plane in artistic
mechanics, or as a practical mechanic^

I

I

Electrician,
Electrical
Blacksmith,
Mechanic and Electrical Engineer.

This young man has strong Firm
ness and a good development of Selfesteem; hence it is a little uncertain
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whether he will, at his age now, twentyHe could have
two, make a change.
been started right five or six years ago.
In some instances, instruction will
amount to : "Convince a man against
will, he will be of the same opinion

still."

To be sure, harnessing the smaller
organs, nerve-centers of the brain and
weaker faculties of the mind, side by
side, with a strong Will Power, would
eventually result in cultivating and in
creasing the power and efficiency of
these weaker organs and faculties.
But
in many instances life is all too short,
and too strenuous
in competition, in
trades, professions and callings, for the
individual to cultivate a small develop
ment of Construct iveness, or Tune, or

A
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Color, or Language to such a degree
of proficiency as to be able to take the
Hence the
lead, as a breadwinner.
utility of phrenological advice, in as
sisting the individual to work with the
larger faculties, moving him along the
lines of least resistance, and then at his
leisure cultivate the smaller and weaker
faculties as to the emotional and senti
mental powers of the mind; a strong
Will can do much in the way of correct
ing them — by cultivating the weaker
ones and restraining those that may be
too strong for the comfort and good of
the individual.
The great utility of Phrenology is a
sort of a grading and levelling up
modus operandi of the brain and mind.

Phrenological Educator.

PROFESSOR I. N. H. BEAHM, PRESIDENT OF ELIZABETHTOWN
COLLEGE, PA.
The essentials
this gentleman's

or strong points in
character
manifest
themselves in the following way. He
has a remarkably active brain, and pre
fers to use it rather than his physical
strength. If he were building a house
he would work out all of his plans on
paper first, and have the thing fully
arranged in his mind. If he were work
ing out a sermon, he would bring in all
the comparative illustrations that were
possible to make the subject interest
ing to all the people who heard him.
Were he traveling, he would use his
Perceptive faculties to see and observe
everything that was going on around
him, and would make notes of what he
saw.

He lives very largely in the anterior
Con
and superior parts of his brain.
sequently he will be a leader among
men, one to superintend work, block
out campaign work for others,
and
guide those who are in the dark con
cerning their future.

He is also quite ingenious, and could
turn his attention to many forms of
light mechanical work.
He is exceedingly orderly and neat in
his arrangement of things, and is also
highly social, friendly, companionable,
and conjugal in his attachments, as well
as fond of animals and pets, and at
tached to home and the surroundings of
a home.

He likes to do things on a large
therefore he appreciates nature
in all her grandeur and sublimity. Na
ture is a friend to him when there is
no one around for him to speak to, and
he really will never feel alone when he
can walk out in the fields and com
mune with his God, for he feels very

scale,

near to

Him

many times a day.

He must be sparing of his strength,
and not use it up too prodigally, so that
he can be a benefactor
to his fellows.
He could make an excellent Phrenolo
gist, a good speaker, and an interesting
writer. As a teacher he will take great
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as well as entertain
and in matters of superintendency he should be very thought
ful for the comfort of all concerned in
his college, as well as for the public
good.

pains to instruct
his scholars,

PROFESSOR

BIOGRAPHICAL

NOTES.

Professor I. N. H. Beahm, President
of Elizabeth town College (Pa.), was
born May 14, 1859, at Cross Keys, Va.
He comes of German stock.
He was
the fifth child in a family of fourteen.
His father was a Union man on
Southern soil, thus the son was free
from sectionalism from childhood. His
parents were pious and intellectual.
They were of "the poor of this world,
but rich in faith, and heirs of the king
dom."
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Educational advantages were meagre.
Professor Beahm, on entering his 23d
year was called to the ministry by the
Brethren Church. This event was the
turning point from farm life to the in
For twenty-five years
tellectual realm.

I. N. H. BEAHM.

he has been student,

He
College

graduated

(Va.) in

teacher, preacher.

from

Bridgewater

1887, and from the

American Institute of Phrenology in
He also attended a number of
Summer Institutes, and took special
lessons in Elocution from some of the
ieading instructors and elocutionists in
New England.
At the founding of Elizabethtown
College, in 1900, Professor Beahm was
chosen to lead the work. Besides pre
1889.
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siding over the work he teaches psycho
logy, ethics and pedagogy. He has done
considerable evangelistic work, and has
many calls for public speaking.

He has traveled much throughout
U. S., and is now (fall of 1906)
in Palestine and
traveling abroad
Egypt.
the

The Characteristics Of Elephants*
HOW THEY ARE TRAINED.
With kindness and firmness the

ele
phant can be trained to do many
things. The newly-captured elephant
is first led between two trees and
rubbed down by a number of men with
It lashes out furiously
long bamboos.
at first, but in a few days it ceases to
p.ct on the offensive and quiets down
of its conduct.
as though ashamed
Ropes are tied around its body and it
is mounted for several successive days
as it stands captive.
It is next taken
out for exercise between two tame ele-

training
a man going before it with
to teach it to halt when ordered
to do so.
When the tame elephants
wheel to the right or to the left the
driver presses its neck with his knees
when sitting on his back, and taps it
on the head with a stick to train it
to turn.
It is taught to kneel by tak
ing it when the sun is hot into water
about five feet deep, and pricking it
Partly to avoid
sharply on the back.

phants,

<<r)ear
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No. II.

pain and partly from a fondness
for bathing the animal kneels down,
and the lesson is repeated in wrater that
is shallower day by day, until the ele
phant learns to kneel down on land.
It is taught to pick up anything from
the ground by a piece of wood being
the

over the forehead by a rope.
against the trunk and fore
feet.
The elephant
then
takes the
wood in his trunk and carries it.
The so-called white elephants are
recognized in Siam as sacred, and are
used in religious processions.
One DCdangled

This strikes

ELEPHANTS.

longing to Barnum Was exhibited in
the Zoological Gardens, Regents Park
in 1883, before being shipped to Amer
ica.

THEIR CHARACTERISTICS.

The elephant

shows three character
among others, which are easily
trained. One is a sense of time. When
an elephant is trained to do work in
India it cannot be persuaded to give it
up until it hears the bell ring, and by
istics,
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the regularity with which movements
are taken in dance music, elephants
can be trained to take the steps cor
rectly and rythmical]}'.
The organ of Time appears to be
well developed, in all elephants.
The organ of Tune is shown by the
way it takes the steps in dancing and
by its marching to music, and the or
gan is well represented in the head.
The elephant possesses a memory of
persons and recollects for some time
if anyone does him a kindness or an
This has been demonstrated
injury.
many times and anecdotes have been
told how the animal has retaliated
when a joke lias been played on it.
The organ of Individuality is lo
cated in the central part of the fore
head.

A STORY OF "COLUMBIA,"

BABY ELEPHANT.

357

Barnum & Bailey's "Greatest Show on
Earth," when he was on the grounds,
and manifested a watchful interest in
her condition.
Columbia and her mother, Babe, be
long to the Asiatic genus of elephants,
not the African.
In fact, it is well
known that the African species do not
thrive in the North Temperate climate,
and, we are told, there is only one
African elephant living in America.
Three other elephants have been born
in the United States since "Colum
bia" first saw the light, and it may be
interesting to many to know that the
first elephant brought to America was

THE

Mr. Warren A. Patrick, in the "Bill
board" for March, gives a very inter
esting account of the first baby ele
phant born in modern times in North
America.
Her mother, whose name
was "Babe," was a gigantic animal, as
the picture indicates.
The little ele
phant was born in the winter quarters
of Cooper & Bailey's Circus, Philadel
phia, in 1879, and was christened "Co
lumbia," in honor of the land of the
free.
The United States flag is used
as a canopy over the baby elephant and
its mother, which are descendants of
the gigantic mastodon and
megathe
rium.
These elephants were owned at
the time by Mr. George Arstingstall,
one of the most famous wild animal
In the right
collectors in the world.
of the picture is the late Mr. James
A. Bailey, the great showman, and it
is said that no mother ever showed
more tender care of her first-born than
Mr. Bailey exhibited toward his toy
elephant, and his regard and affection
for the pretty little pachyderm never
slackened as time went on, for he con
tinued to visit "Columbia," who has
grown into a magnificent animal, and
is one of the finest performers in the
large herd of elephants owned by the

"Empress,"
her pedestrial

who was
feats.

remarkable

A STORY OF JUMBO II.
Jumbo II stands 13 ft. from

for

the

rims of his polished toes to the topmost
ridge of his spire, and weighs a little
more than six tons; but as an elephant
lives some three hundred years, and
is only forty-one years old,
Jumbo
"only a mere
he must be considered
kid," as Mabel Hall, his trainer, calls
him, and stands in the light of a nineyear-old school-boy compared with a
gray-haired old man of eighty or more;
and furthermore, he has all the pranks,
mischief, fun and naughtiness of the
real American boy, extended, of course,
He is,
into elephantine proportion.
however, one of the greatest trick ele
phants in the world, but has two pet
aversions, a rodent, or the scent of a

II
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the scent of liquor; though
is no temperance advocate,
being willing to drink the contents of
a demijohn whenever he has the chance.
A story is told of him that he once
chastised his keeper for getting into
drunken habits, by first making a hole
in the side of the building where he
was kept, and after breaking two stout
chains that held his feet, reached over
to his keeper, who was lying in a
drunken condition on the straw beside
him, and with his tusks and trunk
grabbed up his once beloved friend and
threw him bodily through the hole in
the building and landed him twenty
The pun
feet away in a snow-bank.
ishment was so unexpected that when
the keeper awoke he ran to the village
and nsver returned to make peace with
his elenhant friend or master, and it
was just after this that he passed into
the hands of a new owner who engaged
rat,

and

Jumbo

II

Miss Mabel Hall

as

II

apiece.
One was of cloth of gold; the other
of three shades of pink silk plush
studded with brilliants.
Each season
the fabrics grow richer, the trimmings

his trainer, from

we have obtained

these facts.

without doubt, one of
the finest specimens of an East Indian
The accom
elephant in this country.
copy of
panying picture appeared in
Outdoors.
That elephants like to be dressed up
evident, and they certainly have
psychological development which corre
sponds with the attributes of love of
display. In one of our illustrations
Anna
we show the picture of Mrs.
called the "animals'
White, who
dressmaker," at Barnum
Bailey's
She says that in her thirtyCircus.
five years' experience no animal cus
her down,
tomer lias ever knocked
stepped on her toes, lost its temper, or
scolded her for putting the tucks so

more elaborate, and every spring she
gets up something new for her animal
clientele, "for one has to keep up with
the times in this as in everything else,"
she says.

MORAL ACUTENESS.
George Conklin, the animal trainer,
when conversing about elephants' mor
als, said that he thought they were
intelligent, though
among the most
they were by no means the only moral
animals that he had trained, "though
the higher up you go in intelligence,
the more of
sense of right and wrong
ele
One thing about
you'll find."
phants
very interesting, namely, they
a

a

is

close together. And even the elephants
refrained from putting their
have
trunk around her waist and swinging
She also says that
her off her feet.
6he
thoroughly convinced that ele
phants — like fashionable women, feel
deep and abiding interest in their
enjoy being
clothes, and that they
They
over and dressed up.
fussed
seem to have an instinct for dress, and

THE1ELBPHANT DRESSMAKER

is

&

is

a

is

a

Jumbo

she even goes so far as to say that "ele
are
vain things, anyway."
phants
knows
how
horses
are
Everybody
tickled to death to wear their finery,
that they show off and get chesty and
on, like
put on style when they have
human being.
she
any
Formerly
could dress an elephant for one thou
sand dollars, but two suits for the
Durbar cost over two thousand dollars

is,

whom
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a

new

i3

is

A

road the school hours

are between the

afternoon and evening performances.
But they are busy ones for teachers
and pupils.
Of the eight little ele
in the kindergarten
school,
phants
seven
from
are
The
Singapore.
eighth and youngest was born in this
country.
The head teacher or dean of the ele
is

His
phants' school
George Bates.
first assistant, who has charge of the
There
baby pupils,
H.
Mooney.
in addition,
whole staff of tutors
and occasionally
an older elephant to
play the role of monitor.
In the elephant kindergarten one of
the babies
has
taught alone until
learned
trick. The first trick
to
lie down at command.
The teacher
stands by the little fellow and says,
'Down!"
The elephant doesn't know
what that means, so the teacher pulls
the animal's legs from under him and
While do
throws him on the ground.
ing this the teacher keeps repeating the
After
word of command.
time, per
haps the end of the first day, the pupil
wanted
begins to understand what
urged.
and lies down without being
petted and re
Then the animal
The ele
loaf of bread.
warded with
to lying
phant pupils never object
down at command when once they have
learned the trick.
ac
The best work with elephants
complished when they are taken at
are
age, we
young and impressible
told. But the actual work of training
much more difficult than
the babies
when the elephants have arrived at the
The baby elephant
age of discretion.
Like
botli playful and mischievous.
is

is

a

a

is

is

it

a

is,

is

J.

a

\

a

is

it

&

Bailey's Circus has at
tached to
traveling college for ele
phants, which has several departments.
One class in this educational institu
for "advanced punils."
tion
These
are the elephants that have been ap
num
pearing before the public for
ber of years and are supposed to be
practically finished in their studies.
The purpose of maintaining this col

elephants

is

Barnum

the

a

TEAVELING COLLEGE FOR
ELEPHANTS.
It rather interesting to know that
is

A

doing it.

to teach

is

It

lege
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"branches," and, incidentally, to keep
them from forgetting or neglecting the
old ones.
second class
made ud
of intermediate pupils.
The third,
and perhaps the most interesting,
the kindergarten, in which theie are
the
eight little elephants.
During
winter the baby elephants, as well as
the older pachyderms, attended school
But on the
practically all day long.

is

it

it

it,

know' when they
have done wrong
their
themselves, and try to correct
faults. Take an elephant who has
failed to do a trick in the ring. You
will see that fellow after he comes
downstairs practice that trick over and
over again.
You can't force them to
learn a trick or to practice when they
fail, but if they are left alone they
will keep at it."
"It is a singular thing, too, that ele
on one another
phants will inform
when anyone has misbehaved,"
Mr.
Conklin says, and he tells a good story
of some elephants in their winter quar
ters at Bridgeport.
One story is ap
plicable to our former remark concern
ing their moral acuteness, as well as
their sense of fun.
One of the ele
phants knew how to take the key out
of the door of the barn in which the
He would pull it
elephants were kept.
out and stand on
pretending not to
was.
Then when he
know where
walked away the key would be found
where he had been standing on it.
Finally, after this had been going on
for some time, the keeper went into
the pen one morning.
The key was
missing and he pretended not to know
Then one of the old
where
was.
elephants nudged him with his trunk
and, reaching down, lifted the mis
chievous elephant's foot off the ground,
disclosing the missing key.
just
seemed as though the old elephant had
become tired of the other fellow's bad
with mischief, and
ness, combined
wanted the keeper to know who was

is
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When they have
them or not.
started their program they will

it

is

is

it

without further urging.
go through
In this respect they differ from the
horse, for the moment the trainer turns
his back the horses will begin to loaf,
and
to watch them
necessary
With
closely to get the best results.
of the
elephants, the main purpose
to expedite
trainer being in the ring
the act and keep
from dragging.

a

is

Another curious thing in regard to
the fact that they cannot
think of two things at once. No mat
ter how mean their disposition may
be, they will never injure
keeper dur
Their meanness
ing
performance.
or revenge
exhibited only during
In the ring they
their idle hours.
their
are too intent on performing
part of the work to have any thought
for their private grievances.
elephants

is

is

of

is

it

THE MLMORY OP ELEPHANTS.
Amcjg the many incidents related
about the memory of elephants, and the
way that they have of resenting any
is

one
interference with their rights,
sentinel belonging to
that
told by
the great menagerie at Paris, who was
very careful in requesting the specta
tors not to give the elephants anything
This fact seemed to be under
to eat.
stood by one of the female elephants,
who beheld him in
very unfavorable

a

a

is

a

is

has been known to act
and not only has this enor
mous animal shown its attachment for
related
very young child, but
him that he showed his instinct, affec
tion, and common sense by driving off
the flies with his proboscis when the
When the little one cried,
child slept.
would do,
he did what most nurses
and for
rocked the cradle backwards
wards, and sent the infant to sleep
again. He even showed his attachment
refusing food except when the baby
was present, so accustomed was he to
eat when he was caring for the child.

The elephant

as nurse,

a

it

it

A

THE ELEPHANT AS NURSE.

is

several years spent
in the
school, and they have passed from their
freshman class to their graduation
class, the elephants get a fairly good
is
and
there
human vocabulary,
scarcely anything that the trainer says
to them that they do not understand.
It takes a long time, however, to
perfect the elephant pupils to a de
gree that will permit them to be pre
Even after they
sented to the public.
are familiar with their act or part,
they are liable to get "stage-fright" and
all the teacher's calculations.
upset
Sometimes it takes months for a trainer
to teach an elcnhant to carry him on
his tusks, and only the advanced pu
pils will do this. It is the same way
with walking on the hind legs, the po
sition is unnatural and thev dislike
and while they learn
quickly, they
will avoid doing
whenever they can.
to teach
One of the hardest lessons
an elephant pupil to lie down over
One
teacher without injuring him.
teacher
can imagine the sensations of
when he tries this lesson for the first
mistake on the part of the
time.
elephant would result in the teacher
being crushed.
trained, or
When once an elephant
from the college
has been graduated
course, he can be sent into the ring and
will go through the performance with
out further urging. Elephants do not
seem to care whether the
trainer

a

After

it,

once

a

GRADUATION CLASS.

with

it

he is
average human youngster,
fond of playing truant and indulging
in practical jokes, and there are days
when it is impossible to get him to ap
In this
ply himself to the lesson.
mood he not only refuses to work him
self, but he will also keep the rest of
It is custom
the school in an uproar.
ary to reward the good elephantswith
a loaf of bread or a bunch of carrots
when they are successful, and this ex
cites their ambition to learn.
They
quickly discover that there is no re
ward when they are refractory, and
is usually of
the fit of disobedience
short duration.
the
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and had several times
to correct his interference

eye

endeavored
by sprink
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it

esting one in the development, growth
and nourishment of the animal king
dom, and this leads us to refer to an
article we recently read in Leslie's
Weekly, by Mr. Charles Elley Hall, on

"The Story of Pure Milk
Food — Its Origin," in which

as

Pure

a

;

is

:

the writer
draws attention to the three essential
articles of diet water, meat and milk.
He says:
"The staff of life — the solid
of
manhood
at large — bread
support
but adult manhood
state to which
certain percentage of the human
only
beings born into the world ever reach,
and the most ticklish part of the inter
val between birth and manhood — the
stage of early childhood, where death
meets so many — has to be negotiated
is

a

a

it,

ling his head with water from her
trunk. One day when several persons
were collected to view these animals, a
bystander offered the elephant a bit of
but
bread.
The sentinel perceived
the moment he opened his mouth to
give his usual admonition, she, plac
ing herself immediately before him,
violent stream
discharged in his face
A general laugh ensued;
of water.
out the sentinel having calmly wiped
his face, stood
little on one side and
continued as vigilant as before. Soon
afterwards he found himself under the
necessity of repeating his admonition
to the spectators;
but no sooner was
this uttered, than the elephant laid
round
hold of his musket, twirled

361
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ELEPHANT TRAINER AND HER PETS.

If

a

is

THE QUESTION OF FOOD.

The question of food

very inter-

al

gi

a

Terry, in his voyage to the East In
dies, tells us that the elephant performs
many actions which would seem almost
He does
the effect of human reason.
everything his master commands, show
ing that he not only uses his hearing
capacity, but also his power of under
he directed the elephant
standing.
to terrify any person, the animal would
run upon the person with every ap
pearance of fury, and when he came
near would stop short without doing
him any injury.

is

corkscrew.

on milk.
The same reasoning may
most universally be applied to all forms
of animal life, beginning with the ac
tive, ever-present
microbe,
including
domestic animals, and
ending with
the man-eating lion and tiger, the
gantic elephant and hippopotamus, and
the mammouth
whale.
to
Water
quench thirst, but those other two, milk
and bread, are the raw materials for
building up the baby's body and then
sustaining the man's."
We find that in early life the baby
elephants are fed on milk, and as
solid food they like nothing better than
piece of bread, and through the in
strumentality of the latter we were able
to obtain many of our previouslv-menA. F.
tioncd measurements.

a

a

it

it

it

with her trunk, trod
under her feet,
till she had
and did not restore
twisted
nearly into the form of

J.
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Science of Health,
NEWS AND COMMENTS.
By E. P. Miller, M. D.
— how is she going
HEADACHE AND COLLARS.
That high collars tend to produce ner

vous headaches among both men and
women is the most recent discovery of a

well-known Viennese physician. Quite
accidentally the doctor's attention was
directed to the very high and very tight
style of collar worn by a patient who
was always complaining of headaches
and giddiness.
The collar was laid
aside, thus removing the compression of
the neck, and the patient's headache and
Struck by this
giddiness disappeared.
result, the doctor paid particular atten
tion to the kind of collars worn by his
"headache patients," and in very many
instances the change to lower and easier
fitting collars brought immediate relief.
In the case of a woman wearing high,
stiff neckbands it was fouud that doing
away with these had a similarly bene
ficial result. The doctor declares that
nobody with any tendency to headache
should wear high collars. — Pall Mall
Gazette.

TO CURE SNORING.

"At a banquet,' said an editor, "I
once heard Jerome K. Jerome make a
remember that it
speech on snoring.
ended with these words:
"
'To cure snoring, it is advised that
into the
a piece of soap be dropped
The oil in the
mouth of the snorer.
soap will lubricate the pharynx and
This
other Latin parts of the throat.

I

remedy must be applied with caution,
otherwise the snorer will arise and lu
bricate the floor with the person who
"—
Argonaut.
dropped in the soap.'

PROBLEM TN ARITHMETIC.

It

was at a class in arithmetic that
problem was
the following household
exactly solved : "Suppose that in a fam
ily of five there are only four potatoes
for dinner, and the mother wants to
give each of the children an equal share

to do

it?"

For

a

few minutes there was silence in the
room while everybody calculated hard.
Finally one of the little boys rose to his
feet, and, after attracting the attention
of the schoolmaster, gave this unexpect
ed answer: "Mash the potatoes, sir." —
Kansas City Journal.

TUBERCULOSIS FROM MILK.
A London correspondent of the Eve

ning Mail, in a communication dated
London, September 21, 1906, says :
Alarmed by the appalling infantile
mortality in this and other British
cities, coupled with the decreasing birth
rate, medical men here are devoting
great attention to the problem.
They agree that the chief cause of
excessive mortality among babies is raw
milk, with its active germs of disease.
That consumption is caused in chil
dren by infected milk has been proved
beyond refutation by recent medical re
searches.

Calmette and Guerin have carried
out a series of experiments which clear
ly show that consumption is not so
much due to inhalation of the germs as
to the swallowing of infective matter.
Von Dungern and Smait have found
that human and bovine tuberculosis are
equally infective, but that by feeding
with "tubercle of the human type" lung
affection was produced, while when the
bovine tubercle was employed the stom
ach was attacked.
Flugge, one of the greatest German
authorities, is of the opinion that most
frequently consumption is originated by
way of the digestion.

Typhoid in
But consumption is

only disease
spread.

milk will

In

Milk.

by no means the

that polluted milk will

the hot weather impure
cause numerous complaints of
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the digestion in infants and is thus a
most fruitful cause of mortality.
Again there are many milk bowl epi
demics.
As far back as 1857 a doctor
in Penrith, Cumberland, pointed out
that typhoid fever could be spread by
infected milk and since that date more
than 150 epidemics of that disease in
Great Britain have been traced to pol

luted milk.
The most common way for milk to
become infected is by infected water
being added accidentally to milk or
used for cleansing milk utensils. Flies
may carry the typhoid germs to milk
as was shown in the Spanish-American
war and in the Boer war.
Many Epidemics Due to Milk.
Although the typhoid germ does not
multiply rapidly in milk, it possesses
the faculty of existing in milk, for a
considerable
time, at least for several
days.

Dysentery, diphtheria, scarlet fever
and Asiatic cholera may all be spread
by infected milk, and many severe epi
demics of scarlet fever and of diph
theria have been traced to infected milk
in Great Britain, in America and, in
fact, in all countries.

It is to prevent these diseases finding
lodgment in the human system that
pasteurization is resorted to, killing the
germs and rendering the milk safe as
food.

Legislation,

so

far, in this country

has been singularly ineffective, and the
attempts to enact proper statutes have

failed.
The congress of the British Boyal In
stitute held at Bristol in August pro
posed a system of annual licensing of
all dairies, cowsheds and milk shops to
replace the ineffective Milk Shops Or
der, which merely gives the local au
thorities power to inspect and frame
regulations.

Now milk is not the only food
through which disease germs are propa
Under the pure
gated by any means.
food laws the chemists and microscopists must direct their attention to the
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putrefactial bacteria that propagate in
the flesh of all dead animals.
They
propagate rapidly in beef, in mutton,
in veal, in dead poultry and in all flesh
foods. Where such foods are used daily
and often two or three times a day, these
putrefied germs accumulate in the blood
and tissues and thus become a seed bed

for gout, rheumatism, sciatica, neural
gia, heart failure, apoplexy, paralysis,
Bright's disease, pneumonia, bronchitis
and fevers of various kinds that ruin
health and destroy life.

KILLED BY VACCINATION.

Charley Tyson, a ten-year-old boy, is
said to be dying from lockjaw at
Smith's Infirmary, at New Brighton,
Staten Island, N. Y.
The following
notice of the case is found in The Am
erican of September 30 :
On the 15th of September the child
was vaccinated
by Dr. Pearson, of
the family physician.
Tompkinsville,
The vaccine used was purchased at one
of the Health Department's stations in
Stapleton, and was presumably pure.
The wound healed very quickly and did
not interfere with the child's customary
activity or play.
On Tuesday, last, however, symptoms
of tetanus developed, and on Friday
the boy's jaws began to close and set.
Dr. Pearson ordered him removed to
the infirmary.
Yesterday afternoon the
boy's jaws closed tight, and have re
mained so despite the fforts of physi
cians.

Doctors who visited the hospital yes
terday agreed that it was an exception
ally strange case, as they never before
heard of lockjaw resulting from vacci
nation.
from Manhattan have
engaged by the parents of the
child, and- they will examine him to
Specialists

been

morrow.
Vaccine matter is a dangerous poi
son, that is almost identical with pus.
To introduce such a poison into the
arm of a child, where it goes directly
into the blood and is carried into the
brain and to every organ and tissue of
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the body, is a practice that has blighted
the lives of many millions of people. It
is as unnecessary as was the old but
now abandoned practice
of bleeding
and purging for the typhoid fever, pneu
monia and other ordinary diseases. In
1869 I was in London and attended a
lecture by Dr. Collins, a physician who
had been for twenty years a public vac
cinator. He told the audience that he
was once a firm believer in vaccination.
One patient whom he vaccinated and
the virus worked as perfectly as any he
ever saw, and not two months after re
covery the patient took smallpox and
died.
From that case he began to take
notes of the cases he vaccinated.
The
result was, in a few months he became
convinced that vaccination
was not a
precaution of smallpox, and he aban
doned the use of it, and ever after op
posed it. Pure food products, pure air,
pure water and pure blood are the best
preventatives and best remedies yet dis
covered for smallpox or any other dis
ease.

What is most needed in the present
is to teach the people how to live
bac
so as not to get disease-producing
teria into their blood, so as not to have
age

diseases that destroy life.
Scientific investigators are beginning
to find out that there are poisons in
milk, in oysters, clams, lobsters, and in
salmon, mackerel, and other fishes, in
canned meats, in sugar candy, in pork,
The day is
ham, bacon and sausage.
not far distant when it will be discov
ered that there is putrid bacteria in the
flesh of all dead animals, that are the
causes of nearly all diseases that de
How can people have pure
stroy life.
blood if they take putrid material in the
food that their blood is made of?

SMOKING CIGARS A CAUSE OP
SPINAL CURVATURE.
There is no doubt but that many
millions of people every year ruin
health of both mind and body by the
habitual habit of smoking cigarettes,
cigars or tobacco, and by chewing and
Those who use tobacco in
snuffing it.
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any form are "in the broad road that
leads to destruction, and many there be
that go in thereat."
There is no way

that poison of any kind can get into
the blood so quick as to have it in such
a volatile form that it can be inhaled in
the air we breathe. It is found that the
lungs contain from 14 to 16 square
feet of mucous surface.
All experimen
tal chemists agree that tobacco of all
forms contains nicotine, which is one of
the most destructive poisons to human
life that is known. There are but very
few that are more readily absorbed and
taken into the blood.
The first time it
is used two or three inhalations will
make a person very sick, and that very
The brain and nervous sys
quickly.
tem feel its life and health-destroying
influence almost instantly.
But" every
bone and muscle and tissue are injured
Even the bands of the spinal
by it.
column are weakened by it. Spinal cur
vatures are increased by it, and it is
found most frequently most prevalent
where cigars are used.
Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox, a bril
liant correspondent of The New York
American, who is now traveling in
Europe, finds spinal curvatures are
In that pa
very frequent in Holland.
per, of September 23, she makes the
following comments in regard to this
disease

:

I

"There is one curious thing which
have noticed in Holland and Belgium,
and for which I would like an explana
tion.

"That is, the remarkable frequency
of curvature of the spine among the
inhabitants. 1 have counted as many
as six humped backs in a single prom

I

do not
enade, and no day passes that
that number of these unfor
It seems, too, to be more
tunates.
prevalent among men than women.
"I have wondered if the very early
age at which young boys begin smoking
Small boys,
here can account for it.
not over six or seven years of age, are
constantly seen in these countries smok
see at least

ing, not cigarettes, but cigars.
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streets.

"I

wish some statistician would give
exact figures in this matter.
It would
be interesting to know if the malady
really prevails to the extent it seems to
me, after a month's observation, and if
so, why?"

THE PROBLEM OP
LIVING TO BE 100 YEARS

STUDYING

I

OLD.

find the following under the above
heading, on a slip of a newspaper that
contains a few points of value and in
struction as to methods of prolonging

life:

"Regularity of life, a daily order that
is as perfectly routined as are the move
ments of a clock, care in eating, early
hours for bed and long sleep there, and
especially freedom from worry. These
are one nonagenarian's rules for living
to be 100.

A curious passion sometimes dom
inates men who have entered upon the
tenth decade.
The most conspicuous
example of that was furnished by the
late George L. Perkins of Norwich,

Conn.

At ninety he had learned how to
regulate his life. At ninety-five he was
a most cordial interesting, erect, vigor
ous-minded man of business, but his
daily life had been reduced to perfect
system, even in the amount and kind of
food which served him best. At ninetynine he was persuaded that his ambi
tion would be granted, and upon his
100th birthday, in 1888, a great com

pany of bankers, railway managers, of
many of whom he was old enough to
say that he could have been their grand
father or great-grandfather, assembled
to do him honor, says the Philadelphia
Press.
A month later he was dead. It
seemed as though having reached the
goal of his ambition, that then he al
lowed relaxation of will and with that
relaxation came reaction and. then col
lapse.

David Dudley Field found himself
by that ambition, and was
persuaded that he would the easier
gratify it if he continued his mental
work and kept up his physical exer
mastered

cises.

His theory was that 100 years was at
tainable by any one who had no organic
diseases, provided he took lessons of
himself so that he knew what physical
exercise was needed, what food best
nourished him and was most easily as
similated, what kind of mental labor
was most healthful.
The late Charles Butler, while he
seemed less dominated by the ambition
to live until his 100th birthday, was
possibly more profoundly philosophical
than any of the others.
For it was his
habit to say : "I shall live my life reg
ularly, normally, knowing what is good
for me in the way of physical exereise
and mental and moral employment,
seeking always reasonable content and
thanking God for the blessings He has
vouchsafed
me.
During this I shall
live my allotted term, whether it be less
than 100 years or more."
The father of the late Frederick A.
Tappen, who was so near his centenary
that he did at last hope he would reach
had no particular order of life, his
sole philosophy being that content and
good conscience and
reasonable ob
servance of the laws of health were suf
ficient. That view served him until he
was ninety-seven years of age."
a

this large percentage of people afflicted
with spinal curvature observable in the
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"The young men are, as a rule, of
low stature, which is another result
(so
physicians tell us) of early smoking.
Mentally, physically or morally the boy
who begins smoking before he attains
his growth is injured.
"In fact, the only evidence of condi
tions which induce physical maladies
observable to a traveler in Holland is

a
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of a Child's Mind Shown in Photographs at Successive

659. — Carolyn

Branch,

JOURNAL

N.

Vander Veer,
child is

J.— This

Aoes.

She is origitruly a cliild of nature.
nal, and by that we mean that she uses

No. 659.—CAROLYN VANDER VEER, NORTH-BRANCH,TJ,'J.
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her intuitions and her large Causality,
Ideality and Sublimity in an original
way. She will have lots to think and talk
about.
How she will wonder whether
the stars will stay in their places or
not, and why the sun disappears behind
the horizon. She will be fond of hav
ing all kinds of stories told her, and

will keep quiet longer than through
any other means when anyone is willing
to entertain her in this way.
She will
make a fine elocutionist, and will rep
resent things very well.

She will also have many ideas to ex
press in writing, and will probably show
quite a taste for literary work.
She is very restless, but her restless
ness is interesting because she is anx
ious to learn something all the time.
She will be fond of company, and of
helping her mother to entertain visitors
in the parlor.
She must be kept a little girl as long
as possible, for when she has once be
gun to wear long skirts she will never
go back again to childhood's ways.
Two in a family of this kind are
enough to keep a mother busy.

WHAT MAKES FRIENDS
BOY.

FOR A

loved? Surely it
is manliness.
During the war how
many schools and colleges followed
These young leaders
popular boys?
wefe the manly boys whose hearts could
be trusted.
The boy who respects his
mother has leadership in him. The boy
who is careful of his sister is a knight.
The boy who will never violate his
word, and who will pledge his honor to
his own heart and change not, will have
the confidence of his fellows. The boy
What makes

a boy

who defends the weak will some day be
The boy who will never hurt
strong.
tile-feeling's of any one will one day find
himself possessing all sympathy.
you want friends, be the soul of honor:
love others better than yourself, and
people will give you their hearts, and try

If
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to make you happy.
That is what
makes friends for a boy. — The Young

Evangelist.

A GENTLEMANLY BOY.
A

gentle boy, a manly boy,

Is the boy I love to see ;
An honest boy, an upright boy,
Is the boy of boys for me.
The gentle boy guards well his lips,
Lest words that fall may grieve ;
The manly boy will never stoop
To meanness, nor deceive.

An

honest boy clings to the right
Through seasons foul and fair;
An upright boy will faithful be
When trusted anywhere.

The gentle boy, the manly boy,

Upright and honest, too,
Will always find a host of friends
Among the good and true.
He reaps reward in doing good,
Finds joy in giving joy,
And earns the right to bear the name.
"A gentlemanly boy."
—77.

L.

Charles.

Inside Information. — One of our
good farmers was telling on the streets
yesterday a conversation he chanced to
hear between a young boy in his teens
It appears
and a Christian Scientist.
that the Scientist came across a small
boy sitting under an apple-tree, doubled
up with pain. "My little man," he said,
"I ate some
"what is the matter?"
moaned
the
boy, "and,
green apples,"
"You don't ache,"
ache."
oh, how

I

the follower of Mrs. Eddy;
"you only think so." The boy looked
up in astonishment at such a statement,
and then replied in a most positive
manner: "That's all right; you may
think so. but I've got inside informa
Ok. Star.
tion." — Kingfisher
answered
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THE VIOLINIST.
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TO

As he swept the strings with a magic
hand,
In rare strains there came, as with king
command,

The far echo of the home-time lays,
Of a happy past, of the bygone days.
As he swept the strings with

I

a magic

hand,
seemed 'cross the sea

in the Father
land.
And familiar tones fell upon my ear,
And as vision came scenes I loved most
dear.

As he swept the-strings with

In

a magic

hand,
my loneliness,

I

From the past
heart

And

I

in a stranger-land,
turned with a beating

seemed the while from all joy
apart.

As he swept the strings with

a magic
hand,
There awoke in me, as with king com
mand,
An uprising wish that the haunting

pain
Of my life be changed to

a

joy refrain.

As he swept the strings with

a magic

hand,
dreamed a dream:
Shall
stand
All the Song of Life? Shall
the throne

I

I

Of Life's Happiness?
own

?

Will it

under

I

find

be

my

.

Klara Alma Oesterreich,
of Germany^

POEMS.
Truths would you teach to save a sink
ing land,
All shun, none aid you, and few under
stand.

When in the course of human life
Five things observe with care —

Of

whom you speak, to whom you speak,

And how, and when, and where.
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and not for moping and droning in.
Dickens.

"FACIAL EXPRESSION IN DIAGNOSING MENTAL DISEASES."
"Sometimes we may entertain angels
unawares," at least so goes the old say
ing, and when a captain is looking out
for signals, he is sometimes surprised

In other
by having calm weather.
words, when we least expect an endorse
ment of Phrenology and Physiology,

we

get one.

In

Shaw has pointed out, that the deep
er the facial structure is affected the

as

less favorable

is

the

prognosis

as

to

mental recovery.
The maglingerer can
imitate speech, dress and action, but
he cannot
assume the pallor or the
skin, the lack-lus
More physicians

flushing, the harsh

tre or glistening eye."

the August number of The Medi

cal Times, the editor says: "The face is

in certain

use this method of diagnosing than ever
before,

but they may not acknowledge

diseased

to themselves how they form their opin

conditions, too little studied and too lit
tle understood." This is what we have

He further
on such diagnosis.
"In fact, the diagnosis can al
most be made without further examina

an excellent

index

many times, and we are pleased
that such a well-established scientific
medical paper as The Medical Times
speaks out in its editorial column. Les
ser lights in the literary world may
said

well take heed.
The writer continues
follows:
as
"The family physician has here a great
advantage,

for he should

be able to de

tect changes better than a strange phy
sician.

We can make it a working rule,

ions

states,

This is laying
tion of the patient."
stress on "the revelation of the
The
faces," as an index of character.

great

editorial continues, "This is particularly true in simple melancholia, for
in the delusional form the hallucina
tions often express themselves in signs
of dread or horror.
"Again,
mental

in

disease,

the

maniacal forms of

the

emotions

are

ex
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hibited on the face in elation, joy or
'
cheerfulness,
or rage ; all is
anger
changeability, contrasting strongly with

In

of melancholia.

the dead monotony

acute mania the face is a playground
where run, leap and gallop in quick suc
cession joy, anger, wildness,

fear, lasciviousness

distraction,

and sadness.

If

the

turn, the patient
may actually improve in his personal
appearance, looking healthier, younger
and handsomer.
But the change soon
comes, and the patient becomes wornIn chronic mania the face
looking.
becomes deeply wrinkled, the patients,
case

takes a pleasant

especially

ugly.

the women, become intensely

There may

some intense

be fixed expression

such

emotion,

as

of

is very typical :
motor agitation, trem
or and great loquacity ; while in the stu
porous forms of mental disease absence
of expression or extreme fixation is
ease

the

expression

there is constant

common.

There is no facial reaction to

words, while the pupils are dilated and

sluggish.
"Where hallucinations exist the face
expresses

the

emotion

tinism, in moral imbecility, idiocy and
other forms of psychical defect, the face

beautifully.

Thus in delirium tremens, the face is
perspiring, flushed or pale; tremor ex
ists in the facial muscles when in ac
tion, and even in repose. The expres
the eyes injected, the
pupils dilated. There is no exaltation
and yet no pain ; terror and apprehen

sion is tensified,

most
con

is well

to remember the importance of the face
in diagnosis.
To the layman it may
seem an uncertain, trifling aid, but to
the practiced eye it may settle a per
plexing problem with promptness and
certitude."

for

We thank the editor

ing out

so

thus point

plainly what has been appar

ent to us for years, for no doubt many
who have read this article in his paper
may now be induced to follow his sug
gestions and benefit by a study of the
face for diagnosing purposes.

SUGGESTION
A person with small Destructiveness
or Executiveness should say to himself,
"I am going to be more energetic; I

am going to be more forceful; I am
going to use more pluck and accom
plish the difficult task I have set my
I am no longer going to dream
self.
about a thing that I want to do, but

will

If

it."

set to work and do
a person

will carry out

these sug-

of
from
the
center
that
his mind
springs

«gestions
called

he can increase

Destructiveness,

the energy

the positiveness

that comes from Firmness, the inspira

tion that starts from Hope, the confi
dence that springs from Self-Esteem,
until the habit of daily concentration
is formed and all the qualities of the
mind are trained in turn.

sion are the predominating features.

"In mental decay the face is
typical. In all sorts of dementia

It

plays its role in diagnosis.

anger,

fear, pride or vanity.
In the delirious forms of mental dis
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Baseball

— "Say,

in Sculpture. — Director

my man, how is

it that

Shakes

fidence can be placed in the study of the

peare's statue is standing on the pedes

face, while in ataxic forms of mental de

tal marked Scott?"

cay, such

as

general

paresis,

plays a prominent part.

the face

So it is in cre

Attendant. — "He

base on an

must have got his

error, sir." — Brooklyn Life.
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The Late Mrs* Craigie.

I

succeed.
.
.
Pain
Every failure will only make me stronger when
and despair and heartache they cast you down for a while, but afterwards — they
— John Oliver Hobbs.
help you to understand.

While some persons
talent,
so

a few

many

are enriched

the

many —

by

that they seem the embodi
in one.

This

of the late Mrs.

Pearl

ment of several persons
was

only one

have

case

Mary Theresa

She was a wo

Cragie.

man remarkably gifted, and one who,
when a child, was told by

Mr. L. N.

Fowler to engage in literature.
The Rev. Monsignor Browne, at her
funeral, said of her : "She was a woman
of deep religious feeling, with a highly
and a mystic
spiritual temperament,
cast of mind. In the midst of all her
various

vocations

never forgot the

she

Her life

deep truths of eternity.

was

more precious than gold, the bounty of
her kindness and sympathy.
Her range
of mind was amazing, and her power of
analysis such that she could deal ac
curately with the most simple details
as well as discuss the broad principles
that govern human conduct in all ages.
Her work cannot receive its final judg
ment in our time.
It must wait for a
later generation to fix its place among
the literary

She was not only a writer of fiction.,
but a successful playwright, having pro
duced many plays
as

ability,

help

gener

as

well

She was also a talented musician, and

her

to

in England

in America.

She

ready

of the English

language."

one of practical and honest Christianity.
was always

creations

head

indicated

her

as we had occasion

exceptional
to point out

ously in cases of need that were brought

over ten years ago when we interviewed

before her, and she gave what was far

her in her London home.

MIND RESTORED BY SURGERY.
LOS ANGELES, April 12.— Arthur
Melton, who

recently

became

minded through an accident,

weak-

has had

his reason restored by surgery.

When he was five years old he re
ceived

a blow

on the head, and

after

that he began to have epileptic fits.

Dr. John B. Murphy, of Chicago,
operated on a portion of the brain
known as the Dura Mater, which he
claimed was the seat of epilepsy. Mel
ton's mind is as clear now as it was
before the accident.
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New Subscribers*
No. 827.— J. G. K., Chicago, 111.—
You have a very well-defined head,
which shows keenness of perception,
mental adroitness, and great suscep
You
tibility of mind and character.
are ingenious as well as literary in your
type, and can do work of a varied char
Your ingenuity, however, will
acter.
show to a better account in literature
than in mechanics, except as an inven
tor. You are a born critic, and can see
anything is
very minutely whenever
wrong, and for this reason we would ad
vise you to become a superintendent,
manager, or specialist along a highly
You would
intellectual line of study.
make a very good assayist, for your
judgment of metals would be excellent ;
or you could succeed as a reviewer, and
in this work you would be excedingly
successful in pointing out the aim of
the writer of the book you handled.
You are a keen thinker, a rather deep
philosopher, and one who looks into the
condition of things from their founda

tion rather than from their outside sur
face.
You are not one who can do
things exactly like other people, for you
have methods of your own, and are
therefore a specialist.

No. 828.— C-

— You

J.

H., Silver City, N.

are adapted to a versatile
position, and should select that line of
work that will help you to be out of
doors a part of each day.
Indoor con
finement will not suit you so well as a
semi-active life, where you can think on
your feet and be about town, and use
your talents in an active, executive way.
Alex.

The work of surveying, or of mining
engineering would be excellent for you,
and we would advise you to do a little
studying in these lin?2, and qualify for
something more than ordinary business.
The latter will not be very profitable,
we are afraid, while surveying would
be.
You must cultivate more crown to
your head, and collect more confidence
in yourself before you can expect to do
your very best.

Answers To Correspondents.
Y—

L. S., Brooklyn, N.
We think
that beauty, which you ask about, is
the result of a number of coincidences.
You will generally find that actresses
who are beautiful generally take care
of themselves.
They massage their
faces; they attend to the laws of na
ture, especially physical nature; they

eat the kinds of food that will add to
their comeliness, and they bathe their
skin with certain lotions that are con
ducive to their good appearance. Beau
tiful women who are on the stage gen
erally have to cultivate a genial smile,
and a smiling face, well lighted up with
is generally more beautiful
interest,
than one that is in repose.
Beauty is
often the chemical combination or the

result of inheritance from natural af

Can anyone give us any more
reasons why beauty shows itself so posi
tively in some, yet not in others?
C. S., Brooklyn, N. Y.— We do not
think that there is a "mental cause" for
a bright, delicate and transparent com
plexion. On the other hand, we have
not found many beautiful idiots. As a
rule, the state of the mind impresses it
self upon the features, but in regard to
transparent complexion, we do not think
that the mind has any special connec
tion with it. It is alone a physical re
sult, and can be traced more to inheri
tance than to anything else.
C. W. II., Carthage, Me.— You ask
how we can tell the degree of anyone's
There are two ways of dis
activity.
tinguishing this. One is by the sharp
finities.
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C. S. — In reply to your query with
regard to the mental causes of the dif
ferent color of hair and complexion,
they can be found in the laws of inheri

of the development outward from
the head; the other is by determining
the heat of any locality of the brain.

ness

Cerebral physiology should be studied
in order to enable a person to distin
guish between the heat of an artery and
the heat emanating from the brain it
self.
Little instruments can be ob^
tained for scientifically ascertaining the

tance, but one must study very care
influences to be able

fully hereditary

interpret why this child has dark
hair, and the other has light, and why
one person takes after his mother and a
second after his father.
The laws of
heredity are very interesting, and one
can often predict with accuracy in what
particulars one person inherits his chief
characteristic from his mother, and
others from his father.
to

latter.

The faculties that denote excitability,
which you ask about, are large Destructiveness, Combativeness and Firmness,
while small Cautiousness and Secretiveness would help to give expression of
Excitability.

Prize Offers and Awards.
The February Competition is for

The Prize for the October Com
petition has been awarded to Mr.
William Cox of London for his Ar
ticle on Causality and its use among
Faculties.
Mr.
the Intellectual
Dippelran very close in Competition

the best answer on the query, " Do
short men or tall ones make the
best husbands."

The March competition will

be

for

the best short Story for Children.

The subject for November is a
Christmas story of about six hundred
words, illustrating Phrenology.

All communication should be sent
to the office of the Phrenological
Journal on or before the first of each
month.
Competitors should write
on one side of the paper only and in

The December Competition will be
for a New Year's story or poem bear
ing on Phrenology.

black ink.
The prize winners will receive a
year's subscription to the Phreno
logical Journal or any one of the
books Mentioned in the April num

The January Prize will be for the
best article on the faculty of Philoprogenitiveness and the writer's
ideas whether animals have a soul
and live hereafter.

ber on page

124.

What Phrenologists Are Doing.
The Fowler Institute, No. 4 Imperial Building, Ludgate Circus,
London.

'

The Fowler Institute continues its
meetings for students every month.
These meetings have proved very

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

The Council has arranged the
winter's campaign, and special at
tention has been devoted to getting
up an attractive • program for the
great Annual Congress of Phreno
logists, to be held in London on
Lord Mayor's Day, November 9th.

FIELD NOTES

a

is

J,

Mr. Tope, of Bowertown, Ohio, is
the editor of the Pkreioloqieal Era,
and has done much in promulgating
Phrenology in his State. He is an
enthusiast on the subject.
M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago,
Dr.
is continuing his professional work
in Phrenology.
making phreno
Dr. Alexander
Manitoba,
where his
logical tour of
lectures are well received.

&

Mr. Yonngquist writes us encour
agingly of Phrenology in Sweden.
He deserves our best, wishes.
Miss J. A. Fowler can be consulted
Wells Co.
at the office of Fowler
Mr. Allen Haddock we are sure
has many friends in the country who
will be pleased to contribute some
thing toward the restoration of his
home and business.
We are anxious to raise at least

&

Wells'

publications:

He is

much respected wherever he goes.

THE AMERICAN

INSTITUTE

OF PHRENOLOGY

The entertainment and instruction
offered to the members and friends of
the Institute on Tuesday evening,
will be better than original —
Dec.
We are to
will be aboriginal.
lecture by Mr. Allen Samuel
have
Williams, who has been
welcome
visitor among various tribes of
American Indians, upon " Indians in
New York City." The almost un
known colony of aborigines hidden
in the metropolis will be described
and their personalities, tribal dress
work, religious rites and sports will
be portrayed with original stereopticon views. Red Eagle, a distin
guished Iroquois, with his squaw
and pappose, will be present in na
tive dress and Red Eagle, who is
doing a worthy work in preserving
the tribal poetry and music of the
aboriginal Americans, will sing the
Incidentally
songs of his people.
of the
exposition
there will be an
value of illustrated education.
The Commencement Exercises of
the American Institute of Phrenol
ogy, were held on Friday Evening,
An in
o'clock.
October,
>th, at
teresting programme was arranged.
Report of the same will be given in
a

CORPORATE

ler

8

IN

all our

readers.
Mr. Owen Williams, Phrenologist
and Lecturer, is agent for the Phre
nological Journal and all of Fow

2

SOCIETY

fact to receive the support of

4,

PHRENOLOGICAL

one hundred dollars for our vener
able pioneer in the West, and we
know we have only to mention this

a

BRITISH

7

<fe

interesting and each one stimulates
a revival of his phrenological ob
Mr. D. T. Elliot is en
servations.
phrenological ex
in
giving
gaged
amination daily, holds classes each
week for students of the Science, and
gives lectures on the subject of
Phrenology before literary societies
in and around London. Phrenolog
ical and Health literature can be ob
Im
Co.,
tained of L. N. Fowler
perial Arcade, Ludgate Circus,

E^ovemt-er

it
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The Psychology Of

A

Not long since the New York Eve
ning Mail published an editorial on "A
European Quartette," and it strikes us
iis being very pertinent to our subject.

It

says :

"Of

late Europe's leading premiers
have been more in the public eye than
It was but the
have its sovereigns.
other day that Campbell-Bannerman
crowned a long and dogged career of
in opposition by
thankless
leadership
-accepting the post of Prime Minister at
the hands of the King.
Then France got a new chief in Sarrien, an obscure but powerful leader
whose influence has been frequently ex
erted behind the scenes in the repub
lican drama.
'
Von Buelow's standing with the
Kaiser was for a time in question, and
■each day has brought news that Witte
will, or will not quit.
Because he speaks our tongue, and
hecause we read English political news,
Campbell-Bannerman comes nearest of
the group to the sympathies of Ameri
cans.
'C. B.' is an understandable
Scotchman in whom the moral side is
stronger perhaps than either intellect
or will. He has humor, canniness and
persistence, if not extraordinary firm
His opponents condemn him
ness.
bv saying he is "not
comprehensively
a personage."
He is too corpulent,
with neither the physical nor moral at
tributes that make one a leader of men.
Von Buelow, the German Chancel
lor, has the very qualities that 'C. B.'
lacks, while ho needs some of the quali
Of dis
ties which the latter possesses.
tinguished appearance, of high personal
charm, he has all the characteristic gifts
of the courtier and diplomat : and he
has an intellectual nimbleness and fa
cility for his exacting post as spokes
man of the Kaiser before a Parliament
to which he is not responsible.
He is.
however, a Minister of the old-fash
ioned
sort — his
accom
sovereign's
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European Quartette*

plished agent rather than the people's
executive.
The two most remarkable men of the
quartette are those into whose natures
it is not so easy to penetrate. Sarrien,
the late French Premier, is scarcely a
name to eis-Atlantic readers.
Yet he is
likened to "His Gray Eminence" of
Gerome's picture.
At sixty-six he
consented to take a responsibility that
for many years could have been his
without the asking.
Says the Journal
des Debats : "This man,
who, by a
word or gesture, by his very silence,
forms Cabinets at will, supports them,
overturns them, from a distance strikes
people at large as being a mysterious
power, superhuman, furtive and for
midable."
It is circumstantially re
lated that his failure to touch his soup
at a dinner party caused the transfer of
a cabinet portfolio.
"He always de
clines
the Debats,
office," continues
"but he nominates the Ministers, draws
up the platform of the Cabinet, and
states the conditions on which he will
suffer it to live, after which he relapses
into silence and buries himself in ob
scurity."
Of Witte America got only a super
ficial and one-sided view last summer.
It saw a finance Minister, but lately in
disgrace, playing the unwonted game
of international diplomacy, playing it
with all his cards face up on the table,
and winning brilliantly.
In the genial
Peace Envoy it will scarcely recognize
the public man in whom Andrew D.
White discerned, as he savs in his auto
biography, "a certain sullen foree." It
will scarcely realize the impression of
barbaric power intimated in a remark
made to Sir Donald MacKenzie Wal
lace, and set down to him in his "Rus
sia" : "Imagine a negro of the Gold
Coast let loose in modem
European
It certainly fails to dis
civilization."
cern the "scoundrel devoid of truth and
of Gorky's invective.
Nor
honesty"
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will it see the contrasting figures of a
finance minister
inaugurating under
his imperial master a vast scheme of
State paternalism, and then the most
undaunted of opportunities steering the
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Ship of State toward the goal of rep
resentative institutions."

The men who represent the govern
ing ideas over Europe's four hundred
millions are remarkable men.

Sense and Nonsense.
Reciprocity. — We

will

not

mind

putting dates upon our tin cans if Lon
don will agree to put dates on Punch's
jokes. — Chicago Inter Ocean.
Independence.

— "Dr.

Besom is once
brief season,"

more among us for
wrote the chronicler of Northby's so
cial and religious life. "He says and
does exactly as he thinks right, with
out regard to the opinion or belief of
others.
"His wife is not with him." — Youth's
a

Companion.

The Terminal. — A New York Cen

tral train was rapidly approaching New
York with Mark Twain as one of the
passengers, when a lady sitting in the
seat across the aisle leaned forward and
asked

:

"Excuse me, sir, but will you kindly
tell me if this train stops at the Grand
Central Depot?"
"Madam," replied the humorist, "I
hope so ; I hope to heaven it does for if
it doesn't there will be a d— 1 of a
wreck." —Argonaut.

Mr. Stockton's Chickens. — When
Frank Stockton started out with hia
Rudder Grange experiences, he under
One old mother
took to k.vp chickens.
ly Plymouth Rock brought out a brood
late in the fall, and Stockton pave her a
good deal of his attention. He named
each of the chicks after some literary
friend, among the rest Mary Mapes
Mrs. Dodge was visiting the
Dodge.
farm some time later, and, happening
to think of her namesake, she said :

"By the way, Frank, how docs little
Mary Mapes Dodge get along?"
"The funny thing about litle Mary
Mapes Dodge," said he, "is that she
turns out to be Thomas Bailey Aldrich." — Everybody's.
Poor Aunt Mary. — Mrs. Flint

was
who demanded in
stant and unquestioning obedience from
her children.
One afternoon a storm
came up and she sent her son John to
close the trap leading to the flat roof of
the house.
"
"But, mother
said John.
"John,
told you to shut the trap."
"
"Yes, but mother
"John, shut that trap !"
a very stern woman,

I

"All right,
"

but^

—

mother,

if you

say so,

"John !"
John slowly climbed

the stairs and
shut the trap. The afternoon went by
and the storm howled and raged. Two
hours later the family gathered for tea,
and when the meal was half over Aunt
Mary, who was staying with Mrs. Flint,
had not appeared.
Mrs. Flint started
an investigation.
She did not have to
ask many questions; John answered the
first one.
"Please, mother, she is up on the

roof." — A rgonaut.

Reticent. — "Let

me see," said she,

"what is it you call these men who run
automobiles?"
"Pardon me," replied
the gallant man.
"I'm too much of
a gentleman to tell you what I call
them." — Ph Hadelphia Ledger.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be
made payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
The Subscription Price of tbc Phrenological
and Phrenological Maoazinb is $1.00 a
year, payable in advance.
Money, when cent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Order*. Express Money Order*. Drafts on New
York, or Kecistered Letters. All Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.
Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
ie almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.
Postage-Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar.
The larger stamps are preferred: they
should never be stock to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheet*— that is, not torn apart.
Change of post office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information.
Notice should be received the first of the
preceeding month.

Journal

•

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp Tor return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co.. and not to auv person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.
Any Book, Periodical. Chart, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publishels* prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications
to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
The American Monthly or Review of
Reviews, New York City.— Contains an
article on "The Political Campaign";
also "The Cuban Republic in Time of
Trial"; "Our Greatest Year of Rail
road Enterprise" ; "Chile and Peru, the
Rival Republics."
These articles are
well illustrated, and give an idea of the
countries of which they speak.
Eternal Progress, Cincinnati, 0. —
Contains the following articles in the
October number: "Mastery of Self";
"Why we Think What we Think" ; "The
Real Purpose of Work" ; "A New Rem
edy for Nervousness."
The Literary Digest and Public
Opinion, New York City, September
29. — Produces a fine number, and one

which is a forerunner of other interest
ing and valuable contributions to liter
It contains an article on "Re
ature.
forms for China"; another on "Two
Sides of the Cuban Question," etc.
The Christian Work, New York. —
Many interesting articles are published
in the magazine for October 6th, which
is specially illustrated with pictures of
Maine, Newfoundland, and of the Moqui Indians.
The New York Magazine, New York
City. — Has many good things for boys
and girls ; also an article on "Character
Signals," by R. Dimsdale Stocker.
The New Voice, Chicago 111. — Has
an article on "The True Solution of the
Labor Problem."
The Portrait of Col.
John Sobieski is given. He is heir to
the throne of Poland, and a famous
prohibition orator, whose fifty-ninth
by Chicago
birthday was celebrated
Prohibitionists in a notable reception at
Washingtonian Home, September 10th.
He is a fine-looking man, and he has
excellent mental capacity.
The Pacific Medical Journal, San
Francisco, Cal. — One article is on "The
New Cure for Cancer." The eminent
surgeon, Dr. N. Senn, who has recently
returned to Chicago from an extended
exploration trip in the heart of Africa,
says that he is quite convinced that can
cer is purely a disease of civilization.
Another article states that Mr. Luther
Burbank has on his experimental farm
about three hundred thousand
speci
mens of plums.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, St.
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Louis, Mo. — Contains a portrait of the
head of the Mormon Church, whose ar
rest is threatened, and who has just be
come the father of his forty-third child
The magazine sec
by his fifth wife.
tion for September 16th contains an
ideal picture of Autumn; also an illus
trated article on Luther Burbank.
The Journal

Therapy,
number of
on
articles
original
"Magnetism,"
"Clinical Lessons in Modern Methods,"
"Clinical Phototherapy."
Chicago,

111.

of Physical

— Contains

Bible Review,

a

California.

— "Earth's

Early Ages"

is one article that should
prove interesting to all ethnological stu
dents.

The School Physiology Journal. Bos
Mass. — Contains an article on
"Muscular Power and Alcohol," by Dr.
Johannes Bresler ; another on "How We
Find Out Things."
ton,

The Graphite, Jersey City, N. J.—
Contains an article on "Franklin and
the American Eagle," in which article
he says he regrets that the bald eagle
was ever chosen as the representative of
our country.

Will Carleton's Magazine. — Contains

portrait of Louis Emery, Jr., the
of the Lincoln Republican
Party for Governor of Pennsylvania.

a fine

candidate

His life
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is a lesson to all aspiring boy

hood.

The Metaphysical Magazine, for Oc

tober, contains an article on "Knowing
and
by Alexander
Fore-Knowing,"

Wilder.
Suggestion,

Chicago,

111.

— This

magazine opens with an article on "The
Coming Race." It is written for the
Another article on
expectant mother.
"Let Us Laugh" is written, of course,,
"Nofor those who are despondent.
Game is Lost Till it is Over" is the

heading of an article by Ella Wheeler
Wilcox.
Journal, New
The
Medico-Legal
York. — Contains a frontispiece of the
Honorary President and Vice-President
of the American International Con
gress of Tuberculosis, New York. One
article is by Dr. Clark Bell, of New
York, on "The Case of Patrick." Por
traits are also given of the Justices of
the Supreme Court.
The Phrenological Era, Bowerston,
0. — Contains an article on "Brain De
velopment and Size of Body in Charac
The editor
ter," by Nelson Sizcr.
shows how mistaken Dr. J. R. Buchan
an was in his claim that the medulla
is
neither
anatomically,
oblongata
physiologically, nor mathematically the
center of cerebral development.

Publishers Department,
on Beauty, Vigor and Devel
or
How to Acquire Plumpness
opment,
of Form and Strength of Limbs. Illus
trated.
By W. Milo. Price, 10 cents.
Notes

The Relation of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
B. Duffey. Author of "What Women
Should Know."
Table of Contents. —
Introductory Chapter — Sexual Physi
ology — The Legitimate Social Institu
tions of the World; the Orient — The
Legitimate Social Institutions of the
World : the Occident — Polygamy — Free
love and its Evils — Prostitution : Its
History and Effects — Prostitution : Its

Causes — Prostitution

Chastity — Marriage
Marriage

and

its

: Its Remedies —
and its Abuses —
Uses — Enlightened

Price, $1.00.
Iaver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia,
and Headache.
Their Cure by Home
Treatment. By M. L. Holbrook. M.D.
Price, $1.00. Contents — General View
of the Liver— Functions of the Liver —
The Bile: Its Quantity and Uses — De
rangements of the Liver— Torpid Liver
— Relation of the Liver to the Kidneys
— Diseases Caused by Uric Acid — Dis
Liver — Ef
eases Caused by Deranged
Parentage.
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of Disease of the Liver on the
Heart — Causes of Liver Complaint —
The Home Cure of Disease on the Liver
— Miscellaneous Questions Answered—
Mental Dyspepsia: Its Treatment —
Headaches and their Cure — Practical
Notes Concerning Headaches.
Parturition without Pain. A Code
of Directions for Avoiding most of the
Pains and Dangers of Child-bearing.
By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, $1.00.
Life of Dr. Francois Joseph Gall,
Craniologist and Founder of Phre
Jessie A. Fowler. Containing
nology.
20 illustrations, many of which have
been specially drawn and photographed
for this work and now published for the
first time. Popular edition. Price, 25
feet

cents.

New Gymnastics for Men, Women,
With three hundred il
lustrations. New edition, revised and
By Dio Lewis, M.D. 286
enlarged.
Price, $1.50.
This system is
pages.
the outcome of years of study and ex
periment by the most original and in
the world has ever
genious gymnast
seen.
Already 32,000 copies of the
work have been sold.
Dio Lewis's sys
tem has been generally adopted by the
most advanced schools of this and other
and Children.

countries.

How to Read Character.
A New Il
lustrated Hand-book of Phrenology
and Physiognomy, for Students and
Examiners, with a Chart for recording
the sizes of the different Organs of the
Brain in the Delineation of character.
12mo, 191 pages.
172 illustrations.
Price, cloth, $1.25.
A handsome
Phrenological Chart:
symbolical Head, made from new and
special drawings, designed for the pur
19x24
pose.
Lithographed in colors.
ins.
Price, 30 cents.
Lantern Slides. A set of fifty Lan
tern Slides suitable for stereopticon lec
tures on Phrenology. $50.00.
Doubleburner Oil Lanterns, $25.00.
Express
collect.

A Natural

Orator}'.

System of Elocution and
Founded on an Analysis of

the Human Constitution considered in
its three-fold nature — Mental, Physio
logical, and Expressional. By Thomas
A. Hyde and William Hyde. G53 pages.
Illustrated. Price, $2.00.

Common School Elocution and Ora
A practical and comprehensive
tory.
manual of Vocal and Physical Culture,
treating the subject of Respiration, Ac
tion, Grouping, Original Discourse, and
Extemporaneous
Speech, from a scien
tific standpoint. By I. H. Brown, A.M.
328 pages.
New and enlarged edition,
1897.
Price, extra cloth, $1.00.
How to Conduct a Public Meeting;
or, The Chairman's Guide for Conduct
ing Meetings, public and private, ac
cording to the best Parliamentary
Eules. With Pules of Order, etc. Price,
25 cents.
in thought force,
Those interested
brain building, the development of in
herent powers and every day Psychology
should send for a sample copy of Suggestion, 4620 Drexel Building, Chicago,
111.

Music, or the Language of Tune.
(1) The History, (2) The Language,
(3) The Science, and (4) The Medici
nal Benefits — of Music. By Jessie A.
Fowler. Price 10 cents.
Love's Coming of Age. A compre
hensive and philosophical treatise on
Sexual Science and Marriage.
By Ed
ward Carpenter. Price, $1.00.
Intuition ; or The Organ of Human
By Jessie A.
Nature.
Illustrated.
Fowler. Paper, 10 cents.
The Parent's Guide. For the trans
mission of Desired
Qualities to Off
spring, and Childbirth Made Easy. By
212 pages,
Mrs. Hester Pendleton.
cloth. Price, $1.00.
A Manual of Phrenology. Designed
for the Use of Students, Teachers and
116 pages. Illustrated.
others.
By A.
T. Story. Price, paper cover, 60 cents.
As Explained by
Mental Science.
Phrenology. With Chapters on the Per
ceptive Faculties, the Reasoning Facul
ties, the Moral Faculties, and the Sol
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40 cents.

A Lec
Phrenology and Temperance.
Price, 10
ture by Jessie A. Fowler.
cents.

The Value of Phrenology;

with ad
the American
1893.
Phrenology.
By

dresses delivered

Institute of
Nelson Sizer.

before

Price,

10

cents.

Phrenology Applied. With addr^p;
before the American Institute
of Phrenology.
By Nelson Sizer. 10
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Seeing the Invisible.
Analysis of
Contents, Practical Studies in Psychometery, Thought Transference, Tel
epathy, and Allied Phenomena.
Chap
ter
Man's Physical Nature
Chapter
II., Invisible Forces and Emanations;
Chapter III., Nature's Invisible Biogra
phy; Chapter IV., Psychometric Ex
periments; Chapter V., Psychometrical
Practice; Chapter VI., Psychometrical
Practice;
VII., ThoughtChapter
Transference and Telepathy
Chapter
VIII., Psychic Faculty and" Telepathy.
With five plates. James Coates, Ph.D.,
F.A.S. Price $2.50.
;

;

By L. N. Fowler.
Propensities.
Price, 30 cents — Is. 1 d.
Familiar Lessons on Phrenology.
Designed for the Use of Schools and
Families by Mrs. L. N. Fowler. Price,

fish

I.,

6

delivered

Concentration and the Acquirement
of Personal Magnetism. By O. Hash
nu Hara.
One of the most
$1.00.
lucid, original and complete series of
tal and Spiritual
Concentration yet
published.
Fruit and Nut Diet. Bv O. Hashnu
letters on the difficult subjects of MenPost free. 10 cents. Practical
Hara.
Hints upon a Natural Diet.

by

by

A

&

;

plained for the purpose of self-treat
ment without mediinec.
By Richard JEbbard. Price, $1.10, postpaid.
Practical Yoga,
series of thoroughly
practical lessons upon the philosophy
and practice of Yoga, with
chapter
Hashnu
devoted to Persian Magic, by
Hara.
Deals very fully with Persian
ex
Exercises
are
Magic — Various
plained, and special advice given as to
times for practice
The Student's Al
of
Value
Numerical
phabet — the
Wealth
Names
The Persian Adept
and Success Influencing Absent Per
in Magic
sons How to be Successful
etc.,
50
cents.
etc.
Price,
Operations,
O a

50 cents.
Practical Hypnotism.
By
A Practical Manual
O. Hashnu Hara.
different
clearly
teaching
eighteen
methods of inducing Mesmerism and
Hypnotism.

and Costiveness
Their
Dyspepsia
Cause and Cure.
Based on modern
medical reform science and successful
Lucidly ex
experience.
practical

;

The Road to Success. 50 cents. By
O. Hashnu Hara.
Teaches the laws
governing the practice of Auto-Suggestion.

a

A Series of Thor
Practical Yoga.
oughly Practical Lessons upon the Phil
With a
osophy and Practice of Yoga.
chapter devoted to Persian Magic. By
O. Hashnu Hara.
o0 cents'.

;

30 cents.

;

Vegetarianism, The Radical Cure for
Intemperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
"In a large acquaintance with vegetar
ians, we have never known one to be a
lover of alcoholic drink or tobacco, and
they suffer less from disease "than flesheaters." — Dr. Holbrook.
Price, paper,

Character of the Power of Principles,
Frank H. Randall.
Published
Fowler
Wells Co.
Showing the
of self-development.
importance
stimulant to all to determine what they
desire to be according to principles—
i.e..
(Creative Principles.)- — Health,
Love, Serenity. Sympathy, Courage,
Hope, Joy, Faith, Determination. (Ex
haustive
Principles) — Disease, Hate.
Worry, Callousness, Fear. Despondency,
Sorrow, Doubt. Listlessness.
A volume
at once interesting, stirring and confi
dence inspiring.
Should be read
Price, $1.10, postpaid.
everybody.
by

cents.
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Fowler's
New Phrenological

Bust

With upwards of
100 divisions, in
china.

Newly dis

covered organs
and

added,

the old

have

organs

subdivided

are

to

been

indi

the various

cate
phases

of action

which many of them
assume.

It

is a per

fect model, beautiful

work of art,

a

as

and

is

undoubtedly

the latest contribu
tion to Phrenologi
cal Science, and the
most complete bust
ever published.
Price, $5.00
By Express Collect

Fowler

Wells Co.

24 East 22d Street

New York
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ARE

NO TWO HEADS

EXACTLY ALIKE

Phrenological Examinations,
setting forth all the strong and weak points of character and disposition, showing clearly in each case
what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will aid Young Men a.nd Women

are full of zeal, strength and courage in selecting proper pursuits,.
in which their abilities can be used to the best advantage, thus securing the best
results of their efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

just starting in life, who

Young Laddies and Gentlemen of Wealth
will find Phrenology

an infallible guide to the proper use

o.rvd

Leisure

of their best powers.

Parents Will be Shown How
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and selfish children, and how to bring their moral and
intellectuil powers into the ascendant; also how to deal with the delicate, tender and precocious so as

To Secure the Best Results.
These examinations are given verbally and in Charts, with all the candor and faithfulness of confiden
In every examination the quality ot the brain, the strength of the con
tial communications.
stitution, the disposition, natural tendencies and capabilities will be described.
Also
a full description of the complexion, temperament, height, weight, features ot
face, and shape of head of the lady or gentleman best adapted in
to the person examined.
marriage

FOWLER, & WELLS COMPANY
24

E. 22nd

Street, New

York
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THE NEW SHORTHAND
That

All Can Learn and Use Immediately
BY

Rev. C. M. HOWARD
We introduce to our readers an entirely

new system

It is not our intention to make professional
of shorthand.
shorthand stenographers, but to assist all students in taking
notes which may be the most easily read without going through
the hard study of the principal systems of phonography.
flinisters and Students will be most benefited by this
sy stem

.

CLOTH, Sl.OO
"

I

save two-thirds of the time that would be
required in my correspondence with my wife, who
also uses it. Nearly all common words are great
Iu all my copying and compos
ly abbreviated.
Place one of the
ing- it is of vast use to me.
little books in the hands of a correspondent and
begin at once to use it and it wil! all soon be
come as familiar to you as your alphabet.
No
hard, protracted Btudy of months and years, as
with other methods, and then, perhaps, not able
to use them with satisfaction. No teacher need
ed.
think it can be written five times as fast
as typewriting and about as fast as most steno
graphers can write with their methods."
C. M. Howard

I

FOWLER & WELLS CO. Publishers
24 E. 22nd Street,

New York
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

All forms of mild

and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here
by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home,
44 years in
this work.
No insane.
2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap
2 lady physicians
Address F. WILSON HUED, Nokth Water Gap, Monbob Co
Pa"

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, Conn.

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects,
Correspondence solicited.
H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

J. M. FITZGERALD

Dr.

Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
126 State Street, Chicago
Send for PamfhUt.

MILLER'S HOTEL

37, 39 & 41 West 26th St.,
In

NEW YORK

Dr. A Mrs. E. P. MILLER, Proprietors
established in 1870

the center of the city.
Convenient to electric
elevated
cars.
Near Madison Square, the
thealers, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
table, comfortable rooms, electric elevator.
Elec
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city ; same
that restored King Edward of England to vigorous
health.
Also Electro-Thermal, Galvanic, Turkish,
and Roman Baths ; Massage, Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc. A home place for ladies and families.
and

Terms: Room, 91.00 to S3. 00 per day; with
Board, 112.00 to 94.50 per day. Permanent,
S10 to 930, according to room.

H.

W".

SMITH, Ph. D.

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
CALVERT AND ALMENA, NORTON
U.S. Mail TraU No.

3

CO.,

KANS

Almcna Camp 5 3

I CAN SELL
Your Real Estate or Business
NO

MATTER WHERE LOCATED

Properties and Business of all kinds 'sold quickly for
cash in all parts of the I'nited States. Don't wait.
Write to-day describing what you have to sell and give
cash price on same.

Men's Pocket Physician
Has been

Reviled. Enlarged and Profusely
Illustrated. Bound in Cloth, with" Gold
Letters, and is Now Entitled
Entitle

"Vigorous Manhood"
The author. Dr. W. G. Boiler, Osteopath, tells in
plain and easily understood language how you can
diagnose and cure all diseases peculiar to men with
out drug or medicine of any kt'/td.
VARICOCELE.HYDROCELE,PROSTATITIS, STRICTURE,ETC.
No matter of what nature, or of hozv long stand
ing your ailment may be, if you desire a perman
ent and positive cure, follow the directions for treat
ment given in this startling little book.
The treatment is easy to follow, involvingno hard*
ship or depriving of "the rational pleasure of life,
and it will impart new vitality, fresh courage
and surprising strength to any man who desires
to realize superbly his Divine creative powers.
No matter if your case be new, or of long stand
ing, yon will get immediate relief and ultimate cure
by following the treatment described in this most
valuable manual ever published.
A copy of this little book, which can be carried in
the pocket, yet which is a sclentiiic treatise by an
educated physician, will be sent to any address upon
receipt of its price, ONE DOLLAR.
With one
year's subscription to Health, 51.50.
Whether you are sick or well, you cannot spend
that amount more wisely than by investing it in a
copy of '-Vigorous Manhood."

Health Pub. Co. Dpt. 2, 321 5th Ave.

NEW YORK

In writing

IF YOU WANT TO BUY
any kind of Business or Real Estate anywhere, at any

price, write me your requirements.
and money.

I can

save yon time

DAVID P. TAFF,

THE LAND MAN,
415

TOPEKA,

KANSAS AVENUE.

KANSAS.

CHILDREN
>EETHINQ

Mrc
VY 1LLMU W S
MIS. Wfn«1nw'C
Soothing: Syrup
.

.

nafl

over

been

used

for

FIFTY YEARS

^ot^VS
THEIRCHILDREN

WHILE TEETHING WITH PERFECT SUC
CESS. IT SOOTHES THE CHILD, SOFTENS
THE GUMS. ALLAYS ALL PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and U the BEST KEMEDV
FOR DIARRHOSA.
Sold by druggists in every part of the

world.

Twenty-five Cents a Bottle.

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological

Journal.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .OO

IN CARRYING

CASE.

The Neatness, Portability, Kfflcfency, and
Cheapness of our Poptilnr Magic Lantern will
commend it to every one witching a good, reliable
instrument at a moderate price.
In the Popular we have dispensed with the japanned
case of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction
of oar Patent Bi~Unial Lamp makes that unnecessary, ano.
thus a great saving In weight and bulk ts secured.

SET TP FOR USE.

The Conrlensi ng Lenses are of One quality, planoconvex, 4 Indies diameter, substantially
Tfie Object Glasses are achromatic, enlarging the views with good effect of any

mounted in ...
desired size from
3 feet up to 9 feet area : and an; handsomely mounted In brass, with rack for focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the japanned front tube.
Our Patent Bi-Unial iamp rests In a socket at the rear of the instrument, where it is (Irmly sup
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which it is connected by a light-tight metallic fitting.
Magic Lantern weighs only about 7 pounds, and is enclosed In a neat Tarnished
The Popular
carrying ease, 8)^ x 10x 15 Inches.

LIST

5.
ti.
7.
K.
!t.
10.
11.
1-'.
13.
14.
15.
HI.
17.
is.
1».
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

28.
■a
in.

OP LANTERN SLIDES

Human Skeleton.
Longitudinal Section of the Brain.
Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and
Spinal Cord.
Thick Skull in an Insane man, unusually thick and
dense.
Brain in Skull.
Idiot's Head.
Florence Nightingale.
Gladstone, Right Hon. W. E. Statesman.
Dore. French Artist.
Garibaldi.
T. Abernethy.
Writer.
American Indian.
Benjamin
Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In
ventor.
Captain Webb: swam Niagara Rapids.
Drunkard.
Lord Bacon.
Writer.
The arterial System showing a. terles and veins.
Highly Intellectual Head and Char
Prof. Playfair.
acter.
Hypotbondrtas Head.
Rubens.
Painter.
John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wesleyan Metnodlsni.
Bisfs of the Brain.
Moltku.
German Statesman.
Landscape Painter and Good Colorist.
Home Cooke, Large Language
and Cultivated
mind, writer and speaker.
Asoedlah Buxton,
Keen (Calculator (Large Calcu
lation).
Muscular System.
Stern.
Minister. Writer and Wit.
Instigator of the Siege of Parmyne.
Francois.
The French Advocate.
(Very refined.)
Martin, who was executed in Paris.
(A Parricide.)

Price 81. SO each, or for

1he net 8-10.00 by

82. Cetewaye.
(Indian Chief.)
33. Eustacu of 8t. Domingo.
Co- Worker with Gall.
84. Spurzheim.
Phrenologist and Lecturer.
L. N. Fowler.
Examiner,
86. J. A. Fowler. Daughterof L. N. Fowler.
Fowler & Wells Co.
37. Nelson Sizer.
Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
88. Mrs. C. Fowler Wells. Sister of o. 8. and L. N.
Fowler.
Said to be the first lady Journalist in
the United States.
Napoleon 1st.
Miss Willard.
Anna Dickinson.
Edgar Allan Poe.
III. Grades
Benjamin
of Intelligence.
Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amativeness.
Evarts.
Two
side sections of the brain.
41. Rev. G. P. Lester, Vital Tem.
John Brown,
Motive Temp.
Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp
Rev. T. H. Brown, Well Balanced.
Blsutarck,
Prince
Firmness
42. Daniel O'Connell.
Gen. Phil. Sheridan,
ComBarfveness and Destructlveness.
Gen. Sheridan.
43. Dr. Gall. Symbolical
Head. Male and Female
Head (two each).
Four Pictures of Idiots.
Gen. Stonewall Jackson.
Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.
Rev. How
W. Shlllaber.
45. Henry Ward Beecher.
Chauncey M. Depew.
ard Crosby.
Burke, Murderer.
Fine
48. Rev. Dr. Stephen King.
Organization (Empress Eugenia).
Coarse Organ
Oceola. Rev. Lyman
ization.
Queen Victoria.
Sitting Bull, the Most Popular Orator of
Abbott.
the IT. 8.
Group of Organs. Outline of
Martha Washington.
Head. Four Views of the Brain.
An.
Lucreda Mott. Clara Barton.
Mark Lemon.
tolne Probst.
Daniel Webster. John C. Calhoun.
Muscular System.
The Brain, Side Section.

expren collect.

I
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825.00 express collect.
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THE WALTER SANITARIUM
WALTERS PARK, PA.

The nearest, larifeit, best of the Wernersville
Reiorti, hat lu own Port-Office.

Only 24 minutes from Beading Terminal,
Philadelphia
and 4 hours from Xen- York— without change.
Book]:

Address ROBERT

WALTER, M.D.

JUST PUBLISHED

Modern Ghost Stories
8

Vo.

139

CLOTH

Paces

Sl.OO

A Medley of Dreams, Impressions and Hoectral

Illusions
BY

EMMA MAY BUCKINGHAM
CONTENTS:
Are We Naturally Superstitious?
Was it a Spirit Telegram?
What Was It? Spectral Illusions;
The Spectral Hound; Was it a Spirit?
Who was She? Psychological Impressions;
How He Found His Ideal;
That Shadow in the Park;
A Young Wife's Trial:
The Weird Musician;
Tongueless Voices:
Irresistible Impulse;
The Phantom Child;
A Dream Warning; Dreams Fullfilled;
A Vision of Heaven; The Haunted Chamber;
A Dream Over Bride Cake: Elucidation;
The Mystery cf the River.

FOWLER & WELLS
24

CO.

East Twenty=Second Street, New York

ADVERTISEMENTS

UNCOOKED
FRUIT,

NUT AND

DATENUT

Here Is a Good One

CEREAL FOODS

FIG HAZEL

FRUIT BREAD

Sample of cither by mall, ioc ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other 4*Good Thine* to Eat," made without
lard. suet ^lue or other dead-animal matter. Wrlta
for list or aeDd $1 for 5-lb. box of samples, cooked

and uncooked.

STRAIGHT EDGE KITCHEN

Being the Commissary Department of the Straight
Edge Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon Sq., N. Y.
Write for information about the Straight Edge In
dustrie! and ways In which you can co-operate with
us for human betterment, physical, moral, industri
al, social, financial.
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The Modem Farmer
Poultry Gazette
Review of Reviews

5.75

Success

Woman's Home
Companion

All

one year for

$3.00

This makes

a combination that is very
hard to beat, and you should bo greatly
pleased with it.

THE

MODERN FARMER,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.
FREE to F. A. M. A beautiful
Masonic Calendar, also large cata
logue of Masonic books and goods
with bottom prices. Regalia, Jew
els, Badge?*, Pins, Charms and Lodge
Supplies.
Beware of spurious M*sonic books.

FOR HIGH QUALITY

If

you don't know DDCON QUALITY tend :6 cents
in stumps tor generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXOfl'S PENCIL GUIDE. Mention this adv.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N.J.

REDDING

& CO., Publishers and Manufacture™
Goods, No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

of Masonic

I

We Invite 70a to Subscribe

Daily Attractions

In New York

A Weekly Magazine

of advance

information concerning events and
attractions in Greater New York
— Concerts, Lectures, Theatres,
Art Exhibitions, Club News — in
fact, everything that everybody

wants to know.

Subscription. $2.00 per year;
$1.00 for Six Mouths
50 Cents for Three Months

B. L. CLARKE, Manager
9012

Metropolitan

New York

Building

EVERY

for

WHERE

(Monthly)

THAT YOU MAY
ENJOY READING NEW POEMS-LITERATURE
BY

Will Carlton,

Margaret E. Sangster

And other noted Authors
Yon will then desire to read the entire

CONTENTS

Times Diary:— World History,

tersely

ingly presented.

and

interest

Star Goisip:— What prominent persons are saying and
doing in dillerent parts of our Globe,
and apt
comment upon them.

Philosophy

and Humor:— Witticisms that arc eager
ly assimilated, but keep bubbling to the
amuse
ment of ones friend*.
The Health-Seeker:— Timely hints that will assits
to physical perfection and mental
cheerfulness.
Short Storiee:— Wholesome and entertaining.
At Church:— t'nsectarifln.
World Succeei:— In all its phases.

EDITED BY WILL CARLET0N
Price per year

ORDER NOW

50 Cents
(Send stamps or money order.)
Introductory Offer [limited):— Send 50 Cents at once
and we will forward EVEKY WHERE to your
ad ireafi for 15 months.
Agent*

1079
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CO.
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PSYCHOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
OF HANDWRITING
BY MAGDALENE KINTZEL-THUMM
Translated from the German by MAGDALENE

KlNTZEL-THUMM

of a graphological sign increases in proportion
intensity of its form and the frequency of its appearance.
Sub strokes connecting letters within a word can be equally re
garded as starting or ending sub strokes; sub strokes connecting
parts of a letter are called connecting sub strokes.
Nearly all of the graphological observations published in this
book are of an original character ; but few of them — those pertain
ing to Part Ethic exclusively — can be found in other books, and
these few even had to be intensely modified.
significance

to the
THE

VOLUNTARY THINKING
The mostvperfect form of voluntary thinking is logical thinking — j.e., the
capacity, of deducting from one or more known facts an unknown cause respect
The graphological sign of this en pability is omission of starting
ively consequent.
and ending sub strokes. Examples for this manner of writing can be seen in
Scheme A. I. and B. I.
of famous personalities
DU BOIS REYMOND
GERHART HAUPTMANN
SALISBURY

Illustrated Examples from handwritings
VIRCHOW
GLADSTONE

:

TALLEYRAND

It must be emphasized that many signs do not show intellectual gift, but in
tellectual training only, and indicate a mind that has learned to exercise its powers.
The most perfect form of undertaking will power is called energy — J.e., the
capacity of discerning amongst several possible actions of seemingly equal worth
The grapho
one as the most important, and of carrying it out without delay.
logical sign of such will power is enlargement of left-handed ending and connecting
intermediate strokes.
Examples from handwritings of famous personalities

BISMARCK
WAGNER

In contrast to
undecided,

these energetic

weak characters may

McKINLEY

WASHINGTON

HAESEI.ER

:

LIVINGSTONE

handwritings

a few

examples

of writings of

be given.

LOUIS XVI

NIELS GADE
Price, $2.00 Net

FOWLER & WELLS CO. ^ PUBLISHERS
24
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22d

STREET

:

:

:

:

NEW YORK

Dr. Shepard's
81 (EL

83 Columbia Heights

BROOKLYN.

N. Y.

A

N attractive, quiet home for the treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria, Neu
ralgia, etc. A specialty is made of Turkish,
Eussian, Roman and Electric Baths and

Massage, together with Hygienic Diet.
Send for Pamphlet on Rheumatism.
.
Address
PHOTO. »V ROCKWOOD

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M.D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS
ROUND IN CLOTJI. POSTPAID

(I
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MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE"
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

The following arc the titles of the principal chapters
of the work.
i. Introductory, comprising a sketch of the great im
provements in the marriage Relati.on within historic
2. The Duality of the Sexes, and Reasons for Mar
riage.
3. The fundamental principles on wich True Mar
riages are based.
4. The temperamental and educational adaptation of
one party to the other.
5. Health as the most important factor in a Sanitary
Marriage.
6. Physical Culture as an element in Marriage.
/. Marriage among the ancient Spartans and its
'essons for modern civilization.
8. How Science is applied to improving
animals and
ants, and may be applied to improveing the race.
q. The Mixing of Races and its importance.
10. The difficulties wich are encountered.
11. Importance of having Children,
especially gooa
and healthy ones, and the disadvantages of rearing
sickly or bad ones.
12. Reproduction,
its nature and laws (a very in
structive chapter).
iv What and how parents transmit good and bad
qualities to their offspring.
14. The laws of Sanitary parentage (also an impor.
ant chapter).

In writing to advertisers,

A Talk With Girls
About Themselves
BY

EDWARD BRUCE KIRK
Editor or u Papers
WITH

on

Health "

INTRODUCTION s
'
BY

Lady Pacett
Subjects Treated

Hints on Health; Diet; Exercise; Pure Air;
Evils of Tight Lacing, etc. ; Health and Beauty,
their inseparability; Courtship; Marriage; True

Womanhood;
Admire;
What
Men
Vice, its
terrible punishment; Reproduction; Pregnancy;
Reading and Education.

Price, 50 Cents Net

Fowler

& Wells Company
york city

new

please mention the Phrenological

Journal.

The Child

The Dr. G. O. Sahler

Sanitarium

PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY
ADVICE OP A MOTHER
According to the Teaching and Experf'ncr
Hygienic Science

GUIDE for MOTHERS and EDUCATORS
By BERTHA flEYER
TRANSLATED
BY FMEOERIKESALAMON
REVI8EDBY A. R. ALORICH

TITLES OF CHAPTERS.

Chapter I. Mystery of Hygiene.
Chapter II. What Hygiene In
cludes.

Chapter

III. The Infant During
the First Few Weeks of Life.
Chapter IV. Use of the Nursing
Bottle to Supplement the Mother's
Milk.

A Homc-MKe retreat for tne care ana
treatment of MENTAL, NERVOUS
and FUNCTIONAL disorders

NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED

The rtethod of Treatment employed is Psychologi
cal, based ou scientific principle*, and under the perso
nal supervision of a regularly educated and experienced
physician.
The illustration shows the lnr^e addition, modern in
every particular, under construction.
Writ* for circular describing tennB, building, method
of treatment, etc.

The Dr.

C. 0

KINQSTON-ON

SAHLER SANITARIUM
(Incorporated;

HUDSON,

NEW YORK

Chapter V. Bathing and Washing.
Chapter VI. Rearing Entirely by
Hand.

Chapter VII.

The Nursery and
Infant's Further Development.

the

Chapter

VIII. Education of the
Aesthetical Sense in the Nursery.

Chapter IX.

Further

Chapter X.

Children's

of the Healthy Child.

Price..

.,

;

Development
Diseases.

cloth,

75 cts.

Right Selection in Wedlock.
NOT A FAILURE.

MARRIAGE

Marriage is a failure only when the persons
are not properly mated, and this is likely to be
the case only by. a want of knowledge.
In this
work Prof. Sizer tells who should marry and who
should not, giving portraits to illustrate the tem
peraments and the whole subject fully. The right
age to marry, mental and intellectual aspects of
marriage, feelings and sentiments adapted, step
mothers, mothers in-law, divorce, marriage ol
cousins, etc.

Price

10 cents.

Choice of Occupation, by Prof. Sizer: this
number has already been distributed to the ex
tent of 100,000 copies, and still there are thousands more who should read it.
10 cents.
Are they

BY

ONE

well mated?

WHO
HAS DONE

GETTING MARRIED AND KEEPING MARRIED.
BOTH.
Under the titles " Finding a Mate" and "Keeping a Mate " the author gives points of interest

to both married and unmarried.
Those who wish to be loved and those
love, will find numerous suggestions of value in its pages and illustrations.

FOWLER

&

who wish some one to
By mail, 10 cents.
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sold* and the last Edition is better than ever
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ILLVST'RATET)

SELF-INSTRUCTOR
(PHRENOLOGY

In \ PHYSIOLOGY and
{

PHYSIOGNOMY

A Complete Handbook for the People. With over
One Hundred New Illustrations, including a Chart
for the Use of Practical Phrenologists. Revised
nmo, 192 pages.
and printed from new plates,
(

By the Renowned Phrenologists

Profs. O. S. and L. N. FOWLER
" ' Phrenology

*
1
the very word thrills my soul, and with the touch of
a Master attunes my heart to a song of gratitude and praise.
Phrenology
is the only science that can solve the problems of our destiny ; the only
philosophy that explains man as a physical and spiritual being. Phrenology
is the golden key that unlocks the sacred mysteries of human possibilities.
It is like a voice that speaks to the sleeping soul and cries, 'Awake, thou
that dreamest of ideal things, and know that thou art a god, and canst
create for thyself the wonder-world of thine own imaginings.'
It speaks
to the disheartened mortal and thrills him with the message, 'All power
is within you ; learn but to know thyself, and thou shalt be owner of

the spheres.*

"

Phrenology is an alluring star that glows brightly in Life's firmament
for all, and its brightness allures the poet and the lover; its depth baffles yet
fascinates the philosopher, and its simplicity attracts the child.
I cannot
say, 'Long live Phrenology,' for it, like all other truth, is immortal, but
here's to the health and long life of its faithful progenitors.
May their zeal
be undiminished and their efforts unceasing to spread this gospel of human
salvation that is able to solve the mysteries of our being, and to lead man
up to a heaven of bis own creation."

Cioth, £1.00
SEND FOR A COPY AT ONCE, STUDY THE PEOPLE
YOU SEE, AND ALSO YOUR OWN CHARACTER

FOWLER 6, WELLS CO.
L. N. FOWLER & CO. -
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- LONDON

A

Handsome

Colored

—

From New and t
Special Drawings

.Symbolical Head

The pictorial illustrations
show the location of each of
the Phrenological Organs.

The Head is about 15 inches wide, handsomely lithographed in six colors, and on heavy plate paper,
Mounted on canvas and rollers, $1.00.
size about 30 by 20 inches, ready for framing, 30 cents.

A New Articulated Five Part Phrenological Bust.
the Phrenological Organs on the convolutions of the
brain according to the latest discoveries, and Physiognomical Poles of Circula
tion, Respiration and Digestion.
This latest and best bust, made in material lighter, and more durable than plaster-ofparis, and furnished at the low price of $5.00 by Express.
Should be in the hands of every student.

Giving the relative location of

FOWLER & WELLS CO.,
24 East 22d Street, New

York.

L. N. FOWLER & CO.,
7 Imperial Arcade, Ludg-ate Circus. London, K.

C,

Eng.

Description Of The
Colored Bust
The Six Phrenological Regions and Their Collective
Functions, by Eulogio Prieto, of Cuba

PRICE

$5.00

By Express Collect

As the geographer divides the
earth, by natural or arbitrary
boundaries, into continents,
nations, etc., so the phrenologist
divides the head into reglozis,
groups, and organs, accordiug to
analogy of function.
Impulsive Region, or Selfish
1.
Propensities.
Object : The
exigencies of life ; the strug
gle for existence.
It com
prises 7 organs.
2. Social Region, or Domestic
Propensities.
The wants of
family and home ; co-oper
ative life.
It comprises 5
organs.
or Selfish Senti
3. Rulership,
ments. Mental cohesion,
emulation, ambition;
selfcontrol;
beginning of all
govermont.
4.

5.

6.

Semi-intellectual or Perfect
ing Region. Object : Art,

beauty, aesthetics,
It con
tains 5 organs.
Belat
Intellectual Region.
ed with the physical and
metaphysical
w o rids; 3
groups and 16 organs ; Per
ceptive or observing group,
6 organs;
6;
Recolleclive,
and Understanding, reason
ing or reflective, organs.
Spiritual, or Moral and Re
ligious Region. It is the
skylight and throne of the
Soul; stimulating the no
blest sentiments of man and
5 or
restraining passion.
gans.

i

Fowler & Wells Company
24

East 22nd Street, New York

THE STUDENT'S SET.
New Physiognomy
Or, Signs of Character, as manl tested
through temperament and external forms,
and especially
in the " Human Fac*
One thousand illustrations.
Divine.
By S. R. Wells. Price, $3-00.

Tftc rcmreramcnts
in their relation to Mental
Considered
Character and Practical Affairs of Life.
Jacquks,
M.D. 150 illustra
By D. H.
tions. Cloth, $1.50.

The New Illustrated Self-Instructor
In Phrenology, Physiology and Physi

Hygiene of the Brain
By M. L.
And the Cure of Nervousness.
Holbrook, M.D. Part I. contains chap
Brain,
the Spinal Cord, the
ters on the
Cranial and Spinal Nerves. How ft©Cure
Nervousness.
Value of a Largtf Jdpply
of Food in Nervous Disordet , Fifty
Important Questions Answered.
Price,
$1.00.

A complete Handbook for the
ognomy.
With over one hundred new
People.
illustration-.,
including a chart for the
Revised
use of practical Phrenologists.
12010,
and printed from New Plates.
19a pages. By the Renowned Phrenol
S,
L.
ogists, Profs. O.
and
N. Fowler.
Cloth, Ix.oo.

Brain and Mind
Or, Mental Science Conaldci-J in Ac
cordance with the Principles of Phren
ology and in Relation to Modern Physi
By H. S. Drayton,
Illustrated.
ology.
A.M., M.D., and Jam»« McNeil, > MExtra Cloth, $1.50
Fowler's New Phrenological Bust
With upwards of one hundred divisions.
In china.
Newly discovered organs are

added, and the old organs have been sub
divided to indicate the various- phases of
action which many of them assume. It
is a perfect model, beautiful as a work of
art, and Is undoubtedly the latest con
Science, and
tribution to Phrenological
the nost complete bust ever published.
Prlvt, $5.00.

Tbe Constitution of Man
Considered in relation to external objects.
With portraitBound

By Geo Combe,
in Cloth, $1.25.

Physiology, Animal and Mental
Applied to the Preservation and Res

toration of Health of Body and Power
of Mind. Twenty-five illustrations.
By
O. S. Fowler.
Unabridged
edition.
Price, $1.00.

A Natural

Lcctvres on Man
A series of twenty-one lectures on
delivered
Physiology and Phrenology,
by Prof. L. N. Fowler, during his first
tour in England, many of which are now
out of print and ean only be bad in this
volume.

$1.50.

Oratory

System

of

Elocution

ana

Founded on an analysis of the Human
Constitution
considered in its threefold
nature — Mental, Physiological,
and Expressional.
By Thomas A. and William
Hyde. Price, $2.00.

The authors have studied the subject
closely, and present it from new and origi
nal standpoints. This is not a commonplace
book on the plan of numerous school text
books, but one well worthy the attention of
all who would excel as speakers, readers,
etc.

Will send the STUDENT'S SET (Price $18.75) to any
address by express, upon receipt of $13.00*
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VII.

MEN AND WOMEN.

CHARACTER STUDY FOR BUSY
By the Editor.

CHARLES E. HUGHES.
A Near View of Our Future Gover
nor at Albany.
The time has come when men see
the wisdom of electing persons for pub
lic office according to the shape of the
candidate's
rather than the
head,
amount of money they spend over elec
the
number of
tioneering, or by
speeches they make to their constituents,
or by any influence they may have to
get into power.
We believe that the last vote that
has been polled for the Governor of New
York State has been carried for the
candidate
by virtue of his fitness for
office, and the shape of his head in
dicates this.
Thackeray has well said : "There are
men who wear their letters of credit
on their foreheads." We would like to
add to this, that the moral stamina of
a man shows itself in the height of the
Between
the two
top of the head.
for the New York State
candidates
Governor there is a vast difference. We

give as a matter of comparison the two
heads, and wish to show that there is
a much greater width along the top,
than
or in the superior region in No.

I

in No. II.
The shape of the head certainly tells
the story of a man's purpose in life,
and his general character more than
anything else can do.

It

matters not how much a man may

fight for contending objects which he
considers to be wrong, if he does this
for selfish ends. Mr. Hughes has had
no axe to grind ; no paper to circulate ;
He
no need to win popular applause.
has worked steadily on, from the time
when he was a lad at school to the time
when he became a lawyer in the firm
of Carter, Hughes and Dwight, which
now is called Hughes, Rounds and Sher
man.

He is a
ing man;
in height,
portioned

wiry, but not a robust look
is about five feet ten inches
with a slight, but well- pro
His hair is brown,
figure.
and he wears it well pushed back from
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his forehead;

the latter is high and
indicates intellectuality,
scientific ability, and versality of mind.
His speech is prompt and quick. He
has an attractive manner, and a mag
netic personality.
The countenances of the two candi
dates for the governorship of New York
State are quite different, though each
corresponds with his outline of head.
The eyes of No I are kind and consid
erate, though firm and positive; while
those of No. II, though eloquent in
appeal, yet are inconsistent, changeable

broad,

and

[December

shows persistency combined with versa
tility and adaptability of mind.

I

correspond, with a
of the posterior re
development
gion of the head, which inclines a man
to be interested in the affairs of his
fellow men from unselfish motives, and
The lips of No.
are full and eloquent.
are thin and theoretical.
The breadth of the upper part of the
is much more promin
head in No.
as it will
ently shown than in No.
the head slopes
be seen that in No.
off from the center line.

The lips of No.

full

II

I

II

II,

Personal Notes.

and versatile.

No. 2. MR. WILLIAM

RANDOLPH

HEARST.

No. 1. MB. C. K. HUGHES.

The nose of No. I is acquiline, with
just a sufficient amount of width to
make it positive.
The nose of No.
is long and slender, and toward the end
has a commercial tendency.
The distance from the nose to the
mouth, or the upper lip, is long and
well proportioned in No. I, which al
ways indicates a steady persistency of
character.
In No.
the distance

II

II

Charles Evans Hughes was born in
in Glens Falls, N. Y., the son of
a Baptist minister, who was a native
of Wales, and a Scotch-Irish mother.
In his stock are intermingled Welsh,
Irish, Dutch and Scotch blood, with a
dash of German.
In this ancestry he
strongly resembles President Roose
1862,

velt.

"From
rents

the hour of his birth his pa
never had any thought but that
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he would be trained for the ministry,"
"The
says the New York World.
boy was ten years old when he de
cided that he would be a teacher and
not a preacher.
And his father did not
For, even at
oppose the son's desire.
that age, the boy showed strongly the
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When he was still quite young the
family moved to Newark, N. J., where
the lad entered the public schools.
He
made no reputation as a precocious pu
pil, but his teachers knew him as a
studious,
earnest, orderly youth who
never let go of a task until he had

MR. CHAKLES EVANS HUGHES.

traits of mental concentration and devotion to purpose, which have so well
served his needs in politics and law in
his later life.

thoroughly mastered it. He graduated
in 1873 with the rest of his class. Soon
thereafter the Hughes family moved to
this city, and young Hughes was en-
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tered in the public schools here.
a
certificate
Charles obtained

graduation from "Old No. 35" in the
fall of 1875, when he was thirteen vears
old.

Fine School Record.

His career in the school had been
Added to his abilnoted for progress.

ity to grasp the elementary subjects
which formed the curriculum of the
school the lad was much given to the
writing of ponderous essays, the sub
jects of which would in these days seem
to be far beyond the capacity of a boy of
his age.
One of his most notable es
says had for its subject "The Limita
tion of the Human Mind." Another
was "The Evils of Light Literature."

At

his commencement

"Self Help" from

on

of

he read an essay
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the stage of the
He was the salutaof his class. His oration was re
as a remarkable piece of work
It was
thirteen-year-old boy.
virile and masterful.
lad's plan of entering the City

of Music.

Academy

torian
garded

for

a

strong,

The
College

that year had to be revised,

as

one year of the necessary
twelve months he was tutored
by his father, and then concluded to
enter Madison University at Hamilton,
N. Y., which is now Colgate University.
He remained in this institution until
1878. Then he decided the curriculum
lacked

he

age.

For

of Brown
better.

At

University

would suit him

Took Prize at College.
of his junior year

the end

at
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Brown, Hughes took the Dunn pre
mium for the highest standing in Eng
In his senior year he
lish literature.
won the Carpenter premium for gen
He had the classical
eral attainments.
oration on commencement day, when he
was graduated in 1881.
When he entered Brown he had
and not
passed simply for admission
for rank. During his junior year Prof.
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New York and entered the Columbia
Law School, whence he graduated in
1884 and was immediately admitted to
the Bar.
For a while he was a clerk
in the office of Gen. Stewart L. Wood
ford. Later he became a clerk in the
law office of Chamberlain, Carter &
Hornblower, in which, a few years later,
he wras to become a full fledged partner
of the firm.

THE OHUHDIUCN OP efiAKUia C HTTGHBS.
From left to rtjrtot C»Owrtn* Charla. a, jr., *n<3- Heion.
Lincoln told him that he had made a
great mistake and that he should have
passed for rank.
Spurred on by this
compliment Hughes exerted himself
still further, and he was one of the five
Phi Beta Kappa men of his year. Even
at that age he had developed a remark
able mental focus.
He graduated from
Brown with honors.
The ink was not
dry on his diploma before he had se
cured a professorship in the Delaware
Academy at Delhi, N. Y.
Having proved his ability to manage

roomful of obstreperous young men,
of them larger and older than
himself, young Hughes came back to
a

many

His natural inclination toward teach
ing often led him to accept tutorships.
Teaching and the practice of law took
Three years
up his time until 1891.
previous to this he had married the
daughter of Walter S. Carter, a mem
ber of the firm. His labors had some
what undermined his health, although
lie would never admit to his friends
that he was ill.
At length, fearing a
breakdown

if

he stuck

to the law,

he

opened negotiations with Cornell Col
lege, and much to the chagrin of his
father-in-law, Mr,. Hughes left active
practice, and for two years occupied
chair at Cornell.

a
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Returning to this city in 1893 Mr.
Hughes again took up the active prac
tice of his profession.
Very soon he
was sent to Oregon, representing the
bondholders of a broken down railroad,
and worked there for several months
straightening out its affairs.
On his return he was the court mem
ber of the new law firm of Carter,
When Edward F.
Hughes & Dwight.
Dwight died two years ago the firm
title was Carter, Hughes, Rounds &
Schurman.
The recent death of Mr.
Carter changed the firm's name to
Hughes, Rounds & Schurman, with offi
ces at No. 96 Broadway.
Insurance Wobk Won Him Fame.
He was a member of this firm when
he took the place as special examiner
the Armstrong Committee,
which
made him famous and which is familiar
to every reader of the great insurance
scandals of last year.
It was largely
because of the magnificent reputation
he made in the insurance investigation
that the Republican nomination for
Governor came to him unsolicited at
Buffalo in September.
He had never
held office or run for office until that
time.

for

Before becoming examiner
of the
Armstrong Committee, Mr. Hughes had
acted as special counsel of the Gas In
vestigation Committee of the Legisla
ture.
It was in October of last year
while he was conducting the insurance
inquiry with such conspicuous success
that he declined the Republican nomi
nation for Mayor.
Early this year he was appointed by
Attorney-General Moody to conduct the
prosecution of the coal railroads for the
United States Government — a signal
recognition of his ability to probe cor
porate secrecy and corporate duplicity.

[December

His wife, Mrs. Hughes, whom we re
cently had the pleasure of meeting, is
a woman
of
of strong individuality
character and intellectual attainments.
In person Mrs. Hughes is tall and
with regular features,
slender,
wavy
dark brown hair and large, expressive
Her manner, though dig
brown eyes.
nified, is vivacious and full of a gracious
charm.
a college woman herself,
very practical views about
recommending a college course unquali
"In the
fiedly for all young women.
case of my own girls,"' she says, "that
is a
still under debate.
question
She spent two years at Wellesley Col
lege as a special student, being there in
1882 and 1883, and again from '84
to '85.
She went to Wellesley College
from Wells, where she had already spent
three years, and is a member of the

Although

she holds

Eastern Association of Wells College.
She was born in Milwaukee in 1864.
Her home and children have been her
chief interest; hence she has not given
much time to club life.
She has three children, the oldest be
ing Charles Evans Hughes, named after
his father. He is at present a sophomore
at Brown University, in Providence, his
father's Alma Mater, of which Mr.
Her
Hughes is one of the trustees.
two daughters,
Helen and Catherine,
are fifteen and eight years old respec
school
at
St.
tively.
They attend
Agatha's, a private school for girls at
tached to Trinity Parish, West End
Avenue.

Mrs. Hughes belongs to only three
organizations, one of them patriotic,
the other college societies.
She is a
of the Martha Washington
member
Colonial Chapter, Daughters ■of the
American Revolution, and of the New

York Wellesley Club.
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The Vibrations of Language*
By Benjamin F. Pratt, M. D.

THE

ADDRESS AT THE COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY.

VALEDICTORY

Without vibration there can be no
life, — and the highest manifestation of
life is reached through the full expres
sion of vibration. All life expresses it
self through a spoken word, — and from
the tiniest atom to the highest unfolded
man — God's creation vibrates the word
of life.
Dr. Gall heard the voice of God vi
brating through the human brain,: —
listened to its harmonious eloquence —
and heard the spoken word — which God
had written when the stars first sang
together in bright creation's morning.
As he listened — through his sense per
and
inner consciousness —he
ception
saw in the human brain the location of
when
the forty -three
keys, which,
touched by a master mind would vibrate
the harp of a thousand strings as its
melodious
notes pealed
forth sweet
strains of music which harmonized with
the songs of wisdom of all the ages. As
we listen to the vibrations
of man's
spoken words we feel the vibrations of
discord that tell of the struggles
of
surging humanity and the rise and fall
of empires, kingdoms, and republics.
The better the brain the better the
thought, and it is the silent thought or
spoken word that controls the leverpower that moves the world, and only
through right thought civilization can
advance and God's kingdom be estab
lished upon earth and among men.
Through her truth-loving sons, Ger
many and Scotland spoke the word of
God as they unrolled the scroll, and
spoke to man of the secret chambers of
the brain and wrote the "Constitution
of Man."
All forms of selfishness, including
jealousy, hatred, revenge, religious big

otry, and the glitter of material pride,
feast upon the cankering worms which
are ever gnawing at life's vitals or pois
oning the blood of purity, and the grave

opens and closes before life has fairly
begun. These vultures have ever fought
the progress of truth, for they realize
too well that the establishment of truth
upon earth would deprive them of their

unholy heritage.
Religious jealousy suppressed Gall
and Spurzheim in Austria, and Jesus
was put to death nineteen
hundred
years ago among Judea's Hills, — but
truth can never be crucified and will
never die, although its personal" repre
sentatives
are persecuted
or put to
death.

There is nothing more detrimental
to the progress of truth than for a man,
or set of men, to assume an attitude of
"I am holier than thou," or become
arrogant in the thought that to them
has been given the keys to the secret
of all knowledge.
chambers
Many
times in its history, the Royal Society
of England has blocked the wheels of
progress by rejecting new-found truths,
refusing an appropriate place for con
sideration, because they did not origin
ate within their domain of self-assump

tion.
The Royal Society,
resentative,

through its rep

Sir William Hamilton,

to
gether with the selfish despotism of Na
poleon, tried to throttle the discoveries
of Gall in England and France.
God's years have silently rolled along
and there is no one living to drop a
tear or speak a w'ord in loving remem
brance for the greatest murderer of all
the ages, and Dr. Gordon and Sir Wil
liam Hamilton have left nothing be
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hind them to keep their memories green
in the minds of men, because their own
of material pride,
shadows
created
vested in worldly glory, blinded their
inner consciousness against the truth.
In the near future a bust of Dr. Gall
will have an appropriate place in the
meeting chamber of the Royal Society
of England and its members will speak
in loving kindness of him as the great
est scientific discoverer of all the ages.
The good that they have accom
into the
plished by their perception
mysteries of God's creation will give
Darwin, Huxley, Tyndal, and Spencer
in the minds
appropriate monuments
of men —but Dr. Gall with all the shin
ing splendor of a new-born day has
lighted up the pathway of truth with
the brilliancy of the mid-day sun, —
and the monument erected to his mem
ory rises in glorious splendor above
them all.
It is of little consequence where his
mortal remains rest, but the vibrations
of his voice, like the wireless teleg
raphy, have put in motion waves of
thought that will vibrate the hearts and
brains of all mankind around the globe.
When man knows his temple, which
is God's temple, and with the skill of a
master mechanic learns how to build it
without the noisy racket of saws, and
hammers, and chisels of licentious dis
cord — then the immaculate conception
of truth will impregnate the life of the
new-born babe whose unfolding life will
blossom with heavenly beauty into the
Then with a
glory of a perfect man.
master's hand the forty-three organs of
the human brain will be touched, while
the great organs of life peal forth their
harmonious notes of loving kindness as
the whole world joins in the melodious
song of "Peace on earth good will to
men."
Science is a discovery of the wisdom
expressed in God's world of beauty.
Religion is a binding back a relation to
God, and science and religion are broth
ers born under the same parental roof.
God spoke the vibratory words of life

[December

creation was born.
The spoken
word of man will be complete in its
vibratory expression, when, through the
harmonious relations of the brain he
speaks the word that vibrates the union
of God in creation and God in religion.
Solomon surrounded with all his arti
ficial trappings was not so great as the
lily of the field because it represented
a perfect life.
There is one God, one creation, one
religion, and one language to express
all. Yet, at various times in the world's
history there have been many concep
tions of God.
Many systems of religion
have been formulated which have blos
somed like the budding spring-time but
have fallen and drifted like autumn's
withered leaves, many man-made sys
tems of language have been constructed
in confusion, which coine and go with
the rise and fall of civilization, and
with crumbling empires there settles
around them the stillnes of the desert,
and the darkness of eternal night.
The incomplete relations of Man's
forty-two organs of his brain cannot
speak the word of God in an expression
of creation and religion.
The dead Latin language expressed
the vibrations of force, which, repre
sented material power, and constructed
as it was it could not breathe forth the
vibrations of life, with love for God and
man ; so with the death of the Roman
Empire the language that had attempt
ed to conquer the world by force sank
in oblivion's grave for there was no
longer any demand for its expression.
To be able to speak the Greek lan
guage, according to its man-made rules,
was a leading ambition among the an
Demosthenes, the great
cient Greeks.
est orator of ancient days knew no lan
In modern times his
guage but Greek.
orations exert no influence upon society,
and in most part are forgotten, because
the vibrations of their words aroused
the organs of the base of the brain in
the interests of battle-fields and mater
ial glory, but the language which cloth
ed the mythologies
and philosophy of
and
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vibrated, higher
Greeks
the ancient
than the Latin because tliey were of the
intellect.
Through religious thought the He
brew language vibrated the sensations
of the heart and portions of the brain,
but neither of these three great systems
of man-made languages vibrated the
evolution and involution of the brain
in the presentation of a perfect life, —
and they are dead.
discoveries of the
the scientific
past and present, including, anatomy,
physiology, astronomy, botany, geology,
and all the other ologies, keep in the
evolution,
forefront of human
they
must speak to the world in a live and
living tongue that vibrates the higher
evolution of the age in which we live,
rather than cling with so much tenacity
to Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, which,
are as dead as the people who spoke
them centuries ago.

If

The young untrameled boy or girl
like the study of the dead lan

does not

guages because the brain development
and highly adjusted nervous system
vibrates a much higher plane than in
the palmy days of the old Hebrew,
Greek, and Roman expression, and the
old professor of dead languages usually
looks as if he had lived his life in a
Charnel-house.
Medical students are
often lulled into a dreamy nothingness
by the thought that wisdom consists in
being able to recite a long list of medi
cal terms that come from the dead lan
The booky medical student,
guages.
rarely, if ever, becomes the good physi
cian, and people die around them con
tinually for the want of a spoken word
that will harmonize with the vibrations

of life.
Rocks, trees, fruits, flowers, grains,
all vegetable life, birds, animals, and
the fishes of the sea speak to man of
God's creation and we may understand
their language by getting the organs of
the brain in tune with the Infinite.
It was fitting, indeed, that in the
human brain Dr. Gall first discovered
the organ of language, which expresses
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of all the ages.
Each organ of the brain has a lan
guage and through the united voices of
all the organs with a master's voice all
the faculties of the mind may sing the
melodies of heaven, and like the pro
phets of old talk with God, who gave
to man all that he possesses,
and his
harp with a thousand strings.
The cooing voice of the lover finds
expression, and response, in fulfilment
of the law that perpetuates creation.
"I know not how to tell thee who I am,
call me but love and I'll foreswear my
name and never more be Romeo."
The soft lullaby of the mother's love
calls forth the sweet response, "Rock
the wisdom

me to sleep mother,

rock me to sleep."

Love of home and country, when its
sacred domain is approached
by the
enemy, calls forth wild bursts of en
with the
thusiasm, which harmonizes
vibratory sounds of rattling shells,
booming cannons, and when the dead
are buried and the wounded
healed,
across the bloody chasm, friendship's
hands are clasped together as the story
is told of the hallowed memories of
home, sweet home.
The material
worshipper talks of
houses and lands and dollars, reaps
where he has not sown, gathering to
himself material which he cannot uti
lize in the building of a better life — ■
glitters as a glowworm for a day, and
as the coffin lid closes over him he is
forgotten by the world. He was of the
earth earthy and to the dust he has re
turned, leaving nothing behind to tell
the story of the relations between God
and man.
To know man is to know God, and to
know God is to know man, and the wis
dom of these things can only be attain
ed tli rough a complete knowledge
of
self.
There are many helps to teach
mankind and guide him along life's
hut beneficial as all other
pathway,
helps may be, Phrenology rises in mon
umental grandeur above them all, for
through the human brain, God speaks
■to man the words of life, as he spoke
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when
gether,

the morning

filling

stars first sang to

the world with the vibra

tions of love, which is the fore-runner
of perfect life.
When the wild mad rush for mater
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ial things is over man will return to
his Father's house and find himself, for
which he continually longs, and the
Kingdom

of Heaven within.

Blessed

the hallowed hand of nature that
turns the golden key.
be

Order and System Among Mankind*
By Miss Rose Albert.

THE SALUTATORY ADDRESS AT THE COMMENCEMENT
ERCISES OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF

EX

PHRENOLOGY.
A bunch of peacock feathers on my
crown could not make me feel prouder
than I do upon this auspicious occasion ;
a gilded nicol could not make me feel
happier; nor a coat of mail make me
feel stronger than I do armed with the
of Phrenology.
wonderful knowledge
Its strength lies in its truth, its power
in its application to
and endurance
methods for successful triumphs.
We have received a marvellous lesson
in our course in Phrenology, its value
can only be estimated by those who have
had the grand opportunity of listening
to the professors of the various sciences
pertaining to our complex organism.
They have given us the essence of
having taken years to ac
knowledge
cumulate; and I am sure I embrace the
ex
sentiment of the whole class, when
press a feeling of gratitude for their
painstaking efforts, in the lucidity of
explanation by which even the subject
of dry bones might be called a flowing

I

We have received an object
discourse.
lesson from each lecture and an in
creased interest.
We were glad to learn from Doctor
Drayton that the struggles of the early
Phrenologists are over, and that we are
now marching on firm ground.
We have learned
through Doctor
Brandenburg how to become strong,
well and rich ; by simply feasting upon
nature's products ; revelling in her de

lights, and obeying her commands. How
to educate ourselves the equal with anj
class, upon the three grand principles of
hygiene, industry and love.
We have had the whole of our human
system portrayed by Doctor Gardner,
and he has left a lasting impression
upon our memories that we are very
As
fearfully and wonderfully made.
we gazed with rapt interest upon the
dissection of the human brain we mar
velled at its wonderful significance.
I
thought of the brain as a turbulent sea,
emotional, violent, with a
restless,
ship tossed about on its rocky waves
the
against
struggling
impending
storm.
As the man with his one great
ambition fighting against the storms
of life; for the inestimable treasure
which lies at the bottom of the sea, are
not greater than the talents which lay
upon the surface of the human brain.
Now it is to these talents that we as
phrenologists should feel the respon
sibility of exploring and locating the
conditions and qualities of these gems
of the mind. We have become so fa
miliarized with the brain in its many
ethnological, anthropological
phases,
and phrenological shown with untiring
interest by our worthy and estimable
teacher, Miss Jessie Fowler, that we
feel we are almost going over sacred
ground as we place our hands upon the
heads of our subjects.
And it behooves
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us to treat them in such a manner that
For a
we may gain their confidence.
Phrenologist is a physician of the mind
and bears the same relation to his
clients as the clergyman, physician or
And
think those seeking
lawyer.
advice from a Phenologist should be
just as frank with his character as he is
to his other counsellors of advice con
cerning his worldly or spiritual affairs ;
for a Phrenologist is just as desirous to
benefit him and if possible even more
so, in that he embraces many other
sciences with his own for the welfare
and perfection of the man.
We cannot conceive of a grander crea
tion than man, yet man's knowledge in
relation to himself is as comparative
as the newly born infant to the greatest

I

Philosopher.
Philosophers, Statesmen, Clergymen,
Orators; men of talent and character,
receive a world wide reputation and the
admiration of their countrymen, they
are a power that wield the destinies of
nations for justice, peace and equity.
Such a man is a volume of intelligence
to the Phrenologist we see nothing
wanting and nothing which we could
Yet it is noth
add to their greatness.
ing more nor less than the right man
in the right place.
They are as per
fectly fitted for their positions as is a
valuable jewel in its setting.
There

is nothing which gives me
pleasure than to see a whole
family, whether in a high or lowly call
ing, who are in harmony with their sur
roundings, and one of the most pitiable
sights are those whose conditions con
fine them to life long occupations an
tagonistic to their constitutions. Every
man and woman is particularly fitted
for some particular part in life's work,
there is a place for even' man and every
man should be in his place.
And just
as soon as we can get this good and
needful work systematized to some de
gree of order and satisfaction will it
receive its due share of importance.
Every great department store will need
its Phrenologist; he will be the & Co.

greater
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of the Firm, and there will be a radical
We shall see
change in the employees.
that the little fair haired child with
the dimpled cheeks, who pouted at be
ing given a job in the basement, has
been allowed
to chase butterflies or
The imp who was seen
pluck daisies.
on a ladies'
turning a somersault
dress-box has been ordered to take the
box seat on the delivery wagon and to
deliver the dress with apologies, and
now he is up and off the wagon and up
and down steps with an alacrity which
makes others apologize for getting in his
way, and lie is a better and a happier
boy. And the funny looking man with
the big head, who was caught playing
tunes upon the typewriter and trying to
balance his head instead of balancing
his accounts, has been removed to the
musical department, and the Firm soon
wins a reputation of having the best
instruments in the City.
And the
bright faced little woman with the elo
quent eyes and lips, standing behind a
store counter and found writing verses
on scraps of paper has been trans
ferred to the literary department, and
the young collegian as he purchases the
book she recommends feels satisfied it is
the very book he needed, for it is pre
faced with unwritten lines which stim
ulates the book to the last chapter.
And so on through the great depart
ments of human activity.
There is in
the near future a great work for the
Phrenologist, and as soon as he steps on
the field there will be a general man
euvering.
Temperaments,
strength, ac
tivity, and quality, with their talents
will be classified and arranged ; each
will adjust themselves to their right
places, contentment will radiate a bene
ficent influence upon business, and after
the close of a working day there will be
lighter hearts and a buoyancy that will
induce health, success and happiness,
when love will follow in its course and
all will be serene.

A

great honor has been bestowed
me in giving the Salutatory
Address to this distinguished audience.

upon
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And altho

well
the art of speaking
has been instilled into our minds by
fear
the Rev.
Thomas Hyde,
his art
have not fully demonstrated
in my effort to do well and to be brief.

I

I

But our

must be
happy experiences
have
in
a
nutshell.
What
then
given
we not seen and learned during our
short stay at the Institute.
Hospitals, and Prisons, and other
Institutes have been visited, and Dr.
Ballard's school for deficient children.
Every physiognomical trait of human
nature has been presented to us which
consequently has unfolded all the facul
ties of our minds to sympathize with
the distressed,
with the
reciprocate
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light-hearted and to applaud progress,
especially in the cause of Phrenology.
Our enthusiasm
lias been faithfully
represented by the artist and photog
rapher, Mr. Rockwood, who has caught
us in a snap-shot with "The smile that
won't come off."
I would like to add a word of en
couragement to the students who are to
follow next year.
I hope they will an
ticipate the coming event to be the best
And may the
spent time of their lives.
inspiration of the words which fell from
the lips of the Rev. Josiah Adams light
upon them "To continue and not grow
weary in the good work of Phrenology."
I wish them God speed.

The Commencement Exercises Of The American
Institute Of Phrenology.
The forty-third annual session of
the American Institute of Phrenology
was held in the Hall of the Institute on
Friday evening, October 2Gth, at eight
o'clock, which proved to be the largest

Mr. Fran
gathering for many years.
cis Bergold delighted the audience with
a violin
solo, called "Fantaisie Pas
torale," and was accompanied by Miss
Dorothv Busch, pianist.
The "Rev. Thomas A. Hyde, A.M.,
B.D., presided, and in his opening re
marks, said that all day long a certain
verse from a Greek Poet had accom
panied his thoughts, and he could not
get rid of it ; hence he took it as an in
dication that it was meant that he
should mention the same to them that
The verse that was ringing
evening.
in his mind was : "The mountains
look on Marathon, but Marathon looks
on the sea."
He said many might ask how such a
passage could have any application to
the present occasion, and explained that
unless we understood the surroundings
of Marathon, we could not appreciate

a reference until we studied the
topographical bearing of Marathon,
which was a small town looking on the
sea, or a seaport town which could reach
every part of the world, while the moun
tains grand and stately, looked down on
the city, and were apparently stronger
and more influential.
They were the
higher things looking down upon the
lowly things of life.
As Marathon was a seaport town,
and could reach every part of the world
through her ships and her commerce,
she was the representative
of every
thing in civilization, education and com
merce.
Thus she was stronger than the
mountains that overshadowed her, for
she could reach every part of the world.
So precisely in this twentieth century,
Phrenology commands all channels of
education in the human character of
the world ; it commands the sea, and
through the sea, it can disseminate its
From the portals of the
knowledge.
Phrenological College all knowledge is
opened out to the world; while other
colleges teach much knowledge that is

sucli
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artificial and useless.
Phrenology is like the great sea that
surrounds Marathon; it commands the
professions of theology, medicine and
law, and brings intelligence to science,
and deals with men, women and chil
dren. The sacred Bible has only two
themes,

— man

and God.

It

shows the

constitution of man, and gives his char
acter, for the Bible says : "Man is fear
The
fully and wonderfully made."
principles of Phrenology are scattered
all through the Bible. Everyone who
has received or

will

receive a degree or

parchment from an institution like this,
will find that it is more valuable than
that received from all the colleges in
the world.
He said that he found very little op
portunity or need to look up his Greek,
Latin, or mathematics, but every day
he needed to look into the face of hu
manity, and the schools that teach it
are correspondingly more valuable than
those where humanity is not taught.
In introducing the speakers of the
Mr. Hyde called first upon
evening,
Miss Rose Albery of Boston to give the
salutatory address, the subject which
she had chosen being, "Order and Sys
tem Among Mankind, or The Right
In her re
Man in the Bight Place."
marks Miss Albery spoke of the value
of Phrenology in focusing men's minds
She gave en
in the right direction.
couragement to the students who were
in successive years, and
to follow
judging from the benefit that she
and her fellow students had received,
she wished them godspeed, and hoped
they would anticipate the coming event
to be the best spent time of their lives.

introduced Mr. Al
of Wisconsin, "and
said that, as the title of his paper was
"Nothing," it reminded him of a little
Mesillioun
of France.
about
story
When Louis the XIV was called upon
to select a state preacher, fourteen can
didates presented themselves, and all
were obliged to submit to the test of
preaching an impromptu sermon on the

Mr. Hyde

fred

B.

then

Johnson,
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text that was given to them when they
stood up in the pulpit.
Mesillioun was
not liked for some reason by the King,
and so when his turn came to preach
his sermon, a paper was given to him
with no text upon it. He took the
paper and looked it over, and finding
nothing written thereon, explained the
sanie to his audience; but further added
that God created man out of nothing,
and proceeded to preach one of the
grandest sermons that had ever fallen
from his lips, and by far superior to
any that had been given the other can
he was chosen as
didates, whereupon
the Court Minister.
Mr. Johnson proceeded to explain
that he stood before them with a sense
of nothingness, and therefore he selected
the subject called "Nothing"as his text;
but on reflection it occurred to him that
"nothing" was very appropriate and ap
plicable to the views and statements of
many people as regards Phren
and
he. thought that the science
ology,
yielded so much that he would endeavor
to picture to them many of the lessons
that he had learned through its study.
a great,

Mr. George Singleton, of Dover, was
next asked to read a paper upon "Man:
his Spiritual, Intellectual and Physical
Needs,' which condensed a great deal
of practical argument
phrenological knowledge.

in

favor

of

J.

Mr. Frank
Oaks, of Buffalo, then
read a paper on "Some Practical Uses
He stated that in his
of Phrenology."
estimation
Phrenology stood pre-em
inently in advance of any other science
that we have of importance and value.
that the practise of
He considered
Phrenology would put us on a higher
plane of life, and increase our means
of happiness, and furnished a number
of facts that proved this statement con
clusively.
The Rev. G. W. Savory, of California,
was then called upon to give his paper
on "Discreet Degrees in Phrenology,"
which was written in blank verse. He
considered that there were three planes
in every individual just as there are
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three kingdoms, the mineral, vegetable,
and animal.
So three planes in the
brain existed; the mind or intellect is
scientific, philosophic or religious; also
distinct degrees, the natural,
three
spiritual and celestial.
"The Vibration of Language" was
the title of the paper written by Dr.
Benjamin Franklin Pratt, of Ohio, who
On ris
gave the valedictory address.
ing, he said that he felt strongly im
pressed to put his notes one side, and
give a talk on his experiences during the
It was in 1875
past thirty-one years.
that he first attended the Institute, and
gathered some lasting inspirations for
his phrenological work. He said that
these years had been busy ones, but he
was glad to say he felt as young as ever,
and as enthusiastic for the science,
which he proved by returning this year
to the center of phrenological knowl
He said that
edge, or his Alma Mater.
without vibration there can be no life,
and the highest manifestation of life is
reached througli the full expression of

vibration.
All life expresses itself
through a spoken word, — and from the
tiniest atom to the highest unfolded
man, God's creation vibrates the word
of life.
Dr. Gall heard the word of
God vibrating through the human brain,
listened to its harmonious eloquence,
and heard the spoken word which God
had written when the stars first sang
together in bright creation's morning.
Mr. M. H. Piercy was then asked to
make

,

the lecture

announcements.

At

this part of the evening's program, a
flashlight photograph was taken of the
assembled audience,
after which Mr.
Francis Bergold played the beautiful
piece of Goddard's, called "Berceuse,"
accompanied on the piano by Miss Dor
othy Busch (Stein way's piano being
kindly lent for the occasion). This was
very exquisitely played, everyone pres
ent feeling the influence of its beautiful
harmony.
At the close, the speaker of the
Rev.
Charles Josiah
the
evening,
Adams, D.D., of Staten Island, spoke
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"The Essential Man and the Essen
tial Other Animal." He said that if
you make a man of marble, he is
marble ; if you make him of mud, he is
mud.
The central thing is to know
what a man is made of. He then said
that if he were immortal, was his dog
immortal ? Did he know anything that
his dog might not know?
He spoke
of his dog, Flip, and his large New
foundland, which formed a bodyguard
and made two circles around him when
ever he went out, Flip making the in
ner circle, the Newfoundland the outer.
He said he was convinced that of the
forty-two faculties, and the five thou
sand not yet discovered, that the lower
animals showed in some degree all that
is shown in the higher. Dr. Adams said
that he honestly hoped that when he
was called to another life he would find
that Flip, and all animal life that flies,
walks and creeps, would also live in the
world to come.
The Vice-President, Miss J. A. Fow
ler, was then called upon to give her
address on "Phrenology Applied." She
said that it was far from hef intention
to say a word that would cast a gloom
over the enjoyable meeting that they
had had, but it fell to her lot to say that,
while she wished the students godspeed
in their work, it was no easy task to
They
part with them as a family.
had been so closely united during the
session that now that they had come to
the end of the course, it was sad to
She said they
bid them all farewell.
did not pretend to have made them
into perfect phrenologists, for expe
rience alone could give them a prac
tical insight into the great diversity
of character,
and with Edison she
could truly say that they had not ex
amined one-thousandth
part of an
inch of the knowledge that was yet
to come.
She was gratified that one
student had thought it worth while to
come back with his daughter for fur
ther knowledge, and she believed that
each year there would be an unfoldment
of new researches upon the brain which
on
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would be of benefit to all who cared to
study them.
As it was then after eleven o'clock,
and many had to go quite a distance to
reach home, she would defer the prac
tical application of Phrenology until
and would ask
some other evening,
those present to attend the Institute
As she had
lectures for that end.
a motto
to
the
students
give
promised
to encourage

would do

so

them on the way,
now, which was:

she

"Do

the best that is in you,
Be the best that is yet to be."

And

as a watchword,

them

:

"You cannot

she would say to
dream yourself

a character, — you must hammer
and forge yourself one."
She would like to remind them that
a pupil of Abbe Sicord was once asked
his definition of God, and his answer
was: "The necessary being, the son of
eternity, the merchant of nature, the
of the
eyes of justice, the watchmaker
universe, and the soul of the world."
So also a pupil of Phrenology was
asked what he could say of Phrenology.
He replied: "Phrenology wears and
dons but one royal robe, — its name is
Truth.
It has one founder, — whose
name is Dr. Gall.
It has one field, —
all humanity; one sworn witness. — a
human head; one battle-cry, — Free
dom; one watchword, — the enlightment
of mankind; one kind of prophet, — its
and
brave
skilled expounders ; one
enemy, — Major Ignorance."

into

The President then presented
with suitable words,
plomas
charge to all to be ever faithful
responsibilities as graduates

the di
and a
to their
of the

American Institute of Phrenology. He
bade them remember the principles laid
down by Gall, Spurzhiem and Combe,
and in the career that each one had to
carve out for himself or herself, to be
ready to receive the light of new dis
coveries which would go hand in hand
with the scientific side of the subject.
In closing, he said:

"I

need not add more advice and en
to your future efforts than

couragement
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has been said so well, so solemnly, and
with so much feeling by your VicePresident, Miss Fowler. The diplomas
which-you receive to-day represent the
alphabet of all branches of learning.
The information which it declares you
have obtained is by no means a "ne
plus ultra," but rather a strong en
to seek greater achieve
couragement
ments.
To the student of human na
ture there can never come a "no more
beyond" in the realms of duty, knowl
edge and power.
Character, mind and organization are
the sources of all successful life. Two
great books handed down the ages have
held the empire over the human heart
and mind. One claims inspiration, the
Word of God, the Bible; the other
claims to be the product of human

genius,— Shakespeare's Plays. Both owe
their influence to the truths they un
fold in regard to character and motive.
The great dramatist even calls the
world a stage, and the men' and women
players thereon.
The science you have
studied is the art of reading and de
In the words of
veloping character.
To thine
Shakespeare : "Go forward.
own self be true, and it needs must fol
low as the night the day, thou canst
not then be false to anyone."
The Bible recognizes only one self in
man, — the higher self.
All outside of
that self is insanity. We are only true
to ourselves when we are true to man
and God."
Among those present were many old
graduates
and friends from far and
The Rev. Henry S.
near, as follows:
Clubb, from Philadelphia,
and his

friend, Dr. Hazeldinc, from St. Louis;
Wesley Brandenburg, Dr.
Cora M. Ballard, Rev. Albert B. King,
Mr. Bennett, of Dover, Mr. and Mrs.
Dobbs, Mr. and Mrs. Haviland, the
Misses Irwin, Mr. Vines, Mrs. Griffiths,
Mr. and Miss Drew, Miss Anderson,
Glaser,
Mrs.
Miss
Gunst,
Miss
Hamann, Miss Dreyer, Mrs. Perry,
Mrs. Dr. Muncie and son, Miss Kenneflick, Mr. Allen, Mr. Maugans, Mr.
Stouffer, among others.

Dr. Charles
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Of Harry K. Thaw's Head
and Face.

If

we were asked if Harry Thaw
showed any inherent trait of insanity
in his head or face, we should answer
this question by saying that if an un
head and a strong animal
balanced
nature were indications of insanity,
then Harry Thaw could certainly be
placed in this class.
There are a few instances of crim
inals who have been gentlemanly in
their manners, and there are a large
number of instances among the insane
who are perfectly gentlemanly in their
habits and ways.
But in Harry Thaw
we have the animal type of face and
head, which indicates that his want of
mental balance could easily lead him
to commit a crime during a fit of pas
sion, and his want of balance might
also lead him to become momentarily
insane.
Were we analysing insanity, instead
of Harry Thaw's character, we should
say that seldom do we find a well bal
anced person give way to crime, nor
do they become unhinged.
In Harry Thaw's case, all the cir
cumstances go to show that lawless
ness and a craze for personal liberty,
with a reckless regard for the dictates
of propriety, order and decorum, show
that he stands a very good chance to
become
a
criminal
through insane
tendencies of mind.
The degenerate elements of his char
acter show themselves (1), in the full
base to his head, which Dr. Maudsley,
of England, and others have indicated
as a murderous type of character; (2),
the position of the ear in relation to
the head and face, which, as seen by
his pictures, indicates that the lower
lobe is on a line witli the mouth, and
the upper lobe does not start its curve
until part of the eye has been reached,
indicating that the ear is low set, and
where this is the case a person should

always beware of the passionate tenden
cies of the individual.
Compare the position of his ear with

that of McKinley, or that of Dr. Dar
lington, or that of Evarts, or that of
Asa Galup, or Dr. Butler, or Silas B.
Dutcher, or George G. Rockwood, or
Theodore Roosevelt, and anyone can
see for himself that the tendency of the
mind is erratic and unsymmetrical, that
at any time he is liable to give ex
pression to his irregularity of man
ner, either through jealousy, owing to
his large cerebellum,
or to temper
through his large destructiveness.
(3)
His head is flat in the superior region,
indicating that he has no respect for
things that arc moral, high toned, or
cultured, that his
conscientiousness
fails to stimulate him to acts of up
as such, unless
inclination
rightness
runs that way. There is a distinct de
faculty,
ficiency in the conscientious
and what he would recognize as his
duty, namely, to take vengeance in his
own hands, most persons would recog
nize as reckless passion. (4) The volup
tuous lips form another sign of an un
balanced mind and a strong sensuous
nature, and where a marked tendency
in this direction is ungoverned by a
strong moral development, we find that
the reins to self-government have been
thrown to the winds rather than grasped
Licentiousness leads
to
a
tightly.
heated cerebellum, and a heated cere
bellum leads to an unprincipled and
an ungovernable
social nature.
(5)
The nose is short and thick, which is
another
indication of impulse.
The
nostrils are also dilated, and we have
never failed to find that when they
are, the person shows a very expres
sive and passionate response to any
thing that does not accord with his
sentiments.
(6.) The eyes are dark and flash un-
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The face may in
controlled emotion.
dicate calmness as a whole, but when
dissected feature by feature, it gives
one of the most fruitful examples of
recklessness and disregard for law and
equity of anyoUe who can be found.
(7.) There is youth indicated in the
fullness of the cheeks and the round
and slightly indented
chin, but the
of
the
lower
lip and the
projection
heavy upper lip indicate jealousy.
(8.) Self-esteem, manliness and selfrespect seem to be lost sight of through
his small development in the crown of
the head. Were self-esteem larger, he
would value his own nature more high
ly, and show more regard for the prin
ciples of life which regulate the liberty

of all by appreciating that all should

be governed

[December

by morality.

The chin is one that in
(9.)
variably accompanies a large cerebel
lum, which again indicates the pas
sionate type of mind and a lack of bal
ance, and moral restraint.
Thus the photograph shows that
the subject has lived in the basilar part
of his brain to such an extent that he
has hardly recognized the beautiful at
tributes of his spiritual and moral na
ture.

This is possible, however, if he sets
to work to develop and train his higher
aspirations, for no man is so depraved
that with proper environments he can
not improve in a most decided and
beneficial way.

Book Review.
be read

without benefit.

The

question at issue is dealt with in a plain
and comprehensive
fashion and the
treatment described is at once simple
and practicable.

a

The carefully arranged dietary is an
important feature, perhaps requiring
some sacrifice on the part of the patient,
but at the same time is worthy of an
effort, seeing so much depends upon the
observation of this part of the treat
This volume opens up fresh ave
ment.
nues of hope and encouragement
for
sufferers from mental depression; and
in
book which none can
word,
read without profit.
a

The author has also written "Life"The Bedrock of
Giving Energy,"
Health," "Dyspepsia and Constipation."
We take exception to one remark,
to secure
that "meat
indispensable
albuminous elements of food," and the
advice that raw oysters should be taken
for dinner. We think
oysters must
be eaten they should be cooked.

if

is

cerned who have already made the ac
of its author through his
quaintance
already deservedly popular work, "How
to Acquire and Strengthen Will Pow
er," etc.
This clear, candid, concise and emi
nently practical book will well repay
perusal, and will also convey informa
tion and helpfulness, which it would
not be possible to glean from any pre
tentious, theoretical and abstruse treat
ise.
It is a distinct help when taking up
a work on a subject to be assured that

it cannot

is,

Mental Depression,
Its Cause and
Treatment, based on Modern Medical
Reform Science and Successful Practi
cal Experience, Clearly Explained for
the Purpose of Self Treatment Without
Medicine. No. 1 of the Natural Treat
ment Series, by Professor Richard J.
Ebbard; price $1.00. New York, Fow
ler & Wells Co., 24 East 22d Street, and
L. N. Fowler & Co., London.
This volume will require no introduc
tion so far as those readers are con
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of a Child's Mind Shown in Photographs at Successive Aqes.
*
NO.

I

KOI

No. 660 — L. C, New York. — Not often do we find such maturity of thought
in one so young as is the case with the

KOi.

■

SO.1

■

Kd«.

little girl whose portrait we present 1o
our readers this month.
Youth is the
time when naturally all things look

Photo. By Rockwood.
No. 060.-L. C, NEW YORK.

,
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bright and cheerful, but there are occa
sional cases where a child appears to be
born with advanced ideas, and one won
ders where they come from. It is our
belief that heredity has much to do
with the accent that is placed upon
some faculties of the mind during
youth, or we may go further back, and
say that it is largely owing to prenatal
conditions and the influence of the cul
ture and maturity of the parental stock
that causes the vast differences in the
minds of the young.

This child, whose portrait is before
us, gives evidence of remarkable
per
Were she to devote her
ceptive power.
self to music, her large Tune, Time and
Form would enable her to carry in her
mind's eye and interpret musical score,
and give light and shade to her work.
The brow on the outer angle, just where
the hair falls over the corner of the eye,
is well represented.
Thus, constitution
ally she is well adapted to the study of
music.

In disposition

she is lovable, though
particularly demonstrative.
The
joy that radiates from most children
of her age will not appear in her dispo
sition; but the more sedate, womanly,
thoughtful view of things will be ex
pressed by her, both in her conversation
and her literary composition.
The breadth between the eyes shows
that she remembers people, incidents
and facts quite well.
Intuitional power for the discernment
of the dispositions of her friends is also
another noticeable gift of hers, and she
is quick to recognize who are her true
friends and acquaintances, and as she
grows older this will be a prominent
characteristic.
She will be selected to do important
work, because of her scientific attain
her determination of mind,
ments,
steadiness of purpose, quiet resolve, selfcontrol, and interest in all things that
pertain to the practical side of her life.
not

WHY?

Persons

say they have some difficulty
the right location of the
organ of Tune, but we think that the
trouble lies more in the fact that peo
ple imagine they are good musicians,
and like to be told so, whether they
have much talent or not, and therefore
whatever the opinion of a phrenologist,
the individual who flatters himself or

in discovering

herself

concerning this talent, cares
more to be carried away by notions of
conceit than to be told the truth.

This child

is a practical illustration
of unusual confidence in herself, and
control over her abilities. She is not
one who will become easily excited, or,
to use a common term, "rattled."
She
has self -composure and placidity of tem
per far in advance of her years, and on
this account she will seek the compan
ionship of the old rather than those of
her own age.
Poetry and literary at
tainments will have some attraction for
her, even if she were so situated that
she did not need to earn her own liv
ing by the point of her pen.

[December

I

a little boy —
name begins with C —
Who, when he's busy playing,
Is as strong as strong can be.

know

His

He can lug a heavy
Roll a barrel big

box,
as he,

He's as nimble as a fox,
When a bonfire there's to

be.

He can pull his great big Flyer—
He is feeling well, you see;
It's astonishing how very strong
That little boy can be !

But

when father wants the snowdrifts
Cleared away before the door

Or mother wants a package
From the corner grocery

store,

That tired feeling comes apace —
He is not well, you see;
It's astonishing how very weak
This little boy can be!

— Selected.
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Science of Health*
NEWS AND COMMENTS.
By E. P. Miller, M. D.
WHAT THEY PRODUCE.

Here is an illustration of what sa
In one corner of Okla
loons produce.
homa, a few miles from the Indian Ter
ritory line, there is a saloon from which
has come in four years ten murders,
sixteen assaults with intent to kill, and
eighty-one cases on the commissioner's
docket for the illegal introduction of
into
Indian
Territory. —
whiskey
Selected

CIGARETTES INJURE THE
MIND.

The Editor of the National Advo
cate is doing most excellent work, not
only in warning the people against
alcoholic liquors, but also the use
of tobacco in all its forms. In the is
sue of his monthly for October, 1906, he
a most excellent message to the
boys of America on evil effects of cig
We copy from it the
arette smoking.

has

following

:

Cigarettes

Injure the Mind.

The very fact that you are in school
shows that you are interested in the im
provement of your mind. For that rea
son you ought to avoid anything that
injures the mind.
The poisonous drugs put in the cig
arette tobacco and the cigarette wrap
and

.

especially the poisonous gas
pers,
produced by the smoking of the paper
and the tobacco together in the form
of cigarettes, make a boy dull, stupid,
The boy who uses
sleepy and dopey.
cigarettes cannot keep up with his class
in school, and while other boys are being
promoted he makes no progress, but be
fore long is likely to drop out of school
because his mind is so affected that he
cannot study, or he cannot remember
what he tries to study. Hence he loses
his interest in school, and sooner or later
he drops down and out.

School principals all over the country
have told me that they could soon tell
when a boy began to smoke cigarettes.
A high school principal in one city told
me that he had a bright boy in his
school who stood at the head of his
class.
That boy began to smoke cig
arettes, and within a year he stood at
the head of the other end of his class!
He lost his power of concentration and
application of mind, hence dropped
down lower and lower in his grades, un
til he was the poorest in his class.

One school principal said : "I can go
through this school and put my hand
on every boy that uses cigarettes, for
he shows it in his face, and, if I am
in doubt, I can prove my surmise by
looking at his recitation cards."
Judge Willis Brown, of Salt Lake
City, Utah, says: "In all my investiga
tions I have found there were few cigar
The rea
ette smokers in high schools.
son for this is that smokers are unable
to keep up their studies and fall by the
The dealer who sells cigar
wayside.
ettes to minors is a traitor to his coun
try and to society. He ruins the hope
of all nations — its youth."
Cigarettes Injure the Body.

Second — Cigarettes Injure the Body,
weaken the action of the
Cigarettes
heart and make it beat feeble and ir
A healthy heart is like a
regular.
Btrong pump which pumps the blood
to every part of the body, and it beats
with the regularity of a perfect clock.
But when a boy begins to smoke cigar
and regularity of
ettes the strength
the heart's action is injured.
Anything
that injures the heart injures the whole
The
body, hence ought to be avoided.
United States Government several years
ago, when enlisting soldiers for service
in the Spanish-American war, and for
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service in the Philippines, found that of
the young men who were habitual ciga
rette smokers not one in ten had a sound
heart.
Hence thousands of young men
were rejected.
Dr. Benjamin King, of
Philadelphia, who acted as examining
in New
during 1861-1863
surgeon
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois,
says that the average rejections during
those years did not exceed 13 per cent.,
but that the amount of rejections dur
ing our Spanish-American war was al
most three times as large as during the
Civil war. He attributed the large in
crease of rejections almost entirely to
the cigarette habit in our country.
Dr. A. C. Clinton, of San Francisco,
physician to several boys' schools, says:
"I am often called in to prescribe for
In
boys for palpitation of the heart.
nine cases out of ten this is caused by
the cigarette habit. Cigarette smoking
of the heart,
gives boys enlargement
and it sends them to the insane asylum.
have seen bright boys turned into
and
honest
dunces,
straightforward,
boys made into cowards by cigarette
am speaking the truth that
smoking.
nearly every physician and teacher

I

I

knows."

Spoil Football Players.
Prof. W. L. Bodine, one of the Chi

Schools
Superintendents, says:
of
year the medical inspectors
have jurisdiction,
schools, over whom
were assigned to make physical exam
inations of the young men who were
members of the baseball and football
teams in the various high schools ; we
also examined the young women of the
basketball teams. All of the young wo
men passed a successful examination,
but many of the young men athletes
were rejected because it was found they
had valvular heart trouble.
Each of
the young men so rejected (with but
one exception) was addicted to cigarette
cago

"Last

I
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smoking."

One coach says: "No boy can be a
fine athlete, football, baseball, or basket
ball player, a runner, a jumper, or
gymnast who weakens his heart by
cigarette smoking."
The use of cigarettes makes many a
The New York
boy a nervous wrreck.
and Brooklyn papers some time ago
told of a young man who died at St.

Joseph's Hospital in Brooklyn as a vic
tim of cigarettes.
He was "a chorister
in one of the Brooklyn churches," and
was said to be in general "an exemplary
His only marked faults
young man."
were "lying and cigarette
smoking."
When brought to the hospital his fingers
were yellow with the cigarette poison.
His sufferings were excruciating. Just
before he. died he said, pitifully: "I
wish all the boys who smoke cigarettes
could see mc now."
have often been called
Cigarettes
"coffin nails," because they hasten a
into his coffin, for the more
boy
cigarettes a boy smokes the sooner he
will be put in his coffin.
President David Starr Jordan, of Leland Stanford University, after many
"Boys who
says:
years'
experience,
smoke cigarettes are like wormy apples.
They drop long before harvest time.
They rarely make failures in after life
because they do not have any after life.
The boy who begins smoking before his
fifteenth year never enters the life of
When the other boys are
the world.
taking hold of the world's work, he is
concerned with the sexton and under

taker."
Out of 412 boys examined by the na
val enlisting officer at Peoria, 111., only
Of the 298 re
114 were accepted.
jections the greater number were on ac
count of weak hearts, and in the ma
jority of cases this was caused by ciga
rette smoking.
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Of Women's Clubs.

VI.

HAREIETTE M. JOHNSTON-WOOD. BARRISTER-AT-LAW.
PRESIDENT OF THE PORTIA CLUB,
By Jessie A. Fowlek.

We find there is as much difference
among the Presidents of Women's
Clubs as anywhere else, and for this
reason this series of articles has an in
dividual interest.
When a woman elects to study law,
she undertakes to enter a profession that

husband is Judge Wood.
She is from Irish stock and possesses
the vivacity of manner and spontane
ity of mind of those who come from
the Emerald Isle.
With her active and executive type of
organization, she should show unusual

MRS. HARRIKTTE H. JOHNSTON-WOOD.

requires an unusual amount of deliber
ation, thought and analysis.
This is
what Mrs. Harriette M. Johnston-Wood
has done, and not only this, she has
captured the heart of a judge — as her

of mind.
energy and resourcefulness
She has fortunately a good hold on life
and must have • come from healthy
stock. Being slight in build, she never
theless has a wiry constitution.
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is

a

Among her own sex she will be
not
But she
power as she develops.
one who will want to confine herself to
the avenues of women's work alone. She

will be kind of pioneer, always taking
up those things that are broad and com
prehensive in life.
Mrs. Wood

an enthusiastic club
and
President of the Portia
Club, the Business Woman's Club, and
has associated herself with many others.

woman

is

is

is

a

PHRENOLOGY

If

is

is

a

is
a

a

known for years.
She has
womanly mind as well as
the strength of the positive and mascu

She must live within her strength,
she will
and limit her ambitions.
do this she will be able to accomplish
vast amount of work, not only for
herself, but for her fellow creatures, as
she has magnetism about her that helps
her to see the needs of her fellows.

law office with her hus
She has
band on Exchange Place.

THE

a

She has no need to copy other
people's ideas, for she has an ample sup
ply of her own, hence she ought to
6how more than ordinary scope of mind
in dealing with or getting hold of the
essentials of truth, and
able to see the
subject.
depth and breadth of
There
great deal of intuitive
able to
power to her mind, hence she
judge of people correctly, and in her
profession this faculty must have been
of great assistance to her. Her sympa
thies are strong and liberal.
She has
wide-awake mind, which
alive to
all emergencies that may arise.
Being firm and positive when she has
made up her mind to carry out
cer
tain line of thought, she does not give
up because difficulties rise in her way,
because conscientiousness
and combativeness work together.
Her social nature unites her to home
and club life.
She does not forget her
friends, and although she makes new
ones, still she retains those she has
herself.

line elements that unite themselves with
of character.
She
her sensitiveness
takes after her father in her executiveness, her moral courage, her indepen
dence of mind and spirit, and her logi
While
cal way of looking at things.
from her mother she has inherited
her conjugal attachment to her friends,
her strong sympathies for people in dis
tress, her ambition to excel in whatever
she undertakes to do, and her intuitiveness of character, enabling her to see
the undercurrent of the lives of others.-

a

a

is,

Originality is a strong point with her,
and as a chairman she displays keen
There is also a
wit, and repartee.
strong metaphysical tendency to her
mind. That
she likes to analyze,
contrast and think out
subject for
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BEST PROFESSION.

By H. H. Hinman.
There are too many lawyers,
The doctors are starving out,
Teachers are on the tramp
With thousands on the route.

The women are also needed
To push our science through,
They will find
pleasant
And will be well paid, too.

Bookkeepers are begging for work,
While the clerks are too thick,

it

is

Of

When

I

is

the best science
any in the land,
The profession
not crowded,
There's room for every man.

Phrenology

It

see

all of this

almost makes me sick.

Continued on Page 407.
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NEW YORK AND LONDON,
When thou hast panted up the

Be thankful,

even

though

THE

hill Of duty, with reluctant will,

tired and faint.

CLO;

The year of 1900 has been an event
ful one, and we expect the same of 1907.

From

one source and another

gathered
changes

that

will

some

we have

additions
and
by our read

be welcomed

ers.

Important
Psychological
questions
stirred the people from bow to
stern.
The changes that we contem

have

plate making are those that

will inter

est young men, women and children.
We shall take from eight to sixteen
pages
lustrate
month.

explain and il
important subject each

to exhaustively
one

For

intend to
take "Modern Phrenology" one month ;
"Heredity. Long Life and Mental and
Physical Inheritance," for another; the
"Action and Interaction of the Brain,"
for another; also "What Phrenology
instance,

Has to Say on Marriage"

we

;

"The Mod-

5

OF

— Wordsworth.

1906.

em Ways of Training Children" ; "The
Treatment of the Paces and Their Di
vision into Nations" ; some important
Interviews; some useful hints on Hy
giene, Health, Foods, Condiments, etc. ;
"Surgery and Its Aid in Locating Defi
nite Areas for Mental Functions";
Of
among other subjects of interest.
course the "Localization
not Bumpology)

will

Theory'

(and

be upheld.

With new facilities for reaching the
public on the news stands and subway
stations, we hope to give

logical Journal wider

The Phreno
fields

of use

fulness.
We cannot

close these words without

thanking our many, contributors for
their ready help, and expressing regret
that our esteemed friend, Mr. Allen
Haddock, has still to remain "in the
silence."

Is

there any kind heart among
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our readers

who

feels

called

upon

to

dip down deep into his pocket full of
cash, and as a Christmas gift, forward
us, on his behalf, ten, fifteen or twenty
dollars?

It

and

this desirable object, and raise our sym
pathetic fund to $100. No one knows
so well as those who have experienced
the loss, what our friend has suffered
That God
through fire and earthquake.
may send his angels to just the right
ones, and gather in from those who have
plenty and to spare, is our earnest
and that a bright and joyous
Christmas may be left on every door
step, with the words of reward, "He
hath done what he could."
prayer,

PHRENOLOGY IS A TRUE INDEX
OP CHARACTER.

all of these
of
the
Science of
part

Disease,"

etc.,

etc.,

things being
Phrenology taken up and advocated as
a

new.

something

"Of

may be that some person

without a chick or a child to feed, may
warm the cockles of his heart towards

[December

these things existed

course

be

fore the word 'Phrenology' was coined,

but Phrenology solved the problem and
placed them on a scientific basis. They
all belong to the Science of Mind, Psy
chology,

which is the Science of Phren

ology."

Dr. F. W. Brown.

AN APPEAL TO EDITORS. NO. II.

It

is easy to denounce what one does

not understand, and it is further easy
for an editor to report a criticism on a
subject upon which he is not convinced
himself. The following report from the
New York Evening Post was forwarded
to us by a member of our Press Com
mittee,

Mr. M. T. Richardson, with

request

that

It

a

"Phrenology certainly has many at
tractions, and it is much needed by the

as

of the people.
No other
science so well and completely explains
Human Nature, the inner source and

"(1) Phrenology, or 'bumpology,' as
scoffers have termed it. receives little
attention on the part of physiologists at

great

mass

And I
mainspring of all our actions.
believe that the majority of those who

reject it do so blindly, with no real
knowledge of its theory, its principles
or its practical application.

"I

believe,

thousands
weights'

of

further, that there are
'intellectual
heavy

who secretly believe and follow

follows

we reply to it.

:

the present day,

(2) but

Congress of German

Gorlitz,

reads

a lecture

at the recent

Anthropologists at

was devoted to

it by

Prof. G. Schwalbe of Strassburg. (3)
His own investigations have shown that
'bumps'

do regularly

occur

on certain

parts of the skull, and he also has come
to the conclusion that,

to a certain ex

skull; not,

the principles of Phrenology, but lack

tent,

the courage of their convictions to come

however, as Gall held, the cerebrum,

out openly and admit it.

seat of intelligence,

The literature

of the day is full of pure and simple
Phrenology, such, for instance, as the
'New Thought,' 'Principles
of Suc
cess,' 'Suggestion,' 'Mental
Culture,'
'The Power of Habit,' 'The Force of

Mind

as a Causative

Factor in Health

the brain shapes

cerebellum.

the

or
but
the
only
(4)
For Gall's localization the

ory the Strassburg professor has only
scorn; he has not been able to find
any evidence of the existence of a par
ticular bump or locality as indicating

(5)

a special

disposition toward

mur

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
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or a talent for architecture, ma
thematics, music, and so on.
(6) The
recent studies, in this direction, of Ku-

der,

denger and Eezius have not yielded any
convincing results; (7) nor have the ar

of Mobius in his 'Kunst und
Kunstler' convinced the professor. (8)
The examination of the brain of Hans
von Bulow by Auerbach threw no light
guments

on the existence of a localized

faculty.

Schwalbe

musical

has examined

(9)
plaster casts of the heads of Bach,
In
Haydn, Beethoven, and Schubert.
the case of Schubert, he found no trace
of a formation supporting Gall's the
ory.

In all

(10)

the professor

cases,

in conclusion, it was useless
to hope for tangible results unless the
brain was examined as well as the
skull."
The numbers have been inserted by
remarked

the editor

for

convenience

and

refer

ence in answering each point.

No.

I. The Editor

says

:

"Phrenology

receives little attention on the part of

physiologists of the present day."

This

is a sweeping

assertion

and en

tirely untrue, for never at any other
period has there been more searching
examination of the brain than at the

403

ments, with their associated sensory cen
tres, form the subtrata of those psych

ical processes which lie at the founda
tion of the higher intellectual oper
ations."

That

is what Dr. Gall claimed,

and

or
Ferrier also ex
plains his belief that "there are centres
for special forms of sensation and idea
tion, and centres for special motor ac
tivities and acquisitions in response to,
what

he

teach

in

to

began

and in association
centres,

sensory
spective
actions,

demonstrate

Dr.

1796.

with, the activities of
and these in their re

cohesions,

actions

form the substrata

and

inter

of mental

operations."

If

this communication can be proved
to be true, then there is an opening
of a wide range of cerebral evidence
from experiment and observation.
and mental power,"
"Intelligence
a
Ferrier,
"as
whole, will, however,
says

largely depend on the relative balance
or development of one part as compared
with another." What are we to under
stand by this, other than that various
functions

psychological

possess

separate

physiological organs?

It

is to pathological observation

with

We quote from the ex
of Dr. David Ferrier, the
celebrated brain specialist in London,
who supports the idea "that perceptive
centres limited in area and topograph

explained by Dr. Gowers, Sir James
Paget and others, that we owe evidence
that establishes other facts on the

ically distinct from one another, exist
in the cortex of the cerebral hemi

centres of the brain.

present

day.

periments

spheres."

many

grounds for believing

that the frontal lobes, the cortical cen
tres

to disease and mental

weakness,

as

health and

disease

of certain motor

Thus instead of the statement made

On further examining Dr. Ferrier's
works we find much in support of Dr.
Gall's theories.
He says, "We have,
therefore,

regard

for the head,

and

ocular move

by The New

York Evening Post

that

"Phrenology receives little attention at
the present day, scientists arc conclusive

ly demonstrating the localization theory.
We could go further and prove that
experiments

have been made by them on
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"The Gustatory Centre," "The Speech
Centre," "The Imitative Centre," "The
Centre for Fright," "The Centre for Ex
of Cheerfulness or Hope,"
pression
"The Centre for the Expression of Won
der," "The Leg Centre or Firmness,"
"The

for the Expression of En
ergy," "The Centre for the Expression
of Concentration of Attention," "The
Centre

for the Expression of Submis
sion," "The Musical Centre," or amusia,
and
"The
Mathematical
Centre."
Centre

These

researches have engaged

the at

tention of Prof. Bain, of Aberdeen ; Dr.
Crook,of London ; Dr. Hoppe,of Copen
hagen; Geo. Combe, Dr. Brown, Dr.
Caldwell, Dr. Broca,of Paris; Dr. Bouillaud, Prof. S. Exner, Sir Charles Bell,

Prof. Munk, Charles Darwin, Herbert
Dr.

J.

Luys, Mantagazza;
Preyer, Penheim,
Kussmaul, Charcot, Wallascheck and
Ballet, Lasegue,
Lichtheim, Brazier,
Edgren, Larionoff, Herr Mobius, Dr.
Spencer,

Prof. W.

Ramsey,

Henry Maudsley, Cuvier, Prof. Carpen
ter. If these authorities are not enough,
there are others whose testimony

is on

the side of the localization theory.

That German anthropologists
(2)
at Gorlitz have forgotten to look up the
favorable evidence given by their com
rades, which is
research
many,

unfair

when

so

much

work has been done in Ger
some of which testimony we

append below.
We should

(3)

remember, too, that

there are no bumps in phrenological

lit

and the word is only used to
bring ridicule on the subject.
If Prof. J. Schwalbe, of Strass(4)

erature,

burg.

"has come to the conclusion

that

only the

[December

cerebellum,"

then we must
that his investigations have
not gone very far; he is way behind his
fellow scientists, and if he has gone no

point out

further

in his

cerebellum,
representative

he

localizations than the
certainly not a fit

is

to read

paper on brain

a

topography.

Prof. Schwalbe says he has not
(5)
found bump or locality as indicating a
special disposition toward murder, or a
talent for architecture,
mathematics,
music, and so on. We would like to re
fer him to what Dr. Henry Maudsley,
F.R.C.P., late Professor of Medical
Jurisprudence in The University Col
lege, London, has said in reference to

murder on the brute head : "The bad
features of a badly formed head would
include

and lowness of the

a narrowness

forehead, a flatness of the upper part of
the head, a bulging of the sides towards
the base, and a great development of the
lower and posterior
part; with those
grievous

characteristics

might

be

citcd a wideness of the zygomatic

asso-

arch,

as in the carnivorous animals, and mas
sive jaws."

From
a recent

upon

a GeTman

source there comes

report of observations bearing
of Calculation, or, as

the centre

the observer terms

it,

404

the mathematical

According to the Kolnische
Rundschau, of Vienna, Herr Mobius

centre.

has been making an investigation, gath

ering data from upward of 300 persons
for the purpose of ascertaining whether
or not there are indications for special
talent for mathematics.
The results he
has obtained

appear

to be satisfactory,

to the effect that in the left frontal an

skull;

gle of the brain, corresponding

not, however,

cerebrum,

as

Gall held, the

or seat of intelligence, but

external angle of the

eye,

is

to a certain extent the brain shapes the

to the

the faculty

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
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which is chiefly active in mathematical
When that part of the
computations.
brow is prominent, says Herr Mobius,

to use an instrument, may be quite per

it

about the country

corresponds

to an unusual capacity in

this direction, and this prominence de
pends upon the development of the an
terior end
or margin of the third,
frontal convolution.
The

observer's

conclusions

have

a

bearing on the phrenological localiza
tion of the faculty of Calculation.
Now, with regard to the locality of
It is with no little interest that

music.

we have taken account

of some recent

investigations bearing upon the musical
centre.
Preyer, Penheim, Kussmaul,
Charcot and others have demonstrated
that the musical faculty is older than
that of speech, on the ground that music
has

in itself

more

of the primary or

elements
of sound expression
than speech. Animals of all kinds give
expression in sound more or less musi
cal to feeling, while man alone lias the
power of original speech or the expres
simple

sion

in verbal terms of thought, feel

ing, etc.
We know that children can sing be

fore

they

states that

can

speak.

he remembers

One

observer

when

quite

ing of notes and melody and the ability
There have been idiots carried

fect.

for

their musical powers

the exhibition of
;

who among

readers do not remember

for

our

"Blind Tom,"

for imitat
ing pieces of music played in his hear
ing was marvelous.
Seguin mentions
an idiot who could reproduce on the
instance,

whose capacity

piano any melody sung for him but
Then, too, lack of power to pro
duce or comprehend music shows on its
side that the musical faculties do not
once.

on the speech faculty.
As a
writer in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, in a recent num
depend

ber says:

"Just

as aphasia

represents

various forms of articulating defects,
namely, the reading, writing, pronunci
ation and comprehension of words, so
anmsia

represents

various

forms

of

auditory defects, namely, the reading
and writing of notes, singing and play
ing on instruments and the comprehen
sion of words."

Wallerscheck and Ballet were the first
in motor and sen

to classify amusia

sory musical agraphia and alexia,
Lasegne

etc.

observed a musician suffering

young being much surprised at seeing a
small child in the house of a celebrated

from aphasia, who was unable to read
or write, but could read and sing musi

violinist go to the piano and reaching
up, strike upon the keys, producing a
simple melody with which we were fa
miliar. The child was so small that he

cal sentences with ease.

could not see the keys.

In

that very

interesting field of aphasia many in
stances are given by observers that have
marked bearing upon this subject.
For instance, the faculty of speech may
be entirely absent, while the faculty of
music, which includes the understand
a

Lichtheim re

ported a case of speech-deafness who
could hear whistling and singing well,
but was unable to hear musical melody.

Brazier has described a patient suffer
ing from apoplexy, without paresis and
but deaf to musical tones.
The Marsellaise, played by the regi
mental orchestra, seemed to him like

aphasia,

while he himself could
play the same at other times with ease.

simple

noises,
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Charcot reports the

of

case

a cornetist

with the views of phrenologists.

who lost the ability of using his bacci-

nator

Ballat

muscles.

case of a professor

describes

the

of music who lost

the ability of reading.
These

The auditory centres are situated
temporal convolutions.

the

dences are sufficient,

in

The evi

we think, for this

opinion, and this fact doubtless has its

but some of the

are

[December

many

bearing upon the musical centres just

that have been made by ob
servers, bearing upon this very interest
ing subject and which differentiate be

it bears upon the language
Mere
centres.
hearing does not deter
mine the organic location of the faculty
that intellectually or physically rec

records

tween

the speech

or

language

centre,

and that of music.

Now

Prof.

as

"It

is useless to

for tangible results unless the
brain is examined as well as the skull,"

hope
we

will

give a few words with reference

to the findings in the brain-tissue,
which are confirmative of the impres
sions
of these observers.
In the
Deutsche

Zeitung, 1894, Edgren men
of musical deafness. A man

tions

a case

was

unable

waltz,

to

polka or

distinguish
a march,

speech was concerned,

He understood

as

ognizes musical tones.
closed his ob

Schwalbe

by saying:

servations

as much

between

a

and so far as
had

no defect.

the language

of others,

lieve that

(6) But we be
the critic, had

if our friend,

gone far enough in his investigations he

would have found that there were other
beside Rudenger and Rezius
that would give him convincing argu

scientists

ments, and that (7) Mobius has already
given,
data

we

as

have

found, convincing
(8) that Hans

to go upon and

Von Bulow is not the only one to con
sult on the localization of the musical
Strange, too, that when
looking at the plaster casts of Bach,
Haydn, Beethoven and Schubert, that
Prof. Schwalbe could find "no trace of

faculty.

(9)

formation supporting Gall's theory."

but could not speak himself. After his
death his brain was examined and it

a

was found that the anterior two-thirds

observer he must be, for we have many

of the first and the anterior half of the
second temporal
convolution of the
left hemisphere, and the posterior half

times
posers

of the first temporal

demonstrate

right

hemisphere

destroyed.

convolution of the
of

Broca had

the
an

brain

was

impression

It just

we write

mined the fact that language has a
relation — a similarity of loca
tion in both hemispheres.
We have not

Tune.

observers

its double

doubt

that through further

music will

be shown

localization

to have

in accordance

had

the

the large

musical faculty

We have before us

portrait photo
of Chopin, Mozart, Beethoven,
Mendelssohn,
Wagner and Handel, all
of which showed a large development of
as

graphs

least

and

German com
photos and busts of

on

that all possessed.

of the qentre of lan
guage relaied only to the left hemis
phere, but later observers have deter

the

lectured

them before us and have been able to

that his discovery

double

goes to prove what a superficial

excellent

We therefore

fail

to see the pur

or the scien
tific force of any of the arguments of
Prof. Schwalbe brought forward in the
port,

the

reasonableness

editorial of the New York Evening Post.
We agree with Alexander Ecker that

1906.1
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the time has come when there should be

reexamination of the brain centres in
this twentienth century of ours, but the

a

407

investigation must be conducted
lines that are fairer than those
forth in the quotation given above.

on
set

IS THE BEST PROFESSION.

PHRENOLOGY

Continued From Page 400

By H. H. Hinman.
Good phrenologists are needed
In every first-class town,
But, sad to' say, they are so scarce
That one is seldom found.

So why not learn phrenology
And help your fellow man,
I'm sure 'twill pay you very well
While travelling o'er the land.

The people need phrenology,

God will crown your efforts
While toiling here on earth,
And at the final judgment
Will judge what you are worth.

Because they go astray,
They are crying loud for help
And falling by the way.

New Subscribers.

business.

No. 831.— 0. W. B., Topeka.— There

a

it,

is something very courageous and ener
getic in the photos of this gentleman.
He will never show a faint heart, but
will face the music every time. He is
uncommonly practical, energetic, force
ful and determined.
The nose is a
with the chin, gives
strong one and
solid satisfaction in whatever work he
His words are al
may be engaged.
ways to the point in argument or de
bate, but he does not waste time over
fine
anything. He would have made
He
engineer or
general in the army.
no lack
full of life and zeal. There
is

a

business man, an excellent overseer, and
one capable of directing others in new
We hope that he
channels of work.
will have scope given to him to think
and act along original lines. He would
make a good teacher in a Sundayschool, deacon of a church, or superin
He can
tendent of charitable funds.
be trusted with responsibility, and will
act out the dictates of his conscience
wherever he is. He will be a law-abid
ing citizen, and no one will find that he
will take advantage of his neighbor.
No. 830:— F. C, Toronto, Can., has
a wideawake mind, is available and can
turn his mind to many things. He is
is
versatile
and
businesslike,
very

in observing conditions and can
report on what he has seen when travel
ing. Enthusiasm is his keynote and he
can carry everything before him.
He
would make an excellent secretary of a
company, or he could be his own mas
ter in superintending his business.
He
will make a right-hand man in church
work, and will keep up the activities
of the same and help the parson with all
his various charities.
He is a good
talker, teacher or representative of a

keen

is

No. 829.— D. W. B., Maine—This
gentleman has a very practical organi
zation, and one that likes to deal in
He is open to conviction, and
facts.
is ready to accept ideas that are feasi
He
ble, even if they are new to him.
is not bigoted, and for this reason his
mind will grow, and he will be known
for extending his usefulness as long as
He has large perceptive fac
he lives.
ulties, which should make him a good
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hearty, buxom wife, not a society belle
He has courage, any
or a butterfly.
amount of
and energy.
He should
be quite fond of children, sufficiently so
to build an orphanage or start
busi
ness adapted to children's needs.
His
above the aver
power
recuperative
a

is

of humor and it crops out occasionally.
He would make a successful lawyer.
No. 832— T. A. G., Lowell, Mass.
— The hat conformitor shows a head
of unusual size, width and especially in
He is
the back or posterior portions.
friendly, companionable and should be
a married man and should have a
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age.

Answers To Correspondents.

a

is
a

Your next question will be answered
in our January number.
Libra, Houghton, Neb. —You ask

what faculties help
person to know
the truth of things, and reach facts or
the
the ideal, and you further ask
perceptives do not help us in this im

if

a

portant work.
You will find that Human Nature
helps us very much in conjunction with
in giving
Conscientiousness,
person
an insight into the true development of
things; while the Perceptive faculties
enable us to gather knowledge of cer
And your query
tain scientific data.
as to what faculties enable us to detect
the reality of things from the ideal
should be answered in the following
way: The joint action of Comparison
and Ideality give the mind the power to
analyze intellectual, moral and spirit
ual ideals, and consequently Compari
son, Ideality and Human Nature are
essential for this purpose.
We are glad that you are interested
in the study of Phrenology, and that
up.
you intend to follow
a

a

is a

pamphlet called "The Organ of Hu
man Nature," in the Human Nature
Library, No. 32, which will tell you all
about it. The Latin interpretation ex
In —
plains its meaning as follows:
—
into; tueri to look. It
very im
portant faculty.

it

by

is

it

a

is

is is

a

it

it

is

is

by

is

it

is

M. L., Osman, Ont. — Your questions,
Intuition?
What faculties
"What
Can
be devel
cause or produce it?
oped, and how?" are interesting ones
It
to all phrenological students.
part of the faculty of Human Nature,
that name.
and
sometimes called
It the state of mind possessed by per
sons who find
easy to successfully un
derstand their fellows. An animal has
highly developed, and understands
his master in
truly remarkable way.
It often mistaken for reason, and
very often the precursor of what
known as
philosophic process of rea
It
soning boiled down to an essence.
comes to one, however, quicker than
and often
process of reasoning,
more reliable, and generally just as
much so. It gives sagacity and an in
sight into the characteristics of people,
remarkable de
and
possessed in
the North American Indian.
gree
It was large in Napoleon, and in old
Hayes, the great rogue-catcher and de
tective of New York, and also in Gen
eral Grant, Patrick Henry, Benjamin
Franklin, John Quincy Adams, Shakes
peare, Susan B. Anthony, Dr. Gall,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Edwin Booth,
Walter DamCornelius Vanderbilt,
rosch, Recorder John W. Goff, William
Dean Howells, and scores of others.
We would advise you to read the little
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What Phrenologists Arc Doing.
THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LON
DON.

he

The Fowler Institute is essentially a
instruction can
Elliott at No. 4
Ludgate Circus,
Building,
Imperial
London. A special monthly class meet
ing is continued by Mr. D. T. Elliott,
which is much enjoyed by those who
attend, as each one stimulates a revival
Mr.
of his phrenological observations.
D. T. Elliot is also engaged in giving
phrenological examination daily, and
gives lectures on the subject of Phren
ology before literary societies in and
Phrenological and
around London.
can
be obtained of L.
literature
Health
N. Fowler & Co., 7 Imperial Arcade,
Ludgate Circus.
teaching centre where
be received from Mr.

BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

The Council has arranged the win
ter's campaign, and special attention
was devoted to getting up an attractive
programme for the Annual Congress of
Phrenologists, which was held in Lon

don on Lord Mayor's Dav, November
9th.
Cox,

B.P.S.,

will

Ontario. During the winter
in the eastern provinces

lecture

of Quebec.

Any

subscribers
to Human Nature
to
of
the numbers from
dispose
wishing
its origin to April, 1906, kindly com

municate with
ton,

111.

Miss

brilliant

J.

J.

B. Kopf, Blooming-

A. Fowler

spoke

before

a

of ladies on Wed
nesday, November 7, on the invitation
of the Rainy Day Club, on "Character
in Voice."
Miss Fowler commences her Wednes
day morning talks in January, and con
tinues them every week through Lent
until June 1st. For particulars see an
nouncement circular.
Persons desirous
of joining her morning class should
communicate
with her at once.
An
assemblage

evening class, if so desired, will also be
organized to meet on Monday evenings,
at 7 o'clock.
Mr. Tope, of Bowertown, Ohio, is
the editor of the Phrenological Era, and
has done much in promulgating Phren
He is an enthusiast
ology in his State.
on the subject.
Dr.
M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, is

J.

FIELD NOTES.

Mr. William

Mitchell,

has been

giving drawing room lectures on Prac
tical Psychology during November, and
continues them through December on
the following dates, at 13 The Neall,
On November
Ealing, near London.

1, 8, 13, 22, 29, he lectured on "Phren
ology in the Home"; "Phrenology and
Education," "Phrenology and Choice
of Pursuits"; "Phrenology and Busi

ness"; "Phrenology in Public Life";
on December 6 and 13 he will lecture
on "Phrenology and Revelation" and
and
Such
"Phrenology
Marriage."
practical topics should attract many to
hear him.

E. J. O'Brien gave a lecture on
Phrenology with a concert, combined, on
Oct. 30th, with the aid of his wife, at

continuing his professional work in
Phrenology.
Dr. Alexander is making a phreno
logical tour of Manitoba, where his lec
tures are well received.
Mr. Youngquist sends two Swedish
papers containing long notices of his
work in Stockholm.
He deserves our
best wishes.
Mr. Owen Williams, Phrenologist and
Lecturer, is agent for the Phrenologi
cal Journal and all of Fowler &
Wells' publications.
He is much re
wherever
he
goes.
spected

THE

AMERICAN
INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY.

The entertainment and instruction
offered to the members and friends of
the Institute on Tuesday evening, Dec.
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4,
be

will

be better

aboriginal.

than original — it will
We are to have a lec

ture by Mr. Allen Samuel Williams,
who has been a welcome visitor among
various
tribes of American Indians,

upon "Indians in New York City." The
almost unknown colony of aborigines
hidden in the metropolis will be des
cribed and their personalities, tribal
dress, work, religious rites and sports
wiU be portrayed with original stereRed Eagle, a distin
opticon views.
guished Iroquois, with his squaw and
pappoose, will be present in native dress
and Red Eagle, who is doing a worthy
work in preserving the tribal poetry and
music of the aboriginal Americans, will
sing the songs of his people. Inciden
tally there will be an exposition of the
value of illustrated education.

American Institute this year (1906).
The Faculty congratulate themselves
that they had a very appreciative,
thoughtful and distinguished class tn
teach.

Mr.

Charles

the best suggestions how to increase the
of the Phrenological

circulation

Journal.

THE CLASS OF

1906.

Dr. B. F. Pratt, from Ohio; Miss
Ethel Pratt, from Ohio; Mr. Walter
Logan, from Canada ; Mr. Alfred John
son, from Wisconsin: Mr. Harry Beckwith, from Penn. ; Mr. George Single
ton, from New Jersey; Miss Rose Albury, from Massachusetts; Mrs. M. J.
Parks, from New Jersey; Mr. Frank
Oaks, from New York; Mr. Edward
Aelling, from New York; Rev. George
Savory, from California, wore the stu
dents who received diplomas at the

J.

Adams,

D.D.,

will

commence a series of articles on Bio
philism and Psychology in the January
number.
Dr. Adams would like to hear
from anyone who has a story to tell with
relation to a dog, cat, or any other ani
mal.

ERRATA.
We wish to correct an error on page
344.
The words in the first column,
twelve lines from the bottom, which are

"Christ Church Ministry, East Orange,"
should read "in his Grace Church min
istry, Orange, New Jersey.

PRIZE OFFERS AND AWARDS.
The December competition will be
for a New Year's story or poem bearing
on Phrenology.
The January prize will be for the
best article on the faculty of Philoand the writer's ideas
progenitiveness,
on Biophilism, or whether animals have
a soul and live hereafter.
The February competition is for the
"Do short
best answer on the query:
or tall men make the best husbands?"
The March competition will be for
the best short story for children.
The competition for April will be for

[December

AT NIGHT-TIME.
At night-time
Like

a gloom

settles over the

world,

some mighty shadow above us un
furled,
The cricket sings on in his soft sere
nade,

And

a few weary children run home
half afraid,
At night-time.

At night-time
tling mite,

each

dear

little

prat

Cuddles down on his pillow in drowsy
delight,
The mother bends o'er them to kiss
away care,

And breathes ere she slumbers
fervent prayer,
At night-time.

a

soft,

all sound is soothed
softly to rest,
Except some stray birdie away from its

At night-time
nest.

The stars shine above with a calm, gen
tle light,
And the moon in the West smiles a ten
der goodnight,
At night-time.
— George W. Noland.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora
ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler

& Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of

the business, or in its general management.
made payable to the order of

The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
and Phrenological Magazine is $1.00 a
year, payable in advance.
Money, when pent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters are re

Journal

quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.
Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.
Postage-Stamps will be received for fractional parts
The larger stamps are preferred: they
of a dollar.
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets — that is, not torn apart.
Change of post office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information.
Notice should be received the first of the
preceeding month.
Letter* of Inquiry requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and give
name and full address every time you write.
All Letter* should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
eecured.
Any Book, Periodical, Chart, Etc.. may be or
dered from this office at Publisheis1 prices.
Agents Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications
to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CUREENT EXCHANGES.
St. Louis Globe-Democrat, St. Louis,
Mo. — A recent issue contains a write-up
on Sara Bernhardt, and many other in
points from an intellectual
teresting
menu.

The World Magazine Section, New
an account
of the
most remarkable boy in the world, Norbert Wiener.
He could say his alpha
bet at eighteen months old ; could read
and write at three years ; at eight was
fitted for college in mathematics, phil

York. — Contains

and the sciences.
osophy,
languages
Darwin
and
Spencer,
Huxley are his
fairy stories, but he loves play and his
father says he is lazy. He is the young
est college man in the history of the
United States.

All remittances should

be

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Farm and Home. — Has always some
western
thing interesting for our
friends.

It

is a progressive paper, and
quite an acquisition to persons who
cannot get in touch with, or cannot af
ford other papers.
We highly recom
mend it.

Medical Times, New York City. —
Contains editorials on "Pure Food ver
sus Pretty Food."
It joins in the gen
eral felicitation that the Pure Food Bill
has been made law. Another editorial
is on the new Harvard Medical School
and a timely one on Accurate Expres
sion versus the New Spelling Craze."
A hint is given on "A Time for Study
and a Time for Sleep."
The Blacksmith and Wheelwright. —
Has quite a variety of news upon this
practical question of shoeing horses. Its
columns must therefore be of great ser
vice to those who are interested
subject.

in

the

Suggestion, Chicago, 111. — The Illim
Power of Suggestion," by E.
Rosa Hough, is the first article in the
November number of this magazine.
"Self-Control," by Ella Wheeler Wil
cox is another interesting article.
Delineator, New York. — Gives us
with lavish hand an introduction into
the art of correct dressing.
Review of Reviews, New York. — The
November number contains an article
on "Our New Task at Havana" ; also an
article on "Mr. Root's South American
Tour"; and a third article on "Candi
dates for the Governorship of New
York."
of
"Magoon, Administrator
Cuba," is another interesting article.
itable
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Publishers
New Gymnastics for Men, Women,
Children.
With three hundred
illustrations. New edition, revised and
By Dio Lewis, M.D. 286
enlarged.
This system is
Price, $1.50.
pages.
the outcome of years of study and ex
periment by the most original and in
genious gymnast the world has ever
seen.
Already 32,000 copies of the
work have been sold. -Dio Lewis's sys
tem has been generally adopted by the
most advanced
schools of this and
and

other countries.

How to Read Character. A New
Illustrated Hand-book of Phrenology
and Physiognomy, for Students and
Examiners, with a Chart for recording
the sizes of the different Organs of the
Brain in the Delineation of character.
12mo, 191 pages.
172 illustrations.
Price, cloth, $1.25.
Phrenological Chart: A handsome
symbolical Head, made from new and
special drawings designed for the pur
19x24
Lithographed in colors.
pose.
ins.
Price, 30 cents.
Lantern Slides. A set of fifty Lan
tern Slides suitable for stereopticon
lectures on Phrenology, $50.00. Doubleburner Oil Lanterns, $25.00.
Express
collect.

A Natural System of Elocution and
Oratory. Founded on an Analysis of
the Human Constitution considered in
its three-fold nature — Mental, Physio
logical, and Expressional. By Thomas
A. Hyde and William Hyde.
653
Illustrated.
Price, $2.00.
pages.
Common School Elocution and Ora
tory. A practical and comprehensive
manual of Vocal and Physical Culture,
treating the subject of Respiration, Ac
tion, Grouping, Original Discourse, and
Extemporaneous Speech, from a scien
tific standpoint.
By I. H. Brown,
A.M. 328 pages. New and enlarged
edition, 1897. Price, extra cloth, $1.00.
How to Conduct a Public Meeting:
or, The Chairman's Guide for Con
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Department.
ducting Meetings, public and private,
according to the best Parliamentary
Rules. With Rules of Order, etc. Price,
25 cents.

Our Girls.

By Dio Lewis, M.D. The

phenomenal success of "Our Girls" rests
upon the extraordinary character of the
work. It treats the question of a girl's
health, scientifically, and has helped
numberless
invalid girls into good
health, but it does it all in a spirit so
genial and fascinating that, while learn
ing the most vital truths, you seem to
be listening to a delightful story.
202
Price, cloth, $1.50.
pages. Illustrated.
Our Digestion: or my Jolly Friend's
Secret.
By Dio Lewis, M.D. 407
This work treats each and
pages.
every part of the digestive machinery,
and discusses foods, drinks, and all the
other elements and conditions of "My

Jolly Friend's Secret." Price,.$1.50.

Weak
Lungs, and How to Make
Them Strong; or, Diseases of the Or
gans of the Chest, with their HomeTreatment by the Movement-Cure. By
Dio Lewis, M.D. This work explains
the origin of consumption, the symp
toms of its several stages, the simple
means by which it may be known, and
when possible, cured.
Profusely illus
trated.
Price, $1.50.
Five Minute Chats with Young Wo
men and certain other Parties.
Writ
ten in a Lively and Attractive Style,
exposing errors without fear or favor.
By Dio Lewis, M.D. 426 pages. Price,
$1.50.

Prohibition a Failure : or, the True
Solution of the Temperance Question.
By Dio Lewis, M.D. 266 pages. Price,
cloth, $1.00.
In a Nutshell. Suggestions to Am
erican College
Students.
By Dio
Lewis, M.D. Filled with the informa
tion that all students so much need in
regard to the care of their physical and
Price, ex
mental health.
178 pages.
tra cloth, full gilt, $1.00.
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How to Kaise Fruits. A Handbook,
Being a Guide to the Cultivation and
Management of Fruit Trees, and of
With De
Grapes and Small Fruits.
scriptions of the Best and Most Popu
lar Varieties.
By T. Gregg. Illus
Price, cloth, $1.00.
trated.

Fruits and Farinacea. The Proper
Food of Man. Being an attempt to
prove by History, Anatomy, Physiol
ogy, and Chemistry that the Original,
Natural and Best Diet of Man is de
rived from the Vegetable
Kingdom.
With Notes and
By John Smith.
Illustrations.
By R. T. Trail, M.D.
Price, $1.50.
Nature's Household Remedies; for
the prevalent disorders of the Human
Organism. By Felix L. Oswald, M.D.
'
229 pages.
Price, $1.00.
The
How to Teach Vocal Music.
Teacher's Electric Manual and Course
of study in Vocal Music, for Public
Schools

and Classes.

By Prof. Alfred

Andrews. Price, 50 cents.
Forordained: A story of Heredity
and of special parental influences.
By
An Observer. Price, cloth, 75 cents.
The Family Gymnasium.
Contain
ing the most improved methods of ap
plying Gymnastics, Calisthenic, Kinesipathic and Vocal Exercises to the
Development of the Bodily Organs, the
Invigoration of their Functions, the
Preservation of Health, and the Cure
of Disease and Deformities. By R. T.
Trail, M.D. 215 pages, 42 illustra
tions. Price, cloth, $1.25.
The Relation of the Sextets. By Mrs.
E. B. Duffey. Author of "What Wo
men Should Know."
Table of Con
tents. — Introductory
Chapter — Sexual
Physiology — The Legitimate Social In
stitutions of the World: the Orient —
The Legitimate Social Institutions of
the World: the Occident — Polygamy —
Free Love and its Evils — Prostitution:
Its History and Effects — Prostitution:

Its

Causes — Prostitution:

Its

Remedies

— Chastity — Marriage and its Abuses
— Marriage "\nd its Uses — The Limita

tion of Offspring — Enlightened Parent
Price, $1.00.
age.
Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia,
and Headache.
Their Cure by Home
Treatment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D.
Price, $1.00. Contents— General View
of the Liver — Functions of the Liver —
The Bile: Its Quantity and Uses — De
rangements of the Liver — Torpid Liver
— Relation of the Liver to the Kidneys
— Diseases Caused by Uric Acid— Dis
eases Caused by Deranged Liver — Ef
fect of a Deranged Liver on the Nerves
— Effect of Disease of the Liver on the
Heart — Causes of Liver Complaint — •
The Home Cure of Disease on the Liver
— Miscellaneous Questions Answered —
Mental Dyspepsia: Its Treatment —
and their Cure — Practical
Headaches
Notes Concerning Headaches.
Parturition without Pain. A Code
of Directions for Avoiding most of the
Pains and Dangers of Child-bearing.
By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, $1.00.
Life of Dr. Francois Joseph Gall,
Crainologist and Founder of Phre
Contain
Jessie A. Fowler.
nology.
ing 20 illustrations, many of which
have been specially . drawn and photo
graphed for this work and now pub
lished for the first time.
Popular edi
tion. Price, 25 cents.
Talks to my Patients: a Practical
Handbook for the Maid, Wife, and
Mother. By Mrs. R. B. Gleason, M.D.,
New
with a Portrait of the Author.
Price, $1.50.
and enlarged
edition.
"Mrs. Gleason is able to say something
to wives and to mothers which no man
could say. There can be no difference
of opinion about the value of the prac
tical suggestions she affords; which are
characterized by sound philosophy and
sense.
clear, good, sterling common
We wish the chapter 'Confidential to
Mothers' might be published as a tract
and sent to every mother in the land."
— From Harper's Magazine.
Youth, its Care and Culture. By J.
Mortimer Granville.
To this has been
added a paper by Grace Greenwood

"The Physical Education

of

a

on

Girl,"
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also a paper on "Dress of

Girls." Price,

$1.00.

Physical Culture, founded on DelSartean Principles, with lessons on Ex
ercising, Walking, Breathing, Resting,
Sleeping, Dress, etc., etc. Illustrated.
By Carrica Le Favre. Price paper, 25
cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Chastity, its Physical, Intellectual,
and Moral Advantages. By Dr. M.
Holbrook.
Contents: What is Chas
the
Injure
tity?— Does
Chastity
Health ? — Advantages of Chastity —
The Great Advantage of Chastity—
Chastity and Children — Chastity and
Virility — What the Sexual Instinct has
done for the World — The Cure — Ap
pendix. Price, $1.00.
A Physician's Sermon to Young
Men.
By William Pratt. Price, 25

L

cents.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men
in Behalf of Human Culture through
a Wiser Parentage.
By A. E. Newton.
Price, 25 cents.
Deep Breathing: or Lung Gymnas
tics, as a means of Promoting the Art
of Song, and of Curing Various Dis
eases of the Throat and Lungs.
By
Sophia M. A. Ciccolina. Price, cloth,

velopment, or How to acquire Plump
ness of Form and Strength of Limbs.
Illustrated.
By W. Milo. Price, 10
cents.

Miss Jessie A. Fowler's Wednesday
Scien
Morning Talks, at 11 o'clock.
tific Character Study. Admission $1.00
a month or $3.00 the course.

January Talks,

2d,

9th,

23d,

30th.

Topics, Phreno-Pstchologt.
(2d) Infancy.
Youth.
(16th)
(30th) Maturity.

February Talks,

Jan.

Childhood.
Manhood.

(9th)
(23rd)

6th, 13th, 20th, 27th.

Topics, PhreNo-Ethnology.

Feb.

The Irish or Celt.
(13th)
(6th)
The German or Teuton.
(20th)
The English
or Anglo - Saxon.
The
American
or Union Race.
(27)

Lenten Talks

for March

20th,

6th, 13th,

27th.

Topics, Preno-Hygiene. March (6th)
Raw

Diet. (13th,l Vegetable Diet.
Fruit
Meat Diet.
(27th)
and Nut Diet.
(20th)

50 cents.

Protection and Management of the
Singing Voice. Medical and Hygienic
Hints. By Lennox Browne. Price, 30
cents.

Aids to Family Government.
From
the Cradle to the School.
By Bertha
The Rights of Children.
Meyer.
By
Herbert Spencer.
The Government of
Children. By M. L. Holbrook.
Price,
cloth, $1.00.
Thiis book, "Aids to
Family Government," should be in the
hands of every mother who would give
her children careful physical, intellec
tual, and moral training.
Physical Culture, for Home and
School. Scientific and Practical.
By
Prof. D. L. Dowd. 322 pages, with
portrait of Author, and 80 illustrations,
new and revised edition.
Price, cloth,
bevel edge, $1.50.
Notes on Beauty,

[December

Vigor,

and

De

April Talks,
Topics,
logy.

3rd,

10th,

17th,

Temperamental

(April 3rd)

24th.

Phreno

The

Motive.

(10th) The Vital. (17th) The Men
tal. (24th) The Well Balanced.

May Talks,
Topics,

1st, 8th, 15th, 22d, 29th.

Piireno-Love.

.

May

(1st)

Platonic
Love.
Conjugal
(8th)
Love. (15th) Parental Love.
(22d)
Home and Patriotic Love.
(29th)
Spiritual Love.
Phrenological

Delineations

given at the close of each

Fowler

&

Talk.

will

Wells Co.,

24 East 22d street, New

York.

be
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Fowler's

New Phrenological
Bust

With upwards of
100 divisions, in

china.

Newly dis

covered organs are
added,

and

the old

have

organs

been

indi

subdivided

to

cate

various

the

phases

of action

which many of them
assume.

It

is a

per

fect model, beautiful
a

as

and

work of art,
is undoubtedly

the latest contribu
tion to Phrenologi
cal Science, and the
most complete bust
ever published.
Price. $5.00
By Express Collect

Fowler

Wells Co.

24 East 22d Street

New York

ADVERTISEMENTS
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DYSPEPSIA

PSYCHOLOGY

AND

The Cultivation and Development of
Mind and Will by Positive and
Negative

COSTIVENESS

Processes.

By FRANK H. RANDALL

THEIR CAUSE AND CURE

CONTENTS

BASED OS

CHAPTER I.— Psychology and Sou! Defined.
II.— All ThinsiB have Truth at Core.
"
III.— Some Notions of Mind and Science.
"
IV.— Nature Comprehended iu the Iluman

System.
V.— Special Psychic and Spiritual Organs.
11
and Negative Processes. — Parti.
Positive
VI.—
" VII.— Positive and Negative Processes.— Part
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Practical Hypnotism.

50 cents.
Manual clearly teaching eighteen dif
ferent methods of inducing Mesmerism and Hypno
tism.

A Practical
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THE NEW SHORTHAND
That All Can Learn and Use Immediately
BY

Rev. C. M. HOWARD
We Introduce to our readers an entirely new system
It is not our intention to make professional
of shorthand.
shorthand stenographers, but to assist all students in taking
notes which may be the most easily read without going through
the hard study of the principal systems of phonography.

Hinisters and Students will

be most

benefited

by

sy stem .

CLOTH, Sl.OO
I

" save two-thirds of the time that would be
required in my correspondence with my wife, who
also uses it. Nearly all common words are great
In all my copying and compos
ly abbreviated.
Place one of the
ing it is of vast use to me.
little books in the hands of a correspondent and
begin at once to use it and it will all soon be
come as familiar to you as your alphabet.
No
hard, protracted study of months and years, as
witli other methods, and then, perhaps, not able
to use them with satisfaction. No teacher need
ed.
think it can be written rive times as fast
as typewriting and about as fast as most steno
graphers can write with their methods."
C. M. Howard

I

FOWLER & WELLS CO. Publishers
24 E. 22nd Street,

New York

this
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The Water Gap Sanitarium

All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,
by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 44 years in
this work.
No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. 2 lady physicians.
Address F. WILSON HUKD, Noeth Water Gap, Monboe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, Cons.

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects.
Correspondence solicited.

H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

MILLER

S

Phrenologist
More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8
126 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

HOTEL

37. 30 & 41 West 26th St.,
Dr. A Mrs. E. P. MILLER,
Established

J. M. FITZdERALD

Dr.

NEW YORK

H. W. SMITH, Ph. D.

Proprietors

In 1870

In the center of the city. Convenient to electric
Near Madison Square, the
and elevated cars.
theaters, and the big dry-goods stores.
Excellent
rooms,
table, comfortable
electric elevator.
Elec
tric Light Baths, first and only in the city ; same
that restored King Edward of England to vigorous
health. Also Electro -Thermal, Galvanic, Turkish,
and Roman Baths ; Massage. Salt-Rubs, Needle
Bath, etc. A home place for ladies and families.
•

Terms: Room, Si. on to 83.00 per day ; with
Roard, 82. OO to 84. SO per day. Permanent,
810 to 830, according to room.

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
CALVERT AND ALMENA, NORTON
U. S. Mail Trail No.

I

CO.. KANS

Almena Camp 53

3

CAN SELL

Tour Real Estate or Business
NO

MATTER WHERE LOCATED

Properties and Business of all kinds sold quickly for
cash in all parts of tbe United States. Don't wait.
Write to-day describing what yon have to sell and give
cash price on same.

Men's Pocket Physician
Has bten Revised, Enlarged and Profusely
Illustrated, Bound in Cloth, with Gold
Letters, •nd is Now Entitled

it

Vigorous Manhood"

The author. Dr. W. G. Boiler,

Osteopath, tells in
plain and easily understood language now you can
diagnose and cure all diseases peculiar to men with
out drug or medicine of any kind.
VARICOCELE, HYDROCELE,'PROSTATITIS, STRICTURE, ETC.
No matter of -what nature, or of how long stand
ing your ailment may be, if you desire a perman
ent and positive cure, follow the directions for treat
ment given in this startling little book.
The treatment is easy to follow, involvingno hard
ship or depriving of "the rational pleasure of life,
and it will impart new vitality, fresh courage
and surprising strength to any man who desires
to realize superbly his Divine creative powers.
No matter if your case be new, or of long stand
ing, you will get immediate relief and ultimate cure
by following the treatment deforibed in this most
valuable manual ever published.
A copy of this little book, which can be carried in
the pocket, yet which is a scientific treatise by an
educated physician, will be sent to any address upon
receipt of its price, ONE DOLLAR.
With oue
year's subscription to Health, $1.50.
Whether you are sick or well, you cannot spend
that amount more wisely than by investing it in a
copy of "Vigorous
Manhood."

Health Pub. Co, Dpt. 2,

3215th Ave.

NEW YORK

IF YOU WANT

TO BUY

any kind of Business or Real Estate anywhere, at any
I cau save you time
price, write me your requirements.
and money.

DAVID P. TAFF,

THE LAND MAN,
415

TOPEKA,

KANSAS AVENUE,

KANSAS.

CHILDREN
>EETHINQ
Oil a*

VY1U91UW d over FIFTY YEARS

Soothing Syrup BoftHS^iSX

THEIRCHILDREN
WHILE TEETHING WITH PERFECT SUC
IT SOOTHES THE CHILD. SOFTENS
THE GUMS, ALLAYS ALL PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and Is the BEST REMEDY
CESS.

FOB DIARRHOEA.

Sold by
world.

druggists

In

every

part

of tbe

Twenty-five Cents a Bottle.

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .OO

IN CARRYING

CASE.

The Neatness, Portability, Efficiency, and
Cheapness of onr Popular Magic Lantern will
commend It to everyone wishing a good, reliable
instrument at a moderate price.
In the Popular we have dispensed with the Japanned
case of the old state of Magic Lantern, as the construction
our
Patent Bi-Unial Lamp makes that unnecessary, ana
of
thus a great saving in weight and bulk Is secured.

SET UP FOR FSE.

The Condensing tenses are of fine quality, plano-convex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially
The Object Glasses are achromatic enlarging the views with good effect of any

mounted In brass.
desired size from
3 feet up to 9 feet area ; and are handsomely mounted In brass, with rack for focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.
Onr Patent Bi-Unial Lamp rests in a socket at the rear of the instrument, where it Is firmly sup
ported at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which It Is connected by a light-tight metallic lifting.
weighs only about 7 pounds, and is enclosed in a neat varnished
The Popular Magic Lantern
carrying case, 6^4x 101 15 inches.

L

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
28.
27.
28.
J9.

».

SI.

LIST

OF LANTERN SLIDES

38,
Human Skeleton.
Longitudinal Section of the Brain.
33.
34.
Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and
35.
Spinal Cord.
36.
Thick Skull in an Insane man, unusually thick and
dense.
.
Brain in Skull.
I 37.
Idiot's Head.
Florence Nightingale.
Gladstone, Right Hon. W. E. Statesman.
Do re. French Artist.
Garibaldi.
.
T. Abernethy.
Writer.
I 40.
American Indian.
Benjamin
Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In
ventor.
I 41.
Captain Webb ; swam Niagara Rapids.
Drunkard.
Lord Bacon.
Writer.
I 42.
The arterial System showing s.-teries and veins.
Highly Intellectual Head and Char- ,
Prof. Playfalr.
acter.
I 43.
Hypothondrias
Head.
Rubens.
Painter.
I 44.
John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wesleyan Meth
odism.
I 45.
Base of the Brain.
Moltke.
German Statesman.
I 48.
Landscape Painter and Good Colorist.
Cooke, Large Language
Home
and Cultivated
mind, writer and speaker.
Asopdlah Buxton,
Keen Calculator (Large Calculatiotl).
I 47.
Muscular System.
Stern.
Minister. Writer and Wit.
I 48.
Instigator of the Siege of Pannyne.
Francois.
The French Advocate.
49.
(Very rellned.)
Martin, who was executed In Paris.
( A Parricide.)
I 50.

Price SI. SO ench. or for 1he set 830.00 by

Cetewaye.
(Indian Chief.)
Eustacb of St. Domingo.
Spurzbelm.
Co- Worker with Gall.
L. N. Fowler. Phrenologist and Lecturer.
J. A. Fowler. Daughterof L.N. Fowler. Examiner,
Fowler & Wells Co.
Phrenologist. Author and Lecturer.
Nelson Slzer.
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells.
Sister of 0. S. and L. N.
Said to be the first lady Journalist in
Fowler.
the United States.
Napoleon 1st.
Miss Wlllard.
Anna Dickinson.
Edgar Allan Poe.
Intelligence.
Benjamin
Franklin's
Grades
of
Evarts.
Two
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness.
side sections of the brain.
Lester,
Brown,
Tern.
Rev. 0. P.
Vital
John
Motive Temp.
Cardinal Manning, Mental TempRev. T. H. Brown, Well Balanced.
Firmness
Prince - Bismarck,
Daniel O'Connell.
Gen. Phil. Sheridan.
Combatlveness and Destructlveness.
Gen. Sheridan.
Dr. GalL
Head. Male and Female
Symbolical
Head (two each).
Four Pictures of Idiots.
Gen. Stonewall Jackson.
Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob AsUir.
Thomas A. Edison.
W. Shlllaber.
Rev. How
Henry Ward Beecher.
Chauncey M. Depew.
ard Crosby.
Burke,
King.
Murderer.
Fine
Stephen
Rev. Dr.
Organization ( Empress Eugenia) . Coarse Organ
Oceola. Rev. Lyman
ization.
Queen Victoria.
Sitting Bull, the Most Popular Orator of
Abbott.
the U. 8.
Group of Organs. Outline of
Martha Washington.
Head. Four Views of the Brain.
An.
Mark Lemon.
Lucretla Mott. Clara Barton.
tolnc Probst.
Daniel Webster. John C. Calhoun.
Muscular System.
The Brain, Side Section.

ciprco collect.

Lantern MM. 00 express collect.
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THE WALTER SANITARIUM
PARK,
WALTERS

PA.

The nearest, larrfeat, bait of the Werneriville
Reiorti, hai it< own Poit-Offlce.

Only 24 minute* from Reading Terminal, Philadelphia
and 4 hours from New York— without change.
Book! 3

Address ROBERT

WALTER, M.D.

JUST PUBLISHED

Modern Ghost Stories
8

Vo.

Pages

139

CLOTH

Sl.OO

A Medley of Dreams, Impressions and ftyectral
Illusions
BY

EMMA MAY BUCKINGHAM
CONTENTS:
Are We Naturally Superstitious*
Was it a Spirit Telegram?
Wbat Was It? Spectral Illusions;
The Spectral Hound; Was it a Spirit?
Who was She? Psychological Impressions;
How He Found His Ideal;
That Shadow in the Park;
A Young Wife's Trial;
The Weird Musician;
Tongueless Voices;
Irresistible Impulse;
The Phantom Child;
A Dream Warning; Dreams Fullfilled;
A Vision of Heaven; The Haunted Chamber;
A Dream Over Bride Cake: Elucidation;
The Mystery of the River.

FOWLER & WELLS
;

24 East Twenty=Second

CO.

Street, New York
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UNCOOKED
FRUIT,

OATENUT

NTT

AND

Here Is a Good One

CEREAL FOODS

FIG HAZEL

FRUIT BREAD

Sample of either by mall, ioc. ; all three, 25c.
Twenty other "Good Things to Eat," made without
lard, suet glue or other dead-animal matter. Write
for lint or send $1 for 5-lb. box of sampler, cooked
and uncooked.

STRAIGHT EDGE KITCHEN

Being the Commiflsary Department of the Straight
Edge Industrial Settlement, 1 Abingdon Sq^, N. Y.
Write for information about the Straight Edge In
dustries and ways in which you can co-operate with
us for human betterment, physical, moraJ, industri
al, social, financial.
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The Modern Farmer
Poultry Gazette
Review of Reviews
Success
Woman's Home
Companion

All

5.75

one year for

$3.00

This makes a combination that is very
hard to beat, and you should be greatly
pleased with it.

THE

MODERN FARMER,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

FOR HIGH QUALITY
If

you don't know DDCON QUALITY ?end :6 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE. Mention this adv.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jeney City, N. J.

OWEN HUGH

WILLIAMS

PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER
Graduate of the American
Institute of Phrenology

_

jfl
^jb"

Agent for Fowler & Wells Publication!).
24 East 22d Street.
New York City.

/

Beware
Supplies.
sonic books.

*

BEDDING

Daily Attractions

In New York
A Weekly Magazine of

advance
information concerning events and

attractions in Greater
— Concerts, Lectures,
Art Exhibitions, Club
fact, everything that

New York
Theatres,
News — in
everybody

90(2 Metropolitan

New York

Building

and Manufacturers

If

you want the BEST thing in
world, in the MATERIAL
Realm, write at once for a FREE
copy of the new Monthly, " Gold."
It MAY mean a FORTUNE for you.
want every reader of the Journal
to have this. Write me at once be
fore the offer is withdrawn.
the

I

EDWARD U. COWLES

Seattle, Wash.

N<u

PRACTICAL YOGA
A SERIES OF

TnOROrGHI.Y

PRACTICAL

LESSONS UPON THE PHIL
OSOPHY AND PRACTICE OF
YOGA
WITH A CHAPTER

BY

PERSIAN

DEVOTKD TO

HAG1C

HASHNU

HARA

to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological

Journal.

O

Price, 50 Cento.

In writing

BtJh.

!

Box

B. L. CLARKE, Manager

& CO., Publishers

of spurious

•f Masonic Goods, No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

wants to know.
Subscription. $2.00 per year;
$1.00 for Six Months
50 Cents for Three Months

FREE to F. A. M. A beautiful
Masonic Calendar, also large cataloguc of Masonic books and goods
prices. Regalia, Jewels. Badge*, Pins, Charms and Lodge
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PSYCHOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
OF HANDWRITING
BY MAGDALENE KINTZEL -THUMM
Translated from the German by MAGDALENE

KJNTZEL-THUMM

significance of a graph ological sign increases in proportion
of its form and the frequency of its appearance.
Sub strokes connecting letters within a word can be equalty re
garded as starting or ending sub strokes; sub strokes connecting
parts of a letter are called connecting sub strokes.
Nearly all of the graphological observations published in this
book are of an original character ; but few of them— those pertain
ing to Part Ethic exclusively — can be found in other books, and
these few even had to be intensely modified.

to the intensity
THE

VOLUNTARY THINKING
The most perfect form of voluntary thinking is logical thinking — i.e., the
capacity of deducting from one or more known facts an unknown cause respect
The graphological sign of this capability is omission of starting
ively consequent.
and ending sub strokes. Examples for this manner of writing can be seen in
Scheme A. I. and B. I.
Illustrated Examples from handwritings of famous personalities
VIRCHOW
TALLEYRAND
DU BOIS REYMOND
GLADSTONE
SALISBURY
GERHART HAUPTMANN

:

It must be emphasized that many signs do not show intellectual gift, but in
tellectual training only, and indicate a mind that has learned to exercise its powers.
The most perfect form of vmdertaking will power is called energy — i.e., the
capacity of discerning amongst several possible actions of seemingly equal worth
The grapho
one as the most important, and of carrying it out without delay.
logical sign of such will power is enlargement of left-handed ending and connecting
intermediate strokes.
Examples from handwritings of famous personalities:

BISMARCK
WAGNER

McKINLEY

WASHINGTON

HAESELER

LIVINGSTONE

In contrast to these energetic handwritings
undecided, weak characters may be given.

a few examples

of writings of

LOUIS XVI

NIELS GADE
Price, $2.00 Net
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